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CAUSE, the Professional Association for Computing and Information Technology in Higher
Education, helps colleges and universities strengthen and improve their computing,
communications, and information services. The association also helps individual members
develop as professionals in the field of higher education computing and information
technology.

Formerly known as the College and University Systems Exchange, CAUSE first organized as
a volunteer association in 1962 and incorporated in 1971 with twenty-five charter member
institutions. That same year the CAUSE National Office opened in Boulder, Colorado, with a

professional staff to serve the membership. Today the association serves over 1,800
individuals on 700 campuses -epresenting 480 colleges and universities and twenty sustaining
member companies.

CAUSE provides member institutions with many senices to increase the effectiveness of their
computing environments, including: the Administrative Systems Query (ASQ) Service, which
provides information from a data base of member institution profiles; the CAUSE Exchange
Library, a clearinghouse for documents and systems made available by members through
CAUSE; an Information Request Service to locate specific systems or information; consulting
services to review the computing environment and management plans of member institutions;
association publications, including a bi-monthly newsletter, a bi-monthly professional
magazine, and the CAUSE monograph series; cooperative workshops with other higher
education associations and member campuses; and the CAUSE National Conference.

We encourage you to use CAUSE to complement your individual ectorts at strengthening your
institution's management and educational capabilities through the use of computing and
information technology.
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INTRODUCTION

As computing professionals in colleges and universities, we have always had to plan strategies

for our computing organizations. But the challenges of changing technologies and expanding

user needs make a planned approach to managing computing more important than ever as we

are called upon to provide guidance in the planning process for the computing environment of

the entire institution. Planning, design, implementation, and feedback- as well as ongoing

maintenance--are necessary ingredients if we are to successfully navigate the uncharted course
of information technology in the next decade.

CAUSE85 addressed the current state and the future of higher education computing from a

planning and management perspective and, equally important, provided participants a forum in

which to share the special problems ane opportunities that confront administrators and
computing professionals in higher education.

As we addressed these issues at CAUSE85 we were fortunate to have two distinguished
general session speakers: George Keller, one of America's leading educational consultants and

author of the best-selling Academic Strategy: The Management Revolution in American Higher

Education, and William R. Monat, Chancellor of the Board of Regents for the Regency
Universities System of Illinois. With forty-nine presentations in seven different tracks and an
all-time-high attendance of 702, the conference offered invaluable opportunities for exchanges

of information, experiences, management tips and planning advice, as well as the chance to
refresh once-a-year friendships.

We hope these Proceedings will be a cc ntinuing resource throughout the year, and a reminder

of the many activities and opportunities offered by both the conference and the association.

11

091/1"

M. Lewis Temares

CAUSE85 Chair
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GENERAL SESSIONS

CAUSE85 was highlighted by several general sessions in which all conferees were

invited to convene to share in activities of general interest. The conference opened

with an orientation session offering information about CAUSE as an association as

well as advice from experts on how to "cover" all the activities of the conference. This

session was followed immediately by the CAUSE Annual Business Meeting, which

included the colorful and informative slide presentation called, "CAUSE Today and

Tomorrow." Two eminent educational authorities presented general-session addresses

to open the Wednesday and Thursday activities (see pages 6-7). The CAUSE Board

of Directors, CAUSE85 Program Committee members, and recipients of CAUSE

awards were honored at luncheons during the conference (see pages 8-9). The final

general session of CAUSEb5 was a Current Issues Forum on the subject of security

issues in higher education (pa;,e 10).
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Future Directions
for Strategic Management

1 la

George Keller
Senior Vice President
Barton-Gillet Company

i

George Keller, noted author of Academic
Strategy: The Management Revolution in
American Higher Education, presented an
address which focused on two new roles facing
computing professionals today. One is the
arrangement of information to make the new
campus management possible. The other is the
sensitive incorporation of new technology into
the traditional college environment. Mr. Keller
advised that computing professionals will need
to move from being backroom data-gatherers
to full partners in campus management, and
will need to prepare themselves accordingly.

Mr. 'Geller has received Atlantic Monthly's
education writer of the year award, the Sibley
Award for education magazine editing, and the
U. S. Steel Foundation medal for"distinguished
service in higher education."

IIII WI.

Mr. Keller and CA USERS Vice Chair Harry Grath Jahn.
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INSTITUTIONAL APPROACHES FOR ANTICIPATING
THE FUTURE: STRATEGIC PLANNING,

OR FLYING BLIND INTO THE 21ST CENTURY

THURSDAY MORNING ADDRESS

Dr. William Monat discussed the differing and
at times divergent information processing and
transmission requirements of a university from
a chancellor's perspective. He suggested that
academic administrators for the foreseeable
future will need to invest time and resources in
strategic planning to both anticipate and
realize the irresistible demands for computing
and information transmission capabilities.

In his former position as president of Northern
Illinois University, Dr. Monat reorganized all
computer operations on campus under the
direction of an executive director for comput-
ing facilities, and introduced a new telecom-
munications system with voice and data
tray_ iission capabilities.

William Monat
Chancellor
Board of Regents
Regency Universities System
of Illinois

CA USE'S Chair Lew Temares, Dr. Monat, and Vice Chair
Harry Grothlahn.
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CONFERENCE LUNCHEONS

At the first-day luncheon, members of the CAUSE85 Program Committee received certificates of
appreciation for their contribution to the conference, and registration staff were acknowledged. Newly
elected CAUSE Board Members were announced: Bernard Gleason, Boston College; Lew Temares,
University of Miami; and Thomas West, California State University System. Retiring Board Members
were honored and acknowledged for their service to CAUSE (see below). At the Awards Luncheon, held
on the second day, 1986 CAUSE officers were announced (see below) and CAUSE Awards were
presented (see facing page).

Outgoing President John Monnier presents the gavel
to newly elected President Judith Leslie.

1986 CAUSE Secretary/Treasurer, Cedric Boma,
Stanford University (left) and Vice President, William
Mack Usher, Oklahoma Stale University.

1986 CAUSE President Judith Leslie presents a
plaque to commemorate his presidency to John
Monnier.

I

Refiring Board Members receive certificates of appreciation (left to
right): Char: es Naginey, Penn State University; James Penrod,
California State University/Los Angeles; and Martin Solomon, Ohio
State University.

18
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AWARDS

4.

Left to right:John Monier, CA USERS President; ErwinDanziger, Director
of Administrative Data Processing, University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill; William Lavery, President, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University; and John Robinson, President, Information Associates. Mr.
Danziger and President Lavery were the recipients of the 1985 CAUSE
Recognition Awards for excellence and leadership in the field of computing
and information technology in higher education. The Awards were
sponsored by Information Associates, Inc.

Left to right: John Monier, 1985 CAUSE President; Robert Heterick,
Professor of Management Science at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University; and Claire Reid, Vice President, Human .7esources, Systems &
Computer Technology Corporation. Dr. Heterick and Raman Khanna
(unable to attend the ceremony) received the 1985 CA USE /EFFECT
Contributor of the Year Award for their article, "Servicing Personal
Computers," which appeared in the January 1985 edition of CAUSE/
EFFECT magazine (pp. 4-11). The Award was sponsored by Systems &
Computer Technology Corporation.
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CURRENT ISSUES FORUM

SECURITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION COMPUTING

a

Moderator Jack Steingraber
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville

Lore Balkan -Vkkers
Virginia Tech

FRIDAY CLOSING SESSION

Security is a key concern for most colleges P..nd universities today, as
distributed computing, networking, and information centers all
contribute to increased user access to institutional data. This topic
was the subject of the closing general sessio 1 of CAUSE85. The
Forum was moderated by Jack Steingraber, Chair of the 1985
Current Issues Committee.

Four panelists discussed different aspects of computing security in
higher education. Lore Balkan-Vickers, Data Base Analyst at
Virginia Tech presented "Tailoring On-Line Authorization to
Responsibility." George Carroll, Director of the Center for
Computing and Management Services at Rutgers spoke on
"Improving Security: Your Auditor's Role." Michael Zastrocky,
Director of Management Information Services at Regis College
presented "Cloak and Dagger St :urity, or How to Protect Your
Data Base from PCs." Ronald Langley, Director of the SW
Academic Computing Services, University of Alaska/ Anchorage,
discussed "Hack Attack Defense." Papers based on their
presentations follow.

ALL

George Carroll Mike Zastrocky Ron Langley
Rutgers Regis College (Colorado) University of Alaska/Anchorage

20



TAILORING ON-LINE ACCESS TO RESPONSIBILITY

Lore Balkan-Vickers
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg
Virginia

Virginia Tech has developed an access control system that sup-
ports delegation. A manager's access is tailored to his re-
sponsibility and likewise, each manager can tailor his
subordinates' access. This paper reviews the Administrative
Computing Strategy that clarified requirements for our access
control system and the concepts we implemented to assure a se-
cure information processing environment. Implementation of
these concepts has resulted in Virginia Tech's capability to
electronically capture a document at its source and route it
through appropriate channels for electronic signature approval.
The paper goes on to discuss our immediate plans for capturing
access control definitions at source point and ends by examin
ing with 20/20 hindsight, some reasons for our success.

i
21
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AVAILABLE AND YET PROTECTED

13

Data is a resource, it must be available, correct, and protected. The
data administrator is charged with ultimate responsibility to assure the
data is accessible, has integrity, and remains secure. But who determines
what access is appropriate, who ascertains that information is accurate,
who are the caretakers? It is not the data administrator or even the
security administrator. The real caretakers or data managers are those
who are responsible for activities that create and manipulate data or
information. Traditional data base management systems such as IMS do not
lend themselves to flexible access control because of their rigid data
structures and complex access methods. In an effort to overcome these
limitations, we formulated our data access goals in terms of responsi-
bility and availability and then looked for tools and techniques to sup-
port delegation of protection responsibility.

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

Virginia tech is the Commonwealth's land grant university with a current
enrollment of 23,300 students. Central computing facilities support all
administrative, academic, and research "main frame" computing. Major
administrative systems such as student records, purchasing, accounting,
position control, personnel, and payroll are IMS data base systems de-
veloped in-house and written primarily in COBOL. As systems are devel-
oped, they are turned over to a system coordinating group that reports
to the director managing the user area. For example, the
Payroll/Personnel System Coordinator reports to the Assistant Vice Pres-
ident for Administration and Operations. All computer, communication and
information service departments report to the Vice President for Comput-
ing and Information Systems. The Systems Development Department, with
the System Coordinator participating on the development team, does major
enhancements to administrative systems such as redesign or data base
changes. System coordinators are responsible for daily operation and
routine maintenance of existing systems.

STRATEGY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING

Our access goals were driven by a global strategy for administrative
computing adopted by Virginia Tech. This strategy was documented by Vinod
Chachra and Robert C. Heterick in a 1982 CAUSE Monograph Series publica-
tion entitled Computing In Higher Education: A 71anning Perspective for
Administrators. The concerts are summarized below.

23
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Source Point Data Capture - University transaction documents enter
the data base systems where they originate. Instead of paper docu-

ments being typed and routed into the system, staff type the dnrimpnrc
at terminals located in every department on campus and administrators
sign them electronically as necessary.

Value Added Data Handling - Individuals receive documents electron-
ically only if they provide input to the transaction or have signature

autho -...y. Access to the document is available for informational
purposes but does not delay the document's flow through required
channels.

Destination Foint Document Generation - The office ultimately re-
sponsible for verifying a document prints the document only as re-
quired for communication external to the University.

Transaction Tracking System - Electronic document processing includes
monitoring event sequence and restricting individuals to activities
and records that reflect job responsibility and realm of authority.

The final concept came to the heart of the matter. In order for admin-
istrators, faculty and staff to truly use the computer daily as a tool,
rather than merely a repository for data, activity would have to mirror
responsibility and be auditable. Clearly, more sophisticated access
controls were required in order to implement source point data capture,
value added data handling, and destination point document generation.

THE ACCESS CONTROL FOUNDATION

A university differs from private industry in its commitment to "academic
freedom". As a result, formal policy is limited and functional areas have
considerable autonomy. Access controls must therefore both secure data
and provide flexible data accessibility, managed by each administrative
unit according to individual management styles.

The logical terminal (LTERM) security provided with IMS no longer Provides
sufficient access control. When access decisions vary with each admin-
istrative unit and likewise, for each individual within the unit, LTERM
security fails to provide sufficient flexibility. Moreover, audit trails
must track back to an individual who performs a function, not to the lo-
cation (terminal) where a function is performed. Finally, the Virginia
Tech communication environment is evolving to support efficient resource
utilization, allowing users to alternate between various systems and en-
vironments from a single personal work station. l,ithout dedicated IMS

terminals, logical terminal security is nonexistent.

In considering alternatives to address our changing environment, a major
requirement was "to electronically verify an individual's identity each
time a function is performed". Each singly threaded IMS system update
may require the user's identity to create an audit trail, as well as to
authorize update clearance for the particular record. To programmat-

24
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ically do this with optimum security, the user must reiterate his identity
each time an update is performed. Since the session concept embraced by
boil' logical terminal security and commercially available access control
software does not provide for the required reverification, we developed
our own system based on individual authorization and stringent password
control. An important policy decision preceded the initial design effort:
Uudate access requires individual clearance. To verify identity and
clearance. the user must type his individual password on every screen.

Below is a summary of the proposal prepaid by Data Administration and
presented to the University administration in the Spring of 1982.

Concerts for On-line Access ControZ

With the recent move toward source point data capture, the issue of se-
curity sad authorization becomes more important and also wore complex.
The very nature of security is to make unauthorized access difficult, if
not impossible. Unfortunately, there are instances where some end-user
convenience is sacrificed in order to properly secure sensitive data.
Methods to authorize distributed on-line access, maintain required audit
trails, and prevent abuse of access privileges are;

Unique IMS Authorization ID for each user who uses IMS transactions
with an interface to the Personnel System to verify "active" employee
status.

Identifiable individuals are held accountable for all update ac-
cess.

The system automatically disables authorization when an employee
terminates or transfers departments.

User defined and controlled Password associated with each IMS Au-
thorization ID. Password entry is required with each access to verify
the individual's identity.

The IMS Authorization ID owner may change the Password whenever
Password secrecy is compromised.

The Password is never printed or displayed.

The Password is encrypted by the IMS Message Format Service prior
to program execution. Only an encrypted version of the Password
is stored by the system and accessible by application programs
checking validity.

A user is programmatically forced to set the Password the first
time he uses the IMS Authorization ID and to change it at periodic
internals thereafter.

2
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Edit rules for Password composition are enforced so a user may
not select easily guessed combinations such as initials, portions
of first or last name, or tha IMS Authorization TD itself: The
Password may not be set equal to the character string used for a
defined number of preceding change iterations.

The Password must be a minimum of five characters to decrease the
possibility of speedy "trial and error" guessing. This is a
widely accepted standard.

If a Password is keyed incorrectly a specified number of times,
the IMS Authorization ID is disabled with the assumption that
someone is attempting to guess the Password.

Systematic distribution of authorization system update to those in-
dividuals who have been e gated the responsibility for maiaging
University data.

The procedure for providing new users with authorized access is
automated with input captured at the source.

The system supports delegation of access privilege and maintains
a "distributor" record to indicate the original owner, and
therefore supervisor, of the delegated function.

A systematic audit trail is maintained for all assignmePt of au-
thorization.

A user classification scheme to reflect the extent and distribution
of authority over the most pertinent University data, both financial
and academic.

The extent of access for a user is dependent on responsibility
for expending University resources or making University deci-
sions.

Update and inquiry access to data is distributed in a consistently
controlled manner across the University community, e.g., a common
level of access is granted to individuals who have similar re-
sponsibilities.

A new function (group of related transactions) is systematically

and consistently distributed to all potential users.

Data Value Control

In order to capture data and resulting documents at their source and
electronically route them for further processing and approval, data de-
pendent restrictions have to be associated with access. For example, an
individua., in the Biology Department cc_a only be allowed to enter graduate
student appointments for funding associated with that department. Like-
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wise, the required approval for each appointment document depends on the
funding. Our terminology for this kind of access restriction is "data
value control". Various Virginia Tech systems have different kinds of
data value control. For example, a grade change for an Art major can be
done only by the dean's office in the related college, Arts and Sciences.
Similarly, electronic fund transfer for Computing Center run accounts can
only be done by someone with master account authorit;

Nearly all update applications require data value ccuitrol to insure that
changes are made within the appropriate realm of authority. Many i,oquiry

applications also use data value control to protect sensitive data ane
privacy.

There are two primary data ba...es that control authorized access. The
first is the Authorization User drta base with a record for each IMS Au-
thorization ID that includes the status of the. ID, who created the ID,
when the ID was last used, and when the password was last changed. The
second is the Authorization Data Value data base which contains a record
for each data value, such as an account, the functions related to each
data value, and for each function, the IMS Authorisation IDs that can do
the function for the data value. If no data valu checking is required,
the function is dependent on a null data value.

The Authorization Transaction data base is a supporting file cs ntaining
a record for each transaction and grouping transactions for the functions
found in the Authorization Data Valve data base.

All new on-line IMS transactions must be secured with the Authorization
System unless they can be available to all IMS users and therefore, remain
unsecured. In order to gain access to an authorized transaction, a user
must have an active IMS Authorization ID with a password that has been
changed within the last 90 days. When a user enters an IMS transaction,
he receives an IMS Authorization Menu which requests his IMS Authorization
ID, his password, end key data pertinent to the particular application.
The application calls the Authorization Data Value Check subroutine that
verifies the IMS Authorization ID status is "active", and the password
correct. It then verifies that the IMS Authorization ID is cleared for
the re ited function as well as for the requested record or data value.

ACCESS CONTROL SUPPORTS OUR STRATEGY

A number of Virginia Tech systems have incorporated source point data
capture. The Virginia Tech Library System and the Graduate Plan of Study
system are two prime examples where data electronically enters a system
at its point origination. New library collections are entered on the
system as they are received and graduate student: save the capability of
entering their plan of study and modifying it as thy progress.
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Supporting Electronic Signature Authority

The Graduate Student Payroll Anointment, which is referred to as a u-3,

was the first source point document to use the enhanced authorization

system for both entry and electronic signature approval. Virginia Tech

began signing documents electronically in August 1984. Source point

capture of the G-3 document automated the numerous edits that were per-

formed as the document was rou _cl through University channels. Most of

these control points were eliminated, with summary and detail information

still available to all concerned "for information only". Data value

control supports multiple levels of signature approval authority. A

document is electronically routed to each sequential level of the signa-

ture hierarchy. The signature hierarchy is specified by departmental
units and validated by the University Controller, who is ultimately re-
sponsible for verifying University financial transactions.

It is the responsibility of those with signature authority to query their
on-line inbasket regularly and to optionally approve or disapprove elec-

tronic documents awaiting signature. The electronic signature approval

process has a generic design so that all documents supported by this

system are available with one inbasket query. A second document type for

source point entry and electronic signature, Wage Payroll Timecards, is

scheduled for production implementation in February 1986.

Supporting Required Edits and Audits

The signature hierarchy data in the Data Value data 1-,ase includes a begin

and end date for each signer within account and function. This allows
signature authority to be assigned for a designated period of time or to

be terminated. When signature authority changes, the system takes an
audit trail of how the signature authority looked prior to the change and

who made the change.

The Inbasket data base consists of document facsimiles that are waiting

for signature. Each document has a "signature mask" the inbasket signa-
ture application uses to display the correct documents for a given IMS

Authorization ID (signer). The "signature mask" or signature dependent

data may be different for different kinds of documents. In the case of

a G-3 document, the funding account is the "signature mask" and the In-

basket data base holds a facsimile for each account that funds the grad-
uate appointment. The inbasket application matches the signer's
"signature authority mask" with the document "signature mask". Matched

documents are dynamically placed in the signer's inbasket when he issues

the IMS inbasket signature transaction.

For example, assume that a G-3 appointment funded by account XXYYYZZZZ
is entered in the system. The Inbasket data base has a facsimile of the

document with the funding account XXYYYZZZZ as the "signature mask". When

any SIGNER uses the IMS inbasket signature transaction, the application
program looks at the Data Value data base to determine all potential
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"signature authority masks" or accounts for which the SIGNER IMS Author-
ization ID has signature authority. For each one found, the program looks
for a matching "signature mask" or funding account in the Inbasket data
base. Dynamic building of individual inbaskets makes it possible for
signature hierarchies to be changed at any time. Each execution of the
inbasket signature tansaction uses the most current signature hierar-
chies found in the Data Value data base.

An Audit data base is updated to indicate when departmental units have
completed signing a document and it is ready for the end user department,
in this case the Payroll Office, to take final action. The Inbasket
History data base has a record of each signature actually applied to a
document. Additionally, cancellation of a document results in creation
of an Inbasket History record. Each history record includes date, time,
and who signed or cancelled the document.

DISTRIBUTING THE ACCESS CONTROL FUNCTION

If you stop to imagine the potential mass of information that must be
maintained to support unique data value control for a variety of entry
and/or signature applications, it becomes clear that the access control
function itself is a priority candidate for source point data capture and
electronic signature approval. Fortunately the source point of this in-
formation is in fact distributed throughout the campus, in each and every
department. It is the Department Head who delegates responsibilities
which then can be translated into access control definitions.

Development work is currently underway to support distribution of access
control. Department Heads will have access to a ziven set of functions,
which we call toolkits. They will have both use of the functions and the
authority to distribute the functions. They will have the option of
distributing entire toolkits or select functions from a toolkit.

A function may include one or more IMS transactions, all using the same
type of data value control. Each function can be redistributed for all
the distributor's data values or further limited to more restrictive data
values. For each data value type, we will define containment rules and
employ indexing to assure that data value masks are valid. Thus, appli-
cation programs will handle instances where one data value mask is con-
tained within another to prevent redundant masks.

Department Heads will have the option to distribute a function for use
only or for use as well as further distribution. They will distribute
directly. However, execution of delegated distribution rights will
trig6Jr creation of a document that will require Department Head elec-
tronic signature.

The distribution program will support individual tailoring of access.
The more tailoring desired, the more complicated the process will be.
However, distribution by toolkit for a complete set of "departmental" data
values is likely to be the most common method used and it will be simple
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and straight forward. Assistance -all be available from the distribution
program by way of HELPS that will define and describe functions that
comprise a toolkit and the transaction/ s included in each function.

In addition to distribution, the enhanced system will support audits to
monitor implementation of access controls. This review will be available
by function or by data value. Not only will we show a user's complete
access profile in terms of either function or data value. We will also
have the capability to r ',iew by data value type and by function, "who
can do what?" or "who could have done what?" at any point in time.

SECURITY, USER_RESPONSIBILITY

If you have doors, locks, layers, limits, rules, and policing, are you
secure? If they are used, perhaps one can answer with a decisive "yes".
The more significant question may be: Are they useable? If they aren't
useable they are not used and you are not secure. Lock the door and throw
away the key, and nobody gets in. Lock the door and make a thousand keys
and a thousand get in. Maybe more than a thousand get in, but you don't
know about them. If you change the lock, you must make a thousand new
keys. Wheie are those thousand people who should have new keys? Someone
is worrying about the thousand, but no one can do much about them.

If Virginia Tech is well down the road toward data security, it is not
because we have the best engine or use the best fuel. Our system has its
kludges, our data base design its inadequacies, our screens some un-
friendly idiosyncrasies. We have "groupthinked" ourselves into a corner
more than once on this project and we have paid and will continue to pay
a price for our limited vision. So what is the key to our success? Nobel
prize winning physician, Albert Szent-Gyorgyi's may have zeroed in on our
critical success factor when he said, "discovery consists of looking at
the save thing as everyone else and thinking something different".

Our system had to be so very flexible to accommodate the way things get
done at a University. As we tried to understand the global rules that
govern access, we always came up with three answers, "yes", "no", and
"maybe". Computers don't understand "maybe" and for that matter, "maybe"
doesn't mean much to people either. We were forced to think about secu-
rity differently. We abandoned our earliest ideas regarding centrally
controlled access and discovered something that makes incredible sense:
Distribute access control management to those who can answer decisively
"yes" or "no" and be held accountable. We put the tools for managing
security in the hands of those who truly have responsibility for access
decisions.

No one worries about a thousand keys anymore and that is precisely why
Virginia Tech management information systems operate in a secure envi-
ronment. The responsibility for data security is distributed to the
caretakers, those with a vested interest, Virginia Tech faculty and staff,
our users. Not unlike other employers, Virginia Tech trusts that its
employees, our users, have integrity and then provides means and methods
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for evaluating performance. All who access and use University information
also have responsibility for protecting the data resource, it is part of
the job.
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Improving Security: Your Auditor's Role

George A. Carroll
Director, Center for Computer

and Management Services
Rutgers University
New Brunwick, NAT

Abstract

University computer center manacers have much to gain from a
cooperative working relationship with qualified EDP auditors. Both the
computer center and the audit department have a role in computer
security. This paper explains how computer managers can benefit from
effective EDP audits. It a]so provides suggestions and recommendations
on how to cultivate computer center/audit department teamwork to help
improve security.
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Background

Rutgers University has separate administrative and academic
computer centers which report to an Associate Vice President for

Computer Services. The administrative center, which I direct, serves
the entire University community through use of a large IBM mainframe and

a wide area network of approximately 350 on-line terminals. The Center

emplovs a staff of 100 including the applications development, data
bas(, technical support and operations functions. We run most of the

common University administrative applications including student records,

admissions, financial aid, financial accounting, payroll, alumni records

and fund raising.

For many years our computer center was stbiect to occasional
routine audits by the internal audit department and the University's
outside audit firm. The audit reports usually placed stress on good
documentation and controls in the financial systems. Security was not a

topic of major concern. Two things happened to dramatically change our

relationship to these audit organizations. The first occurred in July

of 1983 when a serious case of misuse of computer resources was
discovered at the Center. The second occurred in Auaust of 1984 when
the internal audit department hired a technically competent, qualified

EDP auditor.

The misuse of computer resources involved some members of the
computer center staff who were operating an outside business. They were

using the University canputer at night and on weekends to process work

for their customers. The discover" of this unauthorized computer usage
prompted an investigation and review of security policy and procedures

which lasted more than a Year. The topics of security, control of
canputer resources, authorized use etc. occupied a considerable amount
of our time as we participated in a University Police investigation and
special audits of the computer center. This rather stressful experience

taught me several lessons about the role of EDP auditors which I would

like to share with you.

Quality EDP Auditing Can Benefit Computer Center Management

My perspective on the auditor's role in security is that of a

computer center manager. The question I ask is how can this function

help me? Haw can the auditors help me run a more effective, reliable

and more secure data center? Experience has taught me that the
following key benefits can be achieved:

1. The computer center staff takes the issue of security more
seriously.

When auditors ask questions about passwords, account
numbers, security software, written procedures and access
policy, the staff pays attention. There is renewed interest in

the subject and increased acceptance that security is important.
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Computer center staff are service oriented. They are
usually more concerned about providing access to data than
securing it, and they may tend to pay lip service to security
matters. Strong emphasis on security fram both canputer center
manaaement and the auditors will usually get more attention.

2. Security becomes a shared function.

When auditors complete their review, they make reommend-
ations. If the DP center implements all recommendations, the
auditor then becomes partly responsible for the security
measures in place. A partnership develops. Both the auditors
and the canputer center are answerable to the University
Administration. This partnership has evolved at Rutgers and it
has proven to he very effective.

3. Computer security is tested.

The auditors test usage of account numbers and passwords,
they review files stored off-site, and they test physical
security. This testing is a valuable service for the canputer
center manager because it is done by an independent outside
organization, not the computer staff who implemented the
procedures.

4. The canputer center gets help enforcing rules and procedures
affectina users.

We are not alone when justifying security to the diverse
user community. It certainly helps to be able to say, "The
auditors require it."

5. The computer center may get additional resources.

The audit department can be a strong ally when compuI,r
managers need to justify resources to improve security.
Additional staffing, security devices, special purpose software
are a few examples of items requiring funding which can be
supported by your auditors.

6. Good EDP auditors are valuable investigators in the event of a
canputer crime or breach of security.

Auditors with a knowledge of computers are trained to ask
the right questions and gather data in a systematic way. They
will probably be better prepared to handle this kind of problem
than the campus police. A good EDP auditor ip this situation
can channel the investigation properly so that it does not go
off onto irrelevant tangents. He or she can help determine the
extent of the problem, whether or not a crime took place, and
action needed to correct the situation.
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Building the Computer Center/EDP Auditor Team

Canputer center managers should view EDP auditors as allies who
will help them manage more effectively, especially in the area of

security. A cooperative team approach must be fostered. It will not

simply happen. I recommend that you make an effort to cultivate this

relationship, Here are some suggestions for doing so:

I. Support the data processing needs of the audit department.

Auditors often use special purpose programs to sample data
files and do analysis work. The DP center should provide good
systems analyst and operations support for this work.

The audit department should be provided with the same tools
and services provided to other areas of the University. On-line
terminals or personal computers connected to the administrative

mainframe can be valuable tools for auditors. They assist the
department with their regular mission of financial audits while
at the same time enabling the staff to become familiar with the
computer center fran a user perspective. They learn first hand
About account numbers, passwords, data lines PJE service,
downloading to PCs, etc.

2. Involve the auditors in the planning process for major systems
projects.

The EDP audit staff should be given the opportunity to

review systems development plans. When the purchase of packaged
software is being considered, they should be on the evaluation

team. Obviously this is true for systems such as financial aid,
accounting and payroll; however, the audit department may be
interested in other than financial type systems and the door
should be open to their review.

3. Provide computer training for the audit department staff.

The computer center and the University will benefit most
from technically competent EDP auditors. The Center should
provide tours of their facilities with special emphasis on items
such as magnetic tape storage, the network control center, check
storage facilities, fire protection devices, and control of

physical access.

If the center offers courses the auditors should be invited
to attend. If not, recommend that audit staff attend off-campus
sesainars and conferences along with the computer center staff.
Sane examples are classes in security software, data
cannunications and the annual Computer Security Institute.
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4. Be open and honest with auditors.
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Don't try to give auditors a "snow job". Be candid about
such things as systems development controls, disaster planning,
access controls and software in use. Let then know if there are
problems with existing operations or procedures or if you
believe their recommendations are unworkable. It is better to
enlist their aid in solving a problem than attempting to avoid
it.

An open, honest approach will serve You best in the long
run. In an audit situation it is vital to maintain your
credibility.
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Cloa: and Pa?: er Security
nr '!(74 to proton' your 7atabase prom ors

Pr. "iehael Zastnoelcr

Perris ^,ollere

Penvor, rolorado

A recent microcomnuter survey by '171,713 "anamement serviees, Tne.
indicates that bY the ?oar 1nno, man,/ institutions Pxnoot R icrocomPuter to
student ratio of 1 to or mrenter and a microcomputer to facult,r ratio of
1. '''rile the proliferation of micros on camnus and off namnus is cYpnerallv
Perceived as a Positive trend, institutions face a (treater ris tat ?Ss ran

ilspl to RCCPSS arr4 TIOSSth1V altar the database in an "unplanned" manner..

Tt is important to remember that information is a corporate asset am 1
while it may be more difficult to Place a dollar value on that asset than

securities or other institutional assets, it none the less must
he vie'rPfl as an important asset that must be mana-red properly and orotected.
"hen thinkin't of its true value T.IP TRV need to be reminded that it's
nnobahly easier to renlane a buildinrt that's been destroved or stock
certificates that hava been lost than to renlace P database that's been
destreve nr scverolv damarrpd. The mass Use of micros, while 0.pnerallv
viem,*ed as a modern 'Tessin'*, can cause some severe problems for the neonle
Tiho are responsihle for mannin,r the information flog' of the institution and
Tlhose job it is to nrotect the database. Sensitive personnel information,
mrades and transcripts, or donor information car bP caPtured easil" on
micr000mnuter, stored on a diskette and carried off bv anyone with little
attention drawn to an unauthori7ad release of sensitive information. Tlicrns
cl.n also test combinations of nassl,ords nuic'dv alloTTinrr access
UrnIlthrlri!PO individuals to the datnbase. This could lead to corruption of
the database which ma7 1)P diffioult or nearly impossible to detect.

nor can an institution adequately Protect its data'-se "re-I mic-1,1cp

of ?Ps? Are there,. safequards that can he imPlemenr,ed to help manaffe
effectively or deer manamement and staff have t') live uith a notential
ti-nebomb laitin to exnlode?
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ounlitv has heen cheefed, *hen -lata is nasseH throuah the normnl data flo-
of the system. Other than thn Pr- hasod bookstore module, data entry nnd
access to file. for data entry or ohnnaes 's allowed only thr.eu ^h tkp

normal, menu rriven screens.

A fourth noint to consider is, the use of dipl-un access to t''e
datlnpee. Tf dial-up oorts are avnilahle, anyone ,.7ith a Pr neon-nes a
ootentinl user". Access to modem telenhone numhers should ne limited and

neonle ,rho hnvP access to the latahase through modems sheuld trained or
security imnlicntions. (At ?egis, there is onlv one HiPi-U0 nort that is
used exclusively for mlintenance hy field errrineers. The mode.., is

physically turned off until the PE notifies the co-nnuter center of the reed
to aceess the system. The chore number is changed nt irreaular intervals to
nrovent "nccidental" intrusion. ','here dial-uo access is needed, the
security system should monitor n11 Hial-un lines and nutomaticallv
lisconnect a line that has repented failed access attemnts. hac
Jevices provide another security measure in some instnnces. (A dial back
device disconnects the caller aryl dials hack n "nre-established number" for
that user. This procedure checks the user for security and ensures that the
nocess recuest is cominn: from a valid loeation.)

Any hrench of security should he dealt with immediately. Violators
should be discinlined according. to a published set of procedures and renent
offenses should he considered as a basis for dismissal and/or nrosecution.
The latabase mist 1)0 treated as a corporate asset that must be orotectod.
The system cannot he considered a nlayaround 'There anyone can "mess around"
and nlav lith data and information. Once the community understands the
value of the system, and after nolioies and nrocedures are established and
nunlished, commi.ttment to :1'14 adherence to nolicies will he easier tn
encouraae and enforce. There is an old argue that security in the
eersonnel office. A neu ndas'e mig,ht be "microcomnuters r'n not hren'< into
systems, nenole `real' into systems using micr000mnuters."
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PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS

The CAUSEn5 theme, "1995 Planning and Managing the Odyssey," was addressed
through forty-nine professional presentations in seven subject tracks, as well as through
less formal sessions on topics of special interest.
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SPECIAL INTEREST SESSIONS

The conference provided informal sessions for conferees to meet and exchange
ideas on topics of special interest cii concern. At seven such scheduled sessions,

conferees met to discuss the topics listed below. Summaries of these follow in

this section.

4 R TWICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Moderator: Thomas R. Mason

MIRA Incorporated
Minnesota

BYYTEBAACK
Moderator: Michael Zastrocky

Regis College (Colorado)

COMPUTER ASSISTED ADVISING/
DEGREE PROGRESS TRACKING
Moderator: Jack Southard

Mi,sni University, Ohio

CREATING CIO POSITIONS
Moderator: James I. Penrod

California State UniversityiLA

1

IDMS *
Moderator: Janice Peterson

University of New .Mexico

INFORMATION CENTERS *
Moderators: Arthur Krumrey and

Jerry Sanders
Loyola University of Chicago

NETWORKING MICROCOMPUTERS
Moderator: Robert C. Heterick, Jr.

Virginia Tech

*Summary unavailable
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SUMMAR Y
Special Interest Session on Artificial Intelligence

CAUSE85 National Conference
New Orleans Hilton Hotel

December 13, 1985

Thomas R. Mason
President, MIRA T^lorporated

Moderator

Participants in the Special Interest Session on Artificial Intelligence

discussed immediate and longer term impacts of AI on higher education

computing and information technology. Among more immediate potential uses

are enrichment of decisionsupport systems with knowledgebased expert

heuristics. One participant argued that expert systems are not really

artificial intelligence but are extensions of conventional programming.

Artificial intelligence requires selfgenerative iearning capacities. Major

breakthroughs to artificial intelligence will come when computers are

programmed with cognitive capacities including contextual speech

recognition, visual interpretation, and the ability to learn and change

independently of the programmer or user.
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Byytebaack Special Interest Group Session

Moderator: Michael Zastrocky
December 13, 1985

For the third consecutive year, a special interest group session was held
to discuss the formation of Byytebaack and its current status. Byytebaack
was formed in 1983 after a major higher education software supplier,
AXXESS, went bankrupt. Twenty-four of the twenty-eight current users of
the AIMS product formed Byytebaack to protect their investment in AIMS
and to plan future growth and development of the AIMS product.

Participants discussed the history of Byytebaack, its current status, the
history and current status of AIMS and the problems and benefits of
colleges and universities working together to maintain and grow a
complete information system like AIMS. Some of the issues discussed
were:

1. How do you get 24 institutions to agree on product changes and growth
issues?

2. How does maintenance of the product get handled?

3. What happens to the marketing issues?

4. Can a consortium-type arrangement really be handled effectively?

5. Can institutions rely on this type of arrangement over a 5-10 year
period of time?

Some of the solutions that were discussed and are being implemented
include:

1. The AIMS Users Group meets twice a year to discuss current modules,
their use and future needs. Each meeting has a primary module (or
modules) as the focus of the meeting, with general topic sessions also on
ths. agenda. A committee on the fu' 're development of AIMS meets prior to
each meeting and reports back to the User's Group on the current status of
issues and projects.
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2. A software group, The Watchung Software Group, Inc., manages the
maintenance and the R and D of the product. This support group includes
many of the original designers and creators of the original AIMS. The
company works in higher education and industry and add a breadth of
knowledge and experience that enhance the user's persrctive
considerably.

3. Information Solutions, Inc., one of INC's top 100 companies of 1985,
was chosen to market AIMS. Their experiences as one of the largest Prime
Information Dealers in the Country, (AIMS runs on Prime Information and
other Pick-like operating systems) adds to the overall support to the
Product. (ISI has offices throughout the USA and regularly offers support
classes on the operating system, hardware and other software support
products.)

4. Management of Byytebaack is handled by a Board of Directors. The
current board consists of a College President, an Executive Vice-President
of a University, a corporate lawyer, several academic officers, several MIS
directors and a paid Executive Director to handle day-to-day affairs.

5. After three years and continued gr vvin, the idea that the consortium
can continue to grow and support both current and future users looks good.

Overall, the conversation was siimulating and led to the exchange of many
ideas. The idea that an institution who purchases a torrikey package is at
the "mercy of the vendor" was challenged. In answer to a paper presented
at CAUSE 83 by Dr. Paul Plourde and Dr. Michael Zastrocky, the response to
the question "Is There Life After Death of Your Software Vendor" still
seems to be "yes,"
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Special Interest Session

COMPUTER ASSISTED ADVISING

Moderator: Jack Southard, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

Fifty or so persons attended this session which first afforded the opportunity for brief
statements regarding each person's home institution and where in the computerized degree
audit process that institution was. Most were thinking about implementing some
computerized assisted process and were in an information gathering phase. Motivating
factors for this review came from various directions within the campus--with quite a few
coming directly from top management.

The Miami University computerized degree audit system was broadly reviewed for the
group as was another--to a lesser extent--in use at Virginia Tech. It was mentioned that a
few such systems, including the ones at Miami University and at Georgia State, were
being made available to other institutions. By way of further sharing information
regarding this topic, Miami University had held, and was continuing to offer,
"workshops" covering computer assisted advising.
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CREATING CIO POSITIONS

Special Interest Session 9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Friday, December 13, 1985

CAUSE National Conference
By

James I. Penrod, Vice President for Information Resources Management
California State University, Los Angeles

The rapidly evolving Chief Information Officer (CIO) position in Colleges and Universities
typically is a policy level position, reporting to the President or the Provost. Line
responsibilities usually include office automation, academic and administrative computing,
telecommunication and sometimes mail services, reproduction services, printing,
institutional planning, media services and the library.

This special interest session addressed questions such as: How prevalent is the position?
What qual;fications are needed by candidates for a CIO role? Where are such people
usually found? What are the critical success factors for a CIO? And, where does the
position go from here?

A recent informal survey found that currently there are about 100 CIO positions in Higher
Education in the United States. 1 Institutions most likely to now have or to soon create the
CIO position, are mid to large sized and are making an institutional commitment to the
significant utilization of information technology, academically and administratively.

Qualifications for a CIO role are in many respects Eimilar to other senior administrators
stressing policy level skills. Individuals should have a background in strategic planning,
be comfortable in the role of a change agent, have strong fiscal management capabilities
including contract negotiation and fundraising, have experience in the classroom,
familiarity with the needs of researchers, have definite leadership traits, and possess broad-
based technical understanding. The need for at least some aptitude in each of the listed
areas perhaps illustrates why such positions are difficult to fill.

Given this difficulty it is reasonable to find that it is not unusual to promote a "home
grown" individual into (especially newly created) CIO positions. Areas from which CIO's
come appear to include: Academic Computing Directors, Directors of Institutional Research
(Particularly when the function includes planning analysis), Directors of
Telecommunications, Directors of the Library (where significant automation has occurred
and Media Services has been part of the Library), faculty members from Business
Information Systems, Engineering, Computer Science and in Medical Schools
Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine. When an institution recruits a CIO they most likely
come from another CIO position in Higher Education. Incentives which might entice a
move are broader responsibilities, greater resources, a larger or more prestigious
institution, and reporting at a higher level.

Critical success factors for the CIO are heavily dependent upon the particular institution and
the current environment. Some of the following, however, would appear on almost any
list: Presidential and other top management support, an institutional strategic planning
process, the existence of a high level information resources policy committee, some sort of
participative decision-making process, a scheme for prioritizing IRM projects, a system for
resource allocation, and a feedback process that incorporates end user service appraisal.
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The concept of Information Resources Management (IRM) which has resulted in the
development of CIO's emerged in the mid 1970's and will evolve thru the 1980's. The
precipitating forces are the convergence of data processing, telecommunications and office
automation technologies. Objectives include integrated management of information
technologies; treating information as a strategic resource; and, linking management of
automated and manual information resources. IRM relies on the basic technologies of
distributed data processing, integrated (voice/data) communication networks, multifunction
workstations and personal computing. In this period the CIO position has moved
organizationally from higher middle management to lower senior management. 2

The next stage of development, from the late 1980's thru the 1990's will be knowledge
management. The precipitating force will be increased dependence on and penetration of
information technology into operational and managerial decision making at every level of
the organization. The strategic objective will be the integration of physical/technical
management of information technology with management of information processes for
decision-making, management and routine operations. The basic technologies employed
will be expert or knowledge based systems, decision support systems, and office
intelligence systems. 3

If this scenario by Dr. Donald Marchand is correct the CIO will be seer as an integral part
of the senior administration of an organization. He/She will significantly influence the
decision-making processes of the institution, be concerned and involved in creating and
keeping open institutional communication channels, and will play a key role in initiating
institutional change desired by the President and the Board.

FOOTNOTES

1) See Fleit, Linda H., "Choosing a Chief Information Officer: The Myth of the Computer
Czar" in these proceedings.

2) Marchand, Donald A., "Information Management: Strategies and Tools in Transition",
Information Management Review, Summer 1985, p29.

3) IBID
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Special Interest Session

Networking Microcomputers

Moderator: Robert C. Heterick, Jr., Virginia Tech

This special interest group had a broad-ranging discussion of campus networking

strategies. Major points of concern were privacy/security and protocol translation for the

increasingly diverse array of personal computers found on many campuses. It was
observed that both software and hardware vendors are increasingly designing their

products to standards--standards which are developed without formal input from the higher

education community. It was suggested that it might well be appropriate for CAUSE,

acting as an agent for that community, to seek representation on certain of the standards

setting bodies.
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A. Wayne Donald
Virginia Tech

Track I
Policy Issues in Higher Education

Coordinator:
Richard L. Mann

University of Kansas

Mike Seaman
Linda Fleit Gerald McLaughlin Systems & Computer
EDUTECH International Virginia Tech Technology Corporation
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An Information Systems Strategy

Robert C. Heterick, Jr.

Virginia Tech

Blacksburg, Virginia

The rapid proliferation of personal and mini computers into the campus com-

puting environment has reinforced the need for a coherent information systems

development strategy that integrates both voice and data (and possibly video).

The need for a strategy, as opposed to a set of goals, is discussed in light of

rapidly changing technological parameters. A single system image is proposed

to address the pluarlism of native computing environments increasingly found

oil most campuses. The image provides a single view, for all users, of electronic

mail, database access, archival storage and access to global resources for print-

ing, plotting, microforms, etc. The single system image offers a development

prospectus that can be undertaken in small increments by highly disparate

groups, allowing the total campus community to participate in its development.

An Information Systems Strategy ii
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The First Stages

Wherever we arc, it is but a stage on the way to
somewhere else, and whatever we do, however well
we do it, it is only a preparatic n to do something
else that shall be different.

Robert Louis Stevenson

Most institutions of higher education entered the
world of computing machines in the late 1950s or
early 1960s with the acquisition of first or second
generation computers. Institutions continued to grow
in their computing activities during the ensuing five
to ten years with a succession of second-generation
computers. During this time the administrative and
academic computing activities were established, gen-
erally as separate entititcs.

By the end of the 1960s most institutions made their
second major commitment to computing by moving
into third-generation computers and, frequently, con-
solidating all of their computing activities under a
single organizational umbrella. These moves were
made in recognition of several currents in both com-
puting and higher education:

Computing science and technology appeared to
have the capability of significantly changing
higher education by improving the quality of its
instructional and research programs and the cost
effectiveness of its administrative activities.

1 he economics of computer technology was
dominated by "Grosch's Law," an economy of
scale phenomenon that observed that computing
r' ver increased as the square of the cost of
equipment.

Computing was sufficiently ubiquitous that it
should be available to everyone, as an essentially
subsidized commodity funded as an "off the top"
commitment by the Institution.

This second major commitment to computing by the
Institution was accompanied by a significant increase
in the Institution's computing budget and appropriate
changes in the Institutions's organizational structure
to complement this new level of activity. From that
time, Institutional computing activities developed un-
der the auspices of professional managementwith
the planning and development tools consistent with a
major Institutional activity.

We are now at another crossroad, marked technolog-
ically by the maturation of the fourth generation of
computing. The last several years have demonstrated
implicit recognition of this by several occurrences:

Many institutions have elevated the position of
principal computer professional to a Vice Presi-
dency

A number of colleges and departments have be-
gun to require the purchase of personal comput-
ers by entering students, and many others have
the subject under active consideration.

A new organizational structure to consolidate the
communication activities (voice, video, and data)
of the Institution has been created or is under
active study.

The growth of computing and communications tech-
nology has merged into a new area that we refer to
as information systemsincorporating activities in
computing, communications, and databases.

As we =rip our strategic planning efforts, the time
seems propitious to ask if we are not at the point of
another major institutional commitmcnt. It is gener-
ally agreed that t to advent of the digital computer
signaled the end_ of the Industrial revolution' and the
beginning of the "information age." As computing
science and technology has matured we have begun
to recognize that we may have overvalued the obvious
computational capabilities of computing machines
and undervalued the informational capacities that
they offer.

The information age in computing is characterized by
several phenomena, some of which are new, but some
of which represent a negation of previously accepted
principles. A listing of these new viewpoints would
include:

1 he replacement of "Grosch's Law" with the
mass production phenomena cost declines as
the volume of production increases.

The widespread belief that many, if not most,
computing needs can he handled by personal
computers.

The emergence of national networks for both in-
formation retrieval and computing
resourcesspecialty suppliers are beginning to
emerge and predominate.

That office automation will have a significant
impact on the day-to-day activities of wan, ev-
eryone in the modem university

These new viewpoints suggest that it may he more
than just sound management to rethink the insti-
tution's commitment to information systems tech-
nology. It may well be appropriate to set new
directions and develop new initiatives a light of
emerging technology and changing economic param-
eters.

An Informatina Systems Strategy
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Strategic Planning

Goals are important, but it is the st.rategies em-
ployed that matter the most.

Sun Tsu (3000 DC)

,:lassical approaches to planning usually emphasize
thc establishment of goals. In a time where technol-
ogy is growing and and changing so rapidly, scan a
static approach is clearly myopic. What seems more
fruitful is a strategic view cf the institution's comput-
ing and communication futurea view that attempts
to articulate a growth philosophy that permits seizing
opportunities when the state of technology is right.
Some technological adrkrices are clearly predictable;
others are not so easily foreseen. Whatever strategic
position the institution assumes vis-a-vis computers
and communication, it must be predicated in fore-
seeable technological advances, and flexible enough
to accommodate those that are not so easily discerni-
ble.

It might be useful to outline several philosophic
opinions about the future of higher education and
computer and communications technology, and from
them attempt to glean a strategy that provides for the
incorporation of new technology and the flexibility to
adapt to unforeseen developments.

Increasingly, institutions will perceive their
constituency to be off campus as well as onthe
need to reach out across traditional boundaries
will assume an increasing importance.

Interconnectionthe capability for human and
machine linkageswill become an important is-
sue in higher education.

The fifth generation notwithstanding, the next
round of technological innovation will occur in
the communications, not computer, arena.

The capacity of the institutional budget to absorb
continuing developments in computers and
communications is significantly attenuated.

An appropriate strategy might also be unfolded in
terms of a number of questions that currently present
themselves. Each of these questions raises, in turn, a
whole host of ancillary questions.

To what extent should computing requirements
on campus be satisfied centrally?

What are appropriate staffing patterns and levels
within the central computing facility?

To what extent should voice and data commu-
nications be merged?

What are the roles of broadband, baseband and
other subnctworks on campus?

An Information Systems Strategy
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What are thc best means for students, and off-

campus personnel to access the campus commu-
nication network?

Will access to the institutional database become
morc widely required, and are current data man-
agement techniques appropriate for the next five
or ten years?

How should electronic mail and office auto-
mation be supported?

Central Computing: The advent of the personal
computer has called into question the philosophy of
providing computational access to members of the
academic community through a central computing
facility. It is useful to speak of three levels of com-
puting: global, regional, and personal. In many re-
spects these levels may be equated to the 'size- of
computer: mainframe, minicomputer, and micro-
processor.

Global computing has been with us the longest and
has been subjected to the most extensive study in
terms of delivery economies, operational strategies,
etc. This is the primary bast of computing on the
campus, delivered generally on mainframes, and ac-
cessed by users via time-sharing terminals. The bulk
of computing power is concentrated here, as is the
predominate amount of electromagnetic storage and
high quality printing and plotting equipment.

The primary sourcc of regional computing is special-
purpose minicomputers. Maturation of computing
science and technology has led to specialty suppliers
in the computer marketplace. Where there is a rela-
tively small numbcr (10 to 50) of individuals working
on closely allied problems, it has been found to be
cost effective to create specialized computing envi-
ronments. This is particularly the case for
CAD/CAM, library automation, or machine and
process control environments such as mass
spectrometers, numerical machine control, and
robotics.

Personal computing is a relatively new conceptone
created by the confluence of VLSI and economies of
scale in production and marketing. Personal com-
puting permits the creation of highly-specialized,
custom-tailored computing environments for an indi-
vidual. The relative newness of personal computing
may go a long way toward explaining why it is the
least understood of the three computing environ-
ments. Unfortunately it has also been beset by a
plethora of inferior software and a large number of
hardware vendors who have lacked staying power in
the market.

Many questions nccd to be resolved regarding global
computing resources. We currently have a somewhat
mixed approach to central support of computing fa-
cilities. Global computing support is a central ad-
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ministration task. The situation is less clear when
regional and personal computing support is consid-
ered. Generally, regional computing efforts may he
supported centrally by a facilities management ar-
rangement, or directly by the laboratory or depart-
ment. There are exceptions to this principle as
epitomized by central ownership and operation of
VAXsclearly minicomputers that belong in the re-
gional category. Personal computing is generally
viewed as a college, departmental, or individual fac-
ulty or student responsibility. 'I here arc exceptions
to this principle as evidenced by frequent Computing
Center sponsorship of peisonal computer laborato-
ries.

We might inquire as to whether central (Computing
Center) support of regional and personal computing
is appropriate. Should global computing be provided
centrally, regional computing by colleges and depart-
ments, and personal computing by departments, fac-
ulty, and students? Clearly, financial support for
computing is not unlimited. Just as clearly, the closer
to :he user the funds are spent the better the users
computing needs are likely to be satisfied (at least in
the user's perception). A fundamental question is to
what extent can a central organization be expected to
understand and respond to the diverse computing
needs of students, faculty, laboratories, and depart-
ments? 1his raises the ancillary question of how
computing funds should bc distnbuted if some arc to
he allocated directly to college and departmental
budgets.

If computing needs are to he satisfied by a more de-
centralized philosophy, what percent of computing
support should be supplied by the institutional budget
and what percent by individual faculty. staff, and stu-
dent purchase? Is it reasonable to expect students to
acquire their own computing supportfor faculty and
staff to acquire their own? h gccral, what percent-
age of the institutional budget is appropriate to spend
on computing at all levels, no matter how distributed?

If a significant amount of computing resources are
supplied by students, faculty, laboratories, depart-
ments, etc., what implications does this have for staff
levels and skills in the central computing activity?
Will it require thc same number of systems program-
mers as now employed? Will it require the same (or
more) numbcr of people generally, but with different
skills? Should individuals with computer skills he al-
located directly to departments and colleges as is cur-
rently the case with many administrative departments.
Are individuals with such skills already employed by
colleges and departments, but with non-computer
specialist job titlesfaculty and graduate assistants for
instance?

Personal Computing: The time has come to assess the
role of personal computing in higher education. An
implicit assessment has been made if one reads be-
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twecn the lines of computing policy changes over thc
last several years. Is it now time to make an explicit
statement of policy?

The cost of providing both ends of the communi-
cations link for terminals is quite high. 1 he
terminal/port ratio is quite low. More widespread use
of personal computers (and an operational policy that
supports this environment) 'an significantly improve
the terminal/port ratio, thereby reducing (or shifting
to other sources) the increasing cost of providing
connections to centrally supplied or supported com-
puting and information resources. Strategics for sup-
porting either a network of "dumb" terminals or .t
network of personal comput,rs arc significantly at
variance. Is it timc to adopt a strategy that favors
connection of personal computers in the campus net-
work?

Will personal computers provide the bulk of compu-
tational support required by the average student and
faculty member? Will the personal computer provide
as convenient office automation support as is cur-
rently available through mainframe software and ter-
minals? In a personal computing environment, how
should institutional database queries bc suppored:
as thcy are now, or through some completely new
data management scheme? I low would online-
transaction processing bc changed in a personal com-
puting environment?

If personal computer requirements arc not dictated
centrally, and they probably shouldn't be, how will
thc institution avoid the chaos that might accompany
undirected choice of systems? What should bc the
role of the central computing facility in dealing with
personal computing: should consulting activities he
redirected toward the personal computer, should the
central negotiation of hardware and software contracts
and site licenses for personal computer equipment be
expanded, ctc?

Communication Nehrorks: Communication issues
are the major concerns of the ncxt five. years. Any
strategy needs to consider to what extent, and how,
voice and data networks will be merged. To this must
also he appended the question of video networks and
thc extent to which they should bc mc:ged with either
voice and/or data.

Perhaps the predominate question is whether or not
communications networking should be a subsidized
activity of the institution. 1 hat is, does the institution
have an obligation to provide communications access
to staff, students and faculty? Logically prior to that
question is whether or not it is economically efficient
or educationally necessary to provide such intercon-
nect capabilities? In what ways are the missions of
the institution enhanced by a more open set of com-
munication paths? Is a major communications net-
working capability critical to the grc Nth of the
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institution? If the institution perceives a need or
commitment to service off-campus constituencies, is
a relatively wide area communications network (voice,
data, and video) necessary? important?

Are significant cost savings or avoidances available to
the institution if it chooses to operate its own voice
network? Are any potential cost savings offset by a
new set of managerial or political problems? In the
wide area domain, are there opportunities for micro-
wave operation or band sharing that the institution
should investigate? Are there opportunities in satellite
communication we should investigate, either for our-
selves or in concert with other agencies or insti-
tutions?

Will the local (or wide area) distribution of video (or
combined voice, video, and data) see a significant in-
crease? Should students have access to data networks
from dormitories? Should they have access to video
networks? If students in dormitories have such access,
how will we handle students who live in town, or
participate in off -campus instruction? Should the in-
stitution provide faculty with access to the campus
data network from their homes? If it does, arc there
certain job assignments that could be performed as
well (or better) from the home as on campus?

With a large number of personal computers on cam-
pus is it appropriate to consider local personal com-
puter networks linking two, five or ten personal
computers in adjoining offices? Is it appropriate to
consider baseband networks for entire buildings? If
so, how will they be bridged into a campus broadband
network and how should building wiring standards
be established and enforced? Do all personal com-
puters need a permanent connection to the local area
network, or may several share a single connection?
If several may share a single connection, how many?

Office Automation: Current office automation, elec-
tronic mail st and access to the institution's
databases are pro,,ided with global mainframe re-
sources. Will those users (primarily administrative)
continue this mode of operation for the next five
years? Considering thr number of devices currently
capable of connecting to the local area network, such
"dumb" devices are probably in the minority and be-
come an ever smaller minority every year. Should the
communication network provide for intelligent device
communication without passing through one of the
network hots? Should the Computing Center redi-
rect its development efforts to provide intelligent de-
vice communication support as the norm, treating
host-connected terminals as a technology we wish to
terminate?

On most campuses the commitment to a mainframe
text formatting system is significant and pervasive.
Can personal computers provide an equivalent level
of support. Will the proliferation of personal corn-
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puters cause a significant upsurge in the number of
lz .e files passing through the communications net-
work? Is there an office automation facility available
on personal computers to which we should encouran-
user migration?

Many campuses currently support many different
electronic mail protocols, and several more arc in use
tw individuals and groups that are not supported
centrally. Few of these protocols can be used to reach
gateways outside the local campus network. To what
extent is off -campus electronic communication likely
to be important in the future? What protocol should
the institution settle upon, and how should we deal
with the incompatibilities that this may cause with
other heavily used software?

The Institutional Database: Many institutions made
the decision to move to a database environment in the
late 1960s or early 1970s. At that time, the most ad-
vanced transaction processing systems were hierarchi-
cal or network model systems. They provide a
relatively high level of security features and are gener-
ally robust. They are also expensive and old tech-
nology. For the average administrator on carnrus,
spreadsheet relational models are simpler to use and
more consistent with what they do on personal com-
puters. Is it appropriate to reconsider the DBMS de-
cision?

Relational technology has certainly matured, but is it
sufficiently proven in its operational efficiency to
consider moving the Institutional database to a rela-
tional model? And if it is, which commercial product
should we choose? Is it important to be able to
download relational snapshots to d..tabase users?
This could be done via current as will as by a rela-
tional systems: Are the benefits of a relational system
sufficient to dictate a change?

In the more ubiquitous personal computer environ-
ment oi down-loaded file snapshots, there is a host
of operational, security, and privacy questions that do
not have well - define answers. In the longer run, can
we ex--..set the institution Jatabase to b distributed
across multiple CPUs? slave we the resources to
think through these questions independently or is it
sensible to wait several years for others to pioneer the
effort?

Should the hardware and software resources needed
to support the institutional database be considered a
regional-like computing resource? To what extent can
user departments develop thcir own reporting systems
if the institution only maintains a central database and
the associated database administration responsibil-
ities? Is it appropriate to view systems development
as a ccatract programming resource and part of an
"Information Center" complex which is operated
centrally by the Institution?
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Time For A Change

It is a misfortune. inseparable from human affairs,
that public measures are rarely investigated with
that spirit of moderation \Nina is essential to a just
estimate of their real tendency to advance or oh-
struct the pib,lic good: and that this spirit is more
apt to he diminished than promoted by those oc-
casions which require an unusal exercise of It

James Madison
I he 1.ederalist

1 he foregoing litany of questions doesn't identify the
strategic course we should set, but it does rai'.e a suf-
ficient set of problems to suggest that it is appropriate
to forge a strategic plan Whatever strategy finally
evolves, it should be one that provides a philosophy
in which these and other questions can be reconciled.
In general, it is probably inappropriate to try to craft
the strategy from specific answers to such questions.
Rather, we should attempt to discern what role the
institution plans to establish for itself ard, within the
context of how the institution views itself, set a com-
patible information systems strategy.

Underlying all the institution's aspirations is the need
for an effective information systems infrastructure.
'1 his infrastruct .1-e can be divided into three major
components:

Communicahun networks (voice. video, and
data)

Computer support (global, regional, and per-
sonal)

Professional staff (communications, computing,
and managerial)

Communications: Most institutions have only re-
cently begun to recognize the effort required to put
into place a comprehensive communications network.
To a large extent, this is due to the autonomous de-
.clopment of voice, video, and data communications.
'Hie major step of placing all these activities under a
single management has yet to be taken for most in-
stitutions.

It remains no v to provide a description of the com-
munications infrastructure needed by the Institution.
Voice service probably the most broadly used of the
categories. 1 he two principle planning issues in this
arena have to do with: (1) the merger of voice with
video and data in the institution's network; and (2)
the associated question of the apptopriate division of
responsibility between the institution and the local
common carrier. l'or strategic purposes, it is proba-
bl; useful to divide this issue on a geographical basis:
those voice applications required off campus gencrall;
falling within the purview of a focal operating com-
pany, and those on campus that would be operated
by the institutie

It is not likely that the institution can provide voice
service levels that exceed those provid,:d by the com-
mon carrier. I he rationale for institutional opaittion
of voice services would be twofoldand probably
only different views of the same issue at that i here
exists significant potential cost savings for institutional
operation of its own PBX, least-cost call routing al-
gorithms, and locally installed and maintained point-
to-point connectivity (either by wire or otherwise)
In a broader context, because the institution must run
its own video and data networks on campus, there is
a significant concern that common earner operation
of the campus voice network leads to substantiai
sub-optimization. Put in the positive, by integrating
voice with existing video and lata networks, there
may be significant cost savings available through op-
timization of a larger networkavoidance of
duplicative cabling, bandwidth sharing, etc. While a
digital switching facility permits a more rational inte-
gration of voice and data services, it also presents Mc
opportunity fo- new services. Principal among these
is voice mail, the ability to digitally store voice mes-
sages to be picked up later by the intended reciple..t.

Assuming for the moment that the appropriate course
of action to address the on-campus issues is clear, let
us turn our attention to the local, but off-campus is-
sue. Commonly, many in-residence students do not
live on campus A similar situation exists since many
faculty and staff work at home evenings and on
weekends. There seems to be no reason to expect that
local common carrier voice service has been less than
satisfactory, or should be expected to become so.

At the moment, and for the next several years, data
communication is the high growth area that is forcing
decisions regarding the communication infrastructure
of the institution. Laying aside for the moment any
consideration of the synergistic impact of merging
data with voice and video, we can identify four major
data communication areas:

-trao-licc networks

Intrabuilding networks

Intel-building networks

Wide area n-tworks

The prolifo ration of personal computers is bringing
with it a del and for intraofficc networkingthe net-
working of several (pe-haps up to six or eight) per-
sonal computers in departmental or laboratory
office. Most use:s perceive that time will be a domi-

node in this network, probably providing large
disk storage, high quality printing, or some other

sharable resource that is cost effective when distrib-
uted across a half dozen or so devices. The advent
of 32 bit, time shared micros will only accelerate this
requirement.
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Such networks can be created with logic cards for the
personal computers and cable that is installed depart-
mentally. There exists the potential for literally hun-
dreds of such networks to developwith a great
diversity of products and protocols. This is not ncc-
cssarily bad, provided the network contains a server
that provides a gateway to the campus (or intrabuild-
ing) network. The difficulty with such homegrown
networks is that they may prove to be unsatisfactory
because of user naivete and consequently represent a
less than desirable expenditure of scarce resources.

While the development of intraofficc networks is
debatably a central support issue, intrabuilding wiring
and protocol standards must clearly be established
centrally. There are many issues here that require
some debate before standardization. As with most
construction .fated efforts, more cost-effective instal-
lation is likely if longer-term needs and technological
developments are considcrcd prior to initial installa-
tion.

There are a number of cost-related issues that .List
also be resolved. What number of connections within
a building is required to justify the cost of intrabuild-
ing networking rather than point-to-point
ce,,inectivity? In what time. frame is it appropriate to

f.sider bringing campus buildings into intrabuilding
networks? As a more gl,,bal question, in what way
should voice and video considcrcd in thc intra-
bailding domain?

The issue of wide-area networking is the most amor-
phous of all, related as it is to the s -ategic plan of the
institution in terms of reaching off-campus
constituencies. Clearly, the more serious the institu-
tion is in its plans to engage in significant off -campus
efforts, the more critical is the aspect of the
infrastructure. Some rather specific guidance on this
issue is called for.

Computing: Ilrr the convenience of dividing the
subiect computing support can be looked at in terms
of Jbal, regional, and personal effort. It may he
appropriate to start with the personal level, as this
seems to be the current driving force in the computing
arena.

From the strategic viewpoint, the paramount question
is whether personal computing will, in the next five
years, provide the principle base of computing sup-
port for the Institution. If it will, then clearly we need
to rethink our approach to 3lobal computing and set
new directions. One way to approach this issue might
be to consider whether, and under what circum-
stances, we can expect a large percentage of students,
faculty, and staff to have relatively immediate access
to personal computing. Certainly by 1990 we can
expect 32-bit, 20MIIz (5-10 MIPS) processors that
can be purchased at prices approximately equal to
current - generation machines. This .vould infer that
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the power of today's minis would be available in
desktop (probably lapsize, if desired), personal ma-
chines.

Currently a good 8-bit, CP/M machine can be ac-
q,sired for less than $500, a good I6-bit DOS machine
for under $2,000, and the emerging generation of 16-
at.-1 32-bit Unix systems for $5,000 and more. Fac-
ulty members usually opt for the latest and most
powerful machinesin spite of the fact that they
hardly ever exercise the machine to anywhere near its
full capacity. If the prices of computers continue their
ce rrent trend, then today's high-end machines will
cost less than $1,000 in 1990, and such machines
should be powerful enough and sufficiently inexpen-
sive, that access to one could be taken for granted.
In brief, there seems to be no technological or finan-
cial impediment to assuming that by 1990, anyone
who wants a personal computer will have one.

If we accept the ubiquitous personal computer as
providing the bast of computing for most people on
campus, what then is the sole for global computing
resources? Certainly the role of providing general
purpose computing resources will be significantly re-
duced in the total context of cor-iiuter-related services
provided globally. It may not be unreasonable to sec
the provision of native computing environ lents as a
regional issue. There are still a number of activities
(for the moment, ignoring native environmes is as one
of their) that should be provided centrally as part of
the global base. These would include:

The institutional database

Printing service

Graphics scrvicc

Archiving

Supercomputing

Specialized software

One might very well extend the list, but the charac-
teristics of what might make a global scrvicc item are
probably more important and interesting. A global
scrvicc seems in order here a broad cross section of
users must access the same data. This is certainly the
case with the administrative records of the institution.

/ global scrvicc also seems in order for very high
pnced peripheral devices. Ifigh-volume laser printing,
high resolution graphics, microforms, photographic
media, and typesetting are typical devices that would
fall into this category. Another category of this typc
is high-volume storage devices for machine readable
data.

There will continue to be a need for special purpose
software which either must run on a large mainfi ,me
or is too expensive to acquire unless its cost is amor-
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tined over a larger u immunity Increasingly, we
can expect a role for :rcomputing related to such
software packages. The supercomputer of the 1 990s
:ill he on the order of 10 giga-FLOPS, bringing a
new set of problems within the realm of practical
computability.

If personal computing is expected to provide the bulk
of computing service for most users, then the global
service should redirect its support efforts from "dumb"
terminals to intelligent workstations. 1 his transition
will take time, perhaps five years. During th's transi-
tion period there will likely he a rninber of temporary
tasks that will also become candidates for global
supportstore and forward of electronic mail, gate-
ways to external networks, and file transfer are exam-
ples.

1 he economics of computing technology suggests that
regional computing will become more important in
the future. Our economy has always favored special-
ization, and value-added services in computing are
becoming increasingly commonplace.

If we accept the principle that regional facilities service
a limited base of users, we can identify a number of
computing services that would likely he of the re-
gional category.

Office automation

CAD/CAM

CAI and CMI

Library automation

Robotics

Again, it is probably more interesting to discern the
characteristics that make a computing service a can-
didate for the regional category. Clearly, one such
characteristic is the need for computing power beyond
that likely to he available on the next several gener-
ations of personal computers One characteristic of
the precedirr list is the intensiveness of computing for
the activities mentioned.

Perhaps the thorniest question regarding regional
computing is the source of funding. Where total
funding is from soft sources such as giants and con-
tracts this is not an issue. More generally, we would
need to resolve to what extent funding for such facili-
ties he considered a global question. If regional facil-
ities are at least partially subsidized by the institution
(and all are at least to the extent of certain overhead
costs), what portion of the cost should he subsidized
and how will the global facility plan for such acquisi-
tions provide for the disbursement of funds?

.11)Lne is a second-order effect attributable to regional
facilities that may well raise issues more critical than
those of cost sharing. Regitinal facilities require sys-
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tems programming support, site preparation, gate-
ways or bridging into the campus communication
network, and other labor ,ntensive support activities.
Replicating the skills avai:able in the global facility ten
or more times over is probably not possible, much
less cost effective. To some extent, certain of these
labor intensive skills will he provided by faculty and
graduate students. 1 here is a real question as to
whether this is cost effective and whether the support
level will he adequate.

Supercomputing is another category that effects a rel-
atively limited number of faculty and students. .1 he
main issue here seems to he whether to supply the
service on campus or provide access to one of the
universities funded by NSF to purvey supetcomput-
ing. We might begin by directing on-campus users
through a network to such a site. If such is the
choice, there are two issues that must he resolved.
First, how is such access to be funded? Should we
consider this a global serviw requirement and fund it
centrally? If we do, how should it he budgeted?
Second, user experience with remote site access to
supercomputing suggests that relatively high speed
connections are important. The speeds most often
mentioned are 19.2KI3 as a minimum, and 56K 13 as
more desirable. It is not clear that any of the potential
remot.: sites are prepared to handle this speed of traf-
fic. Without some on-campus supercomputing capa-
bility, it may become increasingly difficult to attract
researchers in computationally intensive disciplines.

Staffing: r ne infrastructure questions relating to
professional staff have already been alluded to in other
contexts. The prirr-ry questions in this domain have
to do with skills that will be required, the number of
personnel necessary, and the distribution of those in-
dividuals. I his problem is exacerbated by the short-
age of skilled computer professionals, the even greater
shortage of highly qualified technical management
personnel and, as a consequence, the extraordinary
salary levels commanded by individuals with these
scarce talents.

Avoiding for the moment the question of numbers of
personnel with information systems responsibilities,
consider the skills likely to he of most value in the
next several years. As the campus builds toward
thousands of intelligent workstations, the first level,
and likely predominate, need of users for info-.nation,
will concern their personal computer hardware, soft-
ware and interface to various communication net-
works. When we consider the number of personal
computers on the marketplace (probably over one
hundred) and the number of software packages
(probably close to 10,000), v e recognize that it is not
possible to provide expert consulting for all of them.
We might possibly consider ..pecializing in one or two
machines and perhaps a dozen pieces of software.
Given that the half-life of micro hardware and soft-
ware technology is about 18 months, and given that
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any point in time will likely find three gene rations of
the technology in common use on campus, the prob-
lem of expert consulting still seems beyond reasonable
grasp

It seems inevitable that the burden of consulting will
have to shift even further to faculty and students.
Attempts to proscribe either hardware or software
configurations seem antithetical to the purposes of a
university and should probably be avoided. What
then is the role of central computing activities in the
personal computer milcau? There would seem to be
several initiatives that ought to be maintained cen-
trally.

Standards for electronic mail

Globai printing access

Global file service

System maintenance of global software packages

Quantity purchase arrangements for selected
items of both persona! computer hardware and
software

The foregoing list is not all-inclusive, but is indicative
of the types of activities that ought to be provided
centrally. The common characteristic of these activ-
ities is support of devices, protocols or software,
rather than direct support of the user. As the personal
computer workstation bccomcs the norm on campus,
the capacity and capability to provide user consulting
is diminished, but the need to provide network access
to special services is amplified.

It is probably in the personnel area that the most
radical shifts in thinking will need to take place. We
can visualize an intensified need for systems pro-
gramming skills accompanying a shift of focus from
the user to device support. The user interface for
global services may well shift to a "computer store"
that negotiates attractive prices for a few brands of
personal computers and a few software packages for
those computers. It is not difficult to envision this
activity ultimately residing somewhere such as the
campus bookstore, where a $100 profit on each of the
several thousand machines sold cacti year provides the
overhead to meet the payroll of the "computer store."

As the global service bccomcs more directed to device
support, it is reasonable to imagine direct user charges
for items produced, rather than for computing equip-
ment exercised in their production. For instance, we
can imagine charges imposed for pages of output
printed, slides or microfonns produced, graphic
frames plotted, etc. In this environment we can en-
vision page printing to be a service of the Print Shop
rather than the Computing Ccntcr. We can envision
slide and graphic production to be a service of the
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Learning Rcsourccs Ccntcr rather than thc Comput-
ing Ccntcrthc focus of global computing support
shifting to provision of the network intelligence to
prm'ide the interconnect capability for the devices in
the network.

Such an environment may require the services of
"print specialists" in the Print Shop, "graphics spe-
cialists" in the Learning Resources Ccntcr, etc., where
the focus on the printed page of output has shifted
from the Computing Ccntcr to the Print Shop. It
cannot be argued too forcefully that modern infor-
mation systems technology has spawned a whole new
set of value added scrviccsscrviccs that are distinct
from the computer and communications networks,
but dependent upon them for their existence.

Pluralism: If there is one notable characteristic of this
new generation of computing it would have to be
pluralism. The age of centrally directed and sup-
ported co reputing has passed along with typing pools,
keypunch and word processing centers, and the
punched card itself. The economy of scale phenom-
enon applies only to a few hardware dcviccs attached
to computers and to the computer-communications
infrastructure itself.

Whatever strategic plan we craft must recognize this
as the paramount fact of modern computing and
communications technology. The freedom to inno-
vate is also the freedom to fail. As a consequence,
we must be prepared to have groups propose, and
implement, computing environments that have little
apparent chance of providing successful, long -term
solutions to the problems for which they have been
devised. IIopefully, an occasional brilliant success
that couldn't have been predicted it advance will help
offset some of the naive failures.

Pluralism will be most evident in the personal and
regional computing areas. The tendency of users to
want highly specialized computing environments that
are mirror images of the latest technology being used
in industry will accelaate. Most of these environ-
ments will be clearly ephemeral, seldom having an
industrial life of more than a few years.

This pluralistic computing environment will place in-
creasing pressure on centrally provided services to
have some cognizance of the multiplicity of
soft; -re/hardware configurations that are attempting
to access global services. It is clearly not possible or
economically sensible to centrally design software that
is capable of printing a file edited on any one of a
hundred different what - you -sec is what-you-get text
formatters. A similar observation could be made re-
garding down-loading file snapshots in a format suit-
able for any one of twenty commonly used
spreadsheet programs.

An Information Systems Strategy 8
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A Single System Image

.1 here is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor
more doubtful of suLccss, nor more dangerous to
handle, than t3 initiate a new order of things. For
the reformer has enemies in all who profit by the
old order, and only Luke -warm defenders in all
those who would profit by the new order. This
lukc-warmness arises partly from fear of their ad-
versaries, who have the law in their favor; and
partly from the incredulity of mankind, who do not
truly believe in anything new until they have had
actual experience of it.

Machiavelli
1 he Prince (1513)

Prior to attempting a statement of strategy, it might
be useful to remind ourselves that the major problems
we will need to solve will occur in the transition from
where we are today to where the sti,:tegy suggests we
should be in five years. We should treat such prob-
lems as tactical questions, reAAved in the context of
the strategy we follow, but addressed in terms of the
technology available when the tactical problem is
identified.

We should be working toward a single system image
for all users. Recognizing the pluralism that exists
(and is desirable) within the academic computing en-
vironment, we should expect a very large number of
native environments for users of the campus com-
puter and communication network. Some users will
opt for a native environment on a personal computer
using Lotus, dBase, BASIC or some other software
base. Others will choose a regional mini-based system
as their native environmenta CAD system, a labo-
ratory data collection system, etc. Still others will find
PROFS, CMS, VMS or UNIX to be their native en-
vironment of choice.

The user can be expected to know his or her own
native environment. What must be provided globally
for the user is a standard interface to services not part
of the user's native environmentsuch things as elec-
tronic mail, access to institutional databases, and ac-
cess to other computing sources (global, regional, and
perhaps even personal). This interface might be
viewed as a single system imagea unitary image of
the world outside the us. r's native environment. Ev-
ery user should be able to see the same image, hence
the word "single" in the term "single-system image."

The Imager: A conceptual model of the single-system
image that is envisioned for th-: institution, which we
can refer to as the Imager, would comprise five func-
tions:

'ommunieator The hardware, software, and
protocols required to physically
transport data between source
and target systems.
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Aecessor The data manipulation functions
required to query (and perhaps
store) data anywhere in the
single-system image, and to
route data (perhaps electronic
mad, files, etc.) to a target.

Translator rI he ability to translate data
and/or accessor commands from
source to target formats.

Director Knowledge of where data can be
found or how targets can be ac-
cessed. If data needs to be
translated or headers modified,
how the target is addressed.

Administrator Rules for access and update au-
!:.,1.19,, invocation of consist-
ency requirements, pri' acy and
integrity requirements.

Ultimately, the Imager evolves into a major
knowledge-based system providing a standard specifi-
cation of all systems participating in the single-system
image. It incorporates some of the functions of data
administration, user services, and network services
into an "intelligent" communication interface.

As a strategy, the single-system image provides a de-
velopment prospectus that can be undertaken in very
small inc.ements by highly disparate groups. It has
utility at any stage of its development; the more fully
developed. the more utility it will provide. Further,
it is casiiy understood by the user, requiring the user
to know only the accessor commands in addition to
the manipulation requirements of his or her own na-
tive environment. Ultimately, it makes the entire
computer and communications infrastructure con-
venient for the user, permitting data maintainers to
be concerned primarily with the collection and storage
of data and only secondarily with user access to it.
I lardware, software, and communications technology
may be changed without impacting users.

The global service, then, is the single-system image
and the software, hardware, and communications
spirit., teat supports it. Included in that support base
are the CPU(s) on which the Imager resides, the
software that makes up the Imager, peripheral devices
that comprise part of the image (laser printers, high
speed plotters, etc.), and the communication links and
appurtenances to effect the image.

Computer/Communication Responsibilities: If wc ac-
cept this view, then the answers to a number of the
questions raised previously become rather self-
evident. A first cut at where typical current and pro-
posed resource responsibilities fall is shown in the
following figur
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Global

Regional

Personal

Figure I. Responsibility Matrix

University College Department
Image
E-Mail
Archives
Printing

Broadband net

Office Auto.
Supercomputing
Baseband nets
Spec. software
Data admin.

VAXs
CAD/CAM
Libraries
Laboratories
Faculty consul.

Terminal conn.
PC maintenance
Site licenses
PC demos

PC Networks
PC labs

Terminals
Faculty PCs
PC software
Student instr.

As the strategy evolves, we should find the Comput-
ing Center less and less involved in the user's native
environment and increasingly concerned with image-
associated activities.

Information Center: Accompanying such a shift in
emphasis should be a commensurate shift in staff ex-
pertise. Systems programming skills will become in-
creasingly important, and user consulting skills less
needed. At the same time, systems programming
skills will be required for an even greater diversity of
hardware and software configurations.

A similar analysis of skills within systems develop-
ment could be made. We can expect decreasing need
for constructing DBMS procedures and screen inter-
faces, and increased emphasis on the conceptual
model of data supported within the institutional sys-
tems. Interfaces to the image in the form of transla-
tors and administrator rules will become increasingly
important. Systems development should be able to
expend more effort on metadata issues and the devel-
opment of metaoperations on data dispersed
throughout the institutional database.

As the strategy evolves, the current organizational
structure within the computer and communications
area may need to be changed. Currently a substantial
effort is related to activities supporting special native
environments. The fact that the image is a singular
entity whi,:h is composed of hardware, software, and
communintiors, necessitates a change in the current
organizational structure, which separates quite dis-
tinctly on thew.; grounds.

This new operation incorp:rates many of the tasks
that curr.tntly go under the name Information cen-
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ter.- It is probably appropriate to observe that there
are functions now provided in other organizations,
notably the Library and Learning Resources Center,
that might be logical candidates for inclusion in the
Information Center.

However transaction processing is handled, the longer
term future is for distributed databases operated in the
context of the single system image. Data adminis-
tration will become an image related function. Query
and reporting from the institutional database will be
an Information Center functioncomposed of ex-
tracting reporting information for non-computer users
(or providing interpretation of data) rather than the
coding of routines to be used by the user in his or her
native environment.

The Single-System Image and the Information Center
are opposite sides of the same coin. The Information
Center provides much of the facility of the Imager,
but through personal interaction rather than auto-
matically as an extension of the user's native com-
puting environment. Over time, the personal
interaction is replaced by implementation of the
Imager. It seems appropriate to vest responsibility for
the Imager with the Information Center.

As the Imager is implemented, the Information Cen-
ter can begin to concentrate on high level consulting
with faculty and staff attempting to construct complex
computing environments. The Information Center
should have highly skilled personnel who can consult
on the selection of native computing environments,
selection of hardware and software systems and the
design and installation of local (intraoffice and intra-
building) communication networks.
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As the strategy evolves, we should find the Comiut-
ing Center less and less involved in the user's native
environment and increasingly concerned with image-
associated activities.

Information Center: Accompanying such a shift in
emphasis should be a commensurate shift in staff ex-
pertise. Systems programming skills will become in-
creasingly important, and user consulting skills less
needed. At the same time, systems programming
skills will be required for an even greater diversity of
hardware and software confterations.

A similar analysis of skills within systems develop-
ment could be made. We can expect decreasing need
for constructing DBMS procedures and screen inter-
faces, and increased emphasis on the conceptual
model of data supported within the institutional sys-
tems. Interfaces to the image in the form of transla-
tors and administrator rules will become increasingly
important. Systems development should be able to
expend more effort on metadata issues and the devel-
opment of metaoperations on data dispersed
throughout the institutional database.

As the strategy evolves, the current organizational
structure within the computer and communications
area may need to be changed. Currently a substantial
effort is related to activities supporting special native
environments. The fact that the image is a singular
entity which is composed of hardware, software, and
communications, necm,itates a change in the current
organizational structure, which separates quite dis-
tinctly on these grounds.

This nir., operation incorporates many of the tasks
that currently go under the name Information sn-
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ter." It is probably appropriate to observe that there
are functions now provided in other organizations,
notably the Library and Leamhig Resources Center,
that might be logical candidates for inclusion in the
Information Center.

However transaction processing is handled, the longer
term future is for distributed databases operated in the
context of the single system image. Data adminis-
tration will become an image related function. Query
and reporting from the institutional database will be
an Information Center functioncomposed of ex-
tracting reporting information for non-computer users
(or providing interpretation of data) rather than the
coding of routines to be used by the user in his or her
native environment.

The Single-System Image and the Information Center
are opposite sides of the same coin. The Information
Center provides much of the facility of the Imager,
but through personal interaction rather than auto-
matically as an extension of the user's native com-
puting environment. Over time, the personal
interaction is replaced by implementation of the
Imager. It seems appropriate to vest responsibility for
the Imager with the Information Center.

As the Imager is implemented, the Information Cen-
ter can begin to concentrate on high level consulting
with faculty and staff attempting to construct complex
computing environments. The Information Center
should have highly skilled personnel who can consult
on the selection of native computing environments,
selection of hardware and :.oftware systems and the
design and installation of local (irtraoffice and intra-
building) communication networks.
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FORMULATING SECURITY POLICY IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN AGGRESSIVE
LONG RANGE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

Paul Costello
M. Lewis Temares

University of Mimi
Coral Gables

Florida

Attention to and concern about security issues are
escalating. Networking, data base oriented
applications systems, distributed processing and
micro-computers complicate these issues. The
University of Miami has recently developed and
implemented new security policies in conjunction with
implementation of its Long Range Information Systems
Plan (LRISP).

Overviews of the LRISP planning process, development
methodology and status of the implementation are
presented as background to security policy issues.

Security policy development at U.M. is discussed.
Responsibilities have been assigned to users and
facility managers. Data Custodians have been
implemented to grant access to domains within the
global data base.
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FORMULATING SECURITY POLICY IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN AGGRESSIVE

LONG RANGE A?PLICAT ION DEVELOPMENT EFFOPT

BACKGROUND

The Long Range Information Systems Plan (LRISP)
In May 1983 the University of Miami undertook a Long Range
Information Systems Planning (LRISP) effort. This resulted in
a plan to replace all administrative applications. Academic
system needs were to be addressed later by separate planning
efforts. A recommendation to implement the plan over seven
years, at a cost of approximately 13.6 million dollars (in
1983/84 terms) was sent to the Board of Trustees in October
1983. The board approved the recommendation and the
implementation began in January 1984.

Status - Then
The then current status or administrative computing was
depressing. All systems but one (financial ass!stancc) were
batch oriented. Most systems (all but three: the student
information, financial assistance, and financial reporting
systems) had exceeded their reasonable life expectancies
(approximately seven years). System interfaces were in very poor
shape, limited documentation existed, and the Information Systems
Department had just reorganized after resuming management of its
facility from a facilities management firm.

Computing was done primarily on a Univac 1100/80 which was
saturated. The only "on-line" system operated on an IBM 4341.
There was only limited hardware interface capability and very
limited telecommunication capability.

The organization was maintenance oriented, with a number of
important functions unaddressed (Security, capacity planning
etc.). While the personnel were strong technically, they lacked
university experience.

ThajEethodology
The planning methodology used to develop LRISP (Arthur Andersen's
Method One) called for a determination of information needs,
followed by development of specific strategies to address them.
Strategies were identified for: Applications, Hardware, Systems
Software and Database, Communications, Office Automation, and
Organization. An assessment of the cost/benefit impact of each
of the strategies was accomplished.

Information needs determi tion (and development of the
preliminary drafts of the plan) was accomplished by a project
team of eleven (senior systems analysts, senior programmer
analysts, a systems analyst, a key user and the project manager
who was the assistant director for administrative application
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programming) after oeing trained in the methodology. Interviews
were conducted with 107 campus administrators from all major
functional areas located over three campuses. A high level
global university data model was constructed and 44 individual
application systems were identified.

Application Strategy
Prioritization of efforts became a difficult task. Fonr separate
prioritizations were identified:

By data availability, that is basic building blocks
first, a conscious effort was made to avoid addressing
systems until other required "feeder" systems had been
put in place.

By benefit/risk, that is placing the systems with the
highest benefit and/or least risk first, those with the
lowest benefit/highest risk last.

By compromise sequencing, doing the "feeder" or
building block systems needed for those with the
highest benefit first.

By review of the Management Advisory Committee
addressing U.M. Priorities.

A determination of the final priority set was made by the
Management Advisory Committee. In order to accomplish the needed
applications development effort within seven years, concurrent
development of six applications was necessary.

Systems Software and Database Strategy
It was decided to use a shared database management system for
routine production processing. A subset database would be used
for ad-hoc processing. Additional software licensing would be
provided as required. We elected to use state-of-the-art
software development tools. This meant assimilation of new tools
and new skills. Cullinet's IDMS database, data dictionary, ADS
On-Line, Culprit, and prototvping were all new. No one was
knowledgable in these tools, so we prepared for a learning curve.

I fi fi 1
# %.

The university installed an integrated voice/data communications
switch (ATT System 85). We began development of a dedicated
point to point administrative network, while working with the
Telecommunications Department to develop a long range plan for
data communications. The need for data communications between
all three campuses was identified as was the necessity for access
to external data communications r'tworks.

aegalitYS11aieg3t
This strategy called for development of policies and
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implementation of procedures. Needed improvements to physical
security were identified. A valid case for uhinterrupted
operation (a U.P.S. system) was documented. Development of a

disaster recovery plan was identified as a major and critical
task. A redesign of the computer for physical security was
undertaken.

LRISP IMPLEMENTATION USER INVOLVEMENT

User involvement and participation is engendered by:

Using committees composed of administrators a

executive and management levels,
t

Fostering and requiring direct user participation in
the role of chair for an individual project steering
committee,

Assigning each fulltime development team up to two
individua:s from the user department area.

Commuter Advisory Committee
A Computer Advisory Committee was established as an offshoot of
the Management Advisory Committee at the onset of LRISP. Its
mission was and continues to be:

To provide communication between management and
Information Systems, Planning and Institutional
Research.

To ensure application development objectives and
strategies are consistent with those of the university.

To evaluate and recommend scope and changes to
application system implementation priorities.

Its responsibilities include:

Confirming individual projects' objectives, scope, and
products.

Communicating definitions to key personnel.

Securing cooperation and parLicipation of operational
management.

Recommending priorities and approving systems projects.

Monitorirg project status and performance.

Reviewing and approving project implementation plans.

3



This committee is designed to insure broad based administrative
and academic executive involvement.

Systems Coordination Committee
This committee was established shortly after implementation of
the second LRISP application system. It is composed of the head
of each major administrative functional unit, the chair of the
Computer Advisory Committee, the Vice President of Business
and Finance, and the Associate Provost. Its function is to
provide a forum for administrators to help ensure that individual
projects meet university needs. Issues of integration and
functional interdependence are discussed and investigated.
Monthly status reports are presented. Issues affecting more
than one project, or impacting more than one administrative
unit are discussed.

Lang Range Academic Systems Committee
This committee was formed to address long range planning issues
related to academic and research computing at the university.
Understandably, consensus was difficult to obtain. There have
been two reports presented to the Office of the Provost. A clear
cut plan, with appropriate consensus and/or business plan, has
yet to be accepted for implementation. It is expected that when
the new Provost assumes position this planning effort will resume
and a subsequent implementation will be effected.

Project Steering Committee
At the inception of each project a steering committee is formed.
It is chaired by the primary administrative unit's head. This
committee is charged with oversight responsibility, and with
project definition responsibility. The committee meets at least
monthly, and more frequently when necessary. Individual
application system development teams are composed of a project
manager, a systems analyst, three programmer analysts, and two
information analysts.

Information Analysts
The other vehicle for encouraging intense user involvement and
committment to LRISP is the Information Analyst position. Each
project has two Information Analysts assigned to it at the
onset. These two positions are funded by the project from
inception through implementation. Information Analysts, come
frcm the user's shop and are to be experienced professionals.
They should understand the functional requirements of the user.
Wh.11e they are not expected to have technical information systems
skills, they are expected to have good basic analytical skills,
to thoroughly understand user functional requirements and to be
excellent communicators. At the end of the project they are
returned to the user department(s). Their technical skills
should have improved considerably, and they should thoroughly
understand the newly implemented system. While identified by the
user as key personnel at the onset of the project, they will
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become evcn more important to the user because of their direct
participation as fulltime project team members.

EVOLUTION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND SERVICES

The 1950's and early 60's were characterized by batch
processing. Time sharing began to be more widely accepted in the
mid 60's through the early 70's. In this era, centralized
computer systems and services were the accepted standard.
Efficiencies of scale, large one time installation costs
associated with introduction of automation in areas not yet
automated, and the relatively high cost of programming
maintenance were reasons cited.

The mid 70's brought dispersed computing, and an associated
mixture of central and dispersed systems and services. This was
enabled by the advent of cost effective mini-computers, as well
as cost effective packaged application software products.

What we see evolving today is distributed computing. That is, a

combination of networked resources. A "network" of shared
resources, both dispersed and central. In short, the era of
distributed computing is here. We see the role of a central
service unit, in these times, as support of a distributed
computing environment.

An appropriate strategy for this era is:

To create a structured environment fostering the evolution
of distributed 0^mpflting.

o Networking heterogeneous system resources.

o Selectively supporting interfaces and facilities.

o Providing system and application expertise.

o Supporting users in selecting, tailoring, and
applying their best options.

From the user's perspective a "First-class computer environment"
is easy to use, has quick response, is available when needed,
contains secure and reliable information, and has functional
richness. A "good" computer environment can help people to
produce higher quality results, do more productive work in a

shorter time, and broaden the scope of their work. Investing in
the computer environment is really investing for peoples'
effectiveness.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Individual policy statements are drafted by subcommittees of the
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Computer Advisory Committee, the Systems Coordination Committee
and/or Information Systems. When the draft policy has been
finalized, it is brought to the parent committee and the Computer
Advisory Committee for consensus building and endorsement. After
obtaining endorsement from these committees the policy is

submitted to the Provost and/or Vice President for Business and
Finance for final approval and publication.

Data Management
Working within the context of the Long Range Information Systems
Plan it became apparent to senior management that administrative
data have value and that they should be managed a basic
institutional resource. This was central to the elec "on to
develop a centralized, global, data base of institutional data.
One of the long term goals is to organize and control data so as
to make data available as requirements dictate and as they may
change.

The development of policy in this area was guided by the
provisions of the federal privacy act. The issues of data
residency and level of control and protection were investigated.
LRISP espoused the ideas that the central facility should house
widely shared data and that less widely shared data should be
properly housed at a distributed site or at the departmental
level. The level of control and protection was determined to be
dependent upon both the nature of the data and the extent to
which those data were needed in order to conduct the affairs of
the university.

The adopted policy has the following provisions:

Information Systems has overall responsibility for
control and centralized data registration. This is not
meant to imply that Information Systems has
responsibility for all aspects of data management. As
the coordinating functional unit, it is responsible to
know where data are located, and to register that
information so data may be made institutionally
useful.

Individual functional units have responsibility for
data creation, maintenance, content, accuracy and for
authorization of access rights to others.

A unit managing a data facility (the central facility,
or an individual department managing a distributed
facility) has responsibil!ty for physical integrity.
That is, protection from hardware and/or software
failure.

Security and Control
Institutionally we recognized security is dependent upon a
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combination of factors, including concerns about both logical and
physical integrity. recognized there is no absolute
security. Rather we see the level of security to be provided as
a trade-off between perceived risk, costs, and benefits outPined
from security.

Accordingly, our security and control policy includes the
following provisions:

Information Systems and users are responsible for
providing the means for securing hardware, software,
and data under their direct control.

Physical security is defined as:

o Controlling access to hardware (terminals as
well as CPU's,.

o Preventing service interruptions.

Planning for contingencies.

Logical security is defined as:

o Controlling access to software and data.

o Recovering data, transmissions, and software.

o Archiving data, software, and docuntation.

How It Works
Our concept of the global data base is that it contains various
domains. A domain is the combination of data for which a

particular user has responsibility. These domains within the
data base have been definable, for the most part, without
redundancy. In areas where redundancy existed, a concept of
hierarchy was used to eliminate the redundancy.

For inst,Ince, our first implementation was a name directory.
This was designed to replace name and address information carried
in various batch applications - student information, payroll,
accounts receivable, alumni records, etc. A particular name
could logically appear in each of these different "domains" or
user areas. The conflict was resolved by establishing:

Employee names, even if they were students, owed
accounts receivable balances, or were alumni, would be
controlled by the Personnel Department.

Student names, provided they were not employees, would
be controlled by the Registrar.

7
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Names of others who owed accounts receiva'ale balances
would be controlled by the Bursar.

Donor names, provided they did not fall into one of
the above catagories would be controlled by the
Alumni/Development Department.

With the above in mind, the Data Custodian function was defined.
The data cu.: odian is the person within a particular user
functional area responsible for authorizing access to a
particular domain within the global data base. Because different
kinds of access had to be provided for (inquiry, add, change,
delete, copy, etc.) profiles were developed. A profile is
defined to describe both those data that may be accessed,
and the type of access. Each profile represents a different
combination of type of access (inquire, add, change, delete,
etc.) and subset of data elements (student, alumni, personnel,
admissions, etc.) within an application.

Steps for data access:

Those requiring access to date
the data custodian.

send a formal request to

The data custodian reviews the request, and if it
requests access to a different domain than the data
custodian has responsibility for, the request is routed
to the proper data custodian(s).

Within his/her domain the data custodian makes
decisions and grants or denies access.

o Denials are returned to the requestor with an
indication of why the 7equest was denied.

o Approvals are forwarded to the Security Manager
located at Information Systems where the approval
is implemented, Information Systems mai; .ains
logs of authorizations granted and notifies the
requestor of the approval.

When users sign on, they enter their JD and Password. That ID
and Password is checked. If it is found to be invalid, access is
denied. If it is found to be valid, access is grant ,l,
consistent with the "profile(s)" authorized for that ID, pas'word
combination.

STATUS - WHERE WE ARE N(

At this juncture, we are approximately two years into the Long
Range Information Systems Plan implementation. Three projects or
applications have been implemented. One more is now being

8



Implemented and should be fully operational next month.

We are completing our first iteration of capacity planning. We

should have our first multi-year hardware plan encompassing both
administrative and academic hardware needs for the central
facility ready shortly. This plan is expected to be reviewed,
revised, and extended each year.

We have formalized accounting rules for each of the various
elements of cost associated with implementing our very ambitious
plan. Project costs, those cost elements directly chargeable to
an individual application development project's account, are
amortized over seven years. Other Information Systems and/or
user costs are expensed as they occur.

Priorities for individual projects have been shuffled in

accordance with the changing needs of the university.
Additionally, some projects have been merged together to form
larger application projects we've learned the hard way wny and
hoc' this increases risk. We now perceive such consolidation as
considerably less than optimal. Projects have been deleted
from the job queue, because they were epplieable to a

micro-computer environment, or because there was no real need for
them to be contained within the global data base structure. More
importantly, these decisions were made in concert with the
administrative users.

Not surprisingly, resuliant project costs have exceeded original
forecasts. This is attributable to the original of being
forecast in terms of uninflated 1983/84 dollars. SL.i.risingly,
we have managed to contain costs this past year. Our latest
update to the Board of Trustees, in November of this year, showed
total implementation costs equal to last year's. We have not, as
yet, obtained hoped for programmer productivity enhancements.
What we have obtained is dramatically improved levels of service
to our administrative user community. This was our basic goal.

SUCCESS

Our success is attributable to the extent to which our competent
staff have worked with and motivated intense user involvement in

this ambitious endeavor. Participation at every level,
executive, middle management, professional, and clerical as well

s participation of those who see themselves as both
administrative, and as academic in nature has been critical. Our
ultimate aim is to provide the administrative central computing
resources necessary for the university to achieve its
over-arching academic goals.
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THE FOUR P's OF A SUCCESSFUL MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAM:
PLANNING, POLICY, PROCEDURES, AND PRACTICES

A. Wayne Donald
Assistant Vice President

for Computing & Information Systems

Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24061

ABSTRACT

Virginia Tech is the first public institution of higher education in the
country requiring students to purchase their own personal computer. In

this paper, the long-range (5-year) computing plan at Virginia Tech is
examined with special emphasis on microcomputer issues -- increased
growth, communications, education, and overall support. This paper also
reviews the overall microcomputer policy that was approved and how the
policy dictates University procedures and practices for a successful
microcomputer programs. Experiences gained over the last 2-3 years are
also recounted. Insight is given on implementing a major microcomputer
program -- requirements and planning at department, college, and univer-
sity levels; financial considerations; involvement of the necessary
people; and actually getting the job done.
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THE FOUR P'S AT VIRGINIA TECH

The definition of the word Olin is not so complex that management text-
books or documents have to be consulted for its meaning. Webster's Dic-
tionary defines plan simply as "a method of doing something." Vacations,

shopping trips, investments, education of children, and games in various
sports are all planned. However, observe the reaction of management level
individuals when they are asked for a copy of the computer plan or a

particular curriculum plan. Such plans are often a mental formulation,
and they are not presented in any tang.:-....e document that can be exhibited.

Constant technological changes dictate the need for planning in a computer

intensive environment. Institutions must develop a computing plan and
have it available for distribution. Policy development is one planning
technique and is normally a guide that can be used by management to direct

certain activities. The governance structure within many institutions
of higher education will often find policies being issued from a Vice
President level. Typically, a policy is accompanied by procedures that
are specific guidelines describing a step-by-step method for completing
a certain activity. For this discussion, practices will be viewed as

customs or developments arising from procedures, policies, and plans.

Other P's have contributed to successful computer programs at Virginia
Tech, but planning, policy, procedures, and practices form the backbone.
In addition to these four components, support has come from top management
down, which is also extremely important to a successful plan.

VIRGINIA TECH'S COMMITMENT

Virginia Tech was founded in 1872 as a land-grant college under the

Morrill Act and has moved through several transitional stages to its
present status as a comprehensive public university. With a student en-
rollment of 22,000 and faculty and staff numbering 6,000, Virginia Tech
is located on a 2600-acre campus in Blacksburg, Virginia.

Virginia Tech's first association with computing was in the late 1950s
and growth has been continued through the years. In the late 1960s, the
administration recognized the need to review the impact that computing
was making in higher education. The administration recognized that com-
puting offered the opportunity to improve the quality of instructional,
researc., and extension programs. In additior, computing would also have
an impact in the administrative area as improved batch systems and new
online applications were developed and implemented. This review of com-
puting brought several major developments: the University consolidated
all its computing activities into one computing center; a significant
increase occurred in the computing budget over a three-year span; com-

puting was viewed as a "utility" and funded as an "off the top" commit-
ment; and appropriate organizational changes were made to support the
commitment to computing.

Since the administrative r, iew of computing in the late 1960s, signif-
icant events have occurred within computing at Virginia Tech, and changes
with major impact on Virginia Tech's computing environment have occurred



since 1983. It was that year the University decided to consolidate the
departments involved in information systems and create the position of
Vice President for Computing and Information Systems. That same year,
the College of Engineering concluded a study that recommended entering
freshmen purchase their own personal computer. In 1984, the areas of
voice, data, and video communications were consolidated, and the depart-
ment of Communications Network Services was established.

These events are only a few examples of the commitment Virginia Tech has
made in the area of computing and information systems. The University
will continue to enhance its missicns by planning for changes in tech-
nology and continuing the commitments that make Virginia Tech a leader
in computing in higher education.

AN INFORMATION SYSTEMS STRATEGY

An interview with William E. Lavery, President of Virginia Tech, was
featured in the September, 1985, issue of CAUSE/EFFECT. When asked about
A nitin or strategy for information technology, Dr. Lavery emphasized the

importance of a plan or strategy and sa1d ''one major '..,eneiit of having A
strategy is thai:: it protects us from long periods of indecision and hence
inactivity. In this field one cane -, stand still. A plan or strategy
then becomes a guiding document." Virginia Tech has done adequate plan-
ning in years past, but, as Dr. Lavery responded, "we don't necessarily
document it and advertise it and put it to a popular publication." That
situation changed in the summer of 1985 when University Provost David
Roselle appointed a group headed by Robert Heterick, professor of Man-
agement Science, to develop and document a five-year computing plan. This
committee produced An Information Systems Stratezy a document divided
into four major sections: The First Stages, Strategic Planning, Time
For A Change, and A Single System Image.

The First Sta:cs, section 1 of the computing plan, provides a brief
background of computing at Virginia Tech and recognizes the need to con-
tinue a planning process. Strategic Planning is the second sectior and
adopts a somewhat different approach to the planning process than what
might be found in most textbooks. John Naisbitt, in his best selling book
Mezatrends. indicates "Strategic planning is worthless - unless there is
first a strategic vision." The vision consists of what the end point is
and how it can be achieved. Virginia Teen's plan defines its vision by
presenting questions that focus on goals and objectives in several areas.
The third section, Time For A Change, develops a strategy plan for com-
puting and information systems based on the questions in section two.
Strategies are outlined for Communication Networks, Computer Support, and
Professional Staff. The final section, A Single System Image, recognizes
that a major task is moving from the present to the end point. The concept
of a single system image is presented in the plan because it is, in it-
self, an important strategy. Virginia Tech has diverse users who work
in their own computer environment. The single system image concept pro-
vides the user a standard interface to services not part of his environ-
ment, hence, the word "single" in the term "single system image."
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Virginia Tech recognizes An Information Systems StrateRv is a guide for
the next five years (although it be reviewed and updated on an annual

basis). It is viewed as a flexible guide that still affords the Univer-
sity the oppoLtunity to handle unfoLeseeable ohanges techuologiGal and
others.

MICROCOMPUTERS AT VIRGINIA TECH

A major decision was made in 1983 that required entering engineering
freshmen to purchase a microcomputer. Projections indicated that the

number of microcomputers at Virginia Tech would increase at the rate of
approximately 2,500 per year - beginning in fall, 1984. Based on this
projection and the detailed process neeeed for approving the engineering
program, a policy dealing with microcomputer issues was formulated.

Members of the computing resources staff worked with the Vice President
for Computing and Information Systems to formulate a policy for micro-
computers. The University Computer Committee reviewed the policy, and,
after some revisions, the policy was issued in early 1984. Experience
gained from the implementation of the engineering and the computer science
prn^ramc that required student microcomputers dictated a policy revision
in late 1985.

The microcomputer policy at Virginia Tech has five major sections: Need,

Other Machines, Software, Microcomputer Approval, and Support. The pol-
icy was issued by the Vice President in an effort to provide guidelines
for the purchase of microcomputers. Much of the policy is directed to
student required programs because guidelines issued by the Department of
Information Technology in Richmond, Virginia, were used for the majority
of purchases with state and grant funds. The exception is special bids
that might be issued to support student required programs.

Need

The section on need is intended to stimulate some planning by the user.
Is a microcomputer really the best alternative? What are some of the
characteristics of microcomputers and how do they apply to the environ-
ment? How will be a microcomputer be used? What software and hardware
might be required? Answers to these questions emphasize the importance
of a need evaluation. Special attention is given to student required
programs as the policy stresses the need for strategic and careful eval-
uation and planning. The college/department must consider costs for

students and the university and how the microcomputer will be incorporated
into the curriculum. One point made in this section is that purchase of
a microcomputer does not necessarily mean a user will no longer need the
mainframe. However, purchase of microcomputers will increase the

mainframe workload overall, but the way the mainframe is used will change.

Other Machines

Mainframes, minicomputers, and microcomputers are normally considered the
three machine classifications (although some might add supercomputers as
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another classification). The section on Other Machines identifies, in
very general terms, how a mainframe or minicomputer might be used.

Tha mainframe computer is normally used for the f^11^'"ng prp^sas:

Intensive computer tasks

Data requirements

Special software

Special devices

The minicomputer is normally acquired with departmental budgets, research
contracts, or as a gift. Special need often dictates minicomputer use
in the following situations:

Research sponsor designates special hardware and/or software

Software requirement is limited

Clientele is very restricted

Machine can run essentially unattended

Special educational reeds

Software

An important issue associated with microcomputers, particulary in a uni-
versity setting, is software - acquisition, management, and support. The
microcomputer policy allows the university to do whatever possible to
obtain attractive financial arrangements. Such arrangements may involve
site licenses, special bids, volume discounts, package offerings, and
other incentives.

The Virginia Tech Computing Center operates several microcomputer labo-
ratories for general use, that is, the laboratories are available for
faculty, staff, and student use. Distribution of software placed in these
laboratories (whether by the Computing Center or other departments) is

based on the "reserve book" concept fund in libraries. General purpose
laboratories also maintain copies cf -ctware available for 'free" dis-
tribution, that is, in exchange for a blank diskette. Software placed
in a private laboratory is the responsibility of the ....liege or depart-
ment.

Microcomputer Approval

Anv data processing procurement at Virginia Tech must follow certain
procedures. Procurement of hardware and software with state, federal,
or grant funds is clearly defined in local and state documents (Computing
Center Users Guide Procedures for Purchasing Computer Related Equipment).
However, hardware and software purchased in a student required program
are covered by an approval process defined in the microcomputer policy.
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Required Student Microcomputer Programs

Any college or department at Virginia Tech may submit a p,...p....al to re-
quire its students to purchase a microcomputer in support of academic
programs. These internal steps must be followed to seek approval:

A college or department committee must justify the need and state how
the machines will be used in the curriculum. Such a recommendation
must be approved by the College Dean.

Financial implications must be submitted to the Vice President for

Finance in two categories:

Cost to the student

Support expected from the University

Both implications must be reviewed and approved by the Vice President
for Finance.

Academic implications must be defined and reviewed with the Univer-
sity Provost and his staff.

The Vice President for Finance and the Provost will confer with the
President.

The college or department must designate a minimum of one person as
a coordinator.

A Request For Proposal (RFP) will be prepared, reviewed, and approved
by necessary departments and state agencies.

The RFP will be issued by the purchasing department and conform to
all state regulations.

An evaluation and selection team will be organized, and the Office
of the Vice President for Computing and Information Systems will be
responsible for documenting rae entire process.

All necessary departments will be included in any post-award negoti-
ations.

It is recommended a college or department considering such a program have
approval 15 months prior to implementation. Such a schedule provides
sufficent time to complete the RFP process, inform students, prepare
faculty, and arrange the actual delivery of hardware and software.

College/Departmental Microcomputers

A college or department may only purchase through a student required
cont7act if non-state or non-federal funds are used. Any other procure-
ment is governed by local and state procedures. A college or department
is encouraged to purchase a machine that best suits its environment but
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the college or department is cauti-,ned to purchase a machine that is
supported by the University.

University Acquired Micrcomputers

Microcomputers purchased by the University, that is, with special allo-
cations, will normally be placed in general purpose laboratories. No
chargeback is accessed for use of the micrcomputer laboratories, and a

designated number will connect to the mainframe(s). A policy from the
Office of the Provost states that a general purpose laboratory may only
ue reserved for a defined percentage of available time. This policy is
enforced by the Office of the Registrar, which is responsible for class-
room and laboratory assignments.

Support

Virginia Tech is committed to support microcomputers and student required
microcomputer programs. This does not mean that computing resources will
support every microcomputer or software package on the market -- an im-
possible task. Many items are considered when any level of support is
determined, and microcomputer purchasers are encouraged to evaluate var-
ious types of support available.

Special support was required when the first student required microcom-
puter program ;:as approved. The University designed a personal computing
(PC) auxiliary, which r,-..ceives no state funds and recovers all costs.
The PC auxiliary manages the business portion of any student microcomputer
program and works with the college or department coordinator. Responsi-
bilities include:

Student contact concerning hardware, software, maintenance, costs,
financing, and so on.

Finance options available through the University.

Ordering process for hardware and software.

Receive, store, and distribute hardware and software shipments.

Provide for warranty and maintenance service.

Maintain necessary records for vendors, auditors, and the University.

In addition to these specific services provided by the PC auxIliary for
student microcomputer programs, the Computing Center provides other lev-
els of support.

Work with departments to evaluate software offerings.

Maintain an awareness of software restrictions and copyright laws.

Acquire software that best integrates with software already on
mainframes and minicomputers.
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Acquire software that best facilities direct connection to mainframes
and minicomputers.

Provide adequate documentation for hardware and software in general
purpose laboratories.

Provide consulting service for faculty, staff, and graduate students.

This microcomputer policy is a valuable document at Virginia Tech, and,
together with the Users Guide (that specifies procedures for state, fed-
eral, and grant procurements), provides guidelines and information that
are important in a microcomputer decision.

MICROCOMPUTER PROGkAMS AT VIRGINIA TECH

As of September, 1985, approximately 5,500 microcomputers have been pur-
chased ID, 'rginia Tech and students attending Virginia Tech. In 1984,

the College of Engineering was the first to require entering freshmen to
purchase a microcomputer. That program was followed in 1985, with a
similiar requirement by the Department of Computer Science. Other de-
partments have taken other approaches and set up private laboratories for
use by undergraduate and graduate students.

The lessons learned since the first program was implemented would cover
several pages, but some are obvious. Valuable lessons have been learned
in the entire RFP process and in post-award negotiations with vendors.
Experience has been gained in resolving issues between the University and
a vendor. The cost of a microcomputer program is one concern, but the
reaction by students and parents has been good. Applications to the

College of Engineering and the Department of Computer Science have in-
creased since implementation of the programs. The logistical tasks as-
sociated with acquiring and distributing the hardware and software
continue to be complex, but, with experience, the process is becoming more
efficient. Software purchase, development, and integration into the

curriculum continues to be a major issue and is being addressed at various
levels within the University. In most cares literacy programs are not
the best approach to faculty training, and are unnecessary for students.
Both student required microcomputer programs have had some positive pub-
lic relations. The microcomputer programs provide an ongoing learning
process and will enl'ince existing and future programs.

The student microcomputer programs at 'Virginia Tech are successful! They
have created an enthusiastic environment and are having a positive impact
on the quality of education. When the college committee made its recom-
mendation to the Dean of the College of Engineering in 1983, it made a
statement: "Does the College want to lead, or do they want to follow?

Or, can it afford to wait?" Once the program was approved and imple-
mented, the College set another goal: "Learning with computers; not
learning computers."

Even though the College of Engineering and e_e Department of Computer
Science have the only required microcomputer programs, many other de-
partments at Virginia Tech have accepted the College of Engineering goal
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as a challenge. The Department of English has worked closely with the
College of Engineering to incorporate a word processor into classroom
requirements. A number of other departments, such as math, physics,
chemistfy, political science, sociology, theatc,- arts, communications,
and others, are using the microcomputer on a regular basis. At the Col-
lege level, Agriculture and Life Sciences, Architecture, and Business
have a number of departments involved in using microcomputers in in-
struction and research. The College of Education has sponsored a computer
camp for several years and is developing computerized programs with pri-
mary and secondary schools throughout Virginia and the nation. The Ex-
tension Division is realizing benefits and has equipped 110 extension
offices across the state with microcomputers, developed software, and
conducted training sessions. The situation is contagious and rust be
monitored through proper planning and appropriate policies and procedures
so that each user gains the ultimate from his computer environment.

THE FUTURE AT VIRGINIA TECH

A recent report to t Virginia Tech Board of Visitors emphasized that
computing and communications will play major roles in planning toward the
year 2000. The number of microcomputers (or intelligent workstations)
at Virginia Tech is projected to grow at the rate of 2,500 to 3,000 per
year. This realistic figure means that in 1989 Virginia Tech will be
approaching 14,000 workstations. This is a 1 to 2 ratio with 22,000
students and 6,000 faculty and staff. Such growth raises a number of
questions and issues:

When does the growth level off?

Can computing needs be measured?

What will be the communication requirements?

How will software be developed for the curriculum?

What is the impact on all levels of support - hardware, software, and
personnel?

How will upgrades and replacements be handled?

Will a high level of enthusiam and interest be maintained?

Other issues could be added to the list, and it will probably be redone
during the next few years. Issues outside Virginia Tech will have impacts
on microcomputer requirements and use. Technological changes, especially
in computing and communications, will impact how thngs are done, and
probably why things are done. The Commonwealth of Virginia is currently
planning to implement a program to fund higher education for workstations.
The amount received by each institution will be based on a formula, and
input for that formula can have a major impact on the student microcom-
pucer programs at Virginia Tech. For example, if microcomputers being
purchased by students as a requirement are counted "against" Virginia
Tech, the programs will have to be re-evaluated. It might be in the best
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interest of Virginia Tech and the students to simply use special state
funds to add mole general purpose laboratories.

Whatever happens, it is important for Virginia Lech, as a comprehensive
university involved in instruction, research, and extension, to remain
on the leading edge of technology. At the 1985 EDUCOM conference in

Austin, Texas, one of the keynote speakers stated the Law of the Yukon:
"The view only changes for the lead dog."

Note

On December 4, 1985, University's Computer Committee recommended the
section on Other Mac be del, ted from the microcomputer policy. A
revised copy of Virgini., fechl microcomputer policy is available from
the CALla national office (ID number is CSD-0162).
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Choosing_ a Chief Information Officer:
The Myth of the Computer Czar

Linda H. Fleit

EDUTECH International
One Corporate Center

Hartford, Connecticut 06103

Increasing numbers of institutions are looking for, or
have already found, a computer "czar" in the form of a
Vice President for Information Services or some
similar title. But is this a reasonable and effective
thing to do? This talk will explore what the position
is really all about, and what it signals in terms of
the institution's direction. We will discuss what
kinds of institutions need one (not all kinds), when
the right time is to hire one (perhaps not ever), what
the job description should look like, and how to guard
against unrealistic expectations.
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I was reading through the Chronicle the other day, and came
across this item-

Posi*Lon Announcement: Computer Czar

Job Description: Responsibility for all high-level decisions
involving technology on campus; including, but not limited to,
computers of all siz_s, shapes, and manufacture, telephones for
communicating everything from local campus c3ossip to Star 'wars
research data, networks (local, interuniversity, and inter-
galactic), videodisc technology involving computer - assisted

scruction as well as yesterday's episode of Search for
Tomorrow, all office automation, and if there's time left ever,
administration of both mail services and all of the campus
libraries.

Qualifications: Profound technical skills, infinite patience,
uncommon intelligence, extraordinary interpersonal abilities, a
proven management track record, and a Ph.D. in either artificial
inte".igence or cybernetic socioeconomics wouldn't hurt either.
Mere_y walking on water really doesn't matter much here; it's
the ability to mix water and oil, jump into it headfirst, and
come out smelling like a rose that counts at this institution.
In other words we want someone who is smart enough to do the
work and dumb enough to take the job.

Sound familiar? Similarly-worded advertisements (although
perhaps not quite so blatant) have appeared with increasing
frequency ovar the past couple of years in the pages of the
Chronicle. I'm sure you've all seen them. Sometimes the
position is called Vice Chancellor for Information Services;
sox-times its Associate Vice President for Computing and
Related Technologies; or sometimes it's just plain Vice
i=,-esident. Whatever it's called, the position really is
Computer Czar, A relatively new, quite powerful, but often
misunderstood position on campus. The tip-offs are that it is
at least onA level above a Director, and that it in turn reports
to a very high level in the institutior, occasionally even
directly to the President.

Well, why not? It really makes a lot of sense, in a way,
doesn't it? After all, it's been estimated that American
colleges and universities are spending somewhere around four and
a half billion dollars a year on computing activities, and
suroly that 1:equires a tremendous amount of coordination to know
tha. being spent w.sely. With the growth of nicrocomputers
ove last few years, anc' more and more people on campus
wanting do their own thing with computing, it just stands to
reason vit there should be a single point of responsibility in
each institution to make sure it all happens properly. There
are communications to worry about, and user satisfaction to be
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concernee with, and effectiveness as well as efficiency to
consider, anu heaven knows, the technology itself is changing so
quickly that everyone can't possibly be expected to keep
current. So it makes perfectly good sense to have this new
position to take care of it all. Right?

Well, I'd like to be able to say "Right!" with a nice neat
exclamation point but what I'm going to say instead is "Not
necessarily...", with some equivocating little dots after it.
In fact, I'm going to go even a step further. Not only does it
not make sense for many institutions to establish and staff this
new position, it can be downright harmful in the long run.

Caution: Having r Compute:- Czar can be hazardous to the
health of your institution!

Now, why am I saying this? We can all point to univer-
sities that established this position even long before it became
fashionable, institutions that are merrily computing away, and
are very glad they made this decision. With all of the
publicity, by the way, you might think that there are lots of
schools that have done this.

But in fact, according to a survey I conducted recently,
there are fewer than 100 institutions that actually have a czar
(or czarina) in place. But there are many more that are in the
process of either establishing the position or trying to fill
it. And here we come to the first problem inherent in this
picture. Significantly, Judith Axler Turner headlined an
article in the Chronicle last year with "As Use of Computers
Sweeps Campuses, Colleges Vie for 'Czars' to Manage Them." The
fact is that there simply are not enough people to fill all 'he
positions available. And this situation is only going to get
worse and worse.

It's not just that the position expectations may be
unrealistic; the very nature of computing itself has always,
since its inception, led to shortages of people qualified to
deal with it. This is true whether we're talking about
programmers, operators, systems analysts, or the guys who sneak
in under cover of darkness to do preventive maintenance on the
mainframes. But it's especially true for the higher levels -
the people who can mix technology with .management perspective
with organizational skills. These people are so few and far
between that they just rotate among institutions, leaving
vacancies in any given numLar of schools at any given ,ime. The
truth is that, just as in all areas of technology, the number of
czar positions coming available is outpacing the number of
people qualified to fill them.

But that's just the first problem. We can add to that some
related problems; the fallout, if you will, of the shortages.

- 2 -
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The salaries fat the czars can be - and often are - far in
excess of what the most well-respected and long-tenured faculty
member on campus receives. Does this alone suggest something
may be out of whack? The administration of an institution is
supposed to be overhead, isn't it? Something to be reduced and
kept to a minimum whenever are wherever possible? But the
marketplace and the laws of supply and demand require that these
certain administrators be paid much money, and even worse,
sometimes even a bounty must be paid to get them to come to you
in the first place! Known in the old days and in less dignified
circles as employment agency fees, the tab for having someone
help you recruit a czar ran run as high as 30% of his or her
annual salary!

Now let's get back to the schools that already have a czar
in place - the hundred-or-so out of the 3700 schools in the US
who went to the troubl,J to define their meds, establish the
position, and were lucky enough to find and attract someone to
fill it. Let's even be rash and say that every one of those
schools is content and feeling that a wise and cost-effective
decision was made. Question: what kinds of places are these,
and it is reasonable to assume that they should be used as role
models for other institutions? In other words, might there be
schools that are particularly compatible for a czar because cf
institutional characteristics, without which the czar's position
might be untenable and even unhealthy? I think yes.

Let's get more specific about the term "czar". Industry
refers to this position as Chief Information Officer (or CIO),
and William Synott, in his excellent book, Information Resource
Management, defined it this way: "(The) senior executive
responsible for establishing corporate information policy,
standards, and management control over all corporate information
resources." Substitute the word "institutional" for "corporate"
and I think we have it.

This definition tends to suggest some of the institutional
characteristics which will lead to success or failure. As an
example, let's take a look at an institution I was recently
called in to do some consulting for. This is a strong school
academically, modestly endowed, but doing okay, enrollments are
holding pretty steady, and they've been getting increasingly
involved with computers over the past couple of years. They
have about 8,000 students in all, and have microcomputers and a
minicomputer to support academic computing. The administrators
are using a combination of microcomputers and a rather large IBM
mainframe to get their work done. All in all, a fairly typical
picture.

But then suddenly, a few things happened to them in rapid
succession, causing quite a bit of turmoil. First, their
alumni/development people came back from a conference with t'e
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notion that they ought to have their own computer system, rather
than continuing to rely on the central data processing services,
especially since the school was about to launch a sizable
capital campaign. Several people at the conference had told
them it would be impossible to accomplish their goals without
the proper computer support. And obviously, what they were
getting now wasn't proper, since they had to share it with other
administrative offices. One of the software vendors displaying
his wares had taken them out to dinner on the second night of
the conference, and they felt pretty sure they knew which system
they wanted.

Next, several faculty members began lobbying in the faculty
senate for a requirement for all students to bring their own
microcomputers with them to school next year. After all, there
were several schools around the country that had already adopted
such a requirement, and this institution certainly didn't want
to be left behind. Besides, if such a proposal were endorsed by
the facult: senate, it would only stand to reason that the
administration would then have to accede to their requests to
buy microcomputers for the faculty as well.

Then the financial vice president decided that what the
campus really needed was its own private telephone system so
that they could control costs better. And of course, in this
modern age of technology, he felt that they should transmit data
as well as voice ier the very same lines! At least, that sort
of seems sensible, doesn't it? And, oh yes, he wanted to set up
the new telephone system in such a way so as to be able to
resell long-distance telephone services to the dormitory
students. All compute- controlled, of course.

Finally, the Dean of the Business School privately
negotiated an excellent arrangement with a local computer
manwcacturer to supply a ttudent computer room with 35 of the
latest and greatest 38-bit, 5-nanosecond cycle-time, bubble-
memory, fivcd-disk microcomputers. And the students were
actually able to use them for four and a half weeks before the
manufacturer went Chapter 11 and they needed some spare parts.

Well, needless to say, the computer people were beginning
to feel a little outnumbered and more than a little over-
whelmed. The computer center director was starting to feel like
a normal university administrator, spending more time in
meetings than at his own desk. And with the normal demand level
increasing as usual in the midst of all of this, things began to
really break down. Service lwels dropped dramatically, and
normally calm and patient people began to act demanding and
frustrated and angry.

So the institution did what any normal institution would do
under the circumstances: it looked to the outside for a
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solution. It decided what it really needed was one person who
could coordinate all of this stuff. Someone who would stay
technologically current, who could keep track of everything that
was happening on campus, make sure the right people were talking
to each other, help everyone make sensible technology decisions,
and devise and implement information resource policies. Yes,
what they needed was their very own chief information officer.

And now, the rest of the story. They did actually find
someone and everything was great for a while. Soon after
arriving on campus, the new Associate Vice Chancellor for
University-Wide Information Services and Computer-Based Support
Systems began dealing with the issues that had brought him to
campus in the first place. He was named to all of the right
committees, of course, including the University Executive
Long-Range Planning and Strategic Outlook Task Force, which he
knew was something very special because it had 43 of the most
important people on campus, and met regularly at least once a
semester.

The alumni/development people were very happy to see him,
since they figured that his honeymoon period on campus would
allow him to get whatever new stuff he thought was needed, and
they were among the first to take him to lunch. Tha faculty
were just a little bit wary, since he was hired as a full-
fledged administrator with no teaching duties, and it was part
of their responsibility to be wary of administrators. Never-
theless, they figured they could count on him as an ally since
he had come from a school that had just instituted a computer
purchase requirement. The financial vice president, who had
seen instrumental in hiring this partic1..lar person, was
especially pleased, since it was clear that the new czar favored
centralized controls over computing. The Dean of the Business
School was equally pleased, because it was obvious that the new
czar was a strong supporter of decentralized computing. They
had both been on the search committee, and had made sure to ask
all the right questions.

But somehow, things just didn't turn out the way Pveryone
was expecting. When the new czar actually began negotiating
with various constituencies, he found that many people on campus
were already polarized around particular positions, and
furthermore, if anyone of Lnem was able to catch the president's
ear with a reasonable- sourling argament, that person stood a
good chance of getting what he wanted. It was up to the new
czar to make some tough decisions, and sometimes some unpopular
ones, but the tougher and more unpopilar these decisions were,
regardless of their merit, the less chance he had of being able
to rely on the support of the rest of the executive staff to
actually carry them out. The words of David Stonehill, the
vice-provost for computing at the Univers1tv of Pennsylvania,
began to echo in his ea::: "The only thing we have in common with
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a czar is the ability to be assassinated".

Despite a great deal of enthusiasm on campus toward
computers and other kinds of technology, the new czar discovered
a tremendous amount of resistance to dealing with the issues
surrounding technology and its appropriate incorporation.
People were reluctant to serve on committees unless it looked as
if they would directly benefit from doing so, usually in the
form of getting more computer equipment for themselves or their
offices; people were reluctant to have their own vendor
decisions challenged, even by someone who clearly had more
technical expertise than they; and pec,ple were reluctant to
postpone the satisfaction of their own needs, even when it was
likely that the interests of the overall institution were being
jeopardized.

Although things were fine for a short time, the same
problems began arising that had been there in the first place.
And why? Because by hiring a high-level officer to be in charge
of all the technology issues, they weren't solving the real
problems - they were trying to make them go away. :Dr this
particular institution, the impetus to have a computer czar was
to be able to continue to allow all of the other top-level
people to avoid learning wh, they themselves needed to kncw
about technology. They wanted all of the responsibility in one
place and in one position, so that they didn't have to deal with
it.

While we can't necessarily generalize to every institution
from thin experience, I do think there are a number of important
traits th t need to be present to increase the chances of
SUCCESS with a computer czar. But more important than the
presence of these traits in successful schools, is the absence
of one or more of them in schools that are contemplating taking
this major step.

The first trait that should be present is a well-thought-out
position on computing, resulting from a great deal of
experience, including having made some big mistakes. In
other words, the school is not looking for someone who will
make sure they don't make any mistakes on the road to
technological sophistication. The truth is that technology
is fraught with risk; to want to avoid mistakes is to not
want to take risks, and that is an inherently incompatible
position with respect to technology. Even if someone else
has done the same thing a hundred times before, even if you
yourself have done the same thing a hung -ed times before,
there are no guarantees in computing.

The second is that the upper level administration and
faculty already know a great deal about technology - they
are (to use a terrible and already hackneyed phrase)
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"computer literate". Now of course, I don't mean that the
president knows how to program in FORTRAN, but by having a
computer czar or carspus, the others are not looking for an
excuse to not have to know anything about computers.

Third, the computer people already know a great deal about
their institution and about higher education in general.
They know what the goals of the organization are, they know
how they are contributing to them, both as department
members and as individuals, and they know a college is
different from a business enterprise or a manufacturing
company. By hiring a computer 'zar, the institution is not
looking to make up for the fact that the computer people
working in the basement don't know where they work.

Fourth, the upper level has internalized enough of the
issues surrounding technology in higher education to be able
to make informed judgements. They are not looking to rely
on an "expert" or a high priest to do the decision-making
for them, this being an anathema to the very nature of
collegiality. The decision-makers at the school are in a
position to be able to distinguish the merits of different
arguments and viewpoints in computing, just as they can in
other areas, such as financial matters and enrollment
management. The school may have a chief financial officer,
but that doesn't mean that the president can't deciue the
merits of setting up a limited partnership for the new
dormitory construction.

Fifth, the school has a governance structure in place so
that input can be heard and listened to from all over the
campas There are sufficient and well-functioning computer
advisory groups, staffed by people who know what's best for
themselves as users as well as being able to take a broad
look at what's best for the institution. In other words,
the school is not looking to concentrate power in the hands
of a single individual.

Sixth, the school has already made significant inroads into
end-user computing and distributed processing, and has begun
to come to grips with the issues of "who's in charge here?"
and "who should be in charge?". They are not looking to
stem the tide of personal computing hiring someone who
will revert to strict centralized control. The school has
already passed through this stage, and has seen the wisdom
of cor uting being in the hands of the people who need it
most - the end users.

And finally, the school either already has an overall
strategic plan in place, from which the long-range computilg
plan can be drawn, or else it is prepared to have the
computer people have significant input into the development
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of a strategic plan. In other words, the czar is not
expected to develop the long-range plan for computing in the
absence of the institution's long-range plan.

The bottom line: by hiring a computer czar, the school is
not looking for someone who will make all the problems go away.
A very wise person once said that owning a computer is a lot
like having a spouse to help you with problems you 4ouldn't have
if you hadn't gotten married. Well, having a computer czar in
an institution that isn't ready for one is like having
commencement at the end of the freshman year. There's a whole
lot more work to be done before that major step makes sense.

And what of the schools that don't have these character-
istics. What if th Jo ahead and hire a czar anyway? Will it
really hurt? Will -eally be any more than perhaps a few
ineffectively spent salary dollars? I think yes. I think it
could lead to some very serious long-range implications and
positions that are ultimately so detrimental as to be
potentially disastrous.

And that's because this one position is more than just one
position. It is a signal. It indicates how an institution is
dealing with perhaps one of the most important forces to hit
higher education in its history: the force of technology. It
indicates whether the colloge is dealing with it wc-1 or badly,
in an integrated or a disintegrated way, effectively or
ineffectively.

The timing here is so critical. Having a czar come on
campus too early means 2isking that there won't be the right
support structure in place for that person to succeed. He or
she could be a czar without a government, just a figurehead. Or
it could be that there will be either too much or too little
power placed in the position, although it may very well be that
no one will really know how much genuine power there is. The
difference in this instance between real and imagined power can
be the difference between success and failure.

Worst of all, the expectations for the position may be so
entirely unrealistic that they will lead to nothing but a great
deal of frustration and disappointment, both on the part of the
institution as well as for the individual.

In light of all of this, perhaps a new position announce-
ment is in order. What most institutions could probably use is
not a czar at all really, but rather someone more benevolent. I

don't know who the person in this picture is, but his white
horse says something about him, I think. What is needed most
places is someone who will help educate others about the issues,
but not necessarily about the technology, and someone who will
help shape the future, but not dictate its outcome. Perhaps the
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Chronicle needs to have somethimg like this:

Plsition Announcement: Chief Information Officer

Job Description: To help educate others on campus as to what
can be done to make more effective use of information resources
through the development of suci. things as efficient delivery
systems. To help bring information to those who need it, when
they nead it, and in the form they need it. To coordinate, but
not control. To translate but not interpret. To have vision of
technology as a tool, but not as an end unto itself.

Qualifications: A good understanding of the potential of
technology to help further the educrtional process, and an
ability to communicate that understanding with those who may not
be as technically proficient. Walking on water is not at all
necessary, but a willingness to at least get one's feet wet,
while showing others the value of doing so, is. Ani, oh yes, a
sense of humor is essential, because we're all going to have to
muck through this together somehow, and laughing along the way
certainly will help.

What we need to be looking for is someone who can help
expand our horizons and our opportunities, someone who will be
an enabler. And while we want to have someone to help us take
the very best advantage of technological innovations, it is
critical that we provide the right environment for success.
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INFORMATION ENGINEERING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
A MODEL FOR THE 90'S

Dr. Marshall E. Drummond

Eastern Washington University
Cheney, Washington

Growing numbers of colleges and universities are making
_gnificant investments in "fourth generation" hardware and
)ftware. These investments are results of decisions made by

senior administrators who are assured by vendors and MIS staff
members that the money spent will be returned many times over due
to higher staff produccivity, enduser computing, and operational
efficiency.

Actual results of ventures into "fourth generation"
computing at many colleges and universities has been less
successful than hoped for, and in a number of instances costs of
computing have soared with service levels showing little change.

This paper deals with policy and methodological issues
related to creating an environment for success with fourth
generation hardware and software. The issuers and suggestions
come from actual implementation experiences combined with
reported case studies of industrial implementations of these
methods. The major point is that fourth generation computing is
not a mere extention of past practice using better tools, it is
in fact an entire new approach to nformation system management
and as such requires new policies and methods if success is to be
obtained.
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1 INSTIGATING AND MANAGING A REVOLUTION

1.1 PAST PATTERNS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Common Misunderstandings

People often discuss topics such as "fourth generation
computing", information centers, and enduser computing as though
these issues are yet another continuum in the evolving history of
data processing. In a way this is in fact the case, but viewing
these recent developments as just another and better MIS tool
misses the point entirely. Hardware and software technology of
the past several years has brought about entirely new tools,
which offer an entirely new approach to managing information in
an organization. Use of these tools not only implies
methodological Ciange for MIS professionals, but basic changes in
the way an organization is structured and managed. Policy
changes are an essential part of the restructuring process that
these new technologies mandate, if their nromised productivity
and information deliv-cy is to be realized.

A number of reasons exist for these misunderstandings.
First, the marketplace has been confused about the issues of
direction and standards :or the past few years. Marketing hype
has further confused MIS professionals and upper management,
leaving many with a "wait and see" attitude. Understanding the
methodologies and new tools is threatening to established MIS
professionals for a variety of reasons, and many of them inhibit
or discourage change.[1] The "how" of fourth generation software
technology is not entirely clear to most managers and MIS
professionals, and occasional stories of failures fuel the fires
of dissent.[2] Regardless of this temporary confusion, the
marketplace is moving ahead with ever more sophisticated and
powerful products, and some organizations have enjoyed great
successes using these products. The gap between the "new ways"
and "old ways" is rapidly growing wider.

Past Patterns Future Trends

Administrative computing in the early days usually
originated as a subfunction of the business office or accounting
department. Slowly, as other administrative departments realized
the potential advantages of computer usage those responsible
spread the wealth of data processing, but only after serving the
needs of the group controlling the computer resource first. Over
time, this pattern led to a ptoliferation of individual
departmental applications, each with it's supporting file
structure, and ittle interconnection between departmental
systems. Struggles for computer resource allocation prompted
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many institutions to move computing to a separate department
charged with serving user departments nn some sort of an
allocated basis.

The rule rather than the exception was to have ,miaistrative
computing directed by an administrator at a lower organizational
level than would be indicated by the importance of the resource
he/she controlled.[3] As top leadership learned of the usefulness
of management information systems increasing pressure was put on
the MIS staff and the departmental staffs to integrate their
information so that more relevant, accurate, and timely
management information could be available. The onset of the
microcomputer revolution accelerated this process. Top
management began to learn first-hand of the potential power of
management information systems, decision support systems, and
executive information systems, but the data to properly fuel
these systems was nowhere to be found, thus the concepts remain
largely buzzwords.

THE DATA BASE ERA

The advent of data base management systems in the late
1970's seemed to promise organizations a logical and effective
method of organizing information so that it could be truly
integrated, and available to those people responsible for
designing applications as well as to those needed data for
management information purposes. Some institutions built new
applications systems using data base managers, and others
purchased ready-made application systems which worked on Gata
base managers. Unfortunately, the great majority of these
ventures produced results which were far from those intended, and
many of the adventuring institutions ended up back where they
started - with a set of rigid application based "file like" data
bases which the MIS staff could not easily change, and end-users
could not access.[4] The reasons for these developments were
largely that MIS staff and top management could not or would not
understand the magnitude of the change they were proposing, thus
they entirely underestimated the effort, expense, and change
necessary to convert the organization from a departmental based
information model to an organizationally based information model.
Figure 1 shoal the nature of the proposed change. Until top
management fully understands the nature of the change, and the
demands of the process, successes will continue to be far and few
between.
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1. STEPS TOWARDS A NEW INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT

1.2.1 DETERMINING IF FOURTH GENERATION IS FOR YOU

RATIONALE FOR FOURTH GENERATION

The econo..Ac pressures that brought "fourth generation"
products to the marketplace are primarily (1) the maintenance of
existing application systems, and (2) the backlog of new,
bpproved, and prioritized applications.[5] James Martin begins
his book SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION with
the statement "Over $20 billion per year are being spent
worldwide on maintenance. If the techniques in this book had
been employed everywhere they were appropriate, at least half of
the $20 billion would have been saved."[6] While this may seem a
remarkable and almost boastful statement, case histories of
organizations which have been successful with the implementation
of fourth generation methodologies are beginning to surface, and
in general support Martin's statement. On a localized level,
this means that if an organization is spending $10 million on
computing, $7 million of this on staff salaries, and maintenance
is taking 60% of staff resources (4.2 million), then successful
use of fourth generation methodologies might save the
organization about 2.1 million dollars per year. In addition to
this potential savings on maintenance costs, resources can be
freed up to work on new applications using produ '-tivity tools
which have reported effectiveness ratios of from 10:1 to 100:1
over COBOL and other "third generation" design tools. The
integrity of the data structures can potentially be sounder and
easier to modify when using fourth generation data base products,
so an overall assessment could be made that it is perhaps
possible to have more stable information of higher quality;
greatly improved application system development (speed of
development and quality of product); and save money at the same
time.

This sounds too goo to be true, and in many cases the
hoped for dreams of less cost an higher prouuctivity have not
come about in spite of great effort and expense put towards these
goals. This paper suggests a managerial approach to assessing
the organiz-s-Aons readiness for change, and manners of
organizationally addr(-ssiL3 change in ways to bring about the
maximum chance for success with information systems improvement
efforts. There is an increasing body of reported knowledge
relating to successes and failures of fourth generation ventures.
By evaluating this information, and then relating the findings
against the literature and the marketing claims of vendors, it is
possible to develop scenarios which have hie probability of
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success or failure. This paper will present some of the
scenarios for success, and hopefu'ly st_rve as a guide for top
level managers who are contemplating trying new methodologies.

ORGANIZATIONS THAT BENEFIT FROM FOURTH GENERATION METHODS

Prior to accessing products and the readiness of an
organization to make use of these products the more basic
question of "do we need this methodology at ail?" should be
addressed. Certainly vendors will tell you that you need it all,
but what are the organizational determinants of the worth of such
a venture? The needed answers should be available within the
organization; from the accounting office; the MIS governance or
advisory groups; and from indicators of service quality and cost
information regarding services forgone. Areas fog examination
include:

Applications backlog (approved and prioritized AND the
extent of applications not requested because of frus-
ration over the existing backlog)

Maintenance costs (percent of staff devoted to mainten-
ance; mandated reports not available; cost of changes
not made on time)

Management Information (have managers the information
necessary to do their jobs? would additional and
easier to obtain information allow them to do their
jobs better from a cost savings or income generation
perspective?)

Service Quality (do clients get high quclity service?
Are waiting periods for registration long? Are
required notifications .,ent on time to the right
place': Is advisement working well? Is graphics
pro,uction working as effectively as it shoul'?

Staffing Levels (How do your clerical staffing levels
compare to other organizations handling tasks of the
same general nature as your organization handles?
Is the organizational attitude such that increased
system effectiveness could result in decreasing
staff levels or would these staff merely find some-
thing else to do? Are your cost accounting controls
working and producing information that is useful?

These questions and areas for investigation are not
exhaustive nor applicable to every organization. The point is,
that prior to setting forth on a "fourth generation journey" a
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thorough evaluation should be made of exactly what the great cost
of properly taking such a journey will buy the organization.
Even the most modest implementation of an information environment
such as those described by DBMS vendors will cost several mil_lion
dollars, and take multiple years to implement. Prior to
beginning ANY activity with fourth generation methodologies a
reasonably reliable assessment should be made of the exact
problems that are to be "fixed" and what cost savings (or product
improvements) are expected to come from "fixing" Clese problems.
It is likely that if a thorough assessment of this type was
undertaken by all candidate institutions less that 50% would find
the venture justified AT THIS TIME in the development cycle of
technology. Within a few years the methodologies and hardware
will be much less costly, and easier to implement. Institutions
undertaking the change today without a clear picture of the
magnitude of the cost and effort; and without an analysis of
exactly what is expected are very likely to be unsatisfied with
the results which they will attain.

Once the analysis has been completed, and a determination
made that a change may be cost justified, the tasks of assessing
needs, products, and organization structure begin.

1.2.2 SPECIFIC DIFFERENCES IN ENDS AND MEANS

COMPONENTS OF A FOUL6H GENERATION ENVIRONMENT

Figure one illustrates the general nature of an
"information environment" - an environment in which information
is viewed as an asset and a resource worthy of inhabiting an
organizational environment of its own. There are several basic
components to such a model, and each component has a set of
related management and organizational issues. In basic form
these include:

The Information Resource

The information resource is the entire set of
information, logical and physical, which makes up the data base
environment. This includes information in three states: (1)
logical data models; (2) software schemas; and (3) physical data
bases. In addition to these data related issues, the information
resource includes people, machines, and procedures. Pieces of
this resource now exist in every data center, regardless of the
state of sophistication. The major difference between a data
center "data library" and an information resource is that the
information resource exists REGARDLESS of the current demand for
the information. Typical data libraries include only that
information which is required to fuel an application which
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exists. This means that the traditional development pattern is
to ignore data until a program demands it, then scurry a/qund to
collect, sort, merge, or create that data. An information
resource is a planned, methodologically sound set of interrelated
information which has been selected for inclusion because of its
relevancy to business operations not the fact that a program
currently demands it. The data to be included in such a resource
is purposefully determined through the information engineering
practices of data modeling, and data base planning and design.

The Organizational Environment

The information resource crosses organizational
boundries, and potentially alters tl.e accepted methods of doing
business for managers, departments, and workers throughout the
organization. Due to the nature of the changes in the workplace
together wit' the cross-organizational cooperation and
coordination required for the successful implementation of an
information environment attention must be given to the
orgnizational structure which will best enable these changes to
successfully take place. Counting on the MIS organization to
usher in the new environment has not proven to be successful in
many of the major projects which have been reported on.

Stereotypes created by past MIS projects, and fixed personality
and organizational roles have made it diffifult for MIS
professionals to lead the way to information environments.
Furthermore, many MIS professionals are guarded and/or defensive
about fourth generation methodologies, and tend to resist
sweeping change or parcel out change when it benefits the
organization as they perceive it. Common sense and experi nce
both indicate that the best organization for such change i, a
department level entity which is responsible for the design,
creation, control, and organizational implementation of
information as a r-ajor organizational resource. Strategies for
this type of organization are presented in this paper, and are
increasingly being reported on as more case studies of actual
implementations appear in print.

1.2.3 ORGANIZING FOR CHANGE

Of all the ingredients of an information environment, the
most important is the orientation and involvement of senior
management. Once adequatel; educated about the nature and design
of an information environment, senior management will realize
that if such an environment is justified and to be created they;
will be many serious organizational reactions to the required
changes. Data processing may lose control over the information
resource, and will certainly lose control over a substantial
portion of application development and maintenance. Departments
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will lose total control over information access and rule
creation, and positions within every department will be subject
to changing job duties and in some cases elimination. Managers
will react to changes in their span of control differently, and
senior management must act as a guide and referee through these
changing times.

Senior management can orient and educate themselves to
the nature and operation of the information or "fourth
generation" environment by atterding one of several high quality
seminars being held regionally such as the James Martin Seminars,
put on by the Technollgy Transfer Institute located in Santa
Monica, CA., or the seminars just started by E.F. Codd offered
through the Relational Institute located in San Jose, CA. E. F.
Codd could be considered the "father of Fourth Generation" since
he founded the mathematical modeis upon which the software is
based, and James Martin has acted as the major evangelist for the
movement.

An absolute rule should be that "no consideration will be
given towards purchasing or implementing fourth generation tools
until senior management is adequately oriented." Allowing data
center management to procure these tools and employ them as
solutions to departmental problems only prolongs the misuse of
these products organizationally, and should be avoided even
though a perfectly sound rationale can be developed by data
pr)cessing management for the procvrement of the tools. A great
deal of money has been expended by data center managers to
purchase fourth generation languages and relational data base
systems, and because of the departmental rather than
organizational use of these tools adequate payback is usually not
forthcoming. Once senior management understands what the
information environment is all about the stage will be set for
the orderly development of a new information organization.[7] The
key to this understanding is the simple fact that information is
not a by-product of computer applications. Information is a
critical and substantial organizational resource, and one that
must be developed and cared for with a: much attention as
buildings, personnel, or customers.

Figure 1 shows the contrast between classical MIS
organization and the general organization required for an
information environment. Although the exact nature of the new
organization will vary with mission and philosophy, the idea of
placing information into a full departmental status will not
vary. Because information is an cross-organizational resource,
and one that will be frequently interacted with by all parts of
the organization, it is suggested that a matrix management
structure such as that suggested in Figure 2 be explored. The
most important element of the plan is that the controller of the
information resource be of equal organizatic.ial rank to other
senior managers, with direct access and participation in the
senior management council (cabinet, etc.).
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Equally as important as proper organization structure and
management is the establishment of two "clearing house functions"
which will serve to control (1) the nature and content of the
information environment; and (2) the nature and content of the
end-user application environment. These can be committees, or
small heirarchical groups of designated managers who report to
the senior information official. Regardless of the specific
mechanism decided upon, these very important groups will be
responsible for:

Establishing database policy with regard to structure,
modifications, changes, access rules

Approving ad-hoc or, departmental databases which will
exist separately from the information environment

Approving end-user applications which exceed an agreed
upon scope for an individual department; then ruling
on whether the application will be developed through
the Information Center or by the MIS Department.

It is believed that management of the information
environment must be outside of the established MIS organization
in almost every case. This is because (1) established MIS
management usually has a perspective towards the appropriate
roles for end-users which is not conducive to fourth generation
success; (2) the political realities lesser the chances of
existing MIS management to change things within their Departments
rapidly enough; and they have almost no chance to change things
outside of their Departments; (3) it is necessary to focus
ORGANIZATIONAL attention to this venture at the highest level,
and establishing a new organizational environment will help
greatly towards this end. In very few cases, the MIS group has
been established at a full departmental level, headed by a senior
manager who is equal in rank to other major department heads
(controller; Vice President for Administration, etc.) and who is
viewed by the organization as a dynamic change agent. In these
few cases the information asset may be placed in the hands of
MIS, but only when it is positioned at a level equal to the
ongoing MIS activity.

1.3 RULES AND ROLES OF INFORMATION ENGINEERING

The word "engineering" has become a common addition to
descriptions of software curricula and is now being used in
conjunction with information to convey a similar message.
Professor C. A. R. Hoare, of Oxford University's Computing
Department states that "The attempt to build a discipline of
software engineering on such shoddy foundations must surely be
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doomed. like trying to base chemical engineering on phlogiston
theory, or astronomy on the assumption of a flat earth." [8] He
is suggesting that most curricula or professionals using the
descriptor "engineer" in conjunction with software or information
have no substantial, consistent theory base upon which to base
these claims. While this is no enht true, proven rules are
beginning to become established which may be applied to the
various phases of inform4,:ion design activity that begin to form
a discipline. These involve rules and techniques involving the
stages of developing an information environment which include (1)
Strategic Information Planning; (2) Entity Relationship Analysis;
and (3) Data Modeling.[3] The proper design of an information
environment is as difficult and critical as the design of a new
bridge between the top floors of two adjoining buildings. It is
unlikely that an organization would trust retrained physical
plant staff to design this bridge; it is equally unwise to allow
quickly retrained MIS otaff to design the information
environment.

2 INGREDIENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT

2.1 TOP DOWN PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Top down planning for the future information environment
is crucial to the success of the venture, for the most important
outcomes of the plan will be that (1) separate systems will have
an interface to a common network so that they can exchange data;
and (1) separate systems will employ compatible data in their
data bases, structured according to a common data model,r8] The
organizational and managerial considerations suggested in this
paper are directed at achieving these goals, together with
assuring continued adherence to the outcome of the plan and
implementation of the information environment. Top down planning
will inherently insure that (1) top management is actively
involved with the process; (2) no pl.ece of organization activity
is left out of the plan; (3) accountability will be to the
highest organization level.

Rarely will an organization be staffed with persons
adequately versed in the process of planning and implementing an
information environment. If this change is to be attempted,
money will be wisely spent to (1) educate selected staff thrk;ugh
appropriate seminars and classes; (2) encourage visitations and
in-depth studies of organizations already in the process of
change. Further, consulting assistance will be a must for most
organizations, whether it is to frame and monitor the activities,
or to actually direct them. There are a FEW organizations
(especially those noted earlier in this paper) vho can offer
these services. Many firms, including the "big eight" CPA firms
will claim to be able to offer such guidance, but results thus
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far generally prove otherwise. It is again stressed that this is
an ENTIRELY NEW APPLICATION OF ENTIRELY NEW THEORY AND METHODS.
Firms offering "born again" products or consulting services will
not only waste the organizations resources, they will send the
organization down a path which will lead to great frustration and
expense in the future.

2.2 COMMON REASONS FOR FAILURE

In his book MANAGING THE DATA BASE ENVIRONMENT James
Martin details the reasons for the failures of many attempted
conversions from a departmental MIS environment to an information
environmert.[4] Top on the list are political dissension; lack of
understanding of the information environment by senior managers
and MIS nrofessionals; overselling by vendors and insiders;
grandiose, all embracing project plans; and applications
pressure. Martin lists many more, together with reasons for
successes. It is necessary that all senior managers about to
undertake this conversion become familiar with this valuable case
study research. After more than five years of fourth generation
product implementation, and ten years of DBMS implementation
there is an adequate base of case study research that will enable
management to avoid repeating past mistakes. Proper education,
top-down planning, and the assistance of the right consultants
will enable an organization to avoid the pain and expense of an
outright failure, or a less-than-hoped-for success. The
direction away from these problems haq not come from MIS
professionals. Senior management must become personally involved
and knowledgeable if an adequate return-on-investment is to be
realized.

3 MANAGEMENT POLICY FOR AN INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT

3.1 RECOGNIZING AND I.ANAGING INFORMATION AS A RESOURCE

The suggestion that senior management become familiar
with the concepts and case histories of migrations from
departmental to organizational information environments has been
stressed in this paper. The primary cause of failure,
frustration, and suspicion over the value of expended resources
is the lack of senior management understanding, support, and
direction of information activities. In the past (prior to the
late 1970's) it was permissible for senior management in large,
complex organizations to leave data processing and applications
development to the MIS professionals. The scope and importance
of the information resource has now grown beyond the MIS
Department. Further, vendor hype and staff resiCance or
prejudice tend to confuse direction, lengthen implementations,
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and cause morale problems at lower staff levels. There is no
alternative to the sincere involvement of senior management if
these difficulties are to be dispelled.

3.2 COORDINATING PLANS, ACTIONS, AND TECHNOLOGY

A case can be made for every organization to begin
information planning, even though the transition from
departmental to organizational information may be some time off.
An ongoing process, involving senior managers and senior
departmental representatives can make great progress with staff
education, planning and evaluation that will help to insure that
ongoing projects can be brought into line concurrently with
information planning so that excess conversion efforts will not
be required in the future. New applications, together with
hardware and soft_are plans should be brought under the umbrella
of organizational information resource planning. In addition to
this, organizational changes can be initiated, and new
applications and data governance activities started well in
advance of the actual migration to an information environment.

In addition to advance planning it is often possible to
experiment with fourth generation methodology on a test-case
basis. Many vendors have scaled-down versions of their product
available for use on microcomputers, and using these tools in an
information center can be an important educational asset AS LONG
AS applications developed in this activity are viewed as
experimental, and are linked by design to the eventual
information environment in a way that will not impose constraints
on the future tasks of information engineering. A rigid
structure of existing applications programs combined with a
variety of fourth generation "experiments" which are now being
relied on by organizational components will limit the value of
future information engineering attempts by placing undue pressure
on the planners for certain types of data structures. Any
activity towards a fourth generation/information environment must
be included in the information planning process, and carefully
managed from the top down.

Information engineering towards an environment in which
information is viewed and valued as an asset and resource holds
perhaps the greatest promise for organizations to remain
competitive in the 90's. This reward is attainable by most
organizations, but the process will be long, difficult, and
expensive. Today is the best time to start educating, planning,
and organizing for tomorrow's information resources.
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ABSTRACT

In Some Thoughts on Exp-rt Software", Chambers (1981)
warns us that:

...Software in its present form, made widely
available by cheap computing, will plcipitate
much uninformed, unguided and simply incorrect
data analysis ;. We are obligated to do
something to help." (p. ',7)

Institutional policies are needed to guide the responsible
use of data, especially in a decentralized operating
environment. This paper explores the factors which influence
the development and implementation of such policies for
decentralized data use. Institutional philosophies regarding
data use, technological developments, and the needs and
responsibilities of both user and the institution arl.- among
the factors which must be addressed if consistent.,
comprehensive and effective institutional data policies are
to evolve.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to -rifts in administrative styles and
responsibilities, and in response to the technological
revolution, institutions are being forced to reexamine and,
in some cases, to develop data-use policies Implementing or
changing such policies requires an understanding of how to
isolate causal forces, how to identify those specific
relationships which the situation requires and how to
restructure the policies to meet the resulting needs of the
situation. The following is intended to help those involved
in higher education start the policy devel-.3ment process.
First, the role of administrative style is :viewed. Next,
structural changes which support policy decisions are
discussed. The final section looks at some specific policy
needs and alternatives.

THE ROLE OF ADMINISTRATIVE STYLE

There are three major traditional administrative styles
of organizations: monarchy, ollegjal, and managerial
(Peterson, 1985). While most institutions exhibit a

predominance of one of these styles, almost every institution
has some of each style operating at different locations
within its structure. The different characteristics of the
three styles are summarized below.

MONARCHY. In a monarchy, operating procedures are
specified, there are clear lines of authority and
responsibility, and decisions are made on specific items at
:,43ecific times. In this environment, it is comma- to find
centralized data management and tight information control
consistent with formal and political power. Planning is

linear and focused, and the data used are census data. Census
data represent "official" data for reporting purposes, such
as counting students at the end of four weeks of classes.

COLLEGIAL. In the collegial style of administration
there is no effective single force from the top. There are
less stringent requirements for accuracy, consistency or
timeliness than in the monarchy. The governance structure
assumes that the data flow is governed through a sharecl
understanding of the purposes of the information rather than
by specific procedure. Planning is related to the cultural
requirements of the organization, and data are primarily from
incidental sources.

MANAGERIAL. In the managerial environment, information
flow is decentralized rather than diffused (collegial) or
tightly controlled and centralized (monarchy). While accuracy
is needed in Jxternal reports so that the institution
maintains its credibility, there is less tendency to use
specific information for internal political purposes.

3
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Policies are enforced by legal means rather than by the
canrtion powpr of 'HP monarch or the moral nvf-tonq of
shared values from the collegial. Strategic planning is

employed, and there is a balance between census data and
real-time data depending upon need.

FHE CHANGING NATURE OF OPERATING ENVIRONMENTS

The tolerant operaing environment of the 1950s and
1960s allowed the flourishing o the monarchs. The
availability of re,Jources and grDwing prominence of higher
education provided powerful and charismatic leath!rs nn
opportunity to expand programs, facilities and faculties to
meet new demands plaeed on higher education by Sputnik, the
early baby boomers and various groups seeking equitable
access to higher education. In these halcyon times, faculties
could focus their collegial efforts on developing programs to
support the momentum that, the n,inarchs h.-11 cultivated.

With the decline of roso:Arces and the dramatic
acceleration of inflation during 1970s, cuupled with the
decline of the traditional coli:.;g-aged cohort in the 1980s,
the management of resources aha the ability to explain how
resources were being used became critical. Demands for
accountability increased, lnd colleges and universities
reacted by developing rational processes to manage their
resources, and to explain how their operations meshed with
their various institutional goals. Many institutions found
that a more managerial style of operation was being demanded
by those who provided the funds.

Along with this shift in institutional style there has
been a concomitant movement; towards decontral i c ing
information and data. Tais situation has been precipitated by
the onslaught of advanced communications and computer
technology reaching the campus, whore an increain ':amber of
people now have inexnensive computing power at their
fingertips.

Thus, accountability, scarce resources and technologiozIl
change are forces which support the move toward the
managerial style. Accountability requires efficiency, scarce
resources require adaptive behavior and technological change
drives the decentralization of decision making and power
(Strange, 1983). This decentralization has included i.,he

return of strategic planning to the operating level. Since
the data/information r quired to support different
administraLive styles varies (Jones, 1982; Chaffee, 198b),
the movement to the managerial style will impact the way
information and data are handled. It is the development and
implementation of institutional policies related to the
handling of data and information that is the focus of the
balance of this paper.

4
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DEVELOPING NEW STRUCTURES FOR DECENTRALIZED DATA
AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Instead of total dependence on a large expensive
mainframe computer with specialized personnel to manage and
run it, small microcomputers which ean interface with the
mainframe or stand alone have become prominent in many
offices. With this technology has come increased computer
literacy, primarily among younger mid-level managers whose
academic training included the use of computers. Their
analytical appreciation reinforces their use of computers,
which has resulted in a shift in decision-making power
towards the operating level (Masland, 1985). The trends
toward decentralization have been enhanced by increased
availability of user-friendly software which allows large
data bases to he handled at low cost. This trend emphasizes
the need to govern information and data use with policies
iustead of dictates or consensus. Clearly, the development of
such policies must be consistent with the environment in
which they will be used. This may require changes in the
organization so that the appropriate authority ielationships
exist and the procedures of policy development are based on
rational-functional reasons of the managerial style.

To understand the complexity of the situation, one only
has to realize that in the decentralized information
environment it is reasonable to assume that every manager
will have access to at least three sources of data. The
first are the "o icial" data from the university. Often
these data are generated from a census file as of a certain
date. The data do not change and their use helps ensure
consistency in reports. The second set of data comes from
the dynamic files of the university. These numbeis change
daily as updates are made. Managers will seek to obtain
these data to closely monitor critical activities. The third
type of rata comes from the data bases or files that the
manager cl,>velops. These may contain information relevant
only to the manager or duplicate information her the
manager is not satisfied with the access to or acuAracy of
the institutional files.

With these three sources of data, the manager w;.1.1 be
involved in multiple data operations, including development,
aecess, manipulation, analysis, qualit.y, ,orLing and
archiving. Data use will have 10 take in' aeccunt insuring
a higher level of consistency, reliability and validity,
security and accessibility than required under other
administrative styles. It is critical that the policies are
developed, :.mplemented and adhered to from a campus-wide
perspeetive. Since campus --wide policies %ill be detrimental
in individual situations from time to time, it will be
essential that a strong, but not necessarily large,
centralized data management function be created to help
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develop and ensure compliance with such policies. Mechanisms
must he in place to allow involvement of key perspectives

Data-use policies in a managerial environment must be
comprehensive, yet flexible enough to allow managers to adapt
to opportunities or reversals. Below are some proposals of
how the development of policies might be pursued to increase
the likelihood that appropriate policies will be enforced.
While not intended to he inclusive or proscriptive, they
contain key components whirl are important.

An effective data -use management function must he
supported from the top and this support could well be
centralized in a "data administration" function with an
appropriate office or individual identified to undertake
these responsibilities.

For the purpose of this discussion, data administration
should not he confused with data base administration which is
concerned with the technical aspects of managing data bases.
Factors to he considered in assigning the data administration
responsibility include:

familiarity with institutional data bases;
experience in retrieving data from data bases;
experience in analyzing and presenting data;
experience in user-friendly software for end users;
knowledge about microcomputers and links to mainframes;
experience in responding to external data requests;
sensitivity to the political aspects of information; and
independence from local interests with high credibility
and adequate functional authority to make information a
university resource.

Offices of institutienal research, inferr,tion centers, data
base administrators, amom others, are likely eandidates ler
the responsibility.

In addition to the assignment of the specific
responsibility, the institution should consider establishing
several types of committees to augment this function. The
first group could be an advisory committee to the data
administrator. Its major task would be to 'rmulatc policies
and consider enforcement of these policies. It might also
advise the data administrator on the relative priority of
specific activities whieh have funding implications. It
would be naive to assume that an institution can move to a
decentralized data environment without costs. This group
might include the individuals noted above who were not given
functional authority for data administration, and could also
include representatives of the custodians of the major data
bases and representatives of the institutional computino*
enterprise. The institution's legal counsel might also be a
member.
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In addition to grolip, it importnt
develop user groups around the major data bases. These
groups provide a mechanism for educating the users about the
peculiarities et a specific data base. They also provide for
feedback on inaccuracies of the data, inadequacies of the

data base and difficulties with various policies. User
groups provide opportunities for participation from the
operating level and help ensure appropriate policies, which
enhance the Puality of the data and compliance with policies.

It may be desirable to establish another committee
consisting of representatives from the computing enterprise,
staff from the functional office the data base supports and
potential users of the data. This would provide a nucleus
for the user group after the development process is well
established. An alternative to this group is to require data
base custodians to develop data element dictionaries,
documentation, software, and data base design. This decision
depends, at least in part, on the existing conditions of

institutional data bases ana the desire for permanent
computing resources in the custodial units.

POLICY NEEDS AND/OR ALTERNATIVES

Institutions which have begun to distribute data without
proper policy preparation have found 1) internal control
systems weakened, 2) erroneous conclusions by end users
because the quality of the data does not meet expectations,
and 3) the possible loss of data integrity in central files
if the users have write capability (Canning, 1983).

Policies are needed to help gui' the data administrator
and users about a number of issues. The following is not
exhaustive but is intended to be indicative of some of the
most pressing concerns facing institutions in managing
decentralized data.

Who may access centrally-maintained data?
How shall the access be controlled?
What data will be accessible?
When will data be available, in what format, and for
what time frame?
How will resources he allocated to develop and support
decehtralized data use?

Decentrali.z.ing Data

Custodians of the data (e.g., personnel office may be
the custodian of the personnel data base, the registrar may
be the custoriian of the student records data base, etc.) may
be concerned about allowing "their" data bases to be accessed
for fear that "numbers" contrary to official statistics may
be repG1-ted due to erroneous or mistaken interpretations.

711 2
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This is not an easy fear to overcome but in reality detailed
data reported in hard copy to interested users can he, and
often are, rekeyed into microcomputers and manipulated
regardless of the concerns of the data custodians. Any user
who has hard copy access w,11 demand aCce:3:-. to
machine readable data. Based on tne data-sharing philosophy
of the institution, users may also demand access to data
other than their own.

Given a policy to decentralize data, pol i ;es to govern
data access are needed. An expansion of Cie five point1-3
outlined above concerning data access includes:

Will real-time access be allowed or only aecess to
census data "snapshots" be permitted?
How good are the data?
Where do the resources come from for a custodian to
maintain data elements which they do not use but which
are desired by other users?
Are fully developed data element dictionaries available
to explain characteristics and properties of each data
element and to assist users in choosing elements
appropriate for their applications?
Will debugging assistance be provided?
Will user friendly tools be provided and training to
support the use of these tools be available?

As is apparent, these are policy questions %.11:e-..11

balance the needs of individual users against the resources
required to provide services. Often it appears to be a zero
sum proposition with a built-in predisposition for eonflict

Data Acts.s

The data administrator can serve as the gatEkoeper to
the data and require each user to complete a request t.o

aceess data so that; the data custodian has an opporLunity to
approve access to their data, and to provide a record of who
has accessed what. data. The data administrator might .-11:;o be
assigned responsibilities for "quality control' through a
review of analytical procedures and a check of uutput.::: that
test the reasonableness of the outcomes. This is appropri,Ite
only if the data administrator is well f2xperienced in
analyzing the institution's data and has adequate support
from top management.

DaLaConfidentiality

Policies are neeaed which will reconcile the
"right-to-know" with "privacy" concerns, particularly in
personnel and student data. Data down loaded to diskettes
are particularly vulnerable since they are easily transported
and copied. Bulky printouts, while not preventing data
abuse, do not facilitate the process like diskettes. Users

8
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may be required to read and sign statements acknowledging
their legal responsibilities to maintain confidentiality of
sensitive data. Headers on diskettes reminding users of
their responsibilities may also be useful.

Data Security

Data security can be enhanced by the use of census data
"snapshots" to eliminate possible loss of data integrity due
to accidental or deliberate change of data in central files.
Census data also minimize conflicting data problems,
especially in external reporting of data. At the same time,
they may not be sufficiently current to support adaptive and
strategic management.

To further ensure consistent reporting of data to
external agencies, policies are needed to identify units
responsible for specific reports and data bases to be used.
In particular, reports having funding implications,
accreditation reports, federal reports, among others, should
be reviewed centrally to ensure consistency and accuracy.

Data Documentation

To use decentralized data successfully, aecurate
documentation and data element dictionaries are needed
Individual data bases must be documented so users can use
them appropriately. Likewise, the properties and
characteristics of data elements must be documented. While
the data administrator may or may not be responsible for
maintaining the data el,mtent dictionaries, some must be
responsible. Documentation of individual data bases
customarily would be the responsibility of the programming
team that created and maintains the system; all documentation
should follow a ransistent format.

Data quality

The related concern of data quality is an issue the data
element dictionary should address, or at least document. As
data elements are used in analyses, element, weaknesses often
become apparent. This "auditing-through-use" is one of the
major potential advantages of decentralized data use. The
data administrator should duly advise the custodian of the
data of the flaws and record problems until problems are
resolved.

Dec:ent.rali zei _Pata Use, _SqppQrt.

After considering the above policy issueF;, an
institution must decide how sophisticated the software will
he to support "decentralized data users." Hahn (1985)
discusses four possible options. One option is to ignore the
lark of technical expertise and let, users fend for

9
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themselves. Disastrous results can be anticipated if it; is

important to maintain a consistent translation of data into
information. Left to their own devices, users will tend to
make mistakes which tend to favor their organizational unit
and which will undermine the concept of reporting consistent
data to external constituencies.

A second option is to provide resources for an answer
and referral service. This is a role the data administrator
would play if aPpropriately charged. In this case, the user
would have someone to contact in case of a questirn. The
need is to train the users to know when and how to risk

questions.

In the third option, expert guidance information would
be built into the system. Certain questions would prompt the
system to provide help. In this supportive type of system,
the institution can provide a general dicision-support type
of system where the users ask questions and the system
determines the best way to respond. The quality of this type
of system 40uld depend upwl the resources spent to develop
and support. it.

The fourth option presents an ultimate system which
would support the user through automated consulting and
analysis in tl-17. software. This most sophisticated option
might be something to which to aspire, but it will be very
expensive. Realistically, most institu'iun shculd probably
focus on providing an answer and referral service (second
option) through a data administrator.

Depending on the choice of software, an institution must.
be prepared to train users in the use of that software. Also
to be considered is making users knowledgAblo hoot the
trengths, wedknessos r.rlcl maintenance or existing data bases.

As microcomputers become more widely distributed on eampuses,
everybody will have a gun! kMann, 1985) Institutions must be
prepared either to train users about hardware, software and
data or to he shot in they foot.. The user groups discus:led
previously are one of the better mechanisms for edueati,:g and
training users.

A final step in the evolution of data use polictes
involves the allocation of money, space, personnel, and time
to support promulgated policies. Devi:lopment of specific
software and hardware configurations, data bases and
specialized training all cost. money. Questions to he
considered include:

How much should be spent on what and when':
Should purchases be centralized?
Should purchases he standardized?
Which needs are met first?
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How much has to come from current budgets and how much
is an add on?
is the information center, i i created, eos ted out to the
users and if it is how?

These policy issues questions are linked to the mission
and goals of the institution. The decisions which will
influence the way the institition does business, are best, made
at high levels in the organization with recommendations from
the data administrator who has obtained advice from an
advisor) committee with an institutional perspective.

SUMMARY

If one believes that "effective methods of
decentralizatioa are essential if the administration is to
avoid the rigidities which are destructive of tdp initiatives
which keep the institution alive" (Litchfield, 1959, p. 165),
then thmightful consideration must be given to the
development of policies to support .;he decentralization of
data and information. Consideration also ,Aist be given to
the management style of decision making on campuses and how
they affect the way in which information and data are
managed The decline of available resources of the past
dueade has resulted in increased aceountahil'ty for higher
education, and advances in computing and communications
teehnology have provided the tools to meet the demands for
accountability. In addition, these same tools have provided
a means for increasing the amount of information available to
all levels of institutional management. The increase of
"computer literate" managers has resulted in a push for
decentralized access to institutional data bases as well as
the development of independent., specific data bases (Sheehan,
1982).

As such, the managerial style of decision making will
become dominant in higher education and will result in
decentralized data use throughout our institutions. It is
apparent; however, that with managers directly accessing and
manipulating institutional data bases, as well as creating
their own specific data bases, comprehensive institutional
policies governing the development, maintenance and access of
data must be developed. It is alsc clear that the
institutional organization processes reponsible for data base
and the concomitant policies will need to meet certain
charaeteristics of the management style of administration.
Effective policies will have to maintain a validity in and of
themselves. They cannot be expected to evolve by the magic
of consensus or be created by the dietAtes of a monarch

it
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INTRODUCTION

As the use of computing in support of administrative functions at Universities has grown,
approaches to handling, storing and retrieving of data have changed dramatically. From
manually written and stored records, Universities are moving to magnetically encoded
records on disk and tape. These records, which were originally stored as single use files,
are now becoming large, integrated data bases with multiple uses. Access to these data
bases is changing from printed reports to on-line inquiries, and centrally controlled batch
updating is being replaced by data entered via a terminal by a user in his or her own
office. Thus, the methodologies of data maintenance and usage are evolving rapidly.

Apart from the mechanisms of data storage and retrieval, however, exist the larger issues
of management and control of data, issues which normally require policy statements and
guidelines from upper management. The purpose of this document is to present model
recommendations for policies and procedures to address the areas of data ownership,
confidentiality, privacy and security. It is written in a manner ,which should be adaptable
by most University data centers. The intent is to provide a document which can be rewritten
and tailored to a variety of environments.

OWNERSHIP

BACKGROUND

The ownership of all data bases clearly resides with a University. However, the University
should have a designated point of responsibility, or a steward, for each of its data sets.
The University, as an institution, cannot be a steward.

Traditionally, the stewardship function has rested with a computing organization. In an
institution with a relatively small set of applications accessing dedicated or single use
data sets containing only basic data, this approach functions quite adequately. Over
time, however, these systems have evolved and matured to the point that they require
data which can only be supplied by systems which are maintained and monitored by other
administrative areas. Furthermore, the data contained within these systems have been
expanded from a very limited set to a comprehensive resource, and now require a new
generation of data support methods, procedures and policies.

In effect, the key skill or knowledge in the old environment was related to computing
hardware and/or software. In the new environment, it is knowledge about data and its
use. There has been an orientation away from mechanical skills and toward service and
applications.

SUGGESTED ENVIPnNMENT

Based on the above considerations, there is a requirement for data sets to have a designated
steward, preferably from within a user department or division. As an example, the
Comptroller could be the steward of Financial Information Data Sets.

In the suggested environment, every data base and subset of a data base would have a
designated steward who would be responsible for the integrity and content of the data.
In this context, integrity is defined as a measure of the quality, security and
confidentiality of the data within the data base, including extracts from the files, and
content deals with the definition and description of data elements within a data base.
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A data base is defAned as any collection of records stored on a computer disk, tape or
other medium, or any extraction or subset of that collection of records in,,luding terminal
display of data, printed reports, and data processing cards. A vital data base is a
permanent set of data whose loss, destruction, alteration or dissemination would severely
impact the operational capability of a University.

MODEL RECOMMENDATIONS

A policy, relating to data bases, should state:

An appropriate steward will be designated for data bases currently existing or
under development;

The steward will be appointed by senior level management from persons within
the operating organization; and

The steward is responsible for the integrity and content of the assigned data
base.

Areas of responsibility of the steward should include:

Administration within the context of University policies and procedures: The
steward has responsibility for decisions regarding the data base. Where a decision
affects several areas, the steward should be responsible for assuring that the
decision is made known at the appropriate levels.

Defining Data Elements: The steward should be responsible for the definition
and description of data elements within the data base and for assuring these
data elements meet the eequire.nents of the University. The University Computer
Center should plan an active role in this process. In addition, where an action
may affect the operation of other segments of a University's administration,
such groups should also be involved.

Security, Privacy and Confidentiality: The steward should be responsible L.:
assuring that policies and procedures relating to security, privacy and
confidentiality of the data base are enforced.

Funding: The steward should be responsible for assuring that a cost/benefit
study is completed prior to development of a data base. This study should
normally address funding and costs of the data base including development,
maintenance and storage. All such studies should have the active participation
of the University Computer Center.

Training: In order to provide the stewards with the specialized knowledge needed
to perform their roles, the Computer Center should develop and administer a
training program.
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CONFIDENTIALITY

BACKGROUND

A University has an interesting problem when dealing with confidentiality of data. If the
University is a public institution, a portion of its data bases may eventually become public
record. It olso collects and processes data that requires a very high level of
confidentiality. Therefore, a University often must provide access to certain sets of
data as requested while strictly limiting access to other sets. Additionally, while some
information may be public, it is in the best interest of Universities to have control of the
access to this information and the context in which it is accessed and used.

Most Universities have developed and imnlemented security systems to protect data or
programs from accidental or intentione :struction, and to prevent misuse or unauthorized
use of its computing resources. In a computing environment where the processing systems
were oriented toward producing hard copy reports from single use data bases, this security
system served the additional functions of limiting access and of providing some
confidentiality of data. However, as Universities begin implementing systems oriented
toward access to integrated or multiple use data bases, the use of a security system as a
confidentiality or access system creates problems. The problems become evident when
the objectives of a security and confidentiality system are examined.

The prime objective of a security system is to protect the data. This involves creating
defenses which strictly limit access to the data resource. The role of a confidentiality
system is to use the controls provided by the security system to allow structured and
monitored access for purposes of update and retrieval, while at the same time assuring
that the integrity of the data is maintained.

With respect to confidentiality, an area of concern in many environments is a high dependence
upon printed reports or hard copy. One of the most important keys to confidentiality is
the limitation of the number of copies of a data element. In other words, the confidentiality
of data is dependent upon the number of persons who can gain access to it. Information
on paper has a large potential audience. Thus, the greater the shift away from printed
reports towards the usage of terminal access, the greater the potential gain in the level
of confidentiality.

There is a practical limit on the data to which one can reasonably expect to control access.
While access should be controlled to those data bases developed centrally, it is not practical
to develop an access control system that addresses every possible data base developed by
every organization within a University. This paper assumes the confidentiality recommenda-
tions are directed toward centrally developed data bases, but the recommendations could
be used with other data bases if they conform to the characteristics of the centrally
developed ones.

Finally, it is important to note that all efforts to increase the confidentiality of a system
will be limited by two major considerations. The first of these involves the requirements
of external agencies and groups who set both access guidelines and require access for
their own purposes. The second factor is the need to minimize the bureaucratic burden
of implementing a set of policies and procedures.
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SUGGESTED ENVIRONMENT

Extreme care needs to be taken in developing a confidentiality system to prevent the
imposition of cumbersome controls. A confidentiality system, like a security system,
can be as complex and expensive as a University desires. The prime objective, however,
should be to allbw authorized persons easy access to data at a reasonable cost.

The optimum solution is to provide centralized access control via stewards who are
responsible for discrete, yet comprehensive segments of a data resource.

MODEL RECOMMENDATIONS

Model recommendations for confidentiality are:

1. Prepare a policy on confidentiality of data sets which states:

All data bases and subsets of data bases owned by the University shall be reviewed,
and a level of confidentiality shall be established for each. This review shall 5e
conducted by the designated data base steward en I should involve the internal
auditing department, the Computing Center, the _egal department, and any
users of the data beyond the office responsible for the data.

Levels of confidentiality are:

O. Available to anyone;
Available only to persons designated by the steward; and

II Available only to the steward.

2. The Computer Center should be charged with:

Conducting a systems definition effort to define the specifications for a
confidentiality/access control system that is implementable within the long
range computing strategies and philosophies of the University;

Assuring that the system specified permits easy access to data while allowing
for the strict limitation of the data accessed;

Where possible, encouraging and supporting the use of non-hard copy access
to data. Consideration should be given to developing a long range program
for substantially reducing the number of printed reports and restricting the
data printed on existing reports to essential elements; and

Developing a confidentiality standards document to be followed by development
efforts.
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PRIVACY

BACKGROUND

Privacy is concerned with the rights of those individuals In which data is maintained. In
the broadest definition, an individual is a student, former student, alumnus, employee,
contributor, and other person who interact- with or receives services from a University.

As integrated data bases are developed and implemented, particularly within the administra-
tive areas, the potential for violation of an individual's privacy is increased. The problem
is not unique to higher education. In addition to current legislation, general public concern
has initiated legislative studies at the Federal and State levels with the objectives of
determining the need for legislation relating to the privacy of data.

It would appear that a University should be able to assure any individual that it is aot
collecting excessive information about him, using it in unfair ways or disseminating it
inaiscriminately. While it is impractical to review and receive concurrence from every
individual on every element of data collected, processed, or disseminated, there should
be an overall policy on privacy.

The following section presents model recommendations to assure that the individual's
rights are protected with regard to privacy of data. Recognizing the impr icticalities
delineated earlier, it defines approaches that permit the assurance to individuals that
their University is aware of, and making conscientious efforts to assure individual rights
to privacy.

The privacy of the individual is being impacted by several forces. These are:

The cost of capturing, processing and storing data is continuing to decrease
dramatically;

The implementation of data bases that are accessible by multiple application
systems is increasing rapidly.

The means to access data, either through terminals or in a printed form, are
becoming more available and are easier to implement, and

The general public is learning more about the power and capability of computing
systems, resulting in an increased demand for data and analysis at all levels of
institutions.

The impact of the above forces on the privacy of the individual can be summarized as:

Universities have the ability, in hardware, software, and development skill, to
gather and organize significant amounts of data pertaining to any single individual;
and

While it is obviously not the intent to misuse this capability, safeguards need to
be established that assure that a University does not accidentally violate an
individual's privacy or give the appearance of doing so.
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SUGGESTED ENVIRONMENT

In the suggested environment, two functions are addressed: the gathering of data and
the release of information. Additionally, two types of data bases are of concern. The
first is the formal, computer-supported data base developed by a central computing
organization within a cf.ntral administration or a campus. The second is developed by a
department or individual and may or may not be computer-supported. These are discussed
as formal and informal data bases, respectively.

Gathering of Information

The key to privacy of data is control of the data gathering and dissemination processes.
The emphasis of any program should be to collect only the data required. For formal
data bases, the approach is to require that each data base being developed undergo a
privacy review. This review would determine if there is a legitimate business requirement
for each element of data within the data base. Over some reasonable period of time,
reviews of currently existing data bases should be conducted to assure that the same
requirement is met. If not, corrective action should be initiated to remove those data
elements for which there is not a legitimate business need.

While the above review procedure is practical for formal data bases, the number, size,
and location of informal data bases makes this impractical for informal ones. One possible
alternative for these informal data bases could be to exhibit good intentions and faith by:

Developing and distributing management directives and bulletins which emphasize
the need for University management to guard against collecting data not authorized
for collection, and which coup' be used to violate an individual's privacy; and

Charging a department of Internal Auditing with the function of evaluating the
privacy standards of data bases and files identified in their normal auditing
functions.

Release of Information

While the above procedures would assist in assuring privacy by limiting the data
gathered, the release of data should also be addressed. Management bulletins
emphasizing the need for privacy and defining the types of information that can be
released should be distributed. At regular intervals the bulletins should be reviewed for
applicability and for agreement with other policies and directives, both internal and
external.

MODEL RECOMMENDATIONS

Model recommendations for privacy are:

1. A policy should be approved which states:

The University is concerned that the privacy of an individual's records is
protected. Designated data base stewards will conduct privacy reviews on the
information stored within the data bases to:
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Assure that each piece of information related to an individual is
required;

Assure information related to an individual is assigned the appropriate
level of confidentiality;

Assure safeguards are in place to prevent release of information in
violation policy; and

Make certain that all reasonable efforts are taken to assure the validity
and reliability of all data.

The reviews should include representatives from an internal auditing department,
computing systems development, the legal office, and seni _dministration.

2. The stewards, on a regular basis, should develop and issue guidelines relating to use
of information concerning individuals contained in data bases under their control.

3. A survey ,nould be conducted to identify potentially sensitive data bases that may
have been developed, either formally, or informally. These data bases, if present,
should be brought into conformance with policy and procedures.

SECURITY

BACKGROUND

The definition of security as it applies to data is relatively simple. It is the protection of
data from the accidential or intentional alteration or destruction. It can also be extended
to include limiting access to data to Jnly authorized individuals. In other words, a piece
of information placed in a computer resident data base should be retrievable by authorized
individuals at any time, and that piece of information should be unchanged in any way.

While the definition is relatively simple, the execution is not. The potential for security
violation is virtually unlimited. A partial list includes:

Natu '1 disasters; floods, tornadoes;

Man-made disasters; sabotage, fire;

Malfunction of hardware, software; and

Human error.

The number of ways that data could be destroyed is frightening. But, these are compounded
by a final exposure. In the end, all security systems must eventually depend upon an
individual or group of individuals who have the knowledge and capability to break the
security system. In effect, despite all the elaborate safeguards that may be developed,
security will hinge on the integrity of an individual.

_1(46
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While the task of data security appears large, a University must have a security program
to protect vital data. Because it is not financially feasible or practical to address all
possible exposures, it may be that the best possible plan is to limit the negative impact
of a violation and to have a means of recovery in the least possible time. Concern for
the safety of data should result in the selection of security measures that reduce the risk
associated with storing the data within tolerable limits at the lowest cost.

SUGGESTED ENVIRONMENT

In defining the proposed environment, several areas are discussed. These include:

The University;

Computer Facilities; and

The Steward or Data Base administrator.

The University

The responebilities of the University organization should be identified in two areas. The
first responsibility is that of providing direction and support for security. Like other
functional areas, general management must be responsible for setting policy and establishing
goals. Once enunciated, it should become the responsibility of other functional groups to
conform to the stated policy and goals. The second responsibility of the University
organization is to set up a security group. The security group should have as its charter
the continual review of existing security policy to ensure that the desired level of security
is being achieved. In addition, the security group should review new laws and reporting
requirements to determine if existing policy and procedures need revision to conform
with the changing environment. Finally, the group should provide overall support for
security throughout the University.

In general, it seems appropriate to have an independent group whose responsibility is to
oversee security throughout a University. This group would utilize whatever expertise is
required to certify that the policies concerning security are being followed and to be
supportive in attempting to strengthen identified shortcomings. In the area of computer
security, this group should not be under the administrative control of any existing computer
managing body.

Computer Facilities

It is the responsibility of a computer facility to provide security for all data located at
the site. With much of a University's data stored on computing systems, ongoing provisions
need to be made to insure that the data are protected against accidental and intentional
destruction or modification.

Physical security should include policies and procedures for limiting access to the facility,
limiting the introduction and removal of equipment (e.g., computer equipment) and media
(e.g., paper, cards, tape volumes, etc.) to defined guidelines or schedules. In the event of
a disaster (natural of otherwise), a recovery plan should exist to return the facility to an
operational status as quickly as possible. The plan should be audited on a regular basis
and modified as conditions warrant.
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The University's Computer Center should provide hardware and software to insure the
integrity of the data resident at the site. In addition, the Center should provide reports
or monitoring facilities to insure the proper functioning of the security provisions. As
new systems, hardware or software are installed, verification of the security provisions
should be made to determine the impact of the new facilities.

In addition to providing for the safety of the data and hardware housed at the central
site, the Computer Center should also have responsibility for providing the remote sites
with assistance or notification in the event that security provisions are threatened or
have been breached. However, the integrity of data sent from remote sites should be the
responsibility of the remote site. Limiting access to the physical facilities is one
safeguard for that integrity. For example, students studying operating systems should
not be manipulating the same computer that is used to send grades to the central site.
Another aspect of integrity is determining that materials are released only to authorized
representatives of the steward and protecting the materials until such release.

The Steward or Data Base Administrator

Data base administration is an organizational role often created when traditional department
boundaries are crossed. The thrust of computer data bases is to integrate operational
data from diverse organizational units to fa,..ilitate management reporting. One side
effect is to blur the identity of the single steward. A data base administrator should be
the individual designed as the steward for the integrated data bases.

Stewardship responsibilities for physical facilities are limited to the equipment under the
steward's authority, usually terminals. The responsibilities for data integrity include:

Input controls to validate data being placed in the computer system;

Backup copies of data stored in the computer to protect against operational
errors;

Off-site backup copies to protect against natural disasters or other destructions
surrounding the comuter itself;

Audit trails to log activity with the data;

Procedural measures to prevent a single individual from controlling both the
data entering, and results existing from the system; and

Processing checks including reasonableness checks, check digits, batch totals,
reco-d counts, and identification cross checks to insure that data going into the
computer is as valid as a machine can verify.

The data inquiry safeguards should be tailored according to the risk analysis conducted
by the data base administrator or steward.

Access to the data is the responsibility of the steward. This responsibility includes the
safeguarding and periodic changing of passwords. It includes proper safeguarding of the
operating procedures needed to use in the system to change data, and it includes establishing
a procedure to authorize people to obtain and/or accept output. The intent is to prevent
unauthorized individuals from obtaining comuter output. Where access privileges are
tied to a terminal under the steward's authority, access to the physical terminal must be
limited.
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In capsule form, the steward retains responsibilities for the data and processing results.
Whether using manual methods or machine methods, responsibilities for the end results
remain with the steward.

The data base administrator or steward carries responsibility for communicating security
awareness to University personnel and performing operational audits to insure continued
security. The data base administration role should also have responsibility for tile security
of shared data or terminals. Where the steward role is divided, the responsibil;ty for
security should be placed in the data base administration role.

Security awareness begins with a risk analysis conducted on new computer uses. The risk
analysis will determine the extent and nature of the security .measures warranted for a
system. Communicating security awareness acquaints the people using the new system
with the responsibilities of stewardship. Appropriate measures should be chosen by the
steward to meet the risks identified in the risk analysis. The role of data base
administration is to maintain a complete list of alternative measures. Once initiated,
data bcse administratioin should then be responsible for periodic operational audits to
insure continued use of the security measures.

MODEL RECOMMENDATIONS

Model recommendations for security are:

1. A policy on (lata set security should be approved which states:

All data sets designated as vital to the operation of the University sill be copied
periodically and stored in a highly secure area located remote from the computing
facility holding the data set. This secure area will be sufficiently protected to
assure against destruction or theft of the data set by any reasonable force.

2. The Computer Center should detemrine:

Responsibility for data base security; and

If current security systems need revision or upgrading.

3. Using the recommendations contained in the proposed environment section, a security
manual should be developed. Based on this manual, a set of security seminars should
be conducted on a continuing basis for data base administrators and stewards. The
seminars should be designed to:

Teach the use of the security system;

Define security responsibilities; and

Define effective procedures for security.

4. At a facilities level, the recommendations are that:

A physical Security Task Force be established;

A task force be trained with emphasis on backup/recovery techniques and
physical security techniques;
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The task force develop a physical security plan, including backup and recovery
procedures, for each major computing installation; and

As follow-up, the task force should conduct annual reviews to identify
additional measures or changes to the plan.

SUMMARY

Computing and information processing have evolved to a point where many Universities
are presented with both the need and a well-timed opportunity to review and revise their
policies on ownership, confidentiality, security, and privacy of institutional data. This
paper provides a background, definitions, and model recommendations for each of these
policy issues.

OWNERSHIP

This term refers to the actual management of data as both a resource and a
responsibility. The concept further requires its own set of terms, definitions and
policies. Among these are:

A data base is defined as any collection of records or any extract thereof,
regardless of the method of storage and/or retrieval;

A vital data base is a permanent set of data whose loss, destruction, alternation
or dissemination would severly impact the operational capacity of a University;
and

For all vital data bases, a Steward should be designated. This person is
responsible for the proper management of files in all phases of their design,
administration and maintenance.

CONFIDENTIALITY

This aspect of data management is associated with the control of access to files, use of
data therein, and the release of data or information. There are three levels of
confidentiality:

Available to anyone;
Available only to persons designated by the steward; and
Available only to the steward.

Activities can be recommended in several areas:

The data steward for each data base should assign a level of confidentiality for
the data. This effort will normally require the support of an internal auditing
department and any data users not otherwise a part of the steward's area of
responsibility;

Computing Centers should be charged with:
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II Definition and support of an access control system(s) for all data bases;

WI Assuring that access control methods provide limited and controlled access
without undue difficulty of use; and

ell Encouraging the use of on-line access to data to reduce the problems of
control and disposal of printed material.

Universities should develop a full set of standards on confidentiality, which
should then be distributed and enforced.

PRIV AC.:

Privacy is concerned with the rights of individuals on whom data is maintained. Since
the rights of privacy are governed extensively by agencies and bodies which are external
to a University, the role of an institution in this area is that of setting up procedures and
guidelines by which these rights will be assured. In order to fulfill this role, the
following steps should be taken:

Any current policies on privacy should be reviewed and, where needed, revised
so that all areas of concern will be addressed;

As an ongoing process, the data stewards need to conduct privacy reviews on
data within the data bases to:

se Confirm that the data is required;

Confirm that appropriate levels of confidentiality have been assigned; and

Confirm that the assigned safeguards are in place and are being utilized.

Data stewards should review and/or revise guidelines for the use of data entrusted
to them. These guidelines should be made available to persons involved with
the data and should state that final authority is the data steward; and

Conduct regular surveys to identify data bases which are not in compliance with
standards.

SEC URITY

Security involves those daily practices and methodologies which assure that the integrity
of the data is maintained. As such, it is the most technically related of the concepts
discussed in, the paper. The following recommendations can be made:

Guidelines for off-site storage of data should be developed. These guidelines
should include policies, schedules and procedures for copying, off -site storage
and the restoration of data bases;

A security ;manual should be produced, and data administrators should be trained
in its concepts and use;
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A Disaster Recovery Plan should be developed. The development of the plan
should be managed by the Computer Center with supervision and approval by a
University-wide disaster .'ecovery team. The team should be comprised of
personnel representing key areas, those most affected in the event of an
interruption of computer services; and

A physical security task force should be establisied by the Disaster Recovery
Team. This group should be trained and should then perform security audits on
the data bases within the University. Once the initial cycle of audits is complete,
they should be repeated on an annual basis.
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Democracy and the Development of MIS

Albert 0. Shar

University and University System of New Hampshire

Durham

New Hampshire

The planning for and implementation of new and integrated
management information systems is a complex and major task whose
success is as much dependent upon user acceptance as it is upon
technical considerations. The University System of New Hampshire
(a relatively small five campus, 25,000 student system) has
recently completed the planning and entered into the multi-year
implementation stage of comprehensive MIS.

This paper describes the method which was used to establish
user committees in the areas of financial, human resource and
student systems, to outline these groups' responsibilities and the
process by which a final recommendation was made. The paper

discusses the successes and failures of this method.
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The University System of New Hampshire (USNH), consists of a land
grant university (University of New Hampshire), two state col lege
(Keene and Plymouth State), a two year college (Merrimack Valley
College), an adult learner oriented college "without walls" (School for
Lifelong Learning) together with a systemwide administrative unit. In

1984 there was a University Systemwide total enrollment of 25,200 with
17,727 of these degree candidates. The University of New Hampshire
accounted for 60% of the degree candidates.

The core management information systems for USNH consist of
centrally located, USNH-wide modules for financial and human resources,
together with campus based student information systems. The financial
system consists of a purchased and much modified batch oriented
financial accounting system first acquired in 1973 together with
internally developed software for receivables and payables. The human
resource systems consist of internally developed payroll, personnel and
position control that has been regularly upgraded and suffer more from
inadequate computer resources than from any lack of functionality.
Student systems vary from campus to campus, with the University's SIS
primarily based upon a purchased student records system acquired in
1976. Data base/query systems are used extensively and have been the
basis for a large number of enhancements and modifications to these and
other systems.

Over the course of the past few years, it became clear that the
growing management needs could not be met by continuing to modify and
enhance existing systems. Documentation was not consistent, operations
and procedures were becoming more and more dependent upon individuals
with a historical rather than technical understanding of the processes.
Integration of information from the various systems was becoming a
critical factor and was difficult to accomplish. With a growing
applications base and a growing on computerized information
systems the existing hardware was not powerful enough to meet current,
much less future demands.

Given emerging software and hardware technologies it was decided to
review what was commercially available and look to implement totally new
systems in which processing would be as interactive as was possible and
in which normal MIS activities could be primarily operated by end users
rather than by a data processing staff.

In planning for this operation it was recognized that the success
of an information system is more a function of the active acceptance of
those who must make that system work than it is a function of the
technical capabilities of the hardware and software invoJsx - While the
participation of various offices is critical in knowing what is needed
to support their functions, any implementation almost always requires
compromises which are more palitable when groups and individuals can
feel they have been active participants in tne selection process. It

was on this basis that it was decided to introduce "democracy" into the
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process. As a consequence three user groups, one in each of the core
information system areas were established.

The actual method of selection of individuals for the core areas
was considered to be important to the ultimate success of the project.
Each campus of the University System was asked to select individuals to
serve on the nommittees as was each area within the University System
Offices. At the University of New Hampshire additional representaton
was sought to cover most of the diverse functions which might be unique
to a particular area. In no case was a selection not accepted. Th,,se

groups were truly representative of their respective areas.

However, even before this exercise in democracy began, it was
understood that one of the primary goals of this project was to
construct a system in which information could be integrated and analyzed
at various levels. This meant that any functioning system would have to
cross the boundaries that were necessarily established with the
formation of the core user groups. As such, it was clear that any
recommendation would have to address MIS as a coherent whole and not a
set of isolated systems. It was also unlikely that such a solution
would simultaneously optimize each group's stated needs. There was a
need for a method to receive the groups responses, react to them and
ultimately produce a comprehensive recommendation.

At the University System of New Hampshire one of the responsi-
bilities of the Executive Director of Computer Services is the design
and implementation of management information systems and as such it was
this individual's du,y to propose a comprehensive solution. The selec-
tion and implementation techniques were estabished to address the
conflicting needs for broad representation and close coordination.

In order to develop an understanding of the realizable needs of
users of each of the core areas of USNH's management systems it was
necessary to establish a charge and a methodology for each of the three
groups involved in the nrocess. Each group was established with as
broad a representation as was possible, with between 10 and 18
"official" and a number of unofficial members, chaired by a member of
the user community and with a computer specialist supplying technical
support for the group, The charge to each group was to provide a
functional, not hardware or software specific, needs statement for their
areas. Each group was encouraged to visit and speak to other colleges
and universities. Software vendors were visited and asked to visit
the University System and make presentations. In each case the group
members were asked to use these visits as a means of educating
themselves as to what MIS functions were available and how well those
functions met their needs. They were explicitly told not to try to
think in the direction of a recommendation which cited a particular
product as much as one that listed specific processing and information
needs that they had. The level of expertise of the group members and
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their history of success with automated systems was extremely varied.
As such, their initial attitudes and levels of expectations were equally
varied.

The first meetings of these groups was held in September of 1984.
Each group was given its charge and was told that their reports were to
be delivered to the Executive Director of Computer Services by December
24, 1984. In each case this was accomplished. These reports were
reviewed and 1 draft implementation recommendation document was produced
and delivered back to the groups on January 2, 1985. This document
provided specific hardware and software options, time sequences and
priorities, and attempted to analyze the costs and benefits of each.
The group., reacted to this draft and a new document was produced. This
process was repeated four times until a formal "MIS Implementation Plan"
was submitted and approved in June of 1985.

The implementation plan outlined a three year phased in conversion
process in which all application systems would be supported on all new
hardware. It calls for the purchase of a comprehensive financial
software system to be installed and in operation on July 1, 1986. Human
resource systems are to be developed internally within the structure of
the core software of the financial system and this development will take
place parallel to the financial implementation. The purchase and
installation of student systems was recommended as a process following
the financial and human resource implementations. In each case the
human support structure for the implementation was documented.

In structuring groups to support the implementation process the
broadest possible representation was onc. again sought. However this
goal had to be tempered by the reality that large implementation teams
are generally disfunctional. As such, small "core" implementation teams
were established with a number of "adjunct" members, with specific areas
of expertise, who would serve in an "on-call" capacity. Each team is
chaired by a member of the user population and there are two computer
specialists who served on both the financial and human resource core
teams in order to insure coordination of efforts. Campus based implemen-
tation groups have been formed and there is a high level Oversight
Committee to deal with policy issues as they arise. After four ro;,ths
of operation this structure is well accepted and functioning.

Although the implementation process has really just begun there is
enough information available to analyze the effectiveness of the methods.
Because of thl broad representation during the selection process the
installed systems will be closer to the actual needs. The review process
truly did provide an education for those involved and many have been abl"
to intelligently question policies and procedures of the past. The

communication that occurred as a result of the reaction to and modifici
of the draft reports has generated a feeling that the end product will
truly be a user's information system.
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Because the planning has been across application aystems there has
been and will be greater integration of the systems which makes for a
better information tool. The fact that people from various departments
and areas are cooperating and feel that they have an active role in the
success of the implementation is making the process learning the new
systems easier.

Finally, the process feeds on itself in the sense that more people
are working together to come up with good ideas that spawn other ideas.
This would be much less likely in an environment in which or- specific
interest group is given the task of design' -3 and implementing a system
which will address broad based needs.

However, a process such as this is not without its liabilities. A
cooperative and broad based effort naturally calls into question some
established policies and procedures. It requires that groups that have
been able to be quite autonomous become less so. The institutional,
integrated focus does not fit into a context that allows "ownership" of
various c opponents oi MIS: "turf" questions begin to surface and must be
addressed. Since many of these issues must be settled at a level that is
removed from those actively involved in the evaluation process, there is
the possibility that individuals feel that they were deceived and that
their insights and needs were ignored. Without adequate communication
these feelings can work their way up an organization.

In addition to these types of problems there is also the problem of
reality. Fidancial considerations, justifiably, play a role in any deci-
sion and people who have been able to see what is possible with unlimited
resources must make accomodation to what is possible. The need for
integration of the various core systems requires concessions that indi-
viduals involved in determining ti-e needs in one area could not have fore-
seen. Some of the feelings that the process has been a democratic one is
eroded as a final plan develops that compromises items that an individual
or group feel are important in order to accommodate an area that that group
or 'ndividual does not see as critical.

With any process such as this someone must make recommendations upon
which decisions will be based. That individual or group must be viewed
as fair and unbiased, and be given the direct and recognized authority
to make those recommendations. If there is no such an individual it is
critical that the institution find a way to create a mechanism to
establish a recognized authority in the process.

In conclusion, the benefits of a relatively free and open selection
process are significant. Not only is there a better understanding of the
actual information needs of a complex organization, the process itself'
serves to facilitate the actual implementation and use of the system.
However, it must be recognized that the more open the process the more
easily it can become politicized. Addressing this possibility is the most
critical issve to be faced.
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THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY:

STUDY IN STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY PLANNING

by

Thomas W. West

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

The California State University (CSU) is a 19 campus system
serving 324,000 students. The system was formed in 1960.
Since the beginning computing hds been an important factor in
the development of the CSU. In 1968, the Legislature mandated
the creation of a division within the Chancellor's Office to
provide centralized leadership, direction, management and
control of computing. As part of the new division, a group was
created to develop, implement and maintain administrative
systems for all 19 campuses and the Chancellor's Office.

Since 1980 there has been a growing realization that the
centralized approach to administrative systems development and
implementation was not meeting the organizational or management
needs of the individual CSU campuses nor the CSU system. In
1983, the CSU made two strategic decisions to: 1) split the
administrative computing hardware from the current campus
mainframe and 2) move toward a more distributed approach for
applications development and implementation.

As part of the FY 1984/85 CSU budget, the State appropriated
$250,000 which was matched by the CSU to hire an outside
consultant to assist the CSU in developing a comprehensive plan
for administrative computing. Price Waterhouse was selected by
competitive bid. Between November, 1984 and September, 1985,
Price Waterhouse worked with the CSU Information Management
Systems Committee to develop the Administrative Information
Management Systems (AIMS) Plan.

The AIMS planning effort was but one of several currently in
process within the CSU Information Resource Management Program.
The CSU Information Resource Management Program consists of
academic computing, including student access and faculty access;
administrative computing, including the AIMS Plan and library
automation; and telecommunications which involves voice, data,
video and mail. There are major planning and development
activities in each of these alines, and they are treated in a

highly interrelated fashion within each Campus Information
Resource Plan (CIRP) and the systemwide information resource
plan. Figure 1 depicts the framework for information resource
planning throughout the CSU.
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The CStT Information Resource Management Program has one goa]

"To increase the effectiveness of each individual
participant in the performance of his/her roles
within the institution." (1)

Thus, CSU planning not only has a focus on the program
functions of academic and administrative comput ng, but more
importantly starts with the individuals and their needs as they
relate to the programs or activities in which they are involved.

The remainder of this paper is designed to focus on a topic to
which CAUSE has given considerable attention over the past
decade. It may or may not provide any new information or add
to the knowledge base of the reader. Hopefully, at a minimum,
it will help individuals stop and reflect on what they have
done, what they are doing, and what they should be doing
relative to strategic technological planning for their
respective institutions. The message is simple, that is, as
information resource managers, we must give our attention and
priority to the strategic long range future of our respective
institutions. The seeds planted today will reap harvest in the
future.

This document will discuss the CSU's AIMS planning process, the
AIMS strategy, the ingredients for a successful plan, and the
lessons learned to date in the AIMS plannirg effort.

AIMS PLANNING PROCESS

Impetus and Goal. In late 1983, two strategic decisions were
made which set the stage fr.,1: the AIMS planning endeavor.
Fiist, the decision was made not to upgrade the current CYBER
700 hardware located on each of the 19 campy ..Fs but to split
administrative and academic computing hardware, The CYBER 700
serves both administrativ3 and academic computing. As the
result of the installation of major administrative application
systems, the CYBER 700 was determined to be an inadequate
resource to serve the CSU's long range administr tive needs.
Second, the decision was made to shift the approach in the
development of administrative systems from a totally
centralized approach to a distributed approach where individual
campuses would assume more responsibility.

The CSU goal was clear, namcly to focus the AIMS effort on
increasing the effectiveness of the 16,000 staff members in
their roles as administrators and staff members of the 19
campuses and the Chancellor's Office. Our objectives within
this goal were equally clear. Unless we were able to
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demonstrate the direct payoff to the faL'lty and students in
their roles as teachers and learners the AIMS Plan would be
doomed for failure. Unless there is a direct benefit, good
academic freedom-minded faculty members are not going to
tolerate spending money to administer the institution, no
matter how badly the institution is being administered.
Therefore, the first and most important objective was to
increase the academic computing planning responsiveness. This
could only be accomplished by separating the administrative
computing hardware, thus, liberating the planning efforts for
the academic planners and faculty to be more responsive to the
rapidly changing academic program needs. The second objective
was an elaboration of the overall goal in terms of increasing
the effectiveness of the respective administrative units in
being more responsive in servicing students and in operating
and managing the 19 institutions.

The first task in the AIMS effort was to hire a consultant with
the $500,000 budget. The CSU Information Management Systems
Committee that had been formed in March, 1984, set up a

steering group to develop a request for proposal to
competitively bid for a consultant. The request for proposal
was issued in July, 1984. Price Waterhouse won the competitive
bid and signed a contract in late October. The real planning
effort for AIMS started November 15, 1984 with the target for
completion set for August 26, 1985, or 10 months of effort.
The actual completion date was September 10, 1985.

Planning Phases. The AIMS planning process, as conceived by
Price Waterhouse, involved six phases. These phases included:
1) setting goals and objectives, 2) describing the current
environment, 3) prescribing the target environment, 4)
articulating an implementation strategy, 5) implementing the
plan, and 6) performing a post-implementation evaluation. The
first four phases have been completed. The initiation of the
implementation phase is contingent upon the Governor and
Legislature approving the necessary funding.

The first four phases were depicted somewhat differently by the
CSU political strategist and AIMS guru. The first four phases
were described as involving the following activities:

"In the beginning there was an idea that was planted
from which the goals and objectives of the AIMS
project were set. With the formal launching of the
project and the hiring of the consultant CSU entered
the "ain't it awful phase" when all the CSU
participants who were interviewed by the consultant
described a very bleak current environment. Once the
current environment was described, the consultant then
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asked "what does the CSU want to do in the future?"
and everyone dug into their pockets and brought out
torn and tattered "wish lists" to describe the target
environment. The next phase involved "reality time ",
or the articulation of an implementation strategy
which was practical and implementable." (2)

At this point the political strategist indicated that
two additional phases needed to be added to the Price
Waterhouse phasing. He said: "Once the IMS Committee
spelled out the AIMS Plan implementation strategy it
would necessary to "build consensus" elsewhere in the
institution, with the campus users, the presidents and
ultimately with the Board of Trustees. Then the final
phase of development would be the most difficult. It

involves gaining the approval of the external
agencies; In this case this involves the Department
of Finance, the Legislative Analyst, and finally the
Governor and the Legislature. This phase is called
the "negotiation/concession" phase. It is in this
phase that the idealism of the AIMS Plan mill give way
to potential practicality. It must give way to
potential practicality if the AIMS Plan is to
succeed." (3)

At the time of writing this paper, the first five phases of the
political strategist's outline for the AIMS Plan have gone
precisely on schedule. The CSU is now in the final phase, as
negotiation/consensus building for the approval of the AIMS
Plan and the FY 1986/87 Budget Request take place with the
State agencies.

AIMS Plan Framework. Price Waterhouse brought a discipline to
the AIMS process and a framework to be used in the planning
effort. The AIMS planning framework was simple but effective,
not unlike that which has been used by other corporations and
institutions. Figure 2 depicts the framework. It starts with
the business needs of the CSU. These are translated into
application systems which drive technology and together
determine the management approach to be used.

Phase I & II. Phase I simply involved the CSU Information
Management Systems Committee and Price Waterhouse concurring on
the goals and objectives which had already been determined.

Using the framework and the goals and objectives, Price
Waterhouse started its effort by describing the current
environment, Phase II, for each of the major administrative
components. Price Waterhouse did the normal things. First,
they laid out the administrative business processes to be
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performed by the CSU. There were no surprises. However, this
,:is the first time it had ever been done in the CSU. Second,
they inventoried the current applications, equipment and
staff. Third, they assembled the policies and procedures used
in the Information Resource Management Program as specifically
applied to the administrative computing needs. Finally, they
described the major problems and issues confronting the CSU.

This process was accomplished through interviews with 700 CSU
personnel, and discussions with the Department of Finance and
the Legislative Analyst. It also involved conducting a two day
"Other Universities Workshop". Seven other multicampus
institutions were brought together with the IMS Committee and
Price Waterhouse to exchange information on how they had gone
about a similar task.

The organization for Phase II of the AIMS process was heavily
dominated by the Price Waterhouse team. They organized along
the lines of the framework components, Figure 2. They had one
group concerned with applications, a group concerned with
technology and a group focused on the management issues. The
input from the 700 CSU individuals was direct to the Price
Waterhouse team. A draft of the AIMS Current Environment
Volume was given to the IMS Committee for distribution to the
campuses. The campuses were given an opportunity to comment on
errors of omission and errors of commission. However, the
final AIMS Current Environment Volume was the product of Price
Waterhouse.

In essence, Price Waterhouse, in describing the current
environment, reaffirmed knowledge the CSU already had developed
in 1983. Namely, Price Waterhouse found that the CSU
administrative functions performed were very much alike for all
19 CSU campuses. However, these administrative functions
lacked a high degree of automation. The systemwide
applications that had been developed and implemented over the
years provided only partial solutions to the CSU business
needs, and were not highly integrated and lacked high quality
documentation. Likewise, the application systems developed at
the campus level suffered the same malady.

As for technology, Price Waterhouse found the current hardware
environment at capacity. They indicated there was a dearth of
application software available for this hardware environment.
Also, programmer and user productivity tools and office
automation technology were not highly prominent within the CSU
nor available in the marketplace for the existing hardware
environment.
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Finally, they reaffirmed the earlier strategic decision that
the centralized approach to the development and implementation
of applications systems had resulted in limited effectiveness
and, furthermore, was very highly suspect among the CSu
campuses.

Phase III. The next phase of the AIMS planning process
involved prescribing the target environment for the CSU. This
entailed defining the 53 business processes that comprised the
CSU administrative environment of the CSU. Out of these 53

business processes, Figure 3, it was determined that
approximately 25 were baseline essential core to the
operation and management of the CSU, Figure 4. For these
baseline applications, this phase entailed establishing the
requirements, as well as establishing the requirements for the
technology environment.

The target environment also involved determining the management
approach to be used in the future, namely a more distributed
involvement where a systemwide office would have coordination
and strategic planning responsibility, while the implementation
and operational management responsibility wo_ld fall to each of
the 19 campuses and the Chancellor's Office as functionally
autonomous management units.

A final task in prescribing the target environment was to
assess the availability of application software and technology
in the marketplace to meet these needs. A high level market
scan was conducted by Price Waterhouse. This was done to
determine the availability of software/hardware to meet CSU
requirements.

The organization for Phase III involved Price Waterhouse
transferring the ownership for the AIMS process to the CSU by
having over 700 individuals heavily involved in the
articulation of the requirements, deciding the baseline
processes, and determining the best overall management
approach. This was accomplished by establishing five
Applications Specification Review Groups (ASRGs), a Technology
Specification Review Group (TSRG) and a Management Review Group
(MRG). In addition, each campus had an AIMS Committee. These
CSU groups decided on the major ingredients in the target
environment. Products of Phase III included the AIMS Target
Environment Volume, a Market Scan Report and the first section
of the AIMS Feasibility Study Report. The AIMS Feasibility
Study Report was a requirement of the Department of Finance and
involved three major sections -- a statement of the
requirements, an analysis of alternative approaches and, the
recommended solution with a cost/benefit analysis.
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Phase IV. The next phase of the project involved the
developing the AIMS Implementation Strategy and Plan. First,
this meant identifying and prioritizing the program needs, a

very difficult task because there are different opinions and
varying needs among the campuses. Second, it involved deciding
on a specific strategy for applications software, that is,
whether to develop applications systems, convert existing
systems or to buy new application systems in the marketplace.
Likewise, the technology strategy involved, analyzing the
alternatives of a campus-based hardware environments versus
establishing a regional or a centralized computing center for
the CSU. Third, it involved determining the degree of
centralization vs. decentralization in the management of AIMS.
The final activity in this phase entailed projecting the
resource requirements in terms of staffing, facilities,
hardware, software, and most importantly, budget. In essence,
the AIMS Implementation Plan resulted in the decision to buy
applications software for a campus-based technology environment
with the management responsibility being primarily campus-based
within systemwide coordination and strategic planning
guidelines and standards.

AIMS IMPLEMENTA1ION STRATEGY AND PLAN

Phases of Implementation. The AIMS Implementation Strategy and
Plan involves five phases. It includes: Ph-'se I - preparation
planning at the campus level and conducting a systemwide
procurement; Phase II the installation of the technology and
the student financial aid and student records systems; Phase
III - the conpletion of the 3tudent records system; Phase IV
the installation of the financial management system. Phase V
the implementation of the human resource management system.

Two levels of organization were developed for AIMS
implementation. At the systemwide level there is to be an AIMS
implementation organization with a small staff of nine or ten,
to provide overall leadership, interfaces with vendors and
overall project coordination with all the campuses. Figure 4
depicts the central organization. At the campus level there is
to be an AIMS implementation organization consisting of a

manager, applications development staff, and technical support
and operations staff. This staff is to be integrated into the
existing campus organization. An increase of 11 to 23 staff
members is projected depending on the size of the mpus.

Principles of Implementation. The principles of AIMS
implementation include: 1) adherence to a systemwide team
approach; 2) the acquisition of an integrated baseline
application systems capability for each functional area as well
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as across all functional areas; 3) the implementation of a

standard accounting system; 4) the reaffirmation of the split
of administrative and academic computing hardware; 5) the
acquisition of rich user and programmer productivity tools; 6)

a growth potential for hardware and software; 7) maximum
decentralization of management responsibilities within
systemwide standards; and, 8) the acquisition of a total AIMS
environment.

Benefits of Implementation. The benefits of AIMS were
perceived to include cost avoidance, that is, the ability to
redirect personnel years productivity savings to activities
that are currently undermanned; increase in the service levels
that are currently less than adequate; reduced costs; and
enhanced revenue .

INGREDIENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL PLANNING

A number of ingredients for successful AIMS planning were
identified. First, the plan had to match the AIMS solution
with the organization's culture. In essence, the AIMS Plan had
to match the management philosophy of the CSU organization.
This meant more distributed management responsibility for AIMS
inasmuch as the CSU is a confederation of institutions.
Likewise, it called for a greater degree of decentralization of
operational and management responsibility while retaining
strategic planning coordination on a systemwide basis.

Second, the management control needs of the CSU had to be met.
That is, the Chancellor's Office concern for stewardship of
resources and the quality of education had to be adhered to
within the AIMS Plan, while the management control needs of the
campuses to be able to express their mission uniqueness, to
manage their programs effectively, to have the flexibility in
setting priorities and to allocate the resources to meet those
priorities had to be incorporated in the AIMS Plan. Finally,
the management control needs of the Department of Finance and
the Legislative Analyst office had to be met. They are
concerned with cost efficiencies. Therefore, the AIMS Plan had
to insure that economies of scale were being met.

Third, having the appropriate organization for the AIMS effort
was imperative. The use of a systemwide committee to provide
policy advice and guidance was critical. Heavy user
involvement was vital to the CSU gaining ownership of the AIMS
Plan. The use of user task forces spread the responsibility
for the effective development of the AIMS Plan proved
invaluable. Finally, the use of a consultant provided an
indispensable catalyst to the effort,
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The use of the outside consultant on the AIMS project brought
to the CSU certain things that could not have been possible had
AIMS been attempted internally. First, Price Waterhouse
brought a fresh perspective and unbiased objectivity to the
AIMS Plan. They brought a discipline to the project in form of
a planning framework and process. Price Waterhouse also
brought special staffing expertise to the project, as we all
know it is difficult to take a staff member and give that
person a special assignment and have that individual devote 100
percent of their energy on that new activity and forget their
ongoing responsibility. Most of all the Price Waterhouse acted
as a catalytic agent of change, especially in this turbulent
environment where there are as many opinions as there are
participants. Price Waterhouse was able to have the CSU deal
with conflict, while buffering against open confrontation. The
AIMS effort was certainly a case where conflict was prevalent
and healthy within the planning effort, but confrontation was
minimized by using Price Waterhouse as a sounding board and as
a synthesizer of these varying opinions into a meaningful
strategic AIMS Plan.

Fourth, the involvement of top level leadership can not be
overstated. The Chancellor and the Vice Chancellor,
Administration for the CSU were deeply involved in strategic
development of the AIMS Plan. The CLanclllor made it the top
project priority with the Board of Trustee's and with the
Governor for funding in FY 86/87. Likewise, there was
competent executive leadership on the respective campuses.
Finally were capable, understanding and eager users involved
throughout the CSU to guarantee success of AIMS.

Fifth, the use of the planning framework and process cannot be
overr'Lressed. It was the framework and process which enabled
the CSU to keep on track and to develop a meaningful AIMS
Plan. Finally, the implementation of the AIMS Plan is
dependent upon garnering sufficient resources. This means
resources for the end users, for the campus information
resource management function, and the systemwide AIMS team to
enable them to acquire quality applications software,
productivity tools, the appropriate technology environment,
adequate facilities, and the appropriate staffing to
effectively implement the AIMS Plan.

LESSONS LEARNED

Several lessons were learned from AIMS project, including! top
level commitment is essential; user involvement is vital;
conflict is healthy as long as confrontation can be minimized;
politics are keystone; (political decisions are imperative to
accomplish such a task); technocrats have power, particularly
in State control agencies; timing is everything; and the
proper chemistry makes it happen.
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SUMMARY

It was chemistry among the users on campuses, and in the
Chancellor's Office working through the Information Management
Systems Committee with the aid of an outside consultant, which
resulted in a quality AIMS Plan. Now it is up to the vision
and understanding of t4.-3 Governor, his staff and the
Legislature and its staff to see fit to provide the funds to
enable the CSU to implement the AIMS Plan so that future
generations of CSU students will be better served.

FOOTNOTES

The California State University Information Resource
Plan: 1985-90, p. 12.

Ray Clark, Associate Director, Division of Irformation
Systems, Analysis & Planning_ Group, Memo, January,
1985.

(3) Ibid.
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The California State University

Administrative Business Processes by Major Area
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The California State University
AIMS Planning Project

Baseline Administrative Processes
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A CAR MASTER PLAN FOR COMPUTING, COMMUNICATIONS
AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Dr. James A. Muir
Director, Computer Center
University of Puerto Rico

Rio Piedras Campus
Rio Piedras, PR 00931

ABSTRACT

In early 1984 the Rio Piedras Campus of the University of Puerto
Rico decided to acquire a Student Information System to replace
an obsolete card-oriented system. It became clear that it would
be much better to acquire a fully integrated information system
containing student, financial and human resources components,
plus MIS and decision support features, and that such a system
would require corresponding changes in our computing and
communications infrastructure. To address these needs, the
Computer Center prepared a five year Master Plan for the planning
and implementation of computing, communications and information
systems. The Plan has now received Campus approval and awaits
funding by the Board of Trustees.

This presentation describes the development of the Master
Plan, from the identification of campus needs, to the synthesis
of specific strategic and tactical plans to fulfill these needs
by 1990. It also disrJsses related budgetary, personnel and
managemelit considerations.
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A CAMPUS MASTER PLAN FOR COMPUTING, COMMUNICATIONS
AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A) INTRODUCTION

THE UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO AND RIO PIEDRAS CAMPUS ENVIRONMENTS

The University of Puerto Rico is very much like a typical
state university system. The original, main campus was
established in Rio Piedras (San Juan) in 1903. There are two
other large campuses--one specializing in engineering and
agriculture, in Mayaguez, and the Medical Sciences Campus in San
Juan. In additicn there are two four-year university colleges
and a system of six two-year regional colleges scattered around
the Island. The various campus chancellors report to a Central
Administration headed by a President, who in turn reports to a
Board of Trustees called the Council on Higher Education.

The Rio Piedras Campus has about 22,000 students out of a
total of 52,000 for the entire UPR system. Student costs are
quite low--$15/credit hour for undergraduate students--and there
are only two dormitories, so about 90% of the students are
commuters. The student population has been essentially constant
from year to year, so we are not a tuition-driven campus. Most
university funding is assigned according to a formula from the
Commonwealth government. Most students receive substantial
amounts of financial aid. Several departments on our campus have
doctoral programs, which bring in perhaps $3-4,000,000/year in
mainly federal grants, and supplements the approximately
$80,000,000 campus operating budget. Most instruction at the
undergraduate level is in Spanish, decreasingly so at the
graduate level.

COM.UTING, COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS ON CAMPUS

The Computer Center presently has an IBM 4341-M11 processor
for administrative use (MVS), linked by RSCS to an IBM 4381-M02
which is used for academic work (VM). The 4341 will probably be
changed soon for another 4381 in order to support planned large-
scale information systems. A conversion to SNA is underway on
both systems. Computer time is presently free except for external
users. By next year we will have about 250 terminals or PCs
connected to those irocessors, including clusters of terminals
located in a number of schools on campus. The number of
institutional microcomputers is growing rapidly, but few faculty
members and fewer students can , for them at present pries.

Communications--both voice and data--are currently handled by
our rather old (1972) campus telephone system, with data mostly
transmitted between the 3705 front-end processors and 3274
cluster control units via short-haul line drivers. The number of
telephones and telephone lines is grossly inadequate.
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Our information systems, like those at many other schools,
frequently depend on old, batch-oriented programs which do not
communicate amongst themselves, an so are unable to provide
accurate and timely information when decisions need to be taken.

B) DEVELOPMENT OF A STUDENT INFORY:-ITION SYSTEM

For many years it has been obvious that the Rio Piedras
Campus needs better systems of information. This has been
especially true in the processes related to our students-
Admissions, Registration, Financial Aid, etc.--all of which are
batch-oriented programs using punched cards. We had already
converted many other systems considered more important from batch
to on-line, including Personnel, Payroll and parts of the Library
and Finance systems. Limitations in our ability to recruit and
retain people within our computer center who cou1* acvelop more
integrated software in these areas led us utilize local
consultants for that purpose. This too was of only limited
success, since the consultants tended to know programming very
well but not the functioning of, say, the accounting office.
They knew even less about how to integrate the systems needed by
our entire collection of administrative offices.

Beginning in 1982, outside consultants were brought in to make
recommendations about a Student Information System. IBM provided
an Application Transfer Team, which made a valuable start in
defining our needs. In 1983 the Campus contracted other
consultants to survey the companies that offered systems which
might be suitable for our Student Information System needs.

Early in 1984, the Campus decided to complete these
evaluations and to proceed with the implementation of a state-of-
the-art Student Information System. A Steering Committee was
formed, consisting of the deans of administration, academic
affairs and students, plus the directors of planning and of the
computer center. A project director was designated to head the
project. He reported to the Steering Committee via the Computer
Center Director. Since most of the members of the Steering
Committee normally report to the Chancellor anyway,
communications were reasonably good between the project and the
top campus administration.

During the remainder of 1984, the computer center and project
directors dedicated a substantial part of their time to
investigate the experiences of other universities in search of a
state-of-the-art Student Information System. The search soon
reached the CAUSE office in Boulder, where its director provided
an invaluable orientation about information systems in general.
Subsequently, we attended other meetings, including EDUCOM,
Cr AREC, SNOWMASS SEMINAR IN ACADEMIC COMPUTING and a NACUBO/ACUTA
telecommunications seminar. The information shared at these
meetings and copies of Requests For Proposals (RFPs) that we
acquired proved to be invaluable in helping us make our own plans
for improving our information systems.
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We thus began the effort of defining our own needs, so that we
could synthesize our own Student Information System RFP. This
was done by forming a number of working committees including many
of the middle managers who knew our present system intimately
and who would later have to make the system work. In this way
the RFP that was finally produced would be seen by them as
fulfilling their requirements, and the proposals that they would
subsequently evaluate would lead to a final product which they
would be personally proud of, and enthusiastically help to
implement in their respective offices.

C) THE NEED FOR A MASTER PLAN

As our search for a state-of-the-art Student Information
System progressed, it became clear that only two companies could
provide such a system for a complex institution like ours. Since
each of these companies offers an integrated package consisting
of three basic components--a Student System, a Financial System
and a Personnel System-- it became increasingly important to
consider the interfaces between the Student Information System we
wished to acquire and our other existing systems or the other two
component systems which the vendors would wish to sell.

At UPR, financial aid is calculated by the Student Aid
Office, and paid cut by the Bursar's Office. Both of these are
part of the Student Information. System. Unfortunately the
Finance Office has to fiscalize these payments incependently of
the Student Aid Office, so we need an interface between the
Student and Financial Systems. In addition, the Bursar's Office
is in charge of collecting other accounts receivable, so it too
must have an interface between the Student and Financial Systems.
When all of these interfaces were identified, we found a strong
case for acquiring the Financial System as well as the Student
System, rather than spending time and money making modifications
to the new Student System and/or the existing Financial System,
so that they would be integrated.

To support institutional research, we also need interfaces
between the Personnel System and the other two systems. An
obvious case might be in determining the cos,: of instruction,
which requires knowledge of the budget of each department, the
number of professors and other staff in each department and their
salaries, plus the number of students in each course and
department. In the absence of strong existing systems, we found
it easy to argue in favor of the acquisition of the entire
integrated set of systems from a single vendor, subject only to
limitTs of budget and of time for their implementation.

The acquisition of new information systems in all of these
administrative areas will alst, require significant additions to
our communications network in order to provide computer access
from many more offices. Since our present telephone network is
inadequate at best, it quickly became clear that we would have to
do a thorough overhaul of our communications system as well as of
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our computing and information systems.

Since it became clear that significant changes in our
information systems would only be successful if carried out in a
coordinated fashion with our computing and communications
systems, the Computer Center decided to carry the matter to its
logic's:, conclusion by preparing a comprehensive Master Plan for
all of Computing, Communications, and Information Systems on
campus. In this way we could also incorporate plans for related
fields such as text processing and the Print Shop, office
automation, an on-line library catalog, local area networking,
and other components needed for strong academic and
administrative infrastructures.

D) THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASTER PLAN

Neither the Rio Piedras Campus nor the UPR as a whole have
adopted comprehensive Master Plans or Mission Statements,
although various efforts have been made in those directions in
recent years. Thus it is not surprising that little, if any,
policy making or planning has been done in such dynamic fields
as computing, communications, and information systems.

The situation has not been helped by a lack of centralized
responsibility and author,.ty in these fields. The Computer
Center is responsible for both academic and administrative
computing on campus, and reports to the Dean of Administration.
The existing Student Information System has been under the
control of the Registrar, who reports to the Dean of Academic
Affairs. Finally, the Director of the Office of Planr.ing and
Development reports directly to the Campus Chancellor. The
Computer Center has attempted to deal with all of these entities
in what may be called an "informal consultation model"--our
approval is required on every requisition for computer-related
equipment before it will be acted on by our Purchasing Office.
We thus have an opportunity to consult with users in an attempt
to match their equipment requests with the needs of their office.
Needless to say, though, this is not the most satisfactory long-
term solution to our needs for planning and policy-making.

In preparing our Master Plan, we did not appoint a series of
committees which would make detailed needs analyses, consult
formally with large numbers of academic and administrative staff,
'slid make long lists of recommendations, to be combined into a
lengthy and comprehensive report two years later. Such a report
would then be further delayed by passage through the Academic
Senate and Campus Administrative Board before being cons4dered by
the President and Trustees who could have to approve and fund the
Plan. We felt that the most likely reaction by the top
administration to such a report would be to request a shorter
summary of the most important facets of the Plan. We thus
attempted to save two years time by informally consulting those
same groups of people about their needs and recommendations,
digesting these down to a short list of comprehensive campus
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strategies, and elaborating brief but specific tactical plans for
each, together with a suggested timetable and budget--all in a
readable 75 page report. If a particular tactical plan seemed
more like only the skeleton of a final plan, we felt that was not
a problem, since in these dynamic fields any specific plan would
soon become obsolete, even as the planning process would
continue. This somewhat unorthodox approach to the planning
process has turned out to be quite successful. Work on the Plan
was begun in August, 1984, a first draft was approved by the Dean
of Administration by the end of November, and the final version
was approved by the ?resident less than a year later.

It is interesting to note the reactions we received from
different persons and offices on campus when they found out that
a serious effort was being made to alter the systems they had
used for many years. With one or two exceptions, we encountered
very little resistance to our plans, even from those who were not
consulted as extensively as they might have preferred before the
part of the plan affecting their office was first presented to
them. Most reactions were of the type "Thank goodness somebody
is finally going to do something about ....". We were careful to
balance both academic and administrative needs, so as to obtain
as wide a spectrum of support as possible. By the end of this
process, the only people complaining were those who felt left
out, and who then helped to make us aware of other opportunities
for mechanization which we might have overlooked.

Since the Master Plan was a logical outgrowth of our search
for a Student Information System, it was subsequently submitted
for the approval of the Steering Committee in charge of that
System. This assured high-level campus support for the Plan,
and minimized opposition.

After additional rounds of consulting and rewriting, a second
draft was circulated on campus in February 1985, at the time of
the visit of an accreditation team from the Middle States
Association. The very favorable comments made by that group
while they were on campus and in their subsequent report were
most helpful in gaining subsequent support for the Plan from the
Chancellor and from the Central Administration.

After one last round of consultations and changes, the Plan
was submitted on May 1, 1985, by the campus Chancellor to the
President and to the Board of Trustees. A new President took
office in July, and shortly thereafter gave his full support to
the Plan, saying that he hoped that some of its information
system aspects could be applied on other campuses as well.

E) COMPREHENSIVE CAMPUS STRATEGIES ;ND TACTICAL PLANS FOR
THEIR IMPLEMENTATION

We began this project with a needs analysis, identifying many
systems that needed to be improved or totally changed. Flom
these we synthesized a smaller group of 11 strategies which we
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hope will fulfill these needs by about 1990. We then developed a
tactical plan for the implementation of each of these strategies.
It is convenient to list the strategies at this point, and then
further explain them and their corresponding tactical ,lans.

1) AN INTEGRATED CAMPUS INFORMATION SYSTEM

2) OFFICE AUTOMATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTER LITERACY

3) FACULTY AND STUDENT COMPUTER LITERACY

4) MICROCOMPUTER ACQUISITION

5) LIBRARY AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC/REFERENCE SYSTEMS

6) INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE

7) RESEARCH COMPUTING FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE

8) TEXT PROCESSING AND PRINP_ING

9) TELEPHONE/TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

10) LOCAL AREA (CAMPUS) NETWORKS, UPRENET AND BITNET

11) ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING

1) AN INTEGRATED CAMPUS INFORMATION SYSTEM --Our existing
systems of information--student, financial and personnel--should
be replaced with an integrated state-of-the-art system from a
company that is expected to maintain and enhance its product for
the indefinite future. This must be complemented by MIS and DSS
tools, to fully utilize the resulting information.

Our primary concern has been and remains the installation of a
new Student Information System to replace the weakest of our
existing campus information systems. Thus, a 100 page RFP for
this system was issued on June 3, 1985, and sent to three
companies which had expressed an interest in submitting a bid.
Two proposals were subsequently received by July 31.

For evaluation, we selected a committee consisting of 20
persons, most of whom were chosen from among the 50 persons who
ad helped draft the RFP, a1 a.Lso a few fresh faces. This

committee then evaluated the written proposals from both
companies and also listened r^ '-wo -day live presentations by each
company on our campus, while they were interactively connected to
their state-side computer systes. As a result, one of the
companies was clearly the winner. As an additional check on our
evaluation, a group of .embers of the evaluation team
subsequently visited two sites where the winning company's
products had been recently installed, to satisfy themselves that
those products can be expected to function properly in our
environment with a minimum of modifications.

15J
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We are now be,inning final contract negotiations with the
winning company, and hope to begin next Tebruary to install both
the student and financial systems, and the personnel system about
18-24 months later. Since we are but one campus of a larger
university system, the installation of their products by other
campuses as well as by the UPR Central Administration is also
being considered.

MIS and DSS tools will be provided partly by th, integrated
system itself by its report-writing and query software. We can
also use our existing software, including SAS products and the
Stanford SPIRES DBMS. The NCHEMS DSS screen-oriented Demonstrator
will serve as a model for developing our own DSS.

We believe that effectiv middle management requires that each
departmental office participate in the MIS in order to be able to
access, and perhaps download, (but not alter) the files of
students, personnel and accounts corresponding to that department
(only). Similarly, each academic dean would have access to all
files for his/her faculty or school, while key offices such as
the Planning Office or the Chancellor's Office would have access
to all such files. A number of other files containing aggregate
institutional data should be made widely available.

2) OFFICE AUTOMATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTER LITERACY --Each
administrative or academic unit must become sufficiently computer
literate so that they can carry out the administrative functions
required by the above system. Adequate equipment, programs, and
training will be required.

The implementation of our integrated information system will
require the conversion of many academic and administrative
offices from being paper- and signature-driven towards a
paperless, on-line environment. Such mechanization must be
accompanied by appropriate concerns for personnel. So far our
experience has been positive, in that we have involved as many
middle managers as possible in the preparation of the Student
System RFP. Other offices, which might have resisted changing
their existing systems have more often adopted a "Me, too"
attitude. We will try to identify persons in each office who are
eager to computerize office functions, and then aid them by
providing needed equipment, training and moral support. The key
element is training in the use of standardized software pz:kages,
including a word processor, a spreadsheet, a data base package, a
graphics package, and some knowledge of communications.

3) FACULTY AND STUDENT COMPUTER LITERACY --Faculty computer
literacy must be promoted so that there will exist a permanent
pool of persons available to train succeeding generations of
students to be "computer liter te" according to the needs of
their particular disciplines.

We clearly cannot require our students to purchase their own
microcomputers, nor can the inst.tution provide sufficient
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computing resources so that there will be micros in every
classroom, laboratory and dormitory. What we can do is to
acquire an adequate number and kind of micros and terminals on
campus so that all graduating students can be required to reach a
minimum level of proficiency in computer or microcomputer usage
suited for their particular discipline--graphics and design in
architecture, spreadsheets in business, text-processing and
bibliographic data base systems in the humanities, etc.

We thus need adequate equipment and trained faculty members.
We are rapidly acquiring clusters of micros and terminals in all
of the schools on campus, and as prices keep coming down, we
should soon be able to acquire enough equipment to be able 'co
achieve student computer literacy. The problem is to first
achieve faculty computer literacy. This problem will be attacked
by some IETation of techniques--offering seminars to faculty
members in small groups or even a one-to-one basis; providing
release time or equipment loans to faculty members who design or
revise courses to make use of computer applications; or adopting
other reward mechanisms such as recognition of these faculty
improvement efforts by appropriate personnel committees.

4) MICROCOMPUTER ACQUISITION --We must provide microcomputers
(or terminals), as cheaply as possible, to all administrative and
academic offices, and to faculty, staff and students capable of
utilizing them, plus appropriate training in their use.

The new integrated information system will help to some
extent, since it will require installing terminals in many
additional offices. IBM now gives individual microcomputer
purchasers the same 32% discount as it does for its
institutional sales. The Computer Center has acted as go-between
on this program, providing orientation both before and after the
purchase, for a charge of $50. We have been less successful in
obtaining discounts from other suppliers, since while IBM
considers Puerto Rico part of its domestic market, Apple and
Digital do not. Recently an Apple Educational Foundation of
Puerto Rico was formed, and we are attempting to negotiate
discounts with them, perhaps as part of a consortium of Island
universities. Another technique which might help increase
individual microcomputer acquisitions would be for the University
to provide no- or low-interest loans to professors or students,
repayable in 12-24 months.

5) LIBRARY AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC/REFERENCE SYSTEMS --On-line library
catalogs and other bibliographic tools and data bases should be
accessible to all users--academic or administrative--in as wide a
variety of locations as possible.

Although the LiLrary presently has on-line systems for
ordering, cataloging and circulation, the "card" catalog is still
on cards. We propose to acquire a more up-to-date system that
will replace the present catalog with an on-line catalog which
permits interactive searching of the collection. We hope to
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extend the communications so that library access is possible from
essentially any teriainal on campus, and eventually from other UPR
campu'es and from other universities on the Island.

6) INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE --The
expansion of instructional computing facilities begun with the
acquisition of our IBM 4381 computer should be continued by
acquiring additional minicomputer systems and/or clusters of
terminals or micros for those colleges not already equipped.

Several of our colleges have already established their own
academic computing centers, with clusters of terminals, groups of
micros and two minicomputers. We will complete a basic equipment
infrastructure by adding similar clusters of terminals or micros
in other colleges that presently lack them, plus additional
minicomputers in one or two schools that need large amounts of
ccmputing power. We recently acquired an IBM 7171 protocol
convertor with 64 ports, with which we can provide access to
smaller academic units via inexpensive ASCII terminals or micros.

7) RESEARCH COMPUTING FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE --Researchers
should be provided the quantity and quality of computing
resources required for carrying out their work, including
reasonably fast processors, color graphics terminals and
plotters, and access to remote data bases and networks.

There is often a strong correlation between good research and
good instruction. If a good infrastructure of instructional
computing facilities is provided, then it will in large part
satisfy the needs of the research community. What is needed in
addition for researchers are some more specialized facilities.
They will have adequate processor capacity for the next few years
via the 4381. An upgrade to the 4381 or an array processor may
be needed in 2-3 years, and is provided for in the budget. High
quality color graphics equipment and a medium speed lases printer
will be provided at the Computer Center. Finally we will provide
access to a variety of bibliographic data base resources. In
some cases, such as the federal government census data and
crystallographic data bases, these will be available on-line on
our system. In other cases, access to DIALOG, LEXIS, etc., or to
a supercomputer facility can only be made at present via DDD or
TELENET. We will try to reduce the data transmission costs.

8) TEXT-PROCESSING AND PRINTING --Facilities must be available
in the Computer Center and Print Shop so that users may have
inexpensive word processors, microcomputers and printers in their
offices, yet be able to communicate with suitable laser or other
high-quality printing equipment for printing theses and
proposals, forms design, and producing catalogs and journals.

We have already begun to experiment with newer facilities-
this manuscript was prepared using Waterloo SCRIPT and a Xerox
laser printer. We plan to go from this pilot project to a
more versatile device, such as a Xerox 8700. This will
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eventually be the basis for serving several types of users: 1)

Academic usrs all over the campus will be able to prepare theses
or manuscripts on their own inexpensive equipment, and print the
final draft, in camera-ready form, on the laser printer. 2) The
University publishes catalogs of courses, of telephone numbers,
of warehouse materials, etc. Many of these can be word processed
using SCRIPT and a new version produced on the laser printer at
more frequent int,arvals than at present. 3) A number of schools
and departments a1.so publish scholarly journals through what are
presently time-corsuming, expensive methods. This process will
also be considerably simplified. 4) Finally, our Office of
Systems and Procedures will be able to be much more flexible in
its design of forms with a laser printer, with its fine control
of printing locations and fonts, than with traditional methods.
We hope to reduce the costs of printing reports on special forms,
since the laser printer will permic merging of the form design
with the data to be printed on the report, using blank paper
rather than more expensive, preprinted forms.

9) TELEPHONE/TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS --The present obsolete
telephone system should be replaced by a digital PBX which
permits maximum flexibility for use of voice and data. If the
campus needs to be rewired, then such rewiring should provide the
capacity for voice, data and video transmission adequate for the
next 15 years.

Local telecommunications firms have already offered the campus
a new digital PBX with modest data communications facilities for
less than we arr. paying in rental fees to the Puerto Rico
Telephone Company for our present obsolete voice system.
Unfortunately, these vendors generally make a beautiful visual
presentation accompanied by a several page proposal which is full
of promises and telecommunications jargon and a place to sign at
the bottom. In view of the complexity of this issue, we are
going the RFP route, so that we end up with what we need on our
campus, and n what the vendor wants to sell us. We have formed
a Telecommunications Committee to begin our needs analysis, and
are accumulating RFPs from other institutions to help us. Sooner
or later we will need the services of outside consultants to help
with the more technical aspects, such as how much data can or
should be transmitted via the PBX, and whether or not Local Area
Nets are needed or whether our network of 3274 units on leased
'fines will be sufficient for many years to come.

It seems almost certain that the campus will need to be
rewired, since only about half of the offices that require
telephone service are provided for, and a new telecommunications
system that requires more than one pair/apparatus would be out of
the crnestion. A lesson learned from other universities is that
we should estimate our wiring needs, and then double or triple
those estimates. We should also take advantage of any rewiring of
the campus to add coaxial and optical fibre cables, in case they
are needed later for a LAN.
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10) LOCAL AREA (CAMPUS) NETWORKS, UPRENET AND BITNET --Together
WitnC3TinTaitT5ritci a new PBX, priV must also be made for
campus LANs for transmitting large quantities of data, connecting
an increasing number of microcomputers, and for applications such
as video technology, security systems and electronic mail. Better
communications must be established between our campus and the
network of the UPR system (UPRENET) as well as with BITNET.

Some of these issues are related to the acquisition of the PBX
mentioned above, and will be dealt with while consulting about
its design and purchase. We will experiment with networking
schemes, in the Computer Center or as part of our Office
Automation project, probably starting with the new IBM tk en-ring
network. When both of our processors are connected via their
front-end processors and SNA software, then any terminal on
campus can, if permitted by our security system, access
applications on either the administrative or academic computers.

Most other UPR campuses and our Central Administration are
already connected via DECNET in a network called UPRENET. We will
install a DECNET/SNA gateway to permit Rio Piedras to
participate in UPRENET. In the near future we hope to connect our
IBM system to BITNET, so as to access the growing number of
universities on that worldwide network. At present we are limited
by the $2,500 cost of a leased line to the mainland, so currently
we have only indirect access via our account at Stanford.
Hopefully, cheaper X.25 techniques will soon become available.

11) ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING --A new organizational scheme is
required on the Rii-J-Piedras Campus to integrate the presently
dispersed units in charge of the planning and implementation of
computing, communications and information systems. Such a scheme
must provide for implementing the strategies indicated above via
appropriately chosen and managed project teams.

The campus presently operates via an "informal consultation
model" in that various offices (usually) consult with the
Computer Center when decisions are taken affecting computing,
communications and information systems. For the Student
Information System, it was realized that that system needed top
management level control, and so it was placed under the control
of a Steering Committee which reports to the Chancellor. The
responsibility of this Committee has gradually evolved so as to
include all aspects of the Master Plan. For the duration of the
Plan, 1985-90, we have proposed that the Plan be administered by
the Director of the Computer Center, who would report to the
Chancellor directly, and also via the Steering Committee. The
present Student Information System Project Director would become
an Assistant Director of the Plan, in charge of its largest
project--the Integrated Campus Information System. Other project
directors and ad-hoc committees would be appointed as required,
as in the case of the Telecommunications Committee.
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A growing number of universities hc.ve recognized the
interrelations among computing, communications, and information
systems, and the importance of combining the responsibility for
all of these into one office, whih goes by different names such
as the Office of Vice-Provost or Vice-Chancellor for Computing
and Information. We think that sooner or later our campus should
consider a similar rec-ganization.

F) SOME COMMENTS ON BUDGET AND TIMETABLE

Here we summarize the budget requested by fiscal year for the
period 1985-90. The calculation of costs for each fiscal year
period assumes that some cost items are financed over the five-
year period (IBM equipment and the principal software contract).
This spreads the cost out fairly evenly, and puts the payments
more or less in line with the expected implementation timetab'e.
After :1990 recurring costs for maintenance and additional
permancat personnel come to approximately $600,000/year.

LUMMARY U2 PROPOSED COSTS (In thousands of dollars)

PROJECT 1,85-85 1986-87

1) Int Inf System 332 395
2) Office Automat 51 53
3) FS Comp Lit 100 110
4) Micro Acquis 22 22
5) Library/Ref 300 100
6) Instruc Facil 435 170
7) Research Facil 30 80
8) Text Process 92 32
9) Tel/Comm 162 85

10) Networks 30 15

TOTPLS: $1,554 1,062

1987-88 1988-89 198g-90 TOTAL

490 418 488 $2,123
55 57 59 275

120 130 140 600
22 22 22 110
50 50 50 550
70 70 70 815
35 35 3- 215
87 42 42 295
85 85 65 502
15 15 15 90

1,029 1,024 1,006 $5,675

G) CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS:

We hope that this case study of a campus Master Plan and its
development in a brief time period will be of value to others
considering a similar task. A few bits of advice might be added:

1) DON'T assume that major plans must come from the Planning
Office.

2) DO attend conferences, visit other universities and collect
RFPs so you don't reinvent the wheel.

3) DO involve users in writing RFPs and evaluating proposals-
they have to make the final plans work.

4) DO include something in the plan for as wide a variety of
academic and administrative offices as possible, to generate
widespread support and minimize opposition.

5) DO remember that much of your plan will change, including
its oudget distribution. Any plan becomes obsolete the day
it is approved, but the planning process continues.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PLANNING: A MOVING TARGET
Phyllis A. Sholtys

Northern Kentucky University
Highland Heights

Kentucky

Rapid changes in information processing
L.schnologies are creating unprecedented
opportunities and challenges for Colleges and
Universities. Throughout higher education, there
is mounting concern for the need to plan foc
information technologie3 and deal effectively with
emerging issues.

How is it possible to plan for information
technologies in a rapidly changing information
environment? Organizational responses to this
challenge vary according to institutional style.
This paper presents the information technology
planning method developed at Northern Kentucky
University. The NKU approach borrowed elements
from models used at other institutions, melding
them into a strategic planning mechanism suited to
NKU's management style. Primary focus is on the
need to develop a strategy which can remain current
and flexible while guarding against capricious
action. Organizational implications and planning
issues are discussed.
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Background - A Time of Change

Rapid changes in information processing technologies are
creating unprecedented opportunities and challenges for
Colleges and Universities. Computers are at the heart of a
profound revolution that promises to rock our campuses.
According to John McCredie, the real power of computers lies
in the ease and rapidity with which they are becoming
integrated with other technologies ranging from wristwatches
and telephones to robots.1 The synergy resulting from
technological convergence provides new opportunities to
change the way organizations function and to amplif), the
creative processes of people using these technologies.

There are, however, growing pains associated with rapid
change. Each permutation of technological advance identifies
new issues to be resolved. For example, institutions still
reeling from an invasion of microcomputers, are now facing
demands for communication networks to link distributed
computer resources and support research access to remote
sites. Higher education is becoming increasIng1') concerned
about developing planning strategies that can anticipate and
cope with the inevitable technological changes ahead.

Planning Issues

Before institutions can 6evelop successful planning
strategies, they muse recognize that the technologirP-
planning horizon exte:Ids across traditional organiza. 'nal
boundaries. The complicated interrelationships resulting
from merging technologies (and the accelerating rate of
change) require constant attention and coordinated planning
over broad technical areas which in the past have functioned
independently of one another.

Reorganization of functional units may or may not be needed.
However, regardless of the management structure under which
the various technologies operate, integration of technologies
for long-range and capital planning purposes is crucial to
avoid .1verlap, incompatible systems and wasted funds.

A number Gf other planning and policy issues must also be
addressed by each institution. Computer/technical literacy
is a fundamental issue to he clarified. Since there is no
universally accepted definition of technical literacy, each
institution must determine appropriate level-3 for its
constituents - students, faculty and staff. How are these
levels to he attained? How quickly? Institutional responses
to these deliberations will form the basis for developing
appropriate planning strategies.

John W. McCredie, Campus Computing Strategies (BeTEJTJFIXT--
Digital Press, 1983) p. 3.



Implicit in the information processing revolution is the
probability that opportunities and aspirations will far
outpace available human and financial resources. Thus,
successful planning strategies must include some mechanism to
set priorities, ensure that they are established within the
context of institutional goals and objectives, and weigh the
relative merits of allocations in the context of:

1. Academic versus administrative needs. Major
emphasis will usually focus on academic needs since
resource allocations to this sector quickly impact the
educational program. ..dministrative allocations
typically sustain less visible activities related to
cost avoidance, planning support, or expanded services.
In an era of increased institutional accountability and
efforts to serve diverse constituencies, the non-
academic functions are as essential for institutional
vitality as the instructional component.

2. Expansion - how much is essential and achievable?
Expressed wants and actual needs are always difficult to
differentiate. Further, a large scale implementation is
usually needed to achieve a critical mass for any given
technology. However, high cost and rapid technological
change often mandate incremental implementation, a less
Than ideal circumstance.2

3. Reallocation of existing resources. Given the
current fiscal constraints within which higher education
functions and the major resources required to provide
information processing services, many institutions will
find that the only way they can move ahead is by
reallocating existing resources, a difficult decision.

4. Improvement/expansion of services. With the many
opportunities available, hard decisions will need to be
made about whether funding is to be directed toward new
activities or if more benefit can accrue from expanding
existing services.

Organizational Implications

Organizations must either manage information processing
technologies or risk being managed by them. Effective
planning strategies will:

- meet institutional needs to stay informed And
knowledgeable about technological advances and related
institutional implic:tions;

7James I. Pe"-od, "A Case For The Chief Information
Officer," CAUSE/EFFECT, September 1985, p. 3.
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- provide a mechanism to coordinate the planning for
technical units so as to de'The common standards and
develop integrated plans;

- develop information technology plans to dIrectly
support institutional goals and objectives.

- ultimately result in better stewardship of fiscal
resources and the more effet_ive utilization of
technology by personnel within the organization.

Planning and management responsibilities are traditionally
housed within the same organizational unit - those who
provide services are expected to plan for their continued
growth and development. However, with the rapid blurring of
the boundaries between once distinct information processing
technologies, separate planning for each area is no longer
desirable. There are two basic approaches to developing
planning strategies to cope with this changing environment.
One option is to reorganize so that information processing
units are coordinated under the same organizational umbrella.
The second option is to develop a planning mechanism that
transcends established management channels without changing
operational reporting. Both approaches are in use.

Many institutions have responded to this challenge by
appointing a senior level administrator to coordinate
implementation and use of information technologies and to
integrate the planning process.3 The role of the chief
information officer (CIO) usually includes management
responsibility for the technical units as well. Other
institutions have created organizations such as the Center
for Information Technology at Stanford University which has
responsibility for planning and management of the major
campus information processing technologies.4 Both models
typically include one or more advisory groups as part of the
planning process.

In institutions where management responsibility for
information processing technologies is dispersed throughout
the campus, some institutions have responded to planning
needs by establishing high level steering committees charged
with coordination of the planning process and establishing

3John Gantz, 'Telecommunications Management: Who's In
Charge?," Telecommunication Products + Technology, October
1985, p. 18. Also see Judith A. Turner,"-As Use of Computers
Sweeps Campuses, Colleges Vie for 'Czars' To Manage Them,"
Chronicle of Higher Education, May 30, 1984, p. 1.

4Paul R. KaufMan, "Stanford University," in Campus Computing
Strategies, John W. McCredie, ed. (Bedford, MA: Digital Press,
1983) pp. 149-154.
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long-term directions.5 In this model, formal coordination
of planning becomes the catalyst to initiate communication
among unit heads who report to different vice presidential
officers, while the increased convergence in information
technologies tends to create a common sphere of interest to
draw the groups together.

The Northern Kentucky University Response

The strategic planning mechanism used at Northern Kentucky
University (NKU) evolved as the information environment moved
from highly centralized computation toward a future of
decentralized information processing. Historically,
computing and the other information processing technologies
at Northern Kentucky University had been guided by a handful
of people, relying on informal consensus rather than
university-wide planning to guide their efforts, Capital
planning was linked to the statewide biennial budget
process.

About five years ago, recognition the need for a more
structured method of defining pr:-.Lities led to the
establishment of a Computer Services Policy Committee.
Membership was composed of the university's chief line
officers and the Budget Director, this insuring both an
institutional perspective and high-level support for major
decisions. In turn, the Committee utilized both a cask force
and a team of outside consultants to assist in developing a
long-range plan for information systems and office automation
technologies.

During the Fall of 1982, the Vice President of Administration
recommeAed to the Policy Committee and to the President that
the infornation resource functions of computer setfices, word
processing/office information systems, and institutional
research be grouped under the umbrella of information
management and that a new position of Assistant Vice
President for Information Management be created to head the
unit. Approval was given and the position fined in October
1983. Although Information Management personnel are
responsible for data networking, responsibility for voice and
video systems was not transferred. However, all functions
ultimately report to the Vice President for Administration,
thus planning coordination is feasibJe.6

After the appointment of the assistant vice president, the
Policy Committee was renamed the Information Management
Policy Committee and he scope of policy decisions broadened.
It is this group that reviews and makes final recommendations

John W. McCredie, Campus Computing Strategies (Bedford MA:
Digital Press, 1983) p. 11.

Phyllis A. Sholtys, "Impact of Information Management in the
University Setting," CAUSE/EFFECT, September 1985 pp. 25-26.
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to the President regarding direction and priorities for
information processing activities.

The resulting NKU information technology planning process
borrows elements from both the chief information officer
model and from the steering committee model described
earlier: The university designated a chief information
officer who directly organizes and coordinates computer
services, office automation/information processing,
institutional research, and information center functions.
The CIO also has an assigned leadership role in coordinating
the planning for voice and video networks with data network
planning.

There are, nonetheless, other information technology planners
and functions outside the jurisdiction of administrative
affairs. The university library reports to the Provost as do
the Directors for Media Services and Academic Computing. The
Director of Media Services has a leadership role in defining
academic video needs and the Director of Academic Computing
is responsible for defining faculty and student computing
needs. To counterbalance this split reporting structure,
the Information Management Policy Committee functions as a
steering committee by providing a mechanism to insure that
coordinated planning takes place among units. It also
provides legitimacy to plans that involve cross-
jurisdictional lines.

Assessment and Implications

The two year period after initiation of the new
organizational and planning mechanism has produced
significant accomplishments: A development plan is in place,
needs which had been placed on hold are now being addressed,
stalled projects have been reactivated and planning for the
future of information technology at NKU is an on-going
process. For example:

- Institutional research has been reorganized and
revitalized. Expanded support services are being
provided to the University community and external
reporting is marked by increased precision.

- An institutional commitment was made to base all new
mainframe systems on database technology; installation
of a relational data base is complete and the system is
in active use.

- An extensive evaluation process of vendor-supplied
application packages was accomplished and a decision
made to develop new in-house systems instead. A major
student information development project is now
underway.
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- A plan for office automation was developed and
approved, equipment and software policies are in placp,
a dedicated word processing system and approximately 200
new microcomputers are in use throughout campus offices.

- Information center services in support of user-
computing are being provided. A small cadre of part-
time personnel provide classes, consulting and hot-line
support for all University office personnel. The
information center has also become the vehicle to
deliver instruction for the administrator-staff portion
of the Univer-ity computer literacy program. Almost 300
administrators and staff personnel have taken courses
offered through the information center for a total "seat
count" of more than 900 registrations.

- A Campus Communications Committee has been formed
under the leadership of the CIO and is addressing long-
range campus communication needs for data, voice ari
video.

The introduction of a chief information officer, combined
with a policy committee that also functions as a steering
committee, provides a successful approach to strategic
planning for information technologies at Northern Kentucky
University. While the planning mechanism developed at NKU
may lack eleg.nce when viewed from the perspective of
organizational theory, it accommodates the political
realities and management style of the University.

Alternative approaches to planning may be more suitable and
effective in other campus environments. However, whatever
specific strategy is employed, it is important that the
issues raised by information technologies be addressed at a
policy level. The impact of rapid evolution is further
compounded by convergence of the technologies. Colleges and
Universities must take steps to ensure that an institutional
perspective is incorporated in ri-e planning process for
development and implementation of information technologies.
The void created by the lack of cudinated planning will
bring costly mistakes in the use of both technology and
personnel.
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Tackling Security Issues from a Management Perspective
Martin A. Smith & Francesca Maltese

University of Massachusetts

Amherst Boston Worcester
Massachusetts

Security, or the lack of it, is a problem that is often
considered a technical on,.. Universities focus their energies
on making certain that the technology can provide as much
security as possible. While all of this is certainly
worthwhile, it misses the central point: that security is a
managerial, not a technical problem and must be approached as
such.

This paper will focus on how to move the discussion of security
from the technical to the managerial relm, how to enlist and

enlighten the upper levels of university administration, and,
in particular, now to define and organize security problems so
that they can be understood and tackled effectively by the
university community.
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Tackling Security Issues from a Management Perspective

The central premise of this paper is that information security is a
management issue, not a technical one. Security, or the lack of it,
is a significant issue in any complex organization dealing with
information but it is often considered only a technical headache.
Security is usually given minimal attention by senior management who
look to the appropriate computer center to implement the necessary
technical details. Rut those of us in data processing know only too
well that while software and hardware can provide the means for
protecti6y Information, only policies, education and effort can
ensure that protection. Computer centers are not in the position of
being able to set policy for an entire university, but they are
consid.ered responsible in many ways for the security of the
instititions data. In addition, computer center personnel often
feel frustrated and undermined at the lack of understanding of
security issues shown by the institution at large.

Security must he pulled from the technical ranks and the realm of
departmental managers to a position where an institutional
perspective can oe providad. Often each department that controls
data has its own rules and regulations, i.e. registrar, payroll,
financial aid. One security plan must exit for the institution witn
each department having local objectives that support the global
plan. This will require new ways of thinking, new ways of tackling
the issues, and perhaps, where security is concerned, radical

surgery to exisiting organizational lines. As politically
difficult as this seems, the current trend in telecommunications
management can serve as a model for this effort. Telecommunications
systems are currently being managed and decided upon centrally and
involve many of the same issues as security. Security issues must
be dealt with at the top and must be managed before they consume
management.

This is not a new or a novel idea. Over 15 years ago
Joseph J. Wasserman wrote in the Harvard Business Review " no one
group should bear the complete responsibility for protecting the
computer system. The need for controls should be instilled in the
entire organization, starting dith top management and extending to
all personnel." This is even more pertinent today because of
expanded access to information. Management must develop a security
plan with the same sense of urgency as a strategic plan.
Management, especially the senior executive, must dictate the need
for security, get involved and tackle it for proper results. A
general sense of security is not enough, for universities are now
vulnerable in ways that risk the integrity of the entire
institution. The problem is both one of defining what security
means in a particular institution and putting this important idea
into practice.
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Computer centers alone cannot ease the risk, but each center Cain
begin a campaign to involve senior management in this most important
problem. The campaign should have three major stages:
initially, you have to get their attention. Secondly, you have to
show them what has to be done and why. And finally, you have to
evaluate the results of these efforts.

This paper is not a standard audit security checklist, but a

discussion of a recommended strategic approach to addressing
security issues. In addition, we have tried to be pragmatic by
recognizing that total security is pie in the sky. Security and
information are more manageable issues when dealt with by senior
management of the institution in tandem with the senior management
of the computer center.

Action ir be taken in five crucial areas for strategic security
planning:

(1) institutional policy review
(2) security awareness
(3) digitalization of the institution
(4) risk assessment
(5) auditing and evaluation

Getting Their Attention

Like it or not, computers and complex systems are more and more
linked to the operation and survival of the institution. How they
are managed has real impact on the organization. So why does the
senior management of the university pay so little attention to those
of us who manage them? For one thing, we don't talk their
language. Despite our complaint that security is a management
issue, we often discuss it in language mired in the minutia of
technical details. We ta'k about mainframes, interfaces, passw,rds,
operating systems and vendor promises. WhEn we do this we are
unwittingly supporting both the current assumption that the
technology can provide the necessary security and, perhaps the even
more ,Jutrageous fallacy that the computer is the cause of the loss
of privacy and fraue. How, then, can data processing center
management address the issues in ways stitutional management can
understand?

Law suits are one way to attract attention. Do the senior managers
in your institution have any mechanism for learning about law suits
involving information security? Certain Federal laws exist which
place the responsibility for enforcement of privacy directly upon
the shoulders of the administration. The Federal Privacy Act of
1974 mandated many requirements for the Federal government's record
keeping system in all areas and established privacy requirements for
their operation. Many states have followed that direction and state
laws exist to further protect the rights of individuals within the
state and institution. The Foreign corrupt Practices Act of 1977
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requires adequate internal accounting to insure the protection of
corporate assets. This Act has also served as a model for state
laws. The advent of the telecommunications explosion, coupled with
the enormous growth in the computer hardware, software and
microcomputer sector have again stirred the interest of legislators,
and congress is currently looking at many possible legislative
actions in the area of computer and security. The significance of
this legislation is that institutional management will have a
urther responsibility not to misuse, destroy, or disclose computer
data while at the same time guaranteeing more and widespread use by
institutional and related bodies. Do not take it for granted that
the management of your institution are aware of the difficulties of
providing this level of information protection. In addition to the
mix of reality and legality that must be balanced, the area of data
protection is a mixed bag of responsibilities. Management must not
abrogate its responsibility to the technicians, and clear
institutional policy must dictate policies. Likewise, it is the
responsibility of data processing management to provide the
information needed for these policies to be developed and to let
senior managers know why and how institutional data is at risk. It
is unproductive for data processing personnel to assume that
university management is aware of all the problems of data
security. The data processing center must clarify for itself its
role as the provider of technical consultation and information. The
data processing management knows the ways in which information is
vulnerable and the university management knows how the information
must be used to support tne goals of the unversity. Together they
are accountable for data security in the organization and have the
means to provide it. Remember, that while the first step of
involving senior managment is the most difficult, L.he proce'
reexamining existing policies and updating them where appropi ate is
an ongoing one because security legislation is constantly changing.
And further, while there is a cost to enforce security, this cost
can be planned and managed but the cost of a lawsuit cannot.

The threat of lawsuits will get the attention of saanv people, but
others feel quite removed from the stirrings of the legislature and
the courts. This makes bringing home the problem very important.
Talk about security problems in terms of what management, not the
data processing center, would lose in the event of a major problem:

What would happen if the admissions system were not available for a

month during the critical recruiting season? How many students
would the institution lose if the financial aid system were lost for
a semester? Could payroll be run manually if the system were
sahatoged? Developing these scenarios in writing and asking senior
officials to discuss them with you is an important step toward
convincing them that their operation - not just yours - is at risk
if security measures are not taken.
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If your organization is like most, a common argument for not
developing security plans is that the institution cannot afford to
use its limited computer staff on these non-critical overhead
functions. This approach misses the central point: one major
security breach can be a lot more expensive and time consuming than
planning against disasters. Data processing center management
should develop and cost out examples of what breaches of security
could mean to its ilaitaion. Security dna lts related iSSUPS Mist
be given the same prominence as strategic planning, and the
responsib4lity for bringing this concern to senior management rests
squarely with the data processing staff. The data processing center
must make discussions of security routine. Every new budget request
should include, and highlight, the cost of security. And any
efforts at strategic planning -- planning that seeks to answer the
question of the role of the center in the university -- should
include a major discussion of the primary role of security and "what
if" scenarios.

The Computer Securit lurnal, 1982, stated that "The following
objectives are gener 3cceptea by those who work in the field of
data security.

(1) Insure the accuracy and integrity of data
(2) Insure the protection of sensitive or confidential data
(3) Provide protection from acts that would cause either

hardware or program malfunction, errors and
omissicns, or the ur uthorized disclosure or
destruction of data

(4) Insure the ability of the organization to survive
business interruptions and function adequately after
survival

(5) Protect employees from unnecessary temptation to
misuse data while fulfilling their job responsibilities

(6) Ensure management awareness of the need for security
and their participation in the development and
implementation of security policies

(7) Protect management from charges of imprudence in the
event of any compromise of data security"

Let your university's manager know if their organization can get a
clean bill of health on these issues.
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What they should do:

Once you have established communication with senior officials and
asked for their involvement in solving security problems, make sure
you don't undo yourself by directing their attention to issues which
really can be solved at your level. There is a great deal of
literature on how to have a secure computer center. That literature
is for you, not them. Keep them focusing on policy issues. We
think tnese are the tour things that require action by policy makers:

(1) Review Institutional Policies

Computers are here and the institution must reexamine its policies
and update them to coincide with the realities of computers and
security needs. Computers and related security issues are just
beginning to surface and are beginning to mix with all institutional
policies and procedures in all areas. It is in every institution's
best interest to reexamine all existing institutional policies and
procedures, especially at the board level, to take into account the
legal and security requirements which are required of an
institution.

Three other areas of concern should be pursued when investigating
instututional policies. These are (A) the consistency c
implementation of labor contracts and (B) the awareness of software
requirements for computer systems (C) the physical security of
hardware, software and data.

(A) Labor contracts - Labor contracts have a myriad of rules and
regulations and as sophisticated computer systems are implemented to
enforce these contracts, there must be a correlation between what is
actually required and what is actually implemented.

(B) Computer software - Many computer software packages require
certain rules and regulations to be followed as they are
implemented. Often, a computer programmer may make a decision which
can have far reaching legal impacts. For instance, in implementing
a computer security package, there may be an option to put all
transactions on the system into a backup file for monitoring and
security purposes. A programmer may determine to not implement this
option as the overhead on response time and disk space is too high.
This is a valid decision from the programmers perspective but it is
doubtful whether a court of law would accept this as a valid reason
for inability to produce records on data rccess.

(C) Physical security of hardware, software and data is the base or
essential component of any institutional policy. There exist many
corporate and institutional standards which management assumes are
in place. Thi, may be the case, but let ne pose a question. Can
management guarantee that software, which is proprietary, is not
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being copied iregally throughout the institution? What is the
iolicy for the individual who is caught? Such a

poli y siould exist or a University may find itself at the enH of a
legal suit by a software company that is losing revenue due to this
legal violation. Without proper policies, the institution and its
management are at risk, not the individual.

(2) Develop a Security Awareness Program

ieople are the key to security awareness, not the computers and the
software and hardware they use. Individuals at all levels from the
President to the janitor present the greatest risk to information
security. At the risk of being trite, let's restate the obvious
--computers cannot commit crimes. Gone forever are the days when
only a few key executives had access to classified data and
information. Job roles are constantly changing, and more and more
staff have access to more and more data, but little has been done
from in institutional perspective to change the individual's
awa...ness. Institutional cooperation and research alone has
resulted in the mass proliferation of data bases containing
mountains or previlulsy "classified" data. With the advert of
downloading, micr^s and networking, data access has passea to the

hands of literally hundreds of employees at some institutions. Each
individual who has access to information plays an important role in
data protection.

This is, of course, especially true in the computer center areas,

whether they are administrative, academic, combined or distributed
to a department. How many times have you heard tnat information is
confidential bu_ someone in the computer center said that so :Ind
so salary is this, or a student worker has checked the grades
before the professors roster is complete, or look who got the
biggest raise, etc. These selected groups of individuals can also
wreak the most ha"oc. Everyone has read of the programmer who
manipulated funds, the disgruntled employee who destrnyed company
records upon leaving, or the person who was paid to change a

transcript. Software and technological advances are helping to
combat these situations, but the bottom line is still people.

What can be said of the computer center is now duplicated many times
over with the advent of distributed systems. These large systems
with readily available software are now being made available to user
departments all over the university. The information which was once
on '-rge disks in the compatar center is now on diskettes in every
off e. The information is the same but now with minimal central
con yl. The problem f'r the un.)ersity is the same - it must
protect data. But instead of being ablt to handle it through
tne compu'ar center, it must be managed throughout the institution.
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The organization must begin a security awareness program and make it
part of normal daily operating procedures. The responsibility of
each individual must be stressed. For new employees, require them
to sign a security awareness statement and introduce this security
training as part of your employee orientation program. When you
implement a new program, don't forget current employees. Make sure
that they are made aware of how seriously the organization takes
this problem. (Please refer to Exhibit A for an example of the
University of Massachusetts' Data Processing Center's
confidentiality , ireness statement). Above all, enforce the
statement if the agreement is violated or it will serve no useful
purpose. For employees who are leaving and are disgruntled and in a
position of trust, remove them immediately from their position and
allow no access to any university data. Put this in writing to them
and make them aware that you intend to follow through with court
action if violated.

(3) Manage the Digitalization of the Institution

Almost every possible piece of data or information is being
digitalized in our society and our institutions. Computer data,
microcomputer data, voice, copiers, fascimile, word processing,
optical scanning and more are capable of being converted to a
digital format, transmitted over a med4°m and then stored or
printed. The possibilities are endless and the controls for
protection minimal. A real dichotomy is estatilished when systems
are required to provide management and operational departments with
an infinite amount of data while the laws are requiring much more

stringent controls of data, access and individual rights. What
manager can absolutely guarantee the status of an individual's
record, or who has had access to it or where is it in the system?
The situation is perplexing and very complex and management has an
obligation to protect the guaranteed right of confidential data.
The reliance on computers and this digitalization and transmission
of data over medium obligates management to action to upgrade
computer security.

In order to do this, every piece of data, regardless of the residing
computer or storage mechanism, must reside in a file. Management
must dictate that each file, and subsequently each piece of data,
have an owner. These owners should have the right to secure and
release the access to that data. Release of the data to any other
user, whether in printed or digitalized form, must first require a
written release from the owner. This will involve institutional
decisions with appropriate policies. The process of defining owners
is tedious and tactically difficult, but is the primary requirement
for proper control. Only when this is done can software and systems
can be implemented to manage policies.

The concept in practice is data administration and each com'uter
center should have a person responsitle for this task. The data
administrator will work with security and manage the data. The data
administrator should insure that each data element has an owner,
will validate update and access procedures for the data and files.
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In light of what senior managers have learned about legal
responsibility and information vulnerability through your efforts to
involve them in security issues, oey must reassess their position
regarding areas of information vulnerability and prepare a detailed
risk analysis of key institutional security areas. There are a
myriad of security areas and each institution must take their
critical areas and perform the risk analysis according to priorities
as all areas cannot be covered at once. Some of the more critical
management related areas with institution and executive
vulnerability firlude but are not limited to:

1. Physical Security

Computer room access, office access, building access
Security guard
Visitor logs
Lost keys, badges procedure
Environment (air conditioning, humidity, fire, water, power)

2. Data Security

Data access/control - security package (ACF2, RACF, Top
Secret)

Data files, system files, production files, libraries

Password administration (authoriz,don, change frequency,
control, violations)
Audit trails
Communication lines
Disposition of documents (listings, forms, microfiche,
testing, documentation)
Back up procedures
Off site storage

J. 0C ntrols and Procedures

Data responsibility (file owners, authorozing agent)
Data classification (public, confidential, critical,
propril..dry)

System responsibility
Exception reporting

4. Change Control

Authorization to add, change, production programs JCL
Use of test files
Documentation changes
System utilities, system programming, staff issues
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5. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

Risk analysis
Critical services determination
Backup sites

Recovery plans and testing of plan
Off-site storage/rotation

6. Personnel Considerations

Selection, security check
Consultants/vendors
Security awareness
Segregation of duties

Resignation/dismissals
List of authorized personnel

Campus security involvement

7. Genaral Considerations

Control of sensitive forms (responsibility, procedure)
Trustee/State/Government/Institution policies
Information Center access
Role of Auditing (Internal, External)

essentially, risk assessment is the process of defining the
problem. The institution needs to determine what its risk is for
data losses. The bascline concept of security assumes that all
well-run computer and nformation systems have adequate security
over physical access, input/output control, backup copies of data
and system files, logs, ;!aurnals and so on with key computer staff
in positions of trust. The risk analysis must deal with the
exceptions or extremes. What exposures are worth the risk? Which
are not? For example, can the institution run the payroll if the
system were unavailable for a week? How about a month? What would
happen if the on-line files were not available during the first week
of school or registration? Or even worse, could the institution
recapture days of on-line updates throughout the institution. Do
the institution executives know their risk and recovery capabilities?

The institution must have a plan to assess and managerially decide
what is worth and what is not worth orotectig. What data is really
confidential? Should the computer center spend more or less money
and time on security? The institution may pay a great cost in time
and productivity for recapture of data, or in dollars for an
expensive lawsuit. Real guidelines are required. These guidelines
should also be tied to the budget in the same way as strategic
planning. Where is the exposure not worth the capital investment?
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natA processing officials cannot make these decisions, hut they can
inform the decisions of the university management by providing
information about what data is at risk and why. Additional
information will be generated by the carrying out the previous
recommendations. The next step should be to put a senior executive
in charge of organizational security. This person may or may not
come from the computer center. The security administrator would
then convene a university wide task force from several disciplines.
Specific goals and objectives should be mandated from the needs
assessment and then a realistic action plan established. The old
trend was to secure, lock and fasten the computer room. Lines and
terminals to the outside world were tightly controlled. Current
security problems are much more complex and systems of the future
will be even more vulnerable due to the telecommunications tie-in to
micros and mainframes. That once secure fortress of the computer
room can now be electronically broken and cannot be effectively
managed due to the breakdown of its components. Data can be
downloaded to a diskette, handed to an individual thereby losing
institutional control. Dial-up capabilities prevent many computer
centers from knowing who is attached to the other end. In the old
days we had control of terminals in a department through the
supervision of line managers.

In addition, management has certain statutory responsibility,
mentioned previously, which must be weighed in any risk assessment.
The Federal laws impose the responsibility of maintaining accurate
records and that an internal accounting or control system be present
to execute daily business in accordance to management's
authorizaticn. Internal controls, which must be approved by
management, must then be in place to allow the institution's staff
to enforce the security plan.

(5) Develop a New Role for Internal Auditing

There are traditionally many areas of audit concern. The norms'
audit text contains hundreds of pages of standard questions for
management and computer center staff. The role of audit is critical
to the management of security arl information in an organization.
However, internal audits should be done in a collegial manner and
they should take the approach hat the auditor is there to assist
and help the computer center end institution. The audit function
should be upgraded to include what is referred to by auditors as the
EDP (Electronic Data Processing) function and resources in that
organization should be dedicated to this task. To properly
introduce the EDP audit function, management should insure that the
internal audit function iuclude an EDP auditor and that auditor work
in concert with data processing and the instituti u as an ally for
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pnsitivea change, The auditor choUld be a team player, and should
provide both an institutional and a detailed computer security role,
parallel to Vie equivalent of a management and an operational audit.

With this approach in mind, the computer center should undertake a

friendly audit which is managerial confidential to the data
processing center. Contract a willing and knowledgable computer
center director or 3 collegue from a peer institution to work with
you. Investigate key concern areas and begin a plan to manage your
security issues. Involve management, the computer center and the
audit area. Prepare a plan with specific institutional objectives
and concentrate on the macro issues. A friendly audit will also
alleviate the pressure when the next major internal, or eyternal
audit is thrust upon the organization. The outside state, federal
or private audit will then be able to concentrate an scrutinizing
the housekeeping functions and the internal audit will assist the
institution with strategic functions.

Summary

The audit takes us full circl_ in the process and links all of the
other four arias of management strategy. Efforts should be
concentrated in the five strategic areas:

(1) Rev.ew Institutional Policies
(2) Develop a Security Awareness program
(3) Manage the Digitalization of the Institution
(4) Assess the riittitution's Risk
(5) Develop a New Role for Internal Auditing

The CAUSE organization can provide invaluable assistance in the
security efforts by providing documention from participating
institutions, and perhaps keeping a list of people who are willing
and qualified to participate in friendly audits. With the
involvement of its members, CAUSE could also produce a security
standards policy manual for all institutions to use as a guideline
for institution nanagement.

It should be remembered that security will not add to your
productivity in the short run but it will assure confidence and
protection levels in relation to the institution, the individual and
the laws. Senior management will require strater-ic input from the
computer center. Computer centers will make thel1 own jobs easier
if they exercise leadership and initiative in tiickling security
issues from a management perspective.
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ConfidentWity Awareness Statement

Rs an employee of the Data Processing Center, I am aware of my
individual responsibility and position of trust as it relates to the
protection of information implied by my employment. I will not
release or divulge information obtained as a result of my position in
the Data Processing Center. In addition,
I will not compromise my right to access data or files by the release
of personal logons or passwords assigned to me by the management
of the Data Processing Center to access information, data, systems
and files.

for your information, the Trustee Document (T 77-059) on Fair
Information Practices Regulations is available for your perusal in the
Documentation area, and the following is an eucerpt from it:

'401 Sanctions
(a) Any employee of the University found breaching the confidentiality of data subjects
through violation of these regulations shall be subject to reprimand, suspension, dismissal,
or other disciplinary actions by the President or Chancellor consistent with the rules and
regulations of the Board and laws of the Commonwealth governing its employees, and may
be denied future access to personal data and removed from any holding responsibilities In

audition to the remedies provided in G L. c 214, sec 3B, as added by ST. 1975, c. 776,
sec 3, the President or Chancellor may by administrative action revok3 the authorization
to hold personal data of any officer, employee, college, school, department, agency,
institute or station under his supervision.'

By signature below, I am recognizing the overall responsibility and
mission of the Data Processing Center to protect the rights and
privacy of individual and institutional data and information at the
University of Massachusetts and agree to abide by estahlished
policies, procedures and standards.

Signature

Date
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ABSTRACT

In January of 1984, key officials at St. Louis University, a
three-campus, complex, research, residential university decided
that the extant administrative computer systems were Inadequate t
manage, much less to plan, for a tag) million enterprise.
January of IQR5, the University decided to switch to VAX hardware
and purchase the Series Z application systems from TAT. The
General Ledger (..dd integrated Accounts Payable) system went live
July 1; Alumni & Development went live July 1; Personnel/Payroll
went live December 1. Four student systems will begin implemen-
tation after New Year's. The software selection process and
simultaneous implementation pmcess are discussed in this paper.
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INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE - A FAST TRACK APPROACH

St. Loul; University traces its history to the foundation of the St.
Louis Academy by ti-e Bishop of Louisiana, in 1818, three Years befor?
Missouri was admitted to the Union. It received its charter as St. Louis
University in 1832, thus becoming the first university established west of
the Mississippi River. The University is a co-educational institution
offering undergraduate, graduate, and brofessional degree-granting programs.
The University enrolls more than 10,00? students. It includes eleven (11)
colleges and schools and offers degrees in over one hunared and sixty (10)
fields of study. The University's educational facilities are situated on
three campuses encompassing over 338 acres. The Frost Campus, the
University's main campus is in Midtown St. Louis. This campus houses the
Central Administrative Offices, the College of Arts and Science, the School
of Business & Administration, the School of Law, the otudent Union, Student
Residence Halls, the University's main Libra-.7y, and the Univershy's
Department of Computing & information Systems. The Medical Center Campus,
one mile south of the Frost Campus, includes the Medical School, the School
of Nursing, the School of Allied Health Professions and the University's
Hospital, a 318 bed tertiary care facility. in addition the University's
Parks Campus, located seven miles east of the Frost Campus in Cahokia,
Illinois, contains the facilities for the University's aerospace engineering
program. Parks also operates a satellite facility at the Spirit of St. Louis
Airport, Chesterfield, Missouri.

The University ,,,mploys more than 5000 faculty and staff and has an
annual operating budget in exrpQ9 of tmn million dollars. We are an
institution that demands excellence in the classroom, in the research lab
and in the delivery of patient care. We hadn't demanded the same of our
administrative systems. With an institution the size and complexity of ours,
we needed to insure that we were managing our affairs as efficiently and
effectively as possible. Specifically it was critical that our "Computer
Resource" he optimally used. Ours wasa't and therein was our problem.
Although several reports had pointed out the problems, none clearly specified
a cohesive and coordinated remedy to the situation. We were simply not
coping with our own informational and management needs. When i started at
the University in July 1983, our President, Thomas Fitzgerald, indicated that
the first item on my agenda was the Computer Situation -- it ae to be
corrected. With this mandate we brocee',.d. Clearly we needed to do some-
thing. We knew where we were and we knew where we wanted to be, of course
that was the easy part, the hard part was getting from here to three. The
first step we took was to engage the services of George Kaludis Associates
(GKA), Nashville, Tennessee to validate the situation in the Computer Center
as well as the status of our administrative computer systems. We analyzed
the previously prepared reports, interviewed Computer Center staff and spent
a considerable amount of time talking to users. Based on our evaluations and
on-site reviews we began to better understand our options.

Our entire computer situation, in particular administrative comput'ng,
indicated a distinct lack of concerted management attention. While many
institutions have had a good history of developing and operating transaction
systems and many have moved into the more difficult dimensions of management
cont-ol and are now at the forefront of planning and policy systems develop-
ment, St. Louis University had maior deficiencies and gaps in basic
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transaction processing, very little experience with on-line syst ms and no
experience with data base management systems. The systems were archaic, the
data suspect and the management information non-existent. All systems in use
had been developed in-house over the years in hatch ff!ode and a change to
or-line operation would have been useless. The Computer Center staff did not
have the requisite depth or experience for analysis and design of new systems
and the user community I.-mid hare been hard pressed to detail reasonable
specifications for modern systems. Programs were poorly documented and often
only one individual understood he cite. We had an extensive in' ntory of
single purpose systems, each designed to meet the specialized needs of a
particular office. File information was, a 1 to a degree still is, dupli-
cated sometimes several times. As a result ffle maintenance/coordination was
impossible and management data was often contrr-lictorv; obviously this caused
problems in all areas of the University. The University was decidedly under
capitalized in computing generally aid administrative systems specifially.

Control over institutional finances was strained by the total absence of
timely, accurate information. Data was not managed as an Tnstitutional
resource. an the contrary we were being managed by the data! It was
P"PrV man for himself, or more accurately every department ror itself.

Cumbersome manual procedures were used to provide the aura of control, but
were at best ineffectite and more often than not disruptive. The situation
con _ning the computer hardware wasn't much better, downtime was totally
una eptahle and what was worse improvement didn't look promising at least in
the amediate future. The University was facing a crisis - it didn't have
the personnel, the systems, nor the hardware and it couldn't afford not to do
anything - it had to act and it did! The University was prepared to funda-
mentally change the way it did business.

To January 1r84 we came to the conclusion that we had to bring to the
University modern administrative computer systems and operate them on reli-
able computer hardware. We made certain personnel changes including the
assignment of the responsibility for the day-to-day management of our
Computer Center to Lawrence Hester, CvA Vice President, while we began a
search for a new Fxecutive Director of our Computer Center.

Early on we recognized that our enemy was time. There simply wasn't
enough of it. We couldn't possibly follow the classic approach of haying our
own staff prepare a detailed set of requirements nod specifications for all
of our mater administrative computer systems and then analyze whether or not
we could develop the systems in-house or send our specifications out to bid
to commercial software houses. We weren't sophisticated enough to follow
fhis approach, and we didn't have the time to -?come sophisticated. A key
assumntion we made was that although we are academically a superior institu-
tion, we weren't all that different from hundreds of other universities in
our needs for a modern set of administrative computer svetems, and if so, why
re-invent the wheel. What we needed to Jo was obtain commercially available
administrative software that had proven itself lo the market place. To meet
:1e press of time, we inverted the classical approach. We started with
vendor selection and ended with an understanding of which system would best
facilitate the management changes needed at the University. Chief among
these needs were an integrated base of data for planning and management,
u'er owned systems, and a pathway to decentralizing the business functions of
*he I% Iversitv. Tn March, 1984 we made the following decisinns:
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* We would purchase commercially available software to replace our
existing major administrative systems in the areas of financial
records, payroll/personnel, student information and alumni/
deyelopmeui.

* The vendors' software had to be operational at other colleges and
universities.

* The user departments were responsible for evaluating and recom-
mending what software was purchased while the Computer Center was
responsible for selecting computer hardware.

* We would limit the number of vendors to a few so as to concentrate
our efforts in evaluating their systems.

* We would permit no program modifications -- we would change the
University's policies and procedures prior to customizing the
vendors' systems.

* We would ir,ure that the computer resources for the academic and
research user would be greater than it had been before.

* Schedules once set wouldn't be changed.

In March of 1984 Task T rues were formed for Financial Systems, Payroll/
Personnel Systems, Student Information Systems and Alumni/Development
Systems. These Task Forces were intentionally organized to give broad
institutional user repre,.ntation with minimal Computer Center Personnel.
The chairman of each Task Force, a user, was responsible for insuring that
all of the schedules were met and that all voices were heard. Each Task
Force had ten to fifteen members. Only one or two members were from the
Computer Center. This was a key element in our plan; the user had to take
responsibility for the system.

The charge to the Task Forces was 'o evaluate a selected group of
software vendors and to determine how well each of the systems presented met
their needs. They were not to concern themselves with computer hardware, nor
cost, nor whether the system/vendor they recommended was able to be inte-
grated with a system /vendor one of the other Task Force Teams recommended.
They were given four months to complete their task and their recommendation
had to be submitted by July 1984.

The Task Forces invited the vendors to make a marketing call and demon-
strate their products. To provide discipline in the evaluation of vendors,
each team was provided with one ov more Request for Proposals (RFP) released
by other institutions. Working with these documents and their own exper-
iences they produced "Requirements Checklists" which were sent to each
vendor. The checklists were often a bit rough, sometimes vague, occasionally
inconsistent, and were not boiled down to absolute needs, but served their
intended purpose very well. It was at the same time the best training device
we could have had for our user staff. In many ways it brought to each member
a detailed look at what a modern system could do.
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Vendors were asked to respond informally to the checklists; to travel to
the University for a discussion of the response; and then to respon' formal-
ly. The discussion sessions proved extremely valuable since many of the
Un4versity's questions and the vendors' recpcnses were modified acro,:s ihr

This process also provided an opportunity for the vendor to explaiP
why a particular function might not he desirable or feasible, why alternate
approaches had been used elsewhere, or how the same result could hP achieved
through a different approach.

Tn July 1984 each Task Force was rP 'mired to submit with their recommen-
dations the evaluation process used to make their decision. The require ment

chece,lists irclnded thousands of items. Distilling this information for
executive decision making proved another challenge. Although each group's
process was slightly different, they were all based on a point system. The
Payroll/Fersonnel Task Force, for example, chose 29 points of evaluation and
awarded each vendor a "score" of 1 to 10, where no two vendors could receive
the same score on a particular evaluation point. Among the points of evalu-
ation were Payroll and fringe benefits processing, data base teo/inology,
paperwork rednctic-,, effective departmental management, renorting, security,
tenure management, A-'1, training and vendor support. To belp insure that
-he teams weren't snow blinded by the vendors marketing blizzard, and to
,;trengthen the convictions of the team members, phone calls were mode to
anyone tnat anybody knew at nnv of the schools wherr the top rated vendors'
sYstems were operating. One vender was preferred by two of the tasl- forces
'nd acceptable by the other two. Those latter two preferred a second and
third vendor. A single vendor for 111 systems wns obviously desirable. At
tilts point it became apparent teat despite our use of four separate task
farces it was possible that a single vendor might meet all of our needs.
Powever, our commitment to tiger owed systems required that the other two
tack forces embrace the selection of that single vendor. This took the rest
of the summer. Vith n tentative riectsion in hand, a small group from each
team visited one or more installed sites to assure themselves that they
undo-rstond the operational and manngemoot consequences of the proposed
software. Rv seeing the system "live" they could also put into perspective
tie various horror stories they had heard about individual systems. vilat

tile,' learned was that there were going to he glitches, but the other insti-
tutions had worked their way through them and had successfully installed a
working system nn0 co could we. The experience of these visits was; ex-
t,emelv valuable in ilminating real or imagined hesitancies about particular
systems. This became particularly ctitical later on when a group from one of
-he Task Forces revealed their convictions that one system being considered
t.cs not able to function in a complex University environment. member: of tb,,

Tack Forces could not deny that their associates had seen a university being
run with a particular vendor's software, despite their personal reservations
ahout the package.

Throughout the selection process, there was some suspicion, oecasionnllv
voiced, that Rachich and Hester had made a vendor decision themselves and
were simply using the Task Forces for self-instification. The limitations
plaed on scope, particularly "evaluate end recommend but don't select"
heightened this suspicion.

The selection was not predetermined, and a great challenge was to convey
this to the Task Force members. Rad a decision been reached up front and
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forced on the users. it would have been impossible to implement the systems
effectively, and the true management change desired would have been lost for
another decade. The Task Forces were the main vehicle for the University
middle management community to take "ownership" of the vendor selection. The

four sages used were drafting the requirements checklists, meeting and
discussing issues with the vendors, openly calling counterparts at user
institutions, and the site visits. All four stages were necessary to obtain
the personal and organizational commitments without which our plans would
have failed.

Elliott Haugen startd in August 19R4 as the University's new Executive
Director of Computing and Information Systems. Haugen's arrival was well
timed in that SLU was closing out the evaluation phase and was moving toward
the implementation phase, a difficult psychological transition. That Haugen
was not perceived as being aligned with one vendor or another was key to the
overall conceptual transition from Computer Center-Owned software to User-
Owned software and the concept of the Computer Center as a service bureau
rather than a grantor/withholder of computer privileges. During the fall of
1984 a comprehensive report was given to the President. This report detailed
the problems we were facing in both academic and administrative computing,
the solutions to these problems, the need to renovate the computer center,
and the need to develop a micro-computer capacity. Haugen joined in on the
drafting of specific plans and budgets.

October, November, and December were used to bring together all of the
pieces of our plan. We blended the findings of the Task Forces, weighing the
advantages of purchasing single systems from different vendors versus pur-
chasing all systems from a single vendor. We reviewed the selection process
with all of the Task Forces and chose the software vendor, selected a hard-
ware vendor, negotiated prices, financial terms and delivery schedules. The

culmination of these efforts was to submit on December 20, 1984 the final
recommendations to the President. This report detailed the specific actions
over the three year period of our plan including new one time only cost as
well as annual recurring costs. In this report we specifically recommended
that we should upgrade our current Honeywell DPS 8/44 to a DPS R /4S and
improve access for computing resources to academic users, purchase a senarate
computer for administrative use and purchase new administrative application
systems. It was essential that a separate mainframe be available for admini-
strative use at SLU. Tt would allow for better management of our computer
resource, and we would not be put in the position of deciding between the
academic user and the administrative 'ser. Our overall plan called for
expending an estimated $2.0 million over a 2'1 year period. Included in the
recommendations was a major increase in support for academic computing
resources. We felt it important that we balance the investment we were about
to recommend in administrative computing with a corresponding investment in
academic computing. New position' Jere approved in our Computer Center
including an Associate Director for Academic Computing and staff consultants
for micros and statistical analysis. Ile purchased several micros and in-
stalled a program to allow micros to be purchased and financed through the
University for all faculty and staff. Although the cost was relatively small
for the enhancements in academic computing compared to what we expected to
spend in administrative computing, the results and the reactions from the
faculty were most gratifying and helped us immeasurably in itplementing our
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?'in for administrative computing. Annroval for our overall plan was re-
otte,,tod by Tanuary MS.

new 1,111'W WhAt SOftWart. Wd, ueeded what 11.=1-rdi.,-,ar,. it -CAT: Cal and iii
estimate of what the cost would be. The o'rernll strategy was in place and
attention roLu,ed on selling the recommended course of action to, and spott
ing funding from, the President and the flon.r4 of 'trustees. During this time
Some additional field work took place to bring University e,-erutives tin to
data on both arn.tications nrd hardware!systems software opt ions. Serious
orice negotiations and financing were pursued and a successful arrangement
was agreed to with the vendors and the University.

Ti,
l third week of January, i gFri, brought Trustee apprwJal onl,; 10

months since we initiated the process. "P 11:111 decided to purchr.^e al' of the

adminiltative application systems from Information Associates, inc. We

Placed orders for the entire Series 7, System from TAT including the Financial
Records System (YRS), liftman Resource System OURS), Student information S-stem
(S1-9), and their Alumni! nevelopment System (AnS). This software was to run
o nigital Fquipment Corporation hardware. Ye Placed orders to purchase a

cif vA" 7R5 system and to cluster it our e-isting VA" 150 computer.

Th Series 7 system together with the nvc har-I.var afforded the
,,iversitv a unique opportunity. It woule permit tie to install sYstvms that

enartmental liuef, and different areas of responsibilities with a
cr,-T,(, set of principles, parameters and definitions that forced us into
4-flndameutallv changing the way we -lid husine,,s. This is evartiv what We
wanted to dOi

vas asked to serve as the overall impleme ncation coordinator at
the end of TanuarY. (1):,ce was set aside in the main administration building
ronc,sting of two small offices, four project rooms, and a training room. A

full-time secretary was detailed to the project along with a 55'M workstation
r'od nrinter, a coffee machine, and a refrigerator. Fight terminals and a
nrinror were irstalled in the training room along with audio-visual lids.
vach office and project room was equipped with one or more terminals. A

Rrolert Team was established for each of the first three rackages to he
installed: accounting, personnel and development. ( "ork or the student

svr.toms was postponed until substantial completion of the other systems
be(ouse of sta'fIng issues, unfamiliarity with hardware and software, and the
Iced to keep the risk ot failure within tolerable limits.) Project eader.;
were selected; 'The Ast-oriate Controller, the Director of Personnel and the
rnttral Auditor. Fach was assigned to the proiect g5" to 1007 of their
time and moved to office space en the project floor in the Administration
741111A-frig. The most senior Computer Center analyst in each project area wa=z
assigned to the Team and moved to the project floor. A backup Data
','-rocessing staff member was also assigned to the Team, but remained office'
in the Computer Center.

Ccordinatoi , Nester was to manage the interfaces between each of the
IT-0;eCt TP:1Mc; among the Teams and the software vendor; the Computer renter
as the "comnuting" vendor,' certain "Project" resources (such as word

processing, forms design, documentation tracting, the Training Room, and the
c,r,lie0 machine); and the Vice President (as the vendor of executive deri-
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SLU considered the Coordinator role as particularly critical for at-
tempting simultaneous systems installation, to avoid contention for precious
resources and to avoid The Coordinator role was also seen as a way
to concentrate and focus executive attention on the project and provide a
mosaic of diverse institutional experience to aid the Teams in evaluating

optional policies and practices. The use of an outside resource in this role
provided not only experience and capabilities not available among incumbent
personnel, but also a "neutral" communications point where institutioc,1
personnel could discuss problems in a fashion that was not normally possible.
An external consultant can also serve as a powerful force for change, not
burdened with current practices or organizational boundaries. Outside

persons are not seen as competing for jobs or a' judgmental, controlling
salary increases, promotions and working conditions. It is easier for an
external consultant to determine the true status of a project or task or to
find out about a trouble spot in a timely manner or to suggest new practices

and policies. Further, the University is not faced with the dilemma of what

to do with the person when the project is completed.

The role of the Project Leader was to organize the specific tasks to be
accomplished, assign these tasks to protect personnel, and monitor task
completions. The Leader was also envisioned as the point-person on internal
staffing/psychological implementation issues, but with the understanding that
any issue of resources for implementations (versus continued operation) would
flow through the Coordinator. The Project Leader was expected to have the
key continuing role in the operation of the system (as part of the move to
User-Owned-Systems) and in its continued maturization and enhancement, and
hence was to master the software.

The role of the Senior Analyst was to help the Team understand the
current systems and data file and the capacity of 'he new software. "Pro-

gramming", including interfaces and conversion, was to be referred by the
Analyst back to the Computer Center where the overall workload could be
balanced. Responsibility for maintaining current systems was also left in
the Computer Center. The second DP staff member on each Team was to receive
complete implementation training so that there would be full backup during
the implementation process and during future operations. Referring all

programming requests back to the Computer Center minimized bottlenecks, gave
everyone some sense of being involved in the major University undertaking,
and assured that every programmer and analyst had some exposure to the
vendor's code and documentation. The Senior Analysts met weekly (as the
Technical Advisory Croup) with the Executive Director, the head of Systems
Programming and the head of conversion efforts to share experiences.

The responsibility of the Project Team was to master the software as
delivered, recommend any programming changes, set definable parameters (such
as the chart of accounts or available fringe benefit options) to SLU values,
and train the institutional staff to use the resulting product. The Teams
were specifically instructed to make absolute minimum modifications to the
software packages and were told that changing institutional practice was to
be preferred. A headline in the University paper about that time read
"Bachich Says 'No More Business as Usual'."

The responsibility of the Computer Center was to install all of the new
computer and telecommunications equipment; master the systems software; get
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the new applications packages running; design some security scheme; and do
all the work on old systems, conversion, and interfaces. A.-,d to accomplish

all of this while the building was being reaovated around them, including two
days in March when there was no roof.

Advisory groups were established from a broad range of users including
business managers from 8-10 academic departments at all three campuses and
all affected administrative departments, These groups were to act as a
two-way communication channel between the Protect Team and the real world,
and to comment on forma, report formats, policy changes, training plans, and
the like.

The computer rapes and manuals arrived the second week of February,
1985, less than a year after discussions on acquiring new systems began. The

training/test version of the accounting system was working the next day.
April, May and Jure were very busy months. Tn mid-June, the chart of ac-
counts was completed (including the creation of "sub-departments" in the
medical School) and loaded; the vendor file was moved; the budget was moved
and amended to match the greatly expanded departmental discretion in the use
of obiect codes; all "transaction" users of the system were trained; and
lepartmental and grants administrators began their training.

All data elements to be shared with other systems were negotiated an
fi-ed across systems. Oneratiag-system-level and application-level seen
were in place, and organi7ational-level security was being tested.

On Friday, June /8, between 10 :30 a.m. and noon, the pre-producti
files were connected to the production copy of the software. Unfortun
the primary power cable to the Main Campus had exploded at some rime
night before and the backup cable had exploded at 900 a.m, Recause
Computer Center was connected to a separate powerline, the hardware
running. At 10:10 a.m., the University closed the Main Campus: it

hot, the phones did work and none of the users could access the
r,roduction system'

On Tuesday, July 2, the new accounting system was in full us
transactions and budget control. On July 8, the first full cvcl
maintenance and update was run and accounts payable checks ,oere
Only eight modifications were made to f'.e basic system: three
verbatim from the vendor's manuals, one (check printing format
in those manuals, and the other four relate to object code hu
*ion and organizational -level security and required roughly t
top-level analysis and coding.

Tn early September (with the prior year's audit almost
monthly processes were run to produce ledger sheets and de
A "menu" fac.lity was developed to allow the Associate Con
of various voucher processing, check writing, and reporti
office without any involvement of programming staff. Th
sheets were rue by the 10th of November. All data entr
the accounting and budgeting offices. Pre-encumbrance
nt "(:oranitment Offices" on each of the three campuses.
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In July the new alumni and development system was loaded with 102,000
files of alumni and friends, with all names and addresses converted to

mixed-case. All open pledges were placed on the files and linked to the new

accounting system, any payments on those open pledges have been credited, and

all name and address maintenance is being performed on the new system. In

August, all June graduates were added to the files, payments were processed
on-line in real-time, and acknowledgement letters were produced by query-
language extract and download to a hard-disk word processing unit.

The payroll/personnel system implementation heated up during the Fall

when a number of policy issues were settled, firm deadlines were set, and
announcements were made in the University newspaper. Three thousand employ-

ees are being converted from a monthly payroll to join two thousand currently

on the bi-weekly payroll. All deductions have been prorated and all fringe

benefits converted to an advance deduction. Vacation and sick leave eligi-

bility have been standardized. Two classes of employees have been dropped

and a new administrative/professional/technical class created.

Surveys were conducted to establish bi-weekly rates of pay, labor
distribution, vacation accruals, sick leave accruals, FTE, and personal
demographics. All departments have been trained in timekeeping procedures
and all transaction departments have had extensive training. November is a

parallel month with the entering of new, converted, and updating information

serving as final training for key operational personnel. There were 7,251

employees on the file on December 1.

After five tapes and an arm's length of excuses, the bank has accepted
and certified a direct deposit tape on December 4. They had changed tape

formats several mo-ths before, but not notified SLU.

The first new time reporting period is December 1-14. The direct

deposit tape will be sent to the bank by noon on December 18 and checks will

be delivered December 20. Then 15 people get their first weekend off in five

weeks.

There were only a few changes to the vanilla version of payroll/
personnel. The two serious changes related to calculation of life insurance
and the University's share of TIAA, including instances where external pay
(VA, etc.) was included in retirement calculations. The other changes were

print formats on various forms, and splitting one screen between Payroll and

Personnel.

In early December, ssues remain open. Applicant Processing has

not been addressed. The , Aug of 1500 (unpaid) Adjunct Faculty is not

settled. Calculating and reeding payroll encumbrances into the accounting
system awaits development of the 1987 budget using the personnel system's
capacity. The CWSP interface with Financial Aids is manual. But W-2's for

all 1985 employees will come from the new system.

Implementation of the four student systems will begin, after New Year's,
when things have calmed down a bit and the programming staff has a chance to

rest. In nine month's time the equivalent of three to five years work has
been accomplished; a week's sleep is deserved.
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The day to-day stress of the implementation process, particularly as the
"drop-dead" date neared and many people were required to work 60-80 hour
weeks, has underlined the importance of the evaluation process conducted last
summer. Every key actor in the implementation was deeply involved in draft-
ing the Requirements Checklist, meeting with the vendors, and making site
visits. When times are really tough, the camaraderie of the visits or the
snecific gains detailed for the new system by the individual him - or herself
remains n key tool for motivating nverworked people to stay another hour or
two.

in summary, the path chosen by Rachich for revolutionizing Sin's manage-
ment has compressed the entire software procurement and installation process
into less time than often is spent lust in preparing an REP. Tn the process,
the ure of an external coordinator/change agent has nrovided a very broad
base of fundamentnl change and formed the structure for continued enhance-
ment. Thus, the benefit stream begins a full year or more earlier than might
bare been expected when the decision to make a change was made. And deliver-
ing the benefit stream was the ratinnal for pursuing new systems in the first
place. If the University can continue the simultaneous systems imnlementa-
tinn plan without driving everyone in the institution stark-raving mad, SLU
will have completed in less than three 'rears what might have been a decade-
lnng undertaking using the traditional decision - making apnroach. Nobody
cares Intrinsically about the details of selection or implementation --
Institutional managers want results: the sooner, the better. In the case of
Saint lmuls university, sooner was mandatnrv.
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A CENTRALIZED APPROACH TO DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING:
ECONOMIES OF THE EIGHTIES

Gary Devine
Office of Management Systems

University of Colorado

Kenneth Klingenstein
Aci.ilemic Technology Services

University of Colorado, Boulder

Abstract

In the past thirty years, there has been remarkable changes in
computing technology, end-user skills, and the role that
information plays in higher education management. In an article
for the 1984 Cause Conference, the authors examined the primary
results of these changes and the effects on administrative
computing architectures, especially for multi-campus universities.
Several options were identified for institutions that wanted to
incorporate these developments into an existing administrative
system. The current paper examines these alternatives as reflected
in a particular institution and describes the challenging approach
taken to distributed computing at the University of Colorado.

Three functions are being enhanced at the university: central
resources, end-user application environments, and communication
between the two foci. Given the historical evolution of computing
in the CU system, the university hes identified a set of critical
core systems which, for seasons of consistency or economy, should
be maintained at the central administrative computing agency. AT
the same time, diversity of campus missions and local needs of
limited scope suggest the need for a coherent and productive end-
user development facility. As a result, the university is crafting
an architecture that seeks to distribute centralized data in a
meaningful and secure way. This paper will discuss both design and
implementation issues and suggests extensions of this computing
enviroment in the future.
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1. BACKGROUND

The University of Colorado is comprised of four campuses which are
located in Boulder, Colorado Springs, and Denver (a general campus
and a health sciences center). The Boulder campus is the oldest
and largest campus with 20,000 FTE students. The Colorado Springs
and Denver campuses have grown rapidly in the last few years to a
total of over 10,000 FTE in 1985. Each campus has a Chancellor who
serves as the chief academic and administrative officer and the
system is headed by the President. The Board of Regents is
comprised of nine elected members. The combined annual budget of
the campuses is over $500 million for the current fiscal year.

Administrative computing support for the campuses and the central
administration has historically been provided by a central
facility and staff. Campus computing facilities vary in size,
generally consisting of some number of VAX -Class systems and have
primarily provided academic computing support. (The Health
Sciences Center is the exception with an academic facility of
Tandem and DEC equipment and an administrative facility which uses
IBM-compatible equipment.) Local campus support for administrative
computing has been limited to interaction with institution-wide
systems operated at the central facility and development of small,
special-purpose systems to meet unique local processing
requirements.

Applications developed and operated at the central facility have
traditionally been batch oriented although there are a number of
systems which are entirely on-line or which support on-line
inquiry. Emphasis is on the continued development of on-line,
database oriented systems using the Cullinet database management
software acquired a few years ago. Systems analyst/programmer
staff at the central facility has not grown for several years.
About 25-30% of the available staff are devoted to maintenance. A
major project to implement a new student information system is
underway with completion scheduled for mid-1987. This system
(like all future multi-campus systems) will operate primarily at
the central facility using Cullinet's IDMS database software.

The University made the decision several years ago to move toward
a wider distribution of administrative computing support and
access to centralized data bases. This decision was a result of
the increasing maturity and growth of the campuses as well as the
evolution of computing technology. A number of preliminary
actions were necessary to create the infrastructure required to
implement this new architecture. Both computing and disk storage
capacity were added at the central facility, an operating system
conversion was completed, and the conversion of the administrative
computing network to support IBM's SNA was undertaken.

An interesting issue which emerges from efforts to distribute
administrative processing and data access concern, the extent to
which the organization of administrative computing capability
reflects the organization of the institution. This issue can be
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more easily resolved, of course, if the institutional organization
and related issues of campus or departmental autonomy have been
resolved. However, when these issues are unresolved and demand
for improved access and service could be met through distribution
of computing capabilities, objective evaluation of interesting
options can become difficult.

2. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR INFORMATION ARCHITECWRES

In a large multicampus university, trying to maximize the
institutional good is a difficult process, if only because
university diversity creates orthogonal goals. Nonetheless, there
are a number of criteria to evaluate the success of an
institutional administrative computing architecture. These fall
roughly into two categories:

Financial Costs - It is obviously desirable to have cost-
effective solutions. However, the time frame over which to
evaluate relative financial costs is difficult to specify,
especially in rapidly changing technology. Moreover, different
architectures may have different useful lifetimes, making the
traditional comparative cost-benefit analysis more complicated.
The differing financial resources of various campuses or
departments reduces the importance of minimizing the ov.rall
institutional cost; a flexible architecture that tailois expenses
(and computing resources) to the levels of individual units may be
well worth a higher institutional expense. In essence, the three
E's are valuable - economics, enhancements, and exposures.

The economics of the architecture include the full end-
to-end costs of delivering information, including acquisition of
hardware and software, the cost of hardware maintenance, staff
support costs, and application development expense. A major shift
is occurring in the relative cost ratios of the above factors.
Hardware acquisition and maintenance costs continue to decrease
rapidly. Conversely, the complexity of car software systems has
risen. Application development is now becoming the predominate
cost. If application maintenance costs are included, the weight of
this factor is magnified.

Enhancement r.ifers to the hardware upgrade path
possibilities. There are two basic classes of upgrades: system
swap and system augmentation. Until recently, swapping a system
out for a larger compatible one was the norm. Ncw however, there
are alternatives based on addition of processors or networked
systems. These approaches can preserve capital and offer hardware
redundancy. For augmentation to work, the result must be seamless
to the user; a common computing environment needs to run across
the multiple devices. The marginal cost curve for adding another
user is also an important consideration - the smoother the curve,
the less the stress in an architecture. Stairstep curves tend to
require difficult decisions more often.

Exposure refers to the risks associated with an
architecture - the useful lifetime of the system and the fortunes
of the chosen technology and vendors. In the current market,
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vendors face a multitude of challenges, ranging from staying in
business to continuing to upgrade their products. Withall,
exposure is generally being lessened, due to increased
standardization. For example, vendors using common operating
systems can utilize third-party applications, and the newer
hardware has a modular design.

Stress Costs - Financial cost is only one way to measure the
effectiveness of an informational architecture. A number of other
important factors can be grouped together as "stress costs."
These include the following:

Distress levels - There are stress points in any
information architecture, where personnel are called upon to do
tasks they prefer not to do (e.g. maintenance activities by end-
users, end-user support by technical systems analysts). It is
clearly desirable to minimize these points. For example
distributed computing facility maintenance by a central
organization has been successful because the insulation of the
end-user from the distress of computer maintenance.

Inaccurate or incomplete information - Obviously, such
failures on the part of an information system can cause financial,
stress and morale consequences.

Difficulty of generating information - Such systems wind
up with excessive staff, cumbersome access and data paths, and an
inability to respond quickly to changing institutional needs.

Inflexible architectures Rapid changes in technology
and end-user needs imply that information systems need to be able
to evolve and modify over time.

The relative importance of the above concerns varies greatly among
institutions. In all events, it is desirable to have institutional
consensus on the assignment of weights.

3. DESIGN ISSUES FOR DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURES

The eighties are establ'shing a new and widespread information
architecture, one of networks of component systems, with flexible
interconnect layers glueing the users and components together. The
fundamental design decisions concern hardware, software,
interconnects, and user roles:

Hardware - The hardware legacy from the seventies includes an
embedded base of mainframes and attached terminals. In this
decade, there has been rapid deployment of large number of PCs and
departmental resources such as minicomputers. The several factors
driving such trends are anticipated to continue over the next few
years. The challenge is to develop architectures that can
accomodate such a variety of equipment, and allow for the
incremental upgrade of subsystems as needs (and funding) change.
This suggests working with networks of known components, where
classes of machines or interconnects can be built or modified in
response to trends and needs.
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Software - Most institutions now have a mix of older
applications hard-coded around unstructured data sets, and newer
systems built on database packages. The information flow between
old and new tends to consist of series of "kludges". Again, the
ability to upgrade software subsystems without extensive recoding
of the special interfaces is desirable. Moreover, the
archtiecture should permit ad hoc reporting without major effort.
Lastly, in a distributed environment the data tends to be more
important than the software; there must be provisions for the
smooth flow of data between systems ane. users.

Interconnects - In a networked, hierarchical approach, the
interconnections (both physical and logical) are the critical glue
to make the end product usable. It is increasingly clear that
single keyboarding is highly desirable and a single machine is
insufficient. Thus the interconnects must provide three functions:
(1) to switch, with appropriate speeds, any keyboard to an often
heterogenous set of machines; (2) to connect these host machines
with high-speed computer communications; and (3) to provide
software for all higher-level functions, including terminal
emulation, network file services, and applications such as
electronic mail between these heterogenous systems. Given the
diversity of hardware and operating systems on most university
campuses, the task is obviously difficult.

End-User Issues - Different information architectures place
varying responsibilities on the end-user. Those responsibilities
can include: end-user programmirg requirements; system
responsiveness to end-user needs; operational difficulty (e.g.
ease of use, management responsibility for local systems, etc.) It
is important to note the variation in computer skills among end-
users. A rough division into end-user GCD's (greater campus
developers) and LCD's (lowest common denominators) is being
acknowledged by departments in their trend towards identifying
resident experts to write local programs to be operated by the
LCDs. It is important to define the expected users and uses of the
systems. Both the central sites and the end-users need to be aware
of their committments in the architecture.

4. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES, REVISITED

Implementation refers to the acquisition and operation of the
architectural design. In many instances, the design assumes some
unique components, but there will usually be major items that are
not specifically identified until implementation. There ore
several observations about implementation that warrant
discussion.

Hardware - It remains desirable to minimize the diversity of
campus administrative hardware. Regularity and redundancy make
the challenges tractable and the solutions reliable, especially
for universities with limited resources. It is helpful to build
systems out of known components familiar to the university and
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often such arc. ectures prove more maintainable than turnkey
solutions. With the advent of VLSI technolcgy, specialized
machines such as database engines will be installed for processing
efficiency.

Software - Our previous paper (1984 CAUSE National Conference
Proceedings) discussed some of the basic implementation decisions
about software and data. In addition to those generic concerns
that characterize any software environment, there are several
issues specific to distributed systems. In particular, software
support, data management and user training are fundamental to the
success of the approach. Software support should be both
horizontal (i.e. standardized for the more widespread
applications) and vertical (integration of the packages commonly
used). Such support is necessary for easy data movement. Data
management is necessary to avoid the dangers of redundant and
stale data. Data marlgement need also deal with security. User
training is too often unpleasant for both trainer and end-user;
perhaps this explains the frequent avoidance of the activity.

Interconnects - There are three general classes of physical
interfaces: manual .e.g. the trusty RS232 switch box), switched
(eg. a data switch or 213X) and networked (e.g. Ethernet or token
ring). Selection among these choices are constrained by physical
limits such as bandwidth and driving distance and logical limits
such as need for emulation and dynamic routing.

For the upper layers of the interconnect, a variety of
services can be provided. At a minimum, two functions should be
implemented: remote logins (with or without emulation) and file
transfers (with error detection). Other activities such as
electronic mail and file service are, of course, highly
desirable. (It should be noted that mail can exist even without
the more basic functions.)

Remote Logins - A decade ago, there was little hope of
connecting divergent hardware together. Now, there is a wide
variety of methods ranging from protocol converters thru
intelligent switches to transport services on the hosts. The point
chosen for emulation is quite strategic and can effect security
and economic realms.

File Transfers - Some mechanism for file transfer is
usually provided. If traffic is infrequent and only ASCII, then a
simple program on the local workstation can provide capture and
transmit utilities. In the broader case, the protocols need to
offer error checking and binary transfers.

These issues can be illustrated in examining the possible ways to
hook up a local workstation to both a departmental mini and a
campus central site. The simplest method is to run multiple cables
to a local switchbox. The cost of separate protocol converters
suggests that a more effective architecture could be based around
a general intelligent switch available on a single cable to the
desktop. Unfortunately, heterogenous computing environments have
wider needs than current switches can provide, although both
digital PBX's and new cluster controllers are offering new
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possadlities. File transfers through such switched systems tend
to be relatively slow and not robust. A third architecture, most
appropriate when all workstations have local processing power, is
the networked model. Remote logins and file transfers can be
performed by all hosts operating a common protocol, such as TCP/IP
or Kermit. Of all the choices, the networked option offers
greatest speed and accuracy as well as the potential for
connecting heterogenous computing environments. The major
drawbacks to networks has been cost and difficulty of integration,
but the technical maturing of the market has been quick. It is
likely that the inherent flexibility and power of this
architecture will prove increasingly attractive.

End-user issues - There may be choices about where to provide
services such as emulation, security and applications. In general
it is desirable to handle emulation close to the desktop, since
the local host's power is available during remote logins. Security
issues are more difficult, especially in networks. Control of
physical devices is no longer possible. XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Placement of applications is also important in distributed
architectures. User-developed applications tend to reside on
departmental machines, but such utilities may pass into the
"campus public domain" and move for efficiency to a centralized
system. The operation of electronic mail in particular is
significant, since both security and reliability are critical for
effective use. While this suggests a single large machine provide
the campus service, e-mail, like other forms of mail, are best
delivered right to the doorstep, i.e. the machine one uses most
frequently. Now emerging are systems that combine the two
approaches and download mail automatically from a central system
to the local host at user login.

5. THE APPROACH AT CU

The approach being Laken at the University of Colorado seeks
to protect the University's investment in computing facilities,
workstations, and application software while extending and
enhancing the availability of computing capability at the
workstation level.

Multi-campus and University-wide applications will continue
to be developed and operated at the central facility. Central
databases will contain the official data of the University and
will be updated and maintained by the central application
systems.

Subsets and copies of central databases will be downloaded to
campus facilities for local analysis and reporting using standard
software tools. These campus databases will be accessed by
individual workstations as well as by departmental computers which
may also provide local office automation support, device sharing,
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workstation clustering, terminal emulation and interconnection
with other computers.

Access to the central databases will also be provided to
individual workstations and departmental computers where
necessary. This will be needed by central offices which must deal
with consolidations of data from one or more campuses and by
campus offices requiring access to data or other facilities not
available at the campus.

The underlying goal is to provide the best computing
environment at each of the four levels, allo ing users to select
the tools most appropriate to a particular t sk. It becomes
immediately obvious that each user must have ready access to any
computing facility in the University. While it is possible to
structure computing environment that generally provides the
capability that most users need, to do so implies that someone
other than the individual user will make the decision about what
is adequate or appropriate. When any kind of computing support
was too expens4me for the individual user or department, a
generally satisfactory solution was acceptable. Now, however,
hardware and software can be provided or enhanced in increments
far below those required to upgrade the large, central facility.
As a result, t.ters expect (and deserve) ready access to the data
and analytical tools which they require to perform their primary
responsibilities.

Computing equipment available for administrative support
includes IBM, DEC, and Prime. Given financial constraints, it is
impractical to replace these devices. Even if funds wer
available, the time, effort, and expense associated with
retraining would be significant. Furthermore, one must assume
that these brands were chosen for particular characteristics which
met local needs. The task facing us then is to provide effective
interconnections between and among these devices and the
workstations and departmental systems.

The central facility use IBM compatible equipment and
represents the largest investment in equipment, software, and
staff. Cullinet's IDMS was selected as the database system to be
used for all central administrative applications. The Health
Sciences Center also operates an IBM compatible system for
administrative applications which support its health care mi6sion.
IDMS is also used at this facility.

A new student information system is currently being
implemented using IDMS and related software tools including ADS/0
(Application Development System/Online). Plans for migration of
older applications to the IDMS environment are being developed.

Campus facilities use DEC and Prime equipment to provide
support for un'4ue local applications, data analysis, and
reporting. Evaluations of software to provide data access and
analysis are currently underway. The goal of the evaluations is
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to select a single system which will be used by all campuses for
local application development and for access to the local copies
of central databases. Ideally, this same system will be used on
the departmental systems. The central facility will develop an
interface between the central databases and the campus
environments. Support for this new software will be provided by
the central facility as well as the campus computing
organizations.

Evaluation of similar software for use on individual
workstations is also planned, again with the goal of identifying a
single package which will be supported by the central facility as
well as the campus facilities. Interfaces between the central and
campus facilities will be developed and supported as well. This
approach to standardization by providing support for a limited
array of packages appears to be the most reasonable way to avoid
the proliferation of user-selected packages.

The critical capability to interconnect individual
workstations with the entire community of administrative computing
resources is still in the exploratory stages. There do not appear
to be any technical obstacles which would prevent the
interconnections from being made, however, it is not yet clear how
much effort will be required to provide them in a straightforward
and effective manner.
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REWEMIIANUIKL: A ROAD MAP FOR_JSUCCEaS

Sy?via R. Posey

University of Miami

Coral Gables, Florida

ABSTRACT

Project planning is the most detailed level of planning
that is done in many data processing organizations.
The use of a systems development methodology can give
project managers the edge in planning and controlling
an applications project. This paper discusses the
University of Miami's experience with Arthur Andersen's
information s, hems methodology, METHOD /1.
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PROJ.EC1_ NNING:_k_Ra&D_ISP_1(2R_ SUCCESS

Planning is generally recognized as an indispensible tool to

effective management. In most organizations, however, it is

rarely given the attention that it deserves. If performed at

all, it is often done in a haphazard and informal manner.

In data processing organizations, planning may be neglected to
such a degree that the management of the organization is forced
to react rather than follow through with well thought out plans.
Data processing organizations, as with all organizations, should
view planning as a necessary prerequisite to achievement.

There is no single correct approach to planning. Rather, each
organization must develop its own repertoire of planning
techniques which will work well within the context of the
organization and its management. [1]

There are three levels of planning which must take place in an
organization for the effort to be fully effective. They are:
strategic, tactical, and operational. Strategic planning answers
questions regarding what the organization will become. It is via
strategic planning that the goals cf the organization are set,
including oryanization's purpose and mission.

Tactical planning answers the question of what the organization
must do to reach the goals which were set in strategic planning.
This phase of planning establishes the objectives which translate
the organizations mission and goals into concrete terms.

The third level, operational planning, determines what the
organization must do now, in the short run. Operational planning
specifies what tasks must be incorporated into daily operations
to carry out the plans of the strategic level.

These levels of planning move from the probabilistic, uncertain,
and conceptual in strategic planning to dealing with real people
and real things on the operational level. In addition, the
information which organizations must use to formulate plans is
the least reliable for strategic planning but becomes
increasingly more accurate as the plans progress through the
tactical and operational levels. The importance of the
decisions, which an organization must make when planning, are
inversely related to the reliability of the information on which

1. Arnold E. Ditri, John C. Shaw, and William Atkins, Managing
tleED2_Einagtipn, (New York: McGraw Hill, 1971), pp. 14-15.
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they are based.

Planning, however, is not limited to the development of
strategic, tactical, and operational plans. Once these plans
have been developed, they must be implemented and monitored.
Monitoring of plans requires feedback so that actual progress can
be evaluated against the strategic and tactical plans. When a
problem occurs, it will usually first appear at the operational
level. It is very likely, however, that the root of the problem
can be traced to the tactical or (most probably) the strategic
level of planning, or lack thereof. Frequently resisted and
disliked, planning involves abstract thinking and change which is
unfamiliar and repugnant to many.

Thi-; paper discusses the lowest level of operational planning as
practiced within Information Systems, Planning, and Institutional
Research (ISPIR) at the University of Miami. For us, project
planning is one of the most detailed levels of operational
planning.

Modern day organizations are not static. As the organization
expands, so must the information systems which support it
expand. We recognize three stages of the information system life
cycle. The first stage, planning, is where the need for a new
system is identified and a conceptual model of the new system is
developed. Stage two is the development process where the system
is designed coded and tested and implemented. The final stage is
the ongoing operation and maintenance of the installed system
where problems are corrected and or enhancements are made as the
information needs of the organization change. A system remains
in this stage of the life cycle until it is abandoned or
replaced.

Building an application system is analogous to building a house.
In building a house, the customer des..ribes his "dream" house to
the architect who, after verifying the artist's rendering, draws
the blueprints. The contractor then builds the house according
to these plans. Upon completion of the house, the customer moves
into the house and over the years does routine maintenance and
remodeling to the structure as his needs change. Likewise, in
building an information system, the user defines his information
system requirements to the analyst. The analyst, in turn-

designs the system. Upon completion of the design, the project
team transforms the design into programmed, tested, and
documente' modules and helps the organization convert information
and start using the new system.

No matter what application is being developed, the process of
planning, designing, developing and maintaining remains the
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same. The same tasks must be performed no matter what the

application being developed. Standardizing the systems

development life cycle allows organizations to develop quality
systems faster and at a lower cost since proven techniques are
used which allow them to avoid previously identified pitfalls.
In addition, standardization of the tasks to be performed allows
better management planning, control, and accountability.

The University of Miami selected Arthur Andersen's system

development methodology, METHOD/1, as a comprehensive and
structured approach to the system life cycle.

METHOD/1 consists of four phases. They are Information Planning
(IP), Preliminary Systems Design (PSD), Systems Installation
(SI), and Production Systems Support (PSS). Information Planning
and Production Systems Support correspond to the planning and

operating and maintaining phases of the systems development life
cycle. METHOD/1 has divided the development part of the life

cycle into Preliminary Systems Design and Systems Installation.
Breaking the life cycle process into four units of work

facilitates management control. At the end of each phase,
reports are produced for management and users which will allow
them to make an intelligent decision to proceed with the

development based on increasingly more reliable costs estimates
and system benefits.

Thom following is a discussion of each of the four phases of
METHOD/1.

Information Planning describes the future system development
needs of the organization as well as the personnel, facilities,
and organization necessary to accommodate those needs. The
objectives of the Information Planning phase follow.

- Relate the organization's objectives to its information
needs

Determine the effectiveness of information provided by the

current systems

- Establish the hardware, software, personnel, and

organizational strategies necessary to meet the
organization's information needs

- Identify systems software projects and establish their

priorities

- Obtain funding and management support to assure successful
completion of the systems plan

- 4
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The major deliverable of this phase is the Information Plan. It
is a blueprint for the organization's future information systems
activities. It should be linked tightly with the organization's
strategic business plan and should help ensure that the
activities of information systems help strengthen the
organization's strategic direction. This phase relies on the
input of many people in the organization. It is only through
this input and the consensus of the organization will the
Information Plan meet the needs of the organization.

There are five major segments in Information Planning. The first
is Organization in which the Management Advisory Committee is
formed and the project team is selected and trained. The most
important segment in Information Planning is Intoxnatign Needs.
It is in this task that a clear definition is formulated of the
information needs which are the most critical to the
institutional objectives. This definition of needs is the basis
for later identification of the types of information systems
necessary for effective operation of the organization. In the
ApplicatiLDI strategy and the Implementatioll atratelly segments the
application systems and their priorities are identified. The
lianagemea ReNliew Appro2A1 segment presents the findings and
recommendations of the Information Planning phase to the
Management Advisory Committee which makes a decision on whether
to proceed with the plan.

A decision to proceed with the Information Plan initiates the
Preliminary Systems Design phase on a project by project basis
according to the priorities established in the plan. The purpose
of this phase is to determine the structure of the systems
identified in the planning phase and obtain management approval
and commitment to the proposed system. The objectives sought in
this design phase are listed below.

- Identify all information needs for the subject application
system

Develop the system design and identify the associated costs
of installation and operation, benefits of the new system,
people and hardware resources required, and the schedule of
system implementation

- Obtain the commitment to the proposed system of all
management personnel

- Identify and implement the managerial and organizational
structures necessary for the successful implementation of
the system

5
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The major segments in the Preliminary Systems Design Phase are

DiaanizAtInn, Functional And 1.e.chnirall .SpardlicAtiOnal
CLOI/Banglit AnaiygiZI And BanageMent Ealli2V And Approval. The
objectives of the Organization segment are to select a sound
project team, work program and project standards and to reaffirm
senior management support. And Technigal
Specifications is composed of four subsegments. In User
Requirements, user functional requirements and information needs
of the new system are specified in detail. When the requirements
are complete, User Design is undertaken. Here all business
events, resulting transactions, and the results of the events are
identified. It is in User Design that all reports, CRT screens,
and system processes are functionally specified. The Technical
Design and Technical Support subsegments are then performed to
the level of detail that the documentation can describe how the
system will work, the analysts are satisfied that the system will
work, the installation effort can be estimated, the testing and
conversion can be planned, and the costs and time required to
install, implement, and operate the new system can be estimated.
The Cost /Benefit Ana/y61z segment requires that the benefits and
estimated costs of the installation and ongoing operation be
evaluated. It is from this evaluation that a recommendation for
management to proceed or not with the system is made. The
management recommendation should take into consideration the
policy considerations and the organizational impact of the
recommended approach as well as the tangible and intangible
benefits and costs. The final phase of the Preliminary Systems
Design is MADA921=1 BeY1211 mad AParoval where senior management
support and approval to proceed with the installation effort is

requested.

The second part of the development portion of the systems
development life cycle is the Systems Installation phase. The
goal of this phase is the successful installation of the system.
In addition to the development of the modules required to
implement the system's functional requirements, this phase also
requires the development of user and operational procedures,
training of the users, and acceptance of the system by the users
and operations. The objectives of the work performed in this
phase are itemized below.

- Produce accurate and reliable computer programs

Establish and document
the system

Prepare the physical
system

the procedures required to operate

environment necessary to install the

6
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- Train personnel to use the system

- Implement the system

- Establish the organizational structures to ensure the
successful ongoing operation of the system

The Systems Installation Phase involves the most significant
amount of work in the development of the entire system. The
segments of work consist of DIgenizetion where again the
appropriate project team is selected to implement the system.
Following the organization segment is Detailed Design in which
the system design is completed and documented in detail and the
program specs are prepared. After the completion of the design
and specs, the costs estimates are reviewed and reconfirmed.
2usxmominz represents a major portion of the entire Systems
Installation effort. Included in this segment are coding,
testing, debugging, and documenting all programming work units.
At the same time that the programming segment is underway, the
DB= ProcadiagE Development segment is being performed where the
procedures that specify how to use and ope-ate the system are
developed and documented. The procedures detail the manual
activities that must be performed by both the users and
operations personnel in conjunction with the use of the system.
Simultaneous with the work being performed in the Programming
segment is the Conversion prepaid ion segment. In this segment,
plans and preparations are made for a smooth systems test and
conversion. Upon completion of the previous three segments, the
Lyatelm me,51 segment is initiated. The systems test is conducted
by systems, operations and user personnel and is divided into the
tasks of integration and user testing. The Conversion segment is
the most important segment in Systems Installation. Its main
objectives are to install the new system and to provide an
environment which will ensure the continued successful use of the
system. Once the system is installed, the Post CplaNere1911 ReMiew
segment is performed. This review is made to determine whether
the system is meeting its stated objectives and if not determine
corrective action which can be taken.

The final phase of METHOD/1 is the Production Systems Support
phase. It commences upon acceptance of the system by the users
and continues until the system is replaced or abandoned. Its
goal is to provide for planning, executing, monitoring,
evaluating and controlling the system maintenance which takes
place. Objectives of production systems support follow.

- Implement system changes to programs and manual procedures
with minimal disruption to the users

- 7
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- Perform mil maintenance activities which support the

organization's business needs

- Ensure that production systems operate efficiently and are

easily modified.

Production Systems Support consists of segments for performance

Mragking. Bagutzt ClazzificatioD, CbAngD ADAlysiz. Byatem
MadifigAtims, and ImpleDentatipla. Performance Tracking is the

ongoing evaluation of the performance of the system against the

performance criteria developed during the Preliminary Systems

Design phase. Request Classification fulfills the need to

measure and control the maintenance backlog. The Change Analysis
segment provides information on the magnitude of the installation

effort required to implement a system modification or

enhancement. In the Systems Modifications segment, changes to

the system are actually performed and implemented in the

Installation segment.

Each phase of METHOD/1 produces various outputs which are used as

inputs to the next phase. In Information Planning, the

Information Plan is produced along with a Project Definition
Report for each system slated for development in the Information

Plan. The system Project Definition Report is used as input to
the Preliminary Systems Design phase. At the end of the PSD

phase, Functional Specifications, Technical Specifications, and a

PSD Management Report are produce.:. The Functional

Specifications Report describes to the user in nor technical
terminology what the system will do and how it will work. The

Technical Specifications Report is used to communicate to

Information Systems technical management the technical design of
the system. The PSD Management Report, a summary of the

Functional and Technical Reports plus the economics and the

Installation plan, is used in conjunction with the other two

reports by management in making a decision to proceed with the
Systems Installation. The project team in Systems Installation
uses the Technical Specifications Report as input. Major
products of the Systems Installation phase are the fully tested

programs, system and program documentation, user procedures, and
training manuals. These materials are used by personnel in the

Production Systems Support phase when corrections and

enhancements must by made to the production system. The

Production Systems Support phase produces fully tested program
modifications and updated system and program documentation which
in turn can be used in a subsequent Information Planning phase
when the system is replaced.

The four phases of METHOD/1 along with their deliverables give

- 8 -
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management the opportunity to review the feasibility of
proceeding to the next phase. These reviews also allow
management to make their decisions based on more reliable cost
and time estimates.

Quality in the development of software systems is the
responsibility of both management and staff alike. METHOD/1
requires quality assurance checkpoints at strategic points in the
development process which allow management to ensure that a high
quality system is being developed. The objectives of the
checkpoints are to assist project personnel in development of a
superior product and to give management a formalized mariner for
monitoring quality. [2]

The University of Miami acquired METHOD/1 two and one half years
ago when it decided to replace its aging batch systems using a
modern data base tecs-mology. A team of twelve professionals used
the methodology in the Information Planning phase to develop the
Long Range Information Systems Plan (LRISP) for administrative
systems. The plan called for the development of over forty
administrative systems in a period of approximately seven years.
The first six projects to be undertaken used the Preliminary
Systems Design and the Systems Installation phases of METHOD/1
with very few alterations. By April 1986, five systems will have
been installed in a data base environment.

The the use of the methodology in its entirety with the first six
projects has given us insight into the inter-workings of
METHOD/1. The project managers have become very familiar with the
tasks to be performed and their supporting documentation.
METHOD/1 is a complete methodology which can be used from the
smallest to the most complex projects. Being such, it must leave
no stone unturned in its approach to systems development.
However it is felt that with the type of projects which are
currently planned in LRISP, some alterations should be made to
streamline the process. These recommendations are:

- Reduce the Project Definition and Planning Segment of
Information Planning to only those subsegments which are
necessary to confirm the scope of the application system and
plan the Preliminary System Design phase. The required
subsegments are Survey of Information Needs, Develop
Conceptual Design, and Plan Organize and Staff Functional
Design.

2. Arthur Andersen & Co, 'METHOD/1 Training,' pp. 6-50.
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- The Preliminary Systems Design Phase should be divided into
two phases. The new phases will be Functional Design and

Technical Design with a Management Review and Approval
segment at the end of each phase. It is felt that

sufficient information will be available at the end of

Functional Design to make a fairly accurate estimate of the
cost and time duration for the remainder of the system

project. This gives management an opportunity to evaluate
the cost and time implications of proceeding with the

project and to make a decision early if it is deemed
necessary to discontinue an application project or cut the
scope. This is done in order to yield the best possible
information for decision making with the least dollar
investment.

- In general, eliminate the Hardware and Systems Software
segments since both the hardware and systems software for
most projects are a given at the University of Miami.

(Although special environments, i.e. microcomputers, etc.,
may require this segment.)

- The identification of the performance, security, and control
requirements should be done in the Technical design phase as
this seems to depend to a great extert on the technical
design of the system.

Using a methodology for applications system development can be
compared to using a road map to plan a driving trip across the
United States. There are many routes which can be taken to get

from Miami to Seattle but the driver who embarks on the trip

without an itinerary may encounter dead end roads and unpaved
highways in his cross country journey. A similar thing can
happen in the development of applications systems. The use of a
systems development methodology is clearly a road map for success,

in the development of applications systems. The methodology,
however, should not be used like a cookbook. Rather it should be
customized to fit the organization and the particular application
project.

-10 -
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New York City Technical College

New York City Technical College is part of the 18 campus City
University of New York (CONY). All of the CONY campuses and th:,
CONY central office have installed Cullinet's Integrated Database
Management System (IDMS) on their computers. Systems are being
developed at CONY central for cse on their computer and on the
computers at the individual campuses. In addition, systems are
being developed by the individual campus computer centers.

How is the role of an individual campus computer center defiled in
such an environment? This paper will show what we at NYCTC believe
that role to be. We will describe in detail the problems of dealing
with systems development projects in such an environment. We will
describe our current project of taking an IDMS student record system
from another CONY campus, Hunter College, and installing it at our
college.
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Nev York City Technical College is one of the 18 campuses of the City
University of New York. Being part of a multi-campus system presents
certain unique problems not facel by single campus systems. CUNY has
for several years been involved in writing central computer systems.
All are being written in IDMS. COI's plan is to run some systems
at the central CUNT computer center and others on the local corpus
machines.

What is the role C: a local campus computer center in such an
environment? We clearly have to learn IDES, a very complex system,
in order to support the systems running on the local machines and, to
be in a position to obtain information from the central computer.
This paper will give a brief history of what CIINY has been and will
be doing. It will outline the role we have defined for our computer
center and how, through dr-elopment of systems not included in CUNY
centrals' plans, we are tring our staff in IDMS. Included is our
development of an admissions recruitment system in TOMS.

NYCTC has had an online student registration system for the past ten
years. It is written in APL and runs at the CUNY central site.
CUNY central provides many advantages for us:

* We have no operating system locally

* CUNY's computers are used for production and system development

* CUNY's systems programmers and operations are available to us

* Our computer center runs one shift, 8 am to 5 pm

Typically, jobs are submitted daily at 5 pm and are run overnight.
When finished, the jobs spool down to our disk. The next morning our
operator releases the print jobs. Despite these advantages, both
our vice president and computer center director felt it would be
to or-: advantage to have control over our own environment since CONY
central is no longer actively supporting APL.

Our initial plan for independence from CUNY included purchasing an
IBM 4361, installing a new operating system (DOS), and using IDMS on
our local computer. We also planned an eventual changeover to CUNY's
student information system when it was completed. Since del3vory
was not expected for a year, it gave us time to reorganize our shop.

We had the standard shop (CHART A). The opportunity came to hire
two new people, one as a replacement for a programmer who had
recently left. We hired a person who was working as an assistant
DBA and who had some IDMS experience, as well as a programmer/
analyst with database, but not IDMS, experience. Currently we are
recruiting for a DOS operations person. Deciding not to educate
the new people in our current systems, we pushed them off into the
future. They formed the basis of an IDMS team (CHART B).
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CHART A
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With no opecific project to work on, the IDMS team was sent to IDMS
school. Our search for IDMS project led us to an Admissions
Recruitment System (ARS) for two reasons. First,it gave us the
opportunity to develop an IDMS project completely, from beginning
to end. This would inclrie bringing up a CV, developing a schema,
creating a dictionary, and using the IDMS retrieval language,
CULPRIT, for reporting. Secondly, in a time of reduced enrollments,
the ARS was seen as an important analytical tool.

Also we did not want to duplicate any of the efforts of CUNY central.
CUNT had previously delivered a Financial Information System (since
converted to IDMS), and were working on a City University Personnel
System, as well as planning to begin work on a Student Information
System. We had hopes of our Admissions Recruitment System eventually
becoming a front end to CUNY's Student Information System.

During the final stages of testing, the Admissions Recruitment System
was shelved in favor of a new project. Since it was now obvious that
the CONY Student Information System was in trouble, an early delivery
was no longer a possibility. In trying to satisfy too many users,
CUNY's project had ground to a halt. They are presently reorganizing
for a second attempt. Reviewing our options, we decided to move
ahead and build our own student system in IDMS.

The Hunter College student system was chosen since it was the actual
framework of CONY's student system. And besides, we had an excell-
ent relationship with the Hunter people. An agreement was quickly
worked out for their support and assistance in the conversion effort.

With little knowledge of the complexities of either IDMS or of the
migration of IDMS from an OS to a DOS environment, we had some
unrealistic expectations:

* We have bright people on our staff. Learning IDMS in a
short amount of time, should be no problem.

* Aren't all operating systems basically the same? Moving
from OS to DOS shouldn't be too difficult.

* To play it safe, we hired someone with knowlege of IDMS.
He shouldn't have any trouble working his way though DOS,
despite the fact that he has an OS background.

And as the project began to move at a pace much slower than anticipa-
ed, we noticed the following:

* We weren't learning as fast as we thought we could.
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* We felt we could buy experience. But consultants solve
the immediate problem. Who solves tomorrow's and the
next days?

* DOS is quite different from OS. How do you migrate an OS
database to an DOS machine without a systems programmer?

* We had second thoights about the size of our computer.
Would it be large enough to handle our student database?

Also, learning IDMS was costing us a fair amount of money.

NYCTC IDMS COST FOR FISCAL 84/85

IDMS COURSES $11,500
(Minus 25% Educational Discount)

MANUALS and DOCUMENTS $ 1,572

CULLINET CONSULTING.. $ 750
(One Day)

OUTSIDE CONSULTING $ 6,500
(Twenty-Five Days)

CULLINET USER WEEK $ 2,300
(Two People)

USERS USER WEEK $ :,600
(Three People)

TOTAL $26,222

Since CONY Central had purchased IDMS, our college received it free.
Annually we pay $18,000 to CONY central for IDMS support. Also,
there was no charge for the Hunter College software. After a few
months of struggling, we arrived at more conclusions:

1. IDMS, though one of the best database systems around, is
extremely complicated with a tremendous learning curve.

- 4 -
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2. Ten years of online experience had produced very
sophisticateu users who would have to be shown the
advantages of a database system.

3 Unaware of the database advantages ourselves, but eager
to learn, we developed new system and hardware plans.
The extra hardware included more disk space for storage
of the ten years worth of data, terminals, control units
and printers.

Developing the system plan was difficult. We were not only using
someone else's system, but pioneering the system development concept:

Bring it up, use it, and thee. -flange it.

1. WE REALLY HAD NO CHOICE. There were other ways, but...

Our vice president wanted the college's student system rewritten
in a database language. He asked that we use Hunter College's
student system as a model. The VP's charge:

Install Hunter on our computer, load the database
with our student data and, if there's time, make
changes to the system.

The builders of Hunter's system were hired as consultants to guide
us through the development. Initially, they provided us with the
system's 56 record layouts, one-line descriptions of the 730 data
elements, a Bachman (schema) diagram and four books of program
documentation.

2. FIRST THOUGHTS. We were guilty of some bad assumptions:

* A college is a college. How different can one college's
student system be from another's?

* Once our users become aware of the new systems' benefits,
they'll certainly embrace it.

* The Hunter consultants' experience will complement our lack of
experience and provide us with all of the support we'll ever
need.

* Installing the Hunter system should be easy, taking no more
than 2-3 months.

Confidently, we tell the VP we'll have his system up in 3 months.

- 5 -
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3. EARLY PROBLEMS. Immediately we encountered problems.

* The users are all too busy with their day-to-day problems to
pay any serious attention to the future system. And, when
they do manage a few minutes, they see only the negatives.

* Amazingly, the current system they're always complaining about
now gives them everything they need, while the new one does
not.

* Gradually the users begin asking us questions about the new
system. Often we don't have the answers and their interest
diminishes further. Other users continue to react with
indifference, while a few actually threaten to "kill" the
system.

* To make matters worse, an important user (a self-styled
computer expert), takes on the task of organizing the user
group. His inexperience and lack of proper focus tends to
confuse the users.

* The consultant's documentation isn't as self-explanatory as we
first thought. A great deal of time is spent getting answers
to the simplest questions. Time is passing to.; quickly.

* When we need them most, the consultants aren't always avail-
able. They're busy with their own jobs, as well as contending
with their own problems.

* All too swiftly the deadline approaches. Our level of confi-
dence is dropping rapidly. When we mention our concerns to
the VP, he is unconcerned, but asks for specifics. He
doesn't seem to realize that we have no way of judging the
magnitude of what has to be done. Accurately estimating time
is out of the question. We can only concur with his request
"Just give me Hunter unchanged. That doesn't seem so
difficult."

4. EARLY STRATEGIES. ...starting to get on track.

* Time runs out. We confess our failure to the VP and,
reluctantly he agrees to new deadlines:

Three months to transfer the IDMS programs from
Hunter to our computer, plus six months to convert
our student data to the new database.

- 6 -
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* Despite the new deadline there is little time to rewrite old
programs. The consultants suggest a database extract file.
The extract would feed the old format into the old programs to
produce the old output. This "backout" program saves us
considerable time nov. We may have regrets later.

* The computer staff is split into two groups: the present and
the future. To insure the deadline, we vow never to allow
the future group to get involved in the current system's
day-to-day problems. Surprisingly, it works.

* Two months pass before the self-styled computer expert is
shelved as user group leader. He's replaced by the newly-
hired registrar and his computer-trained assistant. User
activity begins to pick up.

* With limited time and staff, it becomes apparent that we need
the user group's assistance. They must perform the work that
was traditionally ours, namely, systems analysis.

* Out of desperation, we develop a scare tactic to insure the
users cooperation. Our pitch goes something like this:

"The new system will be arriving soon. If you don't
tell us how to change it, you'll be stuck using it the
way it is! But if you learn it, and identify how
you want it changed, we may be able to help you,"

* The computer people continue to walk the fine line between
when and when not to answer user questions. Occasionally
pleading ignorance, and referring them to their counterparts
at Hunter, keeps the users doing computer work, the work of
analyzing the new system.

* Frequent review meetings are held, attended by both computer
and user personnel, and moderated by the VP. This affords him
the opportunity to publicly praise those who are cooperating
and question those who aren't.

5. MOVING AHEAD. ...some progress is seen.

* Working meetings of both user and computer personnel are
scheduled to study, records, data elements and table codes in
detail. Since both users and computer people are gathering
information from different sources, the meetings are
productive and everyone's understanding increases.

* Documentation is developed to facilitate the individual users'
private viewing of his segment. Screen layouts, record and
data element descriptions, and lists of table codes from both
systems, are available for comparison purposes. Also,
Hunter's test database is made accessible via terminal.

- 7 -
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* At a meeting of the college's cabinet (president, vps, deans,
etc.), our VP has the users talk about their impressions of
the new system. Most are positive, with the exception of a
lone dissenter.

6. MORE PROBLEMS ARISE. ...we're moving too fast!

* "'he users begin to worry a little. They express concern over
the decision to turn off the old system and turn on the new.
Our VP seems to be assuming the "go, no-go" responsibility.

* The VP stands a good chance of having his way, since the
college has a history of never uniting on anything. We panic
at the thought of a premature changeover. Somehow things have
to be slowed down.

* Someone suggests the concept of a parallel run. While no one
knew the details of a parallel run, everyone, the VP included,
thought it a sensible idea:

...you run the old and new systems
simultaneously so as to verify that
the outputs of both systems match.

* A parallel run task force is organized with the lone dissenter
as chairperson.

* To lessen the possibility of anyone delaying the new systems'
implementation, both minimum and maximum "success criteria"
are requested in the charge to the group.

With the users now cooperating, things have been moving fairly

smoothly. The system is being built incrementally, with the master

course area as the starting point. The conversion specifica-

tions and programming have been completed and we're now loading the

database with our course data. The course maintenance people will

soon begin training in the use of the new system. And, since the

lone dissenter has the responsibility for the financial area, that

will be the next target for conversion.

- 8 -
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CONCLUSION.

Our current schedule calls for completing the installation of the

Hunter programs and analysis of the data elements by February 1986.

We will parallel run the Summer 1986 registration to test the system.

The parallel run will continue during the Fall 1986 registration so

as to test the system under a full load of terminals as well as tie

more complex fall processing. The parallel run will be dropped by

the end of 1986 or after the Spring 1987 registration and the

"backout" program eliminated shortly thereafter. At that point we

will be fully up on the Hunter system and will begin joint systers

development of new projects with Hunter College.

9
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"LONG-RANGE ACADEMIC COMPUTING:

DEVELOPMENT AND LMPLEMENTLTION

AT A SMALL COLLEGE"

By

Callie B. Coaxum

and

Alex Johnson

Winston-Salem State University
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

The rapid growth of computer technology has forced colleges and

universities to determine how computers can assist instructional

delivery based on the effective utilization of current and pro-

jected resources. This article discusses the development and

implementation of an academic computing plan for small colleges

with enrollments of 2,500 or less. Long-range academic computing

inclules p_ocedures for formulating institutional goals, deter-

mining financial requirements, designing the proposed system,

and devising an implementation schedule. Other factors considered

in this report relate to computer competency among faculty, staff,

and students and the role of an Academic Computer Center in small

colleges.
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Introduction

Information technology and the rapid pace of technological innovation

have forced many colleges and universities to examine the likely impact of

computers and related technology on instructional programs. Although

large universities are at the forefront of this activity, microcomputer

technology has reached the top of most small college agendas as well. 1

Several factors tend to separate the two types of institutions, however,

regarding the extent computers are actually interspersed throughout the

curriculum. Among these are the recruitment of trained personnel and the

acquisition of required hardware and software.
2

Toihile the absence of

trained personnel and lack of equipment may hamper the efforts of the

smaller college, long-range planning may assist institutions in determining

the effective utilization of resources in diminishing these shortcomings.
3

The purpose of this article therefore is to present a systematic

approach to developing an academic computing plan. Included also in the

ongoing operational plan are the benefits Qf long-range planning in rela-

tionship to faculty, staff, and student development programs.

The Academic Computing Plan

A common interpretation of the overall concept of an academic comput-

ing plan is that it focuses significant attention on the utilization of

computers it enhancing instructional programming. The purpose for develop-

ing the plan is to delineate the critical issues related to academic

computing and to develop strategies for addressing these issues over a



period of time. A systematic process, similar to the one described by Souder

and Paz, can assist institutions in effecting a sound plan. They maintain

that the sequence of activities in the development process can be classified

traditionally as the Feasibility Study, the Design Phase, and the Implementa-

tion Phase.
4

The Application Team Transfer (ATT) approach, developed by the IBM

Corporation, has been use also by colleges and universities and is the

genesis of the academic computing plan formulated at Winston-Salem State Uni-

versity. Although the process was modif4'd to more accurately reflect the

unique needs of the institution, the ATT approach has aided the University in

identifying institutional goals, determining financial requirements, design-

ing a proposed system, and devising an implementation schedule.

Institutional Goals Related to 'academic Computing

The establishment of goals for academic computing is an important insti-

tutional activity since decisions about equipment, budgets, and strategies

all emanate from goals that integrate well the institutional mission with

5
those of academic computing.

The organization of a special task force by the chief executive

officer is the first consideration.
6

This group, comprised of administra-

tors and educators within the institution (e.g., department heads and deans),

is responsible for determining institutional goals based on information

gathered during interviews with faculty from various disciplines, staff

from support service areas, and representatives from business and industry.

The process is illustrated by questions asked of individuals regarding the

role of academic computing in their respective areas. Some specific
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examples of questions include:

1. What does academic computing mean?

2. Are computers currently being used? If so, how?

3. How many hours of computer time do you feel students require?

4. Who are the users of computers in your area? Who will be using

them in the future?

5. What specific computer competencies (or skills) should students

possess?

6. Who should be responsible for providing instruction in computer

applications?

7. What should be the role of an academic computing center?

8. What kind of training would be appropriate for faculty and staff?

9. How should academic computing be administered campus-wide?

Answers to the questions posed by the task force, as well as recommenda-

tions and other pertinent information provided, are used subsequently to

formulate institutional goals and to delineate the benefits of each goal.

The Winston-Salem State University Task Force, for example, indicated that

the goals established were designed primarily to enhance proficiency in

computer usage by faculty and staff, assist students in developing better

communication skills, and project the university as a viable institution

in training individuals for conputer-related careers. Closely related to

these primary goals were those designed to enhance the computer science

program and provide faculty training in the use of computers as an instruc-

tional delivery system in developmental skills courses.
7

,
4 j



Determining Financial Requirements

Particular care should be exercised in identifying budgetary resources

to support academic computing over the duration of the plan. Souder and Paz

contend that funds should be distributed in at least four main categories:

hardware, 30%; software, 30%; peripherals, 20%; and support activities, 20 %.8

The ATT approach emphasized the provision of funds based on the cost of

individual workstations required for each area identified within institu-

tional goals such as computer assisted instruction, computer literacy,

instruction specific to disciplines, and faculty development activities.

Once funds are allocated, items tc be purchased should be those identi-

fied previously in the plan. This action is designed to inhibit prolifera-

tion and encourage systematic acquisition of hardware and software.

A procedure such as reviewing requisitions by an advisory committee can

assist in this endeavor. Gillespie cautions that the dynamics of computers

are such that the technology can quickly outdistance rigid plans.9 It is

therefore imperative that purchasing remain flexible to accommodate the

necessary changes to the system.

Designing the System

The first step in designing the proposed system is to identify hard-

ware, software and other technology required to accomplish institutional

goals. The proposed system must complement the current system and aid in

extending services currently available. The level of computing and the

storage capacity required to maintain system integrity are impo.tant con-

siderations in this regard.
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A mainframe computer which can operate several independent units and

support online, interactive computing or linkage with a network system

which provides these services is essential. As the need for more complex

programming becomes evident, the system should accommodate these changes

without major equipment modifications. In addition, the number of work

stations and the location of satellite laboratories should be included.

Implementation Schedule

The implementation schedule depicts the timetable in which acitivities

associated with the plan will be accomplished and lists dates for periodic

review of the plan. The schedule should relate activities to institutional

policies, programming, budgets, and facilities along with projections of how

these entities will impact on academic computing throughout the duration of

the plan.

Training for Faculty and Staff

Faculty and staff training is an integral component of the academic

computing plan and requires considerable attention. Barrow and Karris

agree that there are actually four levels of faculty training: The first

involves helping faculty to become aware of basic computer operations, the

role of computers in society, and how to enter and retrieve data. The

second level deals with evaluating and using software such as word pro

cessing programs, communicating with technical staff, and developing

software with the aid of authoring programs. The third level allows faculty

to become competent in computer programming provided most often through

enrollment in a course, and the fourth level of training is designed to
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produce competent faculty for such programs as computer science and manage-

ment information systems.
10

The best qualified personnel at the master's

level are employed and provided financial assistance to pursue additional

11
graduate study.

A substantial portion of available faculty development funds should be

directed toward computer-related professional activ3t-es. Seminars, work-

shops, and colloquia provided regularly allow faculty to explore tte use

of computers and ascertain how they can nest be used to complemeL; instruc-

tion. As a result, the institution benefits from highly trained faculty.

Computer Literacy Among Students

A definition of computer literacy for students should be included in

the plan. Some may relate to students' experiences with the capabilities

and limitations of computers. Others -day relate to competencies in access-

ing computer-assisted instructional programs, supplemental instruction, or

12
competencies endemic to an introductory or survey course.

In a recent study conducted by Caporael, the researcher maintains that

when computers are readily available, students learn to use them through

continuous interaction and experimentation. Further, the social environ-

ment in which students operate is an important vehicle for coLputinr:

activity, and even sup. 'icial projects can facilitate learning.- Thus,

some universities have mandated that each student own a microcomputer to

insure the possible attainment of a considerable level of computer literacy.

Conclusion

In order to utilize computers effectively in tIle small college, it

is necessary to develop a systematic and detailed plan. Five recommenda-

tions, addressed primarily to chief executive officers within small colleges,
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can summarize the points emphasized in this article and provide substantive

direction with regard to developing an academic computing plan:

First, establish goals for academic computing. This is an important

activity, since decisions about equipment, budget-, and strategies are all

related to institutional goals. The participation of constituent groups

will play an important role in the process of setting goals.

Second, determine financial requ-rements. What are the institution's

current and projected resources? How will these resources be allocated?

Such self-assessment is criticaJ, a responsibility that can be shared by

an advisory committee designed for this task and others.

Third, identify hardware, software, and other technology required to

accomplish institutional goals. Who will review equipment and software

acquisitions? How will the standards be established and audited? It is

essential that the Academic Computing Plan specify this fundamental reexam-

ination.

Fourth, devise an implementation schedule that includes services,

communications, hardware acquisition or update, support and facilities.

This schedule may serve as a convenient and useful guide for the progress

and assessment of ongoing activities.

Fifth, provide appropriate faculty and staff training. What levels

and types of training are necessary? 'that competencies are to be emphasized

for student literacy and other skills?

A proper response to the foregoing important considerations :ill assist

the small college in developing a viable Academic Computing Plan.
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Abstract

The implementation of new systems frequently means traumatic
times for computer center staff and users alike. This is
especially true when new systems are being developed for a
system which covers a geographic area roughly one-third the
size of the continental United States. This paper will describe
the systems being developed at the University of Alaska and how
one of its units, the University of Alaska-Fairbanks, has
recognized the opportunity for several potential improvements
including the opportunity to convert a deeply disappointed user
community into a community of satisfied and friendly users.
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Historical Perspective. The University of Alaska was established
as a land-grant college by an act of Congress in 1915. The
college opened in 1922 and was located just outside the city of
Fairbanks. Since that time, the University of Alaska System has
grown to include three major campuses, eleven community colleges
and numercus rural education centers. Most of this growth has
taken place during the last decade and was supported by increased
state revenues from oil and gas. The system is responsible for
all public post-secondary education in Alaska and serves a
population of nearly 600,000 distributed over 586,000 square
miles. Each of the major units has a chief executive officer who
reports to the President of the Statewide system. The Statewide
system includes the University of Alaska Computer Network (UACN)
which is responsible for providing all academic and
administrative computing services.

Computing at UA. In the early 1970's computing at the University
of Alaska was locally managed. From the late 70's to 1983, the
network was managed by an outside contractor and in January of
1983, the University Statewide office assumed full responsibility
for system management. Figure 1 shows the extensive nature of
the network which is equipped with two DEC Vax 11/785's, a DEC
Vax 11/780, an HP 3000 series 68, dual Honeywell 66/40's and a
new IBM 4381-2 which will suport the new administrative computing
system. Along with standard support for Academic and
Administrative systems, UACN is responsible for:

5500 miles of long distance phone lines
598 computer ports on 6 computers
800 workstation parts
7000 user id's

The system experiences over 111,000 logons and 90,000 mail
messages each month. Administrative computing suports Student,
Human Resources and Financial systems in a batch environment.
There are no facilities at the present time to support
interactive administrative computing and this has led UACN to
begin the development of new systems.

1
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New Systems. In the Summer of 1983, the University prepared an
RFP designed to result in the selection of a new Student
Information System (SIS), a new Human Resource Information System
(HRIS) and the necessary hardware to support these as well as a

Data Base Management System (DRS) and other "fourth generation"
productivity tools. As a result of this process, Information
Associates software was selected for SIS and HRIS while
Cullinet's IDS was chosen to provide data base management.
These products will be implemented on the IBM 4381-2 which was
installed in the Fall of 1984. We expect the new systems to be
available in 1987, and to aid in the process, a Systems
Implementation and Project Management Methodology was adopted.
The basic elements of these are shown in figures 2 and 3.

During the selection and implementation process, several areas of
concern have been identified by UACN:

Implementation Issues

1. The requirement that a single system serve the
needs of such a diverse organization has
forced an implementation structure which might
lead to questions of "who is in charge?" and
"who is responsible?"

2. The computer center staff has difficulty
seeing decisions made on a functional rather
than a technical basis, but recognizes that
both views must be surfaced and reconciled.
This will requi:e very close working
relationships with the user community.

Training Issues

1. User's are anxious to begin training but
regardless of how "user friendly" fourth
generation tools are claimed to be, they are
still new, and in the words of Fleit and
Whiteside (1.3j, page 11) "Programming, even in
a fourth generation command language, is still
prrj'amming and more difficult than Plve been
lead to believe."

3
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UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

Information Systems Project Organization
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2. Early training might be wasted if users cannot
immediately apply what they have learned. In

the current schedule, the time period between
training and implementation is too long.

User Sunport Issues

1. UACN staff are themselves learning new systems
and there is insufficien time available for
supporting both current and new systems within
the network let alone providing complete
training for widely diversified and
geographically remote sets of users.

2. The individual units of the University are not
organized to provide their own support.

3. Systems implementation and development may be
negatively impacted as the University of
Alaska enters a period of stable or declining
hudgets.

User Perception Issues

I. The diversity of the University's structure is
reflected in the diversity of its users.
There are few who understand what on-line
systems in the UA environment can actually
provide. Many users have high expectations
and little experience in the difficulties of
managing a system as a finite, shared
resource.

2. Users see UACN staff as management rather than
as service oriented. This perception, based
on resource limitations and lack of inter-unit
awareness of needs, is likely to continue and
might be exacerbated when problem resolution
in the new system takes longer than users
think it should in an on-line environment.

6
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In order to help resolve these issues and engender a feeling of
involvement and pride in the ownership of the new systems, UA'A
has recommended and is encouraging the development of Information
Centers at each of the University's units. The Information
Centers are to be staffed and administered by the local units
with support from UACN throuogh a newly established User Services
function. The remainder of this paper will show how the
University of Alaska-Fairbanks (UAF) is responding to these
challenges.

One Unit's Perspecive. UAF is the most complex unit of the
Alaska system. It enrolls nearly 5,000 students in seven schools
and colleges and supports 5 research institutes. One would
expect a campus of such complexity to have a well-established
administrative computing organization but, possibly because
computer services have been a statewide function, no such
organization exists. This, together with user's perceptions that
UACN has been unresponsive to campus needs has resulted in a

proliferation of departmentally maintained micro and mini systems
(some of which are connected to UACN, but most of which are not).
Table 1 shows the machines now being used in just 45 of the
offices on campus and the varying configurations and software in
use are just as mixed. An even more difficult problem is that
the campus has no formal mechanisms of communication for dealing
with systems, information, and data-flow problems. Discovering
information is a happy accident rather

Table 1

Computers in use

than an expected event.

at UAF

Manufacturer No. Used

Altos 1

Apple 14

CDC 1

Compag 5

Data General 1

DEC 2

Fujitsu 44
HP 15
Leading Edge 4

IRTI Displaywriter 4

IBM PC 79
IBM XT 14
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IBM S/34 1

Kaypro 5

NB! 2

Osborne 1

Vector 1

Wang 8

Xerox 1

Total 204*

* Only 45 of 60 UAF offices are represented in this table.

The decisio;1 to implement new systems has been welcomed by
executive management as affording several opportunities:

1. To provide on-liine integrated systems
with improvements in management
information. For example, the current
system has at least a three-week delay
between the close of a semester and the
availability of enrollment information.

2. To improve data management. Current
policies and practices have encouraged
offices to ahondon the corporate files
in favor of departmentally designed
systems. These systems frequently
contain important information but are
held in incompatible forms or lack
essential data necessary for
incorporation.

3. To improve credihility with the
legislature and other groups. Our
"reactionary habit" of running about
pell-mell gathering unrel'ted data from
incompatible sources often results in
contradictory and incomprehensible
reports.

4. To organize the computer resources u,
the campus and improve their
functionality and utilization with the
potential of gaining increased
management of information while
controlling costs.

8
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In preparing to take advantage of thesP opportunities, we have
been guided by the acknowledged need for broad-based managemet
involvement (15J, page 9). To encourage such involvement, groups
at three levels of management have been formed and are encouraged
to facilitate communicatius at each level as well as between
levels. The groups defined for HAF are:

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

The Systems Advisory Council - composed of the
operating vice chancellors. The purpose_ is to set
systems policy for UAF and resolve problems which
cannot be resolved at other levels.

The Management Information Systems Committee -
composed of key members of the offices of
Admissions and Records, Human Resources, Financial
Accounting, and Planning. They meet weekly to
"guarantee" that new systems will be integrated and
provide for user needs.

The Inter-office Communication Group - a

broad-based rei.:resentation of the UAF community.
The group is helpful in identifying and solving
operational problems and serves as an excellent
communications vehicle.

These ':roups are in their early stages of development and will
require time to become comfortable with helping to solve problems
which are new to them. They will also need time to develop a new
perspective for dealing with UACN in a different way.
Eventually, these three groins will provide the primary
communications "web-work" for policy and problem resolution at
UAF.

The final element of our plan is the Information Center. Through
discussions held at all three levels described above, the users
have defined what the center will provide. It is not surprising
that their needs have echoed what has been succintly phrased by
Judith niMarco (L1J, page 6), "...the ability to locate,
manipulate, and analyze the information they need." To
facilitate these needs, the center will provide (1)
micro-computer hardware and software evaluation, (2) micro
maintenance support, (3) training in both micro and mainframe
software and the interfaces between these system components, and
(4) cnnsulting with user offices to help resolve problems at the
most appropriate system level. These are not new ideas, the
functions are provided by most Information Centers. It is our
hope that the philosophy of our center will lake the bridge
between "user friendly" software and "friendly users."

9
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How to rake a User Friendly. Our interpretation of the needs
expressed by the UAF community has given us both an operating
definition and a 'spirit" for the Information Center. The Center
will have a single purpo:e ... to help users transform data into
information. We will accomplish this by providing the
appropriate tools, training the users in their use, and, most of
all, by listing.

While we know that technical skills are necessary for Information
Center personnel, we believe that people skills are even more
important. Thus, we intend to staff the center with people
who...

I. Have a service orientation and the view
that data is a resource belonging to the
entire organization.

2. Can adopt the user's perspective of a
problem while maintaining awarene's of
the l'opact information has on the
University.

3. Have the ability to communicate at many
levels of the organization both verbally
and in writing.

4. Can anticipate user's needs through
close communication and by possessing a
broad understanding of the corporate
files an the information flow within
the organization.

It is our hope that, by providing formal channels of
communication, on-going training which directly addresses user
needs, and encouraging staff to listen and understand the users'
problems we may create a "friendly user" atmosphere at UAF as
well as develop "user friendly" systems.

2 E18
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Comment rom an Independent Observer. There are no easy answers
to the issues facing the University if Alaska. The technical
problems alone will he formidable but the most challenging
problem will he to organize the various user groups so that t:iey
are able to interact and work together in the systems development
procf,ss. The comments and suggestions which follow are cffered
as an aid in resolving these issues.

First, the questions of "Who is in charge?" and "Who is
responsible?" must be resolved quickly. It would he prudent to
hear in mind that users can claim ownership of a system only if
they are in charge from development to daily operations. It is
totally appropriate that UACN he concerned with the technical
issues of implementation - but such issues must be resolved in
light of the applications being addressed.

Second, the installation of a DBMS requires the careful
constuction of a data dictionary. This is an .xcellent
opportunity to begin training users in skills which they can
immediately apply. In addition, proper training in basic systems
analysis techniques will help solve the problems of individual
data bases at least to the point of facilitating data
compatibility, integrity, and reliability. Remember that
individual data bases will not and should not yo away - the
proper training will help in their sharability.

Third, Information Centers provide valuahle services but UACN
should consider the possibility that this approach may tend to
further alienate the user community torough added organizational
structure. Information Centers are an added dimension of
systems, they should never be viewed as a replacement for a
service oriented computer network organization.

Fourth, the appJrent level of expectation UA users have for
on-line systems is cause for concern. Moving from a hatch
environment to fourth generation tools is a very big step and
users must he made aware of the limitations of the tools ac ,?ll
as guided in the identification of their responsibilities in the
new environment. Given their lack of experience in developing
traditional systems, they should move very slowly in developing
fourth generation systems. It might he wise to begin with a
smaller scale system so that users can be brought slowly into the
process and have time to address their information needs after
having benefit of experience and experimentation with the new
tools.

11
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Finally, it seems necessary for the University to take a hard
look at its goals for new systems and adjust them so that time is
provided for a spirit of cooperation to develop. Any system must.
realistically address the human factors including social
interaction.

The University of Alaska has a long and difficult road ahead in
bringing their computer-based systems to a stage of development
in line with their goals. We hope these observations will be of
some help and wish them the very best along their journey.

12
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PEER INVOLVEMENT IN THE

FACULTY COMPUTER LITERACY PROCESS

PAUL DELANEY ALBRO

CASTLETON STATE COLLEGE

CASTLETON, VERMONT

Institutions of higher education have inherited large

numbers of tenured faculty in the liberal arts from the

1960's and 70's. These people, as distinguised as they

may be in their fields are, for the most part, computer

illiterate. Through a somewhat painful evolution,

Castleton State College has come upon a highly

successful solution to this problem which is unique in

its simplicity. Previous attempts at faculty education

focused upon making the technology and learning

opportunities conveniently available to the faculty but,

lost sight of the psycholosical variables which served

as impediments to participation in these programs.

6u
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Introduction

As is the case with most educational institutions Castleton State

College is grappling with the problem of providing the

institution with a "computer literate" administration, faculty

and student body.

This paper deals with the various strategies which Castleton

has used in the past three years to deal with the faculty computer

literacy issue. It will not, however, address the difficult, if

not impossible task of defining computer literacy. The

expectation at this institution is that if faculty who have never

utilized the computer before can understand the basic operation

of the technology and become aware of the availability of various

application packages, they will utilize the computer and will

reach their own level of utilization and sophistication.

Background

Castleton State College is an accreditied, coeducational

institution located in Southern Vermont. The student body is

composed of 1400 full-time students and a full-time unionized

faculty of 80. Castleton, the oldest of the five institutions

which comprise the Vermont State College System, was originally

founded in 1787.

This year the College's operating budget was barely $7.5

million. Tuition revenue provides two-thirds of that amount and

state appropriations proide one-third. Vermont ranks 49th among

the fifty states in terms of per student appropriations.

As recently as 1980 the institutions had cnly four computer

terminals for student and faculty use. These terminals were

1
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linked via microwave to the Vermont State College DEC VAX 11/780

located in Waterbury, Vt., approximately 90 miles away. Through

a series of grants and significant expenditures of institutional

funds Castleton students and faculty currently have access to

nearly 100 mainframe and microcomputer terminals. Approximately

half of these workstations reside in the Academic Computing

Center which is located in the college library. The Center is

open 87 hours per week for student and faculty use. The

remainder of the workstations are distributed throughout the

campus's academic buildings and residence halls. The Academic

Computing Center is staffed entirely by work-study student

personnel. These students are characteristically Bachelor of

Science in Computer Informatics Systems (CIS) majors. Castleton

employs no full-time computer support personnel.

While predominantly a liberal arts institution, Castleton has

seen a dramatic increase in students majoring in "career and

professional" programs. Ona third of the undergraduate students

major in Business Administration alone, and enrollment in the

highly selective CIS program has grown to 60 students in the

three years since its inception.

A computer literacy requirement was added to the core

curriculum in 1982 to ensure that all students, regardless of

major, would become "computer literate" during their freshman

year. With over 50% of our students coming from secondary

schools which provided for expose -e to computer technology and

100% of our freshmen students taking the computer literacy core

curriculum course, it became quickly obvious that the students

2
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were more "computer literate" than the faculty.

At the beginning of the faculty computer literacy project 60

of the 80 full-time faculty were considered illiterate in the

area of computer technology. These 60 faculty were identified as

the "target group" for the College's literacy project.

Institutional Constraints

While there are many models from which to copy, one learns

quickly that the reason that one specific design works well for

an institution was most likely because it fit well the existing

resources and constraints of that institution. At Castleton

approximately 60% of the faculty were tenured at the start of

this project. For some faculty this stage is characterized by a

"fallow" period marked, in part, by resistance to instructional

change. As with most institutions Castleton finds its staffing

out of balance with student demand. The effects of the 1960's

and early 1970's have left Castleton with heavy tenure ratios and

overstaffing in the liberal arts areas and relatively young,

understaffed departments in the "career and professional"

programs. It is often the case that the older tenured faculty

working in the traditional liberal arts areas have difficulty

seeing see how the computer can be applied to their tradition-

bound discipline.

As stated earlier, s-tate support for public higher education

in the state of Vermont is meager at best. With minimal support

from outside funding sources, faculty development monies are

inadequate to support some of the more energetic programs that

have been successful at other institutions. Castleton also lacks

3
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the administrative support personnel who are commonly relied on

in many faculty computer literacy projects. As stated earlier

the institution's Academic Computing Center is staffed entirely

by undergraduate students. The State College System's computing

facility, located approximately 90 miles away is mahaged under a

contractual agreement with an independent management firm. While

this firm does provide academic support for the member

institutions there is presently only one full-time academic

liason to serve all five colleges.

Finally, the faculty are unionized with workload and job

responsibilities specifically detailed in the collective

bargaining agreement. As such participation in any faculty

development program would have to be completely voluntary.

To summarize, any successful computer literacy project at

Castleton would have to utilize existing resources, be low cost,

and completely voluntary on the part of the participants.

The Faculty Computer Literacy Proiects

Attempt #1: Lunch Hour Workshops

In the Spring of 1984 a series of lunch hour workshops werQ

scheduled. These workshops met once a week from 12:30 to 2:00

p.m. in the media room adjacent to the Academic Computing Center.

This time period is one in the academic schedule when classes are

not held so as to leave a time when faculty committees can meet.

The seminars were headed by microcomputer sales representatives,

knowledgeable faculty or admini-trators and the system academic

support liason. The seminars were open to all faculty, staff and

4
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administrators. These seminars focused on equipment and software

demonstrations as well as suggestions for computer applications

in classroom management, test generation, report writing,

research and skill drills for students. Attendance by the target

group faculty at these seminars was disappointing, at best,

averaging only four faculty members per session. Additionally

the faculty who characteristically attended these sessions were

those who were already considered computer literate. Only seven

targeted faculty attended at least one session and only two

faculty attended three or more. A survey was conducted to

determine the reasons for the poor attendance pattern and the

most commonly cited reason was lack of time. Many faculty were

either involved in committee work, advising students, involved in

their own research, or simply were not on campus that day. A

survey of seminar attendees revealed that most of them desired

direct hands-on experience with the computers and software

packages.

Attempt #2: Computer Loan Program

Since the majority of the evaluation responses to the lun.'1-

time seminar project dealt with the participant's desire to gain

"hands on experience" in computer use, the "computer loan

program" was instituted. This program allowed any faculty member

to borrow a microcomputer during the summer of 1984 and the

semester, winter, and spring breaks of the 1984-1985 academic

year. Faculty participating in the program were provided with

the necessary software, tutorials, and documentation. In

addition each participant was given the telephone numbers, home

5
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and work, of four computer experienced faculty and administrators

who volunteered to serve as resource persons for the

participants. During the entire computer loan program period 14

faculty members took advantage of the offer. Unfortunately, only

7 of these 14 were members of the target group. A post project

personal interview with each of the target group participants

found that only three faculty had utilized the project's

resources to the point where they had adequately mastered at

least one application package and were using it in their research

or classroom endeavors. The most commonly cited reason for not

having adequately utilized the computers was frustration with

"getting started" and "inability to understand the

documentation." None of these four faculty utilized the resource

people more than twice. When asked why the resource persons were

not used more extensively to deal with their problems it became

apparent that these faculty felt that their difficulties were due

to a lack of technical or intellectual abilities on their part

and felt embarrassed about asking basic questions.

Attempt #3: Peer Involvement Project

After analyzing the evaluation data from the first two

faculty computer literacy projects and conducting numerous in-

depth interviews with non-participants the following was

determined:

Most target faculty had a lack of understanding of
computer applications relative to their personal or
professional needs.

Many felt that they did not possess the "ability" to
utilize a computer.

6
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Many felt that with the other demands on their schedules
they did not have the time, which most felt would be
significant, to learn to use the computer.

Many were hesitant to have their ignorance or lack of

ability to learn the new technology exposed to students
and administrators.

They felt intimidated by "experts" who they felt spoke the
foreign "computer tongue".

The peer involvement project was initially conducted during

the summer (1985) to take advantage of the increased availability

of faculty free time and also to incorporate individual faculty

research projects in the process. Two "user-friendly" faculty

were selected to serve as trainers in the workshops. These

people were selected primarily for their interpersonal skills and

background rather than technical expertise. One was a non-

tenured assistant professor for the Computer Information Systems

Department. The other was a tenured Associate Professor of

Theater Arts. This second individual was a successful "graduate"

of both the lunch-time seminars and the computer loan program.

Both trainers were compensated the monetary equivalent of

teachi- one adjunct course.

All targeted faculty members were contacted by mail and

informed of the project. Additionall , most were personally

encouraged to attend by the tra.:ners. Participants were

instructed to bring with them their current research projects as

well as their grade book and two examinations from a course which

they commonly teach. The target faculty were informed that the

project was only available to faculty who were novice computer

users. No staff, administration, or students would be included.
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Additionally, they were assured that participation in the proiect

was voluntary and would be held confidential.

The workshops were held for six hours per day on Monday and

Wednesday for three weeks, lunch was provided. During these

periods the Academic Computing Center was closed to everyone

except the participants.

All workshops were designed so as to minimize the tine spent

on classroom lectures and maximize hands-on experiences with one

on one support by the trainers. All practice exercises were

performed on material which was relevant to the participants.

Word-processing practice was performed on the participants'

individual research, publication material, correspondence,

classroom management material etc. Applications of databases,

spreadsheets, and statistical packages were performed on the

participants' actual research data, classroom management

material, departmental budgets, etc. Each oarticipant had

his/her own terminal to practice on during the sessions and an

attempt was made to group participants so that faculty with

similar backgrounds had workstations near each other.

In addition a microcomputer was made available to each

participant to take home. No specific out-of-class assignments

were required however.

Every effort was made, especially in the early sessions, to

simplify the learning process. Participants were provided with

working disks and where necessary these disks contained pre-

written command files to facilitate focus on the application

itself. Simplified mini-documentation was written by the

8
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trainers. These documentations were written without jargon and

limited to the most elemental operations so that the participant

could, in a few brief pages, feel that the program was being

"used".

The course schedule was deliberately left fluid to adapt to

participant interests and difficulties. Generally, however, the

first week was devoted to basic operation and care of the

microcomputer and diskettes, as well as an introduction to word

pr)cessing. Week two consisted of more advanced word prIcessing,

introduction to spreadsheets, databases, and statistical

packages. After brief introductory exercises were performed on

each of these application packages the participants were allowed

to further practice on whichever of these packages was most

applicable to his/her personal and professional needs.

Week three consisted of a general introduction to read:..ng

documentation, selecting software, mainframe operation and

software, survey of available application software or

suggestions for coursework utilization of computer technology.

Evaluation

Of the 60 targeted faculty 17 signed up initially for the

peer involvement project. One participant, feeling overwhelmed,

left during the lunch break of the first day ar,d did not return.

The remaining 16 faculty completed the three week workshop series.

post- project evaluation identified that all participants

were extremely satisfied with the content and structure of the

project. Additionally all participants responded that they had

recognized applicatfons of computer technology for their personal

9
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and professional endeavors. Sixty percent of the project

participants have incorporated the computer into their classroom

work for the Fall 1985 semester or intended to do so in the

Spring 1986. Finally, as was expected, these individuals are now

available t serve as mentors and resource people for the

remaining target group. As a result of its success the peer

involvement project will be continued with minor modifications

during the summer of 1986. It is also expected that this project

will serve as the template for a similar project directed at

administrative personnel.

Conclusion:

Prfvious attempts at computer literacy projects for faculty

have focused upon content and resource availability and did not

pay adequate attention to the psychological and behavorial

variables that served Lo undermine them.

The main characteristics of the Peer Involvement Proje,t

which contributed to its success are:

utilization of interpersonally skiilful peer trainers.

-providing for immediate applicability of the technology to the
participant.

providing for a non-threatening environment.

-ensuring the homogeneity of the group.

-conducting the project at a time when the participants have
fewer demands on their time.

10
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Project Management: The User Perspective

by:

Floyd Burnett

Thomas A. Gaylord

University of Alaska Statewide System of Higher Education
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775

ABSTRACT

Coordinating a major statewide information system development effort for an
education system comprised c,f unique four-year universities, community colleges,
and an array of rural and distince delivery instructional components is a challenge.
Compound it by making it tl';e first development project for a centralized u-' .sity
computer center, by mak!og the system being implemented a student .. ,Iation
system running in the latest data base technology environment, by the existence of a
complex university decision-making process due to a strong governance structure
with strong tendencies toward campus autonomy and decentralized academic
planning processes; by distributing these institutions as much as 2,000 miles from
one another, and dependent on satellite relays for data transmission; and by making
an implementation on an accelerated schedule in light of an eroding state revenue
picture. Taken together, the constraints encountered by the student information
system project at the University of Alaska forced the development of a non-traditional
approach toward involving users from each campus in the system in all aspects of the
systems development effort. Embracing this user perspective toward project
management enhanced both the system design and campus commitment toward the
development effort, established effective project team communication, and helped
reduce the risk that non-data-processing tasks would end up on the project's critical
time path and result in a delay in the implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

The University of Alaska is a statewide system of public higher education. As Alaska's only public
university, it is charged with providing for the postsecondary education needs of ali Alaskans.
Established as the land-grant institution for the State of Alaska in 1922 with a single governing board,
the University of Alaska has grown into a series of higher education units which now includes three
four-year universities, eleven community colleges, thirteen rural education centers, and a central system
administration. While its roots go back nearly 70 years, today's University of Alaska is largely a product of
public policy decisions made during the 1970s and 1980s. The sudden affluence of the State of Alaska
in the last decade brought rapid growth to the University system, particularly in the number of campuses
operating, in the instructional program depth, and in the magnitude of research and public service
efforts. Due in part to this sudden affluence, the vast geographic area served, the diverse cultures this
area encompasses, and Alaska's public policy of providing a high 'eve: of access to postsecondary
education across the state, the ad' .inistration of the University has evolved into a highly diverse
structure.

During this period, a commitment was made to build a centralized state-of-the-art administrative data
processing center and develop enhanced administrative systems that would meet the needs of users.
Prior to this commitment, services were provided by a facilities management company. Only in the last
three years has the University of Alaska taken over responsibility for computing. Thus, for the first time
the University was embarking on a path of systems development with users in charge.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The institutions of the University of Alaska system are markedly different in their goals, objectives,
operational procedures, and information needs due in part to: 1) different educational orientations,

historicaVpolitical influences, 3) the markets they serve or intend to serve, 4) the number and
background of their student enrollments, 5) the state of academic, administrative, and facilities
development, and 6) staffing and funding variations. Community colleges having an open-door
admissions policy and espousing the community college philosophy that are so small in size that many
administrative functions, such as admissions and student records processing, are done in a statewide
community college administration office. At the other end of the spectrum exist four-year research
universities each with the autonomy to fashion the academic-related policies most appropriate for their
institutional objectives, such as selective admissions policies, unique academic warning-
probation-dismissal processes, course numbering schemes, and the definition of class contact hour.
Some are are large enough to perform almost all administrative functions efficiently and effectively. The
diversity within the system, particularly the academic policy and administrative procedure dimensions,
required the building of a new statewide student information system to incorporate the varying needs of
all campus users. The wealth of institution specific practical knowledge in the area of admissions,
student registration, and student records existed only with campus users. For the new Student
Information System (SIS) implementation project to succeed, some mechanism had to be created to
facilitate users in becoming equai partners on the development team.

HOW THE UNIVERSITY IS APPROACHING THE PROBLEM

An Organization That Involves U3ers

Most data processing development projects have historically revolved around the computer centers
and have been directed by techrp.::al staff. The users, historically, have avoided becoming involved in
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the mystique, terminologies and languages of computers, leaving th,... process to the data
processing departments.

The University of Alaska (UA) is changing its system implementation philosophy by putting the
responsibility where it more properly belongs - - - with the user. To accomplish this, UA has adapted an
organizational structure for project development efforts that includes a management advisory committee
(MAC), representatives from each major academic unit (MAU), a Training Team, various resources teams,
and a Project Team. The MAC is comprised of top level administrators from each campus and are
primarily the academic vice chancellors from throughout the system for SIS. The MAU committee
members are the campus coordinators for the subjec. area being addressed by the project, from each of
the units. The Training Team is composed of typical users from each of the units. The resource teams
are members of the central administration responsible fur the particular subject area being addressed,
members of the computer center responsible for the actual construction, operation and maintenance of
the information system, and representatives from the vendors involved. Lastly, the Project Team itself
is composed of members of the user community addressed by the project subject area, and includes a
Project Director who is responsible for the entire project and Project Leaders who are responsible for
particular subject sub-areas.

The Student Information System project for the University of Alaska has developed this relationship
and is moving ahead to implement a system recognizing the needs of users, balancing that with
the technological capabilities that are available for solution to user requirements. During this
transition to project management by users, it is important that users increasingly feel responsible for
and direct the activities of the project. At the same time, it is important that data processing present a
clear statement of alternatives and consequences from a technical standpoint so that decisions are
made that consider all the trade-offs, both in system functionality and technical/cost impacts. The
following chart, Figurel, illustrates the organizational structure for the SIS project at the University of
Alaska.

FIGURE 1. PROJECT ORGANIZATION
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Because of the varied nature of the University and the involvement of multiple campuses, the
decision making process can, and at times does, become complex and cumbersome. It is important
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to involve as many people as possible at the appropriate times to gain input and to assist
reaching a decision. However, decisions still must be made and the old proverbial expression
"being designed by a committee" can have its consequences in this structure as much as any other if

not managed appropriately. It remains extremely important that decisions be reached in a timely,
straightforward manner if the project is to be completed on time. In the implementation of the SIS
project at the University of Alaska, this process has on occasion taken longer than desirable. On the
other hand, the price of democracy must be paid in some time inefficiencies. It has been shown
repeatedly throughout the implementation process that this price is worthwhile :or the SIS project. It is

necessary, however, to guard against letting it become a deterrent to getting the job done. This is
being accomplished by setting deadlines and using automated project management techniques
such as PERT and Gantt charts, so everyone knows who is dependent on whom. Within the
organizational structure in place at UA, the actual decision making still must be made at the Project
Director level with approval through the administrative channels. In Figure 2, the multiplicity of decision
groups the Project Team must coordinate through indicates the degree to which this guarantees user
review.

The management advisory committee (MAC) was established as an advisory committee to the Project
Team; however, experience has indicated that management advisory committees, which consist of
high level administrative staff, want to function periodically as the policy raking and decision making
body for the project. This has been useful except when that body does not feel it has the authority to
set a particular policy before feedback from campus assemblies or campus chancellors which hampers
agreement in a timely fashion. For the r -.:i part, the SIS MAC has struggled through some very
difficult issues and has been able to resoi..., them in a reasonable timeframe. Some of the issues
resolved consist of consolidated tuition structures, uniform grading policies, and campus-specific
academic action calculations. In sum, the trick is in managing the project in a fashion that ensures
adequate time is allotted to permit users to set the project direction thereby making the necc;ssity of
unilateral decisions by the Project Team rare at best .

FIGURE 2. COORDINATED DECISION GROUPS
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When the University of Alaska embarked on upgrading its administrative computing capabilities, it

issued an RFP for a Student Information System (SIS) and a Human Resource System (HRS) with
associated hardware. The results of the RFP were the selection of Information Associates' SIS and
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HRS systems and an IBM 4381-2 mainframe. Also part of the process was to select programmer
productivity tools and user support tools which would allow the users to perform much of their data
processing functions without having to rely on the technical expertise of the programming staff. The
hardware has been installed, as has the base system for SIS and HRS. The applications systems,
before they can be put into production however, must be modified because of the unique
requirements of the University of Alaska. This process is currently underway. The RFP process
resulted in the use of personal computers as workstations in order to provide a backup capability in the
event of a disruption in the communications network or in the Control processing unit. Figure 2
depicts the geographical size and extent to which the University is committed to providing
computing throughout the state. It should also be noted that the University of Alaska Computer
Network (UACN) provides for 5500 miles of long distance phone lines. Another purpose for the use of
the PC's is to provide a micro to mainframe connection that will allow the downloading of information
from the mainframe to microcomputers for data analysis.

4

FIGURE 3. UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
COMPUTER NETWORK
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As part of the software that was obtained, Cullinet's IDMS Management System was purchased,
along with the associated products for development. These will be used extensively for
modifica'ons as well as enhancements to the SIS package. It is anticipated that users will assume
responsibility for many of the ad hoc reports, utilizing the query languages and 4th generation
languages that are to be made available. As part of this, the University of Alaska is putting into place a
support mechanism for training and assisting users in the application of these products.

Initial training sessions have thus far been conducted for the technical staff and a limited number of
users. The training has been reasonably successful; however, it needs to be pointed out that training
must be associated with using the product. Portions of the training were conducted without the
availability of the software and much of that training was less effective than it would have been due to
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the lack of hands-on reinforcement.

Project _Management as the Transition Key

The key to making a successful transition from DP managed development projects to user managed
projects is effective project management wt-, ..h integrates the strengths of both the data processing
professional and the functional user. At the University of Alaska, this process began with compiling the
administrative systems RFP where both programming and campus administrative staff collaborated. The
user role was continually expanded from bid finalist site visitations through the identification and
prioritization of software modifications. The manner in which software modifications were identified,
used to construct implementation alternatives, and how project tasks were communicated serves as a
good example of how project management techniques can be used to integrate user and programmer.

In the spring of this yur, University of Alaska campus chancellors requested that the SIS Office develop
a number of system implementation alternatives that would clearly present the trade-offs for each
alternative in terms of functionality, required resources, and full system live dates. The major objective
was to try to find areas which could be changed in order to allow an accelerated implementation
schedule ahead of the originally estimated Fa111987 date.

A four-phase process was followed to facilitate the completion of the analysis in the timeframe provided:

Phase I - Identify SIS Modifications
In order to understand the software product the University had bought in relation to possible
modifications that might be needed, the SIS Training Team comprised of campus users had
to first complete SIS training. A nurber of meetings with campus, data center, and IA
personnel subsequent to the end of the training period produced a list of two dozen
required modifications to the base SIS system.

Phase II - Write Modification Specifications and Prioritize
A six question format, which incorporated both technical and functionai questions, was
developed to organize modification specifications in a comparative manner. The questions
were: 1) what would we like to do, 2) what does the current system(s) do in this regard, or
how do we handle it now, 3) what does IA's SIS currently have, 4) what alternatives do we
have to satisfy the need for this modification, 5) what are the pro's and con's of each
alternative, and 6) what is the recommended alternative, particularly in relation to cost, time,
and manual impacts. MODS ID Teams, teams comprised of one campus user and one
programmer, were assigned to every modification and were charged with commling
responses to each of the six questions for their modification. The most difficult aspect ol the
questions centered on the validity of the time estimates to complete any particular
modification. No satisf actor! numerical process was found superior to a best guess
approach utilizing experienced ,..sers and programmers. All modification six-question
write-ups were then studied by Lc.14 As and central office representatives prior to being
prioritized as being either absolutely necessary before turning the system on or not.

Phase Ill - Construct Multiple Implementation Scenarios
Four base scenarios were developed by varying the following variables: 1) whether one or
multiple data bases would be used, 2) whether one or several independent copies of the SIS
software would be used, 3) the manner in which campus differentiation would be handled,
and 4) whether or not a phased approach to adding software modifications would be used.
PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) models were developed based on the
parameters imposed by each of the scenarios detailed as well as the modifications identified
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by campus users. A minimum number of set dates were used, thereby preventing the
introduction of an excessive degree of slack, or unproductive v.,,,, time into each model.
The models were used to refine tasks and task dependencies within the SIS development
and design process and to calculate both pilot campus and full system implementation live
dates.

Phase IV - Rank Each Scenario in Relation to Impact Variables
The final phase included comparing the relative rating of each scenario in relation to the
following eleven key impact variables: 1) separation of campus data, 2) centralized reporting,
3) campus reporting, 4) software maintenance, 5) standard data definitions, 6) data
redundancy, 7) computer center hardware, space, and staffing, 8) campus staffing needs, 9)
interfacing to other system, 10) time to implement, and 11) additional cost. Campus
chancellors picked the scenario which mandated the use of one data base and one software
copy which included only the modifications identified as being high and medium priority.
The scenario chosen showed a Fall 1987 full system implementation date (Gaylord,
Helmuth, & Newell, 1985, p. 192,

In each phase, campus users were either involved in assessing or designing functional system
characteristics and modifications or in the final decisions concerning the project implementation
schedule. The approval of the modifications and their descriptions also served as a first step in
delimiting functional and technical modification specifications needed by the DP center and
consequently helped save considerable time on these and succeeding tasks.

Once this implementation milestone was completed, project management techniques were also used to
plan, communicate, organize, monitor, test alternatives, and assess project progress. Figure 4 is an
example of how nested PERT charts were used to manage the project. On each task box, starting in
the upper left hand corner, are displayed: 1) earliest start time, 2) the time duration in days required to
complete the task, 3) latest completion time, and 4) resources assigned or required to complete the
task. All PERT systems use a network to graphically portray the interrelationships among the tasks and
milestones (key dates, meetings, events) of a project. The network representation of the project plan
also shows all the precedence relationships regarding the order in whim tasks must be performed (Hillier
& Lieberman, 1974, pp. 230-241).

For the SIS project, three levels of PERT detail were designed with different user levels in mind. The
first level, the overall project schedule comprised of the highest aggregation of tasks, was targeted
primarily for executive administrators, particularly the academic vice chancellors that comprised the SIS
management advisory committee, and their need to know the major project events. Tasks at Level 1
were assigned principally to the campus, the data center/IA, or the SIS Office. Level 2 schedules
detailed major project tasks by campus and individuals within the data center and the SIS Office. These
schedules were targeted primarily to assist campus SIS coordinators and programming managers with
planning for major task deadlines. The most detailed chart, Level 3, listed tasks by individual
br6akdowns and was coupled with a tasklist, or Gantt chart of assignment description3, earliest task start
dates, latest task end dates, and estimated task durations. These tasklists were used to structure actual
daily work assignments for both users and programmers.

The use of PERT for constructing various levels of project planning, control, and scheduling for different
degrees of user involvement has been invaluable for organizing the systems development project,
testing alternative plans, revealing the overall dimensions and details of the plan, establishing
well-understood management responsibilities, and identifying realistic expectations for the project.
Taken together, the various levels of task descriptions functioned to provide a structured process in
which to ensure maximum participation from and maximum communication to campus users around the
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state. The large investment in time and effort needed, paid off in the highest possible user
programmer integration.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The University of Alaska is committed to providing a Student Information System that meets the
needs of all University users; to provide for convenient procedures for registering, tracking, and
grading students, as well as accessing data to be analyzed for institutional research and planning
purposes. To allow this to happen as effectively as possible, UA is adopting a new information systems
implementation strategy that emphasizes user involvement. The results of this strategy are beginning
to surface. As the SIS project develops, there is a more realistic recognition of the magnitude of the
re 4uired tasks, rather than a crisis inspired discovery of the same. We attribute this increased user
community consciousness to their involvement our strategy requires, and expect this heightened
concern to be sustained over the length of the implementation project and beyond. We further expect
much smoother progress than had we not gotten users so involved. For example, our revised project
schedule, after more than a year into the project, calls for initial processing to occur one or two
semesters earl' ian was originally forecast. Moreover, we are experiencing greater user confidence
in our end product and expect greater user satisfaction to continue through implementation.

The secret: instill a feeling of ownership on the part of the system's users by allowing users to control
their destiny.
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Small College Computing on a Shoestring
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Special challenges face small poorlyfunded colleges
that strive to deliver quality academic; computing
services to faculty and students. The very successful
evolution of computing at Castleton State College is
detailed through a case study approach. A brief
description of the College and its funding history
precedes a discussion of: a) the financing of
computer hardware purchases, b) the design of academic
computing facilities, c) an effective, low cost model
for the supervision and management of an academic
computing center and d) other strategies for providing
highquality computing services on a "shoestring
budget."
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, no curricular or methodological trend has
so transformed America's colleges and universities as has the
introduction of the computer and degree programs associated with it.
The popularity of computing, in fact, as a subject for study and as
a tool to be used in other, older disciplines, may be one of the few
great common denominators of today's higher education scene. We
might actually be hard pressed to find an institution that has not
been touched in significant ways by the academic computing boom.

Yet, many institutions have had to fight for a seat on the
computing bandwagon during a period when the economic realities of
higher education have made it hard to find the funds for expensive
additional equipment, personnel and programs. To make matters
worse, the country's colleges and universities have had to leap into
the computer age at a time when only a limited number of computing
center managers were available, who often could set high salary
requirements for those who wanted to purchase their services.

All things considered, then, we can be fairly certain that
during the last decade many institutions--especially the smaller
and/or poorer onr -have found it difficult to make the changes
necessary to bri. tleir institutions into the computer age. The
purpose of this paper is to discuss how one impoverished, small
rural college has met, on a shoestring budget, the challenges of
introducing computing into the curriculum and the college as a
whole.

The outline for this paper can be found in Figure 1. After
describing briefly some 'f the salient features of Castleton State
College and its funding listory, attention will be given to the
development of computing at Castleton since 1981, including some of
the decisions that were made early on. Next, the design,
organization and operation of Castleton's Academic Computing Center
will be addressed. The Center may, in fact, provide some of the
best examples of how Castleton has met the challenges of providing
computing services when only a limited budget was available to
support such services. Finally, a few issues still unresolved and
some looming rather large on the horizon will be identified.

OVERVIEW OF CASTLETON STATE COLLEGE

Founded in 1787, Vermont's first college and the 18th oldest in
the country, Castleton was never able to take advantage of its early
start as so many of America's old and now yeat institutions have.
Rather, for reasons that are not fully known, it remained a tiny,
virtually unknown college, dedicated for most of its history to
preparing Vermont school teachers. Eventually, starting around
1960, it undertook a process of deliberate change and grew in a mere
ten years from 389 to 1200 students. During this same period, its
degree offerings increased from one, namely, teacher training, to
about thirty, including most of the traditional liberal arts
disciplines.

Today Castleton has essentially the same thirty degree
programs--only computing programming, computer information systems
and one or two other programs have been added--and enrolls
approximately 2100 students, 1400 full time and 700 part time. Most
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of its students are "first generation college," and the vast
majority are enrolled in career-oriented majors like business
administration, nursing, communications, education, criminal justice
and social work.

Although Castleton -emains one of the smallest state colleges
in the country, it is big by Vermont standards; and many "Castleton
watchers" maintain that this is one of the chief reasons why the
institution is and has for some time been poorly funded relative to
its smaller Vermont State Colleges (VSC) sister institutions.

In fact, all the Vermont State Colleges are poorly supported.
Vermont ranks 49th among the states in public support for higher
education, and the budgetary situation of the state colleges is
worsened by the fact that Vermont allocates a disproportionately
large share of its higher education dollars to a student grant
program.

In addition, as was mentioned, because of its size, perhaps
because of unfavorable political alliances or perhaps simply because
of historical accident, Castleton is funded less well than its
sister VSC institutions. Figure 2 reveals that, on a per capita
basis, Castleton receives about $1000 less to educate each student
than is true for the two other four-year VSC institutions.

Why have I gone into all this detail with respect to higher
education funding in Vermont and at Castleton in particular? I did
it to illustrate the background against which efforts to introduce
academic computing must be considered. Castleton, and presumably
many other institutions like it across the country, was quite
strapped financially long before it became clear that to keep
current, it would be necessary to spend additional hundreds of
thousands of dollars of its precious fiscal resources on
computing-related expenses.

COMPUTING AT CASTLETON

Castleton is a late arrival on the computing scene. Vermonters
say with some pride that their state is at least five years behind
national trends; and this seems, if anything, a conservative
estimate of the typical lag time. As recently as 1981, Castleton
had only three small machines--can you believe, "TRASH 80's"--on its
own campus for academic computing.

Now, to be fair, it should be mentioned that since the early
seventies a VSC system-owned Harris computer was housed at Castleton
and available for use by all VSC institutions for both
administrative and academic comp ting.

(The VSC system Harris computer was sold in 1979-80 and
replaced by a Digital VAX system that was installed in a new central
computer facility located adjacent to the VSC system office in
Waterbury, Vermont.)

But by 1980, awareness of the need for additional computer
hardware had grown, and the acqtisition of computer equipment became
a principal reason for applying for a U.Z. Department of Education
Title III grant.

2
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Thank God for Grants!
Where ioulafe be without grants? Given tie extremely tight

or'igetary situation described earlier, it is quite possible that
Castleton could ^ever have come of age in computing at any :zing like
a reasonable rate if the College had not obtained several important
grants, especially its Title III grant.

Many institut'ons get grants, but few spend their grant dollars
as wisely as they could. One of the lessons Castleton's
administrators learned from observing the mistakes of other colleges
was that it was seductively appealing but budgetarily dangerous to
spend significant amounts of grant dollars on personnel and/or
program-related encumbrances. Clearly, all grants disappear
eventually, and most run out within a "quick-fix" year or two or
three.

Castletor decided to make a concerted effort to avoid the
temptation of requesting grant support for people and
programs--which would most likely disappear and be missed when the
grant ri': out--and decided instead to seek grant support for the
purchase of hardware and "durable goods" which could be used and
e,'oyed for, hopefully, many years after the grant had expired.

Well, that is qxactly what Castleton did, and between 1981 and
1985 the inventory of computer hardware at the College increased,
roughly speak'ng, by a factor of forty or, to put it another way,
4000% , the majority of which was purchased with grant dollars.

Mainframe vs. Micros?
When The trialege decided to seek grant funds for computer

hardware, it had to f'ce the choice of many microcomputers or a
single mainframe or mini-computer. I will be the first to admit
that I do not know enough to participate for long in a discussion of
this complex question. And the complexity of the issue is
compounded 'y the fact that, in any given year, new technological
reak-throughs and pricing developments may render last year's
ell-founded conclusions obsolete. But suffice it to say that we at
Castleton went back and forth quite a few times on this one

In the end, what we ended up doing was, I think, the right
decision. Although our original grant proposal called for us tc buy
a mini-computer, between the writing of the proposal and the award
of the grant, we decided we would be better off if we took our first
long strides into the computer field with microcomputers. Our
reasons were the following:

- from a certain point of view we would get "a bigger bang
for our buck" or, at least, that many (albeit smaller and
less powerftal) machines spread visibly arond the campus
would raise the interest level of our faculty and students;
having a computing program that was based on micros might
allow us to core more effectively with problems of
maintenance, agihg and obsolescence;

- some of our faculty already invested in academic computing
were oriented to specific hardware and software the functions
of which might not be available - -or at least would be mucn
more expensive--in the mink-computer we were contemplating;

- the prices of all computer hardware were dropping fast and,
if we could postpone the purchase of a min. for a few years,
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wP would be able to get much more machine for our money at
the t-,ile that we did make the purchase.

As it happened, our scheme seems to have worked well for
Castleton. In the first few years of the grants we were able to
receive, we purchased numerous micros of a variety of sorts and more
recently added a VAX 11-750 mini-computer. Figure 3 shows the
College's recent expenditures on computing hardware.

Centralized or De.. ntralizedI
When it appeared likely that we would be getting the grant

funds that would permit the purchase of a significant amount of
computer hardware, we had to face the happy issue of where to put
it. The three principal options seemed to be either 1) to
centralize it in cne large computing center, 2) to establish a
series of smaller cent_rs or la s in some of our major academia,
buildings or 3) to spread it g .te fully around the campus.

While most faculty wanted the equipment available at their
fingertips, a faculty/administrator committee recommended the
centralized approach.

Their reasons were:
1) security; the more widely distributed the equipment was,

the more difficult it would be to keep it secure;
2) access; recognizing that security was a concern and that the

equipment should be monitored, the committee saw that, with
limited resources, students ...ould be provided far more hours
of access if most or all of the equipment was located in one
facility thereby permitting a single, rather modest, budget
for monitor wages;

3) service to students; as with access, given the limitations
of our budget, centralizing the equipment would make it much
more affordable and thereby possible to provide trained
tutors to assist users;

4) stimulation; the committee wisely foresaw that pulling
together computer "jocks" into a single center would ha...P A
synergistic educational effect as students and faculty,
working side by side, got interested in each other's
projects and learned from their peers.

In fact, from the start, the model we developed called far
locating some hardware outside the Center to create "teaching
stations" in each of the major academic departments which provided
extensive computer instruction, especially mathematics, business
administration and education. In addition, as our inventory grew,
we became more willing to develop "satellites" of the computing
center, but the commitment to centralization as the dominant
approach has worked well for us.

CASTLETON'S ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTER

As was indicated earlier, it may well be that, from the point
of view of "computing on a shoestring," Castleton's approach to
establishing and running an academic computing center may be the
most noteworthy of the projects about which I am able to report.

The data presented above clearly showed that Castleton was
poolly supported. In terms of the support that was available for
staff and administative services, in fact, Castleton has about half
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of what her also very poorly supported (by national standards)
sister institutions have. Needless to say, ther,fore, that over the
years, many of Castleton's administrators and staff have worn many
hats as it became necessary to divide up numerous functions and
responsibilities among an inadequately s_all number of
administrative personnel.

It was a surprise to no one at Castleton, then, when, with the
arrival of computing, the responsibility for the oversight of both
academic and administrative computing was assigned to someone who
already had a rather demanding full-time job, namely the Director of
Financial Aid, who was named "computer liaison."

In addition to not being able to support a full-time "computer
czar," it became necessary to find a low-cost way to staff the
proposed acauemic computing center. The model that evolved was one
that was based exclusively on the services of undergraduate
students, all reporting, through a student director of the Academic
Computing Center, to the College's Computer Liaison.

Choosing a Site
After the decision was made to centralize computing services

rather than have them extensively de-centralized, key concerns to be
addressed in identifying a site were security and access. In the
end, it was determined that the College library, located close to
the center of the campus, could be renovated to provide a safe and
easily accessible facility. Since the library was already open and
staffed eighty-seven hours a week, it would take minimal additional
effort to make cure a computing center located there was open days,
evenings and weetsends.

In addition, because the College would be installing a large
inventory of computer equipment in Its academic computing center
(ACC), it was comforting to know that the library had long been one
of the very most secure buildings on the campus.

Supervision and Oversight
As was mentioned, Castleton's ALC is overseen by the Director

of Financial Aid. Certainly, no organizational chart logic would
have suggested this, but it came about at Castleton for three
reasons: 1) the College could not afford to hire an additional
administrator to supervise computing; therefore 2) someone already
on the staff had to be found who could do it; and 3) given the need
to find an existing administrator to assume the responsibility of
overseeing computing, the Director of Finarcial Aid had both the
ability and the inclination to take it on.

While this was clearly an example of "necessity being the
mother of invention," it should also be mentioned that this kind of
practice may be adviseable generally in organizations. The recently
touted Theory Z concept of life-long employment, for example,
suggests that much can be yarned in terms of organizational
continuity and effectiveness by finding ways to move successful
employees around within the organization. Certainly, for the
individual in question at Castleton and for many at'-)rs, such a move
can be a way of revitalizing one's career and openin up exciting
new professional challenges.
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ACC Organizational Structure
An organizational chart for the Academic Computing Center can

be found in Figure 4. As is seen, the primary supervisor of the ACC
Director is the College administrator in charge of comp. ing,
namely, the Director of Financial Aid. Secondarily, since the ACC
is located in the Calvin Coolidge Library, the ACC Director also
receives supervision on facilities-related matters from the College
Librarian.

The ACC Director has two student assistants, one whose focus is
the day-to-day operation of the Center, the other of whom is
primarily concerned with the College's VAX 11-750 and with the
interface between computing at the College and the services of the
vsC central computer center in Waterbury, Vermont.

In addition to the student managers of the ACC, numerous other
students provide valuable services at the Center in two different
capacities. Approximately ten students are employed and trained to
be Monitors whose function it is to control access, allocate
computer time, distribute software, help students with hardware
problems and oversee the proper use of all equipment and the Center
as a whole. About seven students are hired, technically by the
College's Tutoring Office, to serve as Counselors. These
individuals provide free tutoring in course work related to
computing and are available for help with programming problems and
the proper use of software.

Other Staffing Considerations
As was mentioned earlier, the ACC is completely student-run.

All individuals a.e paid at the current minimum wage rate which is
char-Jed either to the College's federal work study program (for
students eligible for work study aid) or to College payroll.

Since the start of the ACC, the College has been extremely
fortunate to have had pry well qualified directors and assistant
directors even through directors are only paid approximately $2000
for the academic year (for 20 hours work each week) and assistant
directors only $1500 for the same thirty week period (15 hours per
weev). In addition, the director typically receives supplemental
contracts for College vacations and the summer, resulting in a total
compensation of still only $4500.

It may be no coincidence that all three directors have been
what Castleton calls "non-trad" students, namely students older than
the normal student age of 18 to 22. Directors have been as young as
twenty-four and as old as thirty-two.

The Educational Technology and Academic Computing Committee
(ETAC), a faculty/administrator committee, is responsible for making
a recommendation to the computer liaison (Director of Financial Aid)
aE to its choice for ACC Director. Similarly, the ACC Director
interviews and recommends (to the computer liaison) regarding the
hiring of the assistant directors. Monitors are hired and
supervised by the ACC Director; counselors are hired by the directs
of the College tutoring program.
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Training
The search for the new director begins in mid-November each

year. This permits selection by January and a full semester for
training. Twice in the past, the director has been promoted from
one of the assistant director slots and, typically, before that they
served as a monitor; so that a director is likely to have had at
least two years of association with the Center prior to stepping
into the directorship.

The computer liaison and the outgoing director train the
director-to-be. The director trains the assistant directors. The
director and the assistant director also go through an eighty-hour
videotape training program provided by Digital. In addition, the
staff of the outside firm that manages the VSC central computer
system also provides training to the ACC student managers.

Monitors are trained by th' director in three sessions; the
first of which is a general orientation to the ACC, its philosophy
and services. The second and third training sessions tend to be
hands-on introductions to a variety of equipment, functions and
operations.

Other Issues
Needless to say, running an academic computing center with only

part-time student employees who are paid minimum-wage salaries poses
some significant and exciting challenges. The key, of course, is
getting and keeping (pod people, and that seems to be mainly a
matter of incentives and rewards.

For reasons that undoubtedly are not all known (and that may
include a fair bit of luck), Castleton has been quite successful in
attracting and motivating many very capable and deeply committed
students. There is, in fact, a very positive and palpable esprit de
corps among the ACC student staff. They take their work very
seriously, clearly feel proud co be on the staff and, probably as a
result, are often willing "to go the extra mile" for the Center.

It may well be that the past practice of promoting-from-within
has enhanced morale in an important way. Certainly, the current
strong esprit de corps could not have developed if the first few
student managers had not been dedicated, high quality people who
were excellent role models worthy of emulation. Clearly, many
students enjoy tremendously the opportunity to have extensive access
to some fairly sophisticated machinery. Others enjoy the respect,
responsibility and autonomy.

Finally, it has undoubtedly helped the Center that virtually
all of its student managers have been able to land, upon graduation,
excellent jobs.

Another issue has ,o do with the challenge of supervising
student managers--even those in their late twenties and early
thirties--who have little or no managerial experience. Aside from
choosing the directors wisely (from among the available pool) and
attempting to build-in effective training experiences as they
progress through the ranks, the success or failure of Castleton's
student ACC directors ul;imately rests on the contributions of one
person, namely, thelr supervisor, the Di,,'?ctor of Financial Aid.

Fortunately, this person has workel extensively and with great
effect to transform relatively "green" students into computing
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managers in a remarkably short period of time. Although there will
always be some truth to the old saw, "you get what you pay for" and,
to be fair, there are problems that arise because of Castleton's
"unprofessional" approach to computing management, the College gets
a great deal more than its dollar's worth from the expenditure it
makes on the ACC each year.

Lastly, we must mention that, institutional costs and benefit,
aside, Castleton's approach to the management of the ACC has had
some outstandingly positive benefits for its students that could not
be matched in a college program that enjoyed the luxury of
professional computer management services.

UNRESOLVED OR PEND.NG ISSUES

As we look towards the future of computing at Cflstleton, some
issues are clear:

- We must continue to develop the already well-established
esprit de corps of the ACC staff. (The Director would like to
outfit them in blazers!)

- Pressure for wordprocessing hardware and software (already
extensively available in the ACC) mounts as growing numbers
of students move to that mode for the typing oc all of their
papers.

- The College must consider again the role of satellite
computer centers as come academic departments begin to "take
off" into the computing stratosphere.

- The issue of networking, both among the various machines on
campus and to machines off-campus, has become increasingly
urgent.
We must develop ways to give our students, especially our
better students, experience with a broader variety of
L _erating systems, especially UNIX and IBM's. Networking to
o .f- campus hardware will probably be the best response to
this need.

But other issues regarding the future remain cloudy:
- How long will our equipment be right for our needs?
- Will we be able to pay the bills of maintenance and equipment

replacement without additional large grants?
- If the computer craze mushrooms further, can we continue to
meet the computer needs of the campus through underpaid
student labor?

Undoubtedly, many other questions will arise as we move eagerly
towards our future in academic computing, but anxiety about what may
come should not stop us from making the best of the present
situation--even if we have to do that on a shoestring budget!
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COST REDUCTION THROUGH MINIMAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC INPUT

JAMES J. SCANLON

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

ATHENS, GEORGIA

ABSTRACT

There is available through various sources, Library
Congress etc., a great deal of data about books. It is
possible using traditional data processing techniques to
decrease costs of information. The Librarians who select
the books input a minimium amount of information about the
book or better yet copy existing information. Programs can
be written to gather information from other sources to
expand and update the minimal level of information in the
system to improve its quality. By using the computer
rather than relatively more expensive library the Library
Director is able to reallocate resources '..o other areas of
the library.
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INTRODUCTTON

A library is traditionally defined as a collection of
books. In the past several years the function of the
library has been changing. Librarians now seem themselves in
the information dish urination business. Ary meeting of
librarians is replete with references to Toffler's Third
Wave and Nesbitt's Megatrenes.

We in the computer business also see ourselves as being
in the information business, but not in the same way
librarians see themselves. I would like to look at the
relationship of the library and its supporting computer
organization. More specifically, I would like to look at
how the computer center can enhance library effectiveness
and the quality of the information the library prsents, at
the same time saving money, using some rather traditional
data processing methods.

WHY LIBRARY AUTOMATION?

Probably, the first question that needs to be addressed
is why did libraries decide to automate in the first place?
The two reasons which are the most commonly given are cost
and improved information quality.

In pre-automation days the library paid a very high
price for its manual operations. The cost of the books in
the library was often outweighed by the cost of buying and
processing the books into the collection. Perhaps the
largets cost involved in processing a book into the
collection is in cataloging a book and producing and filing
the cards for the card catalog.

A manual, system by its very nature, requires a lot of
paper to order and process books. Because of the number of
books bought by a large library a lot of time and money
would be spent in moving pal,r from one place to another.
As we shall see a little later the amount of paper generated
in the traditional, ordering ana cataloging operation is
quire large. Paper generally requires two things: people
and space. Next to money, people and space are the two
items that are in the shortest supply in any institution.

The acquisition and circulation of books are generally
the two areas that computing people feel the most
comfortable with therefore these are the areas Which are
done first. The similarities between a regular purchasing
system and an acquisition system are greet. The same degree



of similarity exists between the standard inventory
application and a library circulation system.

One of the biggest aids to the general public because
of the computerized libraries is the quality of the data in
the system has improved greatly. Since the advent of
computers library the data is available to the public in
much higher quality and much more rapidly available. The use
of bibliographic cataloging utilities such as the On-line
Computer Library Center (OCLC) has kargeky been responsible
for this increased speed and accuracy. OCLC is a computer
organization which allows its' members to catalog their
holdings and at the same time use this data held at the
center to generate catalog cards and receive, if desired, a
tape copy of their transactions. This centralized
cataloging serves two purposes: it is cheaper for the
member to produce catalog cards and the information in the
catalog becomes much more standard.

CURRENT OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

Currently, there is available to the average research
library a great amount of data about books. This data comes
from three major s'irces: the bibliographer.: utilities, the
Library of Congress, and from commercial sources.

The biblics;raphic utilities are the cooperative
companies such as OCLC which I mentioned earlier. They
serve as repositories of data for their members to use. It
has been said that companies like OCLC, Washington Library
Network and the Research Libraries Information Network are
doing an 18th century function with 20th century technology
when they are producing catalog cards by computer.

The Library of Congress is the largest cataloger of
books in the United States. They receive and do original
cataloging for almost all books published in the United
States. The Library of Congress makes available through the
MARC subscription service their total cataloging output plus
output of selected other cataloging organization who are
area specialist such as Yale in Eastern European Languages.
The cataloging data coming out of the Library of Congress is
considered to be the standard for all cataloging done in
this country. MARC data is also available for books in
British and Canadian format.

There are a large number of commercial databases which
do cataloging of bibliographic information. The databases
offered by these companies generally deal with journal
literature and do not constitute an addition to what is
generally thought of as the card catalog of the research
library. Many )f the databases that are sold by these
commercial organizations are in the public domain, these
companies are offering access to these databases. The
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addition of serials information to the card catalog would be
a great addition to the information available about a

collection.

The advent of the online catalog has dramatically
changed the demands put on bibliographic data in the past
few years. Some of the old ideas about whE was important
about bibliographic data have had to change. The sequence
of cards in the card cabinet was once considered very
important. Now, in the days of the online catalog, there is
essentially no sequence. Knowing the proper title or name
of the author is not as important as it once was now that
keyword sequence searches of the title are possible. There
is now no such thing as the main entry with added entries,
all entries can be considered to be main entries.

The question then becomes what is the most effective
way to keep the library up to date informationally, in the
most cost effective manner?

To find this answer we will look at three basic models
of library operation. The first is the traditional paper
based pre-automation system. The second model will be the
post-automation system that is currently inplace in many
libraries where there is little integration of computerized
function. The third model will use the data that is
available from outside sources too keep the data in the
system up to date.

PAPER BASED SYSTEM

The paper based library is the traditional library
prior to the introduction of automation. All work is done
on paper and original cataloging is done for each book that
is received by the library.

The flow of work through an acquisitions and catalog2ag
system would look something like this. The person who is
responsible for selecting books (called the bibliographer)
determines which book he wishes to order. The bibliographer
would fill out a multipart form listing the important
information, author, title, about the book. This form would
be sent to the Acquisitions Department. In Acquisitions the
librarian would check the validity of the information about
the book and make necessary corrections before the purchase
order was sent out to the vendor. The order then could be
filed in either of one of two ways, by vendor or by the date
that then order was expected to be filled. The order by
expected date of completion would allow for claiminc of
books that were not shipped to the library. The sequence by
venc.r would allow the Acquisitions department to quickly
review the status of books in a particular department.
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When a book is received the two copies of the order
must be pulled and readied for payment. The books is then
passed to the Cataloging Department. The Cataloging
Department analyses the book and types the cards for the
card catalog and the shelflist. Once the cards are typed
they are filed in the card catalog and basically forgotten
until the book is withdrawn from the library's collection.

The three biggest problems with the traditional paper
model are: 1) the system is very labor intensive, 2) there
tend to be gre,t backlogs involved, and 3) it is difficult
to tell what is happen to individual ordered items. At
every step of there processing system there must be
something done by a person, like typing, filing or collating
etc. Because a human can only do so much work there is a
tendency to have large backlogs in this type of system, if
one person is absent the entire systems could become very
bottlenecked. Finally, to make a report of which books have
not be received from a given vendor yet would be a difficult
undertaking as every order from the vendor would have to be
gone through or a separate sequence of the file wou2d have
to be set up.

COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MODEL

The integrated database model is useful after the
library is fully automated, but automation takes place on
several different systems which do not talk to each other.
This is generally the case with most libraries today. For
the sake of the model we will assume that the library has an
acquisitions system, a cataloging system through one of the
bibliographic utilities and a circulation system installed.

The bibliographer would again decide on a book to
acquire. He would then type in the desired book information
into the computerized acquisitions system. The job of the
acquisitions librarian is to still confirm the validity of
the data. Once the validity of the data was correct the
system would ready an order and the order would be sent out.
There would be r- need to file the order requests as they
can be processed by the computer for claiming or other
purposes.

When the book was received at the library the receiving
clerk woule look up the book on the acquisitions system and
mark it as received. the computerized system would then
generate all applicable payment information. The book would
then be sent to the cataloging department.

The Cataloging Department would look for the book on
the database of the bibliographic utility and request a copy
of the data regarding the book be forwarded to the library.
When the data is received from the bibliographic utility it
would be entered into the cataloging system for use. Once
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the data has been entered into the database it can
effectively be forgotten. Although it might be said that
data in machine readable format is much easier to manipulate
than data on paper.

The computerized model elLminates one of the
difficulties of paper systems. Reports are telling the
stat. . of any of the data in the system are much easier to
get because the data is available to the computer and
therefore can be more easily reported. Secondly, the
amount of physical work done by the staff is lessened
because there is less time spent in things like filing and
the generation of reports. The major point is that the
quality of the data entered into the purchasing subsystem is
not substantially better than the data that is entered into
the manual system. It is this question of the quality of
the data that the Early Data Entry model serves to address.

EARLY DATA ENTRY MODEL

The early data entry model is built around the idea of
entering as much high quality data into the system as
possible as soon as possible. This system takes advantage
of the large amounts of data currently available to the
library through the Library of Congress Subscription
Service.

Data from the LC cataloging tapes is selected for r'ntry
into the system. The data is analyzed to insure it is in
the language set, intellectual level and areas of interest
collected by the library. The data that is selected is
placed in a queue that is personalized by area of interest
for a bibliographers expertise. The association between the
record and the bibliographer can be made through the use of
the LC call number which directly related the title and the
subject of the book.

The bibliographer then browses through the pre-selected
queue of books making buy no-buy decisions for given books,
Ift the decision is not to buy the title information is
discarded from the system. If the decisions is made to buy
a book the data from the queue is used to build the order as
the required information is already resident in the
computer. This data is then sent to the Acquisitions
Department for order processing.

In the Acquisitions Department the acquisitions
librarian has little need to check out the information as it
is already the highest, Library of Congress, quality
available. order time, the book is in effect cataloged.
If the system in which the librarian is working is fully
integrated when the book is ordered the information about
the book is available on the online catalog. If it is
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available on the online catalog then it is available to all
users of th system.

When the book is received, the notation of the fact can
be made in the system. In most cases, there is no need to
catalog the book again because the cataloging is done. For
cases when the books needs to be cataloged, for back orders
and the like, the cataloging procedures of the fully
integrated model would be used. In the integrated model the
circulation data is also available to the online catalog.

When a set of LC cataloging comes into the library it
can be run against the data that is already in the system.
This will allow the latest cataloging to be found. This
late cataloging will then be placed in the system.

One of the major pluses of this type of system is all
data coming into the system for the various sources can be
used to upgrade the quality of the data already in the
system. A hierarchy of cataloging quality could be set up
so that the computer would tell which data to overlay with
which data. If the University of Georgia cataloged a book
and then the Library of Congress, at some later time,
cataloged the same book the data from LC would be considered
to be of better quality and should overlay the UGA
cataloging. It is a common practice for publishers to
catalog their books which are to be published in a procedure
known as CIP (cataloging in publication). This information
is found on the verso of the title page of almost all books.
This data is known to be inaccurate, for example part of
the proper form for the author is the birth date. It is
surprising how many authors don't want their birth dates
published. LC, generally, at sometime after publication
updates the CIP data with their official cataloging. This
system would allow the new data to come into the system as
it became available.

This method either cuts to a considerable degree or
eliminates the three problems cited above in the paper
system. The amount of physical and intellectual work done
by the lthrary staff is greatly reduced because the computer
is doing the majority of the work. The only backlog which
would develop in this system is at the point of acquisitions
processing if the acquisitions librarian were not able to
carry out her function for some reason. Data about the data
in the system is available as it is the computerized model
above.

BENEFITS

There are four main benefits from the early data entry
model. The data added into the system is of the highest
quality as it is taken from the Library of Congress copy.
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Secondly, data that is in the system is constantly
being updated with higher quality data as it becomes
available.

Thirdly, the cost center allocation of funds can be
changed from technical services to other departments where
needs exist. The use of computerized input frees up people
and therefore funds because there is less manual work which
must be done. Often this change would be to put more
librarians into contact with the general public so they
could use the library more effectively.

Finally, the patron is well served as information about
the book is available sooner, from the time the book is
ordered until the time when the book is withdrawn from the
collection. This information is of the highest quality.
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SO NOW YOU'RE A TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

Alai) Creutz

San Diego Community College District

Abstract: This paper provides a brief overview of the management and
planning issues which confront higher education institutions in the area of
telecommunications. It is aimed at information systems managers who have

a technological orientation but may not be sensitive to the specific issues of

telecommunications.

It includes a brief, high-level revie, of how recent legal and technological

changes have affected telecommunications management. The focus is on
management issues such as coordination, cost control, functionality,
flexibility, and relationship between telecommunications and management
information systems.

It concludes with a proposed action plan to assist an institution in
reationalizing its telecommunications services.
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So ... Now You're a
TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

To paraphrase Charles Dicken's description of the French Revolution, "It is

the best of times; it is the worst of times." We who are involved in data

processing and information systems have finally come to understand micro-

computers and office automation. The democratization of computing has

introduced a new dimension for our services -- the widespread sharing of

data and its use for decisions at all levels. We now encourage decision

support systems and "fourth-generation tools." The ancien regime of tra-

ditional data processing is dead.

But now we are asked to confront a new set of technological issues.

Because of our successes in weathering the microcomputer revolution and a

new respect for our technological wisdom, many institutions are now turning
to their information systems professionals to help in understanding the new
opportunities emerging in telecommunications. Many of us, either formally
or informally, are becoming telecommunications managers.

Telecommunications is a new infrastructure that brings people together. It

is as important to our society today as was the nineteenth-century railroad
or as is today's interstate highway system. Organizations rely on informa-

tion both information generated internally and information available

from outside sources. Telecommunications has become a complex technology,

driven by complex politics and influenced by complex policies and regula-

tions.

Simply put, telecommunications involves the sharing of information over a

distance. In addition to voice communications telephones it encom-

passes data communications, video (and radio) transmission, and image

processing. Until recently, these have been supported separately. Tele-

phones, xerographic equipment, DI antennas and cable systems, and data

networks have rarely been coordinated or integrated.

Technological innovations and a new legal environment present new oppor-
tunities for increased effectiveness and efficiency in using information,

but they also make it very confusing.

The Technology

This confusion is a major reason why many higher education executives are

turning to their MIS managers for guidance in telecommunications. Data

processing professionals are used to dealing with complex technological
issues.

Some of us follow the new technology: fiber optics, Ti lines, PBXes

(Private Branch Exchanges), satellites, microwave communications. We hear
the debates over baseband vs. broadband networks, and probably are hopeful
that the new advances in the use of twisted pair wire for high speed

communications will minimize the need for extersive recabling of our

campuses.
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IBM's recent moves in networking give good insight into the problems facing
the telecommunications manager. First IBM announces a "cabling system"

which is incompatible with its own products, but which it says will be the
backbone of IBM's future product strategy. This is a coax system, meeting
different technical specifications than those used either in existing IBM

coax-based products or in common third-party systems. Then IBM announces

the PC-network, its flagship local area network. Of course, it is broad-

band system, using coax, but not compatible with the IBM Cabling System.
And now it announces a token-ring network as the new product of choice.

Especially since deregulation, the number and scope of vendors has

mushroo.,ed. There are "full-service" vendors who will provide you with all
information systems and telecommunications, neatly bundled. There are

special service vendors; there are consultants; there are vendors with

specialized products. Choosing vendors carefully is critical in high-tech
areas, and the choices are not easy.

The Decisions

There are a lot of decisions to be made in telecommunications. Some are
simple cost analysis questions: should the college buy or lease its tele-
communications equipment.

Some have to do with whether the college should "go it on its own" or use a
public service provider: Centrex or private switches. Just as we begin to
believe that Centrex systems will give way to private exchanges, the Bell

Operating Companies begin an aggressive campaign to make Centrex systems
both cost effective and attractive.

Questions of technology are complex, and, surprisingly, often emotionally
charged. Generally, except in areas dedicated to R&D, educational institu-
tions should not be experimenters in technology, yet often the appeal of

the new technologies, coupled with an institution's self-image as an in-

novator and leader, lead to daring experiments.

The technology of telecommunications is more complex and more esoteric than
that of microcomputing. And the telecommunications manager has the added
problem that the layman of 1985 is more aware of high tech than ever before
in history. A few ads from ITT on fiber optics and the wonders it repre-
sents can lead a college president to decide that fiber optics will solve
his telecommunications needs.

These kinds of decisions are not trivial -- we are talking big bucks. The
average college in the United States spends between one-half and one per-
cent of its total budget on telecommunications. This cost generally pro-
vides orly basic service -- it supports telephones and computer terminals.
The scope of service will increase dramatically over the next five years.

Office automation will increase the volume of data exchanged and the number
of access points; the increased use of graphics will expand the volume of

data in each transaction; and the rise of video and image transferring will
result in a qualitative leap in capacity requirements.
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It is probably not unreasonable to project that the telecommunications

requirements in our colleges and universities will increase five-fold in

the next ten years. This does not mean, however, that telecommunications

costs will increase five-fold.

Consultants to the Fortune 1000 companies maintain that, tAay, the average
American business is spending nearly twice as much on telecommunications as

it needs to. Meat consultants feel that the implementation of sound busi-

ness planning, properly selected equipment, and personnel efficiency

measures can cut the current figure in half. And as technology continues

to evolve, even greater efficiencies should result. It is sot unreasonable

to suppose that the greater telecommunications needs of the 1990s can be

met with budgets that are not too dissimilar to today's budgets. But it

will require work, leadership, wisdom, prudence, and good management.

Historically, data networks have been the province of data processing

management and all other telecommunications has been handled by a separate

office. But as access to computing becomes more widespread, and as the

technologies supporting data communications and other telecommunications

come together, the distinction between management information systems and

telecommunications is rapidly disappearing. There is a now a "spectrum of
technology." Where, fot instance, does electronic mail fit into the tradi-

tional organizational structure? Electronic mail often is implemented on a

mainframe or minicomputer -- traditional data processing activities -- but
functionally more resembles telecommunications than computing. More and

more, computing networks and telephones share facilities; the FBX is really

a computer.

As the technology of telecommunications becomes more complex, and the scope

of telecommunications expands, the management of telecommunications comes

more and more to resemble the management of information systems. It is lot

necessary -- and often it is not organizationally appropriate -- to merge

management of telecommunications with management of information systems.

Nevertheless, the interdependence of the two requires increasingly tight

coordination. There is a convergence of management. The "hi-tech manage-
ment team" must support traditional data processing, telephones, electronic
mail, office automation, video and image processing, and decision support.
It is important to recognize that the use of communications lines for data

exchange is different from the use of those same lines for voice. The

telecommunications manager must increasingly come to understand data com-

munications; and in today's sophisticated environment the telecommunica-

tions manager probably manages several computers.

The Danger Signals

How does your college measure up in telecommunications management? Maybe

you think you're fine -- if so, great -- but, let me suggest some danger

signals that indicate that your college may in fact lack good management

and planning.

Obviously, the first is telecommunications systems which do not meet your

needs. They cannot be expanded to add additional users; they cannot sup-

port required functions; or plans to expand functions are stymied by tele-

communications support. These problems may be articulated in very specific

terms: ne additional trunks are available in the Science Building or the
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cost of a microcomputer lab is excessive because of the cabling costs for

the local area network. Users complain because of extended downtime, and
maintenance complains of high maintenance costs. Response times may be
excessive. Dial tones may be slow ?rid circuits noisy. Too often callers
from the outside get busy signals or cannot reliably get messages to

faculty members because phones ring in empty offices or at non-responsive
"message centers."

Conversely, you may have under-utilized resources. While lack of capacity
and resource is usually obvious -- users complain -- excessive capacity is
often invisible. Nevertheless it costs. If you have distinct telephone
and data networks, you may well have idle capacity that could be used more
efficiently. Do you have enough WATS lines so that they can handle all the
calls made at 1:00 when administrators return to their offices and all,
simultaneously, decide to call their colleagues across the country? Per-
haps you bought this excess capacity in anticipation of future growth. The
danger i:, that by the time you need that excess capacity the technology
will have evolved or your needs w:11 have changed.

The telecommunications function within your college should have high visi-
bility. It is a major expense, and an area that will change dramatically
over the next few years. Major decisions will be made, either through
conscious action or through inaction. Priorities for telecommunications
should be a function of institutional needs, not local ambitions. The
decisions will affect the fundamental way the institution administers
itself and even will permeate the educational process itself. Previously,
institutions had little control over the costs for telephone systems, and
the costs for data communications were not substantial; now institutional
decisions on functionality, systems, and vendors can result in savings of
millions of dollars over a few years. If these decisions are left to low
echelon managers, often with little technical savvy, the college runs a

grave risk.

There are several hallmarks of good management. There should be sufficient
capacity and appropriate functionality. Clear management reports should
innicate performance levels, costs, and usage statistics. An effective
plan should be based on an analysis of current capacity and a detailed
assessment of future needs. Telecommunications requirements should be an
integral part of institutional planning. Information systems plans and
telecommunications plans must go hand-in-hand.

Surprisihgly, even with relatively simple telecommunications systems there
may be significant hidden costs. Telephone circuit installation costs may
may come from departmental budgets rather than the central telecommunica-
Lions budget. Local area networks and data communications for departmental
computers rarely show up as a telecommunications cost -- and personnel
costs for supporting data networks may be buried in departmental budgets as
well as the budget for computing services. Cabling is probably done by
facilities, and equipment may be procured from operating funds or even
supplies budgets.
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As telecommunications technology advances, the college needs some one or

some group who keeps informed and is able to make technical judgments. Ycu

undoubtedly have specialists with expertise in specific areas but perhaps

lack a technical specialist to provide consultation to management. Tech-

nical expertise is increasingly important as telecommunications functions

grow and as options expand.

Telecommunications for an institution must be viewed a global, strategic

issue. Dealing with vendors, for instance, is becoming increasingly com-

plicated. Not only are there more vendors out there, but the systems being

offered are more complex. Multi-vendor environments are becoming in-

creasingly common, and with them comes the requirement for more expertise
in understanding how different products relate and how to establish perfor-

mance criteria. Someone needs to understand the entire telecommunications
system, for the entire institution, in order to make the most intelligent

decisions regarding specific applications for specific users. In a well-

managed telecommtcations function, there is a central office to handle

vendor relations.

Telecommunications is sophisticated stuff. Properly made, a procurement

decision involves evaluating the need, identifying all suitable products,

developing selection criteria, performing a financial analysis of return on

investment, preparing an RFP, evaluating vendors and their ability to

service the equipment, supervising installation, etc. These are not t.sks

for amateurs, no matter how well-informed they may be. And even if there

are professionals within user departments to perform these activities,

decisions cannot be made in isolation. New systems must be compatible with

existing systems, and management should be alert for ways to share

resources. Decentralized management can lead to duplication and costly

attempts to interface products with different technologies and from dif-

ferent vendors.

It is obviously one thing to lay out the possible problems with your

current telecommunications management. It is quite another to tell you how

to solve them. It would be an oversimplification to suggest that there is

one ideal answer to fit every college and university. Institutional pre-

ferences for centralized versus decentralized operation, existing organiza-
tional structures, size, magnitude and types of telecommunications require-
ments all of these are major factors in developing an appropriate tele-

communications function. But I can suggest a few ideal guidelines.

As with computing, it is important to establish fundamental criteria to be

used in evaluating a technology, a project, or a system. No matter how
appealing a technical solution may be, it should not be implemented unless

it serves the functional needs of the institution. There are four criteria

to keep in mind:

o Effectiveness:
o Efficiency:

o Volume:

o Value:

Doing the right thing
Doing the thing right
Getting the most out with the least in
Progress towards objectives

Every purchase of telecommunications equipment and service, and every

decision that bears on telecommunications in any way, must be evaluated as

a business decision. There must be reporting and planning processes that

ensure a business approach.
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For effective, eff: Pnt, valuable telecommunications, the institution must

have a coherent estment policy based on careful ,,nalysis of needs,

adequate planning, building upon institutional strategic plans, clear

priorities, and effective coordination. These are the hallmark of a sound
telecommunications organization, just as they are the hallmark of a sound

management information systems organization.

Developing the Business Plan

In the corps -ate world, any operational function as important as telecom-
munications would be guided by a formal business plan. This plan indicates
the basic goals and obje _fives to be achieved, the strategy to be followed,
the organization, the resources required (and revenues generated), and the
criteria to be used to evaluate effectiveness. I think we all recognize
that higher education must be administered as a business, and telecommuni-
cations in higher education is just as viable a candidate for business

planning as in business. There are several overriding issues which should
be included in the Telecommunications Business Plan.

No progress in telecommunications can be accomplished without first esta-
blishing an institutional commitment to effective telecommunications.
Institutional commitment begins at the top. Senior management must become
involved. One possible way to develop an effective institutional commit-
ment is to establish a Telecommunications Task Force made up of senior
deans and chaired by the Vice President of Information Systems or tha Vice
President of Administration. Perhaps another vice president or two should
also be included. This Task Force should include technical experts and

representatives of user groups. The committee should be constituted in

such a way that the members include technical savvy but are not committed
to incumbent technolDgy. The issue is to meet current and project needs,
not to continue current practices.

Another way to achieve an institutional commitment is to hire a consultant
who reports to the President or a senior vice president to review the

institution's telecommunications needs and systems. Many institutions feel
that the objectivity of an outsider is worth the investment. If you

already have an experienced telecommunications expert within your organiza-
tion with a broad view of institutional operations, he or she can 1-e the

focal point for the process. The who is less important than the what.

In any event, an institutional-wide review of telecommunications may well
encounter resistance. There are probably several local telecommunications
projects already in place local minicomputer systems and local area

networks; perhaps even a telephone switch -- and their managers will be

strongly committed to these operations. An institutional review of tele-

communications represents a threat, perceived equally strongly by those

whose operations have been working effectively as by those who have

developed inefficient management empires. But strong and supoortive senior
management involvement can simultaneously highlight the importance of this

review process and ease understandable tensions among telecommunications
personnel.

The objectives of this review are to identify all telecommunications
functions, to evaluate costs and performance, effectiveness, staffing,

etc., and to develop a comprehensive plan for future expansion and capital
investment. Inventory current activities, systems, and needs. The first
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step in such a review is to inventory Al exis,ing telecommunications and

systems, even those not supported by advanced technology. This will in-

volve reviewing phone call records and bills, data networks, communications

traffic volume, performance reports, man-hours reported in support of

telecommunications, etc Even if the institution currently uses Centrex, a

surprising amount of data can be collected and analyzed from data tapes

which can be provided by the telephone company which details each call

made.

The entire communications structure within the institution must be

reviewed. A realistic and accurate assessment includes not only electronic

telecommunications but communications of all types. There may well be

areas lacking electronic communications which ought to be supported by

technology. Changes in the regulatory climate and technological innovation

have had a profound affect on office operations, data sharing, and

computing. Offices which physically exchange data by diskette ur paper

must be evaluated as part of the communications review.

As a part of this review process, look for redundant communication networks
where multiple circuits run along parallel paths or where two or more

systems orovide similar, or identical, services. Look for idle or under-

utilized resources, phone lines or computers that are operating well below
capacity for no apparent reason. Look for old technologies that might be

candidates for enhancement or upgrade to ensure that you are getting the

best performance for your dollar.

Establish the tItal bill for telecommunications, including dollars spent in

specific user areas which users may be reluctant to acknowledge. That

physics lab with the sophisticated local network cannot be ignored any more
than the bookstore computing system or the automated library network. YoL

cannot make accurate evaluations for cost/benefits without complete infor-

mation.

After completing the review of current activities, systems, and needs,

reassess them in terms of current technology. Be careful in this review to

not be taken with the glamor of new technology for itself. Except in its

specific research context, higher education institutions should not typi-

cally be in the forefront of experimentation. Few colleges or universitir.s

have an R&D budget in terms of their own operation. Keep the actual needs

of your institution always in mind. Do not choose fiber optics unless it

is really what is needed to meet institutional objectives. Keep in mind,

however, the overall direction of the technology. Centrex may appear less

expensive today than a private branch exchange, but analysis of future

costs and expected reliability may well suggest that investment in one or

more switches is justified.

After these inventories and assessments, the task force or the consultant

or the designated telecommunications manager, in conjunction with the

telecommunications experts, must work closely with the institutional stra-
tegic planning team. Telecommunications planning, like information systems

planning, cannot work independently of strategic planning. It is not

uncommon to discover during a review of institutional needs for information

systems and telecommunications that the institutional strategic plan is

inadequate. The role of computing in instruction, especially, is often

ill-defined; and that role has profound impact on both information systems

planning and costs, and on telecommunications activities. If the college
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plans a widespread, integrated office automation environment, with powerful
decision support systems, it must prepare for it in the telecommunications
plan.

A good technique for getting the telecommunications function organized is

to develop a short-term telecommunications improvement plan, a stabiliza-
tion plan, if you will. Determine an interim organization for the telecom-
munications function, and decide who will be assigned to it and where it

will report. This may require adding new personnel or reassigning
personnel. If the institution lacks qualified technical personnel, it is

especially important to get started quickly because finding and/or training
technical peo)le is a long process.

This short-term plan should focus on service problem, -- pain points within
the organization. This may include both inadequate service to users and
high costs which can be quickly reduced. It is probable that a good
inventory of current activities revealed areas of concern, areas with
excessive downtime or inadequate capacity. Addressing these concerns,
wYile reducing costs, will gain quick credibility for the project.
Usually, a little good management coupled with senior-level commitment can
make significant progress in six months, and will convince doubters of both
the degree of institutional commitment and the worth of the process.

It is important during these first months to identify goals which can be
met and to establ:,sh credibility. Keep commitments within reason. Iden-
tify clearly what goals will be met publicize the successes. A part of
this short-term telecommunications improvement program is to develop a
long-term plan. This plan should address goals and objectives, priorities,
organization, time-lines, strategies, and resource requirements. This
short-term program should be a model for the on-going activity. Success in
the short-term plan is the best groundwork for long-term success; but
problems in the short-term mean problems in the long-term.

Implementing the Organization

The final step in the Telecommunications Project is establishing and imple-
menting an ongoing organization to support and manage telecommunications.
The Task Force, or a senior management figure who has been given responsi-
bility, should prepare recommendations for a long-term management organiza-
tion for telecommunications. Part of the task is to establish good rapport
with all user areas, and the long-term management structure must fit both
the institutional culture and ensure high user confidence. The long-term
management structure for telecommunications should reflect strong centLal
control or support substantial departmental automony as appropriate. But I

strongly advise that decision process for telecommunications reside in a

single group with the resources, authority, and expertise to make them.

The ideal telecommunications organization is centralized. All telecommuni-
cations issues should be handled in one office, and these issues include
planning, engineering, performance, operations, maintenance, and procure-
ment for both telephones and data communications. In addition, it has top-
level visibility ideally with a direct reporting relationship to senior
institutional management. Telecommunications is a critical and expensive
business. There must be a good on-going planning process, and management
and budget controls to ensure that decisions are made and implemented in a
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costeffective manner. The telecommunications office must not only handle
the daytoday mechanics of running your systems and switches and networks,

it must also provide a support structure for the entire institution's

communications purchases.

This management structure (Telecommunications Department is a good working

name) should have responsibility for planning, for implementation, and for

operation of all institutional telecommunications. It should be headed by

a Manager of Telecommunications who should be a senior person within your

institution, on a par with the Manager of Information Systems, reporting to

a Vice President. During the startup phase, particularly if the institu
tion expects to make a heavy capital investment, this manager might report

even directly to the President of the College. The key is to ensure that

the telecommunications function reports at a high enough leve. to receive

the visibility and support it needs from senior management.
The individual serving as Manager must be thoroughly knowledgeable of tele

communications tecnnology, But she or he must be far more than a

technician. The Manager serves as part of the institutional planning team,
and must be involved in making and implementing college policy. There are

very few trained telecommunications managers around -- hence the job often

falls to the Manager or Information Systems. This is fine, as long as the

Information Systems people recognize that Telecommunications is more than

Data Communicationu and give it the prestige and weight it deserves.

recommend that, even if a common person serves as both managers, the tele
communications department remain distinct from the information systems

department.

The Telecommunications Department handles all maintenance, operations, and

engineering for telecommunications. It provides technical support for all

telecommunications, including preparing specifications and configurations,
managing acquisitions and systems implementation, and providing operational
support and maintenance. In addition, it should provide regular reports to

users on performance and administrative reports as they are needed for

planning, cost evaluation, and chargebacks and budgeting.

There must be ongoing longrange F,annina processes to ensure that tele
cammunications services meet future needs. A regular cost/benefit evalua

tion process, technology assessments, a futures planning function , 3

anticipate new needs and new products, and regularly updated capacity plans
are the essential elements.

There should also be a mechanisms for monitoring performance and costs of

telecommunications and for reporting relevant information to user

departments and to senior management. Telecommunications is no different

from any other business function; without good controls there is no way of

evaluating effectiveness and improving efficiency.

Most importantly, the Teleco- iunications Services Department must be pre
pared to provide effective user liaison, working with users to resolve

problems, to prepare feasibility studies for enhancements and new applica
tions, and to assist the users in all phases of planning and operation.

All the control mechanisms and management structures in the world can be

rendered ineffective by a lack of cooperation. This user liaison function

will be especially critical with information systems personnel, both

administrative and academic. There can be no faster way to vitiate the

effectiveness of the Telecommunications Services Department than to have
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the instructors and researchers using computing frustrated because of non-
responsive attitudes. Despite the obvious overlap, or more likely because
of it, computing people often have the greatest distrust of telecommunica-
tions people.

Building on the Telecommunications Organization

Telecommunications is expensive. A higher educational institution can
easily spend one percent of its total budget on telecommunications -- this
can amount to millions of dollars in the larger universities. But dereg-
ulation has opened the door for a very interesting possibility for fi-
nancing the institution's telecommunications bill. Think about your insti-
tution, its physical layout and clienteles, and its place in the larger
community. You have new opportunities to plug into national networks, to
take advantage of consortia developing TV courses, and to get closer to

your sister institutions in your city and state.

Colleges and universities which provide dormitory housing for students or
staff can now proviue telecommunications service; for their residents.
Simply put, it means that the university can become the telephone company
for the people living in university housing. Obviously there is extra cost
in wiring the dormitories and providing service, but charges to students
can help pay off both the incremental additional costs and some of the
initial capital outlay for campus switches and systems.

As you confront the issues of telecommlnications, and the need for telecom-
munications planning, you will quickly realize that the best time to pre-
pare the physica slant for telecommunications is when it is built, or
remodeled. You suould never let any building renovation project occur
without a thorough review of your telecommunications capabilities and
plans.

Especially when buildings are being remodeled, consider integrating voice,
data, video, and image data. Security systems, fire detection systems, and
energy management syscems are all part of the school's telecommunications
activitie . Consider creating what are often called "Smart Buildings"
which come equipped with cabling for all telecommunications functions.

Summary

In the near future, most traditional directors of Manageme., Information
Systems will be required to become deeply involved jn iecommunications,
and often will be expected to provide the same ' . .-rshin and management
that they have traditional provided in data processing. You carrot get
started too early. Whatever the organizational and political environments
which prevail within your organization, I strongly urge you to go back to
your schools and begin to address your telecommunications. Meet with
appropriate management; assume the role of telecommunications manager or
meet with her; begin identifying current problems; and begin planning.

3 02,
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS AT A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

Gord ., G. Mathezer

Mount Royal College

Abstract: Up until a year ago telecommunications at Mount Royal College
consisted of the usual telephone service plus a relatively small number of
asynchronous terminals being connected directly to mainframe computers.

The situation has changed dramatically because of new telecommunications

requirements such as:

*a majGr expansion project that will double the physical size of the College;

*the creation of other teaching locations within the city that are distant from
the main campus:

*the cooperative development and delivery of CML/CAI programs by the
province's colleges using telecommunication facilities;

*the need to link the province's colleges for the purposes of exchanging
messages and files;

*the growing tendency for staff and faculty to work out of their homes; and
*the increasing need to interconnect on-campus micros.

This paper describes the College's response to the above sudden increase in

telecommunications requirements. Specific topics covered include: (1) a
summary of the telecommunications service requirements; (2) an evaluation

of the available technologies and alternatives to meet these requirements; (3)

the basic design/selection decisions; and (4) a description of the work done

to date, the lessons learned, and the work remaining.
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1.) INTRODUCTION
Mount Royal College (MAC) is a 2 year post-secondary institution in Calgary, Alberta The city's
population 13 about 630.000, and in addition to MRC, there is a University and an Institution of
Technology serving a total population base of about 1 million
At present the College has approximately 4500 FTE students To allow for added emphasis on
Technology and Community Services there is a $60 million expansion program underway. This should
nearly double the student population by 1988-89, and presents major challenges and opportunities

One of the major challenges has been the development of a comprehensive communication strategy
To understand the scope and the nature of the challenge it is best to look at FIG. 1 which shows the
MRC network" in 1984-85 At that time, the "network" consisted of very little more than a number of

terminals connected directly to two mainframes via a front-end switch (PACX) As a result of new
program initiatives the College was soon faced with the requirement to provide communication
services in the following key areas

Linking of personal computers (PC) within classrooms and across the campus
Connecting distant terminals to the mainframe, that were no longer within the range of direct wiring
Providing links to other towns/cities for the purpose of remote course delivery (CML-type)
Connecting on-campus facilities and users to a newly established consortium dedicated to the
development of computer assisted learning and located at a distant point in Calgary
Providing access to the main campus' computing facilities from the recently established Downtown
Campus
Providing specific technical direction to the architects working on the College expansion Since the
expansion also incorporates major renovations, a comprehensive networking strategy and plan had
to be developed that would facilitate the introduction of new technologies throughout the entire
College for many years to come
Providing electronic mail and messaging services between Mount Royal and other post-secondary
educational institutions in the city, in the province, in Canada and on the international scene
Linking mainframe computers at high speeds o Providing off-site back-up for the increasing number
of on-line systems via communication facilities
Providing easy access to public data bases

The requirements for new services have been and are occurring at a very rapid rate % le have had to
find an orderly and effective way of moving from a very primitive to an up-to-date and sophisticated
communication environment very quickly
The purpose of this paper is to describe what we did and why, in order to meet the above challenges It
concentrates on design issues, alternate technologies, management issues, and on installation specifics
Hopefully, it will assist people and institutions currently traveling a similar path, and also those who are
yet to consider these issues.

2.) WHY A NETWORKING STRATEGY?
The main reasons for regarding communications/net. rking strategy absolutely critical to attaining
College objectives are

Easy and effective access for students/staff/faculty to computing and communications services is
(and will increasingly become) essential The network :s the means of delivering such services
The ability for staff/students/faculty to communicate electronically within the campus, the city, the
province, the nation and the world :s also becoming an increasingly necessary part of being able to
do a good job. The network is the means of providing such a capability
The growing decentralization of computing facilities at the College makes the ability to interconnect
users, and to exchange data between computers more and more essential The network provides
such a capability.
The networking strategy defines the nature of the cabling plant in a building Once the wires are
embedded in the structure, changes and additions are very costly Hence it is desirable to design a
cabling plant that will serve the College well even in the face of technological changes over the
years.
The data and information available from our computers attain their true value, when they are shared,
transmitted, exchanged or conveyed. Without a communication network that would not be possible
d. 'hout a communications strategy, the increasing demand for communications services may be
fulfilled by the future implementation of incompatible devices, services, and networks Any opportu-
nity to eventually integrate voice, data and video services would be lost, and major inefficiencies
would result

(1)
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3.) FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Although the primary and most pressing needs were initially to provide effective communication
services within the main campus, it did not take very long to realize that external communications
needs had to be considered at the same time We needed a complete solution One that provided for
present and future needs, one that could eventually provide data, voice and video services in an
integrated form We wanted to cover a range of distances (from very short to very long) with our
network The existing investment in comm. nations facilities had to be protected We were hoping to
use identical software/user interface at all levels (from classroom to international networks) We
wanted to ensure conformance to ISO standards as a means of protecting the future of a potentially
very large investment
As a first step in the study, the functional requirements were expressed in user or applicaticn oriented
terms The emphasis was on data communications, since a good voice network was already in place
The result was the list below

Asynchronous terminal e VT100-type) access to mainframes. minis and micros for timesharing
services
Electronic Mail Service within the campus and to other post-secondary institutions
CML/CAI and graphics development on mainframes and download to micros
File exchange between micros and mainframes, and between micros and micros
Easy access to common software (wherever located) in timesharing mode (Spreadsheet, WP, Statistics)
Word and text processing
Access to transaction driven administrative applications
Remote course delivery (CML /CAI) via links to external networks
Printer, disk, and other resource sharing
Public DB' access
Access to computers of other institutions and organizations via packet switched external data
communication services
Connection(1)of
- Mainframes and minis (at high speeds)
- Micros and micro-nets to mainframes and each other
- Dissimilar micros to mainframes and each other
- Dissimilar mainframes to each other
Terminals (synch and asynch.) to mainfiames and minis

- Off-campus, city sites to mainframes and minis
- Common wide area networks (SNA, DATAPAC/INSTITUTIONS. DATABANKS)
- Devices operating at different speeds
- Terminals, micros to shared printers, disks etc.
- Modern pools (dial-in/out service)

Intelligent copiers
Delivery of computing/communication services to every office, classroom, and study area
Provision of a data-link to SL/1 voice PBX
Provision of accounting, traffic monitoring, usage statistics, and troubleshooting information

Protection of sensitive data
Voice communication between on-campus users, and voice links to most locations in the world

Dictation
Teleconferencing
Facsimile transmission/reception
Attachment of RS232 compatible devices
Provision for a minimum 200% growth in traffic and the number of workstations
Accommodation of concurrent users. who may be working with several applications simultaneously

Ability to run common PC software on the local portion of the network
(1) All 'Connections imply file exchange, haring initially, and program-to-program communication
later (interoperability not rust physical connection)

305
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4.) KEY ASSUMPTIONS
It became evident eorly in the study that we would have to deal with a number of uncertainties, such as
the nature of the use of the network, and the impact of new technological developments during the next
5 to 20 years To deal with them, the following working assumptions were made

The planning period is 3 to 5 years for the initial installation Beyond that there will be a need for
reengineering, which should be facilitated by building in flexibility now
The communication network will be required to serve one main geographical location with links to
satellite locations during the planning period.
There will be one computer centre for large, mainframe equipment Mini and micro computers may
be located as appropriate High speed interconnections of all computers will be essential
Audio, video and data traffic will be handled by separate networks during the planning period
Therefore, users may have to work with several terminals (one for each type of traffic)
The source of audio and video input will be other than the computing network (e g library)
Access to outside services, data bases, other organizations and institutions will be essential
The network will be constructed to permit easy and free access for all faculty, staff and students to all
of the services
The network will be under single, unified management, and will conform to accepted international
standards
Only proven arid existing technology will be used
The present SL-1 PBX will be retained for handling voice communications (it may be expanded in
size)
Since future requirements are hard to predict flexibility, and adaptability are critical, and will be
provided for wherever possible

5.) CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
We hoped to design a network that would be gracefully upgradable throughout the life of the new
buildings. Here gracefully means the ability to adapt and to accommodate changes in size, technology
etc., and the ability to provide satisfactory return on investment for each generation of installed
components. Thus the network was designed for maximum flexibility, but also for sharing, coordination
and effective management
The objectives were to permit every workstation/user free and easy access to all of the network's
services at any time, and to permit the addition of IN ew services at minimum additional cost Consequently,
the network was designed to accommodate
- Volume increases (more terminals, more locations, more computers, more traffic, higher speeds etc )
- New devices (new terminals, computers, networks different traffic. types etc )
- New functions (voice/data integration, program-to-program communication, document/file exchange,

dictation, teleconferencing, intelligent copiers etc )
- Incorporation of video (and broadband) technology
- Incorporation of emerging international standards - Relocation of users/workstations
- Organizational changes
- Etc
This will be accomplished by
- installing a common backbone or main network
- prewiring every office, classroom, study area etc. for all three major service types
- allowing for 200% growth in size, speed and volume
- using international standard hardware interfaces to devices, networks, computers etc
- dealing with a vendor committed to providing international standard software
- selecting a technology that allows incremental or gradual growth
- building in "hooks" or "bridges" to potential future functions/applications
- setting the objective of network-independence (i e. applications that do not depend on specific

features of the network)
- using identical software and hardware regardless of the size of the network (classroom, building,

campus)
- building-in provisions for isolating network segments from each otherfor purposes of traffic manage-

ment and security
- selecting a technology that provides proven "gateways" to other networks
- delivering high, CPU-level speeds to every work location
- allowing for a variety of trrnsmission media (coax, fiber optics, twisted pair)

(3)
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permitting the connection of devices based on diverse technologies
- selecting a proven technology, supported by a well established vendor who can be relied upon to

remain at the forefront of technology
As will be shown in section (6), the alternate approaches considered were
- INTEGRATED VOICE/DATA SWITCH (IVOS)
- DATA SWITCH (DS)
- LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN)
The baseboard LAN approach was selected, with the understanding that it would be gradually up-
graded to broadband, following 5 (or more) years of operation As shown in FIG 3, the chosen
architecture consists of several carefully linked networks in recognition of the variety of needs to be
served There is a central, main network or backbone. servicing most of the on-campus users There
are specialized subnetworks servicing special users (e g PCs, CAD/CAM etc ) The voice network
remains as in FIG. 1 and is not shown here Finally, there are a variety of "gateways" linking the College
network to a variety of external locations and network architectures Other design features, with
special emphasis on flexibility, are summarized below

FIG 1 depicts the present communication network at the College FIG 3 shows the conceptual
design for the proposed network It consists of a main network" or "backbone' to which a practically
unlimited number and type of devices and subnetworks may be interfaced
To extend the length of the network and to cover cdditional locations, one network segment may be
connected to another via transceivers and repeaters
Devices of established types may be added or relocated incrementally, by simply plugging" into the
backbone at the appropriate spot (accomplished by wiring all offices, classrooms, study spaces etc

for data. voice and video service)
New, as yet unknown, devices, will be accommodated if they confr m to 'ISO'-standards and a soon as
the vendor provides the necessary interfaces. The fact that the viandor has already interfaced a wide
variety of devices, and that it is committed to ISO standards gives the College reasonable assurance
New types of functions (3 g. video) require new cabling (e g broadband) which would replace or be
in addition to the "backbone' Bridges" allow for the gradual introduction of such new services.
without disrupting the existing network Bridges 'also serve to isolate segments, thereby increasing
privacy and traffic handling capacity
Increased speed ano traffic requirements must be accommodated by the built-in spare capacity of
the backbone. Bridges can also be used to increase the traffic handling capacity The maximum
capacity of the network depends on the way the connected devices are used However, based on
laboratory measurements, the proposed network should support 1500 - 2000 devices of the present
types without degradation in service levels
Connection to new external networks is accomplished by the use of 'gateways" The key ones of
which are already available Any new ones will depend on the vendor's commitment to providing full
support for ISO-standards
The proposed network is uniform and modular in construction This permits identical structure and
components to be used at the individual office, the classroom, the building or inter-building levels
The following is a summary of the key technical characteristics of the proposed network
- Maximum transmission speed = 10 Mbps
- Maximum length of one segment = 500 m
- Maximum number of nodes per segment = 100
- Maximum number of nodes per network = 1024
- Number of devices per node = 8 - 16
- Maximum distance between end points = 2 8 km
- Maximum speed, with 100 devices active concurrently, = 2 to 4 Mbps
It is difficult to descrita the many other design considerations with going into a lot more technical
detail The next section summarizes our view of the alternatives, and thus provides further insight into
the key design decisions

6). ALTERNATIVES
Two of the alternatives to the recommended strategy have to do with the use of different technologies
Others concern changes in scale or vendor and are not discussed here
6.1 INTEGRATED VOICE/DATA SWITCH (IVDS)

This is a sophisticated PBX designed to connect, switch, route etc messages. both. in the form of
data and in the form of voice While this technology may well become desirable in the longer term
(i e 5 - 10 years), it is not the best solution for the College, because

it is lust emerging from the research stages and doesn t have a long track record

(4)
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it has a relatively higher "per connection" cost
its transmission speed is limited and is not suitable for CPU-to-CPU traffic

it requires a separate physical path (or pairof wires) to connecteach individual device to the
IVDS This often results in a large, complex and hard-to-maintain wiring-plant

it is controlled by a single, central processor where failure can bring the entire network to a halt
it would duplicate the functions of the SL/iN voice PBX, to which the College is committed for
at least 5 years
it often doesn't permit data and voice over the same wires, which can double the size of the
wiring plant. When there is a single pair of wires, the system cannot receive multiple source
signals (e.g data. voice, video) simultaneously
it provides a physical path between connected points, but does not provide the key user
services such as file transfer. remote data access, program-to-program communication

6.2 DATA SWITCH
This is a specialized PBX, designed to switch, connect, route etc data messages only It is the
least costly solution for the moment, it is also well proven. and has a speed that is higher than that
of the IVDS.
It does require a separate pair of wires for each device or connection, and is based on a centrally
controlled design. Most importantly, it provides the physical connecting path, but typically lacks
the software based user services. the integration with the users application software It conforms
least to international standards, and is less open-ended It is an acceptable short-term solution
A survimary of our view of the characteristics of the three competing technologies is given in Table
1

7.) PHYSICAL DESIGN
The conceptual design of FIG. 3 has to be convene i into a practical, physical network This section
deals with the installation and implementation considerations The following two diagrams give an
overview:

FIG 4 Representation of the conceptual design in physical implementation terms
FIG 6 A pictorial overview of the types, the locations and interconnection of equipment in the

building.
Given the above installation outline, the following are specific consti action /installation details that we
asked the architects and engineers to consider:

Every location (offices, classrooms, laboratories, study areas etc ) should be wired for all three
services (data, audio and video)
In addition to horizontal ductwork, vertical cable risers should be placed between floors at strategic
locations.
Workstation locations should be equipped with connectors to handle all types of traffic (audio, video,
data)
Major horizontal and vertical ductwork should be
- highly accessible
- as straight as possible
- large enough to accommodate cabling for all three types of traffic (6" x 9 trays are adequate)

- Conduits to work locations should. as a minimum, accommodate coaxial cable and up to three
twisted pair for each user These requirements increase for other areas such as classrooms, study
areas, laboratories, etc. in proportion to the number of users located there
For large open areas which may be used as study locations, as well as certain large enclosed areas
(laboratories, etc.), in-floor ductwork should be installed This will give students the potential of
plugging in" computer based equipment wherever. and whenever. necessary

Special rooms or 'wiring closets" should be located at strategic locations to contain wiring panels
and specialized communication devices.
Closets should beat the intersection of vertical and horizontal ducts. and should be located centrally
for the area they are servicing
Closets must be easily accessible (and the equipment within them must also be easily accessible) as
they will be a high centre of continuing activity (servicing, new installations. etc )
The environment (temperature and humidity) of closets must accommodate sensitive electrical
equipment (110V; 100 Watts, 60 HZ; 100 BTU/M)
Electrical supply to these closets must meet standard specifications for computer equipment (e g
isolated ground, etc.)
Closets should 1)e large enough to accommodate a mixture of

- wiring terminator fixtures,
- controliers for terminal clusters or local area networks,

- equipment for communication ''nodes",

(5) 3 0 6
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- specialized, distributed mini-computers, and
- shared devices for micro- processors interconnected through local area networks (e g drives)
The 'wiring closets" should house connecting and/or switching equipment for all types of traffic (le
data/audio/video)
There should be at least one wiring closet" or 'node" for each wing of the new building
Conduit(s) should be provided for an increasing number of incoming data and voice lines near the
Computer Centre and PBX-room respectively
When planning coaxial cable routing, the manufacturer's minimum bend radius (typically 8") should
be taken into account
The network-earth-reference point should be clearly identified The maximum length of the earthwing
conductor is typically 45-50 feet
The coaxial cable may be teflon coated or standard PVC, depending on local building code
The length of cable between the coax tap point and the device being connected 0 e concentrator) is
usually limited (1501 and should be considered when designing the physical layout of wiring closets

8.) CONCLUSIONS
We have found that a comprehensive and flexible communications strategy is essential
Once the requirements are expressed in functional, application oriented terms the alternate technolo-
gies should be assessed LAN vs IVDS vs DS approaches deserve careful consideration Beyond
selection of a strategic approach, the other popular technical questions (e g topology, media) did not
seem to matter as much This was especially so, because we decided that there were overwhelming
advantages to maintaining a clean and uniform software interface to our present computing environment
The other key decision was tc call for ISO compatibility Having made these decisions, we could focus
our energies on the installation issues In that respect we are still learning, but feel that the concepts of
wiring closets, and of prewinng every location for all three major service types were particularly
1ml:client.
At this point in time, we have connected to other colleges using the public packet switched networks
We have installed classroom networks for PC(s) and have tested leased line services to satellite
campuses. We are about to link up with BITNET The wiring of the new buildings, the installation of the
wiring closets, the completion of the linking of the mainframes etc is still to come
We have learned a lot We think we have made the right decisions, but only the first month3 of full use of
the network will be able to provide the answer Performance, network management, functionality,
flexioility etc. have yet to be fully examined through actual operating experience

TABLE 1
THE COMPETING TECHNOLOGIES

LAN IVDS DS

Transmission
Medium Coax,
Topology

Twisted pair,
fiber
Bus,tree,ring

Twisted pair

Star

Twist 'd pair

Star
Rated Speed (MBPS) 10 0 064-1 5 1 5
Switching Packet Circuit Circuit
Technique
Network Control Distributed Centralized Centralized
Throughput Function of Function of Function of

no of users switch switch
Access Control 1 3 3
Compatibility
with ISO

3 1 1

Network size 2 3 3
Computing and 3 1 1

User interface
Incremental expansion 2 2 2
Support for foreign
services, networks

3 1 1

Cost/connection 800 1500 - 2000 500 600
(Canadian $)
Flexibility, 3 2 1

Adaptabil.ty

NOTE: In several categories above, a numerical rating is used to express our assessment On this scale
(3) is best, (2) is medium and (1) is weakest
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INTEGRATED VOICE/DATA NETWORKING
THE DAT:, PERSPECTIVE

Stephen J Patrick

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STEVENS POINT

Stevens Point
Wisconsin

There are three dat communications factors at an
educational instit _Ion that make data communication
difficult: computing is decentralized, the campus has
diverse computing hardware, and there is not a large
budget to accomplish data communications.

The University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point installed
an integrated voice/data communication system. The
Information Systems Network (AT&T's local area network
offering) will meet our current data communication
needs, and will provide the backbone for future growth.
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INTEGRATED VOICE/DATA NETWORKING
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STEVENS POINT

THE DATA PERSPECTIVE
Stephen J Patrick

BACKGROUND

The University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point (UWSP) began looking
for a campus wide d-ta communication system over three years ago
(1982). Our early research concentrated on traditional local
area network products. We discovered that the cast of
implementing any campus wide network would be far more than the
University could afford. The cost of the network would exceed
the cost of all the devices on the network. This was not
considered a viable alternative.

During this same period another group as exploring the
feasibility of purchasing a voice PBX replace Centrex service.
Early in 1984 the campus made a decision to combine the two
needs, the University would issue a request for proposals (RFP)
for an integrated voice/data communication system. The RFP was
2ssued in July of 1984. In December the campus selected AT&T as
the vendor, a System 85 PBX for voice :service, and the
Information Systems Netwcrk (ISN) for data service.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the data portion of our
integrated communications system. The paper will describe the
data communication needs of UWSP, the ISN as a data network, and
examine the cost of the ISN.

DATA COMMUNICATION NEEDS AT UWSP

Th-re are three data communications factors at UWSP that make
data communication difficult. These factors are common to most
educational institutions: computing is decentralized, the campus
has diverse computing hardware, and there is not a large budget
available to accomplish data communications.

DECENTRALIZED COMPUTING

A campus environment is very different from a business situation.
In a business the "boss" can make a dt:ision on computing
standards and practices. This is not possible in an academic
environment. Decision making in an institution of higher
education is much more distributed than in a business. As a
result there is little control over whc is purchasing computer
equipment. and the purpose of that acquisition.
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In an academic environment decentralized computing works very
well. Individual users have control over the resources they
need, and they are the most qualified to determine the proper
solution for their needs. This makes the computer communication
situation much more difficult to manage. The environment is not
!;table and must be flexible enough to meet changing needs.

DIVERSE COMPUTING HARDWARE

One of the goals of academic institutions is the creation of
knowledge. Faculty members in both instructional, and research
endeavors do not want to be restricted to a single computer
vendor, or architecture. Even in administration computing
research and experimentation is tolerated. In this environment,
each computing decision is an independent decision. This results
in a wide variety of computing hardware that do not communicate
well together. Each computer vendor has its own communication
protocols and would like to force all users of that computer to
follow abide by the vendors rules.

Ideally the computer network would be the bridge between
incompatible hardware. The network should function as the
translating device to remove the complexity of communicating from
the end users.

SMALL BUDGET

For many years the real funding available per student has
generally been decreasing (at least it has at UWSP). The
institution does not have the freedom of making a capital
investment in a computer networ - unless the benefits are large.
The cost of the network must be fully justified, and must not be
out of proportion to the cost of the equ:dment that it is
connecting. An objective of UWSP is to have data communications
costs at the same order of magnitude as voice communications. In
other words the data communications bill to the end user would be
close to the telephone bill.

The ISN provided the best solution to the three problems
described in this section. The ISN provides a mechanism of
connecting all the computers at UWSP for an average cost of $500
per connection. This was by far our lowest cost alternative
while providing a high service level.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISN

The easiest way to conceptually understand the ISN is to examine
the design goal of the ISN. The principle design goal of the ISN

2
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is to provide universal data service. The role of the ISN is to
give computer users the same kind of service that voice telephone

service provides.

Within universal data service are four design concepts: (1) to

provide a mean'; of interconnecting diverse computing hardware,
(2) to provide fast data transport, (3) to provide user friendly
procedures, and (4) to be able to add equipment without service

disruptions. Each of these concepts will be examined in detail.

At this time there are two types of local networks; networks that
provide numerous services in a homogeneous environment, and

networks that provide a more limited service level in a

heterogeneous environment. Examples of the homogeneous networks
include personal computer networks such as 3Com that allow
personal computers to share resources (fixed disk drives,

printers, etc). The ISN is the second type of network. Services
initially are limited to basic communications, but the reach is

much broader. The ultimate realization of this goal would be the

ability to attach any computing device to the network and allow
it to communicate with any other device on campus. As time
passes and advances are made in the ISN the level of services
provided by the ISN should approach the services that homogeneous
networks can provide.

Fast data transport is an essential component of local area
networking. The speed required will increase geometrically as
the capabilities of computers increase. Terminal emulation
applications function well at speeds of 9600 bits per second

(Bps). File sharing applications require speeds in the range of

a million Bps.

The system should be easy to use if it is to succeed in a non

technical environment. Computer users at UWSP are no longer
restricted to programmers, scientists, and data entry clerks.

Individuals with non-technical backgrounds are using computers in

their daily jobs. The users need to communicate with different
computers. The system must be straight forward and easy to use
if is to succeed with these users.

A dynamic environment will require numerous additions, and
changes as the system grows. The system should allow for
configuration changes without disrupting service. In some
mainframe computer networks it is necessary to bring the data
communication system down to change the network configuration.
This will not be acceptable in an environment with thousands of

users resulting in daily configuration changes.

ISN Components

The ISN's topology is a hierarchical star. This is the same
topology as the voice PBX. This allows us to install the wiring
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for the ISN at the same time as the PBX resulting in a low cost
cable plant (incrementally for the data network). Both the PBX
and the ISN will share fiber optic backbone cables that go to
each building on campus.

In the center of the network is the packet controller. The
packet controller is the brains of the ISN. It routes all
messages between network users. A packet controller can
theoretically accommodate as many as 1,920 devices. Multiple
packet controllers can be linked together extending the size of
the network.

Concentrators are connected to the packet controller by fiber
optic cable. There are two strands of fiber linking each
concentrator to the packet controller, one strand for each
direction of the communication. The role of the concentrator is
to extend high speed data capability to the users location. Each
building (floor) will have a concentrator. The users in the
building will be connected to the concentrator by the premises
wiring.

Inside the packet controller and the concentrators are interface
modules that connect end users to the ISN. These modules are
interchangeable, and can be placed in either the packet
controller, or concentrators. At this time there are two basic
types of interface modules; Fiber Interface Modules (FIM) that
connect concentrators and host computers with fiber optic cable,
and Asynchronous Interface Modules (AIM) which are used to
connect up to RS232 devices to the ISN. When an end user is
within 250 feet of the AIM board, and the data device is not
sharing telephone wire with an analog telephone, the user can be
connected directly to the AIM board. When the users is over 250
feet from the concentrator, or the user is sharing telephone wire
with analog telephones an Asynchronous Data Unit (ADU) is
required. The ADU allows RS232 communication to share cable with
analog telephones and extends the distance allowed to 5,000 feet
between the end user and the AIM board (at 9600 Bits per second).
ADU's can be avoided if digital telephones are used, of if 8
pairs of wire are pulled to each telephone jack.

Computer hosts can be connected either to a concentrator, or to
the packet controller with either ordinary twisted pair wire, or
fiber optic cable. An AT&T 3B20, or a DEC VAX running System 5
UNIX can be connected to the ISN with a fiber optic connection.
This will allow the computer to have up to 120 simultaneous
conversations with ISN users. At this time other host computers
are connected to the ISN through twisted pair wire, a twisted
pair wire will have to be used for each port on the host
computer.

End users will normally be connected through the wall phone jack
to the ISN. The building telephone wire contains wire that can
be used to connect to the ISN. When the wiring is installed for
the PBX the customer has the option of having 4 or 8 pair of wire
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installed at each jack. With 8 pair of wire there will be a
separate data jack for ISN users. In this case the user simply
plugs his computer into that jack. With 4 pairs of twisted pair
wire, analog telephones require 2 pairs of wire. A data device
would use an ADO which would use the remaining two pairs of wire
at that telephone jack.

ISN Protocol

The ISN connects computing devices with virtual circuits. The
ISN uses time division multiplexing to connect up to 1920
devices. The ISN can support up to 1200 virtual circuits at any
one time.

At this time devices are connected to the ISN with EIA RS232C
interfaces, and direct fiber optic interfaces (to host
computers). In the near future the system will support CSMA/CD,
X.25, synchronous IBM 3270 protocols. AT&T's philosophy to
develop an new connection protocol is to develop an interface
board that attaches to the ISN in either the concentrator or the
packet controller. The interface board will translate the
external protocol to the ISN's internal protocol. This implies
that major changes can be made to services to users without
requiring changes to the functioning of the ISN itself.

The system supports both switched and permanent virtual circuits.
To use a switched circuit the end user will "call" the
destination computer. If a line is free, the ISN will establish
the circuit. The end user devices begin communicating. A
permanent virtual circuit is a circuit that always connects two
devices. This would be useful for connecting real time
monitoring devices, point of sale devices, or host computers.
Permanent virtual circuits are defined by the system
administrator and once defined always connect the two devices.

The AIM board will assemble transmitted data into 16 byte
packets. If a delay between bytes of 4 milliseconds occurs the
AIM board will send a partial packet. For terminal users a
packet will be sent for each key typed on the terminal. Once
constructed, the ISN will sent each packet to the destination.

Inside the ISN node (and each concentrator) are three short
buses. There is a transmit bus, a receive bus, and a contention
bus. The ISN uses the contention bus to determine who uses the
next transmit cycle on the transmit bus. This results in a
collision free protocol. In a loaded environment the ISN will be
delivering its fully rated capacity.

The contention bus is short enough that a single bit can be
detected by all contenders before any contenders can send the
next bit signal. When an ISN module has data to send it builds a
unique contention code based on priority, and the stations

6
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address. During the contention cycle for each bit period, a
module is either sending a bit or listening for a bit. If a
module hears a bit when it is not sending, it is out voted and
drops out of contention until the next contention period. This

results in one and only one winner. At the end of the contention
period the winner sends its packet on the transmit bus, while
sending the next contention code(if it has more data to send).

If a module looses the contention it sets a high order priority
bit for the next contention period. In a loaded environment
transmission occurs in a round robin fashion. Each device
transmits a 16 byte packet each round. Users do not loose
service level based on low addresses.

When the packet reaches the ISN processor. The processor
replaces the source address with the destination address and
sends the message on the receive bus. The proper module will
pull the message off the receive bus and send it to the proper
concentrator.

The ISN can deliver 48,000 packets per minute. Each packet is
180 bits long. The rated capacity of the ISN is obtained by
multiplying the size of a packet by the rate of delivery. This
results in a rated capacity of 8.64 Mbps. The usable capacity is
somewhat less because a portion of the packet is control
information. The usable packet size is actually 16 bytes
resulting in a packet size of 128 user bits and a usable capacity

of 6.144 Mbps. The ISN's perfect scheduling protocol provides an
excellent level of service up to network saturation.

END_USER PROCEDURES

If a user wants to communicate with a computer on campus he/she
would dial the computers number (or name) through the keyboard.
The ISN will establish a conversation between the user and the
other computer. The ISN allows hunt groups to be set up. Using
a hunt group associates all the computer ports on a host computer
with a single "phone" number. The ISN provides a number of
important services to aid in the communication. The ISN handles
the differences between different computers communication
parameters. The ISN will adjust for different speeds, parity,
stop bits, etc. This means that the end user does not need to
know that there are technical differences between the computers
he/she wishes to communicate with.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A key future development of the ISN is the addition of services
to the network users. AT&T has announced STARLAN, a 1 million
bit per second local area network. STARLAN is a CSMA /CD network
designed to provide all the functionality of a high service

7
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homogeneous local area network. When STARLAN is interfaced to
the ISN, users will have the services of homogeneous local area
network and the connectivity of the ISN. STARLAN will also
further multiplex host terminal communications. Host computers
on STARLAN can be contacted by terminals on the ISN.

STARLAN will interface the ISN through a STARLAN Interface Module
(SLIM). There are two types of SLIM boards. There is a bridge
SLIM board which will give provide the ability to connect up to
10 disjoint STARLAN's into a single network. There is also an
interconnect SLIM board which will allow stations on STARLAN and
stations on the ISN to communicate.

A high priority need of AT&T is to interface the ISN with the IBM
world. This will be done through a synchronous interface. With
the synchronous interface a 3278 device is connected to the ISN.
The ISN is connected to a cluster controller next to an IBM host.
The ISN will allow the terminal user to switch select IBM hosts,
and will allow better utilization of cluster controllers. In the
non-ISN environment an IBM large system will need a cluster
controller port for each terminal. With the ISN the system will
only needs enough ports to support the peak load.

High speed fiber optic computer interfaces will give large
computers the ability to move large amounts of data quickly and
easily. This will make distributed computing in an
administrative environment easier to implement.

COST

With any project the magnitude of a campus wide communication
network, cost is a critical factor. We had the advantage of
installing the ISN while installing a PBX. The AT&T Universal
Wiring Plan brings the cost of the cable plant for the ISN to a
incidental cost. The incremental cost of the cable plant and the
ISN processor was less than $100,000 out of a 1.3 million dollar
project. Once the wiring and the packet switch are in place the
incremental cost of the ISN is about $500 per station. This cost
includes all ISN hardware but does not include end user
connection equipment and assumes that the cable plant does not
require changes. A station can be added anywhere on campus
easily. A computer, or terminal can be added to the ISN through
the nearest telephone wall jack. This can be done for a modest
incremental cost without affecting the service of other ISN
users. At no time must we splice into existing wiring, or cut
off service to an existing current user.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

The ISN and AT&T are not perfect. We did encounter problems with
the ISN and it's installation. These problems normally occur
with any significant undertaking. The purpose of this section of
the paper is to give you the opportunity of benefiting from our
experience.

Our greatest problem was the installation of the network. The
original contract called for the installation to be completed by
the first week in August. The actual installation was not
completed until Thanksgiving. At the time of our installation
ISN parts were in short supply. We did not receive delivery
until after the cutover of the voice PBX. Unfortunately, once
the voice PBX was completed the throng of AT&T installation
people left. We were left with local installation people that
were experienced in voice telephone service, but did not have a
data communication background. We provided an on-the-job
training service to the AT&T installation crew. The installation
crew also did not have any data communication test equipment to
tell if the connections were working once they had been
installed. We loaned the installation crew a Compaq computer to
give them the ability to test each RS232 connection as it was
being installed. The next installation of an ISN in our area
will be quite a bit smoother. The AT&T personnel are quality
individuals who can do the job if given proper equipment and
training, in our case they were provided with neither.

We also had some difficulties attaching host computers to the
networks. This problem occurred because of a misunderstanding of
the scope of the installation. We expected AT&T to provide a
full service installation. We wanted AT&T to be responsible for
finding out how to connect our IBM, Burroughs, Sperry, and
Digital computers. AT&T expected us to provide that expertise.
This led to a bit of a conflict because the terms of the
installation were not clearly indicated in the contract.

There were a couple of minor technical problems with the ISN.
Some of these problems have nothing to do with the ISN itself but
relate to the difficulty of the communication problem. We would
like to use a single terminal emulator to communicate with all
our computers. It is difficult to do this because of the special
needs of the different host computers. Also, different host
computers handle echoing of characters differently. Some
computers will echo each character back to the terminal. Other
computers will not echo to the terminal. The end user would have
to be able to adjust to the different echo cases as they occur.
Host echoing shows the ISN at it's least efficient moment. A
packet containing a single keystroke is sent from the terminal to
the host computer. The host computer replies with another packet
back to the terminal. Two 16 bit packets are used for a single
character resulting in 97% waste.
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The final area of concern is the fact that the installation and
maintenance of the ISN is going to cost more than it could have
if we had implemented our voice phone system differently. This
is a case of trading current cost savings for future expansion
costs. We installed an analog phone system with four pairs of
wire to each phone jack. Four pairs of wire is not enough to
support both data and voice service effectively. AT&T technical
people now recommend eight pair of wire to each jack. Another
area of cost savings were the cross connect blocks. AT&T
installed the old fashion punch down cross connect blocks. These
blocks are meant to support permanent circuits and are not
designed to facilitate change and growth. Modern patch cord
cross connect blocks would allow local administration of moves
and changes with minimally skilled personnel. The punch down
cross connect blocks will be much more difficult to maintain.
The impact of these two short term cost savings is that the
incremental cost of an ISN connection is $500 instead of $300.
The total economic analysis d pends on the expected number of
data connections compared to the short term savings realized. At
the time we signed the contract we were unaware of this condition
and did not perform this analysis. We may have made the right
decision, but if we did it was accidental.

CONCLUSION

The ISN is succeeding at solving the three data communications
problems at UWSP. The ISN is a wide area local area network that
supports distributed computing.

The campus wide fiber optic backbone and the design of the ISN
place no restrictions on the location of computers. A computer
can be placed anywhere on campus and be accessed from any place
on campus.

The ISN can support many different computing hardware
environments. The ISN is the common denominator to UWSP
computing. The ISN provides a connection to nearly all computing
vendors equipment and operating systems.

The ISN is an affordable solution. In our case we installed the
ISN backbone for a small incremental cost. Our growth will be
affordable because we will be adding to the ISN in low cost
increments. The incremental cost is now $500 per ISN connection.
This cost is considered low cost because it is approximately 20%
of the end users hardware cost. I expect this cost to decrease
as the ISN reaches mass distribution. We are recovering this
cost through end user charges.

10
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS AS THE FOUNDATION
FOR COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATION AT UW-STEVENS POINT)

By: John Sundstrom, Director of General Services
and

Pete Morgan, Director of Administrative Systems

University of Wisconsin Stevens Point
Stevens Point, WI 54481

ABSTRACT

The University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point is
embracing the philosophy of user driven computing advo-
cated by James Martin and others. One of the keys to the
new environment was accomplished through the replacement of
the traditional telephone and computing delivery systems
with an integrated voice and data system that facilitates
distributed computer applications.

The telecommunications system, installed in August of
1985, features a fiber optic backbone for voice, data, and
possible future video requirements. The focus on this pre-
sentation is on what we learned from the acquisition process
with the belief that our experience can benefit others.
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INTRODUCTION

The University of Wisconsin Stevens Point is one of thirteen
four year campuses making up the University of Wisconsin System,
which also includes 14 two-year campuses. UW-SP is located in
Central Wisconsin and serves approximately 9500 students.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Telephone costs for Wisconsin Bell's 15 year old 701
Centrex increased by 20% per year foi the period 1979 to 1984.
The cost to move or install a six button telephone had increased
to as much as $350 per phone. The old stepper technology of
the 701 was so primitive that it was necessary to call the
switchboard just to transfer a call! Our voice system was
expensive and obsolete.

Also, we had few phones in our residence halls and wished to
provide both voice and data communications in each of our 1950
rooms. Due to the work of Judy Halterman at Tulane, we had also
learned about "do it yourself" student long distance and wished
to provide a similar service for our students. We concluded that
it might even be possible to reduce costs for the entire campus
because of the efficiencies of using WATS lines during the day
for administrative calls and at night for student calls. This
is because the cost per minute billed decreases as the usage is
increased on WATS lines.

We also had unsatisfied data communications and computing
needs. The campus had received a Title III grant from the "Feds"
to advance computing in general and data communications in parti-
cular. This grant plus the approval of a new Computer Informations
Systems Major caused an increased need for more and diverse
computers on campus and a way to communicate with all of them.
The problem was to combine our voice and data communications needs
in order to obtain an integrated approach that also gives us a
least cost solution.

EVENTS LEADING TO THE RFP

Several unsuccessful attempts (politics played a major role)
were made to update the telephone system prior '-o the 1984 '85

effort being reported on here. Each of those false starts made a
contribution to the development of the finally successful request
for proposal. The Computing Department was reorganized to combine
the telecommunications and computing professionals under the
Director of 3eneral Services. This encouraged a UNIFIED VIEW OF
COMPUTING; AND COMMUNICATIONS--an important contributing factor.
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We obtained a University of Vermont RFP at CAUSE-83 which gave us
a tremendous boost over previous attempts at Request for Proposals.

SPECIFIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS PLACED IN THE RFP

At the urging of a University friend, Dennis Fuller, REA
Telephone Engineer, we stated a strong preference for a fiber optic
"backbone" that would have the added capacity to handle the
increased data communication load projected. Due to itc high band-
width, fiber optics' cable is also capable of transmittirg video
signals. We asked the vendors to also propose how video signals
might be transmitted in the voice/data system they proposed.

We wanted each telephone station to have the ability to
have an easy, cheap data connection. We projected 200 data
connections at cut-over to the new phone system growing to
2500 sta4-ions in five years. Also, we had several recent suc-
cessful applications to user driven, distributed computing, and
began to conclude that this approach should be expanded. To
do so, our existing and all future computers would need to be
connected to the same network. Some method of protocol con-
version would need to be provided to allow a PC to connect and
communicate with our Sperry, IBM, DEC, AT&T, and Burroughs
computers.

We structured our RFP so as to allow vendors to propose
either student long distance services or equipment. We stated
simple, functiona' goals and left it to the vendors to state
how they would accomplish them.

Our final RFP looked like a 112 page "wish list" that asked
for the kind of environment we wanted to be in for voice, data,
and video.

PROPOSAL EVALUATION

Worth stressing was our use of off-campus people in the
evaluation process. The Telcom Manager for Sentry Insurance
(Carol Schulfer) and the owner of a nearby independent telephone
company (Dwight Bowden) provided great insight while evaluating
the 10 proposals received. Two consultants were also employed
but sparingly.

We formed five subcommittees: Data/Video, Voice Function-
ality, Service, Finance, and Student Long Distance. All
subcommittees were assigned the specific areas of the RFP
response to evaluate except the Finance Committee. (See Exhibit
1) The Finance Committee's responsibility was to build a seven

- 2
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year, net present value cost model for each proposal.

The cost components used in the cost model were:

1. Original purchase price of voice and data systems.

2. Interest costs to finance the investment.

3. Seven years maintenance including annual increases.

4. Seven years of projected moves, changes, and addi-
tions.

5. Seven years operational costs for running the tele-
phone system.

6. Seven years cost of WATS and Central Office trunks.

The cost model was written in "Symphony" and run on a 17.
Because of all the cost data and the point categories that
needed to be kept organized, the program proved very helpful.

Each proposal was evaluated by the subcommittees accor-
ding to their area of expertise and to a specified point scale
(See Exhibit 2). For example, the Voice Subcommittee evaluated
the voice features of each proposal and assigned up to a maximum
of 30,000 points to each propesal. All subcommittees evaluated
the "System Design, Control Technology and Capacity" aspects of
each proposal and assigned points.

Since we had botl' a cost and benefit number, the cost/bene-
fit technique could be used to evaluate each proposal. While
Intecom ranked highest in points (167,290/200,000), the seven
year cost was also the highest (4.99 million). AT&T's System
85 for voice and its complimentary product, the ISN, ranked
second in points (150,575/200,000) but had the lowest seven
year cost at $2,849,839. The resultant cost/benefit figure
was $18.93/point the lowest of any proposal. It should be
noted that Centrex ranked second to last due to tl-e lack of
integration of data costing $900,000 more than the 1 -st cost
AT&T proposal. (-ee Exhibit 3 for details).

APPROVAL PROCESS

Two approvals were required (the UW Board of Regents and
the Wisconsin Department of Administration) prior to contrF
approval. Because of political clout of Wisconsin Bell, I a:
could have been a very sticky matter. It was a relative') 'event-
ful process for us, however, because of the outstanding polit ral
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preparation done by our top management and the extent of the cost
savings over Centrex.

INSTALLATION

The workload aspects of the process at, summarized by
Exhibit 4. The workload of implementating a PBX and data
system should not be taken lightly. If a campus is not
willing to make the committment to invest enough people for
implementation, problems can result.

OBSERVATIONS WHAT WE LEARNED

Probably the most interesting fact we learned was that
mixing voice and data in the same PBX was not cost effective.
No matter whose PBX you buy, it cost a substantial premium to
add data over voice ($1400 for an AT&T System 85). The
approach of using- spare voice wiring but running data separ-
ately .s much more cost effective. The basic voice station
cost us $457 per line. An ISN connection is about $500 and
easily made at any station without rewiring.

We found that using extra telephone wiring for data was
far cheaper than having a separate network of coaxial cable
dedicated just to computing. The "moves and changes" problem
with a separate network are difficult and expensive.

Our insistence on fiber optics proved fortuitous. While
the other vendors stumbled over themselves trying to "do some-
thing" with fiber optics, AT&T provided us a 96 strand fiber
backbone at a lower cost th.n the conventional copper backbones
proposed by others.

We ended up contracting with a regional Wisconsin carrier,
(q ilneider Communications Green Bay, WI) for providing us
with a student long distance bill. We charge the students the
same long distance rates as Wisconsin Bell. We leased WATS
lines and set up a student accounts receivable on an IBM-XT
to handle past due bills. Thus far, we are not making much
over our costs, but we expect to eventually as we learn how
to optimize our WATS and private line mix.

By installing a PBX we are saving our campus money (nearly
$1,000,000 in voice over the next seven years). We calculate
that we will save $600 every time a data connection is made on
the ISN versus our prior coaxial cable technique which cost
$1000 per connection. Since we plan on connecting 2,000
stations to the ISN over the next five years, we should ex-
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perience another one million dollars in "cost avoidance".

The reorganization that combined Computing and Telecom-
munications into one organization also played heavily in a
successful outcome. We suggest that other campuses consider
such a step.

The video communications proposals received were disap-
pointing. AT&T had a prototype video PBX using one fiber
optic strand per connection. The rest of the vendors
offered nothing. As of November 1984, when we were evaluating
proposals, CATV was still the only viable method of distri-
buting full motion video. We felt that this may change and
opted to do nothing with video for the time being.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we would leave the following message:

1. Don't waste time and consulting dollars writing
a technical specification for a Voice & Data System.
Write a "wish list" in the form of a RFP.

2. Get help from writing and evaluating your RFP from
experience Telecommunications practicioners from
local government or industry.

3. Build a staff organization that has the authority
to make comprehensive data and voice decisions.
Be sure to staff properly for the increased work-
load.

By approaching our voice and data problems from an
integrated point of view, you can save your campus money.
Perhaps its time you consider making Telecommunications
the foundation of your computing system and services.
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EXHIBIT 1 EVALUATION SUBCOMMITTEES

1. DATA/VIDEO

A. DATA FUNCTIONALITY

B. LAN AVAILABILITY

2. VOICE VOICE FUNCTIONALITY

3. SERVICE

A. INSTALL PROCEDURES

B. MAINTENANCE

C. MOVES AND CHANGES

4. ALL SUBCOMMITTEES

A. SYSTEM DESIGN

B. CONTROL TECH AND CAPACITY

C. SYSTEM RELIABILITY

D. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

5. FINANCE COST MODEL

6. LONG DISTANCE - REVENUE/COST MODEL

-6-
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EXHIBIT 2 EVALUATION COMPONENTS

1. SYSTEM DESIGN, CONTROL

TECHNOLOGY & CAPACITY

2. SYSTEM RELIABILITY

3. VOICE FUNCTIONALITY

4. DATA FUNCTIONALITY

5. LAN AVAILABILITY

6. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

7. INSTALLATION PROCESS

8. MAINTENANCE

9. MOVES AND CHANGES

15%

20%

15%

10%

10%

10%

10%

5%

5%

30,000

40,000

30,040

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

10,000

10,000

TOTAL SYSTEM 100% 200.000

7
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EXHIBIT 3 SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS

FUNCTION. COST PER

7 YR.COST CAP.RAT. FUNC.PT.

AT&T $2,849,839 150,575 $18.93

SYS.85/ISN

INTECOkIM $4,993,845 167,290 $29.45

IBX S/80

WI BELL $3,686,019 111,400 $33.09

NEAX 2400

GTE $3,738,868 110,100 $33.96

NEAX 2400

TELCOM N. $3,899,418 113,000 $34.51

SL-1

WI BELL $3,722,495 104,300 $35.69

SL-1

NORSTAN $4,197,621 113,700 $36.92

CBXII

CENTRAL ST. $4,079,461 97,500 $41.84

SL-1

WI BELL $3,784,063 87,200 $43.40

CENTREX

CENTURY TEL $4,809,438 99,700 $48.24

SL-1
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EXHIBIT 4 WORKLOAD ASPECTS

PRE CUT (APRIL JULY)

A. DIRECTOR OF GEN.r,ERV. 0.75

B. TELCOM MANAGER 1.25

C. STATION REVIEWS 3.00

D. SPECIAL STUDIES 0.25

E. DATA MANAGER 0.50

F. PHYSICAL PLANT 2.00

TOTAL 5.75

CUT (AUGUST)

ALL OF THE ABOVE PLUS 20 STUDENTS

TO CHECK OUT PHONES

POST CUT (AUGUST OCTOBER)

A. DIRECTOR OF GEN.SERV. 0.25

B. TELCOM MANAGER 0.99

C. STUDENT LONG DIST. 1.75

D. TERMINAL CHANGE 0.50

E. SWITCHBOARD (unchanged) 1.00

F. ISN MANAGER 0.50

TOTAL 4.74
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AN APPROACH TO INTEGRATED NETWORKS
Stewart. H. Robinovitz

The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor,

Michigan

This paper describes a strategy for integrated data and voice

networks that is being implemented at The University of

Michigan. It also discusses the myths and realities of the term

"integrated" networks. These networks often use multi

technologies, multi vendors and multi transmission media that

will be fused into a single integrated network. Transmission

media include twisted pair wire, coaxial cable , fiber optics

and microwave. Vendors usually include many of the leading

players in the communications, data processing, computing and

information technology. Technologies can include voice, data,

images and graphs, processed and communicated in real or delayed

time. We at The University of Michigan are attempting to bring

order out of this often disjoint chaos.
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WHAT IS INTEGRATION

Integrated networks are currently the "fashionable" networks. They are
thought to be good and every one needs one, but often those believing and
professing this "network integration ethic" fail to see what the phrase
"integrated networks" really means.

Integration can take several forms including common wiring schemes, common
terminal equipment, common transmission system or common switching systems.
The hoped for result is the minimization of constant moves and changes of
the associated continual constant plant construction, the elimination of the
need for multiple terminals or workstations on the same desk and to provide
consistent user interface all around the network.

The ultimate goal is a fully integrated information and communication system
which integrates voice, data, text, graphics and images. This system would
then process, store, retrieve and move all messages, pictures, words, and
data whether spoken, written, typed or drawn in real and/or deferred time.
We should not lose sight of these goals, as it is easy to become enamored
with glamorous technology for its own sake. By keeping in mind the reasons
why we are trying to develop and implement integrated networks we can have
an easier time sorting throdgh what often looks like baffling and confusing
technology.

TOPOLOGY OF THE UNIVERSITY

The main Ann Arbor, Michigar campus of The University of Michigan consists
of four disjointed campuses: North, Main or Central, Medical and South.
These span approximately a 2 by 7 mile area, along with several outlying
University "pockets". In addition there is a campus forty-five miles to the
north in Flint, Michigan, and another one 25 miles to the east in Dearborn.
The voice and data network activities described in this paper are to work in
an integrated manner across all of these campuses.

EXISTING NETWORKS IN PLACE

There are many independent and semi-independent networks at The University
of Michigan. Many of these are interconnected in various ways. These range
from large, University-wide networks, to small locali; 1 networks.

The largest of these networks is UMNet, which is a campus-wide packet
switching network using technology developed at the University of Michigan
for the Merit Computing Network, a state-wide network with major hostf, at
the University of Michigan, Michigan State University, Wayne State
University, Oakland University and Western Michigan University. There are

-1-
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over 5000 terminals and micro computers attached to, or dialing into UMNet
from various locations. The largest of the hosts on the network are the
University's Academic Computing Center's Amdahl mainframes which run the
interactive Michigan Terminal System (MTS). These systems also control
UMNet.

There are a number of other hosts on UMNet including several departmental
Digital VAX and Prime computers, as well as a link into the University's
Administrative Network. Attachments are also being installed to a super
computer consortium to which the University belongs, as well as a satellite
link to the National Center for Atmospheric Research's high speed network.
UNnet also provides gateways to ARPA net, TYMNET, TELNET, AUTONET, and
DATA -PACK.

The Administrative Data and Office Systems networks include a large data
processing center providing mainframe data processing on an IBM computer and
office systems with Wang Laboratories OIS, VS and PC systems. There are over
1,100 Wang workstations and 40 processors, and over 600 IBM 3270 type of
terminals, remote terminals, and work stations and personal computers
asynchronously attached via protocol converters.

Networks at the University Medical Center include a patient care network, a
laboratory data network, an office network and a Medical School
Administrative network. The Patient Care Network is an IBM based network
using the IBM cabling plan with shielded twisted pair cable and also a
Series One for protocol conversion for asynchronous attachment. The
Hospital laboratory and research network is a large, asynchronous based
network, that uses a TRW designed broadband network that supports a large
Applitek UNILAN local area network for over 1,000 asynchronous attachments
initially. This broadband cable also supports a Wang office network and will
have a high speed Ethernet; and the Medical School Administrative network,
which is a WangNet.

Networks at the College of Engineering include several large Appollo Domain
Networks interconnected over a campus wide WangNet broadband network, and
several large PC, CAD/CAM and Ethernet networks. These are all all
interfaced to UMNet. This is also a major locus of advanced communications
and network research.

There are also various other small and medium sized networks using a variety
of technology at such units as the School of Business and the Institute for
Social Research, These all seem to have a predominant need to communicate
within their own groups, with an occasional need to access others elsewhere
on campus, and occasionally off campus.

-2-
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NETWORK AREA OF °OVERAGE

The physical architectures of networks may be classified according to the
area covered. These would begin with those limited to a building's floor,
then a building, small clusters of buildings, campuses, metropolitan areas
and finally wide area networks.

Floor distributed networks - Distances of up to 400 to 500 feet.

These tend to be high speed and use twisted pair, coaxial cable or in

the case of open office landscaping, infrared light. Some of the
initial high speed twisted pair offerings of vendors like IBM and AT&T
were in this range.

Building - Distances of 500 to 1,000 feet, similar to floor networks.
Twisted pair offerings by IBM and AT&T are moving rapidly in this

direction.

Cluster of buildings - 2,000 to 4,000 feet. These have tended to be
coaxial cable based with star architecture, but several vendors
including Northern Telecom are supporting high speed (1 to 2.5 megabit
speeds) on unshielded twisted pair.

Campus - Distances of 1 to 10 miles. This is the realm of the coaxial
cable LANs (Local Area Networks) with an increasing use of fiber optics
as well as many low speed twisted pair LANs and data switch networks.
These distances are also suitable for low speed, low power, microwave
links.

Metropolitan - Distances of five to ten miles. This is the part of the
network world that the local telephone operating companies, and some
cable TV franchises see as their own. Telephone local loops have been
the mainstay, while data over voice networks, where low speed data
(usually 4,800 to 9,600 bits per second) may share the same wires at
the local telephone loops, combined with packet switched and data
switched networks, are coming into play. Broadband networks,
especially circuit switched and token ring are also starting to he
used, and fiber optics and cellular radio are in the wings.

Wide Area - The long distance carriers, satellites, microwave and value
added packet networks roam this domain. Speeds have been creeping up
from 9,600 bits per second to 56,000 bits per second, and now extended
1.5 million bit per second networks are beginning to become common.

REVIEW OF TRANSMISSION MEDIA

Twisted pair technology is currently used for telephone systems, campus,
metro and even wide area networks. This cable is tried and true and quite
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reliable. It is bulky however, when large amounts of data must be

transferred or for multiple concurrent uses due to the limited bandwidth of
the cable. Using twisted pair with current technology one may send 1,200 to
2,400 bits per second maximum of asynchronous data and 2,400 to 9,600 for
synchronous data depending on the condition of the lines. Digital
techniques are capable of driving twisted pair at up to 56,000 bits per
second, and this is becomir. 7 more common. A number of vendors have
announced networks in the building and cluster of buildings distance. These
networks have speeds of 1 to 2.5 million bits, with some products even
approaching the 4.5 million bit per second range for building distance.

Microwave technology is limited because of the scarcity of spectrum
availability, therefore bandwidth is severely limited. Costs are not too
high for campus or metro distance for up to a few million bits per second
with line of sight low po-sr equipment, but longer haul and higher power
equipment is quite expensive. Moreover this technology appears most
suitable where narrow pipelines are found where data and and/or voice can be
concentrated over these links.

Fiber optics has an extremely high bandwidth but is quite expensive at the
present time. Since splices are especially expensive and time cons,ming it
would appear that fiber optics makes the most sense between high traffic
locations with minimal branching. This technology is rapidly developing,
however, and campus size networks are almost feasible at this time.

Broadband coaxial cable technology is capable of handling medium to high
speed data with current technology. It is quite possible to obtain up to
400 to 450 megahertz of bandwidth on a single cable. The use of already
available components from the cable TV industry and the ability to easily
find trained people who have had experience in the cable industry has caused
this technology to become popular for large building networks, clusters of
buildings and campus networks. The cost of an entire campus trunk, however
can be approached by the costs of full distribution throughout a cluster of
buildings. For this reason broadband for a large campus must be used more
for trunking and be supplemented with lower cost distribution within
buildings.

CONFIGURATION FOR THE UNIVERSITY of MICHIGAN

Broadband Systems - The University has installed four University-wide
coaxial cables. These consist of a trunk that includes a dual cable WangNet
system, a single cable mid-split network and a spare cable for future use.
These cables cover all areas of the Ann Arbor Campus, including the North,
South, Medical and Main Campuses which, though close, are geographically
separated by at least a mile or mile and a half. The distance is about
seven miles in length and two miles in width, with an additional one and a
half mile spur to the Michigan Media Center across Ann Arbor. The paths
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include four branches on Main Campus through the steam tunnel system and
express runs to the North and South Campus via ducts under the City of Ann
Arbor streets, and the distribution via University ducts.

Building distribution is minimized because the within building data wire
(described later) will normally collect data. Only specialized applications
such as video or special purpose networks will require actual distribution.

The initial use of the cables is as follows:

Mid Split Single Cable - This cable will initially support UMNet.
This network technology will form the initial backbone for most
university computing. This network will initially use point-to-point
radio frequency modems, running at 56000 bits per second, to connect
its network nodes. We also anticipate some administrative traffic on
this network, probably using multidrop radio frequency modems. The
rest of this mid-split network is unallocated. The allocated portion
currently comprises only one TV channel (6 megahertz) in each direction
out of a total of 400 megahertz. We are actively moving to the use of
an IEE 802.3 Ethernet type network, 802.4 token ring or some ether high
speed architecture for high speed shared channel connection of UMNet.

Dual Cable WangNet - Allocation includes:

Wang network services - This supports file transfer, logical or
virtual terminal attachment between Wang systems, document
sharing, and resource sharing. It will also be used for remote
administration of Wang systems and problem solving counseling from
a central location to various remote Wang systems.

Wang peripherals attachment service - This service allows
specially equipped Wang workstations to directly attach to the
cable; or more generally a cluster of Wang peripheral equipment
and workstations to attach to the network via network multiplexors
which are capable of concentrating up to eight such devices to the
network. There will be both global peripherals bands as well as
diplexable peripherals bands, that allow use of a given channel
within a given geographical distribution.

Video services - Seven video channels will be available for occasional
use of point-to-point or broadcast via cable video when needed for
University events or instructional use.

Data Services - Modems and shared use local area networks have also
been selected. Wang modems for up to 56,000 bits per second will be
used for remote job entry controllers, 3270 ccntrollers, Wang emulators
running both remote job entry and 3270 protocols, and protocol
converters for traffic that is directed towards the administrative
computer and UMNet. Fairchild Tl 1.5 million bit per second modems are
used for linking Appollo networks. We are also considering the use of
an Applitek UNILAN network as we see a market develop.
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Microwave - The microwave communication is used to link the Main Campus in
Ann Arbor with campuses in Flint, Michigan and Dearborn, Michigan. A

digital microwave system will carry both voice and data.

Fiber Optics - The fiber optic system is used to connect the North Campus to
the Main Campus and the Medical Campus, the Medical Campus to the Main
Campus, and the Main Campus to the .ruth Campus. Multi-strand single-mode
fiber is utilized in these links.

Twisted Pair - The final media, that of twisted pair, will be the real
workhorse of the system. It will handle all of the linkages between
individual phone outlets and data and voice concentration points. There
will be voice concentration points located at Flint and Dearborn as well as
the North, South, and Medical campuses and several other wire concentration
points, which will all link to the main switch at the School of Education
Building over the previously mentioned fiber optics system.

There is a dual modular jack at each telephone outlet with one data jack and
one voice jack. The voice jack has two wire pairs that run directly to the
nearest switch site. The data jack has two wire pairs that run to the the
basement of each building. Each jack has a third pair which terminates in
the telephone closet to be used for power or other special purpo..es.

Between building distribution will consist of about 150% of initial voice
needs, allowing for some data on the between building wire as well as for
growth. The building data wiring will normally be connected to a network
concentrator device that in turn will use one of the other media, depending
on the location.

OTHER TECHNOLOGY STATUS- The University's search for a new telephone system
resulted in the selection of an SL-100 digital PBX system from Northern
Telecom Corporation that is being installed by Centel Businf.ss Systems.
Centel is an independent telephone operating company as well as installer of
large PBX systems. The fiber optics, microwave, and twisted pair systems
described earlier, along with extensions to the WangNet, are being installed
as p. of this project. Installation has begun and will be completed in
phases by mid 1986.

The building wire plan has already been installed it, the School of Business
where the data wire concentrates three buildings in a computing room. It is
used to connect mainly Buroughs B25 microcomputers, along with Apples and
IBM PCs, to UMNet concentrators. Develcon line drivers are used f.Jr this
connection.

Al completed is the new University Hospital where over a thousand data
circuits are used to connect to Applitek network interface units using
Telebyte line drivers. The Applitek NIUs in turn connect to the TRW
broadband. The hospital is also using 2500 outlets wired with IBM shielded
wire, for 3270s and asynchronous work stations. The IBM wires connect to

-6-
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Interactive Systems multiplexors, while tne asynchronous workstations
connect to the Applitek network.

Another data network that th'q project makes available is the Data Path

Units sAfered by Northern Telecom, Inc.. These units allow switched digital
communications of up to 19,200 bits per second asynchronous, and 56,000 bits
per second synchronous within the SL-100 PBX. These data path units also
interface to modem pools for inbound and outbound off net communications.
We are considering the use of Northern Telecom's Computer PBX Interface
;CPI) to connect the SL-100 to the Wang systems and UMNet.

We have also installed a Northern Telecom Meridian DV-1 system that uses 2.5
megabit transmission over twisted pair, and are beginning to plan for its

use as well as developing interfaces under a research agreement with
Northern Telecom. At the same time we are beginning to review several other
high speed Local Area Networks (LANs) that can use our building wiring, and
anticipate some building or building cluster LAN prototypes by this summer
(1986). The next task will provide logical aid physical connectivity
between these LANs.

LOGICAL NETWORK INTERCONNECTIONS

We have several in'ernal projects underway to bridge the various networks
togethe . These include several using X.25, IBMs SNA and the TCP/IP
protocols that are becoming so popular throughout the academic community.
There are also other higher level gateways being developed, already in place
or planned. These should be able to at least perform file transfer,
d.cument exchange and message system interconnections. We are also
attempting to put together otntc cooperative development projects with
various vendors that are currently serving the University as well as other
vendors. Some examples of possible vendor cooperative projects include
Appollo Computing Inc., Wang Laboratories, Inc., Northern Telecom-Bell,
Northern Research, Apple Computers, AT&T, XEROX and Concord Data.

CONCLUSION

The combination of all of these modes of operation thus could provide an
optimum use of each of the media where they are most cost effective. _he

microwave systems cover the long distance hauls between the campuses located
in different cities. A fr)er optic link is used between high data
concentration points with high inter-location traffic, but with narrow
pipciines because of some geographical dispersion. The broadband cable is
used for a geographically dispersed local area with heavy data traffic as
likely to go between any given location as any other. The twisted pair

follows various star network confOurations. All will blend in, then, to
the broadband network.
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The internal wiring will initially be driven at 19,200 bits per second on
the twisted pair for asynchronous data and 56,000 bits per second for
synchronous data. We fully anticipate, however, that as technology
progresses we should be able to drive the same twisted pair at speeds of one
and one half to two and one half million bits per second. We are actively
involved in efforts to find high speed switching capabilities that can
handle this kind of data both in small nodes within buildings as well as in
larger nodes at our campus concentration point.

This architecture will support several, large, campus-wide networks as well
as many smaller ones. These networks will all be tied together vi= various
gateways, protocol converters or bridges. We look forward to developing
additional gateways in cooperation with various vendors. We are also
looking towards dedicated processors that could interface to most of the
voice Ild data networks, and perform much of this gateway processing. This
could prove to be a more manageable way to handle these gateways than the
network-by-network pair-wise approach. Indeed we have found that this
network-by-network pair-wise approach takes a large, continual and
expanding amoun ,f resources, to the point wherJ our progress has been
greatly inhibited.

We hope to utilize this network within our University environment, not only
in our day-to-day operations for teaching, research, and administration, but
also as a laboratory or test setting for joint development projects )etween
communication and information processing systems vendors and the
University. 1.1e result should be to better develop the use of these
multi-media networks for the mutual benefit of the University and the
vendors.

Through all of these developments, however, it is critical that we do not
lose sight of our overall goal, the creation of truly integrated b.cormation
systems. Technology has a way of catching the imagination, and we should
use this spark to help give us momentum, and enable us to use technology in
ways that benefit us. We should be cautious, however, that we do not let
technology lead us for its own sake.

-8-
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THE SEMI-PLANNED LAN:
REFLECTIONS ON PROTOTYPING A LOCAL AREA NETWORK
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ABSTRACT

Eighteen months ago, San Francisco State University , like many other
institutions, had several frustrated administrative computer users who
were looking for some relief from a backlog of application requests and
saturated computers shared between the administrative and academic
community. Five administrative user departments discovered during
cafeteria conversations that they had common requirements for office
automation and data manipulation which could be addressed with
microcomputers. However, each user's application had data storage
requirements that would necessitate hard disks with each PC.

Computing Services assumed the role of facilitator suggesting a shared
mass storage pilot project. We agreed that we would not study the project
to death, but simply select a LAN vendor, install a fileserver, string a few
cables to a few PC's, and see what heppened. There were hundreds of
variables we could have pondered for months (i.e. security, training,
software availability, cost/benefit, etc.) but we chose to only semi-plan
(prototype?) the project.

This paper will present the results of the semi-planned pilot LAN project
at SFSU (a smashing success), indicate the current growth status, and
discuss the semi-planned future of the LAN. Management tips will be
given for those institutions who wish to get a LAN up fast.

:3,17
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THE SEMI-PLANNED LAN:
REFLECTIONS ON PROTOTYPING A LOCAL AREA NETWORK

Background

The California State University is the largest statewide system of higher
education in the USA. Nineteen campuses spread across the state offer
undergraduate, graduate, and a few joint doctoral degrees to over 316,000
students. About 17,000 faculty teach in the 1500 bachelor's and master's
degree programs offered by the CSU in over 200 subject areas.

San Francisco State University is the fourth largest institution in the CSU
with about 25,000 headcount students (18,000 FTES) and 1,400 faculty.
Located in the "City by the Bay," SFSU does not compete with our two well
known neighboring institutions because our missions are different. The
University of California, Berkeley and Stanford University emphasize
graduate education and research, whereas the CSU emphasis is on teaching
and other scholarly activities.

The Director of Computing Services at SFSU reports to the President and is
responsible for all instructional and administrative computing as well as
data communications. Assisting the Director are three Associate
Directors: Instructional Computing, Operations, and Information Systems.
The campus mainframe is a Control Data Corporation Cyber. Other DEC and
Prime minicomputers as well as a variety of microcomputers supplement
the mainframe. The nineteen campuses and the Chancellor's Office are
linked by an X.25 statewide network.

Data communications on campus is by a twisted pair cable plant. Four
3Com within building local area networks are in place. These are soon to
be connected to a campus broadband loop. This is the story of how we got
into the first local area network.

Information Technology Status Summary

Administrative and instructional users at each CSU campus share a CDC
Cyber mainframe. At SFSU, the Cyber 730 is accessed by 121 instructional
users and 55 adminstrative transaction terminals. There is no data base
software and little in the way of fourth generation productivity tools.
Response time is very bal at peak periods. Most adminstrative applications
are batched through a production control office.

The situation described above is perfect for predicting a backlog of
application requests in the administrative area since there are no
provisions for end-user computing, end-user control of data, or end-user
submission of jobs. Given this scenario, one would not be surprised to
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have found many frustrated users on the campus two years ago.

Some immediate needs

Campus long range objectives which included end-user computing and
office automation were established after reviewing the long list of needs.
As you know, the planning and implementation schedules in a large
multicampus system take forever. However, there appeared that there
might be an easy and quickly implemented solution to one set of needs
which had a common thread running through them. In addition to end-user
computing and office automation, this particular group of needs included
elements of decision support tools and electronic mail.

Five adminstrative areas on campus had the following requirements:

Admissions and Records - Provide high quality and timely responses to
prospective students' inquiries.

Academic Affairs - Prepare the University Bulletin for computerized
typesetting and provide spreadsheet capability for trend analysis and
forecasting.

Public Affairs Prepare press releases and selected mailings.

Extended Education Provide office automation and record keeping
unique to a self-supporting operation.

Computing Services Replace card punch data entry with key-to-disk
technology.

The five areas were in need of some immediate relief and were actively
seeking solutions to these and related problems.

How do you spell r-e-l-i-e-f ?

It was pretty obvious that most of these needs could be met with a
personal computer solution. Yet the data storage requirements for each
area would dictate a hard disk for each PC. At this point, Computing
Services assumed the role of facilitator and suggested a shared mass
storage solution. We proposed a pilot local area network featuring
centralized mass storage and , ackup. We hoped that there would be some
additional benefits of shared software and multiple user access to files.

To make the project happen quickly, we established some informal ground
rules. We would not study the project to death. We would select one
vendor, install the system, form a user's group, and see what happened.
The users would evaluate and select the software. Computing Services
would offer some training on the use of the LAN and the user group would
hopefully offer peer training based on the "emerging expert syndrome."
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We felt the pilot project was low-risk in nature in that if the LAN
component was a failure, the PC's were still usable. Computing Services
purchased the LAN components with the idea of charging the respective
users for the portion of the disk space which they used.

With this semi-planned approach, off we went into the land of prototyping
known as The Promised LAN.

Which Vendor ?

The first step in our P-LAN called for the selection of a vendor with an
available product (as opposed to an announced product). A representative
group from the five administrative areas began a review of the literature,
conversations with the experts, and scheduled some visits to installed
sites. We only had about two months to complete the selection and issue a
purchase order before the end of the fiscal year.

Four different vendors were considered: Corvus, Davong, 3Com, and Nestar.
The gambling element in our decision was second guessing which network
would become a standard or at least be around in five years. The 3Com
Etherseries was finally selected on the following points: ease of central
management; storage capacity; expandability; conformity to the Ethernet
standard; and vendor pro1Jmity (for quick servicel. After furious
negotiations, the price was finally right.

Installation

Our own three person technical support team began removing dropped
ceilings, drilling holes, manufacturing connection boxes, and pulling cable.
As each IBM PC arrived, it was fitted with a network adapter card to
permit high speed communication to the central file server. The server
itself came with a 36 megabyte disk drive and a cartridge tape backup.
Account volumes and passwords were issued to the users.

When the dust finally settled, the five administrative user areas took the
big leap and found themselves staring into the face of the future. Short of
breaking a champagne bottle over the nearest workstation (we could not
afford the bubbly), the right buttons were pushed and the rest is history.
The users were corralled and led, and finally crossed over into the
Promised LAN. The project costs including server, typical workstation,
and disk usage charges are sholvn in Table 1.

What training?

With the exception of a couple of training sessions on DOS and the
network, the users were on there own. Some inquisitive users read the
manuals, experimented, and became network experts. Others provided
political and financial leadership. Clerical star members began
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Table 1

SAN FRANCISCO STATE
LOCAL AREA NETWORK

CENTRAL STARTUP COSTS

YUNIVERSITY
COSTS

Initial Equipment:
3Com 3Server (36 mb) $6,000
Cartridge Tape Backup 2,600
Cartridge Tapes (100 @ $21) 2,100
3Server Network Software 1,500

12,200
Expansion Equipment:

3Server Expansion Disk(36 mb) 3,000

PER STATION COSTS

$15,200*

Basic Workstation:
IBM PC w1640 kb,dual floppy,

& monochrome monitor 2,500
Etherlink Network Adaptor, cables,

& installation 550

$ 3,050
Options:

Color monitor (additional $) 300
Dot matrix printer 900
Letter Quality Printer 1,800
Laser Printer 5,000

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE (est.)
Central Server & Tape $1,000
Basic Workstation 250

*Computing Services purchased th,... central server startup equipment and recharges users
$40/megabyte/month based on 'ileir usage of the shared mass storage device.

NOTE: These "ball park" prices do rot include any user application software.
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evaluating word processing and spreadsheet software. A grassroots
users groin emerged for the purpose of sharing knowledge and providing
future guidance to the project. The users group experience was successful
because the very people who were making the rules were the ones who
were playing the game.

A steering committee from the campus users group then helped to
establish the Bay Area 3Com Users group. The purpose of this group is to
share concerns and successes among major Etherries users in the
greater San Francisco Bay Area. In addition, this group has made
suggestions and applied subtle pressure on the 3Com Corporation which
has resulted in the implementation of several of the group's suggestions.

So who won?

At this point in the short life of the project, it appears that each of the
units has achieved at least one of its initial objectives. Computing
Services has replaced card punch data entry with key-to-disk technology
using a software package called RADAR on the LAN. Extended Education
has developed a faculty payroll data base. Academic Services is making
use of data bases and spread sheets which enhance their day-to-day
decision making and forecasting activities. Academic Affairs now has the
University Bulletin on the network and Public Affairs has the much needed
increase in their word processing capabilities. At this time, Admissions
and Records has not found off-the-shelf software to implement their
Advanced Standing Evaluation system, nor have they been willing to write
their own software. However, A & R is making use of the office
automation available via the LAN.

Some new players

The first pilot Administrative Local Area Network (ALAN) has gone through
a metamorphosis. The initial reaction of some of the units that 'b 'ere
approached to participate was sometimes a polite "No" often coupled with
a prediction of failure. A few months later, those same units were
knocking down the door to get on the network.

At present there are two other networks on campus and another underway.
One of the other networks is for administrative use in the Library. The
other network in place is the result of a joint venture between the School
of Business and the Division of Extended Education; the first provided the
space and the latter provided the funds. This instructional lab features
50 IBM PC's without disk c 'yes connected to three 3Com servers, two
tape drives, and five dot matrix printers.

The network that is being implemPnted is in the School of Creative Arts.
This 3Com based network will link Apple Macintosh computers together to
support administrative and facility use applications.
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A major expansion to the initial ALAN occurred when the units reporting to
the Vice President for Administration (Budget, Accounting, Business
Affairs, Personnel, and Payroll) joined the network. We simply added in
another server (for storage and security reasons), strung some additional
cable, and welcomed them to the network which is now up to about 50
workstations.

Where to we go from here?

With all of this success under our belts, where do we go from here?
First, we continue with the users group as the focal point and clearing
house for ideas and directions. That group has identified the eternal
search for multi-user, LAN-based software with site licensing as its
primary on-going objective.

Secondly, we are looking to expand our intrabuilding networks with print
servers for more access to draft, letter quality, and laser printers.
Thirdly, we saek network communication servers to link the intrabuilding
LAN's with a campus broadband network. Our fourth objective, then, is to
expand our window to the ;world with communication links to statewide,
nationwide, and worldwide public and private networks. The illustration
on the next page is about as close as we ever got in our semi-planning to
schematically diagramming our pilot LAN project and its future interfaces.

Conclusion

Eighteen months ago, a group of campus associates found some
commonality in their attempts to deal with problems related to office
automation and the ability to get work done with the help of information
technology. A LAN pilot project was chosen as the common denominator
solution. Steps were taken to minimize potential loses and increase
benefits via shared mass storage and volume workstation purchases.

But the most important decision was to keep the concept of a pilot project
with informal pluming as the guiding light for the project. Hindsight
indicates that only by keeping the nature of the users group and its
steering committee informal were we able to shorten the time between
decision making and implementation. We created an environment of some
seasoned users and potential new users who were able to ask the right
questions. We experimented on a small scale and were able to share the
results with other interested parties. We created a level of interest
among computer users never seen before outside of Computing Services.
We generated an excitement of participation in a cutting-edge endeavor.
And we did ii all in a relaxed, friendly, semi-planned manner.

In closing, the last page of this paper offers some management tips for
those who may wish to get a LAN installed quickly. We remind you that the
key to end-user satisfaction in this as in all projects is end-user
involvement.
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LAN MANAGEMENT TIPS: Some Dos & Don'ts

1. DO a little planning but not too much.

2. DO pick a pilot site (office) with some enthusiastic employees who like
change and gadgetry.

3. DO pick a LAN vendor with a track record of post-sales support.

4. DO simple applications first... get some success stories under your belt.

5. DO double the amount of mass storage you think you'll need.

6. DO have one person designated as the resident guru.

7. DO arrange for spare parts and a standby file server.

8. DO plenty of cable drops up front.

9. DO acquire a laser page printer ... WOW.

10. DON'T buy any PC's with less than 640k memory.

11. DON'T expect to find a plethor of multiusor software available...yet.

Source: John True
Judah Rosenwald
San Francisco State University
CAUSE '85 (December 1985)
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"IMPLEMENTING MICROCOMPUTERS IN ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS:
CHANGING THE FACE OF ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE LIFE

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA"

1985 CAUSE National Conference Contributed Paper
New Orleans, Louisiana - December 11, 1985

By:
Glen T. Winans

Assistant Provost
College of Letters and Science

University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

Abstract

Descriptive review of how the Provost's Office of the
College of Letters and Science at UC Santa Barbara
installed 275 microcomputers in 34 academic departments
during the past 18 months. The goals of the
installation were to 1) enhance faculty productivity by
increasing access to computing; and 2) enhance
administrative support to chairpersons and faculty by
autwating recordkeeping and word processing at the
departmental level. The paper discusses the process of
implementing microcomputers including development of a
decentralized computing philosophy, the decision to
utilize microcomputers, the phased implementation of
hardware, and provision of user support services. The
paper also presents ten consequences or observations of
the implementation process which should benefit other
institutions considering the implementation of
microcomputers in academic departments.
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INTRODUCTION

The intent of this paper is to present a descriptive review of
how the Provost's Office of the College of Letters and Science at
the University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) implemented
275 microcomputers in 34 academic departments during the 18 month
period from July 1984 through December 1985. Included is a

discussion of the process by which the College assessed
department - needs, selected appropriate vendors, planned for
phased distribution, installed hardware and software, and handled
on-going user support; as well as a discussion of the major
consequences accompanying the implementation. The paper refers
to both academic computing and administrative computing in
academic departments. For purposes of definition, academic
computing is viewed as those computing activities undertaken by
faculty in support of instruction or research, while
administrative computirg is viewed as those computing activities
undertaken by staff to provide automated logistical support to
faculty at the departmental level.

This discussion focuses exclusively on academic departments
within a medium-sized public research university, and the
process of implementing microcomputers to enhance academic and
administrative computing in academic departments. It is beyond
the scope of this paper to review the nature of academic
departments as unique organizational units within an
institutional setting, but it is important to remember that the
governance structure and operational aspects of academic
departments differ considerably from other non-academic units.
Consequently, the experiences of the College of Letters and
Science at UCSB are best generalized to large schools and
colleges in other universities, and not to other non-academic
segments of institutions.

THE PROCESS OF IMPLEMENTING MICROCOMPUTERS

Computing Philosophy of the College

A predominant feature of the University of California system is

decentralized decision-making and responsibility, particularly as
it pertains to the academic areas of each campus. This emphasis
on decentralization began to strongly influence campus computing
resources at UCSB around 1980 when it became apparent the:: the
cost of computer hardware was steadily decreasing wrae the
availability of computer hardware was steadily increasing. As
noted b; ;tom W. McCredie in Campus Computing Stratege.s (1983),
UCSB's experience was not unique in this regard. Universities
everywhere were participating in the "new wave" of integrated
low-cost computing and communication technologies, as evid-nced
by the "spread of mini- and microcomputers into every area of
higher education" (pg. 4). Moreover, McCredie noted that "the
rapid development and spread of microcomputers was accelerating
the decentralization of computing resources on campuses" (pg. 8).
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The combination of a general decentralized management philosophy
for academic units at UCSB coupled with the changing face of
computer technology led to a Collegewide policy encouraging
decentralized computing. The immediate result was that the
Provost's Office assumed broad responsibilities for coordinating
academic and administrative computing within the College.
Initial efforts included the distribution of stand-alone
word processing systems to academic departments in the 1982/83
academic year, and the hiring of an independent consultant to
assess the administrative computing needs of academic departments
in the Spring of 1983. The distribution of word processing
systems was handled in an ad hoc fashion, lacking sufficient
coordination, although it did stimulate faculty and staff to
think more creatively about computing applications. It was soon
apparent that more intensive planning was necessary, and the
results of the independent consultant's review of administrative
computing needs in a dozen departments underscored this theme.
The consultant's review included faculty and staff comments on a
wide spectrum of issues, with four factors consistently repeated
regarding academic and administrative computing in departments:

Computing Concerns of Academic Departments

1) Increasing demand for low-cost computing

2) Increasing demand for greater access to
computing for academic and administrative
work

3) Increasing dissatisfaction with existin,
centralized computing services

4) Increasing interest in minicomputer and
microcomputer applications

On the basis of this input from faculty and staff in Letters and
Science departments coupled with a realization that centralized
mainframe computing services could not satisfy departme-lial
needs, the Provost's Office adopted a formal philosophy
encouraging the implementation of stand-alone computing wherever
possible. This philosophy was not limited to microcomputers, as
a number of departments eventually puthased minicomputers for
various instruction and research projects. However, the
'auplementation of minicomputers involved eight machines and is a
separate subject beyond the scope of this paper.

The Decision to Use Microcomputers

Behind the decision to emphasize decentralized stand-alone
computing for departments was the very real need to ral.idly
expand the basic computing capacity availabl, to academic
departments so as to satisfy two goals: 1) enhance faculty
productivity by increasing access to computing; and 2) enhance

2
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administrative support to chairpersons and faculty by automating
recordkeeping and word processing at the departmental level.
Related to the first goal was a basic belief that increases in
faculty computer literacy would ultimately lead to increases in
student computer literacy, as faculty would apply their research
experiences with computing to the classroom.

With these goals in mind, the College continued to utilize the
services of an independent consultant to evaluate stand-alone
computing alternatives for administrative computing, and surveyed
faculty concerning preferences for academic computing. Provost's
Office staff visited five other University of California campuses
in the Fall of 1983 to assess comparable approaches to enhancing
computing in academic departments. On the basis of combined
input from these various sources, the College decided to
implement microcomputers because of a number of clear advantages
of this technology in addressing the computing needs of 34

Letters and Science departments:

Advantages of Microcomputers for Departments

*Adaptable to large/small environments
*Ease of operation
*Expandable
*Local control of systems
*Low-cost start-up
*Multiple applications and uses
*Networking capabilities
*Portable
*Real-time processing
*Shared use

The next question was to determine which microcomputer to
purchase for academic departments. The Provost's Office decision
to select International Business Machines, Inc. (IBM) was based
on three key factors. First, IBM was a large established company
with a proven track record of support for universities plus a

stable prospectus for the future. The College had confidence
that IBM would still be around five years down the road. Second,
the existing and future product development plans for the IBM
Personal Computer (PC) provided desired expandability and
adaptability without compromising the critical need for
standardization. Equipment standardization was viewed as
essential in order to promote shared use, simplify installation
and maintenance, and streamline software development and
training. Moreover, the IBM PC also offered tremendous potential
for both academic and administrative uses through varying
hardware configurations such as the PC/XT and PC/AT. Third, a

very important factor was price. IBM entered into an agreement
with the University of California providing substantial purchase
discounts, includrog a 37% price reduction on bulk purchases of
50 or more PC's plus any necessary peripherals and software. In
addition, IBM offered loaner equipment through their Educational
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Development Program, by which the campus could receive PC's free-
of-charge for six months and then purchase some or all of the
loaned hardware and software at the end of this period at a 43%
price reduction.

Phased Implementation of Microcomputers

The College developed a flexible implementation plan for
purchasing, testing, and installing the 275 PC's in the eighteen
month period from July 1984 through December 1985. The plan
itself did not consist of a single doc'iment, but rather was the
product of simultaneous efforts aimed at expanding avaiiable
academic and administrative computing. Hence, there was no
specific target number of PC's to be distributed, just the
general objective of increasing microcomputing capacity in every
department in order to accomplish the following: 1) provide "PC's
on Wheels" in each department whereby faculty could share mobile
PC's for word processing purposes to aid in preparation of
initial drafts of papers, proposals, course materials,
correspondence and other items; 2) provide specially configured
PC's, PC/XT's, or PC/AT's for faculty to use in data analysis and
problem solving in their research or for curriculum development
in instruction; and 3) provide improved administrative computing
support to faculty at the departmental level through development
of an Automated Recordkeeping System to assist with resource
management and real-time bookkeeping, plus automation of
department office functions such as word processing.

The basic theme underlying these three objectives was to help
automate a wide range of tasks previously done manually by both
faculty and staff. The first two objectives satisfiesq
instruction and research needs and were classified as academic
computing, while the third objective was classified as
administrative computing. A survey in November 1985 revealed the
following utilization patterns of the 275 PC's for academic and
administrative computing:

Purpose

Utilization of PC's

Qty

Academic Computing 176 64
Administrative Computing 69 25
Combined Use 30 11

Totals 275 100

Distribution of the PC's was accomplished in three six-month
phases: Phase I, July 1984 through December 1984; Phase II,
January 1985 through June 1985; and Phase III, July 1985 through
December 1985. Distribution by academic department is presented
in Table I on page 10, and indicates that 221 or 80% of the
microcomputers were PC's, 43 or 16% were PC/XT's, and 11 or 4%

4
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were PC/AT's. The Collegeuide distribution by phase is presented
below:

Phased Distribution of PC's

Phase Qty *

Phase I (7/84 - 12/84) 63 23
Phase II (1/85 - 6/85) 128 47
Phase III (7/85 - 12/85) 84 30

Totals 275 100

The actual purchase of the 275 PC's was handled one of two ways.
Either the Provost's Office sponsored the PC purchase (through
the IBM Educational Development Program, a bulk purchase
arrangement, or as part of the distribution of administrative
computing systems) or the department purchased the PC (using
allocated equipment funds, extramural contract and grant funds,
or overhead funds). The Provost's Office directly purchased 192
PC's or 69% of the total, including 55 loaner PC's as part of
IBM's Educational Developm .: Program, and departments directly
purchased 83 PC's or 31% of .ne total.

Providing User Support Services

In order to help administer the distribution of PC's to
departments, as well as to consult on hardware and software and
implement appropriate administrative systems, the Provost's
Office created a support staff group entitled Administrative
Computing Services (ACS). By the fall of 1985, ACS had evolved
into a cohesive snit of five full-time data processing
professionals providing user support services to academic
departments. Three staff were charged with the task of
developing and maintaining a series of Automated Resource
Management Systems throughout the College, including various
automated recordkeeping modules (accounting system, recharge
system, storeroom inventory control system), faculty and staff
provision control systems, and budget tracking systems. The
remaining two staff were responsible for direct user support
including selection, testing and installation of hardware and
software, coordinating insurance coverage, providing user
training, evaluating peripherals and software, and negotiating
maintenance agreements.

ACS staff remain active in administrative systems development for
Letters and Science departments using programming languages such
as COBOL, D-BASEIII, FOCUS, and PASCAL. ACS staff maintain a
working knowledge of Displaywrite III, Microsoft Word, Word
Perfect, and Word Star, so as to help advise and train faculty
and staff interested in using word processing software. They
have also negotiated a low-cost maintenance agreement for the
College with Computerland. By conducting an initial diagnostic
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evaluation and arranging for a single pick-up location for PC's
in need of repair, per hour maintenance costs were considerably
less than those offered by other vendors, including IBM.

ACS functioned strictly in a support capacity vis-a-vis
departments, with an agenda dictated by departmental needs as
articulated by faculty and staff. Choices between competing
needs, particularly in the area of administrative systems
development, were made by the Provost in consultation with
departments. ACS staff responded to problems and inquiries
within the established limitations requiring standardization in
hardware and software. Fortunately, there was considerable
flexibility in attempting to respoTid to departmental needs, since
most software products were IBA PC compatible, and most
applications could operate on an IBM PC, PC/XT, or PC/AT.

CONSEQUENCES OF IMPLEMENTING MICROCOMPUTERS

As with any significant organizational change, the mass
distribution of such a large number of microcomputers in a
relatively short time span impacted departmental lifestyles. A
number of unforeseen consequences occurred, although the overall
reaction of faculty and staff across disciplines was generally
favorable. Below is a review of the more significant
consequences which might be relevant to other institutions
seeking to implement microcomputers in academic departments. The
order does not reflect any ranking or level-Orsignificance.

Computer Literacy Enhanced Productivity

A very positive outcome from the distribution of microcomputers
was a marked increase in productivity by both faculty and staff
in departments. Faculty using PC's for initial preparation of
text and proposals were enthusiastic about the gains in their
personal productivity as writing'is easier and quicker. Staff
using PC's for recordkeeping and word processing found they
accomplished more in less time, and that revisions and updates
did not create the emotional turmoil that once seriously impacted
clerical staff morale. Faculty also found that their ability to
experiment with computing for various instructional and research
purposes was enhanced through microcomputers due to reduced costs
and ease of operation.

Standardization Was A Two-Edged Sword

The decision to standardize microcomputer hardware throughout the
College was basically a mixed blessing. On the one hand,
standardization was a positive factor in simplifying testing,
installation, and maintenance of hardware, and in streamlining
software development and training. This was especially true in
administrative systems development, where staff user groups were
formed to help design initial systems and to facilitate training.
On the other hand, standardization was a negative factor to many
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faculty because it was limiting. Faculty were generally
accustomed to freedom of choice, and there was some resistance to
distribution of a single product. Some faculty were reluctant to
learn a new system if they had used different hardware or
software before, others mistrusted IBM and questioned its
corporate motives, while still others expressed considerable
computer expertise (both real and imaginary) and complained that
the IBM PC was improperly suited for their work. Ultimately,
these faculty concerns really reflected a broader interest in
control over academic decision making, especially in areas of new
technology with such enormous potential for changing the academic
workplace.

PC's Facilitated Faculty Independence

The advantages of microcomputers, as previously discussed,
afforded a form of technology best-suited to faculty behavior
because of features such as portability, expandability, and a
stand-alone operating system. In essence, the PC represented a
technological extension in computing of how faculty view
themselves within the academic organization: decentralized and
fully independent. Hence, PC's facilitated the natural
independence and creativity of faculty in conducting their
teaching and research.

Real-Time Computing Changed Expectations

A fundamental change brought about by the implementation of
microcanputers into academic departments was the advent of real-
time computing. The presence of real-time computing altered the
demands for information and faculty expectations of turn-around
time on work assignments. Staff who previously functioned simply
as clerks or secretaries found themselves being asked more
questions and given more work. In administrative computing
systems, staff had access to real-time financial and personnel
data so as to better serve faculty needs. While some staff
reacted to this change with great enthusiasm, others were
threatened and confused by the loss of a "time lag" in the
preparation and recording of transactions. Suddenly, errors were
handled by official correcting entries into systems, instead of
merely being erased or replaced as with manual or batch systems.

User Support Was Necessary But Expensive

Not surprisingly, quality user support was necessary for the mass
distribution of microcomputers to be successful. Without the
presence of full-time ACS staff to oversee ordering, testing,
installation, maintenance, and training activities, the mass
distribution of PC's would have been unsuccessful. Moreover, ACS
staff maintained cooperative working relationships with a variety
of faculty and staff (all with differing levels of computer
expertise) and responded well to the difficult task of advocating
certain solutions to microcomputer problems while leaving the
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actual decision making up to individual users. Quality user
support was also quite expensive because it was so labor
intensive. Each new installation added a multiplier effect to
user support costs which were often unaffected by economies of
scale. Although standardization and mass distribution had the
advantage of reducing hardware acquisition costs and fostering
lower group rates for maintenance and insurance, it had the
disadvantage of increasing personnel costs due to the need for
one-on-one consultation and user training. User support became
even more expensive when administrative systems software was
developed and required maintenance and periodic updating.

PC's Became Status Symbols

A completely unforeseen consequence of the phased distribution of
PC's was that the College created a new "status symbol" for
faculty and staff. While the Provost's Office believed that the
distribution would more than satisfy demand, in reality it
established a new measure of institutional prestige. Everyone
wanted their own PC on their desk in their office. Faculty and
staff with PC's had new stature; those without PC's did not. The
result was a predictable outcome from the laws of economics:
PC's became highly valued and scarce, hence demand for PC's
increased dramatically. With roughly 530 permanent tenure-track
faculty, 140 temporary faculty, and 250 permanent staff in
Letters and Science departments, a very large (but perhaps
artificial) demand remains for PC's.

Shared Use By Faculty Was Ineffective

Related to the creation of the PC as a 'status symbol" was the
failure of the "PC's on Wheels" approach to work effectively in
departments. The assumption that faculty would share the use of
PC's ignored a basic principle of human behavior: "possession is
nine-tenths of the law". The idea of implementing mobile PC's
was a well-intentioned attempt to recognize that taculty prefer
to work in their offices (at all hours of the day and night)
rather than to share a microcomputer facility within the
department. However, once individual faculty moved a shared PC
to their office, it usually became their PC and was not available
for use elsewhere. The few departments that established a
microcomputer room to house their PC's fered better with shared
use since faculty and staff could only use the hardware and
software in a single location. Complications over shared use
also occurred with printers. The College had planned to provide
one printer for every six mobile PC's, but 108 printers have been
distributed for the 275 PC's, creating a ratio of one printer for
every three PC's, or twice as many as originally anticipated.

Centralized Computing Was Adversely Affected

Although it is not the focus of this paper to review the pros and
cons of centralized computing services, the decentralized

8
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computing philosophy of the College and the decision to implement
microcomputers in academic departments impacted the centralized
computing services at UCSB in a number of significant ways.
First, the costs of central mainframe computing continued to
increase as academics redirected their computing business to
departmental minicomputers and microcomputers. The fixed costs of
centralized computing remained constant even though the number of
users declined. Second, central computing services evolved into
basically an administrative computing center concerned with large
systems such as payroll and student registration. Hence, central
computing staff were not as actively involved in mainstream
activities and developments with academic computing. Third,
adversarial feelings emerged on campus between those advocating
mainframe computing versus those advocating microcomputing.
However, the real issue was not technology-centered, but
resource-centered. The distribution of PC's represented part of
the continuing decentralization of resources and computing
business away from a single centralized mainframe computing
service.

Interdepartmental Communication Was Improved

A small but clearly tangible consequence of implementing such a
large number of PC's was improved communications and a closer
working relationship between the Provost's Office and
departments, as well as between departments themselves. There
was greater understanding of shared needs and problems, and
departments consistently voiced a belief that the Provost's
Office placed departmental computing needs first and advocated
for solutions to those needs. Departments also actively sought
advice and counsel from other departments on computing and other
issues, which was a positive change from only a few years ago.

The Benefits Exceeded the Costs

Lastly, in cvaluating the experience of the College of Letters
and Science at UCSB with implementing 275 IBM PC's in 34 academic
departments, it was clear that the benefits exceeded the costs.
The phased distribution of microcomputers accomplished the goals
it was interded to accomplish: 1) faculty productivity was
enhanced through increased access to computing; and 2)

administrative support to faculty at the departmental level was
enhanced by automating recordkeeping and word processing. No
other computing approach could have reached so many individuals
in such a short period of time with such positive results. This
is not to diminish the problems or unforeseen consequences, but
rather acknowledges the general success of the phased
distribution from an overall perspective. It also recognizes
that the idea was not to avoid costs, but to dramatically enhance
computing capacity at the operational level in an academic
department.
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TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS BY ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT

COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE - UC SANTA BARBARA

%DEPARTMENT PC PC/XT PC/AT TOTAL

Anthropology 8 1 1 10 3.5
Art History 2 0 0 2 0.7
Art Museum 0 0 0 0 0.0
Art Studio 2 0 0 2 0.7
Biological Sciences 27 2 1 30 10.9
Black Studies 2 0 0 2 0.7
Chemist, 6 3 0 9 3.3
Chicano studies 2 0 0 2 0.7
Classics 3 0 0 3 1.1
Communications Studies, 6 1 0 7 2.5
Dramatic Art 3 1 0 4 1.5
Economics 9 3 3 15 5.5
English 12 2 0 14 5.1
Environmental Studies 6 2 0 8 2.9
Film Studies 1 0 0 1 0.4
French/Italian 8 0 0 8 2.9
Geography 4 6 2 12 4.4
Geological Sciences 13 2 1 16 5.8
German/Slavic 8 1 0 9 3.3
History 11 0 0 11 4.0
Linguistics 3 0 0 3 1.1
Mathematics 2 1 0 3 1.1
Military Science 1 0 0 1 0.4
Music 2 1 0 3 1.1
Philosophy 7 0 0 7 2.5
Physics 7 5 0 12 4.4
Political Science 9 2 0 11 4.0
Psychology 16 2 1 19 6.9
Religious Studies 6 0 0 6 2.2
Sociology 18 5 2 25 9.1
Spanish /Portuguese 8 0 0 8 2.9
Speech 8 0 0 8 2.9
Statistics 0 2 0 2 0.7
Vivarium 1 1 0 2 0.7

TOTALS 221 43 11 275 100.0

-Totals reflect Personal Computers distributed from July 1, 1984
through December 1, 1985.

-Distribution Percentages: PCs - 80%, XTs - 16%, ATs - 4%.
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CREATION OF AN ON-LINE PC BASED INFORMATION CENTER

Charles W. Burmeister, Ph.D.

On-line PC based information centers have been established in key

administrative areas to support Decisioi1 Support Systems, Executive

Support Systems, and Office Automation. The concept consists of the

intelligent integration of five facets of recent converging

technologies. The powerful microcomputer provides the computer

hardware within the administrative area. User friendly software

systems, such s Lotus 1-2-3, for the microcomputer provide the user

with friendly tools eliminating the need for programming personnel as

facilitators. The microcomputer is linked to the mainframe computer

system by use of a software and hardware link, micro to mainframe

link, creating an er ironment where users can work efficiently on

either system. The mainframe becomes for the most part the

information utility or database. Information gateways have been

developed to provide easy access to the database. All aspects of

creation of the centers will be presented along with the experiences

of users, the benefits received by users, the impact upon the college

administration, the evaluation of the long term potential, and a look

at the future role of on-line PC based information centers in

institutional information strategies.
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CREATION OF AN ON-LINE PC BASED INFORMATION CENTER

INTRODUCTION.

On-line PC based information centers have been established in key

administrative areas to support Decision Support Systems, Executive
Support Systems, and Office Automation. The concept consists of the
intelligent integration of five facets of recent converging

technologies. The powerful microcomputer provides the computer
hardware within the administrative area. User friendly software

systems, such as LOTUS 1-2-3 (tM), for the microcomputer provide the
user with friendly tools eliminating the need for programming
personnel as facilitators. The microcomputer is linked to the

mainframe computer system by use of a software and hardware link,

micro-to-mainframe link, creating an environment where users can work
efficiently on either system. The mainframe becomes for the most part
the information utility or data base. Information gateways have been
developed to provide easy access to the data base. All aspects of
creation of the centers will be presented along with the experiences
of users, the benefits received by users, the impact upon the college
administration, the evaluation of the long term potential, and a look
at the future role of on-line PC based informa'ion centers in

institutional information strategies,

To provide for continuity of thought, the following is the sequence of
subjects that will be discussed. The college environment will be
described along with the associated problems and opportunities; the

opportunity provided by the converging of technologies; a brief
background of these technologies, inherent problems, and the necessary
support organization; the implementation that is underway of these
technologies including the impact, observations, and extensions; and

finally, a look at future possibilities.

THE COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT

The Alamo Community College District consists of three community
colleges, San Antonio Colleo, St. Philip's College, and Palo Alto
College, with a total enrollment (head count) of about 28,000
students. Classes are offered at the three college sites and at four
other centers. Personnel consists of approximately 750 full time
faculty, 60 administrators, and 450 professional and classified staff.

Computer resources consist Jf two IBM 4341 computers, one IBM 4331
computer, 115 administrative video display terminals, 325

instructional video display terminals, and numerous other peripheral
equipment located at seven distinct sites. A SNA/SDLC data
communicat'ons software system is used to communicate among all the
systems.
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Over 150 micro computers of various makes are installed in

instructional laboratories. In 1985 the first wave of PC's were being
purchased by administrators. Very few were connected to the mainframe
and, in most cases, only a few were being us..id eff2ctively. Personnel
were, Ln most cases, eager and enthusiastic, but without clear
direction and knowledge of how to proceed to make effective use of
PC's In the .dministrative environment. Two were being used in

standalone spreadsheet applications with the others being used mostly
for word processing.

Information centers have been maintained foi: use by all persJnnel at
three locations. Use of these centers by individual personnel has
been very low. However, requests for over 2000 production jobs' and
management reports are received monthly and processed by production
analysts.

It was in this environment that we set out to create on line PC based
information centers in key administrative areas to support Decision
Support Systems, Executive Support Systems, and Office Automation.
The prnject is currently underway.

INFORMATION STRATEGY.

Due to converging, available technologies the opportunity for an
integrated information system is feasible. All individual elements
exist or t e in the process of being developed. These include the
following.

1. Personel computers exist in sufficient numbers, power,
anv diversity to provide for standalone computing
capabilities and flexibility. By a recent forerast,it was
noted that almost ten million workers have personal
computers available with the number increasing at
app-oximately 15% per year. The sheer performance of the
hardware is tremendous and has been doubling every three to
four years.

2. E:tensive user friendly software for use on tne personal
computers is available and is designed fo'- the non-technical
user. Most of the software is inexpensive.

3. Student, personnel, and financial data bases exist and
are maintained on the institutional mainframe computer
systems.

4. Communication hardware is available making it possible
for personal computers to link with the mainframe computer
systems.

5. So:twarc is currc:tly being developed to provide for an
effective link of the data ba..es to the personal computer
system.

The effective integration of these elements crea'es the exciting
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possibility of an integrated information system encompassing the
mainframe data bases and the personal computer. The key is the
software system creating an effective micro-mainframe link. Due to
the recent emergence of this technology, these systems will be

discussed in some detail in the next section.

MICRO-TO-MAINFRAME LINK.

Most of the available systems to connect a PC to a mainframe are
referred to 3 micro-mainframe links. These cover a spectrum of
possibilities from a simple modem to access the mainframe to complex
software systems where the hardware connection is assumed. For
reference. we will assume an IBM 33XX or 43XX mainframe environment
with its related complexities. Typically users use an emulation ooard
to make the PC's look like a 3270 family of terminals. In this mode,
the PC can be "hot switched" 'lack and forth from a 3270 terminal mode
to a standalone microcomput allowing for independent dual operation.
This is convenient but is only a small step toward a "partnership"
operation.

The goal is to "link" by means of software the data bases residing on
the mainframe computer to the data base of the personal compute-. It

is essential to provide the data to the personal computer in a format
that is conveniently usable by the various user friendly PC software
systems. There are a number of ,''fferent methods to accomplish this
which the following.

1. The Brute Force Method. The simple, primitive approach
is to capture the needed data from a mainframe computer
report and key the necessary elements into the PC. This
approach is obviously not imaginative, but it works.
However, one can list many negative facets which rule this
approach out except for the very unusual, single exception
use. It is equally obvious that this is not a software
link.

2. The Extract Method. By using a direct link from a micco
program to a mainframe data base or file, this allows a PC
end user to make a request from within a specific micro
program to a particular data base on the mainframe. The
mainframe data base is often a subset or extract of the more
general institutional database. The file that is downloaded
must be staged or formatted for use with a particular micro
application.

3. Application Oriented Links. This method allows the user
to access and transfer data which is then converted into i
particular format for a specific micro application. fhe
user makes a request at the micro level which is then
transferred into a mainframe server- The mainframe server
interprets the request and retrieves the data. It then
sends it through a communication line to a file on the micro
where it can be transferred into a specific application at
the micro level. When the user is finished with the data,
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he reverses the process to return the data to the mainframe
data base.

4. Data Management Links. Generic links are chose which can
access a variety of mainframe data bases or applications and
can download those data into any of a variety of popular PC
programs, including spreadsheet, word processing, and data
management applications. Generic links may depend on the
implementation of a vendor oriented prerequisite, for

example, a particular mainframe data base management system
or language, to serve as a catalyst for the linking process.
Generic links typically provide the broadest range of

linking possibilities within an organization.

The above. groupings implies a certain amount of stability in the
market place. This is not the case. Rapid changes are occurring.
There are ne.i product announcements almost weekly A cecent issue of

Computer Decisions lists products ranging in price from a few hundred
to fifty thousand dollars. During this period, it is essential that
the buyer, you and I, be careful and plan any investment carefully.

On the other hand, the good news is :hat convenient access and
integration of the institutional data bases into the PC environment is
doable today for a price. By exercising intelligence, the price is
reasonable. When the third generation software systems arrive, data
on the mainframe will be available to a PC application by a simple
push of a button. It extends the power and opportunities of the end
user making '',e creation of on-line PC based information centers a
very reasonable and achievable goel.

There are two concerns or pitfalls that should be briefly considered.
These include the matter of data security and data integrity.

Data Integrity. Most MIS managers will immediately express more
concern about the potential problems of data security than data
integrity. In the educational environment, the matter of data
integrity may be the greater problem. If users are given convenient
access to the mainframe data bases, users will be sharing and using
data in a variety of new and different ways. Overly creative users
will put data to uses for which it was never intended. There are
several categories of data usage that signal potential problems
including multiple purposes, mixed time frames, big categories/small
analysis misunderstood definitions, and institutional vs. private
data. If we can be alert to these uses, we will be able to develop
more effective systems and procedures.

Data Security. At a basic level, security problems engendered by
micro-to-mainframe links fall into classes defined by the extreme
difficulty of controlling access to the network, the transportability
of information within a network, the nature of thc day in which users
are accustomed to interacting with their PC's and t e fact that whn
has responsibility over the PC end of the link may not be well
defined.
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One trap that must be avoided is the tendency of concerned MIS
managers to overreact and to impose excessive security procedures- a
"let's protect everything" and thereforfido nothing reaction.

Data should be classified on the basis of its sensitivity, and the
degree to which it needs to be shared within the organizat4on. Data
that isn't that sensitive should simple be ignored and make easily
accessible. Data that is sensitive and needs to be widely shared
poses the greatest risk and, so, should be protected first.

It is clear that once sensitive, confidential files are downloaded to
a PC security of that data must rest with the end user. As central
MIS management, we are the keeper or custodian of the data. As
custodian we must sit with the local users and make sure they are
aware of their responsibilities toward maintaining security. Security
effective becomes a distributed function which is possibly a horrible
thought to many MIS managers. Fortunately in the education
environment most data does not fall into the highly confidential
classification.

IMPLEMENTATION.

With a general idea of the opportunity, we set out to implement the
concept within our general environment that was outlined above. The
software link Tempus Link had been purchased for the possibilities it
presented for use of the mainframe disk system for storage of PC disk
files. Several administrators were purchasing PC's without a clear
understanding of the use that was going to be make of the little guys.
After sever- sessions of seeking user participation and
understanding, the project was underway.

What has evolved over the months is a clearer understanding of the
concept and the opportunity . I have referred to this as the concept
redefined. Keep in -ind the prime purpose was to create an on-line PC
based information center. This might also be referred to as a
distributed information center concept.

In the concept redefined, the following criteria were developed as
guide lines.

1. The ultimate system would have to be simple if the
desired extensive impact within ACCD community college
environment was to be achieved,

2. The ultimate system, at least from a first generaion
concept, would have to be inexpensive. It would have to be
developed with computer and lersonnel resources already in
place or approved for expenditure in the 85-86 budget.

3. The system would have to be doable now with curtent
levels of technology. This could not be a long term seven
year project with benefits promised down the road. The
doable now criterion mean that the technology could not be
at the leading edge, but with an effective lag period built
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in.

4. As a basic premise, available technology would be

utilized and reinvention of the wheel would not be

considered.

5. The impact of the system would have to be measurable and
real. The system would have to provide for an enhanced and
improved performance of administrators as well as

professional growth cf the administrators who participated.

6. The system wo'ild have to provide for the real

possibility of an reduction of the central processing load.
The computer power sitting on all those desks would be put
to work for important functions other than word processing.

7. The system would have to provide for an effective
distribution r,f the information center function with

enhanced and increased functionally.

8. The system would have to provide for the opportunity to
develop a professional partnership with users. The computer
professional would provide the computer expertise and the
end user would begin providing a professional end user

responsibility.

9. Due to limited available computer personnel resources
and the size of ACCD, the ultimate system would have to
provide for well thought out standardization in order to

provide adequate flexibility and and end user opportunity.

All of these factors were not part of the original planning but

represented our general philosophy and evolved as the project was
implemented.

The college environment being more static in structure and information
needs allows an effective implementation within these constraints. A

high technology growth company moving in the fast lane would require
much greater opportunity and flexibility to meet its ever changing
information needs.

Information in the college environment centers aro.nd students,
personnel, and finance. The management information needs relative to
students relate to needs relative to specific student records which
is provided via CICS and to summary information. This is fortunate
since the number of ir'ividual student records would make. most systems
Lnwieldy.

Operation. The various specific elements of the implementation within
ACCD are discussed below. There is not a clear order of presentation.

1. A IBM 1?78 er'llation board is used in IBM PC's and XT's
to provide the emulation of a 3278 terminal. This

allows for hariware connection to tft mainframe and provides
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the opportunity to "hot switch" back and forth between PC
and mainframe operation.

2. LOTUS 1-2-3 and dBase III, and others, are used on the
PC as user friendly applications which the end user can
easily put to effective use.

3. Tempus Link, a micro-mainframe software link, is

available to assist in convenient access to mainframe data.
In addition, the software that comes with the 3278 emulator
is available. We have developed to techniques to operate
effectively using LOTUS 1-2-3 with either system. The

latter is the most economical although not quite as

convenient.

4. A complete summary of all student data is maintained on
the mainframe data base. A CMS file for each semester is
available and is as it exists at the state recording date.

5. Complete data is also available in a CMS file on the
mainframe for all active personnel. This file is updated on
a daily basis and is date stamped.

6. Financial data and aspects related to it w:11 be

provided during the first quarter of 86.

7. A personnel data b se model and student (.. _a base model
allowing for enrollment projections using LOTUS 1-2-3 are
provided to each user. After the user is comfortable in use
of the model provided, they are encouraged to make
modifications to meet their precise needs.

None of the data provided represents confidential
information in this environment. Personnel salaries are
includEd and could be a problem in some institutions.
However, password security is required to access the files
and is provided only to administrators who qualliy. The end
user is instructed to maintain reasonable security and erase
them when completed.

9. When a user desires to work with the student or

personnel data base, the appropriated tiles are downloaded
into Lotus 1-2-3 in the proper format for LOTUS 1-2-3. The
end user is then free to use available user friendly
software to pe:form in a convenient and time effective
manner whatever application is necessary to achieve the
desired results including graphics, spreadsheet, or data
base management.

10. The appropriate files as indi( d in tems 4, 5, and 6
above are maintained by pro&ction cu..crol on the mainframe.
Requests for creation of special file formats are processed
by production control. These a-e useful for departmental
uses and other special applications.
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SUPPORT ORGANIZATION.

Support provided the ead user consists of an expanded training program
to include all the necessary technical background areas, consultation,
operational suppnrt as indicated above, programming and design of

various models, and promotion of the concept. These are the usual
necessary components of a support organization. IBM has a series of
new publications dealing directly with support of end user computing
that are excellent. See G520-4233 and G320-0736.

EXPERIENCE AND EVALUATION.

The purpose of this undertaking was to integrate the PC into the

information network and to have positive, measurable impact upon
administration performance. This broad goal is being met with the
following specific points being addressed.

1. The PC's that were purchased or being purchased for
undefined purposes were given a specific use and placed into
use.

2. In the process of determination of what information was
needed by various administrative positions and when it is

needed, many administrators gained a better understanding
of there responsibilities and how their performance could
possibly be improved.

3. Individual administrators have experienced professional
growth due their increased competence in use of the tools of
computer technology.

4. The possibility of a professional partnership is

oecoming a possibility. Longer term this impact could

become very great.

5. The concept of a distributed information center is

becoming a reality. The end user is able to more flexibly
and conveniently to meet the individual needs as opposed to
a straight reques:. to production control.

6. It is too early to experience any decline in use of the
mainframe resource. For the most part more users have been
brought into the sys,em and more diverse things are taking
place which is healthy.

7. We have shown that an expensive software link is nice
but is not necessary to implement the full concept. In

addition, in the education environment data base management
software link nay not be necessary.

8. Neither data security or data integrity poses a

particular problem in the manner that the concept is

ope-ating.
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Our evaluation has been positive and it has been a meaningful
experience. We expe-A that as the development effort grows the

extensiveness of the impact will become even greater.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES.

Technology in this area will increase rapidly and will enhance the
great opportunities that exist. Since the software that is available
is in an extremely dynamic state, it is probably wise to wait until a
software standard emerges before making an investmen,. There is,

however, adequate software available with assurance that a standard is
coming. Thus implementation of the concept can be undertaken at this
time.

The integration of the powerful PC into the total information network
provides the end user with great opportunities for effective and full
utilization. T '11 become essential and common place in most
organizations.
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MICROCOMPUTERS IN HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION:

CURRENT ISSUES AND PLANNING

Simeon P. Slovacek and Michael G. Dolence

California State University, Los Angeles

Los Angeles

California

The role of microcomputers in college and university
administrations is investigated through a survey of a sample
of public and independent California institutions.
Microcomputer policies, standards, issues, and problems are
explored and analyzed for trends. The survey assesses the
scope of microcompoter use as well as current plans for
expanding the use of micros. The issues that ought to be
addressed in planning for this inevitably growing trend are
identified and discussed.
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Objectives

A major objective of the study was to systematically unearth the
approaches used by (and useful to) higher education
administrators in planning for the smooth integration of
microcomputers into administrative functions and processes.
Also, the types of issues administrators considered in developing
plans for acquiring and implementing microcomputer systems and
solutions, and the typ's of applications utilized were
determined. This study was designed to support planning, policy
making, and decision making efforts. A critical question faced
by many university administrat rs willingly or unwillingly is,
What is the appropriate role of the microcomputer in university
administration ?" The study seeks to provide guidance in
answering this question.

Review

In the short span of five years, microcomputers have already
established a significant presence in the "toolkits" of education
administrators. The many uses such as office automation tools
and database management systems are described elsewhere (Spick
and Atkinson, 1983), and others still (Brown, 1983; Brown and
Droegemueller, 1983) address more specifically the decision
support systems role of microcomputers. They argue that decision
support applications through software tools like spreadsheets,
computer graphics, and database management systems are
particularly suited for increasing administrative productivity.
These tools augment the more traditional but time saving office
automation tools like wordprocessing, task management, and
calendar scheduling. Flectronic mail is another time saving
communications aid that is mentioned.

Just as it is not likely that microcomputers will replace
instructors in the classroom (Chapman 1985), micros probably will
not be replacing any staff or administrators. Rather, they will
be used as a productivity tool and will refocus managerial
efforts to include new tasks. There are signs that higher
education managers and administrators are already changing the
way they do business. Some industry leaders are predicting "a
time in the not too distant future when the micro, or whatever
they are called, will be a necessary tool of the dean, business
manager or president" (Fvans anc Coffey, 1984: p. 20). The
proliferation of microcomputers in higher education has been so
widespread that some universities have even institutionalized the
process: For example, according to Gale (1983), Cornell
University reorganized its computing services to not only include
the three traditional subdivisions -- systems and operations,
administrative computing, and instructional computing -- but to
include a fourth subdivi3ion, "Decentralized Computing" to deal
expressly with the problems, issues, policies, and opportunities
associated with the new ubiquitous presence of micros on the
campus.
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But the challenges of the transition to the new micro technology
are not easily answered by a simple reorganization of services:
in 1983 this very issue (i.e. the growth of micros), was the
"hot" topic of the CAUSE National Conference, where a forum was
held entitled "Micros on Campus: Poli^y Issues." Here, issues
like maintenance demands, hardware and software procural
standards and policy, user training, self help, and linking
through networks surfaced. The issues surfaced as more of a knee
jerk reaction to a rising tide than through a strategically
planned approach toward shepherding in the new technology.

One writer (Fmery 1984), on the other hand, provides more
planning and policy guidance by assessing the trends, their
implications and by suggesting some reasonable planning
assumptions. Particularly helpful are his economic insights
about deceptive, low unit prices which add up as large numbers of
units are purchased and realistic "full" costing including
peripherals, software, maintenance, technical support, etc.
More important, however, is the wholistic discussion of strategic
positioning (i.e. technological leader, early follower or casual
follower) and tile checklist of issues in strategic planning for
information tecnnology.

Significant among issues is the networking issue associated with
linking micros to each other and to other, larger resource
machines. That micro., will communicate is not a given; while
some of the communications problems have been solved, machine
incompatibility and lack of communications protocol standards
leave much to be desired. Brooks and Creutz (1984) discuss the
need and the current difficilties. While not a reality today, a
network of linked micros is thought by some (Harris, 1983) to be
the next significant step in improving college computing. Fven
some of the major players are banking on the importance of
networking: "An Apple spokeswoman said that ... it had jumped at
the chance to work with Pacific Bell because Apple believed
communications will be the dri ing application for getting more
computers into the home" (Weber, 1985).

While previous literature on microcomputers in higher education
administration identifies the important issues, the prespective
taken is usually based on a single or small group colleges of
universities experiences. The current study broadens the
perspective by sampling the experiences of adminif,rators across
both public and private colleges and universities i, California.

Methods and Data Sources

The method employed combined several data gathering efforts.
First, a computerized search of the literature uncovered specific
planning efforts in higher education institutions. These studies
were reviewed with the objective of identifying the plarning
models and approaches utilized, the issues dealt with by
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planners, and the outcomes in terms of recommended directions.
The important issues were molded into questions for an

interview/survey instrument (see Appendix A). Next, the study
utilized a telephone survey of 22 California postsecondary
institutions to gather data regarding philosophy, campus policy,
procedures, and problems. Institutions were selected by size and
type and control including 15 public and 7 independent
institutions. For the most part, computer center directors or
assistant directors were interviewed. In two ca :s microcomputer
specialists were questioned.

Interviewers probed respondents for detail regarding the history,
implementation and effectiveness of campus policies and
procedures. Data were coded by the authors and analyzed
statistically using SPSS (Nie, 1975).

Findings

The 22 campuses interviewed had a total of 1,029 administrative
microcomputers currently in use and planned the acquisition of
559 more next year, representing a 54 percent annual growth rate.
'he campuses ranged in size from 1,000 to 35,000 studen'
(averaging 15,256) and currently used between 0 and 200
microcomputers (averaging 49) and planned for the purchase of 0
to 200 (averaging 29) next year.

A total of 33.3 percent of the responding institutions had formal
written policies governing the acquisition and use of
administrative microcomputers 23.8 percent, reported having
informal policies as 38.1 percent had no policy at all. Two
respondents declined to answer or did not know.

'en institutions had policies tnat specified manufacturers, two
campuses limited the selection of hardware, and seven had no
policy. There was no significant correlation between having a

policy governing the acquisition of microcomputers and specifying
or limiting the selection of hardware. For example, of the seven
campuses having formal written policies governing the acquisition
and use of micros, three had policies specifying hardware
manufacturer, one limited the selection and three allowed
complete user discretion.

Wordprocessing was the most popular use with 89.5 percent of
those responding placing it first. Spreadsheet applications were
a clear second, database programs a clear third,
telecommunications, graphics and electronic mail were a close
fourth, fifth and sixth with integrated software seventh.

Microcomputer Use Rank

Wordprocessing 1

Spreadsheet 2
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Database 3

Telecommunications 4

Graphics 5

Flectronic Mail 6

Integrated Software 7

Only four of the institutions surveyed had a centralized software
library. Ten institutions reported that they share software
informally between offices. Seventeen institutions reported that they
allow users to select software.

Fourteen institutions, 73.7 percent of those responding to the
question, indicated that they provided a microcomputer training
progrem to administrative personnel. Among the fourteen institutional
traing programs identified, one was operated by administrative
personnee, 10 were operated by computer center personnel and one
relied on auto tutorial programs.

Ten institutions networked microcomputers -- only four reported that
they had problems linking microcomputers.

The fourteen institutions estimating administrative microcomputer
exp?nditures, said they spent $2,270,000 on administrative
microcomputers this year. Spending for new micros amounted to
approximately seven percent of the computing budget at the three
campuses within the survey where total budgets were given.

The computer centers of 81.3 percent of the responding campuses
provide machine service directly while 53.3 percent purchased service
contracts. Only 29.4 percent budgeted administrative microcomputer
service through the computer center while 70.6 percent budgeted
service through each individual department.

Institutions responding to the survey indicated they expected on
average a 35 percent discount on equipment and 78.9 percent indicated
they purchased from local ven,,ors.

Discussion

While many instituticns ad developed and were implementing
microcomputing plans, the formal planning process was much more apt to
cover larger mainframe and minicomputer networks than to plan
explicitly for the microcomputing environment within administration.
A few institutions, such as Carnegie Mellon (not surveyed), have
developed longrange plans csIntering around networked microcomputers.
In the current study, the following arguments were articulated as
reasons for establishing a formalized process and written philosophy;
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o the lack of standards produced chaotic purchasing leading to
problems with networking, machine maintenance and user training,

o larger volume buying resulted in higher savings, better vendor
relations and better user support,

o acquiring "pools of similar equipment" provided backup in the event
of breakdown,

o equipment maintainence, service and user training could be funded
and managed centrally providing faster more effective support,

o the software support base tended to be larger providing greater
user satisfaction and productivity.

Several institutions recognized the chaotic proliferation of
microcomputers in higher eduoation administration. One solution was
to identify regional computing needs for mini computer applications
which, when properly configured, can be more cost effective and
provide lower cost workstations compared with micros. But the most
predominate institutional response was to establish a "support
incentive standard", that is to recommend hardware standards (brands)
and to support only the recommended brands with training, maintenance,
network links, and purchasing discount incentives. While alternative
brands of micros were allcwed, the lack of support provided a

significant disincentive for users to "stray" from the pack.

One of the major benefits of the study effort was the identification
of issues that require attention if a planning effort for micros i6 to
be both realistic and successful. Issues identified by a number of
institutions as needing consideration include: 1. developing
policies and standards for hardware and software acquisition, support,
and maintenance; 2. selecting systems to readily meet
telecommunications needs; 3. determining cost effective maintenance
options; and finally, 4. providing for effective user training and
support (including software support).

The importance of this paper is that it surveys higher education
institutions on planning microcomputing environments to indicate
current trends and uses, and identifies important issues that need to
be addressed. In short, the paper serves as a primer for educat anal
planners addressing the role of the microcomputer in the work place.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY OF MICROCOMPUTERS
(Circle all that apply and fill in blanks)

1. Campus Contact

2. Campus Size - # of Students

3. Number of Administrative Micros not in place
Planned for next year

4. Does your institution have a philosophy governing the
aggisition, use and applications of microcomputers within the
administrative framework? Is it written? or informal?

a) 1) yes, wrttten
2) yes, informal
3) no
4) other

5. Does university policy specify

a) Manufacturer?
1) yes, which ones
2) no
3) selection limited

b) Configuration e.g. DD, memory, etc...
c) Software?
d) Other?

6. What are the uses of microcomputers in your administration:
Can you estimate:

The percent of total use in the following areas:
a) word processing
b) spread sheet
c) graphics
d) telecommunications
e) integrated software
f) electronic mail
g) other

7. Do you network your microcomputers?

a) 1) no
2) yes

b) If so how
1) LAN
2) Through mainframes using telecommunications softwar
3) Modems
4) other
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8. Does your university have a centralized administrative
software library?

1) yes
2) no

9. Do you share software informally between offices?

1) yes
2) no

10. Does each user of office acquire and maintain their own
software inventory?

1) yes
2) no

11. Does your institutional administration offer a formal
microcomputer training program?

a) 1) no
2) yes

b) If yes it is run by
1) administrative personnel
2) computer center personnel
3) vendor
4) tutorial
5) other

12. Regarding purchasing microcomputers

a) Do you buy under state contract?
1) yes
2) no

b) Do you buy from local vendors?
1) yes
2) no

c) What % discounts from vendors do you expect?
d) Is software included?
e) What is your Microcomputer Budget for new machines this

year?

13. Regarding Service

a) Who handles the service on your equipment?
b) Have you purchased service contracts on your micros?
c) Who pays for service?
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14. What are some of the problems your organization has
encountered in acquiring and using microcomputers in your
organization?

a) Is software piracy a problem? How is it handled?
b) Is utilization of micros good or do they sit idle in some

offices?
c) Is linking a problem?
d) Is enforcing standards a problem?

Other Comments
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ORGANIZING TO SUPPORT THE MASSES: A UNIFIED APPROACH

Dr. Paul J. Plourde
Vice President, Information Services

Bentley College
Waltham, MA

02254

ABSTRACT

This paper will review the decision to reorganize
academic and administration microcomputer support
in an institution with over one thousand micro-
computers into a unified department. A brief
summary of the evolution of the growth in the
number of micros and variety of use will be
followed by a discussion of the various strat-
egies for reorganization which were considered.

The focus is on the structure that we adopted, the
reasons for this action, what the reaction has been,
the mistakes that we have made at various stages
of the support activity and how we intend to cope
with growth in the number of micros from 1,200 in
1985 to 2,500 in 1986 to 4,000 in 1987.
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In 1982, Bentley College which is the seventh largest undergradu-
ate college of business in the United States, decided to make a
radical change in the way it provided computing resources to its
clientele. Up until this time, computer service was provided by
one central DEC10 mainframe and it was decided to provide a more
decentralized environment by acquiring the first three of what
subsequently was to be five PRIME computers. In addition, in
order to provide alternative computing resources, the first 100
Apple+ microcomputers were acquired for academic use. These were
placed in a new micro lab and were issued to the faculty and
these complemented the 200 terminals that were hooked up to the
PR1ME's for academic users. At this time, administrative users
did not have access to microcomputers and were using one of the
PRIME with approximately 85 terminals.

During 1983, administrative users began to discover micro-comput-
ers with the acquisition of 2 Apple III micros and the subsequent
acquisition of a few IBM PC's. These systems were acquired quite
independently of the Computer Center and therefore were left to
their own devices for instructional as well as service support.
Another complicating factor was the acquisition of ten PRIME
Producer100 workstations for an office automation pilot test.
These micros used a different word processor and they were using
Multiplan and we were using VisiCalc in the academic area.

With the introduction of the Apples and IBM PC's, an entirely new
dimension of computer support had to be provided and a staff
built up to offer seminars, private tutorials, and other faculty
and student support. The organization which was established in
early 1983 to support the microcomputer and other activities
falling under the aegis of Information Services is uepicted in
Attachment A. You will note that there are microcomputer con-
sultants in both the Academic Computer User Service area and the
Administrative Systems group. This necessarily resulted in a
duplication of training and support efforts as well as expertise
on such items as VisiCalc, and word processing which were soft-
ware components used by both the administrative and the academic
users.

This organization was reasonably effective as long as we were
dealing with a few hundred users of microcomputers and when the
occasion arose we would offer a seminar and somehow make it
possible for administrators to sit in on an academic seminar.
However, it quickly became obvious that it was going to be inade-
quate to support the several thousand micro users that were on
the horizon.

A major decision was made in 1983 which was to affect the envi-
ronment in which we operated as well as the organizational re-
quirements to support this environment. This was the development
and publication of the academic computing goals in January of
1983 which served as a policy statement that heralded the Col-
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lege's total commitment to computing. These goals which were
issued by the Academic Computer User Planning Committee chaired
by the Dean were as follows:

1. All Bentley College Bachelor of Science and Master degree
candidates will be computer literate.

2. The Computer Information Systems Department will offer
programs in information systems and computer science that
are nationally recognized for the expertise of their gradu-
ates.

3. Computer applications will be integrated across the curricu-
lum in appropriate disciplines and courses so that individu-
als in majors from departments other than CIS will be at the
forefront of computer applications in their field and will
be sought by employers for this characteristic.

4. The college will offer credit and non-credit computer pro-
grams as appropriate for such audiences as executives, high
school teachers, children, small business people and others
seeking a level of computer knowledge.

5. All Bentley faculty will be computer literate and able to
employ the computer in their courses, where appropriate,
within four years.

6. Relevant faculty research will be supported on campus or
through time-sharing off campus.

7. The college will support a computing utility that includes
mainframes as well as various microcomputers with ste.nd-
alone and on-line mainframe access capability.

8. The college will provide for the sale of microcomputers to
faculty, staff, and students.

It seemed clear from these objectives that we would be dealing
with a mass of computer users and that virtually every faculty
member and student as well as many staff people would have
microcomputers. They would be used as stand-alone units and to
access time-sharing computers where centralized databases would
reside. Thus, it would not suffice to have individuals who
solely understood micros and associated software. We would also
require an understanding of the administrative and academic data
bases with which the micros would interface.

There were a number of problems with the old organization and
these were exacerbated by the decision in 1984 to acquire the
first 300 Hewlett-Packard microcomputers for student(200) and
faculty use(100). What is most significant about this action is
that it required a complete change in the knowledge of the sup-
port personnel from that of an Apple environment to one where
they would have to support the MSDOS operating system and new
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applications software. In this case we were moving from
Visicalc to LOTUS and from ScreenWriter/Supertext to MemoMaker
and WordStar. In addition, much of the course specifies software
such as Accounting Plus, an audit package and others would have
to be evaluated and replaced.

The summer of 1984 was a tumultuous time mainly due to the re-
training of the professional staff an well as the 80 or 90 stu-
dent lab consultants who were supporting Apples and terminal
instruction. They had become adept at supporting Apple's but
from this point forward they would be supporting the MSDOS mi-
cros. Thus, we had to re-train returning and new student assis-
tants and introduce a new generation of hardware and software.
Suffice it to say that we did not allow enough time for this
activity and we learned that we needed additional professional
staff trained and available to lead the part-time student assis-
tants.

In the fall of 1984 we had established two new labs with 100
Hewlett-Packard 150 micros and we conducted a pilot test of 15%
of the freshman class who were equipped with portable micro-
computers. These 115 students would utilize the portable in
three courses during each of their freshman semesters. These
were the Computer Information Systems course, the Accounting
course and the English course. It is important to note that
while students were equipped with portable computers for the
first time, the Accounting and CIS course had previously been
offered to freshmen and it was only the English course that was
using the computer for the first time. The College had an eight
year growth pattern of use of computers and at 4 -he beginning of
1984 we had over 200 of our 600 course sections across various
disciplines utilizing computers in one form or another in the
classroom and for assignments.

In view of what was a mass migration to micros in 1984, it became
evident that we wo ld have to develop new modes of instruction
and that we would have to establish a critical mass of
microcomputer support professionals who had considerable overlap
with the administrative systems personnel as well as the academic
computer consultants. It would simplify matters if in fact all
one had to know was micros but the implications of down-loading
administrative data to micro-computers and the subsequent micro
update and uploading of information gathered on micros describes
a job description which is far more complex than simply knowing
about microcomputers. Unfortunately, many people involved in
microcomputers do not have that perspective and one virtually has
to train the staff to develop such as generalist view of informa-
tion processing. This i3 rather difficult since many micro
support personnel have not had a traditional computer education.

In 1985 a decision was made to establish a separate microcomputer
support group out of the academic computer user service area in
order to better support all of the constituencies that were
utilizing micros on campus. Tne remaining people in the academic
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group who supported labs and faculty computer support primarily
in the research area were housed under a new Director of Research
and Instructional Computer Support. The microcomputer group were
placed under the direction of a Director of Microcomputer Support
as depicted in Attachment B. As of this writing the organization
is really too new to evaluate but it is clear that we have begun
to break down the barriers of communication that existed when
administrative people were reluctant to call the academic people
for support.

The objectives of the microcomputer support group were as fol-
lows:

- Develop policies for Evaluation and Acquisition

- Develop Standards for Data Administration & Exchange
& Software Usage

- Acquire Hardware for Faculty, Students and S'caff

- Acquire Software from Publishers, Vendors & Public Domain

- Train Faculty, Students,and Administrators

- Develop a network of micros and mainframes

- Combine support activities of micros and 0/A

- Provide Download/Upload Capability to ou- PRIME systems

- Provide Common Tools -- WordPerfect, LOTUS, Revalation

Some of the preceding objectives are very global in nature and
will require considerable time to develop. Those which seem
most difficult to accomplish are the establishment of policies
and standardl for microcomputer evaluation, acquisition and use
although we have made considerable progress in this area and we
do have a set of polices which have been developed.

Throughout this three year period, there were a number of situa-
tions that developed at our institution that might benefit other
colleges that have a rapid proliferation of micros. Some of
these are identified below and Ole important lesson that we
learned is that policies and procedures should be developed in
advance to deal with these situations rather than simply reacting
to them as they occur.

The first situation that presented itself was the "jumping on the
bandwagon" phenomena. The micro is the newest device on campus
and whether or not it is suited to a given application everyone
wants to use it. As a consequence, individuals requesting micros
are loathe to have you evaluate the purpose for which they intend
to use it. Perhaps more important is what happens when they find
that the micro simply cannot do what they had intended. At this
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point they have time invested and whether it me:zes sense or not
they may not want to switch back to using a mainframe. The
consequences are requests for software and data bases that simply
are not suited for micro application.

Pursuing the data base theme, in a business institution such as
ours we have assembled a number of financial data bases(CITIBASE,
CRSP, HUGE, COt4PUSTAT...) and software packages which use these
financial data bases(IFPS, EXPRESS, IMSL, SPSS...) These are
large multi-ta.e data bases which do not lend themselves to being
downloaded to micros except in their smallest extracted forms.
The key word in this situation is that controls have to be estab-
lished and the usage and extraction of information from these
financial data bases has to be closely monitored to determine
whether this is indeed a micro application.

A significant external factor affecting micro acquisition and use
is the software policies established by third party vendors and
the licensing issues associated with this acquisition and use.
While some vendors are flexible in providing site licenses and
text publishers are adopting software workbooks complete with
diskettes, the large successful software houses such as LOTUS do
not have the same flexible pricing when one is dealing in liter-
ally thousands of copies of a piece of software. Consequently,
when a major decision to acquire a software package, which is
utilized by a large number of students or staff, is made. One
has to make a commitment to that software for a long period of
time. Faculty in particular do not like to be constrained by
this type of decision since they wish to be using the latest
version of software or the latest software package, for that
matter. This c.reates an almost untenable situation of forcing
the cost of software onto the students. It is bad enough to have
to do this for several courses during a students career but to
have them acquire two, three or four different word processors in
their four year career somehow seems ludicrous. It is incumbent
on us to protect their, as well as the College's, investment in
software which is acquired.

As a direct result of this type of policy, we have adopted the
concept of a supported software list. This in itself is viewed
as an unnecessary constraint by faculty but seems to ue the
only sane approach to staffing for supporting the thousands of
different software packages which are in the marketplace. We
will acquire an examination copy of a piece of software to deter-
mine if it might be useful in a classroom setting. However, the
cost effectiveness of that software has to be evaluated by the
college steering committee on computing matters prior to acquir-
ing multiple copies. Thus, a software package does not find its
way to the supported software list unless the college has made a
commitment to acquire multiple copies for lab utilization or for
distribution to or purchase by students.

Another problem which is paramount in the administrative area but
also finds application as regards students is whether or not one
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makes available all of the features of a given package to a
specific user. Of necessity, in adminisrative systems, someindividuals are restricted to the query commands of the reportingsystem but others also have access to the update commands. Suchis also the case with micro-based software since one needs to
evaluate the features of the package prior to unleashing it on anunsuspecting user. Acquiring and distributing software which istoo complex for a user or allows them to compromise the integrityof the college's databases will do more to discourage the userthan not acquiring the software in the first place.

The advent of micros brings the concept of data administrationfull circle. From the early days when we were trying to provide
a central data base and allow users to access that data base, wenow have a situation where we will have an almost totally dis-tributed environment where data exists in many locations. Thismakes the concept of data independency difficult to obtain andthe exercise of the database administration function difficult atbest to perform. The opportunities for data redundancy will
multiply almost geometrically with the expansion of the number ofmicros and the attempts to control access to information as wellas update will be resisted. This problem should not dissuade usfrom attempting to enforce the data administration function. Infact, I would argue that th:_, concept of a centralized dictionarythat is controlled in an active sense by a computer which moni-
tors activity across the network of microcomputers is even morecritical to data administration than it was when we had central-ized data bases. While software is not readily available toperform this function, it should signal the necessity for devel-opment of such "traffic cop: DBA computers" to continually auditthe existence of data items on microcomputers which are extent
throughout the campus and to redress issues of data redundancywhen they are encountered.

This level of complexity raises the issue of how and where tocapture the network definition of the existence of micro-computers. Clearly, it is not enough to have a DBA computer
functioning by itself. It must be working in conjunction with anetwork management computer which provides access from micro tomicro throughout the system and can identify users who move theirmicros from node to node. Again, software developments andtechnology do not seem to have resolved this issue. The network
management software that exists with the major vendors has notadvanced to this level of the ISO model where we have transparen-cy or inter-connectivity at the application layer. However, inorder to achieve the management of micros on campus, we clearly
must move to that type of system. It is just not enough to have
one vendor's computer talk to themselves over WangNet or DECNet,or PR1MENET. We must strive for a network above the computers
that provides node to node communication in a user transparentform.

Another major problem with the introduction of micros is that
polthies must be established for acquisition of hardware and
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software. Left to thier own devices everyone wants a complete
workstation. It is not enough to have dual floppies and 256K of
RAM. One can easily make a case that at least one-half megabyte
is required and to have a computer without a hard disk is
dysfunctional. Similarly, one can make a case for acquiring a
complete library of software for each faculty or administrator.
While this makes sense from the individual's perspective, a
college or university could easily go bankrupt acquiring the full
complement of software for everyone on campus. Clearly, policies
must be established and published in order that people will not
inundate the center with requests for h, dware and software that
simply cannot be acted upon. The Computer Center must be taken
out of the middle of this situation and it must be made clear
what the procedures are for acquisition.

Having said all of this, I must come back to reality and suggest
that whatever policies are established and whatever standards and
procedures are created, there will be a continual attempt to
ignore policies. Users will perform end-runs around procedures
and completely disregard standards. Maintaining policies and
standards requires eternal vigilance and, while exceptions must
be made, it should be remembered that what ore is trying to
accomplish is to maintain the integrity of the campus-wide
computer environment. To ignore established procedures only to
get a given faculty, or staff member off of one's back is not in
the best interest of the institution and should be discouraged.

One ^f the major problems with the introduction of micros as
related to administrative systems, is the opportunity that is
created for ignoring the college-wide priority setting mechanisms
for the development of administrative systems, . If a use can't
get a given system or sub-system developed, it is a simple matter
to go to the information center or the microcomputer support
group and request that a package be evaluated and in this way the
user may be implementing a system that the college wishes not to
implement. It is one thing to be able to put in a system because
there isn't enough manpower in the administrative systems group
but it is quite another to install a system that a college wishes
not to install.

Throughout this period of micro proliferation on campus where we
have seen the number of microcomputers increase from the first
100 Apples to nearly 1,400 micros during the fall of 1985, we
have seen an evolution of the introductory micro workshops to
increase levels of sophistication. This is testimony to the
increased computer literacy on the part of our faculty to the
point where we are now employing the term "computer fluency" to
characterize the level of literacy that they have achieved. The
important point about this software evolution is that it is
never ending story and the minute that one feels that they have
their arm.. around the problem the faculty or some other group
will come up with the new cure-all software package that
absolutely must be used. Thus, the microcomputer support issue
is really somewhat akin to dancing on hot coals and it is not an
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occupation for those who are wedded to a given software package
or given approach to using microcomputers.

Supporting microcomputers will continue to be an area of
continual change thus making the establishment of standards more
complex than anything we have experienced before. This is
primarily due to the decentralization of the activities which are
performed on micros. It is one thing to control the activities
of someone tethered to a mainframe via some communications cord
and have all of their activities on the dumb terminal monitored.
It is quite another matter to control not only the activities of
the micro which are connected to the mainframe but those
activities which are totally independent and distributed.

In closing, I might note that it may seem that this entire ap-
proach to supporting microcomputers has been altogether too
reactiv since we did not haze a grand plan in advance and merely
adjusted the organization to deal with the situation. This is
quite true, and in large measure we adjusted to deal ,,ith a

problem that arose but we have not been without our successes in
any case. Some of the more notable successes that we have had
are as follows:

- We handled distribut4on of 1,000 micros without incident.
- The faculty has moved from literacy to competency.
- Course integration has met our expectations.
- Student literacy accomplished.
- Administrative training started but progress is slow.
- Handle software evaluation efficiently.
- Enthusiasm for new applications is at fever pitch.
- Several instructional modes have flourished.
- Walk-in information center activity is very high.

Finally, the objective of this paper was to offer some guidelines
to college's that might be venturing into this mir,c field of
ever-changing technology of hardware and software and, hopefully,
some light has been shed on this timely and perplexing issue.
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Network Alternatives for an Office Information System

Using Desktop Computers

Stanley Sokol

Hunter College of CUNY

New York, N.Y.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a methodology for designing
and evaluating networks to connect desktop computers to
form an office information system. The nature of the
problem is discussed, the major alternatives are
identified, and the selection of appropriate network
models are explained. The models are then used as
guides in order to evaluate current offerings of the
different types of alternatives. Finally, Hunter's
direction is described in the context that has been
established. The Hunter system entails several hundred
microcomputers linked to an IBM mainframe running a
major Data Base Manager, with the same micros also
linked in an office automation system. The integration
of these two environments, at the user interface, is a
primary goal of the design.
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This paper addresses a rather broad subject that could
easily occupy the entire Proceedings. Therefore the emphasis
will be upon how to think about the problem of choosing a
network to connect desktop computers to form an Office
Information System (OIS). The way to think about this problem is
through the vehicle of a network model which can provide a basis
for comparing the alternatives. Various possible models already
exist and the proper one can be chosen by considering the nature
of the network problem and the alternatives available for
solution. By comparing the alternatives on the basis of a
reasonable model, a choice can be made that meets the underlying
objectives. Accordingly, this paper will be divided into four
sections:

1.The Nature of the Problem
2.The Major Alternatives
3.Network Models
4. Configurations.

1. THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The environment that we find ourselves in is illustrated by

the drawing on page 12. Everyone (or so it seems) on campus has
a micro and is "doing their own thing" while we are high upon
the cliff trying to get an overview. This situation has come
about through a combination of opportunities and difficulties.
The opportunities are related to the introduction of desktop
computers with the attendant increase in computer literacy and
usage. A rapid increase in user involvement has moved from
standalone applications such as word processing and financial
modeling to a desire to communicate with mainframe data bases
and to use the information therein to develop personal data
bases and custom reports.

The difficulties are those that we're all familiar with by
now. Administrative support demands continually outstrip the
resources available to meet those demands. This is not just a
manifestation of Parkinson's Law but reflects a reasonable
request on the part of a user who knows that he can do certain
things for himself rather that wait for his tt.rn in the queue.

Thus the requirement for campus communications in order to
facilitate the sharing of information will only grow. The
problem then is to assure a healthy growth which means growing
in that way which makes the networked desktop computer more
effective than the standalone desktop. This can be done by
defining objectives and choosing networks which have the chance
of allowing those objectives to be reached. An important point
to be made is that the subject being addressed is information
sharing not resource sharing. The interconnection of a
half-dozen PCs with a shared resource such as a laser printer or
a file-server, is easily solved with many Local Area
Network(LAN) offerings. The more difficult problem, which is
really the one that must be solved to meet user expectations, is
how to provide a general-purpose communications interface for
the typical desktop computer user.
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What is the nature of this communications interface? It is
diagrammed on page 13. Here we have a desktop computer whose
screen is a "window" that looks upon a world of office system
tools. These include access to institutional data bases,
personal data bases and external systems in a consistent way.
End user languages are available through the same window for
query, data reduction, data manipulation, simulation and
modeling. Report generation of all kind7, electronic mail and
other office tools(word processing, calendaring,etc.) would also
be available in the same manner.

The nature of this interface should be one that decouples
the user from any considerations of where these tools are or how
to get to them. Furthermore, moving from one domain to another
should be accomplished seamlessly from both a control and data
transfer viewpoint. The shell in the diagram
labelled,"packaging,service and networking" is intended to
represent the part of the system that implements this interface.
If the system depicted in the diagram were confined to a single
computer then the shell could exclude networking. However, since
the tools described are distributed over many computers, the
networking will directly impact the user interface. In fact,
since the system is distributed, this "packaging, service, and
networking shell" will also be distributed and the question of
how to distribute these functions is essentially the same as
that of how to design a network architecture.

One last point concerns the need for an integrated approach
to the communication of information. Is it necessary to be able
to handle text, graphics, data, voice and image all through the
same medium? Something called the "Compound Electronic Document"
is illustrated on page 14. This concept which incorporates all
five types of information into one document has received a great
deal of attention by all of the major players in this arena.
IBM, Wang, DEC and AT&T have all considered this approach to
integration as a strong possibility for future office systems.

2.THE MAJOR ALTERNATIVES
There are three major approaches that can be characterized

as mainframe-based, single office-engine and multiple
office-engine. Naturally, many combinations of these three types
are possible and desirable. However an understanding of the
network needs of each type will facilitiate combining them. It's
probably obvious that network complexity increases as we move
from mainframe to single-engine to multiple-engine. We will see
why this is so when we consider network architecture. In this
section, well describe the three types and some current
implementations..

Mainframe Based
The schematic on page 15 gives the shape of this alternative
using the most popular mainframe architecture- IBM. This is

3
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a diagram supplied by IBM with the intention of showing the
great variety of solutions that they offer. Indeed, there
are many interesting new products shown: a token ring LAN
for PCs, ASCII terminals connected through a PBX (CBX in
Rolm language), new protocol converters (3708/3710) and
twisted-pair connection to a 3274. However, from an Office
Systems viewpoint all paths lead to a mainframe running
PROFS or DISOSS. Furthermore, these paths must go through a
traffic cop called a 3725 communications controller. Office
tools are obtained through the PROFS/DISOSS software whici:
can only run on mainframes. To further complicate things
PROFS can only run under the VM operating system and DISOSS
only under the MVS operating system. Neither PROFS nor
DISOSS provides a complete set of office tools. Both
packages are needed- yet the only way that they can operate
together is with a brand new "Bridge" between them.

What all this means is that the IBM mainframe solution
is still not a distributed intelligence solution. The
concept behind the architecture is still essentialJy one of
dumb terminals connected to mainframes. IBM was late in
providing standalone word processing for the PC and the
diagram on page 15 still emphasizes word processing on the
mainframes(DW 370). New approaches are being introduced to
allow for greater use of the distributed computer power
inherent in the desktop computers. These include software
such as Topview to provide the seaaless interface we
discussed earlier and concepts such as LU 6.2, an
enhancement of IBM's System Network Architecture(SNA), that
moves away from the tyranny of the mainframe. These newer
ideas will be discussed later in this article.

Single- Engine
This approach which is depicted on page 16 has been advanced
by the minicomputer vendors(DEC, Wang, Data General). All
office system functions are removed from the mainframe and
placed in a mini with appropriate software(such as DEC's
All-In-One). It is this combination of a mini with office
software that we're calling an office systems engine.
Individual PCs can access the engine or a mainframe through
the use of a PBX or a LAN. Remote PCs can have the same
capabilities as local PCs by using multiplexers or gateways
to connect to the local PBX/LAN.

Many systems of this sort have been installed with varying
degrees of success as measured by user acceptance. The
question to be answered here is what functions must be
provided by the various components(engine, PBX, PC) in order
to realize the system described on page 13.

Multiple- Engine
This alternative, as shown on page 17, is an extension of
the single-engine concept. This is a solution that many have
referred to as "departmental computers". The idea is that a
hierarchy of computing is established and just as

4
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individuals have their own desktop computers, departments
have their own engine. All information flow within a
department can then stay within the departmental engine. The
new requirement that is introduced by this alternative is
the need for appropriate networking between the departmental
engines. There are some sophisticated requirements needel
for this configuration such as the need to be able to
connect any two users by reference to a simple name and to
update this information without having to regenerate the
system. In order to have a successful multiple-engine
installation, each department must be able to operate it's
engine without needing any system programmer assistance.
This is not an easy requirement to meet.

These three alternatives, as well as the area of PBX vs. LAN
is where choices must be made and to help us in choosing, a
network architecture or model is needed.

3.NETWORK MODELS

The first thing to say about any architecture is what are
it's objectives. As stated above, the over-all objective here is
to provide a basis for Office Information Systems with a very
strong user orientation. Therefore I offer five primary
objectives with an explanation as to "hy each is of primary
importance.

Standard, Open, Consistent Interfaces
Since the subject is the networking of a multituie of
programmable computers, we are faced with defining how these
ever-changing stations can talk to each other. It follows
that the interfaces between these computers must observe
certain standards or rules. Furthermore these standards must
be known to everyone, in sufficient detail, so that all
players in the networking game can conform to the rules.
These rules or standards must also have a consistency of
design and direction so that all players have the
possibility of aiming in the right direction as they make
changes to their individual programs. Few would argue with
this objective but might, instead, question the possibility
of achieving it. In fact, a great deal of work has been done
in this area and the pace of activity is increasing. Many
companies have promulgated their own set of interfaces: IBM
has their SNA, DEC has their DNA and Xerox their XNS. These
are all complete network architetures. The International
Standards Organization (ISO) and the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) have developed standards for the
lower levels of network architecture. The ANSI standards are
being done in conjunction with the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and their work is usually
referred to as ANSI/IEEE Project 802 because those are the
first three numbers of the standards. A major new initiative
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in this area has been started by eighteen companies who have
formed the Corporation for Open Systems. The purpose of this
not-for-profit corporation is to speed the adoption of
networking standards. IBM has been invited to join the
effort but it's not yet clear what their position will be
with respect to this corporation.

Integration
The second objective is to provide for the integration of
the various types of information such as voice, data and
video. This has to be an objective because the big guys (IBM
and AT&T) are very interested. Therefore we all must be
interested even if we don't quite know what to make of it.
The primary manifestations of this goal are the composite
document discussed earlier and the desire to use high
bandwidth links based upon fiber-optic technology.

Distributed Intelligence
This objective is there to make explicit the requirement
that any network that we configure should anticipate the
wide use of distributed intelligence. In other words, the
workstations are anticipated to be microcomputers that will
only become more powerful and will exhibit insatiable
appetites for data and communications.

Flexibility
This means an architecture that is easy to understand and
easy to modify. We must try to prevent the network from
becoming a new bottleneck.

Risk Management
The last objective has to do with "staying alive".
Networking is a new, volatile area with all of the attendant
risks for failure. Vendor credibility is difficult to
ascertain for the newer firms. An adherence to a widely used
architecture is one way to provide the flexibility to
substitute one vendor for another.

Two issues which are not primary objectives are efficiency
and absolute reliability. Efficiency is of less importance
because of the growing power of desktop computers. A good deal
of this power will be used to provide the "seamless interface"
that was described earlier. The efficiency of the desktop
computer software should be sacrificed towards making the user
more efficient. Reliability, while important, is not of much use
unless accompanied by graceful failure and speedy repair.

These objectives can be achieved by modelling a network
through the use of the standards that have been mentioned. The
way in which this is done is indicated in on page 18. Here we
see depicted a local area network connecting several PCs and a
laser printer. The layered box connecting each unit to the wire
indicates the seven basic tasks that are defined by the OSI
model as necessary before communications can take place on a

6
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network. Messages pass from the sender through each of the seven
layers and onto the network. They then travel back up through
the layers to the recipient. The function of each layer is
described in the upper right-hand corner of the diagram. Each
layer on the sender's side communicates with it's counterpart on
the receiver's side. This "peer-interaction" allows for a
modular approach to the communications functions. The table on
page 19 gives several versions of this layering of the
communications protocols. There are four versions described
including the OSI model already shown in the previous diagram.

We can see how these models differ by comparing their
layers. SNA's layer 3 (path control) incorporates the same
functions as OSI's layers 3(network) & 4(transport). However
3COM uses the Xerox protocol called XNS which performs the same
functions as SNA's third layer. An interesting approach'by 3COM
is the lumping together of the upper layers into single pieces
of software called Ethermail, Etherprint and Ethershare. Their
reason for doing this is to reduce the overhead involved when
moving between layers. It seems clear that, if we were trying to
use 3COM's LAN to hook up DEC computers and terminals, it would
be essential to understand how to align the layers of the two
models being used.

To help gain a better understanding of this layered
protocols concept, consider the figure on page 20 which shows
the internal workings of the SNA model. The algorithm is that as
data moves down through the layers, headers are added at each
level until finally, a BLU(basic link unit) is formed. This BLU
is what is placed on the physical media and is received at some
other node. Then as the data moves upwards through the layers,
the headers corresponding to each layer are utilized to invoke
,he appropriate actions at each layer. An exploded view of the
BLU is given at the bottom of this figure. This is the format
for SDLC (synchronous data link control), which is the data link
protocol for SNA. This protocol consists of a link header(LH)
and a link trailer(LT). Sandwiched between these is the PIU
(path information unit) which contains the Request/Response unit
plus all of the headers from the higher layers.These
Request/Response Units are the units of information that the
application layers deliver to or receive from the ne work.

One further structure must be understood in order to
complete this very basic description of network models. This is
the Session. While SNA does not define a session layer as in OSI
and DNA, it does define a session as a virtual circuit that is
established between two Logical Units(LUs). The figure on page
21 indicates what is meant by an LU. IMS, CICS, and JES2 are all
examples of LUs which can be "masters" and control a virtual
circuit. DW, 3270, and S/38 are examples of "slaves" which can
be at the other end of a virtual circuit. The virtual circuit is
a path through the transport network which is established by the
master and maintained until the master de-establishes the path.
In SNA, this transport network consists of the lowest three
layers. Establishing a path through the transport network means
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navigating through a good deal of hardware and software as can
be seen from this figure.

It only remains to try to establish a basic network model
that will provide us a good chance at meeting the objectives
stated and will also conform to the standards that have already
been set in place. For this purpose, the figure on page 22 is
offered. The Basic Network Model depicted splits the seven-layer
cake into a three-part sandwich. On one side of this sandwich
is the transport network which consists of the lowest four
layers of the OSI world (or 3 in SNA). Here is where all of the
current questions of LAN vs. PBX, baseband vs. broadband, coax
vs. twisted-pair, and so on are addressed. The other siae of the
sandwich is the application program (layers 6 & 7)and the middle
is the session which is OSI layer 5. This middle of the sandwich
is also where the SNA logical unit (LU) resides. A virtual
circuit is maintained, between sessions, through the transport
network. The session layer is must m,4diate between the
application program and the transport network in order to
resolve the conflicting requirements of useability on the one
side and efficiency on the other. To complete the model, the
requirement that any session can be a master should be included.
This model is now where current standards are heading and, in
fact, is the equivalent of the latest SNA standard for a logical
unit--LU 6.2.

How does this basic network model meet the objectives?
First, with regard to standard, open, consistent interfaces,
this model is consistent with existing standards and tends to
simplify compliance by relegating the complexities of the
transport network to specialists. Openess is achieved by having
customizers able to concentrate on one interface, that of the
program call to the session. The objectives of integration and
flexibility are achieved by simplifying the number of interfaces
for the system implementer. However, the detailed layers are
retained so that new layers can be substituted in the transport
network and so that the presentation layer can be used to
customize user interfaces. Distributed intelligence is supported
by all of these networking standards but the ability to
configure any node as a master facilitates distribution. The
reason for this is that with this ability, any node can
communicate to any other without involving a central processor.
The last objective of risk management is handled by aligning
with an overall direction that IBM is moving towards while
retaining the details of the layers so that most standards can
be incorporated.

4. CONFIGURATIONS
This section will discuss configurations in terms of the

models already described and the directions in which those
models are evolving. To begin with, consider the two session
interfaces in the figure on page 22. The interface to the
transport network must move towards efficient use of the network
which means fewer, more powerful commands. On the other side,
the program call interface, because it is a local processor
function, can use many, simple commands. The evolution of these

8
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interfaces is, of course, driven by what is happening on their
respective sides of the networking world.

The transport network is being collapsed into fewer layers
in newer implementations. This involves minimum risk since
standards in this area are well advanced. However, the
presentation and application layers, on the other side, are in a
state of great developement. Here is where the newer IBM
developements such as Document Content Architecture(DCA),
Document Interface Architecture(DIA) and SNA Distribution
Services(SNADS) are to be found. Here, also is where the
seamless interface pictured on page 13 must be created.

Another issue of great concern in discussing configurations
is Network Control. Control facilities must be made available
and utilized through a session manager. These facilities fall
into the following major categories.

Connectivity- The ability to add or subtract nodes and
links to the network, to determine the status of these
nodes and links and to do this without interrupting
operations. This last requirement is a difficult one
that many vendors cannot meet.
Directory- The ability to access any node by name.
Knowing which nodes are active and gracefully handling
the transition from active to inactive and vice-versa
is a sophisticated capability worth having.
Route Selection- The ability to have alternate virtual
circuits between sessions.
Session Modes- The ability to specify different modet
based upon a combination of security levels, priorties,
and service classes.
Data Transport- The ability to make tradeoffs between
transmission and control efficiencies by specifying
error rate and flow control parameters.

Consider page 23 which describes examples of the primary
alternatives for configuring mainframe-based systems. These
alternatives are: IBM, a Data Base Manager and a Translator.
IBM's approach has been confusing because while they have
empha6ized centalized applications driving dumb terminals, there
was no centralized office solution. Electronic Mail through
PROFS runs in the VM world, document integration through DISOSS
runs in the MVS world and departmental systems are inadequate.
However, things are changing: a bridge between PROFS and DISOSS
has been announced, LU 6.2 has been delivered and IBM is
striving mightily to bring a departmental system to fruition.
Nevertheless, the need to operate both a VM and MVS environment,
in order to have a complete office solution may remain for some
time.

An example of the Data Base Manager approach is Cullinet's
Information DataBase(IDB). This is a new product which allows
for a high degree of integration between Cullinet's data base
manager (IDMS) and the PC. This is an easy short term path for
Cullinet users. It is a centralized approach which provides for
a high level of integration between the PC and the mainframe
with an easy interface for the user.

The Translator alternate is exemplified by Integrated
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Technologies software product- Softswitch. This software allows
revisable-form translation between several of the major W/P
vendors and also provides some of the integrated filing features
found in Cullinet's IDB solution. However the capabilities are
limited to W/P products and the addition of new vendors seems to
be a major problem. Softswitch has recently been announced for
the DEC Vax computers. This offers the interesting possibility
of using DEC as departmental machines and tying them to IBM
mainframes with Softswitch.

The state Jf the Single-Engine world is summarized by the
figure on page 24. Each of the major minicomputer vendors (DEC,
HP, DG, Wang) offers a viable, well integrated solution in this
area. Furthermore, they all offer strong networking capabilities
to tie together multiple minis in a coordinated way with many of
the Network Control features mentioned previously. They are also
able to integrate : PCs. However none of these vendors has a
solution that is as well integrated as Cullinet's. However, not
only is Cullinet a centralized, IBM mainframe solution but also
Cullinet's network capabilities are very limited.

The choices in the Multiple-Engine case are those indicated
on page 25. It is here that the models discussed before are most
valuable. In order to compare categories and vendors within each
category, a standard functional model should be used. Using the
Basic Network Model as a guide, some observations can be made
about these choices. A network of minicomputers will provide the
most functionality, the best integration, the lest network
control and, unfortunately, the highest cost. The model will be
well realized, particularly if the vendor's own microcomputers
are used. Sophisticated software is available for both the
transport network and the applications areas.

The LAN can be used simply to provide the transport network
for minis, in which case it's cost must be added to the minis.
However, if the intent is to build a network only with LANs and
their associated servers and gateways, then it is likely that
what will be available is an efficient transport network. There
will be weak capabilities in integrated applications and network
control. This is primarily due to the immaturity of the use of
LANs as anything other than a transport network. Furthermore,
large LAN structures especially those with gateways present
formidable control problems. If the physical link is a broadband
one such as Wangnet, these control problems are further
complicated.

one PBX is actually not a solution to the multiple-engine
configuration problem by itself. The PBX can only provide a
transport network which has limited functionality. However, it
does offer a low risk solution because it is easily managed and
it's technology is well understood. In fact, it doesn't even
provide the entire transport network but only the bottom three
layers of the OSI model. A basic communications software package
must be at each node in order to create the fourth layer. In
some cases, this software is supplied and integrated by the PBX
vendor.

Given the current situation, and our environment at Hunter,
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we have decided to take the direction that is shown on page 26.
We must first of all provide for integration with our current
Cullinet environment on an IBM 4341 which links us to the larger
CUNY network. This is provided by having the capability for any
PC to dial a port on a Protocol Converter which then makes the
PC look like a 3270 to the IBM Mainframe. A Data PBX is used to
provide this dial-up link from anywhere on our main campus. This
allows us to make use of the extensive twisted-pair wiring plant
that is already installed. Furthermore. we can now access an
Office Engine through the same mechanism and also provide the
same functions to desktop computers at other campuses through
remote Data PBXs that are linked to the main Data PBX. LANs can
still be used for small work groups and linked to the main PBX
through modems attached to the LAN.

The problem of integrating the applications in the PC must
be solved by custom software which must also create the
"seamless interface" described earlier. We chose to implement
the office functions in an engine that is separate from the
mainframe because of cost considerations. The overhead to serve
many workstations, from an IBM mainframe that is also doing many
other things, is too high. In additf n, expanding an Office
Engine is much less costly than expanding a mainframe. If
communications efficiency between the elgine and the mainframe
becomes a problem, then a link can be connected bc*ween the two
of them. Large data transfers between the engine and the
mainframe can then be invoked from a PC, but the actual transfer
can take place directly.

The models that have been discussed allow us to clearly
identify the distribution of functions needed. For example, the
Data PBXs provide the first three layers of the transport
network, and the fourth layer plus session control must be
supplied at each end. The interaction between the presentation
layers at the nodes is where compatibility must be achieved.
This means that it must be possible to identify this layer in
the Office Engine and in the Cullinet data base world and to
interface with those layers from the equivalent place in the PC.
The achievement of this structure will facilitate reaching the
C,sired objectives.

A new approach, illustrated on page 27, has appeared on the
scene. Essentially it combines most of the features of the Data
PBX, the Office Engine, and the Protocol Converter into one b-x
called a Network Server. In addition, many features of the
Cullinet IDB and Softswitch are also provided. The Banyan
Network Server actually handles many different types of
transport network models and can be attached to several
different types of host computers. These Network Servers can
also be connected to form wide area nets. In an environment
where many different workstations exist and the desire is .to
link them all together, this may be ,:he only solution. However,
this is a very new direction, offered by very young companies
and therefore accompanied by high risk.

In summary, the best that can be achieved is to set whatever
is done in a framework that is consistent with those standards
that exist. That way there is, at least, the hope of
accomodating future changes.
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GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING AN IN-HOUSE MICROCOMPUTER
SERVICE CENTER
Casey Tucker

Ball State University
Muncie
Indiana

This paper covers four major areas to be
considered in determining whether to establish an in-
house service center for microcomputer workstations.
In the event that such a center is warranted,
suggestions are made as to levels of service to be
provided, staffing, training, and equipping the repair
facility to provide the best service possible.
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GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING AN IN-HOUSE MICROCOMPUTER
SERVICE CENTER

IL Determining the Need For A Servicl Centers.

A. Cost Justification

The initial step in considering the type of after-warranty
service to procure for your microcomputers is to look at the
numbers of units in your organization. This would include those
currently on hand and those projected for acquisition in the
immediate future.

Using this information you will be able to calculate a
dollar value based on the average salaries for the users of the
units under consideration. Use this value as a starting point to
estimate the costs involved in the service related downtime of
your microcomputers.

In addition to the cost estimates based on salaries you will
need to include indirect cost estimates based on the work flow
disr.ptions. While this is an intangible factor which is
difficult to tie down with a dollar value it is the most
irportant consideration of all when deciding on the type and
level of service to provide. Obviously not all machines will be
in a critical path in the normal flow of events but you should be
able to identify a number whose downtime would have considerable
impact in this area.

Another important variable in this development process would
be the types and costs of service contracts currently in force
for the machines in question. There may be no service contracts
in effect, particularly in installations that are relatively new.

B. In-house Versus External. Service Program.

With these calculations you will decide whether it iE cost
effective to set up an in-house service department for your
microcomputers. It mad: be decided that the most cost-effective
method of dealing with service is to place it in the hands of an
existing outside service vendor. This is a legitimate conch's: n
which is sometimes discarded in the rush to become completE4
self contained in the service area.

The success of a microcomputer service program will, to a
large degree, he determined 11 the willingness of the university
administration to address t.,... issue of the scope of machines
which it is willing to support. Some person or committee in the
administrative structure must decide what brands, and options
within brands, the service organization will support. Without
this key element the program will become fractionated and never
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achieve its intended goals of providing prompt and competent
service.

Make public a list of all supported microcomputers and
associated peripherals. This list will not be restrictive in the
sense that offices or individuals would be prohibited from
purchasing machines that are not included. It should, however,
provide a clear message to the users that the institution intends
to focus its support on the suggested machines. This list should
be updated and altered as dictated by changes in technology and
institutional goals.

In the early developmental stages of the service department
it may be necessary to make restrictions as to the types of
m Mines to be serviced. The selection will be based on the
physical facilities and equipment provided. It will always be
easier to expand the list of equipment being serviced than to
delete. This limitation will also enhance your chances of
success L. establishing appropriate chargeback rates for your
services. The less complex the rate structure the more interest
you are apt to create for the service.

a Services Proyided,_

A. Le'els of Service.

Having decided that providing local service for your
microcomputers is in the best interests of your organization, you
will decide vieich level of service will be appropriate. The
level of service will be established first and the appropriate
staff hired to carry out this service. Too frequently this phase
is carried out in reverse with the service level being based on
the person hired to fill the position. The level of service can
be as simple as replacing entire component packages as they
become defective or it can be as complex as chip level diagnosis
and repair.

The most elementary service level is the component
replacement. This requires vary minimal skill levels and has the
advantage of keeping down-time to a very minimum. Normally under
these circumstances the actual repair work is done by third-party
service organizations. The university me.ely stocks components
for replacement purposes. This requires a high level of hardware
standardization and provide: little training and technical
assistance to the users. It F .so requires a higher than normal
inventory 'Nf replacement units, with one complete workstation for
each ten stations in operation being a minimum holding.

There will be no technical training required for this level
of service and it can be started very quickly. It requires
adequate space for storage of the replacement work stations and
should be located in an area where there is easy access to
facilities for transporting equipment to be repaired.

2
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T next level of service will provide troubleshooting
capabiliLies and will include the replacement or repair of field
replaceable components within the workstations. Almost all the
major manufacturers of microcomputers have technical cla:,ses
specifically designed to enable persons with minimal technical
skills to become competent in these areas. Armed with diagnostic
disks and appropriate background information, the technicians
will identify the majority of problems encountered and determine
the types of repairs that will be required.

Not all units have field serviceable components. There
will still remain a ,lumber of items which will have to be kept on
hand for direct work station replacement. In addition, a
standard inventory of components to replace those items which
require bench repair will be maintained. Arrangements will also
be made with vendors for the repair and/or replacement of boards
and other components which are determined to be faulty. In some
instances it is possible to work directly with the parent
companies to obtain the parts on an exchange basis. In most
metropolitan areas there will also be third-party service
organizations to assist you in this area.

The highest level of service normally found in in-house
repair organizations is that of chip level ma'Atenance. This
requires a technical background which incluues a good working
knowledge of the instrumentation required for diagnostics as well
as the ability to read and understand technical bulletins and
wiring diagrams.

This level of service also requires that the technical
specifications for all boards and components be on file for
reference. In addition a much larger inventory of individual
components will be maintained. It will also be more economical to
purchase chip .:eplacements directly from the manufacturer when
possible. One caution to be mentioned here is that some board
manufacturers use proprietary chips. These chips are not
available from third-party manufacturers and you will find no
service information available for these chips. The only service
you can offer on these proprietary boards would be assistance in
their return to a manufacturer's service center.

Implied in all three of the previously discussed levels of
service is the unpacking and setup of all new microcomputer
workstations as they arrive. This service would include checking
to see that all items on the purchase orders are received, and
properly installed.

One other service that needs to be mentioned here is that of
providing maintenance service on a time and materials basib. By
providing this service you are, in effect, creating a one-stop
service center. You would merely be agreeing to pick up the item
that is not working, repair it for a flat rate plus parts or take
it to a third party for repairs and/or replacement. This part of
the service would also include the return and re-installation of
the part or parts in question. By providing this service you
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will be lowering the frustration level of the users who
frequently do not know how or where to have their equipment
repaired. This one stop concept can do a great deal for your
program in the area of pu5lic relations.

B. Organizational Structure.

The placement of this service unit within the organizational
structure will vary. In most instances this unit will fall under
the general umbrella of the provost or chief academic officer.
It will also probably be directly attached to the computing
services area of the institution. If there is an intent to
integrate an educational program for microcomputer users in
concert with the service effort it should be placed under a
common administrative head. If there are no training programs
currently available for new microcomputer users you may wish to
establish a user-education program when the new service unit is
established. Training can be as simple as taking a few minutes
to explain to the new user how to insert the self instruction
disks that accompany most machines, or as complex as conducting
regularly scheduled classes for new users.

After the level of service to be offered is determined,
charge-back rates will be established based on current third
party rates. A telephone survey of local businesses providing
such services will establish the prevailing service rates.
Unless you have the prerogative of making the service mandatory
for all microcomputer users you will have to gear your service
contract costs to a rate which is low enough to be attractive to
your customers and high enough to pay for the services being
performed. Depending on whether the salaries of the personnel
involved in this project are to be recovered in the costing
calculations, rates of approximately seventy-five percent of the
average third party costs for the provided services would be a
good target amount.

3z Service Center fterationsz

A. Staffing.

Regardless of the level of service desired, the selection of
the person to head the service unit is critical to the success of
the endeavor. All three service levels require a person with
strong communications skills.

In addition to the co' muni-dtions skills mentioned above,
all employees would need to be familiar with both the operating
system and major software packages being used. A very important
component in the service unit is the ability to recognize
problems that the user might be creating through the improper use
of their software. This interaction capability between the
service representative and the user can frequently assist in
determining probable causes for system troubles. Even if the
service level is unit replacement, the users must feel confident
that the service unit personnel are competent and knowledgeable.
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Levels two and three will require , in addition to the
communications skills already mentioned, a high degree of
technical expertise. Technical school and community college
graduates with training in electronics and computer applications
would be likely candidates for a position of this type. Most
institutions currently have someone on the staff of the physical
plant who is charged with the responsibility of repairing and/or
maintaining various types of university electronic equipment.
Such a person might be a candidate for this type of position.
Veterans with training in the area of electronics would also be
likely candidates.

Another approach to staffing would be to take someone from
within the organization who has a strong interest in the area of
microcomputers and their applications : send them to the
appropriate classes to obtain the necessary technical skills.
This would probably not be feasible if you are anticipating a
service program which would operate at the chip diagnosis level.
It would, however, be a very viable option for either of the
first two levels of service.

B. Training

The cost of sending an individual to diagnostic and repair
classes for the second or third level of maintenance will vary
from no cost to over a thousand dollars per person. Most of
these classes will also include a subscription to a service
bulletin and update service for a one year period. In some
instances institutions can become warranty repair centers and
eligible to receive funding from the parent company for service
work performed during the warranty period. The institution may
also qualify to obtain replacements at wholesale prices through
attendance at these classes. Refresher courses will be a
requirement as the technology changes.

Since attending vendor sponsored in-service classes can be
quite expensive, the university should attempt to calculate an
approximate pay-back time fc) the recovery of these costs. On a
very practical basis, how long will it be before the service unit
is likely to recover these costs based on the numbers of machines
of a particular type currently in use plus the expected purchases
of other machines of the same make?

As the service organization expands it will be important to
keep in mind that in addition to having a pleasant and reasonably
knowledgeable staff, outward appearances will also play an
important part in user acceptance of the program. Some type of
identifying shirt, sweater, or name tag identifying the person as
part of the service organization would be desirable. One of the
keys to the success of the program will be the attitude expressed
by the people coming into contact with the users. With the wrong
attitude toward the users the most sophisticated of service
organizations will receive mediocre evaluations at best.
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C. Service Facilities and Test Equipment.

The allocation of space for the servicing of microcomputers
is critical to the success of the program. At the unit
replacement service level, a large amount of space is required
for the storage of replacement devices. This space should be
easily accessible to loading or shipping areas. As the technical
level of repairs increases the space required for the servicing
increases drastically. Bench space sufficient to test half a
dozen pieces of equipment at one time should be a service unit
minimum goal.

The tools required for the beginning level of service which
is comprised mostly of installing and substituting equipment
would consist of basic hand tools supplemented by a continuity
tester for checking electrical outlets. The second level of
service would require, in addition to the previously mentioned
hand tools, a multipurpose metering device for trouble shooting.
The third level would require the addition of an oscilloscope
and/or other more precise testing devices necessary for chip
level evaluations and repair.

The test bench should contain filtered power supplies and
standard multifunction meters of the bench or hand held
varieties. The most frequently overlooked item when dealing with
the repair area is adequate securable space for the storage of
units which are waiting to be repaired. The work station
components are bulky and usually require roll around stands to be
moved from one area to another.

D. Parts Sources.

The establishment of sources for repair parts can take
several directions. The first level of service requires no parts
be kept on hand as it deals with a total unit replacement. The
second level of servi,-e would require the establishment of a
network of supply sources that carry the required parts in stock.
This might be a business chain that specializes in supplying
replacement boards and components on an exchange basis or for
outright purchase. If the prices are not exorbitant and you can
establish a good working relationship with a source of this type
you can cut down on tha number of items you will have to keep in
stock. The ability to supply required items on short notice will
he a key factor in your satisfaction with this type of
arrangement.

Another avenue to explore is that of being able to purchase
field replaceable units or their components directly from the
manufacturer at wholesale prices as mentioned above. This may
involve sending one or more persons to company sponsored repair
workshops and/or classes and becoming certified as a repair or
warranty repair station. You may also be required to maintain a
minimum stock of repair and replacement items to maintain this
status.
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Institutions located in major urban areas will have little
problem obtaining vendors for their parts and board replacement
items. The Yellow Pages section of the phone book will yield a
number of good sources for parts and repairs.

E. Problem Reporting Procedures.

The normal routing of trouble calls will have to be
established and appropriate forms for the recording of pertinent
information developed. Since trouble calls may come in outside
the normal working hours, the location of this service will, if
possible, need to be included in the functions of an area that
operates on a twenty four hour basis. One such area would be the
operations section of the computer center. This department
normally works more than one shift and is usually supported on
weekends.

The person taking the trouble call would ask for the name of
the person reporting the problem, their location and phone
number. No attempt should be made at this time to determine the
type of problems that may be occurring. This call should only
establish that there is a problem and to record the name and
phone number of the person placing the call. There should be a
guarantee that the trouble call will be returned by a service
person within one half working day from the time it is recorded.
Paging devices may be necessary to allow the calls to be returned
within the allotted time limit. Returning these calls within the
established time limit is critical to the user acceptance of the
service program.

At the time the trouble call is returned, a place and time
should be arranged for someone from the service area to check the
equipment in question. In doing so a determination will need to
be made as to whether the machine is under a service contract and
make arrangements for repairs, replacement, or the use of loaner
equipment on an interim basis.

F. Service Contracts.

Since most, if not all, of the major components of the
microcomputers in the various offices will have inventory
numbers, it is an absolute necessity that complete records be
kept of the parts being used in this service. This would also
include a complete inventory of replacement units being used and
their physical locations.

In conjunction with this type of record keepihg a

contractual agreement will have to be developed for recording the
locations and specific equipment to be covered in the service
agreement. These contracts must clearly state the services to be
offered and the costs for each. They would also include areas
for signatures, listings of the specific pieces of equipment to
be covered and the appropriate serial and/or inventory numbers of
each item.
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It will also be necessary to make a visual and operational
inspection of each piece of equipment prior to allowing it to be
placed under a service contract to determine that it is in good
working order prier to signing the service contract.

In the event that you do not wish to maintain third-party
boards which are frequently included in machine configurations
all exclusions of this type must be clearly stated in writing and
explained to all parties prior to signing any service agreements.
It is possible to include certain of the most commonly used third
party boards in a service contract with the intent of having
these boards repaired locally at a facility which can accommodate
these types of repairs. Your in-house contract can then be
written to include these pre-determined costs.

It should further be explained at the time of contract
issuance that the contract will be subject to revision after a
period of one year and that the cost of service may be adjusted
at that time. The cost may go either up or down depending on
costs incurred by the service department to that point in time.

The contracts should be made available to all interested
parties. Tnis may be done through an announcement in the
institutions newspapers or newsletters. There should be one
centtal location for information on the subject and the person or
office responsible for disseminating this information should be
knowledgeable in all facets of the services to be offered.

IL Cautions=

During the course of any service contract year it might
become possible to replace a given item or unit cheaper than the
current cost of making repairs. Floppy disk drives are a case in
point. During the past year it has become cheaper to replace the
floppy disk drives with new units than to attempt to repair the
damage to the old drives. Anyone who reads any of the current
crop of computing magazines would be aware of the prices of the
drives and it would certainly not be in your best interests to
submit a repair bill with a total that was higher than the cost
of a replacement unit.

Another area which needs attention is the appearance of the
repaired units when they are placed back into service. Each of
the units should be carefully cleaned on the outside to remove
any residue picked up in the repair shop. Each unit should also
be given a final check to be sure that they will function
properly when placed in servic.. This is particularly important
when putting monitors back into service. During the service
procedures it is very easy to alter the screen size or focus.

As the price of hard disk drives continues to decrease, more
and more offices will be acquiring these devices with original
orders or as added devices for existing units. At the present
time the technology involved in the repair of these units does
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not lend itself to the type of service units discussed
previously. The clean room requirements and the types of
diagnostic equipment required are well beyond the capabilities
and budgets of most universities. While th_ numbers of these
units in service will increase drastically in the next few years
there does not appear to be any other repair option available
than to return the unit to the manufacturer or their appointed
service center.

In order to assist in the evaluation and/or improvement of
the services being offered the users should have the opportunity
to present their ideas, criticisms, and suggestions as the
services are rendered.

One way to accomplish this would be to include a short
questionnaire as part of the signoff procedure. This
questionnaire would be left with the user who would, after
completion, return it to the person in charge of the service
center. This questionnaire should cover the users level of
satisfaction with the services rendered, the courtesy and
attentiveness displayed by the service personnel, and the
condition of the unit being returned.

Another method of allowing the users to communicate their
ideas and suggestions to the service unit manager would be to
make use of an interactive questionnaire made available to
persons using their microcomputers as terminals. This could be
done once a year and set up in such a way as to allow the user to
access this questionnaire in their regular log-in procedures,
with the questionnaires being tabulated on the mainframe.

One other comparison that needs to be made would be that of
listing the types of equipment by manufacturer or type and their
respective repair costs and downtime. A careful scrutiny of
these data can provide you with a good basis for the year end
evaluation of your recommended equipment list. It is important
that this list not remain static in nature.

Changing this list may result in additional training for
your repair personnel. It can be costly and involve repair
personnel being unavailable for periods of time when it is
inconvenient but it is essential to the success of both the
repair program and the microcomputer user.

9
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EOUIPMcNI MAIMTENANCg AND SERVICE ASKEMENI NUMBER
PAGE 1 OF

Hnivorsity Computing Services (UCS) agrees to provide and Customer agrees
to ,,tcept maintenance service on the equipment listed on ti m reverse sick
.11 this document under the following terms and conditions;

!hi.; maintenance agreement is effective beginning 19 and
will remain in effect thru June 30, 19___.

IllyERAGE:

Unly the equipment listed on the reverse of this document is covered by
1h1,,, service agreement (option 1). All costs associated with bringing the
tquipment up to acceptance status will be charged to the Customer.

,-;I1riyu:Es (OPTION 1)

lw the term of this service agreement, UCS agrees to provide on-site
maintenance services from 0800 to 1700 Monday thru Friday excluding
Hhivf-rsity-wide holidays.

IlLS will provide replacement parts deemed necessary by UCS on an exchange
Im,Ac.Replaced parts removed from the system become the p;roperty of UCS.

111.'i will be responsible for all transportation to and from a regional
ropair center should that become necessary.

The Customer shall not perform or attempt to perform maintenance or
repairs to the equipment during the term of this service agreement except
with the prior written permission of UCS. Such attempts may void this
agreement.

EXCLUSIONS:

tICS shall not be responsible for equipment that is beyond repair or has
been subjected to unusual physical and/or electrical stress.

UCS may refuse a service agreement for any equipment not certifiable by
UCS as being in good condition until the equipment has been brought up to
acceptance status.
This agreement does not cover third party hardware.

CUSTOMER UNIVERSITY COMPUTING SERVICES

Of : BY:

rinE: TITLE:

0..U.: DATE:

iti 1,11: BLDG:

1-.:e. REV.
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. SERVICE OPTIONS AVAILABLE ARE: Page 2 of

OPTION 1.

BASIC UNIT (IBM, APPLE, KAYPRO, RAINBOW)
AND TWO FLOPPY NSF. DRIVES $120
PC-XT WITH ONE FLOPPY DISK DRIVE AND HARD DISK $350

MONITORS (PRINCETON, IBM, ZENITH)
MONOCHROME $ 30
COLOR $ 60

PRINTERS (IBM, EPSON)
DOT MATRIX GRAPHICS PRINTERS $ 30

TERMINALS
Z-29, AND VT-220 $120
Z-19, AND VT-240 $180
LA-76, LA-34, LA-100, AND LA-120 $240

ANY EQUIPMENT NOT SPECIFICALLY LISTED ABOVE WILL BE SERVICED ON A TIME AND
MATERIALS BASIS.

OPTION 2.

AN OPTION TO SELECT REPAIRS ON A TIME AND MATERIALS BASIS MAY ALSO BE
SELECTED. THIS SERVICE WILL BE PROVIDED AT A COST OF $35 PER HOUR WITH A
ONE HOUR MINIMUM ON EACH SERVICE CALL. IN ADDITION TO THIS, THE
DEFARTMENT WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COST OF ALL PARTS, AND/OR SHIPPING
TO A REGIONAL REPAIR CENTER IF THE SITUATION WARRANTS.

EQUIPMENT
TYPE

SERIAL #
/BSU #

LOCATION CHARGES DATE INITIALS

TOTAL CHARGES $

4`18
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IMPLEMENTATION OF PURCHASED ADMINISTRATIVE SOFTWARE '.ND
ITS IMPACT ON THE COMPUTING ORGANIZATION

Elliott J. Haugen

Saint Louis University
St. Louis, Missouri

ABSTRACT

Colleges and universities are faced with a growing need for
more responsive, comprehensive information systems to support
their planning, management and operational tasks. While the use
of internally-developed software systems continues as the norm,
many institutions are investigating acquisition of commercially
available systems. This trend is especially noteworthy among
larger institutions who have traditionally developed their own
systems.

While the functional aspects of locally-developed systems
and purchased systems may vary slightly, there are significant
implementation differences. This paper will explore those
differences and the support issues associated with installation
of Aor administrative information systems. The basis will be
Saint Louis University's recent implementation of purchased
software for financial accounting, alumni/development and
payroll/personnel and a pending student information system.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF PURCHASED ADMINISTRATIVE SOFTWARE AND
ITS IMPACT ON THE COMPUTING ORGANIZATION

BACKGROUND

Saint Louis University is private, liberal arts institution dedicated
to the Jesuit tradition of education. The University, founded in 1818, is
the oldest university west of the Mississippi, enrolls approximately
10,000 students, employs 4,000 full and part-time faculty and staff and
has 110,000 alumni/development constituents. The University consists of
Frost campus, the Medical Center / University Hospitals, and Parks College
in Cahokia, Illinois. Academic offerings include undergrae ate, graduate
and professional programs, a medical school, law school, Parks College
(aerospace and avionics) and affiliated programs in Spain and France.

In 1984 the University began a major project to replace its adminis-
trative data processing systems by purchasing new software and hardware
systems. The administrator responsible for this effort, Frank J. Bachich,
Vice President for Business and Finance, is also making a presentation at
CAUSE 1985. His paper, entitled "Institutional Change: A Fast Track
Approach," deals with the institutional perspective, system planning,
evaluation and selection, aim user involvement.

This paper describes key components in the implementation of major
purchased software systems. This is not a step-by-step guide to install-
ing software or converting to new systems, but rather a view of implemen-
tation considerations and insight as to data processing implications and
impacts. It is important the both the institution and the data processing
organization recognize and understand these changes so scheduling, tasks
and resource requirements can be properly planned.

INTRODUCTION

There is no question that higher education institutions face some of
their greatest challenges ever and dependency on their data processing
systems is increasing. However, many institutions must deal with the rapid
pace of change without concomitant changes in their computing systems.
This is a serious problem since computing the support costs are increasing
and information system life expectancy is decreasing. Today's systems
must provide 1) a solid foundation of accurate, consistent, timely data;
2) reliable, flexible software tools; and 3) accessibility. An institu-
tion can improve its administrative systems by upgrading current systems,
developing new systems or purchasing commercially available solutions.
St. Louis University decided upon the latter approach and in the past year
has successfully installed new financial accounting, alumni /development

and payroll/personnel systems and is preparing to implement a student
information system. University Hospitals were not included. The software
is Information Associates' Series Z (FRS, ADS, HRS, SIS). The hardware is
Digital Equipment Corporation's VAXCluster with 11/785 and 11/750 proces-
sors. Over 75 terminals and microcomputers are connected to the three
systems and another 10 terminals to an interim financial aids package.

1
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Often the first reaction to the reed for updated systems is that a
truly useful system must be developed in-house. In the past this may have
been true, however, today there are a growing number of vent...-rs who offer
a variety of highly functional higher education application systems. The
software, in varying stages of product maturity, has improved considerably
and offers great flexibility without major program customization. Systems
include on-line/interactive capabilities, data base management strate-
gies, table-driven logic to isolate variable parameters, screen builders,
generalized report writers and cross-application integration. The gro-i-g
institutional user base has accelerated vendor maintenance and enhancement
activity. Additionally, purchasing major systems has become a very cost-
effective alternative as computing personnel costs increase.

One cf the prime reasons, other than the functional benefits, for
purchasing a major administrative system is the potential for a rapid
implementation. Changing an institution's information system. foundation
is a significant task, but it is even more complicated if it is prolonged.
During a ct,nge, an institution usually ceases to update old systems thus
hampering existing users. A lengthy implementation also requires extended
interfaces to old systems if more than one system is changed. A change in
information systems is similar to changing key administratots. People do
not want to make decisions until they know the new direction. Purchasing
software can also provide a fast return on investment (people planning
time/effort) and can reduce the need for an extensive data processing
effort. Th,.3 reduced demand for data processing personnel time also makes
it possible to overlap the 'mplementation of several systems. Figure 1
indicates the project schedule for the recent St. Louis University effort;
it does not show preliminary planring/study.

Financial Accounting

Alumni/Development

Payroll/Personnel

Student Systems

St. Louis University's
Implementation Schedule

A

////////////

A A

,XX. .

85 86 8/

Legend: //// - Design/Conversion
XXXX - Production/Operation

Figure 1

88

The implementation effort also included the April, 1985, installation
of new DEC hardware for administrative information systems. Computer room
facilities were completely remodeled and all computing and communications
equipment relocated (twice).

2
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TRADITIONAL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

As a basis for comparing purchased system tasks, the following out-
line describes steps in a traditional systems development. It is arguable
whether the list is all-inclusive or ordered properly since phases
overlap, nonetheless, it is fairly typical of a major development effort.

Syr Planning/Feasibility Study:

a) Investigation: Identify strategy, objectives, tasks, problems,
event sequence, basis of control, staff/resource requirements.

Analysis/Design:

b) System Analysis: Study and document needs from user interviews,
develop program specifications and get user reviews/feedback.

c) System Design: Define system flowcharts, file layouts, program
flowcharts and program specifications/documentation.

d) Equipment Selection: Determine hardware requirements, specifi-
cations and acquisition procedures.

Implementation/Conversion:

e) Planning: Define priorities, schedules, data base approach,
security/access requirements and data retention procedures.

f) Program Development: Create software modules, review code
design, enter code and test for syntax errors.

g) Equipment Acquisition/Installation: Install hardware/terminals.

h) System Testing: Install data base/file system, build test data
base and perform program logic checking.

i) Installation/conversion: Install the production ve -ion of the
software and convert existing data into the appropriate form.

j) Training & documentation: Train users on system/procedures.

Production/Operation:

k) Production: Create "live" data base and install proch,ccion
software. Provide linkages to any associated exist".ai systems.

1) Operation: Activate control, s:,;urity, and audit features.

The actual effort required for a software development project varies
according to the project scope and institutional environment (this is the
standard EPA new car mileage warning.) Figure 2 provides a relative
comparison of the development process which is usually measured in years.

3
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PURCHAS:D SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The purchased software implementation differs from a traditional
development effort in many ways. First, St. Louis University has found
the planning and implementation effort curve takes or imodal shape.
Since the major difference is the decreased effort to des andand write the
software, the largest pelt of the bell-shaped curve is removed. However,
process differences shift some effort to other implementation phases.
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Purchased Software Installation Cycle

Analysis Installation Production
Planning /Design /Conversion /Operation

Installation Time

Figure 3
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The second major difference 's that a purchased system includes many
capabilities beyond just error-free application code. This "product
bundle" provides an implementation methodology, design experience,
advanced software tools and documentation. These may not be noticeable to
the user, but are important computing aids to a successful implementation.

Planning tasks are similar, although two points are especially
important: organization and scheduling. Since the base software and
training is available immediately, some policy and procedure issues arise
quickly and decisions are required sooner than under a system development
approach. For example, hardware selection, acquisition/installation tasks
must be completed early. However, many decisio:i points are dispersed so
there must be a stru ture to fous activities, facilitate decisions and
assure progress. While decisions are made as near the problem origin as
possible, participants must know how an issue will ultimately be resolved.

If multiple systems are implemented simultaneously, efforts must be
coordinated to reduce duplicated efforts and incompatibilities. A project
coordinator is needed to get decisions made and integrate interproject
activities. St. Louis University has utilized the following structure.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

VP - B & F

1
Sr. Advisory

1
Group

Project
Coordinator

1

1 1 1 1

Financial Alumni/Development Payroll /Personnel Student
Project Project Project Project
Manager Manager Manager

1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1

1
Advisory

1
Group

Project
Computing & Team Support
Information Staff

Systems Software University
Vendor Departments

Figure 4

Each project manager heads an independent team comprised of two to
four key users an a data processing analyst. Team members are expected
to devote full-time to the project. Of significance is that the computing
department provides support but is not the primary fo.u.s of the project.
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As mentioned, scheduling is an important early task and the software
vendor can provide guidelines for establishing an implementation schedule.
This is usually easier than estimating the timeframe for locally-developed
systems. If multiple systems are to be implemented, then the order of
installation must also be considered. St. Louis University installed the
financial accounting system first to provide the accounting foundation for
subsequent systems. The alumni/development system went live concurrently
and payroll/personnel followed five months later. Planning for the new
student information system will .:gin in early 1986.

The schedule can be shortened if the training schedule is accelerated
and/or the design/adaptation phase is compressed. The bimodal nature of
the time and effort curve indicates this is possible since there is an in
activity drop in mid-project. However, accelerating training cannot be
done at the expense of information overload, or of time spent considering
the impact of design decisions. The University experienced a slwcown or
reduction in enthusiasm in the middle of each project which required a
refocusing of attention and renewed commitment to the schedule. This was
due to fewer people being involved and other commitments by team members.

The system analysis phase is a two-part effort: 1) a system study, or
RFP process, and 2) the evaluation and selection of software. Traditional
analysis process focuses so extensively on current operations that unless
explicit planning guidelines exist, there is a tendency to design a system
modeled too closely to existing operations and needs. That may not be what
is appropriate or desired. Purchased systems provide the opportunity to
change an institution's administrative work procedures. The software
design has been based on practices or operations of other universities.

The system study/RFP process is not described here, but it is Lhe
manifestation of the analysis /needs assessment activities. The software
and vendor selection process will determine how closely implementation
meets perceived needs. It is often difficult for users to understand what
specific capabilities and features will be available since their last
exposure was the vendor's marketing presentation. In a traditional system
analysis effort, users are provided feedlack as to what was found during
analysis and how it will be supported in the new system.

St. Louis University addressed this problem by emphasizing a three-
stage approach to implementation. This helped develop user expectations
as to what would be available. The decision was made early in the project
to implement as closely as possible to the base software. Few if any
modifications would be made, rather procedures would be changed. The
first stage, provided on the "go-live" date, featured the basis software
system, the data base foundation and access for central offices, i.e.
accounting, personnel, payroll, etc. The second stage adds any special
features present in the old systems and distributes access to appropriate
user departments. This follows stage 1 by 3-5 months. The last stage,
which is a continuous process, is the addition of those management and
processing capabilities never available or possible under the old systems.
In most cases this inv,lves merely activating existing software features,
while in others it may require vendor or local enhancements.

6
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The success of developed systems depends upon the system design phase
and how well it matches requirements found during analysis. Success with
purchased systems depends upon how well the project team understands the
capabilities and features of the software and matches these to identified
institutional needs. This is accomplished through a methodology suggested
by the vendor and is a key to simplifying the design effort. A second key
is the training provided by the vendor through local nt remote classes or
computer-based lessons. The project team had to be reintroduced to the
systems since their last exposure to it was during the evaluation process.

The system design phase is almost entirely user-based (project team)
which is the opposite of the data processing-intensive development effort.
During this tailoring phase the team examines data element reouirements
and characteristics, and determines data elements, valid values, editing
rules, conversion rules, screen layouts and preliminary reporting needs.
The vendor assists by providing functional and technical consulting,
system design experience, a user base, generalized tools (screen builders
and report writers), hot-line and electronic mail access. These aids will
exist long after implementation and will add to further usefulness.

Since data processing r.tElf are not as visible in the early stages,
impressions are created th.- purchased software is just "off-the-shelf".
That is not the case; these systems offer the ability to accomplish major
tasks in much the same manner Lotus Development Corporation's 1-2-3 offers
spreadsheet problem solving. In both cases it is the applicaticn of the
capability which is the key. Likewise, just as there are LOTUS terhplates,
purchased software provides models to be used as starting points for data
base definitions, input screen design and forms/printer layouts.

Hardware selection and the subsequent acquisition and installation
occur early in the implementation process since the base software is ready
for installation immediately. Determining rescurce needs is simplified if
the vendor can supply sizing algorithms or guidelines. Variables such as
transactions per hour, program and file sizes can help determine processor
power, memory and disk space. Recommendations from other user sites are
also valuable. sizing locally-developed systems is often difficult since
estimates of software requirements and its impact are more abstract. The

early need for hardware does, however, require earlier expenditures unless
there is a modular growth strategy.

The key to implementation planning is how to deal with the several
versions of software and data bases used during implementation. St. Louis
University utilized four software versions.

1. Base - original source and executable code used for all training
sessions provided by the vendor. It provides a checkpoint if
uncertainty arises as to how a feature is supposed to work.

2. Modification - program change/test library.

3. Preproduction - set of all modified/approved software modules
which is used to test against the preproduction data base.

7
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4. Production - final version of the software which is never
modified unless the changes have been tested elsewhere.

There are also multiple versions of the data base and associated data
files. St. Louis University chose to establish five types of data bases.

1. Training - vendor-supplied, sample data base dictionary and data.
This file is updated as the project team goes through training.

2. Testing - built by the project team to test base system features.

3. Set-up - subset of the future data base with converted/extracted
institutional data and a preliminary data base dictionary.

4. Preproduction - complete data base used by the project team and
key users to test new data elements or program versions. It

includes security and will become the production system.

5. Production - the "live" data base which is accessed only from
production executables and under full security control.

The program development phase exists only if software customization
is required. There may be changes to programs to use existing forms or to
include special processing formulas not available in the software.

System testing begins as soon as the basic system is available. It

is an extension of the design phase since feature testing can affect the
final design. This test-and-refine process parallels another system
development approach called prototyping. This phase also includes
building and testing the preliminary data base with institutional data.

The installation/conversion phase is the final, critical step before
production. It is the most underestimated task of a system implementation
and is significantly different. Developed systems are usually designed
around the existing data so data characteristics, element sizes and values
may not change. Purchased systems are installed more smoothly when data
is converted to match model data base specifications. Data conversion
starts after translation rules are established, usually at the end of the
design phase. Also existing data cannot be changed if it is still used b,
old systems. However, institutional data should be loaded as early as
possible even though it may be reloaded prior to production to capture the
latest changes. This forces completion of data base definitions, provides
earlier conversion validation and creates a user /protect team ownership
factor regarding the data base.

St. Louis University used a "parking file" approach for the payroll/
personnel data conversion since it was an extensive effort. A master file
contained all unmodified data which was to be moved directly to the new
data base, converted to new values or used to create other required
elements. Data cane from various files such as personnel, budget and
payroll. All conversion programs used this file to create transactions
for updating the test and preproduction data bases.

8
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Prior to production, interfaces to existing systems must also be
completed and any data-related chaages made. St. Louis University's
financial system installation included converting to new account numbers
and required changes to over 800 programs which used account numbers.
This benefited subsequent ins*allations since the accounting base was in
place and systems such as payroll were already using new account numbers.
Although possibly more difficult, it is better to change the interface
programs to match the base rather than vice versa. Security features,
access control, journalizing/backup/recovery are all tested in this phase.
It is difficult to image how screen, process and data file security could
be easier than with purchased systems where featt:es are merely turned on.

The uoduction phase is similar under both approaches, except that if
vendor maintenance is purchased, the vendor will supply new features,
regulation/tax changes and related companion systems. User production
aids include immediate availability of on-line help features while a major
data processing benefit is a completed set of program documentation.

COMPUTING SUPPORT ISSUES

Implementation differences obviously affect the data processing
function. However, there are other changes and impacts which profoundly
affect the role and expectations of the campus computing organization.

The first impact is psychological. The decision to purchase software
rather than develop it locally can be viewed as detracting from the
computing organization. However, St. Louis University had had no major
development for some time and most staff experience was in maintenance
activities. It was also emphasized that the wheel would not be reinvented;
rather attention would be given to improving its use. In other words, the
University wished to avoid a lengthy programming effort or expansion of
the data processing staff, but preferred to concentrate on the process of
using computing as an operations and management tool. Staff were reminded
they would have the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art software and
hardware and be part of a major project which would impact the University
for years to come. New demands for staff involvement in microcomputing,
subsystem development and user (information center) support where more
important than writing new systems code. The fact that a new computing
director was hired also signaled changes were forthcoming.

Since there is so much user attention during the project planning and
software selection process, a computing staff can feel disassociated from
the project. Instead of being the focal point of development, the

computing department must await assignments from the project team. As

the project evolves, all aspects of the organization will be involved, but
it is very difficult for some to wait for their turn to participate. The
staff must be kept up-to-date on direction, actions and tasks of the
project. Communication is important and there were weekly meetings with
staff on each project and another meeting with all programming staff.
Staff were included in project briefings and were responsible for all
conversion efforts as well as keeping existing systems functioning.

9
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The next change is in organization. The admini rattve information
systems staff consists of an assistant director, three systems managers,
three senior programmer/analysts and three junior programmer/analysts.
One junior position remained vacant throughout the project. The senior
manager/analyst in each application area was assigned to the project team,
relocated to another building and reported to the project manager. This
person was responsible for detailing work for the programming staff. Each
analyst was backed-up by a programmer/analyst who attended all training
sessions and was the person responsible for completing assigned project
tasks. The assistant director performed a function similar to the project
coordinator by assuring intersystem coordination. He also assisted in
describing and documenting old systems and interfaces, managed conversion
programming efforts, applied all security controls, documented approved
data base dictionary values and assured proper source code change control.

For the computing organization's management, requirements are simple.
Management must offer high-level vision, involvement and enthusiasm.
Staff must understand the institution's commitment to a successful imple-
mentation. The importance of user-based systems must be established as the
foundation of all activities and future efforts. Training, team-efforts,
articulated roles and schedules must be emphasized. On the operational
side, equally easy tasks exist. There can be no problems; hardware systems
must be reliable and available as needed, and conversion and production
procedures must be on schedule. Management's role is that of a facilitator
-- to assure the availability of resources to support the implementation
and production effort. It can be an important, strategic role, and if
there are problems it will indeed be a highly visible one.

CONCLUSION

St. Louis University approached implementation of new administrative
information system in a fairly direct manner. Functional requirements of
user departments and management would determine the software selection,
which in turn would result in a hardware decision. Throuelout the project
the focus has remained on the user and the data base, not on the computing
effort. This may be difficult for institutions which take pride in devel-
oping their own systems. But is time to examine closely the cost and
effectiveness of continuing this practice. Alternatives are available.

Data processing's challenge is to blend the talents of its people
into a user support organization, skilled in information technology,
rather than COBOL. Staff must be production oriented, not inventors.
Training, conversion and maintenance activities provide great
opportunities to concentrate on results, not just the tools.

Implementation of purchased systems if reduced to the basics requires
a high-level commitment, organization, planning and a team-effort. In
basketball it isn't the last few seconds that determine the outcome, it is
key events during the game which position a team to be successful at the
end. Similarly, the keys presented here can help an institution position
itself to successfully implement purchased administrative systems.
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INVOLVING THE USER IN STUDENT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Jan M. Parisian
SIS Project Team Member

Larry C. Stead
SIS Project Co-Leader

Administrative Information Services
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

In 1983, Michigan State University began a campus-wide concerted

effort to define, develop, and implement an integrated data-based

Student Information System (SIS). It was Quickly recognized that a

project of this magnitude must, by its very nature, incorporate the

needs and concerns of the various constituents who would most

directly hPnefit from and use the system. This paper discusses the

integral role user groups have played in the SIS Project to date. In

addition to a strong commitment from the vice presidential level, the

SIS Project has involved faculty, support staff and students at each

phase, including the initial System Requirements Definition, the

preparation of a Request for Proposal and an exhaustive vendor bid

evaluation and selection process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Michigan State University, a pioneer land-grant institution, was founded

in 1855. Since then, MSU has dedicated its resources to the three-fold
land-grant mission of teaching, research, and public service. The curric-
ulum, which in the early years concentrated on farm science, now includes 200
undergraduate programs, and graduate work in 75 departments and schools, all
taught by more than 3,000 academic staff in 14 colleges.

MSU operates the largest residence hall system in the United States,
combining some classrooms, study areas, faculty offices, dining facilities,
and living units for the 17,000 plus students residing on campus.

In serving the state, the nation, and the world, MSU offers Lifelong
Education Programs, the Cooperative Extension Service, a research program of

more than 3,000 projects, and the Office of International Studies and

Pro-rams. Over 40,000 students enrolled for classes during the 1985 fall
te1,, at MSU's single campus complex in East Lansing, Michigan.

On July 1, 1985, Dr. John DiBiaggio became the seventeenth president of

Michigan State University. In the short time he has been in office, he has

aggressively begun work on his stated goals: to improve relations with
alumni, state and local government, corporations, and community leaders, as
well as embarking on a major capital raising campaign.

To support MSU's goals, and to address the complex data handling

requirements which have evolved during the past decade, University leadership

has identified the development of a Student Information System as an

institutional priority. A "student information system" may be defined as an
integrated administrative support mechanism composed of student processes and

data. During their recruitment and tenure, MSU students are admitted,
registered, awarded financial assistance, assessed fees, advised of course
offerings and academic choices and certified for graduation. Each of these

processes requires the collection and manipulation of student data. Thus the

systems and data files currently in use compose a "student information

system". However, the student record sub-systems in eAistence today were
developed years ago; they were not technologically designed to accommodate
the many changes which have transpired within the University during the last
decade. Since the basic sub-systems could not easily change, numerous

"interface" systems now augment original systems, and some important needs
still remain unmet. The result 4" a non-integrated set of systems, processes
and data bases which only minimly support the institutional mission. Some

time ago, it became clear that a modern, unitary, comprehensive, and tech-
nologically flexible Student Information System (SIS) was required to meet
MSU's needs.

II. PRIOR STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Over the course of the last six years, several attempts have been made
to design and implement a comprehensive, integrated SIS. It is important to

note that while none of the attempts produced a new Student Information
System, each provided a particular methodology or design element which has
been useful and applicable in the current endeavor.
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In December 1977, Administrative Information Services (AIS: MSU's data
processing department) initiated an investigation of the feaFibility of
revising existing student record keeping procedures with the goal of a new

student information system. From this came a study plan, the identification
of project management, and specific system design guidelines. It stressed
one important element: the system to be developed must be implemented under
a Data Base Management System (DBMS).

In April 1979 the Provost and the Vice President for Business and

Finance appointed a Task Force to Study Registration Alternatives. In

October, 1980, this Task Force submitted for review a proposal for the
development of a Student Information System. The Task Forte selected and
directed a Project Team to collect the required data. Existing systems and
their deficiencies were generally described, a design philosophy and basic
design objectives presented, and the costs and benefits associated with the
development of a new system analyzed. The concluding section of the proposal
summarized the six phases of a system implementation plan as envisioned by
the Project Team.

In the Spring of 1982 a new Task Force was appointed to continue prior
efforts. The Task Force in turn appointed a Project Team of fourteen members
assigned to take a newly purchased system development methodology (AGS
Software's SDM/70) and produce a requirements de;'inition for the system.

The SDM/70 approach provides a standard framework for the development of
systems, i.e., a predefined system life cycle within which all the required
development work can take place; and a structure which provides sufficient
flexibility, based upon the needs of the project to choose the tasks and the
design considerations within the task appropriate to the project. One of the
first major phases in the SDM/70 "Life Cycle" is the System Requirements
Definition (SRD), comprised of nine tasks:

1.0 Identify Project Scope
2.0 Establish and Maintain an Index of Collected Data
3.0 Conduct Interviews
4.0 Document and Analyze Collected Data
5.0 Describe and Analyze Work Processes
6.0 Define Information Requirements and Data Attributes
7.0 Define and Rank System Objectives
8.0 Prepare SRD Document
9.0 Process SRD Document through Review Points

The 1982 Project Team initiated work on the SRD with Task 5.0, Describe
and Analyze Work Processes. Concurrently the Task Force addressed the larger
questions of the scope and definition of the project and the policy issues
which accompany a major endeavor of this type.

The documentation and detailed analysis required of SDM/70 is extensive.
The time commitment of Project Team members to complete Task 5.0 at the
"micro" or detailed level was substantial. It was difficult, if not
impossible, to impose schedules for completion of required documents without
relieving team members of existing job duties. It wes realized that, if the
current SIS endeavor was to succeed, a revised approach would be necessary.
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III. CURRENT STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

A. Project Organization

The organization of the current SIS project was intended to facilitate
the fulfillment of project goals, to reflect the centrality within SIS of the

academic endeavor, and to recognize the shared responsibilities of the

academic and support units involved. The current SIS effort represents
something of a departure from earlier efforts in its emphasis on obtaining
extensive input and review from the primary academic units of the University.

Figure 1 depicts the organizational composition of the SIS Project. As

in the 1982 attempt, the management of the current project remained the
Provost, as chief academic officer of the institution, and the Vice President
for Finance and Operations and Treasurer, as the officer chiefly responsible
for the development and technical support of management information systems.
These two officers have been joined by the Vice Presidents for Research and
Graduate Studies, Administration and Public. Affairs, and Student Affairs and
Services, and the Associate Vice President for Finance and Operations in an
SIS Executive Steering Committee, chaired by the Provost. A SIS Coordinating

Committee, cr Ni by the Assistant Provost for General Academic

Administration, Aposed of unit directors designated by the participating
vice presidents, the Director of Administrative Information Services, a

representative from the Council of Deans, and a representative from the
Steering Committee of the Academic Council, has had principal responsibility
for ensuring that inter-unit procediral requirements are met to he

satisfaction of all units involved.

As for the Project Team, at the request of the Provost, an Academic and
Support Units co-leader has provided user needs and policy analyses and

support to the Executive Steering Committee. At the request of the Vice

President for Finance and Operations and Treasurer, a Data Processing

co-leader has provided technical analysis and support to the Executive

Steering Committee. Both co-leaders also sit on the SIS Coordinating

Committee.
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In addition to the SIS co-leaders, the SIS project team consists of data

processing personnel, the management systems coordinators from Finance and

Student Affairs and Services, and additional staff as identified by the

co-leaders and assigned by project management. An Assistant Deans Committee

and a Student Advisory Group also provide valuable input and review data for

the project through counsel with the SIS Project co-leaders. Table 1

summarizes the SIS Project Organization and the responsibilities of the

various groups of participants.

B. Project Strategy

SDM/70 was the design methodology used in the System Requirements

Definition. It proceeded, however, on a "macro" level (as opposed to the

previously employed "micro" approach). For purposes of this project, a macro

level SRD was defined as:

1. inclusive of all components in the agreed scope, i.e., is global.

2. providing a sufficient level of detail to support, without

iterative SRD effort, this sequence of events:

a) a similarly "macro" system design alternatives analysis.

b) a similarly "macro" system external specifications.

c) invitation of detailed work on one or more SIS components,

such work to include detailed SRDs specific to components but

consistent with the controlling globt.1 SRD.

3. providing a sufficient level of detail to support the development

without iterative system requirements definition effort, of a

Request For Proposal (RFP).

Under the current endeavor, SIS will encompass collecting, maintaining,

and retrieving student information, beginning with initial contact with a

prospective student and continuing for the lifetime of the information. It

will also include data maintenance support for the curriculum and course

processes at MSU.

The primary functional processes involving student activity at MSU, as

identified by Project Management and the Executive Steering Committee, are :

- - Admissions and Placement Process
*Prospecting and Recruiting

*Admissions
*Credit Transfer Evaluation
*Orientation and Placement

Student Academic Records Process
*Academic Advising
*Enrollment and Withdrawal

*Grcde Process
*Degree Certification
*Academic Progress Monitoring and Discipline

*Transcript Generation
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TABLE 1: SIS PROJECT ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Projec, Management

- Provide institutional project leadership
Provide final authority on project issues
Provide project promotion and support in the University

community
Provide 'go/no go' decision for each phase of the project

Executive Steering Committee

Review & resolve University policy issues

- Review & approve key phase documents
Act on all unresolved issues forwarded from the SIS
Coordinating Committee

Coordinating Committee

Review key phase documents
,teview project schedules & progress against schedules
Review staffing requirements & ensure personnel
availability to satisfy requirements
Review & act upon project issues brought forward from the
project team
Provide a forum for discussion & resolution of possible ih4-er-

unit coord4nation problems
Identify problems & concerns for project team review and analysis

Project Team Leaders

Establish project strategy
Develop project plan including: task lists, time estimates &

personnel assignments
Establish realistic schedules based on estimates and personnel

availability
Manage the project team
Identify policy & procedural issues
Ensure the proper use of the development methodology

- Report to the Executive Steering & Coordi ling Committees
Coordinate the resolution of technical design considerations
Coordinate user unit input & review



- -

Curriculum/Course Process
*L.urriculum Planning

*Catalog Development
*Course Scheduling
*Room Assignment
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Student Financial Records Process

*Finar al Aid
*Fee Assessment and Collection
*Billing and Receivables

Housing and Food Service

*Room Assignment

*Interface ith StudP-t Billing

Other functional processes that provide or utilize data that are

integral to the primary student functional process include:

Student employment
Off Campus Housing

Out-Placement
Vehicle Registration
Athletics (Intercollegiate --rd Intramural)

Institutional Reporting

Library
Lifelong Education
Health Services
Alumri

C. User Involvement in SRD Activities

As discussed earlier, one of the tasks in SDM/70's System Requirements

Definition (SRD) phase is to conduct interviews (Task 3.0). To this ond..pie

Project Team interviewed unit administrators responsible for the functional

processes defined earlier, as well as groups of students in the residence

halls. The intent of the interviews was to describe and analyze the existing

work processes, uncover any problems within current systems ano enumerate

needs for a future system. Project Team members then proceeded to translate

these needs into a set of specific system objectives written with sufficient

precision so that they would become a check list when eventually evaluating

vendor bids. Users considered each objective and assigned a value rankino

for system implementation of "M" for mandatory, "HD" for highly desirably,

and "D" for desirable from their individual unit point of view. In addition,

objectives were validated against those found in Request For Proposal (RFP)

documents available from other major universities which had e-,barked on

similar SIS ventures, e.g., Pennsylvania State and t.x. University of

Colorado, to identify missing objectives which required consideration.

Both the interview process and writing of objectives became a highly

iterative process. Interview summaries and objectives were written by

Project Team members and reviewed by the users. These documents would pass

back and forth many times until the users were satisfied that their needs

were accurately represented. Also, additional SRD tasks required the Project

Team to work with users to document and analyze data collected and maintained

in existing files (Task 4.0), to describe and analyze work processes,
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procedures and operations (Task 5.0) and to define information requirements
for the new system (Task 6.0).

The SRD end-of-phase report was written by the Project Team and

distributed in draft form to users for un:t review. The user rankings of
functional requirements, using "M","HD" and "D", were translated by the
Project Team into a numerical rating between 1 and 5, with 1 representing

functions which are viewed as essential system wide and 5 representing

functions desirable at the individual unit level. The directors of the "Big
4" offices, i.e., the four units which represent the "core" functions of SIS,
met jointly to discuss functional areas in which there exist interfaces
either with data input, output or need to know. Once the Registrar,
Controller, Director of the Office of Admissions and Scholarship, and the
Director ,f the Office of Financial Aids were satisfied that both their
individual needs and collective interface needs were addressed, the

end-of-phase r'ocument was sent to Project Management. (The SRD document is
summarized here by reproducing its Table of Contents in Table 2).

TABLE 2: SRD TABLE OF CONTENTS

Foreward
Scope and History of SIS Activities

1977-78 Student Support System Effort
October 1980 Student Information System Proposal
1982 Student Information System Task Force
1983-84 SIS Project

A Description of the Current Student Records System Current System Schematic
Problems and Needs
Special Considerations Relevant To Student Information

Constraints Specifically Applicable to Student Tnformation
Other Legal and Policy Constraints
Constraints Arising from Participation in External Programs

General System Objectives
The Future Student Information System
System Pformance Constraints
Benefits of a New, Integrated and Comprehensive System
Project Team Recommendation Recommended Scope of the Next Phase
Glossary
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D. Activities Immediately Prior to Release of the Request for Proposals

While the SRD document was in final stages of production, two major
activities occurred in preparation for release of a Request For Proposal
(RFP) for a Student Information System. The first, in Fel-ruary 1984, was a
trip to Penn State to discuss RFP efforts. A review team of users and SIc
Project Team personnel met with their counterparts to discuss the process
used by the latter in their preparations and release of an RFP for a student
system.

The second activity was the selection of a technical environment to
support SIS. During the spring and summer of 1984, MSU's Auministrative
Information Services Department conducted an extensive evaluation of core
technology tools. The stated purpose of the Core Technology Project was to
recommend products which would

increase performance activity
make it easier for users to satisfy more of their
own information requests
improve the collective understanding of the
information the institution knew about itself
retain computer-based information in a flexible,
consistent, integrated fashion

The Core Technology Project Team concluded that the "family" of
integrated products from Cullinet Software Incorporated offered significantly
greater functionality and recommended the acquisition of the set of software
Products as m, t suitable to the needs of MSU:

IDMS/R (Integrated Database Management system /Relational)
Integrated Data Dictionary
Appl'ltion Development System/OnLine (ADS/0)
Appli,ation Development System/Batch (ADS/Batch)
Culprit

OnLine Query
OnLine English
Universal Communications Facility
Escape

E. Release of the Request For Proposal

The results of the earlier SRD had a direct bearing in the production of
the RFP. The General System Objectives of the SRD document became the core
of the PFP, in the form of 318 functional requirements. Or,ce again, users
reviewed the requirements for accuracy, realizing that the wording would
ultimately become contract ianguag? with a successful bidder.

The Project Team wrote most of the remainder of the RFP. (Taple 3
replicates the RFP table of contents.) Several sections, including 9.0 and
11.0, represented university policies and were available as boilerplate copy.
User input was solicited for sections 6.0 - 8.0, while AIS bore
responsibility for section 5.0.

MSU Purchasing Office played a key role with the release of the RFP in
October 1984. All communications between any vendor and MSU regarding the
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TABLE 3: RFP TABLE OF CONTENTS

SECTION TITLE

1.0 Introduction
Proposal Ground Rules
Proposal Content and Format
Evaluation

2.0 Implementation
Project Schedule
Estimated Staffing Requirements

3.0 Functional Requirements
General Requirements
Course Planning and Schedule Building;

Admissions;
Student Identification;
Financial Aid;
Academic Orientation Programs;
Grade Reporting; Records Maintenance and Transcripts;

Housing;
Graduate Assistant Appointments;
Enrollment;
Registration; Billings and Collections;

Adds and Drops;
Withdrawals/Reinstatement;
Holds;
Student Affairs and Services;
Programmatic Eliaihility Checks;
Degree Certification;
Non-Current Student Records
Other Functinns

4.0 Special Forms

5.0 Data Processing Requirements
Hardware and Operating Environment
Data Base Management System and Dictionary
Data Communication Considerations
Access Control Considerations
System Development and/or Software Installation

Specialized Software
System Development Methodology

4 '1

6.0 Documentation Requirements
System Guide
User Guide
Program/Subroutine Documentation
Operations Documentation
Installation and Maintenance Guidelines
Documentation Quantity

7.0 Technical Assistance and Training
On-Site Technical Assistance and Training
Remote Technical Assistance
Existing Training Program
Technical Assistance Response Time

8.0 User Training Implementation
Training for Designated Trainers
Training for University Staff and Stud,nts
Existing Training Programs
Training and Methodology
User Groups
Proposed User (raining

9.0 Vendor Requirements and Background
Warranties
Save Harmless
References
Financial Status
Aggregate Information on Existing Systems
Aggregate Information on Software Development

Vendor Organization

10.0 System Ownership

11.0 Minority and Women Business Enterprises

1?.0 Glossary

Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C
Appendix D
Appendix E
Appendix F

SIS Module Cross Reference
Section/Subsection Cross Reference
Schedule Description Cross Reference
Hardware Configuration
Software Configuration
Schedules
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SIS Project or the RFP was channeled through Purchasing. Furthermore, users
were instructed that if contacted by a vendor, they were to direct their
calls to Purchasing. This procedure provided a means of control over

information and insured consistency of all vendor communication.

In November 1984, vendors were invited to campus to review the RFP

procedures and answer any questions regarding the RFP process. The

proceedings were taped and a summary of questions and answers were sent to
all attendees. The agenda consisted of four major items: project history,
functional requirements, technical requirements, and RFP bid response

information.

Of the fifteen vendors present al the November conference, six submitted
bids. These were opened in a formal session at Purchasing on January 28,
1985.

F. Bid Evaluation Process

Concurrent with the release of the RFP in October 1984, the SIS Project
Team began work on the development of a bid evaluation strategy. The team
produced three evaluation matrices: rating each module within the RFP; a
summary rating for an entire system or portions the eof as proposed by a
single vendor; and a "mix and match" rating, taking the best modules from two
or more vendor bids.

The evaluation process was complicated by the fact that there were
general system requirements which pertained to the entire system, while the
functional requirements pertained to one or more specific user units. The

evaluation model, through an elaborate and statistically valid sch3me of
mathematical computations, allowed for these concerns. The evaluation matrix
wa- reviewed by user units and the SIS Coordinating Committee prior to the
eva,Jation process.

The evaluation procedure itself consisted cf providing each user's unit,
including the student group, with two sets of responses from each bid: the

functional requirements specific to their unit and the general :equirements
which were rated by all users. For the most part, users formed ii.cernal work
teams which met a number of times to discuss ratings and determine a

collective rating to be submitted to the Project Team. Project Team members

were available during this period to review the process and prnvide any
assistance required, short of suggesting actual ratings. All ratings were

collected and recorded on a massive grid so that the Project Team could
identify specific ratings with major disparity across user units. In such

cases, users were contacted to discuss rationale for their ratings and

ultimately agreement was reached over an acceptable rating. The Project Team

compiled the final tallies.

The Project Co-leaders were respons''le for the recommendation of

selected vendors to Project Management. Four factors were used to arrive at
the final recommendation: the rating of vendor bids, as described above;
telephone surveys of vendor references; site visits to selected locations;
and en-campus vendor presentations.

Each vendor, whether bidding existing :ystem or system development, was
asked to provide references, including sites in development or in operation.
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The Project Team -elephoned these institutions and, during lengthy

discussions based on a standard survey, sought responses about the vendor,

its product and services. If the reference was an educational institution, a

number of key pers.Anel were contacted, including registrar, controller,

financial aid and admissions directors, data processing staff and project
management. Responses tended to be consistent across references for each
particular vendor and provided a composite picture of what MSU might expect.

Additionally, a review team including representatives of the user

departments and SIS advisory committees visited client sites to further

evaluate each vendor's service and operational system product.

During the first week of April 1985, fou- vendors were invited to

campus, each on a separate day, to make final presentations and answer

questions. Each day consisted of this agenda:

Vendor Opening Remarks
Registration
Controller
Admissions
Student Records
Financial Aid
Data Processing

1 1/2 hours

1 hour
1 hour
1 hour

1 hour
1 hour
1 hour

Users were invited to attend sessions related to their functional

responsibilities and were free to ask as many questions ar time would allow.
Each day's proceedings were recorded.

A meeting held after the final day-long vendor presentation revealed
that the "Big 4" directors were unanimous in the ranking of the vendors.

IV. FUTURE SIS PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Members of the MSU user departments will continue to play a key role in

future activities during the design and implementation of the Student

Information System. These activities include:

1. Detailed requirements definition for each component of SIS.

2. Detailed functional specifications for each SIS component.

3. Data conversion planning.

4. Acceptance test planning.
5. System component design review mid acceptance.

6. System acceptance testing.
7. Training.
8. System certification and implementation.

At Michigan State University, the development of institutional

information systems, such as the Student Information System, is viewed as a
two-way service contract relationship between the development project team
and the ultimate owners of the systems--the users. This service contract

relationship is based on active participation by user representatives

throughout the "life cycle" of the project.
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MICROS AND MANAGERS - GET11NG THEM TOGETHER
Phyllis A. Sholtys

Northern Kentucky University
Highland Heights

Kentucky

Microcomputer support centers often find their
resources are much in demand by office support
staff, but little used by managers and executives.
Much has been written about why these groups
postpone learning to use computers. Lack of time,
keyboarding skill, computer phobia, or fear of
showing lack of knowledge in front of staff
employees are among the reasons given for
reticence.

It is this writer's belief that a major reason
executives and managers avoid computers is that
they see themselves as achieving their goals
through directing the work of other people, not by
using machines. The executive or manager perceives
the direct use of a computer as demeaning to his or
her role.

This paper discusses executive/managerial reticence
issues and describes the development of a workshop
designed to meet the very real problems and hidden
agenda of managers. Two major goals were set for
the workshop: To enable executives/managers to
develop (1) Broader knowledge about computers
(policy issues, hidden costs, caveats,
expectations); (2) High-level skills that will
enhance personal analytical and decision-making
processes while delega-ing computer support
functions to staff members.
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Background

With the emergence of the microcomputer as a serious tool for
the work place, user computing invaded corporate America with
incredible steed. A 1984 business survey commissioned by
Arthur Anderson & Company indicated that 73 percent of the
large companies were us'ng microcomputers and, within that
group, a third of their policy level officers used computers
at work.1 Industry trend-wat-hers concur with the At,.hur
Anderson finding that many de_ision makers arc already armed
with microcomputers. However, except for an initial group of
pioneers, it now appears that many managers, from department
and division heads to executive officers, resist developing
basic computer literacy or utilizing microcomputers as a
support tool for themselves.2

As functional departments gain increasing responsibility for
their own information processing, managers must either
develop the necessary sophistication to manage the technology
or risk being managed by it. Managers can also benefit from
incorporating analytical tools into their administrative
style. Indeed there is mounting evidence that as information
technologies evolve, a higher premium is being placed on
managers who master decision support tools.3

Higher education, by nature an "information industry," is now
the setting for a bewildering assortment of high technology
products, faculty/student computer literacy is a near-
universal goal for the eighties and computers promise to
become an integral part of the curriculum. However, non-
teaching personnel exhibit the same characteristics as
similar groups within business and industry: In the office
setting, information processing technologies are
revolutionizing the way day-to-day operations are conducted
while at the same time, managers appear reluctant to
personally adopt the new tools.4

Analysis of _Managerial Reluctance

Recognition of the need for computer awareness and literacy
among workers at all levels is 'ncreasing. Large
corporations typically respond by providing information
centers charged with delivery of in,truction and consulting
support for computer users. Increasing numbers of colleges
and universities are also developing support mechanisms for

1Ken Greenberg, "Executives Rate Their PCs," PC World, September
1984, p. 289.

2Workstations: Making Executive Decisiors," ItiformationWEEK,
September 14, 1985, pp. 44-45.

JJerry Kanter, "A PC Manifesto For Managers," Infosystems,
September 1985, p. 48.
4Michael Kilpatrick, "Computer Phobia," Infosystems, December

1984, p. 54.
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administrative office personnel. Once in opera ion, user
computing support groups often find their resources are much
in demand by office support staff, but little used by
managers. A persistent challenge is how to reach the higher-
level personnel.5

Much has been written about why managers postpone learning to
use computers. The common threads found throughout the
literature include:

* Lack of time: This is a universal problem with all
managers and represents one of the major difficulties
managers have to overcome in learning to use computers.
"With less than an hour a day to reflect on new
activity, the task of analyzing and learning the
techniques to properly employ personal computing is an
overwhelming prospect."6 The constant interruptions
that a ma..ager encounters during the workday, also
contribi::e to the difficulty in acquiring new skills.

* Lack of keyboarding skill: This is often perceived
by managers as a stumbling block to using computers.
Without typing skills they fear they Auld be hopelessly
slow in learnl.,.g and using a computer.

* Computer phobia: Many managers are concerned about
revealing tueir lack of knowledge to staff employees and
as a consequence, avoid open classes. Others may hide
behind a screen of expressed cynicism, claiming
computers are distracting toys.

These reasons do not constitute a complete picture. It is
this writer's belief that a major reason many managers avoid
computers is that they see t .emselves as achieving their
goals through coordinating and directing the work of other
people, not by using machines. Many, particularly high-level
executives, do not want machines and believe they do not need
them since they have staff personnel to provide data or
reports whenever requested. Further, good managers possess
strong people skills. With emphasis and reliance on personal
communication abilities, some managers develop a bias against
learning the technology, viewing computer users as
introverted technocrats.

In summary, many managers have no confidence that personal
computer literacy will enhance their professional skills.
However, sensing that an unenthusiastic view of computers is
inconsistent with the popular image of a modern manager, real
reasons are often hidden and "safer", generally accentable
reasons are offered.

--5-1-50id Friend, "Distilling Executive Information," Information
Center, August 19R5, p. 38.
---617(Ztur, p. 48.
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Instructional Approach

If the foregoing analysis of managerial reticence is correct,
it then follows that the key to an effective instructional
program is to demonstrate that learning about -omputers can
enhance managerial skills. Interest in compu ers will
surface when the instructional focus shifts from technology
to organizational issues related to the technology. (Even
the greatest computer cynic will acknowledge the need to
learn about computers at a managerial level.) Hands-on
instruction should be structured to down play the "bits and
bytes" aspect of computing and instead stress how using
computers can enhance the manager's role.

Acting on that premise, the author developed a workshop
designed to meet the known problems and inferred hidden
agenda of managers. Two broad goals were set: To enable
executives/managers to develop (1) knowledge about computers
(computer capabilities and related management issues); and
(2) practical skills that can enhance personal analytical and
decision-making processes while still delegating computer
support functions to staff members.

Part of the the workshop focuses on policy issues and,
organizational impact of computer technology. The remainder
of the scheduled time is spent on practical applications.
Hands-on practice is preceded by a demonstration of data base
development and data retrieval, simple word processing, and
spreadsheet applications. However, the application software
is presented from a managerial perspective as:

(1) "what-if" analysis -,,ia spreadsheets,
(2) reports from data bases
(3) document "drafting" (word processing)

Format: The chief information officer of the University is
currently teaching the course, which takes two half-day
sessions to complete. The "issues" component is conducted
in a seminar format, followed by a demonstration and lab
practicum covering the three applications above. The
demonstrations dramatize the power of the particular
software so participants became aware of what can be expected
of support staff who learn the new methods. Each practicum
session starts with manipulation of prebuilt examples
designed to illustrate the personal impact, relevance and
speed associated with the technology.

Instructional delivery is fast, focused and intensive,
attem-ting to strike a balance between conserving valuable
managerial time and not overwhelming participants. A
workbook was developed for class use. It combines short
articles focused on background information about computers
with a series of lab exercises and reference notes.
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Follow-Up: All participants are made aware of the resources
available to managers for follow-up instruction. These
consist of four support categories:

1. Individualized one-on-one sessions, available by
appointment with the chief information officer or any of the
regular program instriu'tnrs.

2. Assistance with specific questions or problems is
available from either the micro consultant or through the
telephone hot-line system. (These resources are available to
all micro users.)

3. An "Executive Workstation" is now available on a
one-month loan basis. This consists of a microcomputer
configured with hard disk, installed software, a series of
demonstration files and additional exercises.

4. Regularly scheduled classes in data base,
spreadsheets and word processing are offered through the
University micro support group.

Assessment

The class has been offered once as originally developed, to a
group of managerial personnel. It was well received, and
even more significant, half of the attendees later took the
initiative to learn more about computers, signing up for
regular classes and calling the "hot line" for assistance in
using software in their offices.

The University President and his executive staff were also
interested in attending a managers' session, but wanted their
initial orientation limited to a single half-day program.
Therefore, the lab component was reworked to limit the hands-
on session to spreadsheets, the application most used by
executives and thought to be of greatest interest to them.
At the conclusion of the session, the President and several
of his executive staff asked to return for the word
processing and data base segments.

It is difficult to assess the impact of the issues component
since the ' cus was on Alveloping broader understandings and
influencing values. Therefore, any impact will be long term,
and difficult to identify. The hands-on component appears to
be successful in overcoming personal hesitancy about getting
started.

Conclusions:

A course designed and offered from a managerial perspective
will attract its target audience. Based upon the follow-up
activity that occurred after each presentation, the workshop

4
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succeeded in overcoming manager's hesitancy in approaching
microcomputers. Unit managers responded to the class with a
higher level of follow-up activity than that demonstrated by
the executive participants, but even here the reception was
positive and modest follow-up activity ensued. The initial
success was sufficient to encourage us to repeat the workshop
for ,..her managers.

Development of the course and its related workbook took
considerable time and thought. Overall, the project
represents a significant investment of time to reach
relatively few people. However, the small numbers represent
a major audience - the University's managers. For any
institution to reap maximum benefit from microcomputers,
they should he understood by and used to support its
managers. This project represents a first step toward
achieving that ambitious goal.
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PREPARATION OF A UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
FOR A NEW TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Renee Woodten Frost
The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan

A University owned and operated telecommunication system is

being installed at the University of Michigan. The system

includes the installation of a completely new distribution

system (from the erecting of microwave towers to new voice/data

outlets in every University facility) and new equipment and

features for each University employee and occupant of University

residence halls. All members of the University community will

be directly impacted. The involvement of the members of this

community in the development of such a system is critical to the

ultimate acceptance and use of the system.

Major projects like this are becoming manageable from the

viewpoint cf technology, but all too ofte the human element is

ignored or veiwed as a minor factor in the planning and

implementation phases. This can create serious obstacles in the

progress, or at the very least, failure to realize the full

potential of the new system.

The University has taken major steps to address this area.

Emphasis has been placed on adequately preparing and involving

the University community throughout the project. Department

coordinators were designated to aid in identifying

communications requirements and in determining solutions. A

variety of communicati'm channels have been developed to

facilitate information exchange concerning the impact and

progress of the new system. University-oriented newsletters,

tutorials, seminars and hands-on training video programs have

been developed to educate the University community in the

capabilities and use of the new system.
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Increased user involvement is one of the most significant results of the

rapidly changing technology for information resources and hence, one of the

greatest challenges facing the higher education computing professionals in

the next decade. The advances in microelectronics used in the information

technology industry have made it economically feasible for virtually all

end-users to become involved in attaining the goal of utilizing information

resources more efficiently and effectively. Strategic planning is an

integral part of any management function, but becomes more critical in this

environment where so many are looking to the information technology

professionals for leadership in coordinating and integrating this growth and

involvement.

The Telecommunication System project at the University of Michigan is

one initial phase of the overall strategy for providing integrated voice and

data networks throughout and between the main campus in Ann Arbor and the

two branch campuses at Flint and Dearborn. The purpose of the project is

two-fold: to provide a university owned and operated telecommunication

system with the latest tech" "Jgy in voice and data switching capabilities

and to provide the foundation for an integrated data network through the

installation of a completely new. distribution system. The distribution

system is a combination of four different transmission media: copper pair

wire, coaxial cable, microwave links, and fiber optic links to provide

present day efficiency and future growth and flexibility. New dual modular

outlets for voice and data connections are replacing every telephone outlet

in virtually every University facility on all three campuses. Each

-1-
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University employee and each occupant of University residence halls is

receiving new telephone equipment and features and the capability for high

speed data transmission. All members of the University community are being

directly impacted. The involvement of the members of this community in the

development of such a system is critical to the ultimate acceptance and use

of the system.

With approximately 27,000 telephone lines, it is one of the largest

individually operated telecommunication systems in the country. The

telecommunication host and remote switches being used are among the most

soph:sticated available and the allowances for potential growth and

flexibility in both voice and data transmission and connectivity provide an

awesome set of solutions and options for use plus the potential to include

everyone. The project presents an opportunity for establishing and testing

a management stitegy for user involvement that could be a model for

subsequent projects involving information technology.

Management of such a project requires not only the traditional technical

expertise but also communication skills and marketing/public relations

strengths. Major projects like this are becoming manageable from the

viewpoint of technology, but all too often the human element is ignored or

viewed as a minor factor in the designing and implementation phases. This

is particularly important in the bottom-up 'corporate culture' which exists

in higher education and with a user base diverse in its level of knowledge

and needs. This can create serious obstacles in the progress of the

-2-
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project, or at the very least, failure to realize the full potential of the

new system.

The University of Michigan has taken major steps tc address this.

Emphasis has been placed in preparing and involving the University community

with extensive information exchange and education throughout the project.

Early planning included the establishment of a telecommunication task

force to assist an outside consultant conduct individual needs analyses for

the three campuses and the Medical Center complex. These documents were

central to the preparation of the request for proposal to vendors. The task

force aided in the review of proposals received and participated in several

site visits to vendors and designated organizations with systems in

operation. Subcommittees for the voice, data, video, and security and

environmental control areas were also formed with specialists from the

various campuses participating. Each subject was reviewed and needs

addressed in more detail at this level.

Once the preferred proposal was selected and recommended, a contract was

awarded by the Board of Regents and the planning progressed to detail

designing of the system. Deans, Directors, and Department Chairmen were

asked to designate a telecommunication coordinator(s) for the department or

group of departments they deemed appropriate to aid in designing and

implementing the new system. These coordinators were selected based on

knowledge of the department functions and communication needs and were

expected to serve in this liaison position for approximately a two-year

-3-
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period. The attention and support of these coordinators from that level was

essential to achieve the commitment and involvement necessary.

Ensuring valuable user involvement requires preparing these individuals

and their constituency for their role in the process. A slide tape

presentation describing the project - its purpose, selection process,

capabilities and benefits - was prepared to introduce the coordinators and

the University community to the new system. The presentation was given at

campus-wide forums and in special sessions for the coordinators, and then

made available to the coordinators for presentations to the staff of the

units they represented. The slide tape format was chosen to maximize the

coverage while minimizing the use of telecommunication staff resources.

Copies of the presentation could be loaned independently of staff to

interested groups or individuals on campus. For example, the Human Resource

Development staff continues to use the presentation in their telephone

communications skills class to aid in preparing employees for the transition

to the new system.

This introductory slide tape presentation also continues to be shown at

a variety of locations on all three campuses. These seminars are open to

the entire University community in a continuing effort to make all

individuals aware of the new system and its capabilities.

Individually designed presentations are developed for and given to

special interest groups on campus as needed. Presentations are one of the

most effective forms of disseminating general information to and responding

to questions from a variety of groups and individuals.
-4-
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Just as the University is a community of multi-interest individuals, and

information technology at the University of Michigan exists in a

multi-vendor environment, the marketing of the telecommunication system must

involve a multi-media approach. The coordinators needed to develop a sense

of trust and ongoing rapport with the individuals on the telecommunication

staff. Therefore, individual instructors presented the next phase of

information exchange: a seminar on telephone equipment and features

available with the new system. Hardcopy handouts paralleling transparencies

used in the presentation and supplementary handouts on rate projections and

comparisons with the current system ware made available at these early

sessions. A tutorial on completing a telephone equipment inventory,

necessary to design the new department-specific system, completed the

session. By identifying all current equipment and its location, billing and

special uses, the telecommunication office had current, complete information

and the coordinator could begin to see the organizational needs and

interaction that would be critical to designidg and implementing the most

efficient set of equipment and features for his or her department.

The data communication capabilities, while an integral part of the life

of many of the telecommunication staff, was a new concept to many of the

department coordinators and would provide an expanded set of options to

those already involved. A tutorial on data communications and the

corresponding survey of data equipment was the next milestone in preparing

the coordinators and exchanging information. Many departments elected to

designate a separate coordinator for data communications.

-5--
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A hotline telephone number was established at the outset to provide a

readily available and consistent source of timely answers to individual

questions. This proved to be particularly valuable immediately following

each of the previously described educational sessions. The more information

is disseminated, the more questions arise.

The log of hotline questions proved extremely valuable to the

telecommunication staff in identifying areas of lack of knowledge and areas

of concern to the University community. Common questions became the basis

for newsletter articles, memoranda, future presentations, and even for

additional need analysis and subsequent searches for additional services to

address these needs.

The written word is still one of the most pervasive and enduring media

for information dissemination. Arrangements were made and interviews given

for timely articles to appear in both external and internal publications.

It is important for such outside groups as local residents, alumni, and

potential hospital patients to be aware of trio change and its benefits as

well as the University employees.

Internally, a newsletter called Communication Lines was established at

the time the contract was awarded and is published approximately every six

weeks with major articles describing various aspects of the design and

implementation stages, System Briefs for brief announcements, Coordinator

Briefs for direct communication with the coordinators and frequently a

question and answer section. These are routinely mailed to all Deans,

-6-
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Directors, Department Chairmen, and Telecommunication Coordinators and are

available upon request to any University employee.

Major articles in the newsletter have included telephone feature

descriptions, data connectivity capabilities, specifics of the new

University Hospital switch to the new system and the data network at the

School of Business Administration, and detailed descriptions of

configuration meetings (where departmental equipment and features are

determined) and the training program. Clip out sections have been included

for such information as dialing instructions and new department telephone

numbers for .he new University Hospital.

To address particular needs of the University faculty, a series of

eye-catching one-page memoranda called Communication Flash is being

developed. These memoranda to be sent to all faculty will describe the

benefits and capabilities of the new equipment and features for the

telephone and data connections. Other informational handouts prepared

include a telecommunication glossary, dialing instructions, information on

patient phones, and sar-lle applications for telephone features. These

informational pieces are intended, in part, to assist the coordinators in

soliciting specific needs of the various personnel within the department.

Special request presentations and consulting sessions supplemented the

written material for departments with particularly complex communication

needs.

-7-
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The main objective in training the coordinators is to provide them with

enough knowledge to collect the necessary information about the department

to make educated decisions regarding their telecommunication needs. The

coordinator is sent a packet of information, a questionnaire, and a

checklist to aid in final preparation for a configuration meeting with the

telecommunication staff. It is during this meeting that the department

determines what telephone equipment and features will be implemented and how

data connectivity will be handled. A joint understanding of office

functions and needs and the capabilie-ies of the new system provide the best

opportunity for each office or unit to realize the full potential of the new

system.

Once the unit configuration has been determined, attention is turned to

training the other personnel within the unit to ensure the intentions of the

unit are carried out. An extensive hands-on training program was developed

and is being made available to every University employee. The vendor

contract stipulated that two training facilities be constructed on the

campus with 30 stations each, to be equipped with the main types of

telephone sets to be installed. A great deal of attention went in to the

design of the training rooms to ensure a pleasant atmosphere conducive to

learning and flexible enough to serve for current and future equipment

training needs.

A multi-media approach was also adopted for the training program.

University-oriented training materials were developed to stress the

uniqueness of the system and to explain the rationale and benefits of the

-8-
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system to al -liters of the University community. Two standard hands-on

training classes were designed one for each of the two main types of

telephone sets - and corresponding user guides were developed. With the

volume of individuals to be trained in a limited timeframe, video tape with

paused practice time for each feature was chosen as the main training tool.

Thia ensured the 0.1 material was presented in a timely, consistent, and

controlled manner. Three video tapes were produced with the help of one of

the University communications offices. All filming was done on campus to

instill pride in the system and to foster identification with it.

The training program consists of a main instructor to explain course

objectives and content; two additional instructors to assist with hands-on

feature practice and to answer questions; an introductory video to describe

the system and its benefits and capabilities; a hands-on training video

specific to the type of equipment being taught; transparencies with

corresponding handout at each station which give directions for team

practice of each feature during pauses in the video; a question and answer

session; and time to complete a questionnaire. Certificates of completion

are provided at the end of each class. Add-on training modules for special

equipment or features were developed and are used with the standard classes

as needed. A display table of all types of equipment used by the University

is provided in each room.

Knowing that not all employees would attend a training class, other less

Formal educational opportunities are provided. Open sessions are designated

weekly at the training rooms and employees are encouraged to come and

-9-
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experiment with the new equipment and to ask questions of the trainers.

Twenty minute telephone briefings, where the introductory video is shown and

equipment is explained, are scheduled in various auditoriums on campus. An

information table is set up periodically at strategic locations, such as the

hospital cafeteria during lunch, to display equipment and provide

informational handouts.

On-the-job training aids were developed for use at one's own desk. In

addition to the two types of user's guides, Quick Reference Cards are being

developed. A University-specific faceplate with instructions for accessing

frequently-used features was designed for personal line telephones and

University-specific feature button designations are used on the electronic

telephones.

The marketing strategic plan called for every University employee to

have the opportunity to learn about the new telecommunication system and its

potential and how to use the system in his or her role in the University. A

University-specific, ongoing, multi-media approach to information exchange

and education is necessary to accomplish this goal. Information technology

staff must take on the role of facilitating, coordinating, educating and

advising the entire University community in the use of new information

technology to provide the most efficient and effective integrated solution

to the needs of the University as a whole.

-10-
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Managing a Major Urban University's Expanding Network

Cathy Cooper-Weidner
Manager

Computer and Network Operations
Bitnet: CCOOPER @ WAYNEST1

Abstract

Alan McCord
Manager

User Services
Bitnet: AMCCOiD C WAYNEST1

Wayne State University
Computing Services Cer'.er

5925 Woodward Aven
Detroit, MI 48202

The Wayne State University Computing Services Center is rapidly
implementing an integrated administrative and academic computing
network which serves both the University and external computing
communities. The network provides access to all central main,:rame
facilities and departmental minicomputers using both hard-wired
and dial-up terminals. Remote dial-up access is available to the
entire Detroit metropolitan area through a network of
strategically placed multiplexor facilities and statewide through
the Merit Computer Network. Access is also provided through
public packet-switching networks and inter-campus electronic mail
links.

This presentation describes the evolution of the network, details
its present configuration, and offers plans for its future
growth. Many issues related to the management of the network are
discussed, including University commitment, management and staff
participation, establishment of new services, user raining and
consulting, documentation, equipment acquisition, and
coordination between the Computing Services Center and
departments providing their own computing facilities. Two
important components of the network management plan -- a Network
Task Force and a Network Control Center, will be described. A
subjective evaluation of the results achieved using these tools
will be presented.
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I. Computing at Wayne State

This paper deals with managing the expansion of Wayne State
University's computing network. It begins by describing the
computing environment at the University, the recent rapid growth
of the network, and the management issues associated with this
growth. It then describes two management tools which have been
used successfully to address these issues: a Network Task Force
and a Network Control Center. It continues with a description of
the results observed through use of these tools.

A. Organization

Computing activities at Wayne State University are undergoing
a process of centralization. A new position, that of Vice
President of Computer and Information Technology, was created
in mid-1985 to support this process. Wayne State is one of
the nation's largest urban universities, with a student
population of 29,000 and annual expenditures of $269 million.
The elever schools and colleges include a college of
engineering, a law school, and one of the country's largest
medical schools. In an institution of this sizJ and
complexity, computing is a very significant activity.

At this time, the Vice President has four functional units
reporting to him:

Marketing and Development is responsible for developing
external computing business. External revenue totals 2.2
million dollars annually.

Academic Programs is a newly formed unit responsible for
developing institutional incentive programs to help
integrate computing into the University curriculum. It is
presently staffed by a former professor :f education at
the University.

Telecommunications Services is responsible for
implementation of the campus data and voice system.

The Computing Services Center (CSC) provides the
computing utility. It is responsible for mainframe
services, the data network, microcomputer services and
user support.

At this time, responsibility for development of new
administrative systems rests under the Senior Vice President
of Business and Finance. The CSC is responsible for operation
of administrative batch and online systems, as well as for
operation of the computing network which provides online
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access to the applications.

B. Computing Services Center
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The CSC presently employs 86 staff members and 1-is an
operating budget of $7.4 million. There are four major
departments which report to the Director:

Operating Systems and Communications is staffed by
systems programmers and is responsible for hardware
configuration, operating system software, and
communication software.

System Services is responsible for the installation and
maintenance of application programs and for system
security.

User Services is responsible for consulting,
documentation, microcomputer suppurt, and user training.

Computer and Network Operations is responsible for
mainframe operations, the MVS production environment, and
the communication network.

Operating Systems and Communications and System Services are
collectively referenced as "Technical Support" throughout
this paper.

C. Computing tavironment

The present computing configuration at fayne State is shown
in Figure 1. The CSC presently operates three mainframe
systems:

an Amdahl 470 11/8 with 16 megabytes of main memory
running the Michigan Terminal System or "MTS." This
machine principally serves academic and external users.

A new IBM 3081 CX with 32 megabytes of main memory
running MVS/CICS and CMS. This machine runs the
University's administrative production sw,cems.

An IBM 4381 with 16 megabytes r: memory running CMS
and PROFS, IBM's Professional Office System. This machine
serves a mixture of academic and administrative users.

All three mainframes run under IBM's Virtual Machine (VM)
operating system and are linked using IBM's RSCS and PASSTHRU
products.

Both bisynchronous and asynchronous communication networks
are supported. Bisynchronous access is provided through an
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Figure 1. Wayne State University Computing Environment

Amdahl 4705 front-end processor. We have recently installed
an IBM 3725 front-end processor which is presently being used
to build the CSC's SNA network. The bisynchronous network
presently supports approximately 30 local and remote IBM 3274
terminal controllers located on campus. These controllers
provide network attachments for over 700 IBM 3178 terminals
and personal computers.

Asynchronous access is provided through hardware and software
developed by he Merit Computer Network, which is a

consortium of Michigan public universities based at the
University of Michigan. Our asynchronous network provides
local dial-up numbers, additional dial-up ports throughout
the Metropolitan Detroit area, private RJE stations, campus
links to DEC, Prime and Harris minicomputers, and connections
with Telenet, Autonet and Tymnet.

Local electronic mail is provided by the MTS message system
and PROFS. Remote mail service is provided by MTS-net,
Mailnet, ARPAnet, CSnet, and BITNET.

The Merit Computer Network provides access to mainframe
facilities at the five major Michigan universities. Wayne
State is presently the only member of the Merit consortium to
provide access to all mainframe operating systems on campus.
An 8.25 link between the Merit processors and the Amdahl 4705
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allows users dialing the asynchronous network to access all
three Wayne State mainframes. We have installed protocol
conversion software on this link to allow users with
asynchronous devices to use our full-screen systems.

II. Growth of Computing

Wayne State's computing facilities have grown dramatically over
the past two years. This growth has resulted in increased
mainframe capacity, network coverage, greater geographic
expansion, and the integration of services.

A. CPU Capacity

The CSC has installed three new mainframe systems within the
last three years. We began with two Amdahl 470 V/6 mainframes
in 1982, and are now looking to the installation of a fourth
processor (or its performance equivalent) during 1986. Figure
2 shows the installation schedule of our mainframe processors
with their accompanying main memory capacities.

Linking our mainframes was a major step toward providing an
integrated Lomputing environment. An integrated environment
was accomplished in two stages: first, IBM's VM operating
system was installed on all machines. As part of this
process, Wayne State was the first site to implement the MTS
operating system under VM. Second, IBM's PASSTHRU software
product was installed under VM on each machine. PASSTHRU
allows users connected to one virtual machine to establish a
link to another machine via a channel interface. This makes
it possible for one termirql to be used for multiple
applications. For example, administrative users connected to
the IBM 3081 processor can quickly establish a link to our
academic machine, and vice versa.

Technical Support staff are now working to migrate our
network to SNA. SNA, or Systems Network Architecture, is
IBM's single architecture for Data Communications Systems.

B. Communications Network

The growth of WSUnet o'er the past two years has been as
significant as the growth of our mainframe capacity. We have
-igrated from a dial-up asynchronous environment to an
integrated asynchronous and bisynchronous network, with the
total number of ports rising from 270 to 890 during this
time. Figure 2 shows the growth of WSUnet in terms of
available ports.

As part of our effort to provide dial-up access to all
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mainframes, we consolidated our asynchronous access methods
using the Merit Computer Network. In 1983, for example, seven
different campus dial-up numbers were used to access the
various mainframe systems and applications. As of November
1985, only one on-campus dial-up number is used. This single
number provides access to all three mainframe systems at 110,
300, and 1200 baud. 2400 baud access is presently being
planned.

Much of the growth of WSUnet has been associated with the
expanding bisynchronous network, which principally serves the
University's administrative users. Our network services have
been provided to coincide with new online systems acquired
from Information Associates. The demands of the
administrative user community differ significantly from those
faced only two years ago, when most online access arose from
academic users.

While WSUnet has grown rapidly and the size and composition
of our user community have changed markedly, CSC staff size
has been reduced from 131 in 1983 to its present level of 86.
The reduced staffing levels and increased workload have been
accomplished in spite of having to work with two locals of
the United Auto Workers, the union which represents the
University's technical, professional, and clerical staff.

C. Access to WSUnet

Wayne State is not a residential university. Students live
throughout the Detroit Metropolitan area and commute to
campus. Our graduate student population numbers over 10,000.
The average age of a Wayne State student is 27, with the
majority of students holding full time jobs and raising
families. It was therefore very important for us to provide
off-campus access to our mainframes.

The AT&T divestiture coincided with our decision to provide
wide-ranging geographic access throughout the metropolitan
Detroit Local Access Transport Area, or LATA. Working with
the University's College of Lifelong Learning, the CSC has
placed four terminal multiplexors at extension center
locations throughout the metropolitan area. A fifth
multiplexor is being installed now. Like our on-campus
facilities, these multiplexors provide 110, 300 and 1200 baud
access to all mainframe systems and applications. They have
placed the University's mainframes within local calling range
of approximately 4,000,000 people throughout the metropolitan
area. The locations of these dial-up facilities are shown in
Figure 4.

In addition to home access, a number of our graduate students
use Wayne State mainframes from their businesses during the
day. Students from other universities, such as the University
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of Michigan, access their campus mainframes through Wayne
State dial-up ports. Furthermore, facilities provided by the
Merit Network allow caller-paid connections to Telenet and
other public networks. Over 40 networks are now available
without value-added billing.

D. Merit Computer Network

As a member of the Merit Computer Network, Wayne State can
also take advantage of dial-up facilities installed
throughout Michigan by the Merit consortium. The areas
serviced by Merit are generally associated with the campuses
of the five universities presently linked by the network.
Other dial-up facilities have been placed to serve remote
extension programs and, in some cases, external customers of
the various computing centers.

E. Integrated Services

As mentioned earlier, the CSC operates a communication
network which provides access to both academic and
administrative computing systems. We also provide service tc
a large number of external customers who access our systems
through the public networks. The CSC chose to integrate its
academic and administrative computing networks for a number
of reasons:

Hardware and software costs are lowered because the CSC
supports a smaller range of front-end processors and
communication software.

Operating costs are lowered because system and network
operators manage fewer operating systems and front-end
processors.

User training costs are cut because single training
programs can in many cases address both administrative
and academic users.

University departments need only purchase single
workstations to access both the administrative and
academic systems. The stable environment also prepares
them for development of local area networks and
distributed computing.

Standardizing operating systems and access methods helps
toe CSC remain current with operating systems and
communication software. For example, despite our rapid
growth, we are presently involved in several major
conversion projects which include installing SNA,
migrating our mainframe systems to XA architecture, and
installing IBM 3480 cartridge tape drives.
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Our integrated network makes it possible to initiate new
development projects. One example is the Detroit Area
Library Network, or DALNET. DALNET represents a major
commitment by the University to provide computing
services to other public sector institutions in the area.
This will be done by linking the Wayne State Library with
the 28 branches of the Detroit Public Library (including
two remote libraries which will use radio links to tLe
network), 14 hospitals, at least two other universities

a total of 55 library systems.

The CSC will operate Northwestern University's NOTIS
circulation system on an IBM 4381. Implementation has
begun with full implementation scheduled for the fall of
1987. Because terminal access will be through WSUnet, all
terminals which can access NOTIS will be able to link to
the other mainframe computing facilities of the
University. DALNET represents the first library network
in the country shared by multiple segments of the public
sector.

III. Management Issues and Tools

The rapid growth of WSUnet over the past two years created a
variety of new management issues which needed to be addressed.
The issues seemed to fall into two areas: planning and service.

A. Network Planning

Planning management and service management require different
approaches. Planning is a very dynamic process which requires
input from all CSC departments. The level of planning
activity varies widely over time, and planning decisions need
to be made quickly and accurately. For these reasons, we
decided to approach the planning process by utilizing a task
force model.

Task forces are suited for managerial situations in which a
wide range of expertise is needed to solve specific problems.
The lack of bureaucracy which is characteristic of a task
force provides an environment in which decisions can be made
quickly. As a task force carries with it no departmental
"turf", there is little contention among the participants. A
task force differs from a committee in its formal authority,
short-term existence, and (in many cases) the results it
achieves.

Prior to the initiation of the task force, the planning
processes did not involve all operating departments of the
CSC and did not take into account the wide range of concerns
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which the task force addresses. There were several factors
which indicated the need for a Network Task Force:

WSUnet was growing at a very rapid rate. We recognized
that we needed to control the growth of the network or
the increased demands of users for network connections
would control the CSC. Furthermore, the growth placed the
CSC in a position of high exposure on campus.

The University had made a commitment to office automation
on campus by making a pool of matching fund monies
available for acquiring workstations. While this was a
positive move, the program could not be administered
effectively without a corresponding commitment to network
planning by the CSC.

Several departments submitted requests for matching fund
monies but were not originally slated to receive terminal
controllers. And, of course, several departments
originally scheduled to receive controllers did not apply
for matching funds to acquire new workstations. In
addition, several departments changed leadership during
the planning phase, and as we all know, some leaders are
more equal than others and can affect the planning
process on short notice. These discrepancies required
that controller installation schedules be checked
frequently and rigorously.

Several CSC departments were mal'ing commitments to
University units for network resources and personnel
time. Since there was no central person or group acting
as a clearinghouse for commitments, both hardware and
personnel resources were being overcommitted. There was
constant political pressure to reallocate resources in an
effort to solve these problems, but it was not possible
to cover all commitments in a timely fashion.

Furthermore, there were cases in which more than one CSC
department worked with the same unit to develop office
computing plans. Because of the different orientation of
the various CSC departments, these plans 0V-en conflicted
in both approach and configuration. As..de from the
obvious confusion, the political price associated with
these incidents was very high.

A final impetus for creating the Task Force was the lack
of departmental coordination. Each of the CSC departments
plays a role in the future of WSUnet. These roles,
however, often overlapped or were not clearly defined. As
a result, departments occasionally had conflicting
priorities. Effort was duplicated in areas such as
workstation evaluation, microcomputer software selection,
user documentation, consulting, and training.
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While the conditions surrounding the network planning process
indicated that a task force would be an appropriate solution,
those surrounding the provision of network services indicated
another approach. Because network services needed to be
characterized by responsiveness and coordination, a more
formal management approach was indicated. However, no
existing CSC function was able to offer the service needed to
support the network. A new service unit called the Network
Control Center was created.

The need for a Network Control Center was first discussed in
the summer of 1984. The Network Control Center emerged as a
service requirement due to a number of factors:

The CSC was supporting complex networks. The coupling of
a non-standard asynchronous network with a rapidly
growing bisynchronous network presented a challenge in
effective management. The CSC experiences heavy network
traffic from the Merit Computer Network and from the
commercial data netwcrks. In one recent month, users from
47 states used CSC systems. We realized that we could not
achieve our goal of inexpensive, reliable access for our
users without providing specialized network services.

The CSC was supporting multiple systems. We operate an
integrated network which allows a user to access all
systems using the same terminal. The use of PASSTHRU
created a truly "virtual" communications environment
which made problem tracking more difficult. The use of
Simware's SIM3278 product for protocol conversion
increased the number and variety of terminal devices
which could access the systems. The problems encountered
in using these packages were beyond the scope of past
experience and required special attention.

We set specific goals for availability and reliability.
These goals were consistent with our charge of providing
the computing "utility" to the campus. We view ourselves
in much the same way as an electric or telephone utility:
users expect computing services 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week, and expect good response time and system
stability. In our environment, network stability is as
important as operating system stability. We recognized
that our staff was not prepared to respond quickly and
effectively to network problems. We also recognized that
network services needed to be provided whenever the
mainframe systems were a "ailable, not just during
business hours.

A direct result of improved system availability and
reliability is increased user satisfaction. But it was
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also important to provide a higher level of user support
to our customers. We wanted network problems 'o be
handled in an efficient, business-like manner. Prior to
the creation of the Network Control Center, problems were
addressed haphazardly. Network knowledge was scattered
among a number of staff members, and there was little
coordination between departments. If one key staff member
was out of the office or on vacation, problems often
"disappeared."

Our final goal was to provide users with a central point
of contact for network-related problems. This addressed
the need for centralized record-keeping and efficient
problem routing inside the CSC. Prior to the creation of
the Network Control Center, users were frequently passed
from one person to another, often without problem
resolution. Our technical staff were inundated with
inappropriate calls. In one instance, a terminal
controller was powered off so an employee could plug in a
fan. Due to inadequate procedures, a systems programmer
spent time resolving that particular problem.

IV. Network Task Force

The Network Task Force is Wayne State's tool for managing the
network planning process. The task force represents an integrated
approach to problem-solving which does not lie within the domain
of any single CSC department.

A. Task Force Composition

Implementing the Network Task Force was pimple and
straightforward. Every CSC department was already involved
with WSUnet so it was logical for each to have one or two
representatives. The Task Force has a total of seven members,
including the CSC Director who functions as group leader. His
participation has been one of the most important factors In
the success of the Task Force. His presence gives the group
the authority to make decisions and to establish policy. A
second important factor has been representation by technical
staff and management. This ensures that both technical and
managerial considerations are discussed before a decision is
made.

B. Task Force Responsibilities

Members of the Task Force are responsible for developing
policies and procedures related to networking and
workstations. These range from a policy for the acquisition
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of computing equipment to a procedure for attaching devices
to WSUnet.

Several units, such as the CSC, Purchasing, and Physical
Plant, provide services which affect the network. Policies
and procedures define these services. They also define
responsibilities for departments acquiring and attaching
equipment to WSUnet. For instance, these departments are
responsible for maintaining the terminal devices attached to

the network. The CSC is responsible for installing and
maintaining everything up to and including the cables
attached to the device.

As part of developing policies and procedures, the Task Force
members evaluate d select the hardware and software which
can be purchased w nout special justification. Our goal is

to have multi-function workstations which can be used with
all systems. We have made the assumption that a microcomputer
or word processor purchased now will eventually be connected
to the network. We want to be sure that it is compatible and
that it will allow users to be productive. We believe that if
we don't place restrictions on what can be purchased, we will
pay a price for years.

The Task Force is responsible for identifying the network
training needed by staff and users. The appropriate CSC
departments actually design and implement the training
programs. Several of the Task Force members also meet with
unit representatives to help them define their computing
needs and plan accordingly.

The Task Force coordinates network installation. This begins
with setting priorities for controller locations and
determining a schedule. One member monitors the status of the
controllers, leased lines, modems, cabling and electrical
work. This person coordinates the efforts of the vendors, the
telephone companies and the electricians in order to meet
completion dates.

Finally, the Task Force plans and controls the network's
expansion. They estimate how many controllers will be
installed in the next few years and determine where they
should be located. They help prepare budgets; and, with
network expansion in mind, they plan the modifications and
additions to the CSC's communications hardware and software.

C. Problems Encountered

The Network Task Force has encountered a few problems in

implementing its plans. It is not surprising that the major
problem is political in nature. There are political
implications associated with determining the order in which
departments receive controllers. As on other campuses, Wayne
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State has some departments which are more influential than
others. This influence has to be taken into account.

University priorities have to be considered and when they
change, the installation schedule has to be modified
accordingly. This has a ripple affect which can impact the

entire installation process. Arslther problem resulted from
confusion related to University procedures. In many cases, it
was not known what the procedure was or whether one existed.
As described earlier, the Task Force wrote lirocedures which
clarified numerous situations.

Frustration is frequently experienced in working with non-CSC
departments and companies which are involved in network
installation. For instance, we cannot control the length of

time taken by the telephone companies to install a leased
line. Since the divestiture, more than two months can elapse
before one is installed.

The University's Physical Plant is another source of

frustration. This unit stri gs the coax cable. When the
Budget Office needed to have a local area network wired,
Physical Plant provided an estimate of $8,000 to do the work.
Electronics technicians from the library lid the actual work
fcr $400.

We also contend with vendors who convince people that they
need hardware wnich is not on the CSC's approved equipment
list. One smart vendor decided to start at the top. Wayne
State now has a word processing system in the President's
Office which is not on the approved list. This system became
a headache for the CSC once it was connected to the network.

D. Results Achieved

In spite of these problems, the Network Task Force has been a
very successful tool for network planning at Wayne State.
Network goals and tasks are more clearly defined and are
known to more people. Hardware and personnel resources are
being utilized more effectively and staff feel less
frustration because they are pulled in fewer directions.

Cooperation between the CSC and other University departments
has improved as a result of working out inter-departmental
policies and procedures; and, having procedures in place has
helped the CSC to operate more professionally. Staff know
their network responsibilities and can respond to user
inquiries with more informtion as well as greater
confidence.

Users are gaining more knowledge about networking and
workstations and are becoming more comfortable with computer
technology in their environment. As a result, they are using
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more of our computing resources.

There are also political advantages which have resulted from
better planning. Having a comprehensive network plan has
allowed us to modify central administration's perceptions of
the network. This has resulted in additional monies for
network expansion.

V. Network Control Center

Wayne State's second network management tool, the Network Control
Center, addresses network services. The Network Control Center
has two components: a Network Control Desk and Network
Operations. These components have different responsibilities and
are staffed ty people with different qualifications.

A. Network Control Desk Responsibilities

The Network Control Desk provides the "front-line" contact
for users experiencing network problems. Control Desk staff
receive calls and identify problems. Whenevcr possible, they
reproduce them using the tools at their disposal. If a
problem is diagnosed as network-related, they invoke
first-level problem determination procedures. Staff are also
responsible for logging incoming calls, maintaining system
status messages, monitoring the status of all network lines,
and interfacing with the CSC': problem management
coordinator.

Another important function is working with WSUnet "site
administrators." Each terminal controller located in a campus
department has a staff member from that department who acts
as the site administrator. The CSC assists in selecting this
person. The site administrator is trained to work with
Network Control to help diagnose terminal or controller
problems and reload the controller if necessary. They also
serve as focal points for information disseminated by Network
Control, and help train other staff who use the controllers.

B. Network Operations Responsibilities

Network Operations staff are responsible for operating the
hardware and software components of WSUnet. This includes
operating the front-end processors, terminal controllers, and
the asynchronous and bisynchr)nous communication software.
They perform second-level problem determination for problems
which the Network Control Desk cannot solve.

Other responsibilities include configuring the network and
working with system operators and Technical Support staff to
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resolve problems with hardware or system software. Problems
which Network Operations cannot solve are forwarded to the
Technical Support staff for third-level problem
determination.

C. Organizing for Network Control

The first planning issue addressed was the Network Control
Center's placement within the CSC's organization. Two
departments were considered: User Services and Operations. We
decided to place the Network Control Center in Operations.
This department's name was changed from Operations and
Control to Computer and Network Operations to reflect the
addition of the Network Control Center.

It took CSC management approximately 4 months to decide that,
for Wayne State, the Network Control Center would be most
effective in Operations. This decision was contrary to the
model many organizations are following.

1. IBM Model

The model proposed by IBM is, perhaps, the most common
one. In this model, users do not contact network
operators, system operators or Technical Support. They
have one point of contact which is the "help desk." We
did not believe that this would be the most effective
model for our organization. If we had chosen it, we would
have incorporated the Network Control Center into the
existing User Services consulting function. We felt
strongly, however, that the Network Control Center should
have close ties with operations. By placing the Network
Control Center in the computer room, we could staff it 24
hours per day, seven days per week by cross-training
system operators. We concluded that having close ties to
operations was more important to us than having one point
of contact.

2. WSU Model

The CSC, therefore, has two points of user contact, the
Network Control Center in the Computer and Network
Operations Department and the Consulting Desk in the User
Services Department. The Network Control Center is
charged with resolving problems in accessing WSUnet. The
Consulting Desk is charged with solving problems in using
the operating systems and applications. In other words,
Network Control helps users get to the systems;
Consulting helps them once they get there. In our model,
users do not contact the system operators or technical
support staff. There is, of course, no right or wrong
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location for a Network Control Center. Each organization
should place the Network Control Center where it can be

most effective in managing the network and most
responsive to the users.

D. Planning for Network Control

Computer and Network Operations management formed a task
force charged with establishing the Network Control Center.
The task force included representatives from all CSC
departments and vendor consultants. These people determined
the duties which the Network Control Center staff would
perform and selected and ordered the appropriate tools. They
also participated in training the staff and planned the
integration of the Center into the CSC.

Computer and Network Operations management selected the
Network Control Center staff from within the department. No
additional staff were hired. A data entry operator and a

secretary were chosen to be Network Control Desk operators.
Both people have good communication skills. A senior computer
operator was selected to head the Network Control Center as
network operator.

E. Training for Network Control

The Network Control Center has been successful as a network
service tool because we invested time in management, staff
and user training.

1. Management Training

Management training was very important and was
accomplished by attending network courses.
Representatives from all CSC departments attended problem
and change management courses and made several site
visits.

2. Network Control Staff Training

Training was critical for the Network Control Center
staff. Technical Support staff and vendor consultants
gave in-house presentations. On-the-job training was the
best technique with the Technical Support Department
providing considerable assistance in the early stages.

We had weekly meetings between Network Control and
Technical Support staff in which the problem sheets from
the previous week were discussed. Solutions were examined
as well as alternate actions. We also ordered self-study
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courses which included PHOENIX computer based training.

3. Consulting Staff Training

Training for the User Services consulting staff focused
on understanding the role of the Network Control Center
and on developing working relationships with Network
Control Center staff. In joint staff meetings, we

stressed having a consultant or Network Control Desk
operator "own" a problem. With two numbers which users
can call for help, we don't want a user passed back and
forth because everyone believes the problem belongs to
someone else. We used role-playing to reinforce good
practice in working with users. The self-study courses
have also been available for the consulting staff.

4. User Training

User training is on-going. We use newsletter articles to

help them understand the roles of the Network Control
Center and Consulting. We also provide orientation
sessions for site administrators on a regular basis.
These sessions will give them a chance to meet the

Network Control Center staff, tour the facility and
become familiar with the tools and procedures used by

Network Control. In addition, we offer a seminar on
attaching microcomputers to WSUnet and are planning a

seminar on networking fundamentals.

F. Problems Encountered

The problems which the Network Control Center has encountered
have stemmed from two primary sources: a non-standard
environment and rapid growth. The non-standard, or non-SNA,
environment has made it more difficult to acquire hardware
and software for network control. It has also made it
difficult to find formal training for the Network Control
Center staff. SNA courses are available for management and
network operators; but, we have not found courses designed
specifically for network control desk operators.

Rapid growth can cause problems in any environment and ours
is no exception. Again, one of the areas affected is

training. As the network grows and more people are exposed to
computing, user training becomes a larger task; and, as the
computer room environment changes and conversion projects are
completed, staff training becomes more time-consuming.
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These problems have only kept us from realizing the. Network
Control Center's full potential as quickly as we would like.

They have not kept us from achieving very positive results.

1. Improved Services

Better network management provides immediate access to
current network information. This allows us to respond to

problems more quickly. Fewer problems are lost on

someone's desk since we have improved our problem
management. It is much easier, now, to track a problem.
By examining problem sheets w:itten before and after the

Network Control Center was established, we can see that
problems are being resolved much faster, often in minutes
instead of hours. Faster problem resolution results in
greater network availability.

Planning and implementing the Network Control Center have

increased communication between CSC departments and

between the CSC and network users. And new policies and

procedures have helped us to operate in a more
business-like manner.

2. Increased User Satisfaction

We were made aware of increased user satisfaction
immediately since they were more vocal, for a change, in

their praise rather than their criticism. They appreciate
having one point of contact for network problems as well

as knowing the telephone will be answered at all times.
Their frustration is reduced because someone assumes
ownership of their problems and because downtime is
decreased. This increases their productivity.

3. Increased Staff Satisfaction

We began to see increased staff satisfaction within two
months. Technical Support and User Services staff receive
fewer network calls since these are now focused on the

Network Control Center.

Computer and Network Operations staff have been

cross-trained to establish the Network Control Center
without additional personnel. Although this has increased
the work load, they are pleased with the additional
knowledge and skills. The Network Control Center has also
introduced new positions. As a result, we have begun to
develop career paths for operations personnel.
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Conclusion

This paper has described Wayne State's computing environment,
WSUnet's rapid growth and the network management issues
addressed. It has also presented the Network Task Force as a
network planning tool and the Network Control Center as a network
service tool.

It is important to recognize that these tools can be implemented
and can be effective without large capital expenditure and
without additional human resources. We believe these management
tools have positioned us to respond effectively to the rapid
growth of Wayne State's large urban network. We anticipate
orderly growth in the future as a result.
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Improving User Support by Establishing a Customer Service Center
OR

Have a Problem? Call the Help Desk!

Judith Hagen Di Marco
Marist College

Poughkeepsie, New York

A simple strategy for improving user satisfaction is the
establishment of a Customer Service Center, or Help Desk,
within the data processing department. A Help Desk provides
users with a single service facility for two way communications
about problems, complaints, questions. service status, downtime,
user education, documentation, and other information. The Help
Desk can service all center users, whether administrative,
academic or other, and provides data processing with a central
repository of information regarding all aspects of DP Services.

This paper describes the concept of the Help Desk,
including purpose and functions. It discusses the experience of
one institution in establishing the facility, including staffing,
organization, and benefits. It also gives readers "helps for
Establishing a Help Desk".
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Improving User Support by Establishing a Customer Service Center

Probably the most important management fundamental that is
being ignored today is staying close to the customer to
satisfy his needs and anticipate his wants. In too many
companies, the customer has become a bloody nuisance
whose unpredictable behavior damages carefully made
strategic plans, whose activities mess up computer
operations, and who stubbornly insists that purchased
products should work.

--Lew Young, Editor in Chief, Business Week

It sounas painfully familiar. Managing user relations (or user
satisfaction) is one of the most difficult challenges faced not only by
information managers in our business, but the world over. High demand and
expectations of users, a shortage of resources, the rapid pace of technology
growth, long lead times r 3ded for equipment planning and systems
development, constantly changing requirements of users and state and federal
agencies, technological obsolescence, communication problems, not to mention
interpersonal problems, contribute to the challenge. Users are more
knowledgeable of and more involved in computer operations than they were 10
years ago. Alternative sources of information services including micros,
outside time sharing vendors, systems development and programming
consultants, and easy to use off-the-shelf software offer new solutions to
user needs--and competition to the traditional DP function. Effective user
relations is essential if our business is to continue.

But how can we improve (or even begin to concentrate on) user
relations? One simple strategy which addresses this issue is the
establishment of a Customer Service Center, or Help Desk, within the data
processing department. This paper will describe the concept of the Help
Desk, including purpose, functions, and benefits to both users and the DP
department.

Purpose of a Help Desk

A Help Desk provides users with a single service facility for two way
communications about problems, complaints, questions, service status,
downtime, user education, documentation, and other information. The Help
Desk can service all DP users, whether administrative, academic or external,
and provides data processing management with a central source of information
regarding use of and user reaction to all aspects of DP services.

Functions of a Help Desk

A Help Desk can serve a variety of functions depending on the needs
and organization of the data processing department and the users. A
description of the basic functions of a Help Desk follows.

First Line Problem Determination. A Help Desk provides a central contact
point for users of DP services. The Help Desk staff can receive problems
and questions, and can provide solutions/answers without interrupting
programmers or other technical staff. If a question/problem is beyond the
scope of Help Desk expertise, the Help Desk staff member can work with the
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user to fully understand the problem, can identify the area or individual on
the DP staff who would be most appropriate to deal with the issue, and can
pass on the problem in a timely fashion.

Information Resource. The Help Desk provides a centralized information
repository for all documentation, periodicals, manuals, schedules, etc. This
resource can be accessed by users and data processing staff. A centralized
information facility, if managed well, can eliminate duplicate information and
reduce costs (i.e.; multiple DP staff receiving the same periodical; rewriting
documentation that exists but can't be found). The information function can,
in fact, go beyond paper information. The Help Desk may have access to
various on-line networks and/or bulletin boards, and may be able to network
people at the same institution with the same interests together.

Handling Complaints. Effective handling of complaints can increase user
satisfaction substantially. The most important step in handling complaints is
listening -- all the way to the end without interrupting. Help Desk staff
must be good listeners, and must be able to separate the content of a

complaint from the feelings a user is expressing. As a "user advocate", a

Help Desk staff member can be the user's partner. By dealing with specific
content, and helping the user to clarify his or her request, constructive
action can be taken. If there is no request; the user is simply expressing
anger and/or frustration, the Help Desk staff can provide a place to
"ventilate" and can log the incident(s) which provoked this reaction.

Logging calls and Producing Reports. All calls received at the Help Desk
must be logged. The minimum amount of information recorded should include
date, time, initials of the Help Desk staff member who took the call,
identification of the caller (area or office, name of caller and/or account
code), caller's phone numbe, (for follow up), brief descriotion of the
problem. Other useful information may include status of the problem (open or
closed), type of problem (request for documentation, programming problem,
communications problem, etc), initials of the resolver, brief description of the
resolution, date of resolution, time used solving the problem. Management
reports can be generated periodically from this data. It is useful to identify
the specific reports that will be useful to managers prior to designing the
form or data base that will be used Lo log calls.

Follow up. This is a simple yet extremely effective method of improving user
relations. DP staff often gets caught up in solving problems, and never gets
back to the user to inform him/her of changes, solutions, or simply to see if
the problem has been solved from the users point of view. The Help Desk
can provide this often missing link.

A Case in Point Establishing a Help Desk at Marist College

Marist College is an independent co-educational liberal arts college
located on the Hudson River in Poughkeepsie, New York midway between New
York City and Albany. The institution was founded by the Marist Brothers
and chartered as a four year College in 1946. In 1969, ownership of the
College was transferred to the Marist College Educational Corporation with an
independent Board of Trustees.

Marist is tuition intensive with a large proportion of revenue provided
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by sponsored programs. The 100 acre campus accommodates 3450 full-time
equivalent (FTE) undergraduate students and 425 FTE graduate students.

The Marist Computer Center organizationally falls within the aegis of
the Vice President for Administration and Finance. The Center provides all
computer support for both administrative and academic users at the College.
Current computer center staff consists of 15 FTE professionals and 50
students. Administrative users utilize in-house developed systems written in
APL and operating in the MUSIC environment under VM on a 4341-L1.
Academic users utilize various facilities in the MUSIC as well as CMS
environments under VM on a 4341-P12. A software package called SSI (Single
System Image) produced by Adesse Corporation provides communication
between the two CPUs and makes the hardware environment transparent to
the user. Approximately 100 IBM Personal Computers are distributed in
administrative and academic areas around the campus.

Why a Help Desk was Established

In 1984, the College received a $4.5 million equipment gift from the IBM
Corporation to support academic computing. The 1984 gift tripled the
hardware and software resources managed by the computer center. Prior to
receipt of the gift, the service environment was one where the user who
screamed the loudest (or knew the most staff to call) got service. There was
no centralized clearing house for calls or problems; in fact, the staff on
occasion would literally run into each other while trying to solve the same
problem for the same user. It was recognized that with the addition of new
equipment and facilities, hence new users, the center could no longer operate
in this fashion if it was to be effective in serving users.

General Description of the Facility and Function

A User Support Specialist (USS) was hired to establish a Help Desk.
The USS reports directly to the Director of User Services. The Help Desk i.;
located at the front of the User Services office area and is a desk with a

phone and an IBM 3290 (4 available screens) terminal. The desk is open
between 8:30AM and 5:00PM and accepts calls from all users; administrators,
staff, faculty and students (although students are primarily supported by
student aides in the labs). Calls are logged on either paper forms or
through full screen entry into an SQL (Structured Query Language) database
using DBEdit. The paper form (or printed panel) is passed on to the
resolver who returns it to the Help Desk when the problem has been
resolved. Information from the paper logs is entered into the database, and
reports are generated on a monthly basis using QMF (Query Management
Facility).

During the course of it's development, the Marist Computer Center Help
Desk has been responsible for answering user calls, solving problems
(whether at the Help Desk or through another DP Ff.,ff person), handling
complaints, providing information and/or documentation to users, organizing
and maintaining a library of manuals, documentation and periodicals, writing
documentation, conducting one-on-one training sessions with users,
distributing the Newsletter, calling users regarding unscheduled downtime,
scheduling special facilities, managing academic accounts, and coordinating
proble-1 tracking and change management throughout the center. The job of
the User Support Specialist is a difficult one; in eighteen months we have had
three different people in the position. We have discovered that, although the
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ideal situation is to have one person answering the phone, responsibility for
phone work can be distributed as long as ONE person is responsible for
making sure problem, are resolved, complaints handled and follow up calls are
made. We also discovered that the responsibilities and the tasks of the User
Support Specialist must be well defined if the person in the job is to be
effective. (See Appendix A - Performance Standards)

Helps for Establishing a Help Desk

Identify the specific responsibilities of the person responsible for the Help
Desk. The job can become a "catch-all'' or more often a dur oirig ground
for tasks no one else wants to do. Be sure the individual, the users, and
members of the DP staff are informed as to the function(s) this person
serves.

Select the right person for the job. The person responsible for the Help
Desk must have good communication skills, ability to organize, ability to
supervise, and patience. Some technical background is useful; however, this
should not be a primary requirement for the position.

Clearly identify the reports that will be produced from the phone log data.
The phone log provides a wealth of information regarding chronic and
occasional problems, requests for information, complaints that users have.
Managers can use this information to identify trends in user needs, critical
and/or chronic problems, users who are experiencing difficulty. It can be
used as a planning tool, and as a evaluation of "how well we're doi..g" in
meeting service standards and satisfying users. The manager(s), however,
must be responsible for identifying what they need, in what form, and how it
will be used.

Train the person responsible for the Help Desk. A structured (or at least
organized) training program is important. The person responsible must have
a clear idea of what is expected of him/her, be familiar with the users
system(s), and have some opportunity to work with each DP staff person
during the training period. Help Desk staff members must also have a clear
idea of computer center and college policies and procedures.

Maintain clear and useful Help Desk documentation. In other words, make
sure the person at the phone has knowledge of (and easy access to)
information and resources which will help them solve problems. If the person
at the phone has to leave the phone to find information for users after every
call, the Help Desk will not an effective customer service center.

Support the person responsible for the Help Desk. Each member of the DP
staff should spend one day a month at the Help Desk. Not only does this
give the individual responsible a "break" from the phone, it brings DP staff
closer to the user. It's also a useful training tool in that DP staff learn to
relate to users, and person responsible for the Help Desk almost always
discovers some "private knowledge" of the system or facilities that is
possessed by each DP staff member. This arrangement also allows DP staff
members to see first hand the enormous service the Help Desk provides to
them.

-4-
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The Benefits

The primary benefit of a Help Desk is improved user service and user
r lations. Channeling service calls through a Help Desk provides a central
log of user problems and complaints. Items don't get "lost". Prcblems can
be followed up and resolved more efficiently. Having a central place to call
is less frustrating to users than being shuffled around from place to place,
or trying to get answers themselves. It is less disturbing to the data
processing staff who can concentrate on solving problems rather than
handling phone calls about them. This arrangement provides a quick
response to requests and more timely resolution of problems. In many cases,
it assists users in making more effective use of DP services.

Ancther benefit is increased productivity of DP staff. When
programmt rs are concentrating on solving problems and making enhancements
to systems rather "hold'ng user: hands" and/or answerir g users questions
about problems, they are more productive. The addition of a User Support
Specialist to the Marist staff released an FTE programmer; where two FTE
programmers were required to maintain administrative systems prior to
establishment of the Help Desk, today one FTE programmer is required. Two
factors account for this shift; programmers have less interruptions, and, by
logging problems and identifying those that were chronic, pieces of code have
re-writteis to solve the problems "once and for all".

A third benefit is the problem tracking function that is provided
through the phone log system. The data can be used by programmers to
identify chronic problems and plan tasks to resolve them. It can be used by
managers as a planning tool. By identifying major problem areas we can
better Project user needs and make plans to meet them. Managers can also
use the data to evaluate service effectiveness and adherence to service
standards.

Summary and Conclusions

A simple strategy for improving user satisfaction is the establishment of
a Customer Service Center, or Help Desk, within the data processing
department. A Help Desk provides users with a single serv;ce facility for
two way communications about problems, complaints, questions, service
status, downtime, user education, documentation, and other information. The
Help Desk can service all center users, whether administ -tive, academic or
external, and r-ovides data processing staff with a ce oral repository of
information regarding all aspects of DP Services.

Establishment of the Help Desk gives users a single telephone number
to call about service problems A specific individual should be in charge of
the Help Desk, though s/he may not always be the person who ans,vers the
phone. Ali phone calls should be logged and complaints and problems
followed up and resolved. The Help Desk cannot be an ineff- -.Live user
interface. It needs a good, in-place information system t! A 'rovides
intelligent answers to users' inquiries so that responses to u P" , will b3
rapid, accurate and creditable. If the Help Desk works in this mail er, it
will very likely be welcomed by users as an aid to the resolution of service
problems.

-5-
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APPENDIX A

User Support Specialist
Performance Standards

RESULTS EXPECTED

The User Support Specialist is responsible for insuring that user
problems, complaints and requests for information are adequately handled
or solved and followed up in a way that is satisfactory to tha user
and is consistent with the service standa,,As agreed to by the computer
center and that user.

METHODS

ORGANIZING

Know the skills d services offered by the computer center which will
support the users in meeting their goals and objectives.

Know computer center policies and procedures (i.e.; service standards).

Provide written job responsibility documents to student aides (may be
done through the Student Staff Coordinator).

Develop a Help Desk Coverage schedule on a monthly basis.

Develop Help Desk documentation (information base) for use by part-time
Help Desk staff members.

Develop Help Desk procedures for interacting and following up with users.

MAINTAINING and UPDATING

Maintain Help Desk documentation.

Maintain the User Services library.
Periodicals and manuals checked in and logged
Documentation is current
Copies of documentation are available

Log all phone calls.

Maintain the phone log data base.

SUPERVISING

Supervi!: student managers (Student Staff Administrator, Student Staff
Cocrdint.,)r and Student Scheduler).

Monitor activities

-6-
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Provide professional staff liaison with student staff
Coordinate problem solving with the Student Staff Administ.-atcr
Supervise the development of a training program for student aides
Supervise the development of a "project list" for student aides

Supervise and coordinate the Help Desk function.
Train all Help Desk Staff (students AND professional staff)
Make sure all problems/complaints/requests are resolved
Make sure all problems/complaints/requests are followed up with the user
Follow up unresolved problems with CC staff responsible
Review all open problems each morning
Inform the Director of User Services of all problems which have

been open for more than three days
Escalate all problems that have been open for more than a week

to the Director of User Services

PROBLEM SOLVING

Assist the user in identifying their problem or request.

Clearly define the problem and/or request.

Identify possible causes of the problem.

Identify alternative solutions to the problem.

Identify resources needed to solve the problem.

Call the proper person to
discuss the problem, causes, solutions.
get the resources required to solve the problem.

Work with the appropriate resources to solve the problem.

Follow up status with the user.

Follow up status with the resolver.

CONTROLLING and REPORTING

Conduct performance reviews with Student Staff Administrator,

Conduct review of open pro!: ms with the Director of User Services
on a weekly basis.

Control usage of the resources in the User Services Library.

Provide month-end reports of activities to the Director of User
Services.

Provide monthly reports from the phone log data base to the
Director of the User Services.

-7-
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SEXISM AND ELITISM IN ACADEMIC COMPUTING:
TURNING IT AROUND

Dr. Ronald G. Woodbury
Director of Computer Services

The Evergreen State College
Olympia, Washington

ABSTRACT

Opening its doors in the fall of 1971 on the
Dartmouth College model of free, unlimited, inter-
active computing for all students, The Evergreen
State College, withou4 departmental structures,
majors, or an official computer curriculum, inad-
vertently created a Darwinian environment for the
acting out of sexist a.ld elitist patterns in the
larger culture: a paradox of freedom for the faw
and near-ostracism for the many. l'urning around
this culture of computing was traumatic but
instructive of the difficulties of affirmative
action, the crucial role of administrators, and
the benefits which may accrue to those who under-
take the challenge.
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Introduction

Computers and the role which they play in U.S. and Western
society not only are a product of Euro-American culture but
in fact manifest that culture, attract particular elements of
it, and, in that, create a sub-cultural microcosm within
Euro-American society. In 1971, when it opened its doors, The
Evergreen State College became the first publicly supported
liberal arts college in the country to provide free,
unlimited, interactive computing to all students, even those
not registered in computer offerings. Without departmental
structures, graduation requirements, or an official computer
curriculum, however, it inadvertently created a fertile
environment for the playing out of sexist and elitist strains
in the larger culture. There emerged a stunning paradox
whereby enormous freedom existed for the few able to take
advantage of it, while near-ostracism existed for the vast
majority intimidated by the Darwinian environment. Turning
around this culture of computing was traumatic but
instructive of the difficulties of affirmative action, the
crucial role of administrators, and the benefits which may
accrue to those who undertake the challenge.

Evergreen was unique not only for its computer facility,
modeled on the Dartmouth College example. The philosophy
which governed the decision to provide free, unlimited,
interactive computing at a tax-supported, liberal arts
college also governed the college as a whole. While the core
of the curriculum was in highly structured "coordinated
studies programs" encompassing the entire academic work of
each student in a program, there were no specific require-
ments for graduation, other than 180 quarter hours of credit,
no departments, and no prescribed majors. With Evergreen also
pioneering another mode of study called "individual con-
tracts" whereby a student would design his or her own unique
course of study for a quarter or more, students were
encouraged to design their own "majors." Evergreen opened its
wide-open, resource-rich, computing facility with no official
computer curriculum, not even a course.

Laissez-Faire Individualism

Without a computer curriculum, students turned on to
computers by themselves and sought academic credit through
individual contracts with the administrative programming and
technical staff there to support the administrative computing
needs of the college and maintain the software and hardware

1
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of the Hewlett-Packard 2000 computer. Students with an
interest in computing tended first to show up just to look
around. If they were well-motivated and aggressive enough,
they might find someone to help them get started. Once
started, they would need to attach themselves to a group of
students and especially a staff person to learn how to use
the system effectively. If they met the grade as a member of
the inside circle, they could in turn expect to be hired on
as a student employee. Almost all of Academic Computing's
regular staff, as time went by, came to be composed of former
student employees.

It was a wonderful world for those who made it. As an
employee, a student had virtually unlimited disk space
available; an opportunity to do systems programming as well
as applications programming, game-playing, and hacking; and a
virtual monopoly of the staff to whom they had attached
themselves. Once on the "inside," a student could count on a
staff person sponsoring directly, or through a cooperative
faculty member, an unlimited sequence of individual contracts
exclusively devoted to computing. In the absence of an
official computing curriculum, and with none of the breadth
requirements of other colleges and universities, students
were able, through individual contracts, to avoid the
interdisciplinary coordinated studies programs which
substituted for breadth requirements. Evergreen established,
for a few students, a de facto computer curriculum more
concentrated than the most concentrated of an engineering
school's majors. No wonder that the National Science
Foundation declared Evergreen one of the ten best
institutions in the country for undergraduate computing!

In fact, in the academic area, Evergreen's Computer Services
emerged not as a servant of the college but as an instrument
of a small number of students and staff. At another
institution, with a tradition of academic requirements and
departmental structures, the combination of free, unlimited,
interactive computing and no official computer science
curriculum might have evolved into a unique model of
computing across-the-curriculum in the arts, the humanities,
the social sciences, and the natural sciences. Leadership in
this direction was, however, incompatible with the prevailing
laissez-faire philosophy of the college in that era. What
curriculum was offered was decided in Computer Services; the
Deans and Provost exercised no oversight. Instead, students
and staff alike came to view Academic Computing as their
personal playground. It was at some students' instigation
that the operating system of the HP computer was rewritten

2
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and one of these students was in turn hired on as a regular
employee to maintain the system he had helped create. So it
seemed were all decisions made to meet the desires of a very
small number of students and employees for learning more
about computing.

Darwinian Elitism

Unfortunately, the social dimensions of creating free and
unlimited interactive computing contradicted all the
implications of "freedom." Not only did there emerge an elite
of privileged students attached to a small number of staff,
the particular circumstances of their emergence in a
Darwinian environment of survival of the most aggressive
meant that primarily persons of certain characteristics
survived and they tended to make the survival of other
persons extremely difficult. Joseph Weizenbaum, in Computer
Power and Human Reason, aptly describes the "compulsive
programmerwIIVIaRTIR4 most college and university computer
centers.1 What he does not go on to point out is that the
characteristics he describes as obsession with power and
control are more specifically core characteristics of the
white male in American society. Computers are especially
attractive to insecure people. Computers provide an
artificial sense of power. There is no person in cur society
more susceptible to the attractions of the computer than the
young white male in his teens and twenties.

The difference between Evergreen and other, more structured,
institutions is that at Evergreen, the compulsive programmer
was put in charge of the facility, not just allowed to hang
around. Insecurity took the form of arrogance. Access became
privilege. Opportunity became oligopolization. Evergreen's
Computer Center became a place not only where women and
minorities hardly dared tread, but most students and even
most faculty found themselves unwelcome end discouraged.
Symbolic of the attitude and the lack of receptivity to
outsiders was the student employees' designation as
"consultants," a reference which, in the Evergreen context at
least, took on a meaning quite different from "aide." To use
the words of one woman student, it was a strictly "rock
music, dirty sneaker, macho environment."

1Joseph Weizenbaum, Computer Power and Human Reason: From
Judgement to Calculation (San FranHico: W.H. Freeman,
1976) pp. 111-31
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The situation reached the critical point when the head of
Academic Computing, who was not an experienced manager but
was trying to move the area in the right direction, could not
get the manager of his own technical services area, the
former student who helped write the operating system, to do
what the head of Academic Computing wanted done to serve the
area's users. The response of the Director of Computer
Services was to separate technical services from Academic
Computing and make the recalcitrant manager of technical
services the head of his own, autonomous, department,
employing his own student staff. (See Chronology, page 10.)

Curricular Change and Organizational Crisis

As the 1984-1985 academic year drew near, change was in the
offing. The head of Academic Computing resigned, a new
Director -- the author -- was appointed, and most
significantly, a formal computer curriculum was established.
From one interdisciplinary program for first and second year
students in which computing was one part, a PLATO-based
computer literacy course in BASIC, and various courses taught
by staff and adjunct faculty, computing was transformed in
barely a year to a full curriculum of upper and lower
division offerings taught by regular faculty and meeting
Association for Computing Machinery standards. There was an
explosion in the number of students, and especially the
number of regular faculty, formally involved in computer
offerings. The Deans and Prevost began to take charge of the
curriculum, planning it and committing to it in the college's
catalogue. The scene was set for another kind of explosion:
the kind resulting from the clash of two cultures.

There was probably no way the new circumstances of computing
at the college could have been accommodated without
significant turmoil. The new Director invested hours, days,
and weeks, on top of learning the routine of the job, in
studying, talking, negotiating, and compromising as much as
he thought possible over a nine month period from July of
1984 through March of 1985. Excluding the vacancy in the head
of Academic Computing position, he started with the
status quo, knowing, as a faculty member, the historic
problem of hostility to outsiders but completely ignorant of
the social, organizational, and personnel implications of
past events. At the same time, as a former Academic Dean, he

4
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was aware of the role the Deans should be playing in
curriculum planning, and, as a practicing social scientist,
he had the analytical tools for understanding the social
dimensions of what he encountered. In addition, he had a
strong record of commitment to affirmative action and
multi-cultural education.

Recognizing the need for a change in the orientation of
Academic Computing, the new Director first of all abolished
the old classified staff position for the head of the area
and created a new, exempt, position of "Coordinator of
Academic Computing," emphasizing the responsibility as
instructional as well as managerial and technical. After the
only acceptable candidate for the new position refused the
offer, however, the second action of the new Director was an
unknowing exacerbation of the problem: with no other options
apparent, he appointed the manager of the autonomous
Technical Services area also as acting Coordinator of
Academic: Computing. The Director's third decision, this time
reflecting commitment as much as necessity, in turn set the
stage for the real crisis: he promoted out of Administrative
Computing, a woman former student and part-time faculty to
run the Computer Center under the direction of the head of
Technical Services/Academic Computing!

Making Choices/Making Changes

In a series of decisions which followed, the Director
supported the woman's leadership, ostensibly accepted by the
Technical Services manager, for a transformation in the face
Academic Computing presented to its users. First to go was
the blasting stereo, then the word "consultant," transformed
to "aide." The new title in turn reflected a new policy:
student employment would ignore "inside" status and hiring
criteria would emphasize teaching skills as much as technical
knowledge. New trainee positions were created especially to
encourage women and minorities. With Technical Services a
separate unit, the hardest core of the clique of student
employees persisted, but the new Director more and more began
to emphasize responsiveness to student and faculty users,
user documentation, "plain vanilla" software, and
applications programming over systems programming. There was
a curriculum to support, it was the responsibility of
Academic Computing to support students and faculty, and it
was the responsibility of Technical Services to support
Academic Computing.

5
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Throughout the first quarter, the conflict in philosophy
between the manager of Technical Services and the woman
running the Computer Center became worse. It grew more bitter
and more personal every day. It was compounded by the equally
apparent reality that the Technical Services manager,
promoted to his position without a search and without
consideration of his aptitude for the job, was not
well-suited to management, while the woman was extremely
well-organized with a clear understanding of the relationship
between goals and implementation. To begin the second quarter
of the academic year, the Director promoted the woman to
acting Coordinator of Academic Computing, supplanting the
Technical Services manager back to his earlier position and
making the two equals in reporting to the Director.

As personal and professional conflicts went from bad to
worse, the nadir was reached when the Technical Services
manager refused to provide to the acting Coordinator of
Academic Computing the same access to privileged commands on
the Academic Computer that he provided to his own staff and
two of his student employees. Protestations about "trust" and
"competence" could not hide the fundamental sexism.
Technical Services, all of whose members were white and male,
was refusing to let a woman into its club. The idea that the
person who was in charge of Academic Computing, and a regular
employee, could not be given the same access to the academic
computer that two student employees had was unacceptable. The
conflict had come to a head. The fundamental nature of the
problem and its significance for the college appeared to the
Director as challenge he had to face.

Aside from his personal hostility to the acting Coordinator
of Academic Computing, it was increasingly obvious that the
Technical Services manager was not prepared to subsume his
personal and professional interests to the needs of the new
users now flooding the Computer Center. With his background
on the faculty, in women's studies, and as an Academic Dean,
the Director's inclination towards the acting Coordinator of
Academic Computing was increasingly obvious. In a series of
events, starting at the beginning of the spring quarter of
1985, first the manager of Technical Services resigned, then
the Director announced his intention to abolish Technical
Services as a separate unit, and finally the Director
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completed the steps necessary to make the woman acting as
Coordinator of Academic Computing the regular appointment to
the position. The structural and personnel changes at the
foundation of a new vision of Academic Computing were
complete.

Hostility and Hope

It is too early yet to know the final results of the changes
carried out over the past 18 months. Certainly, much
bitterness remains. With the abolition of Technical Services,
the non-cooperation -- a virtual labor boycott -- which
characterized both staff and students in Technical Services,
has ceased. The personal attacks, insidious grapevine, and
near, if not actual, sabotage, continue. The Coordinator of
Academic Computing has received anonymous threats to her job
and her person. Both she and the Director have received
several anonymous requests to resign. Events not adequately
explained even by the vagaries of computers keep on occurring
in the computer system. The former Technical Services
student employees continue an unceasing opposition to almost
every decision the Coordinator and Director make and carry
their complaints to any and every administrator who will
listen.

For all the hostility and anxiety, there are signs of hope.
New student and faculty constituencies are appearing to
recognize, to a certain extent, the accomplishments of the
new regime. The Deans and Provost have a growing awareness of
the problem of adding new demands without new resources. They
are helping to create new structures to accommodate a need
which had never existed for planning, establishing
priorities, and managing resources according to priorities.
People are making a sincere effort to accommodate as much as
possible the desires of the old constituency while asserting
the fundamental importance of supporting the new curriculum.
In many ways, moreover, even among some of the old guard,
there is a better feeling and a more cooperative attitude.

The Hard Way/The Only Way

There are several lessons to be learned from thew- events,
all of the lessons applicable far beyond the narrow confines
of Evergreen's particular philosophy and organization. First
of all, there is the paradox of freedom. Evergreen's
unstructured environment with free, unlimited access to

7
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computing appeared to provide the best of all possible worlds
to everyone, but one person's freedom can be another's
tyranny. While providing superb resources for a few highly
assertive and sophisticated students, mostly white and mostly
male, Evergreen's facility worked to exclude the uninitiated,
women, and third world people. Bringing service to the
disinclined requires an "affirmative action" policy reaching
out to people. Neutrality is not enough; arrogance is a
disaster.

Secondly, in considering the events which took place most
recently in Evergreen's Academic Computing area, the real
meaning of change beLames more clear. Making real change
means changing the culture of computing. To draw in new
constituencies, it is not enough to change a few policies or
personnel, or even the curriculum; one must change a whole
way of doing and thinking. It is especially important to
realize that bringing in new people, especially women and
third world people, does not just mean white male mentalities
in the bodies of females and people of color. Different
people bring different ideas, perceptions, and ways of doing
and living. Making changes means difficult decisions, no easy
answers, and results likely to make at least a significant
minority unhappy.

The most important reason for making the changes Evergreen's
Academic Computing made is that it is the right thing to do.
These changes also brought new life and energy to the area.
They brought to computers a human aspect, a commitment to
making better the lives of the people learning and working
there. There has been a notable change in emphasis from
machines managing people to people managing machines.

Finally, the most important lesson to be learned, although it
is not clear that it is yet understood at Evergreen, is that
higher level administrators play a crucial role and have a
crucial responsibility in the success or failure of changes
as important as those described here. The woman Coordinator
of Academic Computing never would have survived even to
become Coordinator without the support of her supervisor,
including his understanding of the peculiar cultural dynamics
of sexism and machismo in a computing environment. There were
many occasions when it seemed the complaints of males about
the incompetence of a female could not all be untrue and the
female's accounts of harassments could not be true at all.
Successful affirmative action sometimes requires
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administrators to say "no" to complaints and give their
subordinates time to make changes, even when all the
administrators' "instincts" tell them the complaints are
valid. If the new Director of Evergreen's computer facility
erred, it was probably not in acting too quickly, but in
acting too slowly. Human "instincts" are not instincts at all
but acculturated assumptions.

Making changes requires not just changing cultures but
changing people -- even oneself.

9
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Chronology

January, 1983: Technical Sr 7Fices separated from Academic
Computing

January, 1984: New Director of Computer Services appointed

April, 1984: Head of Academic Computing resigns
New position of Coordinator of Academic

Computing created

September, 1984: Manager of Technical Services also named
Acting Coordinator of Academic Computing

Woman appointed to run Academic Computing
Center

January, 1985: Academic Computing separated (again) from
Technical Services

Woman appointed Acting Coordinator of Academic
Computing

Both positions report equally to Director of
Computer Services

April, 1985: Manager of Technical Services resigns
Technical Services abolished
Academic Computing technical staff reports to

woman Coordinator

May, 1985: Woman made Coordinator of Academic Computing as
a regular appointment

10
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VALUE-ADDED NETWORK SERVICES FOR UNIVERSITIES

Dr. Robert L. Chew
University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH

The combined dnaual revenues of the dozen largest U.S.-based value-added
network (VAN) service vendors is now in the multi-billion dollar range.
Most businesses today are to some extent dependent on these VANs (e.g.,
TELENET, TYMNET) for their data communicntions enhanced transactions across

the ".S. and internationally. AS VAN services expand to include: advanced

forms of electronic mail, access to more and more data bases, inter

networking, tc., not only businesses but universities will increase their
dependency on general-purpose and specialized VANs (e.g., BITNET, MAILNET).

Competition among VANs for this huge market will make VAN services more
financially attractive to universities, such that traditional methods of
academic and admini-Arative information processing operations must be re-

examined. The paper describes the evolution of VANs, current technology,
and some of the major VAN vendors and types of services for universities.
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EVOLUT' OF VANS

A value-added network may be concisely defined as "a privately-owned,

packet - switched network whose services are sold to the public."[1]

(Packet-switching is a technique to break up messages into groups of 100u

or so bits for more efficient transmission of messages over a network.)

VANs enable diverse user terminals and computers to interconnect over wide-

area data transmission facilities augmented by such value-added services as

speed conversion, error recovery, code conversion, protocol conversion,

database access, application package use, and network management.

Research cw, VANs berjan in the late 1960's, following the initial time-

sharing developments. The first VAN was created by a joint effort of
various universities and research institutes sponsored by the Adveiced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. Department of Defense. Thus,

even though VANs are heavily used commercially, they have their roots in

university cooperative research efforts.

Currently the ARPANET connects over 100 host computers of many vendors
in research locations throughout the continental U.S. as well as in London,

Norway, and in Hawaii. It is a geographically distributed, packet-
switched, highly-connected network that leases high-speed 56 Kbps digital

lines, attached to switching minicomputer nodes. System monitoring is the

responsibility of Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc. of Cambridge, MA, while
system modeling takes place at the University of California at Los Angeles.

The Tymshare company initiated a parallel and independent VAN effort
by 1970 called TYMNET, designed to facilitate direct terminal access for

time-sharing computer services. Another VAN, TELENET, was a direct spin-

off of ARPANET, where a group of participants used the technology to form a

commercial venture. TELENET modified the ARPANET data transport technology
to allow for more efficient use of resources by terminals (ARPANET was

designed for host-to-host transfers). Both TELENET (acquired by General

Telephone & Electronics in 1979 -- now known as GTE/TELENET) and TYMNET
(acquired by McDonnell Douglas Automation Co. in 1984) have evolved to

become two of the largest international VANs today. The Canadian DATAPAC

and France's TRANSPAC were the first two government-spoosored public VANs

to provide computer-communications services similar in scope to each

national government's voice telephone network. Today many countries have

une or more VANs offering nation-wide services with connections to

international networks; there are almost 20 multi-million dollar VANs based

in the U.S.

VANs have evolved technologically and have added significant access,

computational, and service values. Although VANs are normally viewed as

public access networks, the largest VANs have not only marketed their
network designs and components to companies for use as private networks,
but they also work with companies to integrate private and public network
facilities, depending on data traffic growth, geographical topology, ld

special services required.

In addition to classifying VANs according to their public or private
(access) attributes, they may be seen as national or international in
scope, and may be either government-owned or government-regulated. This

taxonomy could continue according to spectrum and specialization of
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services offered (e.g., electronic mail, file transfer, database access,
financial, research, industrial), or technological basis (e.g.,

architectural standard, racket- versus circuit-switching, transmission
media). Thus we see today an expanding multi-billion dollar VAN
information-enhancing industry within 15 years of initial research, with
most businesses and many universities depending upon these computer-
communications services for their competitive survival. Let's review some
current VAN technology, vendors, and markets before looking into VAN
services for universities.

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY

Van technology can be described by examining network architecture,
hardware and transmission media, switching techniques, protocols, protocol
conversion, and network management.

Network Architecture
A network architecture is an overall structural plan consisting of

network configuration layering rules and protocols for controlling
communications among, and access to, network components. All VANs have
some kind of architectural plan that designers referred to while
constructing the network components and services. The early VANs, however,
were experimental; their individual architectures evolved from the ARPANET
model as they expanded, solved problems, and provided new services.

Now, national and international guidelines exist for architectural
protocols and interfaces, the most widely referenced being the
International Standards Organization's Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
model. All the major computer vendors have defined their own five-to-seven
communications layers (e.g., DEC's Digit?1 Network Architecture and IBM's
Systems Network Architecture) that are conceptually comparable to the OSI
seven layers (Physical, Link, Network, Transport, Cession, Presentation,
and Application).

Since the OSI model is an unimplemented, compromise set of guidelines
only, data communications users still must face the challenge of
integrating computers, terminals, and peripherals made by a variety of
vendors. Inevitably, multi-vendor networks require extra work to bring
about useful communications. Indeed, even relying on a single vendor does
not guarantee compatibility; IBM's SNA, as yet incomplete, began as an
effort to allow fcrmerly incompatible IBM systems to communicate.

Hardware and Transmission Media
Mainframe computers, minis, and micros are all configured in a variety

of VAN topologies (nodcs connected by communication links). IBM has an
Infer.mation Network VAN that employs standard IBM hardware and software
products and of course uses their SNA architectural rules to link these
components together. General Electric Information Services Co.'s MARK*NET
uses over 500 custom-built swit( ing nt,ues to link its 50 Honeywell DPS-
8/70 and 3 IBM 3081 mainframe computers for international VAN services.
AT&T's IS NET 1000 uses a set of 3 DEC VAX 11/780s front-ended by an IBM
Series/1 for each of its "intelligent" network processing nodes.

VAN communications transmission media are varied and mixed. Computer
Science Corp.'s INFONET has over 175 specially-built Comten nodal
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processors connected by 130,000 miles of leased 56 Kbps telephone lines
internationally, permitting user access of speeds from 50 to 14.4 Kbps.
RCA Cylix provides C band (4/6 GHz) satellite-based communications
facilities within the U.S. and Canada. TYMNET represents one of the
largest international networks, consisting of about 2000 packet-switching
nodes, interconnected by leased lines, microwave links, and satellite
channels, running at speeds from 4.8 to 56 Kbps.

Switching Techniques
Techniques include circuit-switching, message-switching, datagram

packet-switching, and virtual-circuit packet-switching. Each has

particular characteristics suited to different operating environments. All

forms and some hybrid combinations are found in VAN offerings, but most
VANs use virtual-circuit packet-switching for good performance and

efficiency with "bursty" data traffic. Performance, in all techniques, is

a function of signal propagation delay, data transmission time, and node
processing delay.

Protocols
A protocol is a logical abstraction of the physical process of

communication, and as such, governs the syntax, semantics, and timing
elements of this process. Protocols are required across all communications
layers and are mostly symmetric (between peer entities) rather than between
asymmetric entities (e.g., exchange between a "user" and a "server"
process).

The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT) has developed a number of standards for attachment of data terminal
equipment (DTE) -- meaning both terminals and computers -- to public
packet-switched data networks (PSDN). Recommendation X.25 serves
specifically as the standard for providinc, multi-access attachment of
packet-mode terminals and computers to PSDNs. The X.25 interface provides
the capability for the DTE to multiplex many logical connections over one
communications link between the DTE and the network.

Asyschronous DTEs that use start/stop protocols can be attached to
packet networks using packet assemblers/disassemblers (PAD).
Recommendation X.3 together with the X.28 and X.29 protocols define the
various components needed to communicate between an X.25 DTE and
asynchronous devices over PSDNs. Another inportant standard is
Recommendation X.75, which is used by PSDNs for interconnections between
networks. X.75 is the key to worldwide communications between X.25 DTEs
attached to different PSDNs.

Most packet-switching X.25 PSDNs or VANs use a proprietary internal
protocol between switching nodes. By supporting various de facto standard
link interfaces -- such as IBM's Binary Synchronous (BSC), and IBM's SDLC
-- as well as the OSI international standard High Level Data Link Control

(HDLG), the network can provide virtual connections (dashed lines) between
diverse machines. X.75 provides the link between PSDNs. See illustration
in Figure 1 below.
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Figure. 1. Packet- switchiny C.twit Connections

Protocol Conversion
Protocol conversion involves the translation of various protocol

features (e.g., flow control -- controlling speed differentials and
buffering requirements) across an interface between two different
processes. We can observe that protocol conversion implementations will
continue to expand in the current environment of slow acceptance of
international standards in the multi-vendor VAN service market.

By definition, protocol conversion adds system overhead, since
additional translation software and/or hardware is required to allow
incompatible devices to coununicate. Translation functions occur
throughout VAN implementations, but most VANs provide at least some
conversion services within the network backbone switching nodes for
international access (X.25) and gateways (X.75). Similarly, access and
interconnection is normally provided for SNA de facto standards. Many
protocol conversion services are alternatively offered in a more
distributed manner, at the customer site for large volumes of terminal and
host traffic. Furthermore, many VANs also provide access to their own
proprietary network computer resources, including a variety of computer
applications. database host resources, and communication services such as
electronic messaging. Thus higher-level VAN communications and computer
services create many of the requirements for protocol conversion services.

Network Management
The management of such technical complexity is where VANs are

particularly attractive to businesses, which find it not only too costly to
privately duplicate VAN services, but also find they are unable to hire the
technical expertise necessary to implement and control network resources.
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Network management includes sophisticated monitoring devices and programs
for design and optimization of lines and costs, depending on dynamic data
flow and changing tariffs and technology. The VAN companies must have in-
house technical competence to either integrate or build these management
tools for control and for billing. This in-house capability must also be
able to integrate new switching techniques and media as technology evolves.

IMPACT OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND LOCAL NETWORKS ON VANS

Personal Computers
Increasingly, personal computer and intelligent workstation users will

determine the shape of VAN services. As PCs proliferate, users turn to
VANs to augment their local capabilities as well as to communicate with
other non-local PC users.

The current emphasis of personal computer users to utilize networked
resources is simply an evolutionary stage of increasingly distributed
computing access by simple ASCII terminals, then to PCs, and to more and
more intelligence, capability, and variety in workstations. Of course,
without universal standards, users have a multitude of different vendors'
access devices, network switching computers, and host computing resources.
In most cases each has its own unique method (or protocol) for
communicating with other devices. To be sure, any ASCII device can
exchange messages with other devices connected to VANs. However, PCs using
different word processing or spreadsheet techniques cannot interchange
documents or data files or graphics without the need for modification, if
the files can be interchanged at all. VANs are rapidly addressing these
needs with new service offerings (e.g., GEISCO has a word processing
translation service.

Local Networks
Internetworking of local area networks with VANs is becoming a major

developmental activity for protocol conversion. Even with LANs absorbing a
great deal of intra-organizational communications, users are realizing that
a LAN is only part of a total solution to communications needs. LAN
decisions will more and more be basea on LAN interfaces to VANs. Public

VANs will increasingly view connections with private LANs as a market
opportunity. Various VAN implementations and independent software company
packages are available to meet this LAN-to-VAN need, while we wait for
standards to be agreed upon.

The Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has been
in the forefront of this standards effort. There are some distinct
differences between local and long-haul networks that must be taken into
account when devising protocol standards: 1. In terms of speed
differentials, LANs are typically in the range of 1 to 50 Mbps, while VANs
are often 56 Kbps or less, and 2. The local network link is generally
direct with no intermediate switches; while on a long-haul network, there
may be a number of packets Jutstanding between stationr

VAN SERVICES FOR UNIVERSITIES

Just as LANs are providing communications within campuses, VANs
provide communications among campuses and provide access to specific
external database services. The major worldwide VANs used by universities
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today are identified in the Appendix.[2] In addition, the Research
Libraries Information Network (RLIN) is an example of a specialized network
combining databases of library collections and computer systems to support
the Research Library Group (a consortium of generally large universities
and other research institutions) as well as many non-member
institutions.[3]

Increasingly, universities are finding it economically feasible and
even necessary to conduct research with the assistance of the following
types of commercial VANs: 1. On-line bibliographic search services (e.g.,
Dialog, Knowledge Index, BRS, BRS After Dark, Orbit), and 2. On-line
business search services (e.g., Dow Jones News Service, Vu/Text, Nexis,
NewsNet, The Source).[4,5]

If you have a personal computer or computer terminal with a 300 or
1200 baud modem and asyschronous communications software, you can access a
range of electronic services that provide unlimited information resources.
All of these services can be accessed via a packet switched network's local
telephone number. These services fall into three categories -- general
business, full-text, and bibliographic. A general business service
provides a generous number of daily news sources; financial resources, such
as current stock quotes and S.E.C. filings; and additional conveniences,
such as airline schedules, electronic mail, and sport scores. A full-text
service functions as a repository of the word-for-word articles and news
stories that hive appeared in paper publications. A bibliographic service
provides indexes to a vast number of paper publications books,
magazines, literature, and conference papers.[5]

The escalating cost of maintaining university libraries as the
principal research base has forced innovative library sharing arrangements,
greater reliance on external commercial databases, and the merging of
library and computer services.[6]

U.C.L.A. recently surveyed 125 university business schools regarding
their computer use for instruction and research.[]] Forty-two of these
schools reported having at least one wide-area network (VAN) available for
use, with 67 different networks mentioned. Two-thirds of the schools
reported using BITNET, while CompuServe and ARPANET were each reported by
one-fifth of the schools. The most frequently mentioned databases for
research and instruction were, in order of usage, Compustat (used at 67% of
the schools), CRSP (48%), Citibase (18%), Value Line (15%), Dow Jones
(14%), DRI (9%).

Helpful guidelines and experiences in the use of VAN services are
being published with increasing frequency. The LOTUS Journal recently
surveyed some of the popular on-line information services.[8] An

interesting experiment using Videotex on CompuServe's VAN was reported by
the University of Wisconsin, where, as a member of the Electronic Text
Consortium they agreed to develop ele-tronic text materials which would
support the PBS television series, :ongress: We the People."[9]

SUMMARY

Value-added network services have evolved in only fifteen years to
become heavily used by businesses and universities worldwide. VANs are
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classified along many lines and offer varied and competitively priced
services. The technology of VANs is becoming increasingly sophisticated
while: migrating to international architectural standards, designing and
integrating network rode components, selecting and optimizing hybrid
switching techniques and transmission media, providing an array of
protocols and protocol conversion implementations to meet the "anything-to-
anything" communication requirements of users, and simply managing the VAN
resources with sufficient error-free transmission and security for user

confidence.

Personal computers and local network to VAN connections are having
major impacts on VAN services. All these factors plus specific current
uses of VANs by businesses and universities indicate a major growth in

dependency on VANs in as yet unforseen and creative ways.Do)
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NETWORKS
ARPANET - The first longhaul packet-
3witched computer network, funded by the
Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA), now called the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA). In
1983, the ARPANET was divided into MIL-
NET, a military network, and ARPANET, a
research network. ARPANET and MILNET
hosts are connected to Interface Message
Processors (IMPS), which are interconnect-
ed via 56KB dedicated lines.

BITNET - An RSCS-based store-and-
forward network of over 350 computers
supporting mail, file, and interactive mes-
sage transmission among over 100 aca-
demic institutions in the U.S., with direct
links to counterpart networks in Canada
and Europe. BITNET operates over 9600
baud leased telephc '! lines. Most BITNET
sites run IBM's VM/CMS operating system;
MVS ISO, VAX VMS and UNIX, CDC NOS
with NJEF and other operating systems are
also supported. In addition, BITNET sup-
ports gateways to other academic and re-
search networks including ARPANET,
CCNET, CSNET, MAILNET, UUCP, and a
limited access gateway to IBM's VNET
network.

CCITT - The International Telegraph and
Telephone Consultative Committee, an or-
ganization charged with developing stan
dards for international telecommunications.
CCITT protocols include X.25 and X.400

CCNET - A DECNET-based network that
includes Carnegie-Mellon, Case Western
Reserve, Columbia University, New York
University Business School, Stevens Insti-
tute of Technology, and Vassar College.
CCNET sites communicate with BITNET
and MAILNET through gateways.

CSNET - Computer Science NEWork, a
logical network of institutions involved in
computer science research, composed of
three physical networks: Phone Net,
X25Net, and the ARPANET.

DARPA Internet - The Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency Internet is a col-
lection of networks, all based on TCP/IP,
that communicate with one another and
share a common host table. The DARPA
Internet is composed of more than 800
hosts including those on the ARPANET,
MILNET, and numerous local networks at
universities and private companies. Net-
work facilities include remote login, filo
transfer, and mail.

EARN - The European Academic Re-
search Network, linking over 150 com-
puters and 100 institutions in 18 countries.
EARN uses the same networking technolo-
gy as BITNET and is directly linked to both
BITNET and its Canadian counterpart, Net-
North. Gateways to several national ac,
der= networks in Europe are also
planned.

EDUNET - A project of EDUCOM Net-
working Activities which allows member in-
stitutions to access computing resources at
16 universities over dialup telephone lines
or public data networks. EDUNET staff pro-
vides administrative and user support serv-
ices (directories, documentation, account
initiation, consolidated billing) associated
with locating and using desired software
and services.

JANET - Joint Academic NETwork, a net-
work of approximately 200 academic and
research computers in Great Britain.

MAILNET - A star network, with hub at
MIT, that allows a variety of university mail
systr *.s on different hardware to exchange
mail over direct-dial telephone lines and
public data networks. Most sites exchange
mail with the hub twice daily, using the
MMDF protocol at the link level and SMTP
for message t...isfer Twenty-four sites par-
ticipate in MAILNET and communicate with
the other major academic networks
through mail gateways.
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MILNET - The Defense Data Network,
which split from the ARPANET in 1983.
MILNET is connected to the ARPANET by
mail gateways. File transfer and remote log-
in is limited to the military and defense
contractors.

NETNORTH - An RSCS-based network of
40 computers at 20 Canadian academic
and research sites with direct links to BIT-
NET and its European counterpart EARN.
Plans are underway to provide connections
between Net North and other Canadian
networks

NJEF - Control Data Corporation's Net-
work Job Entry facility; enables Cybers to
send files over BITNET.

Phone Net - A star network, with its hub at
CSNET-RELAY, that allows computer
science researchers on primarily UNIX-
based systems to exchange mail over
direct-dial telephone lines. Most sites ex-
change mail with the hub twice daily, using
the MMDF protocols Approximately 100
sites participate in Phone Net and ex-
change mail with the other CSNET
networks.

RFC Request for Comments, the name
of documents containing proposed and ac-
cepted communications standards used by
the ARPANET community For example, the
ARPANET standard for message format is
described in RFC 822.

USENET - USENET is a news network,
with articles sent by a flooding routing al-
gorithm to all nodes. While the transport
mechanism is UUCP for most links, numer-
ous others are used, including ethernets,
and the ARPA Internet. USENET combines
the idea of mailing lists long used on the
ARPANET with bulletin board service as
has existed for --iany years on TOPS-20
and other systems There are over 1000
USENET hosts worldwide, but there is no
general central authority for USENET The
name USENET is supposedly derived from
USENIX, which is the name of the UNIX
us,.s group.

VNET - An IBM interne network that uses
the same technology (RSCS) as BITNET.

X25Net CSNET's X25Net implements
the ARPANET TCP/IP protocols over the
X.25 facilities of the Telenet public data net
work. X25Net sites may perform file trans-
fer, remote login, and instantaneous
electronic mail transmission to other sites
on the DARPA Internet. Seventeen sites
currently participate in X25Net. 0
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DEVELOPING A CAMPUS-WIDE LOCAL AREA NETWORK:
WE'RE HALF WAY THERE

Paul J. Plourde
Vice President of Information Services

BENTLEY COLLEGE
Lindsay Hall 20

Waltham, MA 02254

This paper will review the plan and strategy to
implement a campus-wide LAN on a broadband cable few an
institution heavily committed to computing with 8,000
students utilizing computing on a regular basis on
1,200 microcomputers throughout the semester.

The presentation will focus on the plan to:
1. gradually phase out a 500 port MICOM front-end

which supported over 400 terminals and a few
hundred microcomputers, and 5 PRIME systems,

2. develop a broadband system which sits above a
variety of PRIME, Microvax, HP3000 and other
systems and which will provide node-to-node
communication between any two users on campus in
a network of several thousand microcomputers and
terminals, and

3. install a digital PBX system.

The plan that will be reviewed is a 5-phase
implementation plan that in the first three phases
focused first on the academic podium and provides data
and video communication to th six buildings in this
area. These developments which are completed co-exist
with th MICOM system which supports primarily
administrative users at this time while the majority
of academic users are on the broadband network. As a
parallel development we will review the acquisition of
a digital PBX system to suppoit voice communication
which we felt, for the time being, should exist on a
separate transmission medium.

As a part of this presentation, we will review the
reasons that we wanted to move away from a front-end
processor such as MICOM a why we selected broadband
over bareband and digital PBX for the major campus
backbone system. We will also discuss the develop-
ments of several smaller networks which are currently
planned, or implemented to support faculty chairs, the
CIS department and the Information Services Division.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Since the mid-1970's, the academic and administrative computing
needs of the College have been serviced by on-line access to one
or more computers via RS232 communication lines on a point-to-
point connection between terminals in various buildings and a
front-end processor in Lindsay Hall. During the time when we had
a DEC1OKI processor, we had approximately 128 terminals wired to
a DCA front-end communications processor. Although this provid-
ed adequate service in it's early years, the front-end deterio-
rated and was difficult to maintain. This combined with the
excessive number of users trying to access the processing capa-
bility of the DEC10 were the main reasons why we decide) to
replace that computer with a network of Prime computers. During
this early period, we did not use multiplexers and we had ini-
tially 8 then 32 dial-up lines for remote access.

With the installation of the PRIME systems, the data communica-
tions needs of the Bentley College data center were met by using
a MICOM 600 data switching unit. All of the 400 terminals on
campus were wired directly to the MICOM unit where connection to
one of the five Prime computers is made. This unit provided us
with the flexibility to direct users to a particular computer for
a special function(port selection).

The telephone system, which was installed when the College was
built, is an AT&T 701 mechanical switch and has been in oper_tion
since the opening of the campus. There was a study done in the
mid-70's and a recommendation was made to replace the switch but
that was not acted upon at that time. In 1983, the College
ordered a Dimension system primarily because of the needs of the
new Graduate Center but also because of the deterioration of
service and the inability of the telephone company to service
this equipment. Tnis switch was never installed.

COMMUNICATION:, PLANNING AND STRATEGY

It was at this time that the Campus Communications Committee was
formed and one of it's first priorities was to review the deci-
sion to order the Dimension system. The group made a recommenda-
tion to cancel the order for the Dimension system and this was
acted upon.

Having set aside the telephone decision as premature, the commit-
tee set forth to specify the College's communications objectives
and these are as follows:
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1. transparent, user-oriented environment,

2. convenient access to off-campus computer and
information resources,

3. convenient capabilities to promote resource sharing
(maximize accessibility to available hardware and
software resources),

4. reliable, fault-tolerant hardware and operating
software environment,

5. campus-wide access to appropriate information resources
from classrooms, offices, dormitories, auditorium and
other facilities,
e.g., graphics, video resources, electronic mail, word
processing, library catalogs, directories, administra-
tive data,

6. convenient capability to interface computer and
communication devices and peripherals, regardless of
make or type,

7. improved support of physical facilities management
(phones, energy, security, scheduling, etc.),

8. provision of controls for data security and user
privacy,

9. maintainable user environment.

In addition to these global objectives we had an immediate need
to satisfy the data communications needs of the new Graduate
Center building. We also had to concern ourselves with the
large. issues of data, voice and video transmission from virtual-
ly any point to any other point on campus. With the limited time
available(two months), we tried to make the most informed deci-
sion on the Graduate Center while building the first leg of a
system that would have campus-wide applicability.

One of our main concerns at this point in time was whether we
wished to perpetuate the MICOM front-end. The MICOM unit has
very little intelligence and can not perform any conversions or
high speed CPU to CPU transfers. Further, centralized control
and connections results in major disruption in user service in
the event of a malfunction in the front-end processor. This is
the case even with the availability of a primary and secondary
processor since a "soft" restart is impossible. Other reasons
for considering alternatives to the MICOM were: lack of conduit
space, a need for more flexible topology, isolation from light-
ning, better security provisions, and easier system maintenance.
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In search of a solution, the Campus Communications Committee
visited a number of sites including Brown University, Dartmouth
College, and the U.S Military Academy at West Point all of which
had installed extensive local area networks of different varie-
ties including baseband and broadband. After several months of
investigation and deliberation, the committee developed a commu-
nications strategy that focused on the following:

1. build a network independent of the computers that are being
used at any given point in time,

2. migrate academic users to this system fir t,

3. provide a video capability on this network for the upper
campus(academic podium),

4. install a new digital telephone switch,

5. migrate administrative users to the network, and

6. provide student housing access to all computing resources
whether mainframe, mini or micro.

As a first step in implementing this strategy we decided in June
of 1983 to install a broadband network in the new Graduate Center
building that would open in September of 1983. While the short
time frame did not permit an exhaustive analysis, this decision,
even in retrospect, seems to have had merit since it serviced the
data communications needs of that building while leaving open the
questions of how we would handle voice and video service for the
campus. While baseband would have provided the data communica-
tions service and allowed us to reduce our dependence on the
MICOM, we felt that broadband satisfied this requirement and:

"1. provided the capability to accommodate data, voice and
video on the same cable,

2. made use of proven CATV technology,
3. provided an integrated approach to our future needs for

interfacing information resources,
4. providing video transmission for instructional use, and
5. would allow multiple data transmission for energy,

facilities management and security systems."1

In the absence of a formal long-range communications plan, we
felt that this approach provided us with the most flexibility to
satisfy our future reds.

Having made the decision to install a broadband network, we
quickly reduced the available systems to Sytek and Ungermann-
Bass. Ungermann-Bass was selected to be implemented in the
Graduate Center and implementation proceeded as scheduled in
September of 1983. A valid question at this point is why we
selected these two companies since they are both relatively small
and one would of course prefer to install a network supplied by
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AT&T or IBM or Digital or another substantial company. The

answer is that netw,rks from larger vendors were simply unavaila-
ble. This presents a dilemma that colleges and universities as
well as industry face, even today although the choices in terms
of vendors are multiplying almost daily. The issues which we
face in making a cable decision were sundarized by this author in
an article in CAUSE/EFFECT in September, 1984 and dealt with
cable selection,2spectrum allocation and the question of multi-
vendor network-.

ACTIVITIES DURING 1984

Our original intention was to develop a long-range plan early in
1984 to expand the LAN to the remainder of the campus. This was
*)ased on the assumption that all freshmen would have computers.
Instead, activity during 1984 focused on a pilot project of 110
freshmen whn were issued portable computers and the campus-wide
planning activities regarding new building construction. Both
of these woLld have a major impact on the campus communication
requiremerts since the successful completion of the freshman
project could result in 4,000 additional micr,,computers on campus
and new building construction would add six buildings by 1987.

The decision to conduct a freshman pilot project delayed the
requirement for connectivity in the dorms. Freshmen do not
require connection to the Prime computers since the curriculum
for that year is organized to use micros in the Accounting, CIS,
English and Math courses. This, this will not b .ome an issue
until freshmen move out of the freshmen dorms( clustered together)
into other dormitories scattered in the lower campus in 1986. As
a consequence, we have an additional year before we needed to
have the lower campus connected to a network. In the meantime,
access from dorms by students who chose to acquire computers
could be accomplished through the use of a modem.

Since we delayed the expansion of the broadband network, we
satisfied the increasing demand for lines to the system by using
mul.:iplexers tied in to the MICOM. This was required in loca-
tions where limitations of conduit space did not permit the
insertion of additional RS232 lines.

The telephone system continued to deteriorate in 1984 but, until
we could get a sense of the eventual scope of the new building
project, it was decided to delay a decision on replacing the
telephone switch. This also afforded us the opportunity to
evaluate the offerings of a variety of companies in the wake of
the post AT&T divestiture.

Once we had determined that we would equip all freshmen with
computers in the fall of 1985 and the campus building plan was
finalized, we proceeded to develop the next four phases of the
five phase plan to develop a campus-wide LAN. These phases are
depic,ed graphically and narratively in Attachment A.
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ACTIVITIES DURING 1985

During this past year, there have been five primary activities
regarding communication as follows:

1. pension of the cable plant on the upper campus to
%.omplete phases II and III,

2. acquisition of additional network interface units(NIU's),

3. building a network communications center,

4. hiring a telephone communications consultant, issuing an
RFP and selecting a telephone switch, and

5. hiring a network consultant to assist us in assessing the
current state-of-the-art in LAN hardware and software and
finalizing cable plant design for the remaining phases of
the system.

In view of the delay in equipping freshmen with microcomputers
from 1984(the original date recommended by the faculty) to 1985,
we decided to proceed on a more deliberate schedule to expand the
broadband network. It was decided to proceed to the second and
third phases of the cable plant expansion. This expansion con-
sisted of extending the cable plant throughout the upper campus
to provide data and video communications to the academic podium.
This has been completed and we also have acquired additicnal
ports(NIU's) to connect some of the academic users on the lower
campus to network interface units in Waverley Hall where we are
building a network node for the 11,,,ler campus which is the loca-
tion of all of our residence halls.

The strategy thus far has been to leave administrative computer
users on the MICOM and transition the academic user- to the
broadband network. Our current distribution of portb on the MICOM
and the broadband is depicted in Attachment B. The use of the
MICOM provides additional secu.'ity(through separation) and the
broadband system causes a minimum of interruption to the academic
users when we have a malfunction to some portion of that- equi-;-
ment. The reason for this is that system failure is isually
limited to one board which affects six ports rather tnan a system
fail ,-e whicn was often the case with the MICOM. P 198u, with
the completion of Phases IV and V, we IA 11 migrate ,ne adminis-
trative users to the broadband network. However, additional
software developments are required to provide additional security
within the network control proces:;or before we will feel com-
fortable in having our administrative users intermixed on an
intelligent network with academic users. This has been one of
our major disappointments in that vendor supplied software has
been slow in coming.
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The third activity that we have been engaged in 1985 was the
construction of the network control center. This provides a
central location for the Network Control Processor,
amplifiers and other network equipment isolated from the comput-
ers. This has been completed and will provide space for the
expansion needed during the next few years. We initially had
placed the head-end in the computer room but this did not provide
adequate space for expansion and did not secure the network from
the computers. This resulted from lack of experience on our
part and bad advice from our cable plant ,isigners. They also
designed the first leg of the system in such a way that we had to
recalibrate the whole system when we added Phases II & III. The
message here is to be wary of the one opinion solution.

When we proceed to a full implementation of the network, we
anticipate that we could release the MICOM by mid-1986.
There is a possibility that the MICOM could be diverted to some
other use such as a port selection device for the lower campus
rather than proceeding with extending the broadband to the lower
campus. Another possibility that is currently being evaluated is
whether we could use the new telephone switch, a Northern Telecom
SL1 system, for data switching for the dorm rooms. We will have
to examine the reliability of the MICOM and the cost effective-
ness of that approach vis-a-vis the broadband network approach,
versus the telephone system before proceeding to Phase V.

FUTURE ACTIVITIES

The phases of development for completing the network are as
follows:

1. extend network service to Morison F&A,
This is Phase III and was delayed until this Fall in order
to coordinate this wiring with the cable plant installation
for the telephone system,

2. installation of the replacement telephone switch(early
1986),

3. extending the cable plant and network service to the
new Student Center and the new Administration building,
Phase IV of the LAN plan (Spring, 1986),

4. expansion of the network to the lower campus,
Phase V of LAN plan(Summer 1986 through 1987),

5. develop specialized PC networks for department chairs and
other groups(currently in progress),

6. provide network software for name and file servers as well
as security(includes replacement of the network control
processor) ,
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7. extend the pilot video broadcasting capability to all of
the classrooms and conferencing facilities on the upper
campus.

ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

The issues that one needs to address in planning the development
of a campus-wide LAN are for the most part those which were
identified by this author in the September, 1984 issue of
CAUSE/EFFECT as follows:

"1. In addition t- the lack of standards and the unpredictabili-
ty of when standards will be defined and finalized, the fact
is that the large computer and communication companies have
not yet announced major local area network products....

2. Another factor which impinges upon any evaluation is the
impact of AT&T's divestiture and the difficulty of trying to
acquire specifications of future PBX systems and what rela-
tionship this will have on LANs.

3. A concern faced by current implementators is that they have
to deal with small specialized LAN companies....

4. Another major problem is that there are few knowledgable
consultants in this area, those who do exist ara overworked,
and we do not always understand that of which they speak....

5. We are also faced with the fact that the vendors' literature
and rhetoric is outstripping the software capabilities of
the networks. The problem is that the software resident in
either network control processors or network interface units
for file transfers, name-servers or network management is
really at the first stage of development...."3

The last point is at the heart of much of our hesitancy to move
ahead with a given company's product. We have purposely "dragged
our feet" on expanding the network and we have been actively
engaged in evaluating other vendors' products. We must decide
whether this is the propitious time to switch to a vendor that
might have a more sophisticated plan for network management
software. While we have a sunk cost invested in our current
vendor, the lack of network bridges makes it imperative that we
make the right vendor decision. While bridges do exist within a
given vendor's products such as bridging NETONE baseband and
broadband approaches, bridges between two vendors require spe-
cialized software development that is beyond the reach and budget
of most colleges and universities.

Another factor that is impacting our future deve]opments, espe-
cially the implementation of the dormitcries(Phazde V) is the cost
per connection in existence today. This connect cost is one of
the major dilema's that we face at this time since the price per
connection has not been reduced to the comparable cost of a data-
set connection. In the event that the connect cost doesn't
decrease between now and the decision for the installation cf the
lowe campus link, we will have to determine whether we wish to
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sacrifice the potential for video projection into dormitory rooms
and proceed with a more traditional four-wire approach(RS232) to
dormitory connections versus a broadband connection.

Our experience further suggests that one should be wary of cable
plant designers. We have had three different firms involved in
designing subsequent legs(phases) of the LAN and each has cri-
tiqued the approach used by the previous firm in designing the
preceding phase. This has r-suited in our having to redo a
portion of the cable plant or head-end. Fortunately, our ap-
proach was to add in small increments and we were able to absorb
these changes with a minimum of impact to our users. However, it
serves to highlight the need for a formal campus-wide design
prior to proceeding with the installation of the cable plant. I

would venture even further and argue that once this plan has been
prepared a second opinion should be secured to insure that the
design does not reflect the particular subjective view of one
firm or individual. These people are rather like psychologists
or computer people or other non-nature disciplines where there
are few accepted theories or rules for the "right way" to ad-
dress a problem or complete a project. The net result of all of
these factors is that there is not much room for errors in plan-
ning or vendor selection.

Footnotes

1G. T. Hopkins and N.B. Meisner, A summary of the advantages
and disadvantages of "Choosing Between Broadband and Baseband
Local Area Networks", Mini -Micro Systems, June, 1982, pp. 265-
2Y4.

2
P. J, Plourde, "Perspectives on Data Communications",

CAUSE/EFFECT, September 4, 1984, pp. 4-5.

3IBID., pp. 4-5.
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Portions of this paper were adapted and
presented by Steven W. Gilbert at the
CAUSE8S National Conference. The full text
is reprinted here with permission from Me
EDUCOM Bulletin (Summer 1985, vol. 20,
no. 2). The attached chart was also presented
at the CAUSE Conference.

Ac decor SOftfalfe u a pimp:114 undefined
term rrferrtng to all compeer software --
mem. ram, and mansframe wed by faulty
and gaideass

Academic S3ftware
Vision and Perspective

by Steven W. Gilbert

Recent discussion of academic software has
been stimulated primarily by a rapidly
growing interest in microcomputer software
in the higher education community. The
current overall picture, however, of efforts
to develop and apply academic computer
software for higher education can be
described as disorganized at best: vendors
view the market as fragmented and chaotic;
no widely accepted vision of the future role
for academic software in hie - education
currently exists; most colleges and univer-
sities have yet to establish their own clear set
of objectives for committing to the develop-
ment and/or use of academic software; and
no single organization is capable of address-
ing the entire confusing scenario.

Moreover, the incentives financial or
otherwise to encourage individuals and
educational institutions to develop software
that, primarily, serves the needs of the
academic community have yet to be
adopted and applied. Solutions that would
encourage more effective development and
dissemination of academic software often
are hindered by the erroneous assumptic n
that all software can be acquiled and used
the same way.

Further, a convenient, low-cost, widely
accessible mechanism for sharing noncom-
mercial software (software for which the
recovery cif development costs is not sought)
has not been established; nor is there a con-
venient, widely accessible mechanism for
delivering software throughout higher
education. In fact, there is no single, cen-
tralized source of information about
academic software for higher education, nor
is there a system for identifying promising
faculty-produced software that can be
developed beyond noncommercial status.

Little progress also has been made in
developing software licensing or pricing
agreements that provide students, faculty,
and staff with reasonably priced access to
commercially successful software while
simultaneously offering adequate revenue
to the commercial developer.

Compounding this confusion is the fact

t-- - ,
J 0
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that faculty developers and faculty users
many times fail to recognize the com-
plementary nature of their roles Most facul-
ty developers don't realize that faculty from
other institutions may be interested in using
their software even if it isn't fully polished
and supported. Faculty, especially those
who have neither the resources for nor the
interest in developing software themselves,
often fail to recognize that colleagues at
other institutions may have already
developed software that may be useful to
them.

If the goal of revolutionary change in the
higher education learning process through
Increased use of computers is a realistic vi-
sion, conceptual breakthroughs the
development of new academic software ap-
plications and entirely new ways of thinking
about using information technology to
enhance the learning process must
emerge Eventually, a breakthrough in in-
structional applications of information
technology similar in impact to that of word
processing and spreadsheet software may occur.

Considering the variety and magnitude of
problems associated with academic soft-
ware, no single organization alone can ad-
dress all of these issues and problems.
Allocating tasks to appropriate organiza-
tions and developing communications
among them would provide a chance to
reach specific goals more quickly and effi-
ciently Easy availability of information
about software, a cost-effective deliver/
system, and a cost-effective marketing
system could further enhance dcvclopmcnt
and use of academic software The descrip-
tion below attempts to categorize "kinds"
of software and to describe a set of coor-
dinated dcvclopmcnt and distribution
mechanisms for higher education.

Software Categories: Noncommercial to
Commercial

To encourage the continuing develup-
ment of better quality, more widely
available software for individual learning
and productivity, two somewhat conflicting
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goals must be met: low price for end users,
and reasonable revenue to the developing
institution. The enormous capital expen-
ditures required of large-scale commercial
software businesses to develop and market
their products more than justify the energy
devoted to finding ways to prevent
unauthorized copying, provide fair
revenues, and convince users that conven-
tional ethics should apply. However, the
same conditions do not apply to all

categories of software in al! markets Forms
of software differ in regard to:

how marketing information is
distributed

levels of technical support
availabil;17 fa: multiple operating en-

vironments
cost, pricing, and billing mechanisms
delivery methods
opportunities for copying, usage, and

modifications
Scholarly tradition not only encourages,

but req sires the free exchange of intellec-
tual products. Differentiation among soft-
ware categories should enaK, the academic
and commercial communities to understand
that at least o;:e important type of software
is intended for copying and intellec :ual pig-
gybacking.

Noncommercial (Grassroots) Software
may be defined as software usually
developed on campus by faculty fog -4uch
financial reward is not an immediate or
dominant incentive. One example might be
software developed by a faculty member
working alone or with help from a student
programmer, perhaps on a single
"module" to supplement a course, possibly
simulating a principle that has proven dif-
ficult to teach through conventional means.
Minimal, if any, documentation is

prepared, and initially, little thought is
given to peers who may use the software for
instructional purposes. Faculty developing
such software are often unwilling to provide
even the most essential support services,
thus stalling the "modules" far from ready
for commercial distribution.

Precommerrial Software, also usually
developed on campus by faculty, differs
from Noncommercial Software in that cost
recovery for a portion of development and
distribution expenses is expected. The soft-
ware is "pre" commercial because the in-
stitution supporting this level of develop-
ment significantly subsidizes the process,
hoping for return of revenue to partially
finance the effort.

Academic Commercial (Educational)
Software may be described as software
found economically viable based on sales in
higher education alone, yet having sales
potential in other markets. Recently,

reoresentatives of textbook publishers, soft-
v. e houses, software distributors, hard-
ware manufacturers, and the academic com-
munity have been discussing the possibility
of "commercializing" educational soft-
ware The underlying assumption, however,
is that an economically viable format can be
found. (Combinations of disks and text-
books are being tried.)

The traditional support, distribution,
and maintenance mechanisms associated
with commercial software, however, may
not be realistic for the higher education
market. Perhaps potential revenue from
academic software in higher education will
not sustain the same level of investment in
development, marketing, production, and
distribution appropriate for commercial
markets.

Commercial Software may be defined as
software found economically viable based
on sales in markets outside higher educa-
tion. Two challenging and promising tasks
for higher education lie in this category
developing educational applications for
commercially available software and
negotiating favorable pricing policies with
software vendors. Colleges and universities
are not well-suited to developing
commercial-quality packaging. quality con-
trol, and support services necessary for suc-
cess in the commercial market; however,
concepts from which successful "academic"
commercial software is developed must, at
least in part, grow out of educational en-
vironments.

Obvious advantages for higher education
exist in developing instructional and
research applications for commercially
available software the underlying
framework is reliable, reasonably well-

documented, supported by a responsible
off-campus organization, and likely to be
widely available (for a price) to faculty and
students. In general, applications "built on
top of" commercially available software
have the greatest chance of functioning on
more than one kind of computer with
relatively modest re-development costs,
since the developer of the underlying com-
mercial software has high incenti-ic for mak-
ing the product run well and as uniformly as
possible on many different machines.

Some projects and institutions have been
encouraging faculty teams to develop
"templates" that tailor commercial soft-
ware for a narrower academic purpose
Creating simulations or models for a par-
ticular discipline by us:ng commercial
spreadsheets is the most common example
Template developers may be required to
pay special licensing fees to the developer of
the underlying software

Many colleges and universities are at-
tempting to negotiate "site licenses" with
software vendors. The most frequent targets
are publishers of the more popular spread-
sheet, word processing, and database man-
agement products in general demand both
within and outside higher education These
are priced much higher than other personal
educational materials such as textbooks

Unfortunately, many of the larger soft-
ware companies sec higher education as a
tiny, disorganized market in which illicit copy.
mg is treated more often as a game than a
crime Consequently, many college or

university representatives have been rebuffed
when attempting to negotiate pricing ar-
rangements better suited to institutional
structures Attempts to develop single-fee
licenses for copying privileges within an en-
tire institution have succeeded in some
cases, but have often been slow to negotiate
and difficult to conclude. However, efforts
are underway to develop effective models
for software site license contracts and for
other pricing strategies Recently more soft-
ware vendors and publishers have been will-
ing to explore such options

Who Develops Academic Software?
Independent individuals Many campus

producers work individually to develop
academic software with little or no institu-
tional support Independent faculty
developers are often willing, sometimes
eager, for colleagues to use, ctiticize, and
improve the software with the expecta-
tion that the creator will be acknowledged
However, they are usually not interested in
taking on the additional work required to
make the software easier and more attractive
for others to use

In many cases, the financial incentives are
uncertain, career incentives rare, and oppor-

"The current overall picture...of efforts to
develop and apply academic computer software
for higher education can be described as
disorganized at best..."
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tunnies for sharing results with peers
limited. In fact, success in developing soft-
ware may not be a career enhancement in
the academic community. While faculty-
developed discipline-specific software is the
result of demanding, creative, intellectual
activity it is more often associated with
enhancing instruction or research
methodology than contributing to a grow-
ing body of academic research results This
fact coupled with promotion and tenure
commirtees' lack of experience in evaluating
software may explain why so few colleges
vrid universities reward faculty software
development in promotion or tenure pro-
cedures. Consequently, individual academic
software developers are usually motivated
by potential peer approval, the satisfaction
of contributing to the evolution of an
academic discipline within the tradition of
scholarly xch, the pleasure of sharing
ideas, or the inherent intellectual excite-
ment of creating things with computers
while improving the instructional process.

Individual Faculty with Modest Institu-
tional Support. Institutions (maybe dozens,
not hundreds) that provide some formally
organized assistance to faculty software
developers usually offer limited help from
professional centralized support staff, and
offer more extensive assistance student
personnel, computer access, and release
time to a select group. The latter have
usually survived some form of selection pro-
cess such as obtaining an internal grant.
Even with typical budgetary constraints,
faculty developers are more often limited by
the scarcity of well-qualified support staff
than by lack of hardware, software tools, or
other resources.

Institutions Committed to Systematic
Development of Academic Software. Very
few institutions fall into this category. As
colleges and universities begin to discover
the real requirements and costs of produc-
ing commercially successfu' software, they
become less willing to commit to broad soft-
ware development programs; most institu-
tions are still questioning the ap-
propriateness of such ventures within an
academic environment.

Unfcrtunately, institutional policy
discussions on faculty development of soft-
ware often center around one of the least
likely outcomes of such efforts vast

wealth Faculty are not going to get rich
from software development; neither will
many colleges or universities. Although
modest returns may be quite feasible, great
financial rewards are rare. Popular media
stories about a few software creators who
become millionaires eclipse stories about
thousands who entered the software market
and departed wiser but no wealthier.

Moreover, faculty don't realize the level of
resources required to produce commercially
successful software 10 to 100 times the
money, people, and time compared to
requirements for the initial version

Commercial Software Companies.
Developing a product designed primarily
for the higher education market is an enor-
mous risk for commercial software com-
panies. Commercial enterprises would be
risking market image, reputation, and
general credibility by delivering any product
that lacked the characteristics essential for
success in the highly competitive software
industry. Such companies can't afford the
luxury available to colleges and universities
of delivering a product that isn't as "fin-
ished" as typical commercial software By con-
trast, colleges and universities can decide
not to invest in the preparation and produc
tion of cross-indexed, clearly written, attrac-
tively printed documentation. They can
decide not to invest in menu-dnven online
help functions or national mass-marktt
advertising, and can even release software
without elaborate debugging and quality
assurance processes.

Consequently, most commercial software
companies interested in the higher educa-
tion market are still looking for new ways to
reach it, or for products that will serve other
markets as well.

Academic Software Distribution Systems
An effective software distribution system

for higher education would create both the
perception and reality of a more national,
coherent, effective market for academic
software in higher education. The power of
colleges and universities to influence the
marketplace would greatly increase if in-
stitutions' purchasing power grows in size
and in ability to direct that power toward
common purposes.

Acade;aw Software Development Infor-
mation Exchange. A variety of periodical
publicatio- , online databases, and newslet-
ters cove parts of the higher education
academic software scent. But a comprehen-
sive listing of all discipline-specific commer-
cially available software just doesn't exist,
thus making learning about the availability
of noncommercial software in any field a
matter of luck. Useful evaluations of
academic software are even more difficult to
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find, and when found are often outdated
What is needed to encourage

"grassroots" software developers is a com-
bination of guidelines, periodically published
listings, and an online database or struc-
tured system of bulletin boards. This com-
bination sould provide easy, inexpensive
access for those offering information and for
those trying to find it. Information about
how to acquire software should also be in-
cluded. Administrative overhead and ex-
penses should be minimal, and if an inex-
pensive, simple device fur adding user
reviews is possible, so much the better In-
formation about commercially viable or
commercially oriented software could also
be included

The result will facilitate intellectual ex-
change that may reduce duplicate effort and
enable one developer to build on the work
of another. Faculty (and others) will be able
to find out easily if someone else has already
begun developing software for a certain
academic function. The Exchange would,
primarily, serve those not concerned with
commercial success low cost and ease of
use would be paramount. The Information
Exchange should also facilitate sharing of
noncommercial software as inexpensively as
possible perhaps electronically. Software
that "grows" as a result of this intellectual
exchange process might be able to move on
to one of the other structures described
below.

Academic Software Delivery Service. Any
physical delivery mechanism for academic
software must meet two seemingly conflict-
ing criteria: fair revenue for software
developers, and low prices for purchasers
Such a service might be electronic in nature

possibly through a network although
this is not the only alternative Whatever
the mechanism, the service is intended to

help recover a portion of development
costs for colleges and universities

keep unit prices as low as possible
making software more accessible to more
faculty and students

facilitate acquisition of a rich set of low-
cost, "ready-to-run" software (especially for
institutions planning to integrate com-
puting throughout the curriculum)

remove complexity fror the dissemina-
tion process

Academic Software Agency The software

"...there is no single, centralized so4rce of
information about academic software for higher
education..."
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industry has become so complex and
fragmented that finding the right partners
requires much more time than most faculty
and administrators can allocate. An in-
dividual or organization that functions as a
knowledgeable broker and go-between to
rept:sent the interests of campus software
developers is needed. This agent or agency
could be responsible for facilitating com-
munications between developers and the
software companies or commercial academic
publishers best suited to particular projects.

Agents are needed to recognize and pro-
mote new talent and negotiate solid deals,
and would be expected to make judgments
about software projects worthy of promo-
tion beyond the Information Exchange or
Delivery Service. Agent compensation could
be based on revenue earned by projects
adopted for promotion, or by other fee
structures negotiated with individual
developers or sponsoring institutions.
Agents could also provide advice and
guidance to software developers about
documentation and other development-
related tasks.

Commercial Academic Software
Publishers. Will companies be established
that can survive by developing and
publishing academic software only? Divi-
sions assigned such tasks within major print
publishing companies are not yet self-
supporting. The possibility of such commer-
cial organizations emerging and succeeding
may depend on support services like
those described above. Development of a
structured market and a more responsible
approach on the part of higher education
may encourage large commercial companies
to be more receptive to pricing and licensing
patterns that fit the unique characteristics of
colleges and universities.

Faculty Software Developers and Faculty
Software Users

Many faculty developers have the time,
interest, and resources available to enable
them to develop software moduks, but
most don't have the time and resources
necessary to develop full courses It also
seems reasonable to assume that most facul-
ty developers are found on research univer-
sity campuses or at institutions that have
made significant commitments to support-
ing faculty software development. Yet not

all faculty share the attitudes of faculty
developers and their interest in the "pro-
cess by which software is created

Other faculty in search of software for a
specific application often end up modifying
existing software, a much less demanding
process Faculty who adapt software add
subject matter to a software framework
developed and supplied by others, a prac-
tice becoming more common among consor-
tia of colleges and universities that share
easy access to one type of microcomputer,
minicomputer, ctc. The most common ex
amples are the development of specialized
databases built on commercially available
database management systems, and simula-
tion models described via commercially
available spreadsheets. On several campuses
the development of a unique instructional
software module is soon followed by
development of software tools that facilitate
using the same approach in other academic
disciplines For example, several campuses
have developed software that gives students
access to verbal information by "pointing"
to a portion of a visual image.

Still other faculty (and students) find and
use software developed by others "as is"
(unfortunately, neither the "finding" nor
"using" are always simple). Faculty users
especially potential faculty users are
often individuals whose teaching loads and
institutional priorities don't allow time and
resources for software development or
embellishment. These individuals need to
know what software is available. where to get
it, and exactly how it is going to make them
more productive as teachers or researchers

There still remains a group of faculty and
students who don't seem interested in com-
puter technology and often refuse to par-
ticipate in on-campus computing. For this
group it remains to be seen if compelling
argumenks can be found to convince them
to join the "computer revolution We are
still so near the beginning of our efforts to
integrate computing into academic life that
it would be premature to conclude that this
remarkable technology cannot be effectively
applied in any discipline. Their lack of in-
terest may be due to many factors lack of
incentives (promotion and tenure policies)
and resources (funds, personnel, informa-
tion, software, etc.). Or, we may find simply
that not everyone needs to use computers.

{t ...conflicting goals must be met: low price for
end users, and reasonable revenue to the
developing institution."

r-tJ

A Critical Factor
Effective dialogue between faculty

developers and users is difficult to achieve as
each group focuses on different software
aspects Currently, faculty users far out-
number developers and tend to think
primarily of using commercial software But
commercial software is too expt sive to
develop and distribute and too slow to
emerge Faculty developers must learn to
provide software and information about it
that will engage users, and users must look
to faculty developers and accept software
that doesn't always have the polished
characteristics of commercial software

Improvement in quantity and quality of
the software developed on college and
university campuses will only occur if faculty
developers believe that the interests of
potential faculty users are real and relevant,
that the results of faculty developers' efforts
will be useful to others, and that offering
information encouraging others to use the
software is worthwhile. Until the com-
munications gap between faculty users and
developers is bridged, the software distribu-
tion mechanisms described above will be
difficult to achieve

While the ultimate goal involves
discovering or inventing new roles for infor-
mation technology in higher education, the
more immediate goal is to make high quali-
ty software available in quantities and at
prices that meet the unique needs of higher
education This must be done while also
^roviding fair compensation to those who

velop, produce, market, and deliver
academic software. Consequently, we need

new incentives for faculty software
development, mechanisms for sharing
results, and mechanisms for delivering feed-
back from users to developers

development of parallel, interrelated in-
formation and delivery systems for
"publishing" software, based on sharply
defined software categories

continued opportunities for new work-
ing relationships between the academic
community and software-producing com-
panies

The next step must involve the formation
of coalitions and partnerships within higher
education to develop a coherent agenda for
action The time has come to establish a
forum for bringing together representatives
of all interested parties

(Dozens of individuals, from both member
institutions and EDUCOM's staff, con-
tributed ideas and/or criticized earlier drafts
of this paper Special thanks to thee in-
dividuals and especially to Brian Hawkins,
Stephen Ehrman, Kenneth Green, and
William Arms )
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HIGHER EDUCATION ACADEMIC SOFTWARE
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The above chart is explained in some detail in the article "Academic Software-
Vision and Perspectives" as found on pages 18 to 21 in the Summer 1985 issue of the
EDUCOM Bulletin. This article provided the conceptual basis from which the EDUCOM
Software Initiative is now being developed. If you would like further information
about the current status of the EDUCOM Software Initiative, please contact
Steven W. Gilbert, Managing nirector, EDUCOM, P.O. Box 364, Carter and Rosedale Roads,
Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 734-1549.
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Searching for Answers
Trying to Manage the Chaos of Academic Computing

William E Russell
Merrimack College

North Andover
Massachusetts

A single year's experience as Coordinator of Academic Computing at a
small college with a preference for liberal studies does not qualify
one as an expert in academic computing questions, except perhaps
with respect to the puzzles, problems and difficulties. This paper
considers two of the more perplexing topics for one in the position of
manager of the academic computing enterprise in the setting
described. The clarion call of some for computing power and computer
literacy, while hearty and widespread in Academe, seems in some
instances unexamined and lacking in cogency. A econd thrust
examines the ambiguous role of the manager, termed coordinator, the
instrument or catalyst in the process of ushering in the new
technology to the facility
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THL SETTING

"I feel vet." anxious and nervous. I really feel threatened and
resentful: e senior faculty member from the chemistry department blurted
out angrily. Until this moment he had been silent, content to listen to
others in a small group discussion with faculty and administrators from
several colleges. Inevitably, the general topic of evaluation of faculty
focused for a time upon the concepts of "deadwood" and faculty burnout."
During the two day workshop devoted to "Chairing the Academic
Department" no one to this moment had mentioned computing. If I choose,"
he continued, "not to use computers does that infer that I'm net as good a
teacher as my colleagues who are wild about the machine? Does everybody
have t.':' get on the same bandwagon?"

A summer omnibus committee of faculty and administrators discussed
at length on a daily basis a wide range of subjects- mission statement,
quality of college publications, facilities, campus cultural life, student
activities, search procedures for administrative vacancies, academic
structure, student advisement, curriculum reform, values education,
computer literacy. In the fall, the study group would convey the relevant
recommendations to the Faculty Senate for its action. On the question of
computer literacy, after mild and brief debate, the commitee voted 8 -' to
recommend a computer literacy competency requirement for all students.

During ,rJn early fail meeting of the college Academic Computer Users
Committee a professor from the business faculty voiced a prime concern
"I'm afraid that our students do not learn the software or use the
microcomputers that employers expect. They're losing a competitive edge
when they go for jobs. We need to know what micros and software packages
companies want students to run so that we can prepare them better for the
realities of the workplace." The ensuing discussion of the problem ended
after one committee member volunteered students from his class on
Market Reseach to investigate. At the subsequent meeting, the student
project team presented its proposed hypothesis, object..res, and methods
of research for committee review; then went about the job of investigation
of employer vocatiori,-1 expectations for graduates with the charge to
report their findings by semester end.

The same committee, charged by the president of the college to
d elop for his review an integrated five-year plan for computing,. a
condition for the E cpenditure of further funds for computing, wrestled at
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length with the question of mini-micro mix, the requisite specifications of
a minicomputer to serve the needs for the next five years, the number of
terminals, the number and location of micro labs, hardware and software
for a writing center and electronic classroom, the choice or choices of
microcomputer networking, student ownership of micros, and whatever
else is fodder for a five year computing plan After several meetings
devoted to these topics without apparent progress in building consensus
and motivated by a combination of frustration, advocacy, end
mischievousness (loyalists to IBM from Business have numerical advantage
in the group as well u3 in studs enrollments), a physics professor
proposed that all freshmen commencing with the class of 1990 be required
to purchase a Macintosh microcomputer.

To meet the faculty and listen to their concerns, the newly appointed
academic dean, a strong believer in the necessity and value of academic
computing, hosts small group, informal luncheons with all departments
during the first few months of his tenure. Academic computing ranks high
as a mental agenda item of the lunche4,16, particularly with those
departments "not yet up to speed." Judging enthusiasm important, and a
workshop the catalyst, the departments present at one meeting espouse the
dean's idea, a concept which two days before, in another context, several
present argued strongly against "We don't need workshops yet. We need
equipment, hardware. It makes no sense to attend workshops if at the
conclusion the machines aren't on our desks The workshop is schedulM for
next semester break

Most faculty consider student advisement a primary and crucial
obligation. One faculty member counsels an advisee to substitute a course
in computing for an intended elective philosophy offering. The former, cs
the argument goes, offers "relevance, promises rewards of conceptually
clear thinking, promotes problem soving ability and skills, prepares one for
life in the 21st century The compliant student erases PH 321, pencils in
CS 101

Expanded, these vignettes of local origin, drawn from my extremely
limited, one year experience as Coordinator of Academic Computing at
mall comprehensive college, might provide a chapter of case studies for
the tyro I would call the chapter "Compatibility of the Academic Mission
and the Goals of Academic Computing." The selected episodes register for
me that the first, in time and in import, and the continuing task for a
coordinator of academic computing is conceptual, to locate a defensible
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position, based on careful reflection of many factor-, but particularly
curriculum related ones, for the place of computers in the undergraduate
academic environment. The second task is 1J work with other faculty,
whose views, as a group, span the length of spectrum, from euphoria to
skepticism about computers in teaching, to develop an individual and
reasoned viewpoint for academic computing.

Erasmus, teacher of royalty, in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
century thought that classical Latin would provide the foundation for
confectirg a common culture. Isocrates in the 5th century L,C judged his
native Greek culture sufficiently powerful to accomplish this objective in
his "uncivilized" world. "Will computers" asks Professor Connolly, "then
provide the future Foundation of our common culture, the means by which
we experience one another? Not a shared history and shared language , nor
an appreciation of arts and sciences that have evolved over millennia, but a
multicabled web of monitors, megabytes, microprocessors, and daisy wheel
printers" (48). Derek look asks an unfashionable and rare question. Apart
from the excitement of the new machines, what is it, exactly, that they can
do to improve the process of learning? What effects will they have on the
campus envi7nment" (7)? Bok emphasizes that these powerful tools can't
contribute a great deal to learning open ended subjects like moral
philosophy, religion, historical intre,retation, and literary criticism
Inspiration, service as role models, genuine dialogue, evaluation, each
critic& to effective teaching, extend beyond the capacity of the machine
(7). Using the metaphor of a labyrinth, and urging caution mixed with
skepticism, Dean Robert Golden characterizes the computer literacy
floodtide in academe as "part genuine response to need and part craze
While the chorus calling for student computer literacy is loud and
widespread, cogent reasons why this goal is so important are often lacking"
(80.

Another thoughtful analyst of the collegiate computing scene labels
the phenomenon "computer mania," charging that adoptiun of computer
cower is "more cosmetic than thoughtful. The endless enumeration of who
is doing what can be dazzling, but there has been little critical analysis,"
asserts Bonham, "of the educational significance of what is being aune It
is as though with the invention of food processors, we were determined to
consume only that food capable of being sliced, diced, ar-' pulverized. Such
behavior would be of substantial benefit to manufacturers of food
processors, but would hardly improve the national diet" (72). Brian
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Champness describes the introduction of computers to the classroom as "an
irrational push of technologic& determinism," and asks, not only what will
students be like after this, but the complementary question of ,ihat
subiects and activities will computing replace Weizenbaum and others
suggest that soon students will not need much hands-on computing
experience. The computer will be largely invisible, as it is now in many
commonly used machines in everyday life (225). Thus the emphasis replaces
more significant realms of learning.

Several attend to the unprecedented entanglement of profit motivated
vendors with education "What the computer literacy movement seems to be
most enriching" states Menosky, challenging the popular view, "is its
backers, sellers of computers and computer programs, promoters of
retraining courses for workers and teachers, writers and publishers of the
industry's books and magazines Last year for example US schools spent
nearly $500 million on person& computers and pi °grams" (76) Computing
too has spawned an enormous training culture as colleges join American
industry in affection for short workshops and one day seminars Economic
in time and money, though value is another matter, the itinerant training
cohorts travel from motel to motel conference room, making a quarterly
circuit througn ..ian Francisco, Houston, Atlanta, New York, Chicago, and
Boston Like the wandering Sophists of ancient Athens, the seh.inar
sponsors promise results for a stiff fee. Joseph Weizenbaurn defines
computer illiteracy , a disease invented to market the cure (McCracken)
Weizenbaum also offers a provocative anecdote on the promise that
computing course work will aid in perfecting problem solving skills,
though perhaps humor rather than insight is the main intent of the quip
"Take a great many people who've dealt with computers now for a long
time-for example, MIT seniors or MIT professors of computer science- and
ask whether they're in 6ny better position to solve life's problems And I
think the answer is clearly no They're lust as confused and mixed up about
the world and their personal relations and so on GS any one else" (Ilenosky
61) Waiter Reich's spoof article suggests that the "great computer
diversion has been an extremely clever Soviet scheme," an effort "to
neutralize the American mtelligentia." His evidence in part, the example of
an apparent vocational change of a thoughtful ex-presidential speech
writer and acclaimed author who uses his considerable writing talents to
e:Ipose the tricks and pitfalls of WordStar.

Patrick Suppes, a durable and respected leader in CM, bears witness
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to the independently arrived at wiosom of Casey Stengel and Neils Bohr,
each of whom articulated in similar grammar, the aphorism that its verq
difficult to predict, especially when talking about the future In 1966,
Suppes divined in an article in Scientific American. "One can predict that in
a few more years millions of students will have access to what Philip of
Macedon's son Alexander the Great enjoyed as a royal prerogative. the
personal services of a tutor as well informed and responsive as Aristotle"
(8). The skeptics recall that technology introduced to teaching is littered
with failures or partial buccesses. A press release from Carnegie Mellon
compares the use of person& computers with respect to increasing
learning to assembly line methcds increasing significantly productivity in
the auto industry (Chorover 224). Derek C. Bok reminds intemperate
enthusiasts that experience should make one wary of dramatic claims for
the impact of new technology. For some faculty, the innovation and
revolution accomplished by the copying machine and the paper-back book
have more immediate classroom significance. Thomas Edison's opinion that
the phonograph would revolutionize education supplies one piece of
evidence that technology's path to the classroom is not always smooth Bok
quotes Richard Clark, a leader in evaluation of technology: "Five decades of
research suggest that there are no learning benefits to be gained from
employing different media in instruction, regardless of their obviously
attractive features or advertised superiority . The best current evidence
is that media are mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not
influence student achievement any more that the truck that delivers our
groceries causes changes in our nutrition" (8- 9).

The literature sometimes seems to identify teacher resistance and
conservatism, and lack of quality software as primary obstacles to the
widespread introduction of computers in the classroom. A more plausible
explanation may be the hesitancy of some to, in the languay., of Francis
Bacon, accept az: truth things that are weakly authorized or warranted The
innocence of educators f;oupled with intense competition for a diminished
supply of students and the profit motives of relentless and well trained
vendor representatives, may obscure the prior questions of mission, goals,
and curricular aptness.

To manage the chaos of academic computing, a necessary condition is,
it seems to me, an effort to form a clear conception, stripped of childish
enthusiasm and vendor hyperbole, of the role of computers in the various
disciplines of the Lndergraduate college c. rriculum. Computers should be
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used in the classroom not because they are here, available, and publicized
in competing schools, but because teaching is enhanced

WAYS OF LOOKING AT THE MANAGER, THE COORDINATOR OF ACADEMIC

COMPUTING

The second most important task of the coordinator of academic
computing is, it seems to me, like the first, conceptual The role, at least
in a small college where one person is the show, lacks definition It is
extremely diffuse, amorphous, and unchartered. The coordinator of
academic computing is truly an odd creature in an odd situation Assumed
by administration to be a manager, and by faculty, a colleague, the position
is essentially, in a delegated sense, powerless, lacking in formal authority
To succeed in meeting chosen objectives, without control or genuine
authority, in the often individualistic and anarchical settinn of a college,
and in a sphere where voluntary cooperation is necessary ;.o siccess,
;-equires at least perseverence and luck as well as other le,s definable
qualities In addition, skills warned experientially in classroom teaching
are not identical with those needed to perform successfully as a
coordinator-manager.

Writing about another setting, Orr identifies "four monumental
problems" creating a management crisis: "too much to do, too little time to
do it in, too few good people and too many options The same factors jppN
equally to the position of managing academic computing, at least in the
setting of a small college and a one person operation. The challenge of the
position is to fashion, or help fashion, with others the direction of
academic computing. Time is the scarcest resource and while there are
many good people, each has other responsibilities "Too many options," as
Orr indicates, is a main culprit in creating problems -a choice of 752
models of cars and trucks to select from, a store with 2500 tupes of light.
bulbs- has computino counterparts. The grEat number of computing options
can easily paralyze decision- making, espEcially in collegial setting, and
when past experiences suggest that any selection is two weeks too early.
The range of personal choices has exploded (megatrend number 10) in all
spheres of life with multiple options in religion, 'clods, entertainment,
workplace, neighborhood, and word processing (over one hundred) proarams
(Couger). There exists a dazzling array of choices in computerland, in
machines and software, and if not managed, the college will find itself
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host to a Babel of incompatibility.
To define the position of coordinator, an examination of the specific

tasks performed suggests the appropriate competencies The editor of The
Computing Teacher provides such an analysis and evolves a list of four
primary competencies. The context of the derivation is precollege, but this
seems inconsequential to Moursund's conclusions. The suggested
competencies are,

'Cl . Technical knowledge in the fields of computer science ed computer education.
C2. Interpersonal relations skills; written ana oral communication swills; administrative skills
C3. Overall intelligence and perseverence; good ability to learn; a broad general education and

dedication to lifelong learning.
C4. Knowledge and support of our education system; good skills in teaching school children and

educators." (3-4)

According to Moursund, successful coordinators are all "exceptionally
strong in one of more of these competencies" and possess additional
characteristics such as good learners, dedication to education, good
listeners, open to learning, and a strong work ethic. Finkel, in a reaction to
the article, disagrees on the necessity and desirability of in-depth
technical skills, conceding that in the mainframe dominated pa it, but not
the present stage of development of computing, the necessity of an
in-depth level of technical knowledge existed. The then esoteric knowledge
created the so- called "computer priests," resulted in the exclusion of ether
academics from the computer sect, and helped to impede the
implementation of widespread a Ademic computing. "It's my feeling,"
states Finkel, "that a good computer coordinator does not need to be a
computer science expert, but does need to have a basic computer science
understanding plus a host of other skills; the first being to know where the
resources are and how to tap into them. Today's computer coordinator needs
a strong curriculum backgm:Ind in a variety of subject area: as well as
administrative knowledge and skills. This person should havL had classroom
teaching experience, including the use of compute: s in a curriculum
area(s)" (22). The coordinator is an advocate for the totality of the
curriculum, not just for the computer science domain. A corollary, perhaps
less appropriate to colleges, is the rule articulated bg some that computers
should not be physically placed or associated with the mathematics
department, lest the impression of proprietory rights, to the detriment of
college wide implementation in all disciplines.

Computing literature, such as Computerworld and Datamation, suggest
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and useful software package" If workshops seem a good idea, let those
targeted carru most of the burden Managers devote most of their attention
to the tactics of implementatIon rather than the formulation of goals and
strategies. Most senior managers studied "were occupied with a very limited
number of quite general issues, r;ach of which subsumed a large number of
specific issues" (27)

The tactic of implemetation of academic computing is helping faculty
master the computer culture in their own way and at their own speed
Networks people talking to people, sharing ideas, horizontal links- have
always been the rule in academic institutions.
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Loyola Universi.y of Chicago

Jim Donaldson
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Control Data Corporation ancom Systems, Inc. Sperry Corporation
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PARTICIPATING VENDORS

The twenty-two vendors with computer-related products and services listed below participated in
the CAUSE National Conference. The vendor presentations, sponsorships of conference activities,
vendor hospitality, and suite exhibits offered by these companies contributed a great deal to the
success of the conference and its value to conferees.

American Management Systems, Inc. (SE/H)

Business Information Technology, Inc. (S,P)

Business Systems Resources (SE/H)

Cincom Systems, Inc. (P)

COMPUTER ALLIANCE (SE/H)

Control Data Corporation (P. SE/H)

Coopers & Lybrand (P, SE/H)

Datatel Minicomputer Company (P, SE/H)

Digital Equipment Corporation (S, SE/H)

Hewlett-Packard Company (S)

IBM Corporation (S, SE/H)

Information Associates, Inc. (S, SE/H)

Information Solutions, Inc. (SE/H)

Integral Systems, Inc. (P, S, SE/H)

International Telephone and Telegraph (SE/H)

Pansophic Systems, Inc. (SE/II)

Peat, Marwich, Mitchell & Co. (P, S)

Price Waterhouse (P)

Racal-Vadic (P, SE/H)

Sperry Corporation (P, SE/H)

Systems & Computer Technology Corporation (P, S, SE/H)

Texas Instruments Incorporated (P, SE/H)

KEY: P = Presentation
S = Sponsorship
SE/H = Suite Exhibit/Hospitality
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Business
Information Technology, Inc.
A Professional Corporation

Emu P 0 BOX 4569 WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19807 302-656-3606

ABSTRACT

Business Information Technology, Inc. is a national consulting
firm with four offices across the country specializing in the
implementation of the ISI Payroll/Personnel System. The firm
approaches the implementation of purchased software packagesusing a "Prototyping Approach" that avoids the pitfalls
associated with traditional systems development methodologies.
They are extremely successful in applying their approach not only
in the College and University market but also for Fortune 500firms like: Carrier Corporation, Hartford Insurance, Hughes
Aircraft, Meridian Oil, and dozens of others.

The following graphics provide an overview of the "Prototyping
Approach" employed by the firm.

PROTOTYPING GUIDELINES

Definition:
A Step-Wise Approach for Effective Implementa-
tion of Purchased Software Packages.

Training Commences immediately and Continues
Forces Thinking in Terms of Package
Requirements are Stated in Context of the Package
Base Level Modifications Begin Early
Protect Is Stalused in Terms of Completed Tests
Resk.''s are Demonstrable
Users' Participation is Defined
Management Ca l Participate
Demonstrates True Training Requirements
Clarifies Conversiol Requirements
Clarifies interface Requirements
DAct Team Gains Early Knowledge of Software

.oject Estimates Based on Experience
Brings All Project Members Up Learning Curve
Makes Project Planning More Realistic
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PRODUCTIVITY FOR DATA ADMINISTRATION

Abstract of Presentation made at CAUSE85

Cincom Systems, Inc.

How well an organization performs depends largely on the availability and accessibility of
up-to-date, accurate, meaningful information for anyone who needs it, when they need it.
The frustrations of administrative end users in getting such information access is well
documented. No one knows better than data processing that the real culprit is the
complexity and limitations of first-generation and even relationship-type data base
management systems.

Till now the productivity advances in data processing have occurred primarily in the
programming function. Data processing has been restricted in the area of data structuring
within the data base while trying to deal with the diverse needs of production and query
processing. Limited data structure independence has also impacted the information access
process by forcing data processing to spend its time on maintenance rather than new
development--restructure of data leads to rework of application.

Data administration has also faced complexity of data base design, normalization of data,
and constraints on insuring the integrity and security of data. It has been these constraints
on data processing that have formed the real burden and bottleneck to information access.

With the arrival of advanced relational technology in 1985, data administration finally gains
the architecture and tools to break that bottleneck. The implementation of a three-schema
architecture in data management insulates applications from both physical and logical
changes. The result is simpler and quicker application development with fewer errors.
Multiple data structuring techniques for high transaction production systems and query
facilities become possible. Tools to automate data administration tasks are now available in
data base implementation and the critical areas of referential and entity integrity.

The availability of these recent technological developments brings to data management and
administration a true foundation for effective information access. Such access brings to an
institution the critical resource needed to not only suvive but prosper.
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ME EDEN STUDENT RECORDS SYSTEM

Control Data Corporation

Eden, the comprehensiie student
records system designed by college
administrators for administrators like you
It's five state-of-the-art subsystems that
you and your staff need to optimize use of
your human and financial resources Here
are a few of the many benefits Eden
delivers
Gateway Streamlines and personal-

izes your admissions proc-
essing, forecasts resource
requirements, tightens
cost control

Student
Records

Student Aid
Management

Registers students, main-
tains and reports grades,
prepares and archives
transcripts, creates your
course catalog and much
more

Uses approved Depart-
ment of Education meth-
odology to assess student
needs, provides peace-of-
mind by helping to assure
your school's compliance
with government
i 3gulations

Bursar Automates student
accounts receivable to
save labor, reduce errors
maximize accountability

Alumni Enriches present campus
development activities by
maintaining lists and
accounting controls,
simplifies and personal-
izes communications

How Will the Eden Student
Records System Benefit Your
School?
The Eden Student Records System is the
management tool that enables you, the
campus administrator, to

improve/expand student services
optimize your human and financial
resources via improved controls and
interdepartmental communications
obtain the management information you
need for planning resource require-
ments, responding to local, state,
federal regulations, reporting to your
school's top officials
achieve accountability, you can access
an instant information source that gives
you the edge in making decisions from
funding requirements to classroom
reservations

serve your students better by streamlin-
ing and imp oving the entire student
records effort
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LASER DISK INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION

Abstract of Presentation for CAUSE85

Coopers & Lybrand

Technology has advanced to permit end users to design special applications which are
extremely user friendly and which employ some of the techniques and equipment emerging
from the artificial intelligence community.

C & L has established relations with high tech firms to develop applications using laser
video disk technology whereby video programs can be interactive with users. The video
can be preprogrammed to respond immediately to different user inquiries and programs
superimposed on the disk so computations can be done with information provided by the
user at that moment. The application potential of these technological advances is
significant. Any area where an institution has significant need to communicate repetitive
information to large numbers of people (e.g., applicants, employees) on a "face-to-face"
basis is a candidate. Dpportunities exist in registration, admissions, and personnel for
such applications.

Coopers & Lybrand with Mandell Institute demonstrated an application of laser disk
technology in the financial planning area. They also discussed how institutions should
plan to develop similar applications in relevant administrative areas.

Coopers & Lybrand also demonstrated a budgeting system developed using PC Foals, a
fourth-generation language. They discussed how this can be related to the proliferation of
end user applications in the university community.
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GUIDELINES FOR SELECTING YOUR
ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTER SYSTEM

Abstract of a presentation prepared by
Donna Evancoe and Sandy Opstad

and given by Bill Petersen

Datatel Minicomputer Company

Institutions that are planning to introduce, improve, or replace an administrative computer
system are faced with a great variety of choices. Because there are so many affordable and
technically feasible options, it is extremely important that colleges and universities take a
deliberate and systematic approach to selection and implementation of a computer system.

Technological advances have brought us to the point where administrative computing
decisions should no longer be made on the basis of hardware alone. In fact, hardware is
really of seconduiy importance. In administrative computing today, decisions should be
made primarily on the basis of software. Forward-looking institutions are analyzing their
administrative functions and seeking total systems--software and hardware--to run
administrative operations efficiently and effectively.

This presentation suggested procedures to follow and identified important factors to
consider when your campus seeks a new computer system.
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SERIES Z: GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FEATURES

A proven system
for today's
information
management
needs.

Series Z is an integrated, on-line
software system designed specific-
ally to meet the information man-
agement needs of colleges and
universities. Incorporating proven
concepts from our years of
experience with colleges and
universities, we've created an
affordable system for today's mini
and mainframe computers.

Series Z is actually four application
systems in one: Financ;a1 Records,
Human Resources, Studen' Informa-
tion, and Alumni Development. All
four systems interact with each
other. Most of all, however, Series Z
provides you with al! the infor-
mation you need to make timely,
accurate, intelligent management
decisions.

Series Z incorporates an integrated
system structure to efficiently
handle separate categories of pro-
cessing, yet address the entire
administrative needs of the insti-
tution. The Series Z design elimin-
ates data redundancy and promotes
efficient processing.

A modular approach to design and
integration has been applied. Such
design permits 1) phased imple-
mentation allowing systems to be
added as necessary and within the
priorities of the institution, 2)
modular sequence flexibility, 3)
elimination of data redundancy,
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FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM
(FRS)

FINANCIAL AID
MANAGEMENT

BILLING
RECEIVABLES

STUDENT
RECORDS

VOICE RESPONSE
REGISTRATIO

ADMISSIONS

PURCHASING

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

FINANCLA. ACCOUNTING

BUDGETING

DATA BASE
FRS

DATA BASE ti
ADS

CONSTITUENCY MANAGEMENT

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PAYROLL

PERSONNEL

POSITION

CONTROL

LABOR

DISTRIBUTION

ALUMNI/DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
(ADS)

4) a consistent data definition to be
maintained as well as system integ-
rity and security, 5) insulation from
computing environment changes,
and 6) continued development of
modules to meet the higher educ-
ation administration computing
needs.

Series Z Data Handler
The Series Z Data Handler controls
the storage of data and defines
how that data will be integrated.
The Data Handler functions as a
Data Base Manager for the Series Z
administrative programs, integrates
with other Data Base Manager
Systems or with other non-Series Z
application programs. The Data
Handler also controls screen
formats, and procedures and
enables the user to quickly make
changes within the system, often
without reprogramming.
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Security
Series Z has been designed to
"police" your information and let
you control who sees what. The
various levels of security control
include: system, application, func-
tion or data element or the institu-
tion can define special acces' for
limned use. Series Z also defines on-
line changes according to security
levels in the same fashion.

On-Line Data Entry,
Inquiry and Lpdate
Input to Series Z goes through a
single channel, regardless of date,
quantity or sequence. This includes
both initial data entry and update.
All entries can 5e submitted in on-
line, or in batches. Series Z also
provides for on-line inquiry to the
data base, at any time.



Screen Generation/
Modification
Series Z permits you to build your
own screens, to meet possible user-
defined needs not already
addressed by the system.

On-Line Help
On-line help features include
diagnostic, date definition and
screen help. Series Z is designed
with such on-line features to assist
the user or operator in learning
how to use the system faster
without the need to consult a

manual or leave the terminal.

Software Maintenance
An important aspect of any soft-
ware purchase is the availability of
maintenance. Series Z has a com-
plete maintenance program for
regulatory changes and/or
enhancements.

Series Z Report Writer
Z Writer efficiently meets the report
generation needs of Series Z users.
From the simple to the complex, Z
Writer is ready to provide the
solutions to your ad-hoc reporting
and on-demand data needs.

Whether you're improving your
present system, or just beginning to
look for adr inistrative software,
investigate Se es Z first. Call the
Information Associates office
nearest you.

Headquarters:
3000 Ridge Road East
Rochester, New York 1462.6
(716) 467-7740
Telex: 6501912647 MCI

SERIES Z VOICE RESPONSE
REGISTRATION
IA has added a telephone
registration system to its Series Z -
SIS. The new component enables
students to register or inquire
about their classes from any touch
tone telephone, from anywhere
The application of hardware
developed by Perception
Technology Corp. and IA's student
registration system has resulted in a
creative, cost-effective tool. The
frustrations of long lines, short
tempers and confusion have given
way to the calm convenience of the
telephone. While it simplifies life
for your students, it also helps to cut
your registration costs.

IA Microcomputer
Offerings
Information Associates has intro-
duced another labor-saving, state-
of-the art software option to assist
in meeting administrative
responsibilities. FBS provides a top
down budgeting vehicle which
allows your personal computer and
mainframe to work together to
build your budget. IA's Financial
Budgeting System supports the
entire budget process, producing a
sound, workable dncument.

Regional Offices:
1161 Murfreesboro Road
Suite 324
Nashville, TN 37217

840 East Central Parway
Suite 150
Plano, TX 75074
(214) 578-1007

12310 Pi necrest Road

Suite 201C
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476 -6000
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A Leader in Information
Services
Our capabilities are backed by a
staff of more than 220 professionals
who concentrate on every element
of each customer's individual
requirements.

We are dedicated to seeking better
solutions to turn data into useful
information. We offer a full range
of support services including

customer training, user group
participation, the necessary docu-
mentation, source code, test data,
software maintenance and

technical support.

Our experience and success in
providing flexible, state-of-the-art
systems makes us confident that
Information Associates has a

complete system solution to meet
your needs.

11/30/84

3000 Ridge Road East
Rochester, New York 14622
(716) 467-7740

9491 Ridgehaven Court
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 560-4067
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EXTENDED USES OF HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION

Abstract of Presentation

made at CAUSES5

Integral Systems, Inc.

Integral Systems, Inc. (ISI), provides a full-featured system to meet the payroll,
personnel, position control, and applicant tracking requirements of colleges and
universities. Exciting new uses of the information recorded to suppport those functions
have been developed for both mainframe and microcomputer applications. Of particular
interest to institutions of higher education are tenure tracking, budget modeling, graphic
capabilities, and inventory of instruction skills. Other new functions include information
download to spreadsheet packages, affirmative action planning, graphic organizational
charts, succession planning, and flexible benefits programs. As the information
requirements of payroll and personnel offices continue to change rapidly, application
systems must change to support their needs.
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Published bimonthly by Pansophic Systems, Incorporated

Pansophic premiers PC version
of EASYTRIEVE PLUS
"It really is EASYTRIEVE PLUS on the PC!"

Surprise at seeing an old friend in a PC environ-
ment is the most common reaction that beta test-
ers of Pansophic's latest offering have expressed
over EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC. EASYTRIEVE
PLUS is Pansophic's information retrieval and
data management system for end user reporting
applications.

EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC -- the EASYTR'7VE
PLUS information retrieval system with a host of
additional PC features was actually written from
scratch to maximize the benefits of running on a
PC. Designed to operate on IBM PCs and compat-
ibles with 256K of memory and a hard disk, the
product will also support dual floppy systems if it
is stored on the mainframe and run through
PANLINK (Tempus-Link from Pansophic), a uni-
versal mainframe-to-micro link.

Common uses

The PC version of EASYTRIEVE PLUS offers
companies a number of new options. No longer
tied to the mainframe, MIS can offload reporting to
PCs, encouraging departments toward report writ-
ing independence in the friendly PC environment.

Since the PC product features the same syntax as
mainframe EASYTRIEVE PLUS, there is little new
training necessary.

Because of operating system disferences, the
mainframe and PC products vary slightly in file
specifications. However, the PC product contains
a syntax checker not only for PC EASYTRIEVE
PLUS jobs, but also for mainframe jobs. This
means that the PC serves as an effective pro-
grammer workstation allowing the programmer
to enter a job and syntax check it on the PC before
executing it on the mainframe.

PC features

Besides offloading reporting to PCs and serving
as a workstation tool, EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC is
an information center product allowing the end
user to engage in self-service computing. New PC
oriented features of the product include forms cre-
ation suitable for data entry; a database in which
the data can be stored; an editor for entering and
correcting jobs; and help windows offering cues to
syntax. Thus, end users have all the tools needed
to enter, maintain and report on their own data
sets.
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EASYTRIEVE PWS PC
(continued)

Designed for the less experienced
user as well as for the computer
professional, the forms creation fa-
cility of EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC
automatically constructs forms
from file descriptions. Users can
then alter the screen to fit their own
tastes.

Forms can also be used to browse
records in a file or to add, delete or
update records. They lend them-
selves well to key searches too, like
displaying all accounts in a particu-
lar state or displaying all salesmen
with sales over a half-million
dollars.

When it comes to keying in an
EASYTRIEVE PLUS job, users
who feel a bit rusty on syntax can
bring up a HELP window right on
top of their editing screens, enter-
ing a line of type while viewing the
syntax cue.

EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC auto-
matically brings up a HELP screen
related to the key word the user is
entering. Another alternative for
the user is to scroll through an al-
phabetical list to select HELP top-
ics. A HELP window for the editing
commands themselves, is also
available.

When users want to look at a sec-
ond file--of data definitions, for
examplewhile writing a job, they
can split the editor screen and
browse the second file for informa-
tion while entering or correcting the
first. Thus, if the field name has
been forgotten, they can refresh
their memories while entering the
job commands.

With forms creation, HELP win-
dows, editing and data manage-
ment, EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC
marries the user-friendliness of the

1'

Mainframe EASYTRIEVE PLUS users will find the same syntax in the PC product,

F

EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC scans a job for errors. The editor stops at each error, allow-
ing 10T corrections. Here the user splits his editing screen to browse his data tile in
the top portion and edit his program in the bottom portion. The check marks show
him which hall he is working In at the moment.

PC to the power of a program that
originated on mainframes.

EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC will be
available in December on a site li-
cense basis. For complete details
on how you can o'Itain it, please
contact your local Pansophic Mar-

r 8

keting Representative or call
Pansophic at 800/323-7335. Illinois
and Canadian residents will reach
Pansophic by calling 312/986-6055.

International release dates for
EASYTRIEVE PLUS PC will be
determined by individual region. 0



TIER PLANNING FOR COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
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This presentation explained a sequential process through which individual
campuses or institutions can establish or revise a master plan for computing.
The master plan should provide the long-range direction, set the stage
for tactical (annual) planning, incorporate the needs of both the administrative
and academic segments of th- institution, and become a "living" document
thro...gh annual revisions.

Step 1 - Evaluate Computing Technology Systems in Terms of the Institution's
Mission. Identify the appropriate level (i.e. leading edge, state-of-the-art,
stay-with-the-art) of technology for instruction, research and administrative
areas. This step should include broad participation across all institutional
areas to develop concensus, clarify expectations, and establish ground
rules for the planning process.

Step 2 - Establish Institutional Programmatic Objectives. Academic

users should determine how computing and information technologies can
most effectively enchance or support their programs. Likewise, administrative
users should focus on the degree of intra- and interdepartmental information
systems integration and sophistication needed to reap the greatest business-
oriented effectiveness.

Step 3 - Establish Functional Requirements. Technological areas that

should be considered for inclusion are telecommunications, office automation,
computer assisted instruction, and video disk, in addition to administrative
functional requirements. These requirements should be documented and
reviewed to ensure they are comprehensive and clearly articulated. Next,

vendors of products sattsfying these requirements should be identified,
and demonstrations should be arranged.

Step 4 - Prioritize User Requirements. This step should be carried
out with agreed-upon evaluation criteria based upon institutional mission,
program objectives and technological preference.

Step 5 - Develop Alternative Approaches. No more than three approaches
should be developed to address the prioritized functional requirements.
Examples may include upgrading hardware, networking existing equipment
and systems, developing interfaces, procuring software pakcages, and
beta test site agreements.

Step 6 - Select Preferred Institutional Approach. Analyzing each alternative

will result in the selection of a preferred approach. This analysis
should consider organizational adjustments required; the impact on current
technologies cf the institution; staffing levels, individual experience
and capabilities; and the financial resources available.

The final result should be a master plan for computing that satisfies
the need for all users, is in concert with the institution's mission
and goals, and takes best advantage of the institution's unique strengths
- its individual faculty and staff members.

For additional Sally Campbell
information call: (213) 927-4000

Schuyler Lescher

t-
J

(212) 872-5618
8 5
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"ENSURING THE ODYSSEY ENDS, A.K.A., GETTING THE RIGHT PLAN APPROVED"

Many computing organizations are in the midst of an odyssey when
it comes to achieving their computing goals. The goal of educa-
tional computing is to provide the systems, technology and man-
agement to support an institution's academic and administrative
needs and thus its overall educational mission.

Let's look at each component of the computing goal to understand
why it is a moving target and so difficult to achieve.

Technology - provides the tools for producing and communicating
information. As in any industry, improved technology demands new
procedures and techniques for properly utilizing that technology.
There are many pressures to utilize new technology. These
include:

Older technology is discontinued and expensive to maintain.
Improved price performance is attractive for meeting user
growth and performance demands without increasing your
budget.
Automation of certain business functions is now feasible.
Functions that used to require specialized equipment can be
consolidated into a single device.
The latest technology provides a competitive advantage for
attracting students, faculty and administrators.

Systems - The competitive environment for students, administra-
tors and faculty and new business functions and external
reporting requirements create pressure to automate additional
functions. There are also more choices of how to acouire
additional systems.

Human Resources - Technology change creates an initial limited
source of technical resources. Many educational institutions are
under financial pressures, and as a result, have a salary struc-
ture 0-tat is not always fully competitive with private industry,
and thus, have difficulty keeping needed technical resources.

With this moving target, it is not difficult to understand why
computing goals are not easy to come by. As the pace of
technological change accelerates, the opportunity to make wrong
turns and extend the odyssey increase.

One of the truest adages of our time is the MIDAS commercial,
"Pay me now or pay me later," with the correct implication that
pay me later is considerably more expensive ani aggravating.
Odyssey's tend to be in the "pay me later" category.

The way to end the Odyssey is to develop a computing/IRM plan -

that is, define where you want to go (i.e., the target computing
environment and how you will get there (i.e., an implementation
plan). gowever, having a plan isn't enough. The name of the
game is developing the right plan and getting that plan approved.

Let's look at some of the major success factors in producing the
"right" plan:
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Understand the administrative/academic areas being addressed.
Define the project scope "up-front."
Produce the plan in a reasonable amount of time.
Use a relatively small and senior level project team.
Ensure the independence of the system planners.
Utilizing a planning methodology.
Participation of key user personnel.

Now, let's look at some of the major factors that need to be
dealt with in order to ensure that the right plan gets
"approved:"

Commitment at the top
General consensus within an institution
Need to control misinformation
Project scope up-front
Identification of benefits at business level
Need automated support tools
Having the right plan to begin with

I would now like to focus on three of these and relate them to
what we did on the CSU job:

Methodology - First, information processing is composed of three
pLeces: systems, technology and management. Second, the
planning process has three stages: understand the current
environment, define the target environment and develop the plan.
This conceptual framework was used to organize deliverables, the
project team and in the development of the work plan. It set the
framework for all discussion within the CSU.

Consensus - We had the benefit of a CSU individual who had a good
historical perspective of the systems and understood the environ-
ment and sensitivities. A letter from the Vice Chancellor of
Administration was transmitted to all Presidents announcing the
project and soliciting support. A Steering Committee was formed.
Work products were marked and characterized as draft so as not to
preempt a feeling of participation. CSU specialists in each of
the major administrative areas were identified and made part of
the project team. We conducted a workshop at which other univer-
sities attended to solicit input as to where they stood. We
explained the process/methodology. Comfort was developed by many
just understanding the planning process. Meetings were held in
Northern and Southern California with the campus coordinators to
explain the tailoring process.

We attempted to make sensitive professional judgments that were
in the best interest of the CSU overall.

Justification - Justification was paramount because the CSU is a
State controlled agency. When studying the current environment,
we gathered data that allowed us to quantify the problem. We
then identified *"..e objective of a new system in terms of solving
or improving existing problems. Finally, we identified the
business (not technical) benefits.

By: Edwin N. Homer, Price Waterhouse, Newport Beach, Calif.
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Abstracts of Presentations made at CAUSE85

Racal-Vadic

STANDARDS IN DATA COMMUNICATIONS

The first data communications products that attached to the public-switched telephone

network following the Carter Phone Decision in 1969 were to begin an interesting

evolution of technology and innovation that has provided the conduit for today's
information revolution.

This discussion followed the paths of that development, focusing on the changes and

standards whi,_11 guide present development and future trends. Topics covered included

modem standards, dialing -protocols, error control standards, and security methods.

LOWER YOUR COSTS AND GAIN CONTROL OF

YOUR DIAL-UP NETWORK SERVICES

Computer managers face a common dilemma in serving an increasingly sophisticated user

group. Users with personal computers and modems in their homes or dorms usually want

dial-up access to local and remote mainframes. The dedicated terminal, operating over a

dedicated line, is no longer adequate to serve these needs. In many cases, access has been

restricted to a select few in the ranks of the faculty and graduate students. With personal

computers becoming more prevalent and extending to undergraduates anci to people living

within the university's sphere of influence and service, the demand for dial-up access is

rapidly increasing. All too often, this rapid growth is hard to manage, and users get
frustrated with the service or lack thereof.

The growth in dial-up services also creates a growth in operations expense as more floor

space, installation and maintenance services, telephone line expenses, etc., are incurred.

With the recent advent of small, intelligent VLSI modems and network management and

control systems to go with them, many of the problems of growth can be circumvented.

The large public datacom networks have worked with suppliers to conceive and develop

the next generation of data communication equipment. Many of its attributes were
described in this presentation.
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SPERRY
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS CENTER

A COMMITMENT TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

RAYMOND E. SANDBORGH

Sperry Corporation made a decision about eigheen months ago that the
technology popularly known as Artificial Intelligence was mature enough to use
in practical business applications as well as in military applications. This
decision means Sperry must treat Al as a field of engineering rather than a
topic of research. Consequently Sperry had several critical tasks to
accomplish:

1. Selection of the Al Hardware and Software tools that encapsulate much of
the technology.

2. Development of working applications and additional specialized tools.
3. Formation of a Corporate focus for Al in the Knowledge Systems Center.
4. Establish a worldwide capability to create knowledge engineers.
5. Establish a multi-phased program of college and university support.

Each of tnese points is critical to Sperry's thrust into the field of Al.

First, the Al tools chosen should be effective for the application oriented
problems. We are wor'.'ng to use and refine an established set of techniques
and methods based upon research and mathematics, not to expand those Al
techniques. This means that the large Lisp machine designed for research is
an extravagance. Sperry has selected a well engineered, commercially
packaged system, with a visible preplanned future, and a speed and power
versus cost tradeoff that is appropriate to the application domain. The
software chosen emphas:zes knowledge representation flexibility, and power in
the human it Jrface, with bit-mapped graphics, pop-up menues and other aids
to ergonomic niceties, such as a mouse and user modifiable system
characteristics. The reason for this choice in software is the major problem
in Al is developing an expert system, not using it, and the two major problems
to be solved in dP :eloping an Al system are (1) knowledge representation and
(2) the rapid exploration of options via a powerful user interface.

Second, Sperry is working on over 30 applications in sir' .,averse areas as:

o EDP Auditing
o Airline Ticket Pricing
o Ceramic Chip Testing and Fault Diagnosis
o Ambiguity Resolution
o Threat Assessment
o PC Computer Diagnosis
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In addition, Sperry is working on specialized capabilities such as
interconnect to mainframe computers and Unix machine based delivery
systems.

Third, Sperry needed a group to coordinate the necessary diverse application
developments. Sperry has over 200 people in numerous locations including
several foreign countries, requiring a coordinating center. The Sperry
Knowledge Systems Center (KSC) p-ovides such a policy, strategy and
coordinating function. Consisting of .)xperts in data processing, psychology,
engineering, software, linguistics and consultants in knowledge engineering,
the KSC acts as a catalyst in Sperry's Al thrust.

Fourth, Sperry has developed an effective way to develop competency in
creating expert systems. The key is a standard and guided apprenticeship that
results in a working "proof-of-concept" expert system. The basic steps are:

1. Develop a basic understanding of Al and a list of several possible
projects.

2. Develop the capability to use the tools of Al in the Sperry Knowledge
Workstation.

3. Select a project and then address the basic knowledge representation
issues such that development appears virtually certain.

4. Develop a "proof-of-concept" expert system.
5. Complete the expert system.

This process is duplicatable, repeatable and results in professionals with the
experience base to use the sophisticated theoretical knowledge base in
Artificial Intelligence.

Fifth, Sperry has developed a program that supports Artificial Intelligence
research in academic institutions rather than taking them out of teaching and
research. These programs arP

o The Sperry Knowledge Engineering Environment Grants
o The Sperry Al Fellowship, where ongoing professional level research is

supported upon recommendation of senior technical Sperry people.
o The Sperry Knowledge Systems Center Internships where outstanding

graduate and undergraduate students can gain practical experience in
knowledge engineering at Sperry locations worldwide.

This is a thoughtful program, one designed to make major impact in a specific
way.

Our commitment to Al is a natural extension of Sperry's ability to engineer
precise solutions to customer needs.

r- r., 0ti ,/ t ,
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MASTERING THE TOOLS TO BUILD YOUR FUTURE:

APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 4GL

Abstract of Presentation made at CAUSE85

Systems & Computer Technology Corporation

Under the direction of Michael Emmi, SCT has embarked upon a number of

exciting new programs, one of which is focused on maximizing
productivity through research and development efforts. With higher

education under increasing pressure to deliver both completely new systems

and new features for existing systems at an almost geometrically
accelerating pace, the techniques SCT is employing will be of value to all

data processing professionals. The case study presented was the new

version of SCT's Student System under Cullinet's IDMS/R data base.
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KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING APPLIED TO

UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT

Abstract of Presentation

made at CAUSE85

Texas Instruments Incorporated

The combination of artificial intelligence techniques, such as knowledge

engineering, with sophisticated expert system development tools furnishes the

catalyst for the next generation of software. Providing the ability to solve
real-world problems, this new software can emulate the way human experts use

knowledge and experience. This capability opens up a whole new world of
computing utility in technical, administrative, and managerial areas. Expert

systems provide computer support for problems requiring human judgment,
experience, reasoning, and expertise.

This panel discussion introduced ways that "knowledge engineering" tools can

help deal with the complex decision making in university management.



SUITE EXHIBITS
The following vendors offered Suite Exhibits at CAUSE85 to display and/ or demonstrate their products
or services: American Management Systems, Inc.; Business Systems Resources; Control Data
Corporation; Coopers & Lybrand; Datatel Minicomputer Company; Digital Equipment Corporation;
IBM Corporation; Information Associates; Information Solutions, Inc.; Integral Systems, Inc.; ITT and
The Computer Alliance; Pansophic Systems, Inc.; Racal-Vadic; Sperry Corporation, Systems &
Computer Technology Corporation; and Texas Instruments.
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SUITE EXHIBITS
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BUSINESS AND PLEASURE

ideas are exchanged as readily during breaks between sessions as they are at formal track
presentations. An important part of the conference experience are the social gatherings--the scheduled

ones, such as the Registration Reception and the luncheons, as well as those that occur spontaneously

on elevators or at casual dinners, when new friendships are formed and old acquaintances renewed.

CAUSE85 fea+Ired two "special" activities

in addition to the extra-long Registration

Reception sponsored by our sustaining
member companies Hewlett-Packard
Company and Systems and Computer
Technology Corporation. A round robin

t.mnis tournament was held on the
afternoon prior to the opening of
CAUSE85 at the beautiful indoor
Rivercenter Tennis Club affiliated with the

New Orleans Hilton. Peat, Marwick,

Mitchell & Co., sponsor of this

tournament, also reserved court time for

any conferees who wanted to get together

for informal play after the completion of

the tournament. The "Mardi Gras
Madness" gala was one of the liveliest and

most colorful of any of our conference
dinner entertainments, providing conferees

a taste of the New Orleans Mardi Gras.

This evening of excitement, surprises,
music, and good fun included a reception,

dinner, flaming dessert served in a
second-line parade, and an authentic Mardi

Gras Krewe "fashion show" followed by a

50-piece marching band led by a

motorcycle police escort complete with

sirens! The evening closed with dancing to

a Dixieland jazz band, and many conferees

took advantage of the opportunity to have

their photos taken with Krewe members.
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REGISTRATION RECEPTION
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Special thanks to Hewlett-Packard Company and Systems & Computer Technology Carpor2tion for co-sponsoring the
CA USERS Registration Reception.



"MARDI GRAS MADNESS"
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REFRESHMENTS
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Special thanks to the following vendors for sponsoring refreshment breaks: Apple Computer, Inc.; Business Information
Technology, Inc.; Digital Equipment Corporation; IBM Corporation; Integre! Systems, Inc. Apple and DEC provided coffee
mugs and BIT provided note cubes to all conferees at these breaks.



BREAKS
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